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Announcements and News
News about your product, conferences, and community events.

• New Training Course
A new web-based training course is now available from Mainframe Software Education:
Smart/RESTART: Restarting Db2 Applications and Resolving Application Performance Issues 200
(06RAI20040)
This 30-minute course explains how to:

• Restart Db2 applications with or without code changes
• Restart Db2 applications after making changes to resolve an application performance issue

Training Access
Web-based training is available at no charge to customers who are on active maintenance. For information about
accessing Broadcom web-based training, see Mainframe Software Education and also view our course catalog. If
you would like to share your ideas for Broadcom mainframe product training, subscribe to the Mainframe Education
Community, where we share calls for input.

• Mainframe Community: Learn, connect, and share knowledge and experiences with other users by joining the
Broadcom Mainframe Software Community.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV FIle
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information and access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about the security or
integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this Broadcom Support
article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: April, June, and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Prague, Czech Republic (April 18-20), in Plano,
Texas (June 13-15), and virtually on October 3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who will share the latest
technical education and product demos and respond to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational
events are a great way to network with peers and experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented
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in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of
End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM installed, we
recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see the IBM
documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
Includes new feature descriptions, product compatibility details, and third-party software agreements.

The release notes explain the key features and details for REXX Language Xtensions Release 20.1.

REXX Language Xtensions (RLX) lets you create a family of REXX language extensions that make REXX a viable
replacement for assembled and compiled host languages.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• REXX Language Xtensions (RLX)
• ACF2™ for z/OS (ACF2)
• Chorus™ Software Manager (CSM)
• Common Components and Services (CCS)
• External Security Manager (ESM)
• Host/EDIT
• Launch Express
• RAI
• RAI Server
• REXX Db2 eXtensions (RDX)
• Smart/RESTART
• Smart/RRSAF
• Smart Jobstream Series (SJS)
• TASKLIB+
• Top Secret® for z/OS (Top Secret)
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Installing
This section describes how to install and customize the product.

Introduction and Pre-Installation Planning
This article includes RLX pre-installation and library information for administers who install the product.

You should be familiar with OS/JCL, REXX and/or TSO CLIST languages -- along with the programming and operations
standards in use at the installation site. In addition, installers of the Db2 related components of RLX should be familiar
with Db2 and SQL.

This content explains the installation of the RLX product and describes the contents of the distribution tape. The batch
jobs that are described and illustrated in this section have to be modified in keeping with your installation conventions
regarding dataset names, device names. Installation-dependent JCL parameters appear in this section as underlined
values in lower or mixed-case type to make them easier to recognize. Modify these parameters before the RLX install jobs
are submitted.

See the RLX$READ member of the restored CRAIJCL library for the values that you should substitute for various
variables in this installation content that appear within ?marks? or are underlined. Some symbolic variables should be
replaced with literal values exactly as defined in the RLX$READ member while other symbolic variables are replaced with
site-specific values that you designate.

For example, throughout this installation content, Tvrm refers to the target libraries created at your site during installation.
Therefore, all references to Tvrm in this documentation should be read as referring to the actual node name of the target
datasets that are created at your site.

The RLX libraries that are installed during the SMP/E process are listed in The RLX Distribution Libraries.

Installation Summary
This article includes a high-level installation summary.

Use standard SMP/E installation and maintenance best practices to install and maintain mainframe z/OS products. The
installation process includes all the tasks that are typically performed by a systems programmer to acquire the products
and make them ready for use in a production environment. 

This section summarizes the steps that are involved in installing RLX.

1. If Common Components and Services (CCS) is not already available, install CCS. For more information, see the CCS
documentation.

2. Install the RAI pax file. For the installation and configuration information, see the Smart/RESTART, RLX, and TASKLIB
+ Installation documentation. After you complete the installation, return to this topic to complete the RLX configuration.

3. Customize the RLXDYN member of the CRAIEXEC.
4. Verify RLX installation by issuing RLXIVP command within the ISPF environment.
5. Deploy RLX for general usage on one or more Db2 subsystems.

Prerequisite System Software
This article indicates the required IBM software.

RLX operates on any hardware which supports IBM z/OS or IBM OS/390. The following table indicates the IBM system
software that is required to operate RLX.

Software                       Version / Release
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---------------------          ---------------------------------------

z/OS                           Any supported release

Db2                            Any supported release

Memory and DASD Requirements
This article explains memory and DASD requirements for RLX.

Since most of the RLX modules, control blocks, and buffers reside above the 16-MB line, standard TSO/ISPF region sizes
should provide adequate virtual storage for most users.

The storage that is required for the RLX executable code is:

• 4.5 MB in the Extended PLPA or extended private area (above 16-MB line)
• 1 MB in the user private area (below 16-MB line)

The RLX installation requires approximately 290 MB or 5400 single density tracks of 3390 DASD. Target/run-time libraries
require approximately 48 MB or 900 tracks.

Names and Authorizations
Gather the following information before you begin the RLX installation process:

• The VOLSER of the DASD volume where RLX is installed
• The High-Level Qualifier (HLQ) used to name the RLX target libraries on disk.
• The names of the Db2 subsystems where RLX is installed.
• The name of the Db2 data base (and Table Spaces) in which the RLX demo tables are created. You may accept the

Db2 defaults.

Installing Optional RLX Facilities
This article explains how to install optional RLX facilities.

Additional installation steps must be performed to:

1. Enable RLX execs to run as Db2 stored procedures
2. Use the authorized functions of the RLX/Software Development Kit (RLX/SDK). To use these authorized facilities, the

RAI PC routine must be defined to CCS.
3. Run RLX.

The use of these authorized functions may be restricted as described in the RAI Authorization Facility article.

The RLX Distribution Libraries
This article lists the RLX distribution libraries.

The RLX libraries that are installed during the SMP/E process are:
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• CRAIDBRM: Db2 database request modules
• CRAIEXEC: REXX Execs
• CRAIJCL: Release notes, installation JCL, and JCL to build and run sample applications
• CRAILRAI: The extended base load library, which includes the IRX REXX initialization modules, and the TASKLIB and

STEPLIB command processor load modules
• CRAILOAD: The base load library that contains an RAI PC sub-function to be loaded by CCS
• CRAIMAC: Macro library
• CRAIMSG: ISPF message library
• CRAIPNL: ISPF panel library
• CRAIPROC: JCL procedures
• CRAISAMP: Sample data for IVPs, HLASM, C/C++, PL/1 program sources
• CRAISKL: ISPF file tailoring skeleton library
• CRAISQL: Db2 DDL files
• CRAIOPTN: Various product customization and runtime options and parameters
• CRAISRC: The source of assembler programs. These programs can be rebuilt to replace their shipped versions.
• CRAIHELP: ISPF help library

$PGMDIR is a program directory which describes the contents of the RLX product libraries, RLX$READ describes RLX
components that are incorporated in RLX product libraries, and the RLX$READ member specifies the values that you
should substitute for the underlined variables during the installation procedure. In addition, the RLX$READ member
may contain last-minute comments and developer notes that are not included in the RLX publications. The RLX$READ
member may also identify maintenance that should be applied to z/OS, MVS, and/or TSO/E to run RLX.

Once created and restored, the RLX target libraries can be re-blocked to a larger blocksize if necessary. In addition, the
panel, message, and skeleton libraries may be copied into libraries with a variable record format.

NOTE
To concatenate datasets having unequal record lengths, their record format must be variable.

Db2 Authorizations
In a manner analogous to QMF, the Db2 authorization ID of RLX owns all sample tables and stored procedure schemas in
RLX. You do not require this authorization ID to install RLX. Without it however, you need SYSADM authority.

If your authority (as installer) is revoked, the authorities that are granted during the installation process are also revoked,
unless those privileges are also granted by some other authority. Therefore, install RLX using an authorization ID that
retains the necessary authority.

REXX Parameter Modules
RLX ships with several REXX parameter modules which in turn define the REXX function packages and host command
environments which can be used with RLX. The benefits of using the RLX versions of these REXX parameter modules
include:

• Implicit definition of the RLX host command environments such as ADDRESS RLX and ADDRESS RXSQ
• Fast path access to the RLX extensions that are defined by the RLX function packages

The following REXX parameter modules are distributed in source and load module format:

REXX parameter modules unique to RLX:

RLXPARMS for MVS address spaces and IRXJCL

RLXTSPRM  for TSO address spaces

RLXISPRM for TSO/ISPF
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RFPPARMS for MVS address spaces and IRXJCL

RFPTSPRM  for TSO address spaces

RFPISPRM for TSO/ISPF

REXX parameter modules with the same names as the names that IBM supplies:

IRXPARMS for MVS address spaces and IRXJCL

IRXTSPRM for TSO address space

IRXISPRM for TSO/ISPF

The assembly language source for these REXX parameter modules resides in the CRAISRC library while the
corresponding load modules are members of the CRAILRAI dataset.

In the ISPF environment, use the RLXS front end to invoke REXX execs that request RLX services (for example, RLXS
exec_name). The RLXS frontend loads a REXX parameter module with the unique name RLXISPRM. This prevents
conflicts with load modules from other libraries that are also named IRXISPRM. The RLXS front end is the most reliable
means of running REXX SQL execs in the ISPF environment.

In contrast, when REXX execs are invoked directly (for example, exec_name), a REXX parameter module with a standard
IBM name is used -- depending on the environment in which the exec is invoked:

Environment REXX Parameter Module >Used
ISPF IRXISPRM
Batch job running IRXJCL IRXPARMS
TSO Ready IRXTSPRM

NOTE
When REXX execs are invoked directly it is imperative that the REXX parameter modules supplied with RLX are
loaded rather than any other versions of IRXPARMS, IRXTSPRM, OR IRXISPRM. If the wrong copy of a REXX
parameter module is loaded, RLX does not operate properly.

If your installation has customized a set of REXX parameter modules, make the RLX extensions to REXX available
as described in Customizing REXX Parameter Modules. Apply the RLX definitions to your existing REXX parameter
modules, or add your existing customized definitions to the REXX parameter modules supplied with RLX.

RLX Installation without APF Authorization
RLX can be installed without APF authorization at the expense of some loss of transparency and a more developer effort.
These restrictions and extra coding requirements apply only to execs that are invoked from the TSO READY prompt (in
the foreground or TSO batch). They do not apply to execs invoked within ISPF or in batch through IRXJCL.

IMPORTANT
The REXX exit routines that are named RFPEIX and RFPETX are supplied with RLX and are defined in all the
REXX parameter modules that are supplied with RLX. They must be fetched from an APF authorized library
when loaded by the TSO Terminal Monitor Program because the Terminal Monitor Program itself runs APF
authorized.

NOTE
RLX does not require APF authorization for its own operation.

You can circumvent the requirement for APF authorization when execs are invoked from the TSO READY prompt through
several methods. First, rename the RLX supplied module IRXTSPRM in the CRAILRAI library to ARXTSPRM. Then
rename the non-APF authorized version (module NRXTSPRM) to IRXTSRPM. Alternatively, edit the source of the
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IRXTSPRM module as described in Customizing REXX Parameter Modules and can replace the names of RFPEIX and
RFPETX modules with blanks.

If you circumvent APF authorization, developers must code explicit calls to the RLX initialization and termination services
(RLXINIT and RLXTERM respectively) in each REXX exec that is invoked from the TSO READY prompt. See the sample
exec that is named RLXNAPF in the CRAIEXEC library for an illustration of how to use these RLX initialization and
termination services. Your execs are unable to use the REXX user attention facility SDKATTN when invoked from the
TSO READY prompt.

ACF2 Command Limiting
Sites that use the ACF2 command limiting feature may need to add RLXS and RLX to the list of TSO command
processors available to individual users and/or the entire site. This step entails coding a pair of $TSOCMD macro
statements like the following examples in the ACF source module that contains the list of valid TSO commands:

$TSOCMD RLXS

$TSOCMD RLX

For a sample list, see the ACF$CMDS source module in the SYS1.ACFMAC library.

NOTE
If ACF2 command limiting is in effect and RLXS and RLX are not defined as valid, the problem manifests itself
as COMMAND NOT FOUND , even though the RLXS and RLX command processors are in the standard MVS
search order.

Batch Configuration Steps
This article introduces the RLX batch configuration steps.

This section describes the batch steps necessary to customize RLX. You do so after you complete the installation as
described in the RAI Product Installation documentation.

Install RLX (Job RLXJTI)
Install the Db2-related members of the RLX product family on your system using the JCL in the RLXJTI member.

The RLXJTI member of the CRAIJCL dataset contains the JCL to install the Db2-related elements of the RLX product
family on your system. The lowercase letters vrm denote the digits corresponding to the Version, Release, and
Modification level of the RLX product. Customize the JCL per the comments and submit the job.

Job RLXJTI performs the following tasks:

The configuration program RLXJTI accepts, as the first parameter, the processing mode:

• DEFAULT Identifies processing mode as RLX default parameters configuration. The Db2 subsystem name will be taken
from the DSNHDECP module loaded from hlq.SDSNEXIT library specified in the STEPLIB.

• BIND Identifies processing mode as a request to generate Db2 BIND parameters for RLX packages and plan(s) and
GRANT PUBLIC access to RLX plans and validate RLX operability.

• GRANT Identifies processing mode as a request to only GRANT PUBLIC access to RLX plans.

The remaining parameters are:

• &COLLID A collection ID to be assigned to RLX packages. We recommend using the RAI supplied default named
RLXvrm. For example: RLX201.

• &PLAN When the plan name is omitted default plan names are generated and named: RLXvrmCS, RLXvrmRR,
RLXvrmUR, RLXvrmRS. If you specify a plan name, then only this plan will be bound and the isolation level CS will
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be assumed. For example, if you omitted the plan name, the following Db2 plans will be generated: RLX200CS,
RLX200RR, RLX200UR and RLX200RS.

• &PROFUPDT This parameter sets the flag indicating whether RLX defaults can be overridden by ISPF profile variables.
This parameter is coded as N, which means that in an ISPF environment individual user defaults will be ignored.

• &SAUTHID Is a secondary authorization ID to be used in BIND and GRANT steps. The default is the user ID under
which you submitted the job.

Job step: DEFAULT

The RLXJTI program reads the DSNHDECP Db2 module found in the hlq.SDSNEXIT dataset, and determines the Db2
subsystem name and version, as well as the date and time formats. These parameters are saved in the RLX$TSD
module. The assumption is made that, by default, you want to use the same date and time format in RLX as you defined
for Db2.

Later, you can change any RLX default value with the job RLXJTSD found in the CRAIJCL library.

The RLXJTI program prints the following report:

 RLXJTI - Specified Input Parameters

Processing Mode............... DEFAULTS

RLX collection ID............. RLX201

RLX plan name................. RLX201CS

User profile updates.......... N

Secondary AuthID.............. authid

RLXJTI - Db2 Defaults from DSNHDECP module

DECPSSID...................... DAGA

DECPREL....................... 1010

DECPDATE...................... USA

DECPTIME...................... USA

Job step: BINDGEN

The BINDGEN step tailors the RLX BIND control cards dependent upon the Db2 version. It outputs to SYSPRINT
DDNAME tailored BIND control cards for your visual inspection.

The RLXJTI program prints the following report:

   RLXJTI - Specified Input Parameters

Processing Mode............... BIND

RLX collection ID............. RLX201

RLX plan name................. RLX201CS

User profile updates.......... N

Secondary AuthID.............. authid

RLXJTI - Db2 Defaults from DSNHDECP module

DECPSSID...................... DAGA

DECPREL....................... 1010

DECPDATE...................... USA

DECPTIME...................... USA

-------------------------- RLX BIND Control Statements---------------------
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DSN SYSTEM(DAGA) RETRY(0)

BIND PACKAGE(RLX201) MEMBER . . .

BIND PACKAGE(RLX201) MEMBER . . .

BIND PACKAGE(RLX201) MEMBER . . .

. . .

Job step: BIND

The BIND job step executes BIND control cards generated by the BINDGEN job step.

Job step: GRANT

Utilizing the TSO command processor IKJEFT1A, the following GRANT commands are submitted directly to DB2 via the
Db2 RUNLIB(DSNTEP2) dynamic SQL processing program supplied by IBM:

GRANT EXECUTE ON PLAN RLXvrmCS TO authid

GRANT EXECUTE ON PLAN RLXvrmRR TO authid

GRANT EXECUTE ON PLAN RLXvrmUR TO authid

The RLXJTI program prints the following report:

   RLXJTI - Specified Input Parameters

Processing Mode............... GRANT

RLX collection ID............. RLX201

RLX plan name.................

User profile updates.......... N

Secondary AuthID.............. authid

RLXJTI - Db2 Defaults from DSNHDECP module

DECPSSID...................... DAGA

DECPREL....................... 1010

DECPDATE...................... USA

DECPTIME...................... USA

RLXJTI - The current SQL authorization ID is raiauthid

RLXJTI - GRANT EXECUTE for RLX plan RLX201CS was successful

RLXJTI - GRANT EXECUTE for RLX plan RLX201RS was successful

RLXJTI - GRANT EXECUTE for RLX plan RLX201UR was successful

RLXJTI - GRANT EXECUTE for RLX plan RLX201RR was successful

After this job step is successfully executed, the RLX plan is granted public access and the RLX installation is partially
validated since RLX SQL interface was successfully invoked. A full RLX validation is performed later by the RLXIVP
dialog.

Restricting RLX Plan Privileges
The RLXJTI job that is described in the previous section GRANTs execute authority for the RLX dynamic plans to
PUBLIC.

Alternatively, restricted plan access can be GRANTed to specific Db2 authorization IDs with a series of SQL GRANT
statements like the following examples:

  GRANT EXECUTE ON PLAN RLXvrmCS TO authid1, authid2, authid3 ....

  GRANT EXECUTE ON PLAN RLXvrmRR TO authid1, authid2, authid3 ....

  GRANT EXECUTE ON PLAN RLXvrmUR TO authid1, authid2, authid3 ....
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NOTE
If the installer's authority is revoked, the privileges that are granted by the installer are also revoked unless those
privileges have also been granted by some other authority.

Reblock RLXEXEC and/or RLXCLIST Libraries (Optional)
This section applies only if you allocate either EXEC or CLIST libraries with a variable blocked record format
(RECFM=VB).

The CRAIEXEC and CRAICLIST libraries are distributed in fixed-blocked record format with a logical record length of 80
and a blocksize of 6160. They are restored to disk with these same attributes. If the other libraries with which they are
concatenated have a variable blocked record format, you must allocate new CRAIEXEC and/or CRAICLIST datasets
whose record formats are variable that is blocked. This behavior is because datasets must have like characteristics to be
concatenated. If your site uses EXEC or CLIST libraries in a variable blocked format, proceed as follows:

• Rename the CRAIEXEC and/or CRAICLIST datasets that are just installed to CRAIEXECF and CRAICLSTF
respectively.

• Allocate new CRAIEXEC and/or CRAICLIST datasets with variable blocked attributes and LRECL = 84 using PDF
Option 3.2, the TSO ALLOCATE command, or using JCL. When choosing a record length and blocksize for these
variable blocked libraries, consider the characteristics of the target DASD volume. Also, consider the block size of
other EXEC and/or CLIST libraries with which they are concatenated.

• Use PDF option 3.3 to copy all members of the fixed-blocked library into the new variable blocked dataset. The RLX
source EXECs and CLISTs have no line numbers so they can be copied directly, without source changes.

• You can then delete the CRAIEXECF and CRAICLSTF libraries which contain fixed-blocked records.

The RLX Installation Verification Dialog
After you complete the batch installation steps, RLX is fully installed and partially verified. To complete the installation
verification, you must execute the RLXIVP dialog in the TSO/ISPF environment.

IMPORTANT
This section assumes that you have no RLX libraries that are allocated in your TSO/ISPF session. This
procedure also requires that you exit to the TSO/E READY prompt. If you cannot do so, you must perform the
steps that are described in RLX Deployment Procedures before you can execute the RLXIVP exec that is
described in this section.

The RLXRLA CLIST
The RLXRLA TSO CLIST must be executed at the TSO/E READY prompt. The RLXRLA TSO CLIST dynamically
allocates the dialog libraries that are required to conduct the RLX Installation Verification Procedure (RLXIVP).

Any user of the RLX for z/OS product can execute this process.

1. Invoke RLXRLA by entering the following code at the TSO/E READY prompt.
READY

          EX 'RAI.R200.CRAICLS(RLXRLA)' 'HLQ(RAI.R200) Db2HLQ(DB2)'

You should receive a response that all the RLX libraries have been successfully allocated.
2. Press the ENTER key, and the ISPF main menu displays.

Your ISPF session is fully configured, and you can execute any REXX exec or TSO CLIST that contains RLX
commands.

3. Press PF3 to exit from ISPF.
You should receive a message that all the RLX libraries have been successfully removed.
Your dataset allocations are now the same as they were before RLXRLA was invoked.
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NOTE
This example assumes that the RLX HLQ was set to ‘RAI.R20’ and that the Db2 libraries DB2.SDSNEXIT and
DB2.SDSNLOAD were allocated.

If the high-level qualifiers are mismatched between DSNEXIT and DSNLOAD, see Match the High-level Qualifier of
DSNEXIT and DSNLOAD.

(Optional) Match the High-Level Qualifier of DSNEXIT to DSNLOAD
You can match the High-Level Qualifier of DSNEXIT to DSNLOAD when a mismatch exists.

The high-level qualifiers (HLQ) are usually the same for the Db2 Exit and Db2 Load libraries in RLX. However, if you see
that a mismatch exists, you must create a reference to the HLQ of DSNEXIT to match the HLQ of DSNLOAD.

Any user of the RLX for z/OS product can execute this process when needed.

In addition to RLX, you can also use the information in this article with Host/EDIT, Launch Express, RDX, and TASKLIB+.
This content does not apply to the SJS or Smart/QBF.

Two different methods are available to create the reference necessary to address the mismatch. The preferred method is
to Define a NONVSAM Alias Entry because fewer changes are involved and the code can be reused. This method does
not require REXX programming knowledge, but only a knowledge of basic JCL. To use this preferred method, you must
have authorization to create an ICF catalog ALIAS entry. If you do not have this authorization, you must Create a Copy of
the Exec instead. For this method, you need knowledge of the REXX programming language syntax and conventions.

Define a NONVSAM Alias Entry

To use this method, you must have the necessary authorization in your security profile to create an ICF catalog alias. If
you do not have the required authorization, contact your systems programmer, or your storage or security administrator for
assistance. Otherwise, see Create a Copy of the Exec for an alternate method.

1. Start this JOB/JCL from a TSO or ROSCOE user session.
2. Define a NONVSAM alias entry for the mismatching name. A dataset name alias entry for common_hlq.DSNEXIT is

created for the unique_hlq.DSNEXIT dataset.
/STEP1    EXEC   PGM=IDCAMS

        //SYSPRINT DD     SYSOUT=A

        //SYSIN    DD     *

            DEFINE ALIAS -

                (NAME(common_hlq.DSNEXIT) -

                RELATE(unique_hlq.DSNEXIT) ) -

                CATALOG(USERCAT4)/*

If the "common_hlq" is associated with a user catalog, the CATALOG parameter is optional.
An ISPF option 3.4 dataset list displays common_hlq.DSNEXIT *ALIAS .
Using ALIAS allows all references to the common_hlq.DSNEXIT or unique_hlq_.DSNEXIT to access the same
physical dataset (unique_hlq_DSNEXIT ) without any changes to JCL or CLIST/REXX execs. For example, when
editing common_hlq_.DSNEXIT PDS, the unique_hlq_.DSNEXIT displays as the file name in the edit session
panel, as shown.

3. Edit common_hlq_.DSNEXIT .
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

EDIT            unique_hlq_.DSNEXIT                 Row 0000001 of 0000055

Command ===>                                               Scroll ===> CSR

           Name     Prompt  Size  Created     Changed               ID

_________ $$INDEX           112   2021/04/06  2021/04/07 15:13:34   JOEDOE

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

You should see a return code (RC=0) validating that your changes are successful. You also should not see any
allocation error messages when executing the RLXRLA REXX exec.
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4. The dataset name can change due to various reasons. For example, Db2 maintenance, new releases, changes in
naming standards, M&A's, data relocation, disaster recovery, or security changes.
If the real referenced physical dataset name changes, update the ALIAS definitions.

Create a Copy of the Exec

If you do not have the authorization to create a catalog alias required for the first method, use this method instead.

1. Start this method from a TSO/ISPF-PDF or ROSCOE user session by selecting Option 3.3 from the main PDF menu.
2. Make a copy of the affected CLIST or REXX exec in a user-allocated library. The library is listed in the SYSEXEC or

SYSPROC DD concatenation for your current TSO session.
3. After you create the cloned copies, edit the exec and create a variable to represent a different HLQ for the DSNLOAD

or DSNEXIT dataset names. For example:
db2hlqX = 'hlq_for_dsnexit'                 /* New HLQ for DSNEXIT */
db2hlq   = 'hlq_for_dsnload'                /* Original HLQ for DSNLOAD */
...

...

...

 IF db2hlq        <> '' THEN                                              

    loadlibs       = "'"db2hlqX".SDSNEXIT'",  /* for DB2 libraries     */  

                     "'"db2hlq".SDSNLOAD'",                                

                     loadlibs

If your changes are successful, you should not see any allocation error messages when executing the RLXRLA REXX
exec.

4. Update all modified copies of CLIST and REXX execs for future use.

WARNING
Do not change the original SMP installation-managed libraries (CRAIEXEC and CRAICLS). SMP/E manages
these elements. Changing these libraries outside of SMP/E causes problems. Only make changes to a newly
created user library.

Invoke the RLX Installation Verification Dialog
To start the RLXIVP dialog, enter the following command from ISPF 6:

RLXIVP

The following menu displays:

-------------------- RLX Installation Verification Facility -------------------

Option ===>

   Subsystem name    ===> DSN

   0  Environment - Identify hardware and software environment

   1  Job / Parm  - Specify job statement(s) and JCL parameters

   2  Db2 Libs    - Specify SDSNEXIT and SDSNLOAD libraries

   3  IVPs        - Conduct discrete IVPs for separate RLX components

   4  CREATE Tbls - Create the RLX demonstration tables

   5  GRANT       - Access privileges to the RLX demonstration tables

   6  Demo execs  - Run execs within ISPF which access the RLX demo tables 

   X  Exit        - Leave RLX IVP dialog

Specify target Db2 subsystem parameters

Copyright (c) Broadcom, Inc. - 2021 - All rights reserved
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RLX Environment Identification
The RLX environment identification information can be provided to Broadcom Support and is useful for the problem
determination procedures.

Begin by selecting menu option 0. The following sample illustrates the informational display that is produced by the RLX
Environment Identification dialog. The sample shows the version and release level of the currently allocated RLX copy, as
well as the version and release levels of several system software components. The CPU model and CPU serial number
also appear for reference as do the high-level qualifiers of the currently allocated RLX system libraries.

This information should be communicated to Broadcom Support when vendor support is requested. You may also find this
information helpful for the problem determination procedures that are described in RLX Problem Determination.

------------------------ RLX Environment Identification -----------------------

Command ===>

RLX Product Information

   Product code . . . . . . . RLX

   Product version  . . . . . 200

   Default Db2 SSID . . . . . DSN

   Default Db2 Attachment . . C 

   Default Null character . . - 

   Default RLX plan name  . . RLX200CS 

   Default RLXPGM module. . . RLXSQL

   Permit profile updates?  . N

   Supported Db2 releases . . 810, 910, 101, 110, 120

RLX Library High Level Qualifiers

   Project Node . . . . . . . RAI

   Library Node . . . . . . . R200

   All nodes  . . . . . . . . R200

Information from DSNHDECP module 

   Db2 subsystem  . . . . . . DSN

   Db2 Release  . . . . . . . 120

   Db2 Level  . . . . . . . . V1R2M0

   Db2 Date Format  . . . . . USA

   Db2 Time Format  . . . . . USA

   CPU and System ID

   CPU ID . . . . . . . . . . 1FEB

   CPU Model  . . . . . . . . 2086

   System ID  . . . . . . . . Z7L1

System Software

   Operating System . . . . . z/OS   02.10.00

   ISPF Version . . . . . . . 6.0

   ISPF Appl ID . . . . . . . RLX

   TSO/E Version  . . . . . . 3100

Specify JOB Statements and JCL Parameters
Select Menu Option 1 to specify the JOB statement and JCL parameters that are required to run the batch IVPs and to
specify parameters pertaining to the dataset allocation.
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--------------------- RAI Product Installation Parameters ---------------------

Command ===>

RLX204 - Specify RLX Job and Jobparm values and press ENTER

RAI Background Job/Jobparm statement(s)

   ===> //RAI0RLXI JOB (RAI0,1234),RAI,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=H

   ===>

   ===>

   ===>

Specify UNIT names for new disk datasets (E.G. - SYSDA, DISK, VIO)

   Temp UNIT name     ===> SYSDA         (for temporary datasets e.g. VIO) 

   Perm UNIT name     ===> SYSDA         (for permanent datasets e.g. SYSDA) 

   VSAM volume        ===> RA0001        (on which to allocate VSAM datasets)

Specify name of the IBM ASSEMBLER program

   System Assembler   ===> ASMA90        (IEV90 or ASMA90)

These specifications are discussed in the order in which they appear in the code sample.

• Specify a valid Job statement and any Jobparm statements that are required to run jobs on your system. The RLX file
tailored jobs make a symbolic reference to these Job/Jobparm statements.

• Specify generic device names that are used to allocate new temporary and permanent datasets, respectively, on the
direct access storage. Some common UNIT names are SYSDA and SYSALLDA.

• Specify an appropriate DASD volume on which to allocate VSAM datasets if you plan to run the IVP for RLX/VSAM
and exercise its sample dialogs.

• Specify the name of the IBM System Assembler program at your site. The default name is ASMA90.

Press ENTER key to save the specified values into ISPF PROFILE variables. Then, press the END (PF3) key to return to
the Main Menu.

Specify Db2 System Load Libraries
The following code sample shows how to specify Db2 system load libraries:

    ---------------------  Identify Db2 System Load Libraries  --------------------

    Command ===>                                                                   

    RLX203 - Specify Db2 system load libraries and press ENTER                     

    Db2 Exit Library containing DSNHDECP, DSNZPxxx and user exit modules           

       SDSNEXIT Lib ===> DB2.SDSNEXIT                                             

    Db2 Load Library (May also include link list modules)                          

       SDSNLOAD Lib ===> DB2.SDSNLOAD                                             

• The Db2 Exit Library identifies the system dataset containing the Db2 user exit modules as well as various ZPARM
modules and the load module DSNHDECP.

• The Db2 Load Library identifies the system dataset containing the Db2 load modules which may be -- but do not have
to be -- included in the link list.

Press ENTER key to save the specified values into ISPF PROFILE variables. Then, press the END (PF3) key to return to
the Main Menu.
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Invoking the RLX Installation Verification Dialogs
Invoke the RLX installation verification dialog to conduct the Installation Verification Procedures for the various
components of the RLX product family for which you specified passwords.

Select Option 3 to conduct the Installation Verification Procedures for the various components of the RLX product family
for which you specified passwords.

NOTE
You can use the batch job that is described in Updating Product Passwords to specify passwords for the various
RLX product components.

The provided passwords are defined. All the IVPs are pre-configured with the parameters that they require to execute.
You can press ENTER while viewing the IVP panels. No alteration of parameters is necessary.

------------- RLX Installation Verification Procedures (R20.1) ----------------

Option ===>                                                                   

   Subsystem name   ===> DSN                                                 

   1  RLX/SQL       RLXVSQL  - Verify RLX/SQL installation (do not use RLXS)  

   2  RLX/VSAM      RLXVVSAM - Verify RLX/VSAM installation                    

   3  RLX/SDK       RLXVSDK  - Verify RLX/Software Development Kit installation

   4  RLX/TSO       RLXVTSO  - Verify RLX/TSO installation                     

   5  AcceleREXX    RLXBRCX  - Verify REXX compiler operation      

   6  RLX/ISPF      RLXVISPF - Verify RLX/ISPF operation                      

   7  RLX/Compile   RLXIVPP  - Verify program preparation by RLX/Compile 

   8  RLX/Compile   RLXVRCS  - Run SQL application produced by RLX/Compile   

   9  RLX/CLIST     RLXVCLST - Verify installation of SQL for TSO CLISTs 

   10  RLX/CAF      RLXVCAF  - Verify support for multiple Db2 connections  

   11  Db2 IFI      RLXVIFI  - Verify Db2 IFI Interface support  

   12  Translation  RLXVRCT  - Verify TSO CLIST conversion via RLX/Translate 

   13  Translation  RCTIVP   - Run the REXX exec produced by RLX/Translate  

   14  RLX/SQL/RDX  RLXVRDX  - Verify RLX/SQL and RLX/RDX in ADDRESS RLX  

   15  RLX/TSO/RDX  RLXVRDX  - Verify RLX/TSO and RLX/RDX in ADDRESS RLX      

    X  Exit                  - Leave RLX IVP Menu                       

Press HELP to display the names of the IVP procedures     

Enter END to exit                                                             

Each line of the RLX IVP menu contains the Option number of a specific IVP, followed by a short description, the name of
the exec or CLIST that is invoked, and a longer IVP description. You can browse these members of the CRAIEXEC and
CRAICLS libraries to inspect the source code of the IVPs.

Create the RLX Demo Tables
Menu option 4 lets you create and load the three RLX sample tables within the target Db2 subsystem. Note that this dialog
does not create separate storage groups, databases, or table spaces for the RLX sample tables. If appropriate, you
should create these objects outside of the RLXIVP dialog.

------------------------- Create Demo Tables - DSN ---------------------------

    Option ===>                                                                    

    Specify Demonstration Table Attributes                                         

       Owner Id     ===> RAI027                                                    

       Table Space  ===>              (Optional)                                   

       Data Base    ===> DSNDB04                                                   

       STOGROUP     ===> SYSDEFLT                                                  

    Press ENTER to create demo tables or END to exit                               
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This dialog is itself an REXX SQL exec -- that is, it issues RLX SQL statements to CREATE the RLX demo tables and
populate them with sample data.

Grant Table Privileges
A RLX procedure running with a dynamic SQL plan inherits the privileges of the Db2 authorization ID running it. RLX
dynamic plans possess no specific authority to perform SQL operations. For this reason, RLX dialog developers and users
should be authorized to perform each SQL data definition, manipulation, and control operation they attempt. Otherwise,
the operation fails for lack of authority.

To run the RLX sample dialogs, developers and users must first be GRANTed access privileges on the RLX sample
tables. Option 5 allows the RLX Installer / Administrator to GRANT all privileges on the RLX sample tables to PUBLIC.
The dialog displays the panel in Figure 3.8 and uses RLX to execute the SQL GRANT statements.

---------------- Grant Access to the RLX Demo Tables - DSN -------------

    Command ===>                                                                   

    This dialog uses RLX itself to GRANT all privileges to the RLX                 

    demonstration tables to PUBLIC.                                                

    Current SQLID        ===> RAI027                                               

    RLX Demonstration Table Names                                                  

       RLX demo table 1  ===> RAI027.RLXFLOAT                                      

       RLX demo table 2  ===> RAI027.RLXNUM                                        

       RLX demo table 3  ===> RAI027.RLXREL3                                       

             >>  Press the END key to exit without GRANTing to PUBLIC  <<         _

If desirable, the RLX administrator can GRANT restricted, read-only access to specific Db2 authorization IDs with a series
of SQL GRANT statements like the following examples:

GRANT SELECT ON TABLE RLX.RLXFLOAT

       TO authid1, authid2, authid3

    GRANT SELECT ON TABLE RLX.RLXNUM

       TO authid1, authid2, authid3

    GRANT SELECT ON TABLE RLX.RLXREL3

       TO authid1, authid2, authid3

Alternatively, the following SQL statements GRANT ALL privileges to those users authorized to run the RLX sample
INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE procedures as well as those dialogs which merely read and display data.

GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON TABLE RLX.RLXFLOAT

       TO authid1, authid2

    GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON TABLE RLX.RLXNUM

      TO authid1, authid2

    GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON TABLE RLX.RLXREL3

       TO authid1, authid2

Run the RLX Demo Execs
After the RLX sample Db2 tables are successfully created, you can select Menu option 6 of the RLX Installation
Verification Facility to display the RLX Demo Dialog menu:

----------------- RLX SQL Examples which use the RLXS Frontend ----------------

Option ===>

  1  Select       RLXESEL  - Using BETWEEN predicate

  2  Set SQL ID   RLXESCS  - Set Current SQL Authorization ID
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  3  Errors       RLXEERR  - RLX SQL error handling which exploits ISPF

  4  SET          RLXESET  - SET PACKAGESET and SET :HV = special register

  5  CONNECT      RLXECON  - CONNECT to remote server

  6  COMMIT/ROLL  RLXECRW  - Commit and Rollback a Db2 Unit of Recovery

  7  SET RULES    RLXESCR  - SET CURRENT RULES

  8  AS           RLXE4AS  - Select columns renamed AS

  9  COALESCE     RLXE4COA - Coalesce two columns into one result column

  10  INNER JOIN   RLXE4FIJ - INNER (Natural) Join

  11  OUTER JOIN   RLXE4FOJ - Full outer join

  12  CASE         RLXE5CX1 - CASE expression without host variables

  13  CASE         RLXE5CX2 - CASE expression with host variables

  14  INSERT       RLX6INS  - Use of INSERT scalar function

  15  SET          RLX6SET  - SET statements

Enter HELP command to display RLX sample dialog names

Enter END command to exit this menu

The following code sample shows the Dialog Tutorial Panel:

------------------ RLX SQL Execs which use the RLXS Frontend ------------------

Option ===>

      Dialog Name   Functions Illustrated by Dialog

     -----------   -------------------------------

  1  RLXESEL     - SELECT using BETWEEN predicate

  2  RLXESCS     - Set Current SQL Authorization ID

  3  RLXEERR     - Demonstrate RLX error handling

  4  RLXESET     - SET PACKAGESET and SET :HV = special register

  5  RLXECON     - CONNECT to remote server

  6  RLXECRW     - Commit and Rollback a Db2 Unit of Recovery

  7  RLXESCR     - SET CURRENT RULES statement

  8  RLXE4AS     - Select columns renamed AS

  9  RLXE4COA    - Coalesce two columns into one result column

 10  RLXE4FIJ    - INNER (Natural) Join

 11  RLXE4FOJ    - Full outer join

 12  RLXE5CX1    - CASE expression without host variables

 13  RLXE5CX2    - CASE expression which includes host variables

 14  RLX6INS     - Use of INSERT scalar function

 15  RLX6SET     - SET statements

Customize the CRAIEXEC (RLXDYN) Exec
Start the RLX dialogs in a TSO/ISPF environment in which no RLX libraries are allocated using the RLXDYN exec.

The RLXDYN exec allows you to start RLX dialogs in a TSO/ISPF environment in which no RLX libraries are allocated.
The RLX environment is dynamically created through a series of ISPF LIBDEF service calls and TSO/E ALTLIB command
invocations. RLXDYN then invokes the target exec or CLIST. The following sample illustrates the modifiable portion of
the RLXDYN exec. The numbers in parentheses in the right margin correspond to the numbered, annotating paragraphs
which follow the figure.

db2hlq = 'DSN' /* allocate DSN.SDSNEXIT, SDSNLOAD libs */ (1)

(1) If Db2 libraries are not in the LINKLIST and they are not allocated in your TSO/ISPF session, specify the high-level
qualifier for the Db2 load libraries SDSNEXIT and SDSNLOAD.
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You can invoke the RLXDYN exec (but only in the ISPF environment) by entering a command from ISPF option 6 like so:

                              ISPF Command Shell

Enter TSO or Workstation commands below:

===> EX 'RAI.R201.CRAIEXEC(RLXDYN)' 'execname parms'

In this sample, execname is the name of the REXX exec containing RLX statements that you wish to invoke, and parms
specifies the parameters (if any) to be passed to the exec.

RLX Deployment Procedures
This section describes post-installation procedures that concerns deployment of RLX to the Batch and Foreground
environments for your user community on one or more Db2 subsystems. Recommended deployment methods are
described first, followed by less desirable methods and procedures. Because of great diversity of environments and
existing local procedures and traditions that are all described in the foregoing should be treated as a recommendation
rather than a definitive course of action.

Invoking RLX in BATCH
In this section, we discuss various methods and modes of RLX invocation in BATCH that include usage of IRXJCL and
IKJEFT01 command processors. We provide and recommend usage of cataloged procedures: RLXJCL, RLXTSO,
and RLXISPF. You should adopt these procedures to your shop requirements and should install them in an appropriate
user.PROCLIB. Doing so affords you a method of central control of application and testing of RLX maintenance and ease
of deployment of future RLX releases.

RLXJCL Procedure - BATCH Invocation
The RLXJCL procedure is distributed in hlq.CRAISAMP library. This procedure is amply annotated and described in the
JCL comments. A sample invocation using RLX IVP is shown in this code sample.

//jobcard JOB 

//JS1     EXEC RLXJCL,

//             RLXHLQ=’RAI.R20’,

//             Db2HLQ=DSN, 

//             EXECPRM='RLXVSQL 1' 

The RLX libraries with high-level qualifier ‘RAI.R20’ is used with Db2 DSN.SDSNEXIT and DSN.SDSNLOAD libraries that
are allocated in STEPLIB. The RLX/SQL IVP exec RLXVSQL is executed with parameter ‘1’ which turns on REXX trace.

In this invocation, RLX is fully functional, without any restriction. The hlq.CRAILOAD library does not have to be APF
authorized.

RLXTSO Procedure – TSO BATCH Invocation
The RLXTSO procedure is distributed in hlq.CRAIPROC library. This procedure is amply annotated and described in the
JCL comments. A sample invocation using RLX IVP is shown in this code sample.

//jobcard JOB 

//JS1     EXEC RLXTSO,

//             RLXHLQ=’RAI.R20’,

//             Db2HLQ=DSN 

//SYSTSIN  DD  *                        

  PROFILE PREFIX(tsoid)                 

  TSOLIB ACT DA('RAI.CRAILOAD')
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  %RLXVSQL                               

In this procedure, Db2 libraries are allocated to STEPLIB DDNAME, since they are always APF authorized. The
hlq.CRAILOAD is activated with TSOLIB command to avoid making it APF authorized. If your company policy allows it,
APF authorize hlq.CRAILOAD and place it in the STEPLIB thus rendering usage of TSOLIB unnecessary. You also gain
full RLX capability.

In the presented scenario, RLX usage is restricted in the following ways:

• The version of REXX parameter module IRXTSPRM used by TSO is loaded from LPA and does not contain RLX
required modifications.

• Every REXX exec that you invoke must first call RMVINIT so that RLX host commands can be dynamically defined.
• Every REXX exec must explicitly execute ADDRESS RLX “RLX TERM” statement to avoid a system abend SA03.

This behavior is because the RLX-supplied REXX termination exit that tracks exec execution is not active.
• RLX/SDK functions are not executable.

Although you can use this method, it is inconvenient and is burdened with restrictions and extra coding. This method was
presented here for completeness only. You should use RLXJCL or RLXISPF procedures instead.

RLXISPF Procedure - ISPF BATCH Invocation
The RLXISPF procedure is distributed in hlq.CRAIPROC library. This procedure is amply annotated and described in the
JCL comments. A sample invocation using RLX IVP is shown in this sample.

//jobcard JOB 

//JS1     EXEC RLXISPF,

//             RLXHLQ=’RAI.R20’,

//             Db2HLQ=DSN 

//SYSTSIN  DD  *                         

  PROFILE  PREFIX(tsoid)   

  ISPSTART CMD(RLXS RLXVSQL)

            or 

  ISPSTART CMD(RLXVSQL)

In this procedure, Db2 libraries and the hlq.CRAILOAD library are allocated to ISPLLIB DDNAME since this procedure
does not require APF authorization. The target exec can be invoked directly through ISPSTART command or using RLX/
TSO using RLXS frontend. The latter provides better controlled environment and error recovery. Both are functionally
equivalent. This RLX invocation affords you full RLX capability and is highly recommended.

Invoking RLX in ISPF Foreground
Before you invoke your execs in Batch, develop and test them in the TSO/ISPF environment. You can also use RLX to
develop ISPF dialogs to be used by your user community in test and production environments.

The following sections discuss three methods of RLX enablement: using RLXRLA CLIST, using RLXDYN exec, and using
modification of TSO LOGON procedure. The later method is least desirable and is not recommended since its static
nature, difficulty of maintenance, and awkwardness in operation.

Using RLXRLA CLIST
This article shows how RLXRLA CLIST can act as the boot-strapping procedure at TSO initialization. The enablement
procedure can be performed in the following steps:

1. Copy RLXRLA from hlq.CRAICLIST library into your own CLIST library that is allocated in SYSPROC DDNAME of a
TSO LOGON procedure.
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2. Optionally modify RLXRLA to specify HLQ and Db2HLQ default parameters. Alternatively you can override any
parameter when invoking RLXRLA. Examine RLXRLA CLIST with a special attention of line 1 which looks like this
sample:
PROC 0 HLQ(RLX.V9R1M0) Db2HLQ() CMD(ISPF) DEBUG

You can modify HLQ to specify the hlq you assigned to RLX datasets. If Db2 libraries are in LINKLIST or if you use
separate method of SDSNEXIT and SDSNLOAD allocation, do not change Db2HLQ() parameter. Otherwise specify a
desired Db2HLQ. For example, specify Db2HLQ(DSN) to allocate DSN.SDSNEXIT and DSN.SDSNLOAD datasets.

3. Incorporate RLXRLA in your TSO LOGON procedure.
Select a TSO LOGON procedure that you intend to use with RLX. Examine EXEC card of the procedure, which may
look like this sample:
//TSO     EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,DYNAMNBR=200,PARM='MYLOGON'

. . .

//SYSPROC  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&MYHLQ..CLIST

. . .

As shown, the MYLOGON is your CLIST executed at TSO/E READY when you log on to TSO. Assuming you copied
RLXRLA in &MYHLQ..CLIST library, you can modify the EXEC PARM as shown:
//TSO   EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,DYNAMNBR=200,PARM='RLXRLA CMD(MYLOGON)' 

When you log on to TSO, RLXRLA executes and performs necessary RLX allocations then invokes your MYLOGON
CLIST. MYCLIST performs its own allocations and launches ISPF. Upon termination of ISPF, control is passed to
MYLOGON and then to RLXRLA which de-allocates all RLX libraries.

NOTE
If you intend to use RLXRLA, browse it and make sure you understand how it works. Various logon scenarios
make it impossible to consider all operating cases that you may encounter.

Using RLXDYN EXEC
The RLXDYN EXEC provides you with a convenient way to create fully functional RLX environment from within ISPF
when no RLX libraries are allocated. Execute your RLX execs using the following invocation:

RLXDYN myexec parms RLXDSN(DSN)     

In this example, an exec myexec with parameter parms is invoked to run in Db2 DSN.

As was demonstrated in exec RLXDYN, all RLX datasets, including CRAILOAD, can be dynamically defined within
ISPF using LIBDEF service and ALTLIB command processor. Review source code of RLXDYN exec in hlq.CRAIEXEC
library for details. Note the usage of SELECT CMD(RLXS  execname   parms ) service instead of SELECT PGM(RLXS
execname parms). Failure to code the SELECT CMD() service when the CRAILOAD library is allocated using LIBDEF
causes several LINK, LOAD, and ATTACH macros that are issued by RLX to fail.

Customize TSO LOGON Procedure
Customization of TSO LOGON procedure is not recommended to enable RLX in your TSO/ISPF environment. This option
is presented here for completeness and because some shops prefer this method of RLX deployment. This code sample
enumerates the DDnames to which the RLX datasets must be concatenated.

DD name    RLX dataset         Description 

-------    --------------------------------------

SYSEXEC    hlq.CRAIEXEC         RLX execs

SYSPROC    hlq.CRAICLIST        RLX CLISTs

ISPLLIB    hlq.CRAILOAD         RLX Load Library

           hlq.RCSLOAD          (optional) RLX/Compile program library 

           hlq.RCSLOAD          (optional) AcceleREXX program library
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           db2hlq.SDSNEXIT      (optional) Db2 EXIT library

           db2hlq.SDSNLOAD      (optional) Db2 load library 

ISPMLIB    hlq.CRAIMSG          RLX Message Library

ISPPLIB    hlq.CRAIPNL          RLX Panel Library

ISPSLIB    hlq.CRAISKL          RLX Skeleton Library

In the following sections we discuss, in detail, specifics of all these DDNAME allocations.

Allocating the CRAILOAD Library
The RLX load module library hlq.CRAILOAD and the other, optional RLX load libraries, must be in the MVS search order.
Some of the mutually exclusive methods you can use to properly allocate these datasets are described in the following
sections.

Allocating the RLXLOAD DDNAME

The RLXLOAD DDNAME is a TASKLIB DDNAME used by RLXS frontend. If you licensed RLX/TSO product, we
recommend that you always allocate this DDNAME dynamically:
ALLOC DD(RLXLOAD) DA(hlq.CRAILOAD) SHR

or in TSO LOGON procedure:
//RLXLOAD  DD  DSN=hlq.CRAILOAD,DISP=SHR  

RLXS establishes RLXLOAD as its TASKLIB and searches it for load modules first thus providing the most optimum I/
O performance. If you did not license RLX/TSO and you are using RLX/SQL instead, this DDNAME is ignored. Since
the RLXS bootstrapping routines manage the RLXLOAD private task library, it cannot itself be accessed through the
RLXLOAD DDNAME. Rather, the RLXS command, along with the modules that appear in the code sample must be
accessible to program fetch through the standard search order for load modules. For your information, the following
modules must be in a library accessible through the standard MVS search order.
IRXISPRM   - REXX Parameter module for TSO/ISPF

IRXPARMS   - REXX Parameter module for MVS

IRXTSPRM   - REXX Parameter module for TSO

RFA$TFP    - RLX system module

RFA$TFR    - RLX system module

RFA$TIR    - RLX system module

RFA$TSR    - RLX system module

RFA$TTR    - RLX system module

RFA$TVR    - RLX system module

RFPFLOC    - REXX User Function package supplied with RLX

RFPH       - RLX/SDK Host Command replaceable routine

RLX        - RLX SQL command processor

RLXH       - RLX/TSO Host Command replaceable routine

RLXS       - Front-end for RLX execs and CLISTs in ISPF

RMVH       - RLX/SQL Host Command replaceable routine

RFPEIX     - User exit: REXX exec initialization exit

RFPETX     - User exit: REXX exec termination exit

RDXH       - RLX/RDX Host Command replaceable routine

RDXFPD     - RLX/RDX User Function Package Directory

Ensuring that the list of RLX load modules is accessible through the standard search order can be accomplished in
several ways. For example, you can allocate the CRAILOAD library to RLXLOAD DDNAME as well as in ISPLLIB
concatenation. The allocation of RLXLOAD DDNAME is demonstrated in RLXDYN exec.
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Include CRAILOAD Library in ISPLLIB or STEPLIB Concatenations
This method requires that hlq.CRAILOAD, as well as other RLX load libraries, should they need be allocated, be APF
authorized because of requirement imposed by IKJEFT01 TSO command processor. This sample shows an annotated
allocation:

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=hlq.RLXEXIT,DISP=SHR,               (1)

//         DD DSN=hlq.CRAILOAD,DISP=SHR,              (2)

//         DD DSN=dsnx.SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR              (3)

//         DD DSN=dsnx.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR              (4)                              

//         DD ...

(1) This RLX system load library should be allocated when you installed RLX into more than one Db2 subsystems and
used different RLX parameters for these subsystems. The RLXEXIT dataset contains defaults unique to a specific Db2
subsystem at a version and release level. If present, the RLXEXIT dataset should be concatenated.

(2) The RLX system load library is required.

(3) (Optional) - the SDSNEXIT library is associated with the Db2 subsystem to which a RLX exec or CLIST connects. This
allocation is unnecessary if the SDSNEXIT dataset is defined in LINKLIST..

(4) (Optional) - the SDSNLOAD library is associated with the Db2 subsystem to which a RLX exec or CLIST connects.
This allocation is unnecessary if the SDSNLOAD dataset is defined in LINKLIST.

Same allocations as shown in the sample can be specified instead of STEPLIB in ISPLLIB concatenation. The benefit
of this method is that RLXLOAD libraries do not need to be APF authorized and the disadvantage is that in the TSO/E
READY environment ISPLLIB libraries are not searchable.

Define RLXLOAD in MVS LINKLIST
You may need to place the RLXLOAD library in MVS LINKLIST concatenation. Before doing so, dynamically define
RLXLOAD in the LINKLIST and test this configuration to verify that this setup is required. If so, create the definition for the
RLXLOAD library in LINKLIST.

In the following sections, dynamic definition of the RLXLOAD library in LINKLIST is described first, which requires no
system IPL. Static definition is discussed next, which requires system IPL.

Define RLXLOAD Library in LINKLIST Dynamically

You can use the set of MVS commands to define the RLXLOAD dataset dynamically in LINKLIST:

D PROG,LNKLST,JOBNAME=tsoid                                  (1)

SETPROG LNKLST,DEFINE,NAME=RLXLOAD,COPYFROM=LNKLST00         (2)

SETPROG LNKLST,ADD,NAME=RLXLOAD,DSNAME=hlq.CRAILRAI          (3)

SETPROG LNKLST,ADD,NAME=RLXLOAD,DSNAME=hlq.CRAILOAD          (4)

SETPROG LNKLST,ACTIVATE,NAME=RLXLOAD                         (5)

SETPROG LNKLST,UPDATE,JOB=tsoid                              (6)

(1) Suppose that the TSO User Id tsoid is used to test RLXLOAD LINKLIST access. Execute this command to receive a
response like this sample:

CSV473I 23.39.21 LNKLST DISPLAY 001

LNKLST SET        ASID  JOBNAME

LNKLST00          0048  tsoid     

(2) From the displayed information, determine a name of LNKLST SET (LNKLST00) to create a LNKLST SET named
RLXLOAD. After you execute this command, you should see the following message:
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CSV500I LNKLST SET RLXLOAD HAS BEEN DEFINED

(3) Add to the newly created LNKLST SET RLXLOAD library. After you execute the command, you should see this
message:

CSV501I DATA SET hlq.CRAILRAI

HAS BEEN ADDED TO LNKLST SET RLXLOAD  

(4) Add to the newly created LNKLST SET RLXLOAD library. After you execute the command, you should see this
message:

CSV501I DATA SET hlq.CRAILOAD

HAS BEEN ADDED TO LNKLST SET RLXLOAD  

(5) Activate RLXLOAD LNKLST SET and look for this response:

CSV500I LNKLST SET RLXLOAD HAS BEEN ACTIVATED 

(6) Ensure that the LNKLST is used by the test user id tsoid . After you execute the command, you should see this
message:

CSV504I JOB RAI028 IS NOW USING THE CURRENT LNKLST SET

You can now test the RLX invocation in the test user id.

Define the RLXLOAD: CRAILRAI and CRAILOAD Libraries in LINKLIST Statically

You can define the CRAILRAI and CRAILOAD libraries in the PROGxx member of the SYS1.PARMLIB by using following
statements:

LNKLST ADD NAME(LNKLST00) DSN(hlq.CRAILRAI)

LNKLST ADD NAME(LNKLST00) DSN(hlq.CRAILOAD)

Replace REXX Parameter Modules in LPA

Correct RLX operation requires that RLX-supplied REXX parameter modules be used instead of IBM-supplied defaults
that reside in SYS1.LPALIB. The standard MVS defined search order for load modules is as follows:

1. Job pack area queue

2. ISPLLIB task library (If allocated)

3. Private STEPLIB or JOBLIB (If defined in the TSO LOGON procedure)

4. Link Pack Area (LPA)

5. LINKLIST concatenation

When you placed RLXLOAD in the LINKLIST, search steps 1 through 3 do not find the RLXLOAD library thus REXX
parameter modules now are loaded from LPALIB since it is searched ahead of LINKLIST concatenation. To resolve this
problem, replace LPDEs (Link Pack Directory Entries) for REXX parameter modules with RLX supplied modules. Execute
the following command:

SETPROG LPA,DELETE,MODNAME=(IRXISPRM,IRXTSPRM,IRXPARMS),FORCE=YES 

This command frees LPDEs for the specified parameter modules. Next, execute the following command to create LPDEs
with load modules that are loaded from the CRAILRAI library:

SETPROG LPA,ADD,MODNAME=(IRXISPRM,IRXTSPRM,IRXPARMS),DSNAME=hlq.CRAILRAI 

RLX supplied REXX initialization parameter modules refer to other load modules that also must be in the search path.
Since RLXLOAD was added to the LINKLIST, all these other requisite load modules are also found.
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NOTE
This LPA replacement procedure can only safely be used when RLXLOAD was placed in the LINKLIST
concatenation.

Products that Modify LOAD SVC Operation
Special considerations apply to products that modify the operation of the LOAD SVC. The same issues apply for all
products of this type.

The following instructions apply to the TSOPLUS product. For other products, contact the vendor of the program product.

When TSOPLUS is active, you should ensure the PLPA list that is specified in the dataset that is allocated to the DDname
PLPA in the TSOPLUS logon procedure does not contain the REXX parameter modules IRXTSPRM and IRXISPRM.
This task enables the RLX supplied versions of these modules to be loaded through the standard MVS search order (that
is, STEPLIB or ISPLLIB).

Alternatively, use the TSOPLUS command ‘TSOCNTL POFF’ to disable the PLPA search preference and enable the RLX
versions of the REXX parameter modules IRXTSPRM and IRXISPRM to be loaded.

NOTE
These considerations do not apply when the RLXS front end is used to invoke RLX execs and CLISTs within
an ISPF environment. This outcome is because the RLXS frontend loads a REXX parameter module with the
unique name RLXISPRM. For more information, see REXX Parameter Modules.

Allocating the CRAIPNL, CRAIMSG and CRAISKL Libraries
The CRAIMSG and CRAIPNL datasets contain the messages and panels used by RLX and its various dialogs. In
addition, the RLXSLIB library contains ISPF skeletons that is referenced by various RLX installation and administrative
dialogs.

As such, the CRAIMSG, CRAIPNL, and CRAISKL datasets should always be allocated in the TSO/ISPF environment.
In contrast, only the CRAIMSG library need be allocated in non-ISPF environments like batch and Db2 stored procedure
address spaces.

These libraries can be allocated in the TSO/ISPF environment in the following ways:

1. LIBDEF commands as in:
LIBDEF ISPPLIB DATASET ID(HLQ.CRAIPNL)

LIBDEF ISPMLIB DATASET ID(HLQ.CRAIMSG)

LIBDEF ISPSLIB DATASET ID(HLQ.CRAISKL)

2. TSO ALLOCATE statements before ISPF is invoked:
ALLOC F(ISMPLIB) DA(hlq.CRAIMSG) SHR

ALLOC F(ISPPLIB) DA(hlq.CRAIPNL) SHR

ALLOC F(ISPSLIB) DA(hlq.CRAISKL) SHR

3. JCL in a TSO LOGON procedure as in:
//ISPMLIB  DD DSN=hlq.CRAIMSG,DISP=SHR

//         DD ...

//ISPPLIB  DD DSN=hlq.CRAIPNL,DISP=SHR

//         DD ...

//ISPSLIB  DD DSN=hlq.CRAISKL,DISP=SHR

//         DD ...
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Allocating the CRAIEXEC and CRAICLIST Libraries
The CRAIEXEC and CRAICLIST libraries contain the RLX Administrative dialogs as well as many sample execs and
CLISTs that demonstrate the use of various RLX facilities. The CRAICLIST and CRAIEXEC libraries can be allocated in
the TSO/ISPF environment through either of the following methods:

1. Dynamically, using ALTLIB commands as in:
ADDRESS TSO "ALTLIB ACTIVATE APPLICATION(EXEC)  DATASET(HLQ.CRAIEXEC)  UNCOND"

ADDRESS TSO "ALTLIB ACTIVATE APPLICATION(CLIST) DATASET(HLQ..CRAICLIST) UNCOND"

2. Using TSO ALLOCATE statements before ISPF is invoked:
ALLOC F(SYSEXEC) DA(hlq.CRAIEXEC)  SHR

ALLOC F(SYSPROC) DA(hlq.CRAICLIST) SHR

3. Using JCL in a TSO LOGON procedure as in:
//SYSPROC  DD DSN=hlq.CRAICLIST,DISP=SHR

//         DD ...

//SYSEXEC  DD DSN=hlq.CRAIEXEC,DISP=SHR

//         DD ...

Sites running TSO/E releases before Version 2.3 should also issue an EXECUTIL SEARCHDD(YES) command within
their TSO initialization EXECs or CLISTs. Doing so ensures that TSO searches the SYSEXEC concatenation for execs.

Although not required, we recommend that the CRAIEXEC and CRAICLIST datasets remain permanently allocated in the
RLX run-time environment.

Make RLX Available as a Selection Menu Option (Optional)
This section describes an optional step which establishes RLX as option ‘R’ on the Db2I Primary Option Menu DSNEPRI
shown in this code sample.

                                 Db2I PRIMARY OPTION MENU                           

     COMMAND ===>                                                                   

     Select one of the following Db2 functions and press ENTER.                     

      1  SPUFI                  (Process SQL statements)                            

      2  DCLGEN                 (Generate SQL and source language declarations)     

      3  PROGRAM PREPARATION    (Prepare a Db2 application program to run)          

      4  PRECOMPILE             (Invoke Db2 precompiler)                            

      5  BIND/REBIND/FREE       (BIND, REBIND, or FREE plans or packages)           

      6  RUN                    (RUN an SQL program)                                

      7  Db2 COMMANDS           (Issue Db2 commands)                                

      8  UTILITIES              (Invoke Db2 utilities)                              

      D  Db2I DEFAULTS          (Set global parameters)                             

      R  RLX                    (RLX User Menu)                                        

      X  EXIT                   (Leave Db2I)      

The following code sample illustrates the coding of the PROC section of DSNEPRI Menu panel. This sample assumes
that the RLX dialog libraries are all defined.

    &SEL = TRANS(TRUNC(&OPT,'.')                                            

               0,'CMD(%DSNEAC01)'             /* Service aids (debugging)*/ 

               1,'CMD(%DSNESC01 FUNC(SPUFI))' /* SPUFI                   */ 

               2,'CMD(%DSNEDC01)'             /* DCLGEN                  */ 

               3,'CMD(%DSNEPC01)'             /* Program preparation     */ 
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               4,'CMD(%DSNETC01)'             /* Precompile              */ 

               5,'PANEL(DSNEBP01)'            /* BIND primary option     */ 

               6,'CMD(%DSNERC01)'             /* RUN                     */ 

               7,'CMD(%DSNEKC01)'             /* Db2 commands            */ 

               8,'CMD(%DSNEUC01)'             /* Utilities               */ 

               D,'CMD(%DSNEOC01)'             /* Defaults                */ 

               R,’CMD(RLXUSER)’               /* RLX User Dialog         */ 

               X,'EXIT'                       /* Leave Db2I              */ 

               *,'?')                                                       

     &ZTRAIL = .TRAIL                         /* Allow selection chaining*/ 

    )END  

Install RLX on Additional Db2 Subsystems (Optional)
When you install RLX in additional Db2 subsystems, you may need to use job RLXJTM distributed in the hlq.CRAIJCL
library. Use the RLXJTM job if one of the following conditions is true:

• You need to specify different RLX parameters for a different RLX system (same Db2 system name)
• You defined different DATA and TIME formats for different Db2 systems.

If neither of the previous conditions are true, use the RLXJTI job to install RLX into more Db2 subsystems.

The steps that are described in this section can be repeated as many times as is necessary. You can clone and submit the
RLXJTM job for each additional Db2 subsystem into which you want to install RLX.

IMPORTANT
Before you submit a cloned RLXJTM job, create a RLXEXIT load library to be uniquely associated with the
target Db2 subsystem.

The space allocation and DCB attributes for the new RLXEXIT library can be cloned from the RLXEXIT dataset that is
allocated by the BATCH installation steps. The RLXEXIT load library is analogous to the Db2 SDSNEXIT program library
in that it is empty when first created. The RLXJTM job creates defaults that are unique to a specific Db2 subsystem and
saves it in the RLXEXIT library.

The RLXJTM job is similar to the RLXJTI job with an extra first step that copies RLX defaults from the CRAILOAD library
into hlq.RLXEXIT in preparation for zapping new parameter values. Comments are provided in the RLXJTM job.

Clone or Customize the RLXDYN Exec
When you use the RLXDYN exec with multiple Db2 subsystems, clone the RLXDYN exec to concatenate RLXEXIT library
ahead of the CRAILRAI and CRAILOAD libraries. This code sample shows how you can specify RLXEXIT library.

/* -------------------------------------------------------------------

Is using RLXEXIT library then assign its name to 'rlxexit' variable

-----------------------------------------------------------------*/

rlxexit = 'RAI.R20.RLXEXIT'

This example assumes that the library RAI.R20.RLXEXIT was prepared by RLXJTM job for Db2 subsystem DSN8. You
can save customized RLXDYN exec with a name RLXDYN8 and can use it instead of RLXDYN in the DSN8 subsystem.

Installing Optional RLX Facilities
This section describes the additional installation steps that are required to do any of the following tasks with RLX:

1. Enable RLX execs to run as Db2 stored procedures.
2. Use the authorized functions of the RLX/SDK such as Cross Memory access and Cross Memory Post.
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3. Issue VTAM commands from REXX through the SDKVTAM function.
4. Run RLX.

Enabling RLX Execs to Run as Db2 Stored Procedures
RLX provides a sample REXX Stored Procedure, RLXSPTBL. This stored procedure is used to demonstrate how to
prepare, test, and deploy Db2 REXX stored procedures containing RLX statements.

Modify RLXSPTBL DDL
Edit and modify the DDL for the RLXSPTBL Stored Procedure that is distributed in the library
hlq.CRAISAMP(RLXSPTBL).

 CREATE PROCEDURE RLX.Db2_TABLE                                    

      (                                                               

       IN    TABLE_NAME         VARCHAR(254)             CCSID EBCDIC,

       IN    TABLE_OWNER        VARCHAR(8)               CCSID EBCDIC,

       OUT   RETURN_MESSAGE     VARCHAR(80)              CCSID EBCDIC 

      )                                                               

      LANGUAGE REXX                                                   

      EXTERNAL NAME RLXSPTBL                                          

      COLLID RLX200                                                   

      NOT DETERMINISTIC                                               

      CALLED ON NULL INPUT                                            

      PARAMETER STYLE GENERAL                                         

      FENCED                                                          

      MODIFIES SQL DATA                                               

      NO DBINFO                                                       

      STAY RESIDENT NO                                                

      WLM ENVIRONMENT ?wlmenv?                                   (1)     

      PROGRAM TYPE MAIN                                               

      SECURITY Db2                                                    

      COMMIT ON RETURN NO                                             

      DYNAMIC RESULT SET 2                                            

      RUN OPTIONS 'RPTOPTS(ON)'                                       

      INHERIT SPECIAL REGISTERS                                       

    ;        

(1) Change‘?wlmenv?’ variable to specify a valid WLM Stored Procedure application environment. In this example, we
assume the name DSN9WLMR, which you can see in the following examples.

Use SPUFI to execute this DDL and create stored procedure RLX.Db2_TABLE.

Sample RLX Stored Procedure – RLXSPTBL
The RLXSPTBL exec that is distributed in the hlq.CRAIEXEC library implements the Stored Procedure DDL. The
RLXSPTBL receives as input two parameters, TABLE_NAME and TABLE_OWNER, and one output parameter,
RETURN_MESSAGE. The latter is created by Db2 when the REXX exec returns a value on the RETURN or EXIT
statement.

The exec first selects a count of table rows. This select operation also verifies whether the table exists. A successful
execution of this Stored Procedure results in the following output:

1. A result set (1) is a selection from SYSIBM.SYSCOLUMNS that corresponds to the input table, which describes the
table structure. The cursor name is TBL_STRUCTURE.
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2. A result set (2) is an open cursor, named TBL_ROWS, for a (SELECT *) from this table.
3. An output parameter is set with the text: ‘Success’

If an error occurs, a Stored Procedure invoker receives the following items:

1. An error message is displayed in the WLM Stored Procedure Address Space, at SYSTSPRT DDNAME.
2. A result set (1) containing an error message is returned. The cursor name is SQL_ERROR_TEXT.
3. An output parameter is set with an error message.

Prepare Db2 WLM Stored Procedure Address Space JCL
Sample JCL for the Stored Procedure address space is provided in the dataset hlq.CRAIPROC(RLXWLM). Copy
RLXWLM into the appropriate PROCLIB dataset using a name that corresponds to the WLMENV application environment
that you assigned to the RLXSPTBL stored procedure DDL that is shown in the following code sample:

    //********************************************************************* 

    //*    Review and modify:                                               

    //*    (1)  Review and change APPLENV and Db2SSN                        

    //*    (2)  Specify High Level Qualifier you assigned to RLX libraries. 

    //*    (3)  Specify High Level Qualifier of Db2 libraries.              

    //*    (4)  Specify name of your EXEC library.                          

    //********************************************************************* 

    //DSN9WLMR PROC RGN=0K,APPLENV=DSN9WLMR,Db2SSN=DSN,NUMTCB=1,           

    //             RLXHLQ='RAI.R20',      * RLX High Level Qualifier   (2) 

    //             Db2HLQ='DSN',        * Db2 High Level Qualifier   (3) 

    //             USRLIB='PROD.RAI.V100.RAIEXEC' * User exec library   (4) 

    //*                                                                     

    //IEFPROC EXEC PGM=DSNX9WLM,REGION=&RGN,TIME=NOLIMIT,                   

    //             PARM='&Db2SSN,&NUMTCB,&APPLENV'                          

    //STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&Db2HLQ..RUNLIB.LOAD 

    //         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&RLXHLQ..CRAILRAI  

    //         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&RLXHLQ..CRAILOAD                            

    //         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&Db2HLQ..SDSNEXIT                           

    //         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&Db2HLQ..SDSNLOAD                           

    //SYSTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=H                                                 

    //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=H                                                 

    //SYSEXEC  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&RLXHLQ..CRAIEXEC                            

    //         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&Db2HLQ..SDSNCLST                           

    //         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&USRLIB                                     

    //ISPMLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&RLXHLQ..CRAIMSG

    //*RFATRACE DD  SYSOUT=H               * For Problem Diagnosis          

    //*SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=H               * For Problem Diagnosis         

Follow the instructions in the JCL of the procedure to specify your system parameters. You are now ready to execute the
RLXSPTBL stored procedure.

Stored Procedure Tester (SPT)
RLX provides an ISPF application, Stored Procedure Tester (SPT), to display the defined Stored Procedure and UDF and
run them.

The result of the stored procedure execution is displayed on the ISPF panel. In this section, we describe the SPT
invocation and usage.
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From ISPF 6 issue the command RLXUSER. The following panel is displayed:

    ----------------------------- RLX User Facilities -----------------------------

    Option ===>                                                                    

       Db2 subsystem     ===> DSN (Default - change as required)                  

       1  Job / Parm   - Specify job statement(s) and JCL parameters               

       2  Db2 Libs     - Specify SDSNEXIT and SDSNLOAD libraries                   

       3  Prof Refresh - Update your RLX profile with RLX system defaults          

       4  User Profile - Maintain your RLX user profile for Db2 access             

       5  RLX for MVS  - REXX VSAM,Software Development Kit and AcceleREXX compiler

       6  RLX/Compile  - Program preparation for RLX SQL source modules            

       7  RLX/Translate- CLIST to REXX translation                                 

       8  Samples      - Run (and examine) additional RLX procedure samples        

       9  SPT          - Stored Procedures Tester                                  

       T  Tutorial     - RLX interactive help                                      

       X  Exit         - Leave RLX User Menu     

Select option 9 – SPT and press ENTER.

                           Stored Procedure Tester                                

    Command ===> _

                             SSSS    PPPP    TTTTT                                

                            S        P   P     T                                  

                             SSS     PPPP      T                                  

                                S    P         T                                  

                            SSSS     P         T    

                (C) Copyright Broadcom Inc, 2021    All rights reserved.     

                                           

                     Db2 Subsystem ID . . . DSN 

Select the desired Db2 subsystem and press ENTER. A list of routines that are defined in the selected Db2 is displayed:

    DSN                        Stored Procedures                Row 1 to 56 of 117 

    Command ===> _________________________________________________ Scroll ===> CSR 

    Row commands: Select, DDL, Run                                                 

    S Schema   Procedure name     Parm# Rset# Language Collection ID       WLM Env 

    _ Db2DEBUG CREATE_SESSION      4     0    C                            D9GAWLMS

    _ Db2DEBUG DEBUGGERLEVEL       2     0    C                            D9GAWLMS

    _ Db2DEBUG DESTROY_SESSION     4     0    C                            D9GAWLMS

    _ Db2DEBUG GET_REPORT          8     0    C                            D9GAWLMS

    _ Db2DEBUG LIST_SESSION        4     0    C                            D9GAWLMS

    _ Db2DEBUG PUT_COMMAND         6     0    C                            D9GAWLMS

    _ Db2DEBUG QUERY_SESSION       5     0    C                            D9GAWLMS

    _ DBX      RDBSPEXP            4     0    REXX     RLX200CS            D9GAWLMR

    _ DSN8     DSN8EXP             8     0    C        DSN8EXP             D9GAWLMS

    _ RDX      RDXSMPP1            3     1    REXX     RDX200              D9GAWLMR

    r RLX      Db2_TABLE           3     2    REXX     RLX200              D9GAWLMR

    _ SQLJ     ALTER_JAVA_PATH     2     0    C        DSNJAR              D9GAWLMS

    _ SQLJ     Db2_INSTALL_JAR     3     0    C        DSNJAR              D9GAWLMS
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Locate the RLX.Db2_TABLE stored procedure which we defined in the preceding steps and enter r (run) command. SPT
determines parameters that are used by this stored procedure and displays the parameter entry screen:

    DSN            Procedure: RLX.Db2_TABLE parameters                            

    Command ===> _____________________________________________________________

    Parameter          T Type     Length Scale Value                              

    TABLE_NAME         P VARCHAR     254       sysdatabase ___________________

    TABLE_OWNER        P VARCHAR       8       sysibm___                           

    RETURN_MESSAGE     O VARCHAR      80     

                                     

    Last SQLCODE . . . 0 

Enter the TABLE_NAME and TABLE_OWNER parameters and press the ENTER key. The Result Set panel is displayed:

    DSN        Result Sets for  RLX.Db2_TABLE                      Row 1 to 2 of 2 

    Command ===> _________________________________________________ Scroll ===> CSR 

    Row commands: Select              

                                             

    S Result-Set-Name    Locator Rows-Estimate                                     

    _ R01                1       -1                                                

    _ R02                2       -1                                                

    ******************************* Bottom of data ******************************** 

Select result set R01 to display the panel:

    BROWSE    Result Set Display                         Line 00000000  001 080 

     Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE 

    ********************************* Top of Data **********************************

    RESULT SET: R01 - LOCATOR = 1                                                   

    ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+

      NAME                                                                          

    ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+

      NAME                                                                          

      CREATOR                                                                       

      STGROUP                                                                    

      BPOOL                                                                         

      DBID                                                                          

      IBMREQD                                                                       

      CREATEDBY                                                                     

      ROSHARE                                                                       

      TIMESTAMP                                                                     

      TYPE                                                                          

      GROUP_MEMBER                                                                  

      . . .

Then, press END to return to the Result Set display and select the result set R02:

    BROWSE    Result Set Display                         Line 00000000  001 080 

     Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE 

    ********************************* Top of Data **********************************

    RESULT SET: R02 - LOCATOR = 2                                                   
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    ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+

      NAME                      CREATOR                                             

    ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+

      DSNDB04                   SYSIBM                                              

      DSNDB06                   SYSIBM                                              

      DSN00003                  SYSIBM                                              

      DSNATPDB                  RAI023                                              

      DSNXSR                    RAI023                                              

      DSNRLST                   RAI023                                              

      DSNADMDB                  RAI023                                              

      SYSIBMTA                  RAI023                                              

      . . .

Browse exec RLXSPT in the hlq.CRAIEXEC library to see how you can code a stored procedure invocation and retrieving
result sets.

Enabling RLX-Authorized Functions and Restricting Their Use
You must install CCS to let authorized users use sensitive RLX facilities such as cross memory post.

If you intend to use these authorized functions, then install the latest release of CCS. CCS is a system address space
whose presence is required for authorized RLX facilities.

For information about how to restrict usage of authorized RLX functions from the standpoint of security software like IBM
RACF, see RAI Authorization Facility.

VTAMAPPL -- Define VTAM Application Major Nodes
This step defines the application major nodes through which RLX execs can communicate with VTAM using the
SDKVTAM function of the RLX/SDK. These definitions enable RLX applications to execute VTAM commands and obtain
solicited command responses.

    VBUILD TYPE=APPL             APPLICATION MAJOR NODE

    *

    *        DEFINE VTAM APPLICATIONS AS SECONDARY PROGRAMMABLE OPERATORS

    *        TO BE USED BY RAI (RELATIONAL ARCHITECTS INTL) PRODUCTS

    *

    RAIAPL01 APPL   AUTH=(NVPACE,SPO,ACQ),PRTCT=RAI

RAIAPL02 APPL   AUTH=(NVPACE,SPO,ACQ),PRTCT=RAI

RAIAPL03 APPL   AUTH=(NVPACE,SPO,ACQ),PRTCT=RAI

This code sample defines a pool of VTAM applications with secondary programmable operator authority (a VTAM
application major node). This definition guarantees that up to three operators can use the SDKVTAM function
simultaneously. Since a single call to the SDKVTAM function holds a VTAM application for a short period of time, three
application nodes effectively allow many operators to be active at the same time. The underlined operands should be
reviewed and revised as necessary. These operands are described as follows:

RAIAPL01   defines an eight-character name for the VTAM APPL. Any name that you specify should consist of a pool
name of six characters (such as RAIAPL) suffixed by two numeric digits (for example, 01, 02, and 03). The total length of
each name must be 8.

PRTCT   defines a password which protects use of the VTAM application. The password value that is illustrated in the
sample is RAI.
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The definitions that are illustrated in are distributed with RLX in member RAIDVTAM of the hlq.CRAISAMP library. This
member should be copied into one of the datasets that are allocated to VTAMLST which define network definitions and
VTAM start options. The VTAM application major node RLXDVTAM may be included in a VTAMLST ATCSTRxx member
to be activated automatically when VTAM is started. Alternatively, you can use the VTAM command

V NET,ACT,ID=RAIDVTAM

to activate this VTAM major application node manually when required.

RLX Administration
Explains product administration and maintenance using the RLX Administrative Facility.

This section discusses the on-going product administration and maintenance using the RLX Administrative Facility. RLX
installation and initial customization is accomplished using the RLXJTI and RLXJTM jobs. Therefore, the RLXADMIN
facilities that are described in this section are typically not required.

The RLX Administrative Facility can be invoked from ISPF Option 6 as follows:

When the RLX dialog libraries are pre-allocated:

RLXADMIN

When RLX dialog libraries are not pre-allocated:

EX 'RAI.R20.CRAIEXEC(RLXDYN)' 'RLXADMIN'

The RLX Administration Menu appears as shown in the following sample:

    ---------------- RLX Administration Menu (R20) ----------------

     Option ===>     

Subsystem name    ===> DSN                                                 

        0  Environment - Display hardware and software environment  

        1  JCL         - Define JCL jobcard, RLX and IBM libraries  

        2  Defaults    - Specify RLX defaults for the target Db2 subsystem   

        3  Profiles    - Define Shared RLX Session Profiles 

        X  Exit        - Leave RLX Administration Menu              

      

        Run the following options only as directed by Broadcom support    

       

        4  SQL modules - Create RLX dynamic SQL requester modules and packages

        5  RLXHLI      - Replace RLX host language interface in RLXPGM  

        6  RLXSACSR    - Generate ALLOCATE CURSOR WITH RETURN DBRM module 

        7  RLXSDCWR    - Generate DECLARE CURSOR WITH RETURN DBRM module

                

     Copyright (c) Broadcom Inc., - 2022 - All rights reserved  

• Option 0 identifies the current hardware and software environment.
• Option 1 displays a sub menu from which you can specify a JOB statement and other JCL parameters. You can also

review and revise the names of the RLX and Db2 system libraries.
• Option 2 lets you specify RLX defaults for a particular Db2 subsystem.
• Option 3 lets you define Shared RLX session profiles.
• Options 4, 5, 6 and 7 should be used only as directed by Broadcom Support.
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NOTE
If you have a problem with any of the RLX dialogs, turn on tracing. To do so, select the desired option from the
main menu, and then press the TAB key. The Cursor skips to a non-displayable field at the bottom of the screen
into which you enter the letter 'D' (for debug). Press ENTER. To disable tracing, key a blank into this non-display
field before pressing ENTER.

Define RLX Libraries and JCL Parameters
When you select Option 1 from the RLX Administration Menu, the submenu that is illustrated in the following sample is
displayed. This menu provides dialogs with which you can define the JCL parameters, RLX libraries, and system datasets
that appear in various jobstreams that are tailored by the RLX Administration dialogs.

    ----------------------  RLX Library / JCL Administration  ---------------------

     Option ===>                                                                    

        1  Job / Parm  - Specify job statement(s) and JCL parameters 

        2  Prepopulate - Specify High Level Qualifiers of RLX System libraries

        3  Libraries   - Specify RLX and IBM libraries 

        X  Exit        - Leave RLX Administration Menu                  

     Enter END to exit  

Pre-Populate Library Names
The RLXADMIN dialog pre-populates the dataset names of the RLX Libraries for your review and, if necessary, your
revisions.

You can use the RLX Administration menu options to review and revise these dataset names, and the Db2 system load
libraries names. Typically, you do not need to change these values - the displays that are afforded by these dialogs are
primarily for your review.

The panel that is illustrated in the following sample provides a pre-population mechanism for the names of the RLX
system datasets. Alternatively Options 0, 1, and 2 of the sub menu enable you to specify the names of individual RLX
target libraries and Db2 system load libraries.

 -----------  Specify High Level Qualifiers for RLX System Libraries  ---------

     Command ===>                                                                  

     RLX405 - Revise high level qualifiers of RLX system libraries and press ENTER

     The RLX dialogs and the jobstreams they tailor make reference to a            

     number of RLX system datasets.  Typically, the names of these                 

     RLX libraries share common high level qualifiers.  This dialog                

     prepopulates the names of these libraries for your convenience.   

            

     Specify High Level qualifiers of RLX system libraries                         

        Project ===> RAI

        Library ===> R200

The pre-population dialog lets you specify a pair of high-level qualifiers for the RLX system datasets. The dialog
propagates these specifications to create the names of the various RLX system libraries. Doing so makes it unnecessary
to specify these library dataset names individually through Option 3 of the RLX Administration Menu.

Updating RLX and Db2 Libraries
The following sample shows the Identify RLX Library Datasets menu options:
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    ---------------------- Identify RLX Library Datasets ----------------

    Command ===>                                                                   

    RLX202 - Verify RLX library dataset names and press ENTER 

                     

    RLX Shared Load Library (shared among multiple Db2 subsystems and RLX copies)

       Project ===> RAI                                                      

       Library ===> R200                                                           

       Type    ===> CRAILOAD 

                                                       

    RLX Automatic System Call Library                                                              

       Project ===> RAI                                                      

       Library ===> R200                                                           

       Type    ===> CRAILOAD  

                                                      

    RLX Distribution DBRM Library                                                  

       Project ===> RAI                                                       

       Library ===> R200                                                         

       Type    ===> CRAIDBRM       

                                                 

    DBRM library for tailored RLX SQL requestor modules                            

       Project ===> RAI                                                       

       Library ===> R200                                                      

       Type    ===> CRAIDBRM          

                                              

    RLX Distribution Macro Library                                                 

       Project ===> PROD.RLX                                                       

       Library ===> R200                                          

       Type    ===> CRAIMAC          

                                              

    Load library for tailored RLX SQL requestor modules                            

       Project ===> RAI                                                      

       Library ===> R200                           

       Type    ===> CRAILOAD         

                                               

    File Tailoring Output Library                                                  

       Project ===> RAI                                                       

       Library ===> R200                             

       Type    ===> RLXFILE         

                                               

    ISPF Permanent Table Library                                                   

       Project ===> RAI                                                      

       Library ===> R200                             

       Type    ===> RLXTLIB            

                                            

    Db2 Exit Library containing DSNHDECP, DSNZPxxx and user exit modules           

       DSNEXIT ===> DSN.SDSNEXIT   

                                             

    Db2 Load Library (May also include link list modules)                          

       DSNLOAD ===> DSN.SDSNLOAD         

The RLX and Db2 libraries are discussed in the order in which they appear:

• The RLX Load Library contains the executable RLX load modules that are supplied on the distribution tape.
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• The RLX NCALL Library contains the RLX subroutines that are distributed in load module format. These subroutines
are available to resolve external references during linkage editor processing through the automatic library call
mechanism.

• The RLX Distribution DBRM Library contains the RLX database request modules that are supplied on the
distribution tape. Some or all of these DBRMs are bound first into package collections and then into the RLX static and
dynamic application plans. The list of DBRMs is governed by the version and release level of the Db2 subsystem into
which the plans are bound. For example, DBRMs which implement SQL statements that are introduced with the latest
Db2 release cannot be bound into Db2 subsystems at an earlier release level.

• The DBRM library for tailored RLX SQL requestor modules contains database request modules that are produced
by the RLX dialog that is invoked through the Administration menu. The RLX Distribution DBRM Library and the
Tailored DBRM Library can both reference the same dataset (the default). If you wish to keep the two libraries
separate, you must explicitly allocate a discrete DBRM library.

• The RLX Distribution Macro Library contains macro definitions that are required to assemble source modules that
are produced by various RLX file tailoring dialogs and batch assembly jobs.

• The Load library for tailored RLX SQL requestor modules identifies the dataset into which the executable load
modules -- produced by the RLX dialog that is invoked through Option 4 of the Administration menu -- should be link-
edited. The RLX Distribution Load Library and the Load library for tailored RLX SQL requestor modules can both
reference the same dataset (the default). If you wish to keep the two RLX load libraries separate, you must explicitly
allocate a new load library for tailored RLX SQL requestor modules.

• The File Tailoring Output Library identifies the permanent partitioned dataset RLXRPS, into which RLX file tailored
output is written. RLXRPS is allocated to the ISPFILE DDname.

• The ISPF Permanent Table Library identifies the permanent partitioned dataset in which RLX Shared Profile
definitions are maintained.

• The Db2 Exit Library and the Db2 Load Library are described in Specify Db2 System Load Libraries.

Specifying Defaults for a RLX Copy
This article explains how tio define a set of defaults for a copy of RLX.

Menu option 2 lets you define a set of defaults for a copy of RLX. This dialog tailors an assembly, link-edit jobstream
which creates a non-executable load module named RLX$TSD -- the RLX Table of System Defaults. Each RLX copy can
have a discrete RLX$TSD load module to define default attributes for its RLX sessions.

The RLX Default panels that are illustrated in the following sample establish various default values for all RLX sessions
that are associated with a particular RLX copy. An example of one of these default profile attributes is the name of
the Db2 subsystem to which a RLX session should connect by default. These defaults are used to initialize the profile
attributes which characterize a RLX session.

RLX provides several mechanisms to define a profile and associate it with a particular user or a particular RLX dialog. For
example, users can configure their profiles to suit individual preferences and requirements through the RLX User Profile
Facility dialog -- RLXRPU. These individualized profiles then apply to every RLX procedure that they execute, except
those dialogs which reference a shared profile. Individual profiles and the RLX User Profile Utility are described in detail
in the RLX User Reference.

The RLX Shared Profile Facility allows RLX developers and administrators to define profiles by name. These profiles
can then be shared among several users and applications. A shared profile that is associated with a particular dialog
characterizes the session of any user who runs that dialog, without updating the user's individual profile.

The RLX User Reference provides a complete discussion of all the RLX Profile parameters. This section describes only
attributes unique to the dialog that defines RLX Profile defaults. See the RLX User Reference for descriptions of the
remaining options.
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The RLX Profile Defaults are defined on the panel that is shown in the following sample. The possible values that the
profile options can assume appear to the right of their respective prompts. The RLX Defaults dialog populates these fields
with 'defaults for the defaults' which you can review and revise as appropriate.

----------------------------- RLX System Defaults -----------------------------

     Command ===>                                                                   

     RLX031 - Specify RLX defaults and press ENTER or press END / RETURN to exit    

     Specify Db2 Defaults                                                           

        Subsystem Name  ===> DSN         (for which RLX defaults will be tailored)  

        Db2 Version     ===> 910         (e.g.  810, 910, 101)                      

        Db2 Attachment  ===> C           (R - RRSAF, C - CAF)                       

        Db2 plan name   ===> RLX200CS    (Db2 application plan for RLX Sessions)    

        SQL load module ===> RLXSQL      (Load module associated with Db2 appl plan)

        Retry Count     ===> 0           (Connection retries if Db2 is not active)  

        Auth ID/Schema  ===>             (Qualifier for RLX demo tbls/stored procs)

 

     RLX Environmental Parameters                                                   

        User Profiles   ===> N           (Permit users to set their RLX profiles)   

        Dynamic SQL?    ===> Y           (Y/N - Allow dynamic SQL)                  

        Max CPU Time    ===> 0           (in seconds before work is suspended)      

        Max Idle Time   ===> 0           (in minutes before thread is terminated)   

        SQL Costing     ===> N           (Y/N - Externalize SQLERRD4 timerons value)

     Default CONTROL service settings                                               

        When RLX Error  ===> F           (C - Cancel   F - Filter   R - Return)     

        Error Panel     ===> D           (D - Display  N - No Display)              

        When ISPF Error ===> C           (C - Cancel   R - Return)                  

        Cursor Scope    ===> L           (L - Local    G - Global)                  

        Variable Scope  ===> L           (L - Local    G - Global)                  

        Statement Scope ===> L           (L - Local    G - Global)                  

        Maximum Digits  ===> 9           (Before using scientific notation)         

        RC/LASTCC value ===> S           (S - SQLCODE, N - Nonzero, Z - Zero)       

        High Level Qual ===> RAI027      (for dynamically allocated datasets)    

   

     Default Data Types and Formats                                                 

        Numeric Format  ===> E           (I - Integer  E - Edited Decimal)          

        Date format     ===> I           (I - ISO,U - ,E - EUR,J - JIS,L - Local)

        Time format     ===> I           (I - ISO,U - ,E - EUR,J - JIS,L - Local)

        Null Character  ===> -           (Displayed in columns with the null value) 

     Host Variable Datatyping Defaults                                              

        Typing method   ===> 3           (1 - VDEFINE, 2 - SQL Describe, 3 - Float) 

        Check VDEFINEs? ===> 1           (1 - Yes, 2 - No)                          

        Review types?   ===> 3           (1 - Yes, 2 - Warning, 3 - Unknown)  

      

     Default RLX/ISPF CONTROL Settings                                              

        Maximum Rows    ===> 1000        (Loaded by DECLARE ISPFTABLE service)      

        Replace _ Char  ===> #           (Underscore replacement character)         

        **  Defaults for previous SQL query results loaded into ISPF tables **      

        Temp ISPF Tbls  ===> D           (E - Extend Result, D - Delete prior rows) 

        Perm ISPF Tbls  ===> E           (E - Extend Result, D - Delete prior rows) 

     Additional RLX Session variables                                               
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        Max Attentions  ===> 3           (before forcing session cancellation)      

        Maximum tokens  ===> 1500        (comprising an RLX SQL statement)       

The three options unique to this dialog appear under the category 'RLX Environmental Parameters'

• The Action on Job prompt accepts two values. Action code 'E' allows you to edit the assembly, link-edit JCL before
the job is submitted while code 'S' instructs the dialog to immediately submit the job.

• The User Profiles option governs whether users may update their individual RLX profiles. When you specify a User
Profile option of Y, a user's RLX session profile is the result of merging their own profile attributes (maintained in the
ISPF profile variable pool) with the defaults defined when the RLX copy is installed. When you specify a User Profile
option of N, a user's RLX runtime profile is unaffected by any values that are maintained in their ISPF profile variable
pool. Their RLX session profile is derived from the defaults that are defined during the RLX installation, any RLX
parameters with which RLXS is invoked, any values that are assigned to the RLXPROF stemmed array, and/or those
of a RLX shared profile associated with the exec or CLIST. Note that the vendor supplied default is N.

• The Dynamic SQL? option governs whether the REXX and/or CLIST procedures which run with this RLX copy can
use the dynamic SQL. Specify 'Y' to permit RLX user procedures to execute dynamic SQL and 'N' to disable dynamic
SQL processing. In the latter case, users can only run RLX procedures which use the static SQL plans produced by
RLX/Compile.

• The High Level Qual option under the heading RLX Default CONTROL Service Settings identifies the high-level
qualifier that is used to name those datasets which RLX may dynamically allocate.

• The Max Attentions option under the heading 'Additional RLX Session variables' governs how many attention
interrupts RLX accepts in a single session before forcing session cancellation.

• The Target Exitlib prompts allow you to specify the library into which the RLX Table of System Defaults for this
particular RLX copy are link-edited. The load module that is produced is named RLX$TSD.

Define RLX Profiles for Shared Usage
The RLX Shared Profile Facility allows RLX developers and administrators to define profiles by name. These profiles
can then be shared among several users and applications. A shared profile that is associated with a particular dialog
characterizes the session of any user who runs that dialog, without updating their individual profile. In contrast, the RLX
User profile provides a RLX session profile for all dialogs run by a particular user.

The RLX Shared Profile Facility may be accessed with Option 3 from the RLX Administration Menu. Alternatively, the
%RLXRPSE command provides direct entry into the Facility. The following code samples illustrate the RLX Shared Profile
Definition panels.

The profile attribute descriptions for RLX shared profiles are the same as for RLX user profiles and system default profiles.

RLX shared profiles are stored as small load modules in the RLX tailored load library dataset, allowing the Db2 subsystem
name to be part of the profile definition. The RLX for Db2 User Reference and the RLX Getting Started Guide discuss the
syntax and coding that is required to use the RLX shared profiles.

The RLX Shared Profile Maintenance Facility first presents a scrollable, tabular display of Shared RLX profiles defined at
your installation. You can scroll the listing up or down or key in a row selection command to process a specific profile.

Row selection commands are:

• A - Add
• C - Change
• D - Delete
• B - Browse

    -------------------------- RLX Shared Profile Summary -------- Row 1 to 1 of 1 

    Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF 

    RLX940 - Select (A)dd, (C)hange, (D)elete or (B)rowse or press END to exit
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        Profile   Db2    Plan      SQL       Modify   Dynamic  Max    Max          

        Name      SSID   Name      Program   Profile  SQL      Rows   Tokens       

        EXAMPLE1  DSN    COMPILED  PROGRAM   N        Y        1000   1500         

        EXAMPLE2  DSN    RLXvrmCS  RLXSQL    Y        N        1000   1500         

        EXAMPLE3  DSN    RLXvrmCS  RLXSQL    Y        N        1000   1500 

    Mode BROWSE ------------------ RLX Shared Profile Definition 1 ----------------

    Command ===>                                                                   

    RLX941 - Browse RLX profile or press END to exit 

    Specify Shared Profile Defaults                                                

       Action on Job   ===> 1           (1 - Edit JCL, 2 - Submit Jobstream)       

       Profile Name    ===> EXAMPLE1    (Symbolic named by which profile is known) 

       Subsystem Name  ===> DSN         (for which RLX defaults will be tailored)  

       Db2 plan name   ===> COMPILED    (Db2 application plan for RLX Sessions)    

       SQL load module ===> PROGRAM     (Load module associated with Db2 appl plan)

       Retry Count     ===> 0           (Connection retries if Db2 is not active)  

    RLX Environmental Parameters                                                   

       User Profiles   ===> N           (Permit users to set their RLX profiles)   

       Dynamic SQL?    ===> Y           (Y/N - Allow dynamic SQL)                  

       SQL Costing     ===> N           (Y/N - Externalize SQLERRD4 timerons value)

The RLX Shared Profile named 'EXAMPLE1' references the static Db2 application plan and compiled SQL load module
that is produced by RLX/Compile. The plan is named 'COMPILED' and the SQL requester load module is named
'PROGRAM’.

 Mode BROWSE ------------------ RLX Shared Profile Definition 2 ----------------

     Command ===>  

     RLX941 - Browse RLX profile or press END to exit    

     CONTROL service settings                                                       

        When RLX Error  ===> F           (C - Cancel   F - Filter   R - Return)     

        Error Panel     ===> D           (D - Display  N - No Display)              

        When ISPF Error ===> C           (C - Cancel   R - Return)                  

        Cursor Scope    ===> L           (L - Local    G - Global)                  

        Variable Scope  ===> L           (L - Local    G - Global)                  

        Statement Scope ===> L           (L - Local    G - Global)                  

        Maximum Digits  ===> 9           (Before using scientific notation)         

        Tracing Option  ===> 0           (Integer value between 0 and 255)          

        RC/LASTCC value ===> S           (S - SQLCODE, N - Nonzero, Z - Zero)       

        High Level Qual ===> RAI         (for dynamically allocated datasets)    

   

     Data Format Preferences                                                        

        Numeric Format  ===> E           (I - Integer  E - Edited Decimal)          

        Date format     ===> I           (I - ISO,U - ,E - EUR,J - JIS,L - Local)

        Time format     ===> I           (I - ISO,U - ,E - EUR,J - JIS,L - Local)

     Host Variable Datatypes                                                        

        Typing method   ===> 3           (1 - VDEFINE, 2 - SQL Describe, 3 - Float) 

        Check VDEFINEs  ===> 1           (1 - Yes, 2 - No)                          

        Review types    ===> 3           (1 - Yes, 2 - Warning, 3 - Unknown)  

    Mode BROWSE ------------------ RLX Shared Profile Definition 3 ----------------

    Command ===>
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    RLX248 - Specify third set of RLX Shared Profile definitions and press ENTER

    Default RLX/ISPF CONTROL Settings

       Maximum Rows    ===> 1000        (Loaded by DECLARE ISPFTABLE service)

       Replace _ Char  ===> #           (Underscore replacement character)

    Default for query results processed by DECLARE ISPFTABLE and RLX TBDISPL

       Temp ISPF Tbls  ===> D           (E - Extend, D - Delete, T - Test mode)

       Perm ISPF Tbls  ===> E           (E - Extend, D - Delete, T - Test mode)

    Additional RLX Session variables

       Max Attentions  ===> 3           (before forcing session cancellation)

Special RLX Administrative Utilities
This section discusses a set of special RLX Administrative Utilities accessible as options 6 and 7 from the RLX
Administration and Customization Menu that is shown in the code sample. These dialogs are special in that they should
only be run as directed by Broadcom support.

    ---------------- RLX Administration and Customization (V918)-------------------

    Option ===>                                                                    

       Subsystem name    ===> DSN                                                 

       0  Environment - Display hardware and software environment                  

       1  JCL         - Define JCL jobcard, RLX and IBM libraries                  

       2  Defaults    - Specify RLX defaults for the target Db2 subsystem          

       3  Status      - Display active RLX components                              

       4  Passwords   - Maintain RLX product passwords                             

       5  Profiles    - Define Shared RLX Session Profiles 

                        

       Run the following options only as directed by RLX product support  

         

       6  SQL modules - Create RLX dynamic SQL requester modules and packages      

       7  RLXHLI      - Replace RLX host language interface in RLXPGM              

       8  RLXSACSR    - Generate ALLOCATE CURSOR WITH RETURN DBRM module           

       9  RLXSDCWR    - Generate DECLARE CURSOR WITH RETURN DBRM module            

       X  Exit        - Leave RLX Administrative Menu                              

    Copyright (c) Broadcom Inc. - 2021 - All rights reserved   

Creating Additional RLX Application Plans and Load Modules
This article explains how to create additional RLX application plans and load modules.

Option 8 allows you to tailor and BIND customized packages and RLX application plans and their corresponding SQL
Requestor load modules using this sample panel.

    ------------ Tailor RLX SQL Requestor Load Module, Package and Plan -----------

     Command ===>                                                                   

     Specify Action on Jobstream                                                    

        Jobstream Action  ===> E            (E - Edit JCL, S - Submit Jobstream)    

        Db2 Subsystem     ===> DSN1         (In which to BIND plan)                 

        Package Set       ===> RLXvrm       (Name of Package Collection)    

        

     Specify RLX dynamic SQL load module, package and Application Plan              
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        SQL Requestor     ===> RLXSQLn      (Dynamic SQL load module and package)   

        Db2 plan name     ===> RLXplan      (Db2 application plan for RLX Sessions) 

        Max Retrieval     ===> 10           (Select, Declare, Open, Fetch, Close)   

        Cursors WITH HOLD ===> 10           (Max Cursors maintained across COMMITs) 

        Max Non retrieval ===> 10           (Insert, Update, and Delete)            

        Isolation Level   ===> C            (C - CS, R - RR, U - )    

            

     Specify BIND Parameters                                                        

        Action on plan             ===> R   (R - Replace A - Add)                   

        Retain execution authority ===> Y   (Y - Yes     N - No)                    

        Plan validation time       ===> R   (R - Run     B - Bind)                  

        Resource acquisition time  ===> U   (U - Use     A - Allocate)              

        Resource release time      ===> C   (C - Commit  D - Deallocate)            

        Explain path selection     ===> N   (Y - Yes     N - No)

This section describes each of the parameters appearing in the sample panel, in the order in which they appear. Possible
settings of these options are listed in the display, to the right of the input field following the respective prompts.

• The Edit JCL option of the Job Action prompt allows you to review and revise the tailored preprocess, assemble, link
edit and bind jobstream before explicitly SUBMITing it within ISPF Edit. The 'Submit Job' option tailors the jobstream
and immediately submits it.

• SQL Requestor identifies the name of the RLX SQL requestor load module and its corresponding Db2 package.
Specify a unique name here other than RLXSQL or RLXSQL (the names of the RLX SQL requestor modules that are
supplied on the RLX distribution tape).

• Db2 Plan Name identifies the customized Db2 application plan that you are creating for use with RLX. Specify a
unique name here other than RLXvrmCS RLXvrmRR or RLXvrmUR, (the names of the RLX plans bound when RLX for
Db2 was installed).

The next three fields define the SQL processing capacity of the RLX Application Plan and SQL requestor load module
being tailored.

• Max Retrieval specifies the maximum number of DECLARE CURSOR and singleton SELECT statements that this
application plan supports. Each separate DECLARE CURSOR statement string passed to the RLX command interface
counts as one, as does each singleton SELECT INTO statement. Finally, each DECLARE ISPFTABLE and DECLARE
REXXSTEM service counts as one.

• Cursors with HOLD specifies the maximum number of DECLARE WITH HOLD type statements that this application
plan supports. Each separate DECLARE CURSOR WITH HOLD, DECLARE ISPFTABLE WITH HOLD and DECLARE
REXXSTEM WITH HOLD statement string that is passed to the RLX command interface counts as one.

• Similarly, Max Non Retrieval specifies the maximum number of INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE source statements
that this application plan can support. Each separate INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE statement string that is passed
to the RLX command interface adds one to the count.

• The Isolation Level specifies the Db2 locking and lock duration attributes of your RLX application plan. You can
specify either Cursor Stability, Repeatable Read, or Uncommitted Read. For additional information, see the IBM Db2
for OS/390 publications.

NOTE
RLX provides overflow facilities for all but the cursor-related statement types. These include overflow support
for Singleton SELECT statements and a mechanism to automatically PURGE RLX prepared statements on a
least recently used basis. This behavior prevents severe errors and dialog termination at the cost of degraded
performance.

This dialog sets default values for BIND parameters, all of which know the fact that RLX is utilizing dynamic SQL. For a
detailed discussion of BIND parameters, see the Db2 for OS/390 publications.
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After specifying package and plan characteristics and BIND parameters, press ENTER. The display locks while the RLX
dynamic SQL source module is being tailored. Once the source module is tailored, you can press ENTER to tailor and
submit the preprocess, assemble, link edit and BIND jobstream. Alternatively, you can press the END or RETURN key to
exit the dialog immediately without submitting the job.

Once the jobstream completes, be sure to check the output from the BIND job-step SYSTSPRT file. The BIND job-
step return code is set by the TSO Terminal Monitor program IKJEFT01, not the BIND subcommand of the DSN command
processor. Therefore, a BIND step return code of 0 does not necessarily mean the BINDs were successful.

Replace the RLX Host Language Interface
This article explains how to replace the RLX host language interface.

Utility option 7 is used when directed by Broadcom in case there is a need to replace Db2 SQL stub that is called RLXHLI
link-edited with RLX SQL requester modules.

The requirement to relink module RLXHLI applies both to the RLX dynamic plan load modules with names like RLXSQL,
and any static SQL load modules produced by RLX/Compile.

The RLX Host Language Interface Replacement dialog lets you select one or more load modules whose RLXHLI CSECT
should be replaced. This code sample illustrates the panel where you can specify a RLX SQL load module for processing.
Alternatively, you can select one or more load modules from a RLX SQL load module library or concatenated set of
libraries.

    ------------------  RLX Host Language Interface Replacement  ------------------

    Command ===>

    RLX374 - Specify RLX SQL load modules for RLXHLI replacement

    RLX dynamic SQL Load Module Library

       Project ===> RAI

       Group   ===> R200 ===>           ===>           ===>

       Type    ===> CRAILOAD

       Member  ===> R5*             (Blank or pattern for member selection list)

    Other RLX load module library

       Data set name  ===>

This RLXHLI replacement dialog lets you specify a pattern for the member name. This pattern, which is specified in
accordance with ISPF/PDF conventions, limits the display to a list of members which meet your selection criteria. You can
specify the pattern in either the Member name field (as illustrated in the preceding sample by R5*) or by specifying an
'Other RLX load module library' in the form DATA.SET.NAME(PATTERN*).

    RLXHLI Replacement: RAI.R200.CRAILOAD ---------------------------  ROW 1 OF 2

    Command ===>                    

                              Scroll ===> HALF

      Name     Action  Lib VV.MM  Created     Changed      Size  Init    Mod   ID

    s R500050C          1

    s R502150C          1

The following code sample illustrates the resulting member list from which one or more RLX SQL load modules may be
selected. You can key an 'S' into the row selection field to the left of the member name to select a module for RLXHLI
replacement processing.

After you select all members from the displayed panel, press ENTER or one of the scroll PF keys. The dialog redisplays
the member list with the literal 'Selected' appearing to the right of the selected member names as illustrated in this
sample.
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    RLXHLI Replacement: RAI.R200.CRAILOAD ---------------------------  ROW 1 OF 2

    Command ===>  

                                                Scroll ===> HALF

      Name     Action  Lib VV.MM  Created     Changed      Size  Init    Mod   ID

      R500050C Selected 1

      R502150C Selected 1

After you select all modules that you require, press the END PFkey (typically PF3 or PF15) to tailor the RLXHLI
replacement jobstream, a fragment of which appears in the following sample. The RLXHLI replacement dialog tailors a
pair of job steps for each selected RLX SQL load module. The first step of the pair deletes the old RLX host language
interface routine (module RLXHLI) from the load module. The second step of the pair link-edits the load module with the
updated version of RLXHLI, which supports the new, shared thread mode of operation.

    EDIT ---- RAI.RAI1.SPFTEMP1.CNTL ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072

    COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> HALF

    ****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA *****************************

    000001 //RAI1RLXI JOB (RAI0,1234),RAI1,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=RAI1

    000002 //

*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    000003 //*

    000004 //*     RLX SQL LOAD MODULE R500050C WILL HAVE ITS HOST LANGUAGE

    000005 //*     INTERFACE MODULE (RLXHLI) FIRST DELETED THEN REPLACED

    000006 //*

    000007 //

*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    000008 //

*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    000009 //*       REPLACE RLXHLI IN THE RLX DYNAMIC SQL LOAD MODULE

    000010 //*       NAMED R500050C (WHOSE ENTRY POINT IS R500050C)

    000011 //*       WITH THE UPDATED VERSION OF THE RLX HOST LANGUAGE INTERFACE

    000012 //*       SUPPLIED ON THE RAI DISTRIBUTION TAPE

    000013 //*

    000014 //*       FIRST REMOVE THE CURRENT RLXHLI FROM THE RLX SQL LOAD MODULE

    000015 //*       THIS STEP LEAVES UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCES

    000016 //*       THEREFORE, THE DELETE JOBSTEP'S COMPLETION CODE IS 8

    000017 //

*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    000018 //REMOVE  EXEC PGM=IEWL,REGION=2536K,

    000019 //  PARM='LIST,XREF,,REFR,RENT,SIZE=(512000,256000)'

    000020 //.....      

RLX Diagnosis
This section explains usage details for the tracing, CAF, SNAP, and dumping facilities.

RLX Tracing Facility
As a diagnostic aid, RLX writes entries to an internal 'wrap around' trace table. When an RFATRACE file is allocated, this
internal trace table is written to the dataset associated with the RFATRACE DD name.

RLX supports any of the following DCB attributes for the RFATRACE file:
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• fixed or variable length records, although the practical minimum LRECL is 90
• blocked or unblocked
• ASA control character that is included or omitted

If no DCB attributes are specified -- as in //RFATRACE DD SYSOUT=*  -- the following default attributes are used:

 RECFM=VB,LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=629

To request a RLX execution trace, allocate an RFATRACE file before or during a RLX session. If RFATRACE output
is directed to a dataset, specify a disposition of MOD (DISP=MOD). Otherwise, new sets of RFATRACE entries overlay
previous ones and the trace is incomplete. When the RFATRACE file is allocated to SYSOUT, it is not necessary to
specify a disposition of MOD.

RLX/CAF Tracing
You can obtain a granular trace of just RLX/CAF activity by allocating an RFATRACE file to DUMMY. In this instance, RLX/
CAF messages are written to the terminal (in the TSO foreground) or JES listing (in TSO batch) using WTO. To ensure
that these messages are visible at a TSO terminal, issue the PROFILE WTPMSG command.

Additional diagnostic information can be obtained directly from Db2 by allocating the IBM Db2 DDNAME: DSNTRACE.
Information written to this destination will show return codes and feedback codes issues directly by the Db2 CAF API for
each operation performed.

RLX SNAP Facility
As a diagnostic aid, you can request a formatted 'SNAP' of the control blocks associated with the current RLX session
from one of the following points during processing:

• the Abnormal Termination Notification Panel following an abend within RLX
• any RLX diagnostic panel that describes an error in a user issued RLX statement.
• RLX Attention prompts displayed in response to pressing the Attention key to halt processing.

Simply key-in the keyword SNAP on the command line from the RLX Abend or Error panel and press the END key
(typically PF3 or PF15) to continue processing and initiate the SNAP. From the RLX Attention Exit, key-in the code that is
associated with the SNAP option and press the ENTER key. The screen may lock for some time since potentially several
thousand lines of output are formatted and written to the SNAP dataset.

NOTE
This facility helps identify and correct errors in the RLX product itself. The formatted control block output is of
interest to the vendor and is not relevant to debugging errors in user written command procedures.

To use the SNAP command, an RFASNAP file and dataset must be pre-allocated. Alternatively, you can split the screen
and can allocate a dataset with the necessary DCB attributes using PDF option 3.2 -- while RLX is active, but before
requesting a snap of the RLX control blocks. In either case, the following DCB attributes for the RFASNAP file are
required:

• Dataset organization of PS (physical sequential)
• RECFM=VBA(Record format of Variable Blocked with an ASA control character)
• Record length (LRECL) of 125
• Block size (BLKSIZE) of 1632

Once the dataset is allocated, the RFASNAP file can be allocated to your RLX session as follows:

 ALLOC FILE(RFASNAP) DA(RFASNAP.LIST) MOD 

NOTE
The RFASNAP file must be allocated with a disposition of MOD.
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RLX Dumping Facility
As a diagnostic aid, you can request a 'DUMP' of the entire RLX session from any Abend or Diagnostic Facility panel
that is displayed by RLX. Key in DUMP on the command line from any RLX Abend or Error panel and press the END key
(typically PF3 or PF15) to continue processing and initiate the dump. The screen may lock for some time since potentially
several thousand lines of output are formatted and written to the dump dataset.

NOTE
This facility helps identify and correct errors in the RLX product itself. The dump output is of interest to the
vendor and is not relevant to debugging errors in user written command procedures.

To use the DUMP command, an RFASNAP file and dataset must be pre-allocated. Alternatively, you can split the screen
and can allocate a dataset with the necessary DCB attributes using PDF option 3.2 -- while RLX is active but before
requesting a RLX session dump. In either case, the following DCB attributes for the RFASNAP file are required:

• Dataset organization of PS (physical sequential)
• RECFM=VBA (Record format of Variable Blocked with an ASA control character)
• Record length (LRECL) of 125
• Block size (BLKSIZE) of 1632

Once the dataset is allocated, the RFASNAP file can be allocated to your RLX session as follows:

 ALLOC FILE(RFASNAP) DA(RFASNAP.LIST) MOD 

NOTE
The RFASNAP file must be allocated with a disposition of MOD.

The RLX Tables
The RLX demonstration dialogs use the following sample tables:

RLXFLOAT

A RLX demonstration table whose column names correspond to their datatypes. RLXFLOAT includes a column whose
datatype is a double precision floating point. All columns can assume the NULL value.

                                     Length           Nulls

    Column Name         Data Type    in Bytes        Allowed

    -----------         ---------    --------        -------

    INTEGER             INTEGER          4              Y

    SMALLINT            SMALLINT         2              Y

    DEC150              DEC           15,0              Y

    FLOAT               FLOAT            8              Y

    CHAR5               CHAR             2              Y

    VARCHAR10           VARCHAR         10              Y

    

RLXNUM

A RLX demonstration table whose column names correspond to their datatypes. RLXNUM includes a column (DEC55)
whose decimal precision is equal to its scale. This column can only assume decimal fraction values between -1 and +1.
All columns can assume the NULL value.

                                     Length           Nulls

    Column Name         Data Type   in Bytes         Allowed

    -----------         ---------   --------         -------

    INTEGER             INTEGER          4              Y
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    SMALLINT            SMALLINT         2              Y

    DEC150              DEC           15,0              Y

    DEC55               DEC            5,5              Y

    CHAR5               CHAR             2              Y

    VARCHAR10           VARCHAR         10              Y

   

RLXREL3

A RLX demonstration table whose column names correspond to their datatypes. RLXREL3 includes a column whose
datatype is a single precision floating point. All columns can assume the NULL value.

                                     Length           Nulls

    Column Name         Data Type   in Bytes         Allowed

    -----------         ---------   --------         -------

    INTEGER             INTEGER          4              Y

    DATE                DATE            10              Y

    TIME                TIME             8              Y

    TIMESTAMP           TIMESTAMP       26              Y

    FLOAT               FLOAT(22)        4              Y

Customizing REXX Parameter Modules
This section includes conceptual and procedural information to manage REXX parameter modules.

REXX Parameter Modules Supplied with RLX
This article defines the REXX parameter modules that are supplied with RLX.

RLX ships with several REXX parameter modules which in turn define the REXX function packages and host command
environments which can be used with RLX. The benefits of using the RLX versions of these REXX parameter modules
include:

1. Explicit definition of the RLX host command environments such as ADDRESS RLX, RXSQL, and RDX.
2. Definitions of REXX exec initialization (RFPEIX) and termination (RFPETX) exits. These exits track stacking of REXX

exec invocation and automatically detach RLX subtasks upon exit from the top exec executing under RLX control. This
step is necessary to avoid abends SA03 when your REXX exec does not issue “RLX TERM” command to terminate
RLX.

3. RLX/SDK function package directory that establishes relationship between REXX function names and code entry
points that implement these functions. If RLX function package directory is not identified, most RLX/SDK functions are
not accessible.

We distribute the following REXX parameter modules in source and load module format:

REXX parameter modules that are unique to RLX are:

• RLXPARMS for the z/OS batch environment and IRXJCL.
• RLXISPRM for the ISPF environment
• RLXTSPRM for the TSO environment

REXX parameter modules with the same names as those supplied by IBM are:

• IRXPARMS for z/OS address spaces and IRXJCL
• IRXTSPRM for TSO address spaces
• IRXISPRM for TSO/ISPF

The assembly language source for these REXX initialization parameter modules resides in the CRAISRC library. The
corresponding load modules are members of the CRAILRAI or CRAILOAD library.
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If you do not require modifications for REXX initialization parameter modules, and to fully exploit all RLX features, arrange
the CRAILRAI library (preceding the CRAILOAD library) to be in the STEPLIB or tasklib concatenation before TSO
environment is established. This way, REXX initialization parameter modules with names IRXxxxxx are loaded from the
CRAILRAI library instead of the IBM-supplied load modules from the LINKLIST.

The following list illustrates different usage scenarios:

• RLX is invoked in z/OS Batch environment or under IRXJCL program. Place the CRAILRAI library (preceding the
CRAILOAD library) in the STEPLIB DDNAME of the job.

• RLX is invoked in TSO environment, at TSO READY prompt. Place the CRAILRAI library (preceding the CRAILOAD
library) in the STEPLIB DDNAME of TSO LOGON procedure. You must APF authorize the CRAILRAI and CRAILOAD
libraries because TSO requires APF authorized STEPLIB, otherwise, abend S66D is issued. Alternatively, place the
CRAILRAI and CRAILOAD libraries in the LINKLIST concatenation. Make sure that IRXxxxxx modules are loaded from
the CRAILRAI library and not from SYS1.LPALIB, where like-named load modules that are distributed by IBM reside.

• RLX is invoked in TSO/ISPF environment. Concatenate the CRAILRAI library (preceding the CRAILOAD library) to the
ISPLLIB DDNAME in your TSO LOGON procedure, or dynamically allocate it before ISPF is started.

The typical use case is to place the CRAILRAI library (preceding the CRAILOAD library) in the z/OS LINKLIST.

In contrast, when REXX execs are invoked directly (for example, execname), a REXX parameter module with a standard
IBM name is used, depending on the environment in which the exec is invoked:

When REXX execs are invoked directly, it is imperative that the REXX parameter modules supplied with RLX are loaded
rather than any other versions of IRXPARMS, IRXTSPRM, or IRXISPRM. If the wrong copy of a REXX parameter module
is loaded, RLX does not operate properly.

If your installation has customized a set of REXX parameter modules, incorporate the RLX extensions as described in
Source Modifications to the REXX Parameter Modules in your customized REXX parameter modules. You can apply
the RLX definitions to your existing REXX parameter modules, or you can add your existing customized definitions to all
REXX parameter modules supplied with RLX.

Source Modifications to the REXX Parameter Modules
In an SMP/e installation, any user modifications to the product target and distribution libraries are strongly discouraged.
An SMP/e compatible alternative method for making changes to loadmodules is provided in the form of SMP/e
USERMODS, which can be processed in a way that will be congruent with current SMP/E software maintenance
standards. The following is sample JCL for RECEIVING the SMP/E USERMOD for modifying the IRXPARMS module:

This JCL is distributed in the CRAIJCL library where USERMODS for modifying modules IRXPARMS, IRXTSPRM, and
IRXISPRM can also be found. Instructions for installing these USERMODS are provided in the corresponding member
comment prologues.

//APPLY  EXEC PGM=GIMSMP,REGION=4M,PARM='DATE=U'                

//SMPCSI   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=YOUR.RAI.R200.CSI                       

//YOURLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=YOUR.SOURCE.LIBRARY                

//SMPPTFIN DD DATA,DLM=##                                       

++USERMOD(UIRXP01) REWORK(1).                                   

++VER(Z038) FMID(CRAIK10).                                      

++SRC(IRXPARMS) SYSLIB(CRAISRC) DISTLIB(ARAISRC) TXLIB(YOURLIB).

##                                                              

//SMPCNTL DD *                                                  

  SET BDY(GLOBAL).                                              

  RECEIVE SYSMODS.                                              

  SET BDY(CAIT0).                                               

  APPLY SELECT(UIRXP01) REDO.                                   

/*                                                              
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//     

RAI Authorization Facility
The RAI Authorization Facility allows a Security Administrator to control access to authorized resources (functions and
data) referenced by various RAI products. The RAI Authorization Facility uses the z/OS SAF interface to verify whether
a user can access a particular resource. If the user is not authorized, access is denied and the RAI Authorization Facility
issues a descriptive error message.

The Security Administrator defines a set of resource profiles to RACF or any other security product which uses the z/OS
SAF interface. Each profile represents a particular RAI product component whose usage is to be controlled. Profiles are
defined in the RACF class FACILITY.

The structure of these profiles is as follows:

  RAI.product.component.qualifier

RAI Identifies this profile as belonging to the RAI product group

product Identifies the particular RAI product.

The following products are presently defined:

• RLX for RLX products (RLX/SQL, RLX/TSO, RLX/CLIST)
• SDK for the RLX Software Development Kit
• DCA for Smart/CAF
• SRS for Smart/RESTART
• SRM for Smart/MONITOR

component Identifies a discrete component of an RAI Product

• XMEM Cross memory service (RLX/SDK)
• XMUP Cross memory update service (RLX/SDK)
• OPER OS/390 operator functions (RLX/SDK)
• VSAM RLX/VSAM functions (RLX/VSAM)
• DSNU DB2 utilities callable from REXX (RLX/SDK)
• SRMA Smart/MONITOR Alter authority
• SRMU Smart/MONITOR Update authority
• SRMR Smart/MONITOR Read authority
• SRMA Smart/MONITOR Administrator (for backward compatibility)
• SRMO Smart/MONITOR Operator (for backward compatibility)

qualifier Identifies an optional qualifier that some components may define.

The access authorities that are associated with a particular resource profile are documented in the RAI documentation
for that product. For example, the resource profile that is named RAI.SRM.ALTER is described in the Smart/MONITOR
documentation.

Currently, resource profile definitions are optional for all RAI components. When a resource profile definition is optional
and no resource profiles are defined, any user can access the resource.

Resource Profile Name Description
RAI.SDK.XMEM RLX/SDK function SDKVSA that does not alter storage.
RAI.SDK.XMUP RLX/SDK function XPOST which can alter storage
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RAI.SDK.OPUP RLX/SDK functions SDKVTAM
and MVSCMD, which allow VTAM and MVS commands to be
issued

RAI.SDK.OPER RLX/SDK functions WTL, WTO, WTOR
and QEDIT which issue messages and receive commands.

RAI.SDK.DSNU RLX/SDK function SDKDSNU allows DB2 utilities to be called
from REXX

RAI.RLX Access to RLX/SQL, RLX/TSO and RLX/CLIST
RAI.DCA Smart/CAF product usage
RAI.SRS Smart/RESTART product usage
RAI.SRM.ALTER Smart/MONITOR Alter authority
RAI.SRM.UPDATE Smart/MONITOR Update authority
RAI.SRM.READ Smart/MONITOR Read authority
RAI.SRM.ADM Smart/MONITOR Administrator
RAI.SRM.OPER Smart/MONITOR Operator

Resource Profiles for RAI Products
This article lists the resource profiles for RAI products.

The RAI Authorization Facility allows a Security Administrator to control access to authorized resources (functions and
data) referenced by various RAI products. The RAI Authorization Facility uses the z/OS SAF interface to verify whether
a user can access a particular resource. If the user is not authorized, access is denied and the RAI Authorization Facility
issues a descriptive error message.

The Security Administrator defines a set of resource profiles to RACF or any other security product which uses the z/OS
SAF interface. Each profile represents a particular RAI product component whose usage is to be controlled. Profiles are
defined in the RACF class FACILITY.

The structure of these profiles is as follows:

  RAI.product.component.qualifier

RAI identifies this profile as belonging to the RAI product group.

product Identifies the particular RAI product.

The following products are presently defined:

• RLX for RLX products (RLX/SQL, RLX/TSO, RLX/CLIST)
• SDK for the RLX Software Development Kit
• DCA for Smart/CAF
• SRS for Smart/RESTART
• SRM for Smart/MONITOR

component Identifies a discrete component of an RAI Product
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• XMEM Cross memory service (RLX/SDK)
• XMUP Cross memory update service (RLX/SDK)
• OPER OS/390 operator functions (RLX/SDK)
• DSNU DB2 utilities callable from REXX (RLX/SDK)
• SRMA Smart/MONITOR Alter authority
• SRMU Smart/MONITOR Update authority
• SRMR Smart/MONITOR Read authority
• SRMA Smart/MONITOR Administrator (for backward compatibility)
• SRMO Smart/MONITOR Operator (for backward compatibility)

qualifier Identifies an optional qualifier that some components may define.

The access authorities that are associated with a particular resource profile are documented in the RAI documentation
for that product. For example, the resource profile that is named RAI.SRM.ALTER is described in the Smart/MONITOR
documentation.

Currently, resource profiles are optional for all RAI components. When a resource profile definition is optional and no
resource profiles are defined, any user can access the resource.

Resource Profile Name Description
RAI.SDK.XMEM RLX/SDK function SDKVSA that does not alter storage
RAI.SDK.XMUP RLX/SDK function XPOST which can alter storage
RAI.SDK.OPUP RLX/SDK functions SDKVTAM and MVSCMD, which allow VTAM

and MVS commands to be issued
RAI.SDK.OPER RLX/SDK functions WTL, WTO, WTOR

and QEDIT which issue messages and receive commands.
RAI.SDK.DSNU RLX/SDK function SDKDSNU allows DB2 utilities to be called

from REXX
RAI.RLX Access to RLX/SQL, RLX/TSO and RLX/CLIST
RAI.DCA Smart/CAF product usage
RAI.SRS Smart/RESTART product usage
RAI.SRM.ALTER Smart/MONITOR Alter authority
RAI.SRM.UPDATE Smart/MONITOR Update authority
RAI.SRM.READ Smart/MONITOR Read authority
RAI.SRM.ADM Smart/MONITOR Administrator
RAI.SRM.OPER Smart/MONITOR Operator

Defining Resource Profiles to RACF
The Security Administrator must perform several steps to define a Resource Profile to RACF. The IBM publication ‘RACF
Command Language Reference’ provides detailed information about defining RACF resource profiles.

This article assumes that your RACF security administrator has control access to the FACILITY class. If the FACILITY
class is not active on your system, enter the following RACF commands:

SETROPTS CLASSACT(FACILITY)

SETROPTS GENERIC(FACILITY)

SETROPTS GENCMD(FACILITY)

You can grant and/or deny access to RAI products and functions flexibly.
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Example 1: RACF Resource Profile
The following RACF command establishes the resource profile named RAI:

RDEFINE FACILITY RAI UACC(NONE)

The following command allows the systems programmer whose ID is SYSPROG1 to access all RAI products:

PERMIT RAI CLASS(FACILITY) ID(SYSPROG1) ACCESS(READ)

Example 2: RACF Resource Profile
The following RACF command establishes the resource profile named RAI.SDK.XMEM:

RDEFINE FACILITY RAI.SDK.XMEM UACC(NONE)

The following command enables a user whose ID is USER01 to execute the RLX/SDK functions SDKXMEM( ) and
SDKVSA():

PERMIT RAI.SDK.XMEM CLASS(FACILITY) ID(USER01) ACCESS(READ)

Problem Determination
Additional Information Checklist

Although every effort has been made to develop defect-free software, you may still encounter problems. You can help the
diagnosis and correction of problems by furnishing us with the proper documentation. The following list enumerates the
information that we typically require. Your Broadcom support representative assists you in collecting these items.

1. A brief description of the application and operating environment. For example:

"The application is a REXX dialog using RLX/TSO to access a Db2 table.  It executes
 within ISPF and is invoked from PDF option 6.  The EXEC usually runs successfully, but
 sporadically abends with a System 0C4.  RLX/TSO displays a panel which shows the abend
 occurred within module PMVRVA at offset X'150'.  Listings for the RFASNAP and RFATRACE
 datasets were obtained.

2. A source listing of the application in which the problem occurred.

3. JCL of the job or TSO session.

4. If you are running under TSO, print the output from the TSO command: "LISTA ST H" with a brief explanation of the
allocated user libraries.

5. If you encountered the problem in a batch environment, and if requested by Broadcom Support, allocate the following
problem diagnostic files:

 //RFATRACE DD SYSOUT=x

 //RFASNAP  DD SYSOUT=x

 //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=x

If you are running under TSO, use the following commands:

 ALLOC DD(RFATRACE) SYSOYT(x)

 ALLOC DD(RFASNAP) SYSOYT(x)

 ALLOC DD(SYSUDUMP) SYSOYT(x)

‘x’ is the output JES2 hold class.
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6. When you run in an ISPF environment and an abnormal termination occurs, the "Abnormal Termination Diagnostic
Information" panel is displayed. Print this panel. Change the selection in the "Produce a dump?" field to "Y". Specify "N" in
the "Attempt to retry?" field and type "DUMP" in the panel COMMAND field. Press the ENTER key.

Several dumps are obtained. This process may take some time to complete. After the dumps are written, the MVS
message "IEA995I SYMPTOM DUMP OUTPUT" appears on the screen signifying abnormal termination. Print this screen
and save the trace, snap, and dump datasets obtained thus far.

7. If requested by Broadcom Support, issue the following SLIP SET command to get a dump of the first ABEND in an
address space:

 SLIP SET,ID=RAI1,ACTION=SVCD,JOBNAME=jobname,

    SDATA=(ALLNUC,ALLPSA,CSA,GRSQ,LPA,LSQA,PSA,RGN,SQA,SUMDUMP,SWA,TRT),END

Locate the SYS1.sysname.DMPxxxxx dataset for use with Broadcom Support.
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Getting Started
Describes reference topics for all RLX products.

Product Overview
RLX designates a family of REXX Language eXtensions that endow REXX with more capabilities. Together they make
REXX a viable replacement for compiled host languages so you can 'Do it all in REXX'. RLX is designed to let you tackle
the kinds of sophisticated applications that previously had to be coded in Assembler, PL/1, or C.

RLX features include:

• Native support for SQL (RLX/SQL and RLX/TSO)
• Native support for SQL and pureXML (RLX/RDX)
• Native access to CAF and RRSAF services (RLX/CAF)
• Native access to Db2 commands and IFI requests (RLX/CAF) a native VSAM interface (RLX/VSAM)
• REXX Software Development Kit that provides developers with numerous functions such as native access to MVS

supervisor services and interprocess communications (RLX/SDK)
• Special composite objects for Db2/ISPF processing (RLX/ISPF)
• REXX compiler (AcceleREXX)
• SQL compiler (RLX/Compile)
• CLIST to REXX translator (RLX/Translate)

RLX is designed to run everywhere REXX does. Supported z/OS environments include TSO, ISPF, batch TSO, batch
ISPF, native batch, Db2 Stored Procedure address spaces, ISPF panels, SDSF, z/OS Health Checker, and System REXX.
RLX exploits TSO, and ISPF, when they are available but does not require them to operate.

RLX provides an integrated development environment for REXX which lets you develop applications quickly. Later you
can deploy 'industrial strength' solutions that exhibit the security and performance characteristics of applications that are
written in compiled languages.

Product Components
The RLX Product Family includes the following REXX Language eXtensions components for z/OS and Db2:

Components for z/OS:

RLX/VSAM provides a simple and intuitive VSAM interface that is native to REXX. RLX/VSAM supports all read, write,
and delete operations on VSAM ESDS, KSDS, and RRDS files -- on a record and control interval basis. RLX/VSAM also
supports control interval processing of VSAM linear datasets. RLX/VSAM is modeled after the DFP macro interface so
programmers familiar with VSAM coding conventions can use RLX/VSAM almost immediately.

RLX/SDK provides an evolving Software Development Kit (SDK) that affords native access to MVS system services, as
well as facilities for partitioned dataset I/O, resource control, parsing, tokenizing, sorting, and many other functions.

The AcceleREXX compiler can dramatically improve the performance of your REXX EXECs while protecting them from
modification. AcceleREXX provides an ISPF dialog framework to compile and link multiple EXECs together and even
combine them into REXX function packages.

RLX/Translate provides an automated means to translate your TSO CLISTs into REXX procedures. Once translated, all
your command procedures can be maintained as REXX execs which can be further extended and compiled with the rest
of the RLX product family.
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Components for Db2:

RLX/RDX REXX Db2 eXtensions (RDX) is the newest RLX component. RDX lets you code SQL and SQL/XML
statements natively within REXX execs. RDX supports both embedded SQL syntax that is used in compiled host
languages like COBOL as well as the dynamic SQL syntax used by DSNREXX. REXX execs that combine SQL
statements, XPath and XQuery expressions, Db2 commands, IFI requests, and RRSAF/CAF services can be developed
rapidly and tested immediately. Without compile and link edit steps. Without preprocess and bind delays. You can edit and
test RDX execs directly within ISPF Edit and get instant feedback.

RLX/SQL provides embedded SQL support for REXX that is as robust and flexible as that for COBOL. RLX EXECs can
be developed rapidly and tested immediately without the preprocess, compile, linkedit, and bind steps that are normally
required by Db2 applications that are written in compiled languages. RLX/SQL includes a DECLARE REXXSTEM service
which lets you copy SQL result tables directly into REXX stemmed arrays.

RLX/TSO provides a REXX SQL implementation that, in REXX parlance, is integrated into TSO/E and exploits available
ISPF facilities. For example, when errors occur RLX/TSO uses ISPF services to display full screen, scrollable diagnostic
panels.

Both RLX/SQL and RLX/TSO include a Db2 attachment facility (RLX/CAF) which allows user-written applications to
create, manage and switch among multiple, concurrently active Db2 plan threads. RLX/CAF enables you to connect to
multiple Db2 subsystems simultaneously and lets you maintain multiple threads for each subsystem.

RLX/ISPF provides a pair of powerful composite objects that address common processing requirements in the Db2/ISPF
environment. The RLX DECLARE ISPFTABLE service provides the means to load SQL query results directly into ISPF
tables while the RLX TBDISPL service lets you display and process those results on scrollable ISPF table display panels.

RLX/Compile extracts and compiles the SQL statements that are embedded in your REXX EXECs to produce static Db2
application plans and their associated load modules. RLX/Compile interoperates with both the AcceleREXX compiler and
the REXX/370 Compiler from IBM.

Product Library and Examples
The RLX product library now includes the following publications:

• RLX Installation and Customization Guide
• RLX Getting Started Guide
• RLX/Translate Guide and Reference

The RLX for z/OS User Guide and Reference is a composite manual that is composed of the following product
documentation:

• RLX Product Family Reference
• RLX/VSAM Reference
• RLX/SDK Reference
• AcceleREXX User Guide

The RLX for Db2 User Guide and Reference is a composite manual that is composed of the following product
documentation:

• RLX/SQL and RLX/TSO Reference
• RLX/CAF and RRSAF Reference
• RLX/IFI Reference
• RLX/ISPF Reference
• RLX/Net Reference
• RLX/Compile Reference

The RLX product library is designed to provide an appropriate level of detail for audiences whose requirements may differ.
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In addition, the RLXEXEC library contains many examples of RLX usage. The various components of the RLX product
family are further documented as follows:

• REXX VSAM support is described in the RLX/VSAM section of the RLX for z/OS Guide and Reference. Examples of
REXX VSAM usage appear in members of the RLXEXEC library whose names start with the letters 'RXDV'.

• The REXX Software Development Kit (SDK) is described in the RLX/SDK section of the RLX for z/OS Guide and
Reference. SDK functions are exercised by members of the RLXEXEC library whose names start with 'RXD'.

• The AcceleREXX compiler is described in the AcceleREXX section of the RLX for z/OS Guide and Reference and its
examples are prefixed by the letters 'RCXT'.

• RLX/Translate is described in the RLX/Translate Guide and Reference and its examples are prefixed by the letters
'RCT'.

• The REXX SQL interface is described in the RLX for Db2 Guide Reference. Members of the RLX EXEC library whose
names start with RLXE and RMV provide examples of RLX/TSO and RLX/SQL usage. Additional examples of support
for RXSQL syntax (IBM's REXX SQL implementation for SQL/DS) appear in members whose names start with RXS.

• The Call Attach Facility services that are provided by RLX/CAF are described in the RLX/CAF section of the RLX for
Db2 Guide and Reference. Member RMVDCAF provides a complete and annotated example of RLX/CAF usage.

• The Db2/ISPF composite functions that comprise RLX/ISPF are described in the RLX/ISPF section of the RLX for Db2
Guide and Reference. Examples of RLX/ISPF usage appear in those members of the RLX EXEC library whose names
start with RTD.

• RLX/Net is described in the RLX/Net section of the RLX for Db2 Guide and Reference. Examples of RLX/Net usage
appear in those members of the RLX EXEC library whose names are prefixed by the letters RNV.

• RLX/Compile is described in the RLX/Compile section of the RLX for Db2 Guide and Reference and its examples are
prefixed by the letters 'RCSD'.

Benefits
RLX provides the best of both worlds. Development is quick and easy with interpretive REXX and dynamic SQL. Once
you are satisfied with the functionality and accuracy of an application, RLX/Compile lets you deploy compiled 'industrial
strength' applications into production. These static SQL applications exhibit qualitatively different behavior from their
dynamic SQL counterparts. They not only run faster, they are more secure. Administrators can grant execute authority for
compiled plans without granting users access to the Db2 tables and views that are referenced by a plan. This prevents
unauthorized access to sensitive data through dynamic SQL facilities like QMF and SPUFI. Bottom Line: RLX provides
rapid application development for mission critical applications.

RLX/Compile includes a complete application development system to compile, link edit and bind 'real world' applications
comprised of multiple modules. This is accomplished within an ISPF dialog framework which eliminates the tedious, error
prone aspects of program preparation.

Support for Embedded SQL
RLX offers comprehensive SQL support (at the level of the most current Db2 for OS/390 release) while strictly adhering
to standard syntax for embedded SQL. RLX fully supports all SQL data definition, manipulation, and control statements
which may be embedded in programs, subject to the Authorization ID of the user.

RLX users can perform the following actions:
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• Issue queries (SELECT, DECLARE, OPEN, FETCH, CLOSE) -- Applications can process individual rows as well as
result tables.

• Manipulate data (INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE)
• Manage data consistency and referential integrity (COMMIT and ROLLBACK)
• Invoke Db2 stored procedures and pass them parameters (CALL)
• Process query results that are returned by Db2 stored procedures (ASSOCIATE LOCATORS and ALLLOCATE

CURSOR)
• Define and revise Db2 objects (CREATE, ALTER, DROP)
• Administer authorizations and privileges (GRANT and REVOKE)
• Process dynamic SQL (PREPARE, DESCRIBE, EXECUTE)
• Connect to remote servers (CONNECT and RELEASE)
• Set and obtain values of SQL special registers (various forms of the SET statement)

SQL Features
• Full compatibility with Db2 security and authorization mechanisms.
• Full compatibility with ISPF Dialog Management Services.
• Automatic conversion between Db2 internal and REXX external datatypes.
• Feedback from the variables comprising the SQL Communications Area are returned to the RLX EXEC after each SQL

statement executes.
• Interactive facilities to pinpoint errors and speed their correction through extensive diagnostics, error reporting, and

context-sensitive help.
• RLX provides profile facilities to customize the product according to the preferences and requirements of an individual,

group, department, or an entire installation.
• Extensive features for enhanced reliability, availability, and serviceability.

Set Up RLX
This article describes the dataset allocations that are required to run RLX in various environments, which include MVS
batch, and batch and foreground versions of TSO and ISPF.

The following sections describe the basic dataset allocations that are required for all environments, discuss the additional
allocations that are required to exploit an ISPF environment, illustrate how RLX libraries can be pre-allocated before the
ISPF environment is entered, and describe the use of RLXDYN exec to dynamically allocate or unallocate all RLX libraries
in a user ISPF session.

RLX Libraries
This article lists the RLX libraries and the DDnames to which they are allocated.

The names of the RLX libraries are the names that are restored from the distribution media. They may be different in your
environment. Check with your RLX product administrator to determine if the listed names are the actual dataset names
that are used in your installation.

All RLX libraries can be shared among multiple users and multiple Db2 subsystems. The RLX libraries include the RLX
load module library, the CRAIEXEC and CRAICLS libraries, and the ISPF panel message and skeleton libraries.

NOTE
VvRrMm refers to the target libraries created at your site during installation and can be read as the actual node
name of the target datasets that are created at your site, for example, V20R1M0.

The following table lists the RLX libraries and the allocated DDnames:

____________________________________________________________________________
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File Name   Dataset                Contents

---------   ------------------     -----------------------------------------

RLXLOAD     RAI.Rvrm.CRAILRAI     RLX load module library

            RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD     RLX load module library

STEPLIB     RAI.Rvrm.CRAILRAI     RLX load module library

            RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD     RLX load module library

SYSPROC     RAI.Rvrm.CRAICLIST    RLX CLIST library

            RAI.Rvrm.CRAIEXEC     RLX EXEC library (or allocate to SYSEXEC)

SYSEXEC     RAI.Rvrm.CRAIEXEC     RLX EXEC library

ISPLLIB     RAI.Rvrm.CRAILRAI     RLX load module library

            RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD     RLX load module library

ISPMLIB     RAI.Rvrm.CRAIMSG      RLX ISPF message library

ISPPLIB     RAI.Rvrm.CRAIPNL      RLX ISPF panel library

ISPSLIB     RAI.Rvrm.CRAISKEL     RLX file tailoring skeleton library

RLXTLIB     RAI.Rvrm.CRAITBL      RLX permanent ISPF tables

____________________________________________________________________________

Allocation of Basic RLX Libraries for All Environments
This article explains the required RLX library allocations for all environments which run RLX procedures.

Two RLX library allocations -- the RLXLOAD and RLXMLIB datasets -- are required for all environments in which RLX
procedures are run. The next section describes the additional library allocations that exploit the TSO/ISPF environment.

Ask your RLX product administrator whether the RLXLOAD and RLXMLIB datasets have been pre-allocated during
installation. If the datasets are pre-allocated, you do not need to allocate them. If the datasets are not pre-allocated, the
RLX libraries can be allocated through a TSO LOGON procedure, an EXEC, or CLIST used to initialize the environment.

The RLX supplied versions of the REXX parameter modules IRXISPRM, IRXPARMS, and IRXTSPRM must be accessible
ahead of any other versions of these modules. However, this requirement does not apply if the RLXS front end is
employed to invoke your REXX execs in an ISPF environment.

The load modules of the RLXLOAD library should be accessible through the standard MVS search order. In addition,
unless you are using the RLXS command processor front end to invoke a RLX exec or CLIST within ISPF, you must
ensure that the REXX parameter modules (IRXPARMS, IRXTSPRM, and IRXISPRM) supplied with RLX are loaded from
the RLXLOAD dataset and not from some other library. Otherwise, your RLX procedures do not work properly.

NOTE
Alternatively, customize the REXX parameter modules to include definitions for the Host Command
Environments and REXX function packages that are employed by RLX. For more information, see the
Customizing REXX Parameter Modules section.

MVS conducts its search for the requested module in the following sequence:

1. The job pack area queue
2. A task library (such as ISPLLIB) if one is allocated
3. A private STEPLIB or JOBLIB (if defined in the TSO LOGON procedure)
4. Link Pack Area
5. The Link list concatenation

The simplest and most reliable method is to allocate the RLXLOAD datasets to the ISPLLIB DDNAME. This file defines
the task library from which load modules are fetched during an ISPF session. Alternatively, you can allocate a private
STEPLIB or JOBLIB in your TSO LOGON procedure if you have the authority. Any dynamic STEPLIB facility that you
have available to you may not work properly for purposes of setting up the environment for RLX. This behavior is because
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the appropriate REXX parameter modules are already loaded, before you issue a command to alter the STEPLIB
concatenation.

The RLX message library should be allocated to the DDNAME ISPMLIB -- in both ISPF and non-ISPF environments.
RLX messages are maintained in an ISPF format but can be processed even if ISPF is not active. RLX has its own
facilities to access the message library and conduct variable substitution to produce runtime message text. This behavior
allows the same messages to be utilized in all the environments that RLX supports such as MVS batch, TSO, and TSO/
ISPF.

Allocation of Additional Libraries to Exploit TSO/ISPF
This article explains the additional RLX library allocations required to exploit TSO/ISPF environments.

In addition to the RLXMLIB dataset (the RLX message library), the RLX panel library (RLXPLIB dataset) should be
allocated in ISPF environments to display diagnostic messages on scrollable ISPF panels.

ISPMLIB     RAI.Rvrm.CRAIMSG     RLX ISPF message library

ISPPLIB     RAI.Rvrm.CRAIPNL     RLX ISPF panel library

ISPTLIB     RAI.Rvrm.CRAITBL     RLX permanent ISPF tables

The ISPF skeleton library (DDname ISPSLIB) and table library (DDnames ISPTLIB and ISPTABL) supplied with RLX are
typically of interest to users of RLX/Compile and AcceleREXX (which are documented in their own sections), or to product
installers and administrators who run the RLX installation, maintenance, and administrative dialogs.

Pre-allocate RLX Libraries (exec RLXRLA)
This article explains how to pre-allocate the RLX libraries for an ISPF environment.

The easiest and most reliable way to allocate the RLX datasets is with a REXX exec or TSO CLIST which can be
executed from the TSO READY prompt, before ISPF is entered. This option lets you concatenate your own run-time
libraries as well.

The hlq.RLXCLIST(RLXRLA) CLIST provides an executable procedure to concatenate RLX libraries with existing TSO/
ISPF allocations. You must review and change the first line of the CLIST before being able to use it. Type:

PROC 0 HLQ(PROD.RLX.R201) Db2HLQ() CMD(ISPF) DEBUG

Specify HLQ (High-Level Qualifier) of RLX libraries you assigned when RLX was installed. You can also specify a HLQ of
Db2 libraries to be allocated after the RLXLOAD library, for example, Db2HLQ(DSN1110). If your TSO/ISPF already have
allocated Db2 libraries, or they are present in the LINKLIST, you can leave Db2HLQ() unchanged. Exit to the TSO READY
prompt and type:

RLXRLA 

When ISPF is started, you can invoke any CLISTs and REXX execs containing RLX statements. For example, you can
execute the RLXIVP dialog to verify the RLX installation, or the RLXUSER dialog. For more information on the RLXUSER
dialog, see RLX User Facility.

NOTE
The Getting Started section describes how to pre-allocate the RLX libraries by various methods.

Dynamically Allocate and Free RLX Libraries (exec RLXDYN)
This article explains the use of RLXDYN exec to dynamically the RLX libraries in an ISPF environment.

You can use the RLXDYN exec in an ISPF environment to first dynamically allocate the RLX dialog libraries through a
series of ISPF LIBDEF services and TSO ALTLIB commands, then invoke your exec or CLIST. This may be useful if
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you do not wish to permanently allocate all RLX libraries in your ISPF environment and only do so when invoking RLX
supplied IVP and samples.

Perform the following steps to use RLXDYN exec:

• Copy the RLXDYN and RLXERHLQ execs from the hlq.CRAIEXEC library to your own EXEC library allocated in your
own TSO/ISPF session.

• Review and modify RLXERHLQ exec to insure it specifies correct HLQ or RLX libraries, for example: /*REXX*/;Return
'RAI.RLX.R201';

• At the TSO READY prompt, execute the following command:
TASKLIB ACT DA(hlq.RLXLOAD)

The TASKLIB command assists you in the dynamic allocation of STEPLIB.
• Enter ISPF and execute any exec or CLIST by prefixing it with RLXDYN exec, for example: TSO RLXDYN RLXIVP.

In this example, the RLXIVP dialog is invoked. When you exit the dialog, all RLX libraries are freed.

Verify Access
You may want to verify that you have access to RLX before use. To determine whether you can access RLX, you can
invoke the following exec:

/*  rexx */

address rlx                           (1)

"RLX term'                            (2)

say 'Return Code ='rc                 (3)

return

where

(1) - ADDRESS RLX instructs REXX to pass host commands to RLX for execution.

(2) - Call the RLX TERM service immediately to terminate the RLX environment. The purpose of calling RLX TERM is to
verify whether RLX is accessible in your environment.

(3) - Display the value of the REXX special variable RC. If the return code from the 'RLX TERM' command is -3, it
means the command was not found and you do not have access to RLX. If you do not have access to RLX, ask your
RLX product administrator for assistance.

RLX User Facility
The RLX User Facility menu lets you explore and use various RLX product components. For example, the RLX for MVS
option provides dialogs, sample execs, and tutorial information on the REXX VSAM interface, Software Development Kit,
and REXX compiler.

Ask your RLX product administrator whether the RLX User Facility is available in your environment as an ISPF selection
menu option. Alternatively, you can invoke the RLX dialog that displays this menu with the implicit EXEC command
%RLXUSER.

The following menu lists the RLX selection options:

_______________________________________________________________________________

----------------------------- RLX User Facilities -----------------------------

 Option ===>                                                                    

                                                                                

    1  Job / Parm   - Specify job statement(s) and JCL parameters               
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    2  Db2 Libs     - Specify SDSNEXIT and SDSNLOAD libraries                   

    3  Prof Refresh - Update your RLX profile with RLX system defaults          

    4  User Profile - Maintain your RLX user profile for Db2 access             

    5  RLX for MVS  - REXX VSAM,Software Development Kit and AcceleREXX compiler

    6  RLX/Compile  - Program preparation for RLX SQL source modules            

    7  RLX/Translate- CLIST to REXX translation                                 

    8  Samples      - Run (and examine) additional RLX procedure samples        

    9  SPT          - Stored Procedures Tester                                  

    T  Tutorial     - RLX interactive help                                      

    X  Exit         - Leave RLX User Menu                                       

                                                                                

 Specify target Db2 subsystem parameters                                        

    Subsystem name    ===> DSN                                                  

    Version / Release ===> 8.1          (for example: 6.1, 7.1, 8.1)            

                                                                                

 Enter END to exit                                                              

_______________________________________________________________________________

REXX Language
For information about the TSO/E REXX language, see the IBM z/OS TSO/E REXX Reference.

Tokens
This section contains information about tokens.

Literal strings

Strings are sequences of characters that are delimited by single or double quotes.

"ABCDE"

'ABCDE'

Use two consecutive quotes to denote an embedded quote, as in the following examples:

"ABC""DEF"

'ABC''DEF'

You can also embed a quote by delimiting the string with apostrophes:

"ABC'DEF" 

'ABC"DEF'

The empty or null string contains no characters and its length is 0.

""

''

Hexadecimal strings end with an X following the closing delimiter and may include a blank at byte boundaries -- as in the
following examples:

"lDECF8"X

"lD EC F8"X

Binary strings end with a B following the closing delimiter and may include a blank between every 4 bits -- as in the
following examples.

"11110000"B 
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"1111 0000"B

Symbols

Symbols are single words that contain the letters A-Z, a-z, 0-9, the period (.), exclamation mark (!), question mark (?), and
underscore (_). Lower case letters are internally translated to upper case. The uninitialized value of a variable is its own
name -- translated to upper case.

Examples:

able

ABLE

!name

23.Oblart

Constants begin with 0-9 or a period. Constants that form valid numbers can be used in arithmetic expressions. Numbers
may also be in exponential form.

Examples:

OIAmAConstant

3.ButNotANumber

99

99.O

99.Oe+O

Simple variables do not start with 0-9 and do not contain periods.

Examples:

A

A9

!name

?name

Compound variables are variables that contain at least one period. If a compound variable contains only one period, it
must not be the last character in the symbol.

Examples:

student.i 

student.i.j 

record.!name

A stem is the root name of a compound variable, including the trailing period.

Examples:

student. 

record.

Operators
This section contains information about operators. Some operators have more than one form. Only the most commonly
used forms are included in this summary.

Arithmetic
+ Add (or unary plus)
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- Subtract (or unary minus)
* Multiply
/ Divide

% Integer divide (integer part or division result)
// Remainder (may be negative)
** Power (exponent must be a whole number)

Comparative
= Equal

== Strictly equal
\= Not equal

< > Not equal
\= = Not strictly equal

> Greater than
>> Strictly greater than
< Less than

<< Strictly less than
> = Greater than or equal

>> = Strict greater than or equal
< = Less than or equal

<< = Strictly less than or equal

Logical
& And
| Or

&& Exclusive or
\ Not

Concatenation
<blank> Concatenate terms with one blank between

|| Concatenate terms without blank between
<abuttal> Concatenate terms without blank between

Instructions
address environment expression

address value expression

arg [ template ]

call name [ expression ] [, expression ] ...

call on trapName [ name label ]

call off trapName

do [ for ] [ control ] [ ;]

[instruction-list ]

end [ loopSymbol ]

where for is one of the following:

forVar = initial [ tofinal ] [ byincrement ] [ forcount ]

repetitions

forever

and control is one of
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while termination

until termination

drop symbols

exit [ expression ]

if expression [;] then [ ;] instruction [ else[ ;] instruction ]

interpret expression

iterate [ loopSymbol ]

leave [ loopSymbol ]

nop

numeric digits expression

numeric form scientific

numeric form engineering

numeric form [ value ] expression

numeric fuzz expression

options expression

parse [ upper ] arg [ template ]

parse [ upper ] linein [ template ]

parse [ upper ] pull [ template ]

parse [ upper ] source [ template ]

parse [ upper ] value [ expression ] with [ template ]

parse [ upper ] var symbol [ template ]

parse [ upper ] version [ template ]

procedure [ expose symbols ]

pull [ template ]

push [ expression ]

queue [ expression ]

return [ expression ]

say [ expression ]

select [ ;]

when expression [ ;] then[ ;] instruction

. . .

otherwise[ ;]

[ instruction list ]

end

signal label

signal [ value ] expression

signal on trapName [ namelabel ]

signal off trapName

trace traceSetting

trace [ value ] expression

Built-in Functions
This section contains information about built-in functions.

abbrev( target, prefix [, minimum_length ] )

abs( number )

address()

arg( [ number [, verification ] ] )

bitand( left, right [,fill ] )

bitor( left, right [,fill ] )
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bitxor( left, right [,fill ] )

b2x( bitstring )

center( string, length [,fill ] )

charin( [stream_name] [,starting_position ] [, num_chars ] ] ) (available in OS/2 only)

charout( [ stream_name ] [, [ value ] [, starting_position ] ] ) (available in OS/2 only)

chars( [ stream_name ] ) (available in OS/2 only)

compare( left, right [,fill ])

condition( [information type ])

copies( string, number_copies)

c2d( string [, size ])

c2x( string)

datatype( value [, verification type]

date( [ formatting_option])

delstr( source, starting_position [, length])

delword( source, starting_position [, length])

digits()

d2c( numeric_value [, result length])

d2x( numeric_value [, result length ] )

errortext( message_number)

find(string, phrase)

form()

format( numeric_value [, [ leading_digits ] [, decimal_places]])

fuzz()

getmsg(msgetm, [,msgtype[,cart [,mask [,time]]]]) (available in TSO/E only)

index(haystack,needle [,start])

insert( source, target [, [ insertion_point ] [, [ length ] [,fill]]])

justify(string,length [,pad])

lastpos( looking_for, looking_in [, starting_position])

left( string, length [,fill])

linesize() (available in TSO/E and VM only)

length( string)

listdsi([dsname [location] | filename file] [directory] [recall] (available in TSO/E only)

linein( [ stream_name ] [, [ line_to_read ] [, number_lines] ] ) (available in OS/2 only)

lineout( [ stream_name ] [, [ value ] [, position ] ] ) (available in OS/2 only)

lines( [ stream_name]) (available in OS/2 only)
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max( numeric_value [, [ numeric_value ] [, ...] ] )

min( numeric_value [, [ numeric_value ] [, ...] ] )

msg(ON | OFF) (available in TSO/E only)

outtrap(off | [varname [,max] [,concat]]) (available in TSO/E only)

overlay( source, target, [, [ insertion_point ] [, [ length ] [,fill ] ] ] )

pos( lookingfor, looking in [, starting_position ] )

prompt(ON | OFF) (available in TSO/E only)

queued()

random( [ lower ] [, [ upper ] [, seed ] ] )

random( upper )

reverse( string )

right( string, length [,fill ] )

sign( numeric_value )

setlang(CHS | CHT | DAN | DEU | ENP | ENU | ESP | FRA | JPN | KOR | PTB)

sign(number) (available in TSO/E only)

sourceline( [ line_number ] )

space( string [, [ numberfill_chars ] [,fill ] ] )

stream( stream_name [, operation [, command ] ] ) (available in OS/2 only)

storage(address [,length] [,data]) (available in TSO/E only)

strip(string [,B | ,L | ,R] [,char])

substr( string, starting_position [, [ length ] [,fill ] ] )

subword( string, starting_position [, length ] )

symbol( identifier )

sysdsn(datasetname) (available in TSO/E only)

sysvar(var_name) (available in TSO/E only)

time( [ format ] )

trace( [ trace_type ] )

translate( string [, [ output_table ] [, [ input_table ] [,fill ] ] ] )

trunc( numeric_value [, decimal_places ] )

value( identifier [, [ value ] [, variable_pool ] ] )

verify( string, alphabet [, [ match ] [, starting_position ] ] )

word( string, word_number )

wordindex( string, word_number )

wordlength( string, word_number )

wordpos( sought, source [, starting_word ] )
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words( string )

xrange( [ starting_char ] [, ending_char ] )

x2b( hex_string )

x2c( hex_string )

x2d( hex_string [, size ] )
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Getting Started with RLX for Db2
Describes how to start using RLX.

Concepts and Facilities
What is RLX? RLX designates a family of REXX Language eXtensions that endow REXX with more capabilities. Together,
the extensions make REXX a viable replacement for assembled and compiled host languages to let you Do it all in REXX.

RLX designates a family of REXX Language eXtensions that endow REXX with more capabilities. Together, the
extensions make REXX a viable replacement for assembled and compiled host languages to let you Do it all in REXX.
Interpretive command languages like REXX have traditionally been used to develop application frontends and simple
procedures as well as to customize and extend products. RLX supports these uses and, in addition, lets you tackle the
kinds of sophisticated applications that previously had to be coded in Assembler or high-level languages. RLX provides an
integrated development environment for REXX that lets you develop applications quickly. Later, you can deploy ‘industrial
strength’ solutions that exhibit the security and performance characteristics of applications that are written in compiled
languages. The REXX Language eXtensions (and the corresponding RLX product components) include:

• Native support for SQL and XML
• Native support for Db2 commands and IFI requests (RLX/IFI)
• Support for running REXX execs as Db2 stored procedures
• Native support for RRSAF and CAF (RLX/CAF)
• A native VSAM interface (RLX/VSAM)
• A REXX Software Development Kit (SDK) that provides developers numerous functions, such as native access to MVS

supervisor services, cross memory services, and inter-process communications (RLX/SDK)
• Special composite objects for Db2 in the TSO/ISPF environment (RLX/ISPF)
• An interpretive REXX compiler (AcceleREXX)
• SQL compiler (RLX/Compile)
• A CLIST to REXX translator (RLX/Translate).

RLX provides the best of both worlds. Development is quick and easy with interpretive REXX and dynamic SQL. To
test an exec, you execute it, correct any errors if it fails, and re-execute it. Once you are satisfied with an application's
functionality and correctness, the companion RLX/Compile product lets you deploy compiled 'industrial strength'
applications into production. These static SQL applications exhibit qualitatively different behavior from their dynamic SQL
counterparts. They not only run faster, they are more secure.

Administrators can grant execute authority for compiled plans without granting users access to the Db2 tables and views
that are referenced by a plan. This prevents unauthorized access to sensitive data through dynamic SQL facilities like
QMF and SPUFI. RLX provides rapid application development for mission critical applications. RLX is designed to run
everywhere within z/OS that REXX does. Supported z/OS environments include TSO, batch TSO, and native batch. In
addition, RLX runs in stored procedure address spaces that are established by Db2 and Work Load Manager as well as
in System REXX address spaces. RLX exploits TSO and ISPF facilities when they are available. but it does not require
them to operate.

The RLX Product Family
This article describes the RLX product family components.

The RLX product family includes:
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• RLX/SQL
• RLX/CAF
• RLX/IFI
• RLXTSO
• RLX/ISPF
• RLX/Compile components for Db2
• RLX/VSAM
• RLX/SDK
• AcceleREXX
• RLX/Translate components for z/OS

RLX/SQL provides embedded SQL/XML support for REXX that is as robust and flexible as for COBOL. RLX execs can
be developed rapidly and tested immediately without the preprocess, compile, linkedit, and bind steps that are normally
required by Db2 applications that are written in compiled languages. RLX/SQL includes a DECLARE REXXSTEM service
which lets you copy SQL result tables directly into REXX stemmed arrays.

RLX/TSO provides a REXX SQL implementation that, in REXX parlance, is integrated into TSO/E and exploits available
ISPF facilities. For example, when errors occur RLX/TSO uses ISPF services to display full screen, scrollable diagnostic
panels.

The Db2 attachment facility (RLX/CAF)  lets user-written applications create, manage and switch among multiple,
concurrently active Db2 plan threads. RLX/CAF enables you to connect to multiple Db2 subsystems simultaneously and
lets you maintain multiple threads for each subsystem. RLX/CAF supports both RRSAF and CAF as underlying Db2
attachments.

Native support for Db2 commands and IFI requests is available through RLX/IFI.

RLX/ISPF provides a pair of powerful composite objects that address common processing requirements in the Db2/ISPF
environment. The RLX DECLARE ISPFTABLE service provides the means to load SQL query results directly into ISPF
tables. The RLX TBDISPL service then lets you display and process those results on scrollable ISPF table display panels.

RLX/Compile extracts and compiles the SQL statements that are embedded in your REXX EXECs to produce static Db2
application plans and their associated load modules. RLX/Compile interoperates with both the AcceleREXX compiler and
the REXX/370 Compiler from IBM.

RLX Components for z/OS

RLX/VSAM provides a simple and intuitive VSAM interface that is native to REXX. RLX/VSAM supports all read, write,
and delete operations on VSAM ESDS, KSDS, and RRDS files on a record and control interval basis. RLX/VSAM is
modeled after the DFP macro interface so programmers familiar with VSAM coding conventions can utilize RLX/VSAM
almost immediately.

The RLX/SDK provides an evolving Software Development Kit (SDK) that affords native access to MVS system
services, facilities for partitioned dataset I/O, resource control, parsing, tokenizing, sorting, and many other functions.

The AcceleREXX compiler can dramatically improve the performance of your REXX execs while protecting them from
modification. AcceleREXX provides an ISPF dialog framework to compile and link multiple EXECs together and even
combine them into REXX function packages.

RLX/Translate provides an automated means to translate your TSO CLISTs into REXX procedures. Once translated, you
can maintain all your command procedures as REXX execs which can be further extended and compiled with the rest of
the RLX product family.
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The RLX Product Library and Examples
This section provides getting started information for RLX/SQL and its native, which is embedded SQL support for REXX.

This introductory material is augmented by the more extensive RLX product library. The RLX product library provides an
appropriate level of detail for audiences whose requirements may differ.

In addition, the RLX EXEC library contains many examples of RLX usage. The various components of the RLX product
family are described as follows:

• REXX VSAM usage examples appear in members of the RLX EXEC library whose names start with RXV.
• The REXX Software Development Kit (SDK) functions are exercised by members of the RLX EXEC library whose

names start with RXD.
• The AcceleREXX compiler examples are prefixed by RCXT.
• RLX/Translate examples are prefixed by RCT.
• The REXX SQL RLX EXEC library members whose names start with RLXE and RMV provide examples of RLX/TSO

and RLX/SQL usage. Additional examples of support for RXSQL syntax (the IBM REXX SQL implementation for SQL/
DS) appear in members whose names start with RXS.

• The RRSAF and Call Attach Facility services from RLX/CAF provide a complete and annotated example of RLX/CAF
usage.

• The Db2/ISPF composite function examples that comprise RLX/ISPF usage appear in those members of the RLX
EXEC library whose names start with RTD.

• RLX/Compile examples are prefixed by RCSD.

Rapid Application Development for Mission Critical Applications
RLX development is quick and easy with interpretive REXX and dynamic SQL.

Once you are satisfied with the functionality and correctness with an application, RLX/Compile lets you deploy compiled
industrial-strength applications into production. These static SQL applications exhibit qualitatively different behavior
from their dynamic SQL counterparts and are more secure. Administrators can grant execute authority for compiled
plans without granting users access to the Db2 tables and views that are referenced by a plan. This authority prevents
unauthorized access to sensitive data through dynamic SQL facilities like QMF and SPUFI. Bottom Line: RLX provides
rapid application development for mission critical applications.

RLX/Compile includes a complete application development system to compile, link edit, and BIND real-world applications
comprised of multiple modules. This system is accomplished within an ISPF dialog framework which eliminates the
tedious, error prone aspects of program preparation.

RLX Support for Embedded SQL
RLX offers comprehensive SQL/XML support (at the latest level of Db2 for z/OS) while strictly adhering to standard syntax
for embedded SQL and embedded XML. RLX fully supports all SQL data definition, manipulation, and control statements
which may be embedded in programs, subject to the Authorization ID of a user. RLX users can complete the following
tasks:
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• Issue queries (SELECT, DECLARE, OPEN, FETCH, CLOSE) Applications can process individual rows as well as
result tables.

• Manipulate data (INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE)
• Manage data consistency and referential integrity (COMMIT and ROLLBACK)
• Define and revise Db2 objects (CREATE, ALTER, DROP)
• Administer authorizations and privileges (GRANT and REVOKE)
• Invoke Db2 stored procedures and pass them parameters (CALL)
• Process query results that are returned by Db2 stored procedures (ASSOCIATE LOCATORS and ALLLOCATE

CURSOR)
• Process dynamic SQL (PREPARE, DESCRIBE, EXECUTE)
• Connect to remote servers (CONNECT and RELEASE)
• Set and obtain values of SQL special registers (various forms of the SET statement)

RLX/SQL Features
RLX/SQL provides the following features:

• Full compatibility with Db2 security and authorization mechanisms.
• Full compatibility with ISPF Dialog Management Services.
• Automatic conversion between Db2 internal and REXX external datatypes.
• Feedback from the variables comprising the SQL Communications Area are returned to the RLX Exec after each SQL

statement executes.
• Interactive facilities to pinpoint errors and speed their correction through extensive diagnostics, error reporting, and

context-sensitive help.
• RLX provides profile facilities to customize the product according to the preferences and requirements of an individual,

group, department, or an entire installation.
• Extensive features for enhanced reliability, availability, and serviceability.

Getting Started with RLX
This section introduces RLX and illustrates its usage in REXX Execs that issue SQL statements and, possibly, requests
for ISPF dialog services. The examples assume that the names of a default Db2 subsystem and RLX application plan
were defined at the time of installation.

You can develop RLX SQL procedures rapidly and test immediately. You do not need to preprocess, compile, linkedit, and
Db2 BIND steps. Data declarations are unnecessary. You simply edit and run your Execs right within ISPF Edit. You can
make revisions, issue the Edit SAVE command, and immediately Execute another trial.

The Singleton SELECT Example
The following figure illustrates a REXX Exec that returns the Db2 table or view that is owned by a particular Db2
Authorization ID. The numbers in the right margin correspond to the numbered, annotating paragraphs that follow:

/* REXX */

address rlx                                                (1)

"rlx select name, dbname, tsname",                         (2)

        "into :name, :dbname, :tsname",

        "from sysibm.systables",

        "where creator = 'ONETABLE'"

If sqlcode = 0                                             (3)
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   Do

     Say 'Tables owned by Authorization ID' creator

     Say 'name =' name 'dbname =' dbname 'tsname =' tsname (4)

   End

'rlx term'

(1) ADDRESS RLX identifies the host command environment that receives and Executes statements REXX does not
recognize (known as host commands). The RLX host command environment provides fast branch entry for SQL/XML
requests, Db2 commands, and ISPF dialog services.

(2) The literal string 'RLX' identifies an embedded SQL statement just as EXEC SQL does in a COBOL or PL/I program.
The RLX literal prefix is required so the SQL SELECT statement is not confused with the ISPF dialog service that is also
named SELECT.

The INTO clause of this singleton SELECT statement includes references to REXX 'host' variables. RLX provides
the same support for SQL host variables as do compiled languages like COBOL and PL/I. Host variables that appear
embedded within SQL statements are prefixed by a colon, just as they are in COBOL and PL/I programs.

This first SQL request triggers RLX initialization. Currently, RLX automatically establishes a connection to the default Db2
subsystem and creates a thread for the RLX application plan. Section 2.3 describes how to specify the name of the target
Db2 subsystem explicitly.

(3) The SQL Communications Area contains feedback from Db2 about the execution of your SQL statement. RLX returns
the contents of the SQLCA to your Exec through a set of REXX variables which include the variable SQLCODE. The
SQLCA variables are refreshed after each SQL statement Executes. Section 4.4 describes the other variables which
comprise the SQLCA.

RLX also uses the SQLCODE variable to report error conditions it detects during its own processing. This variable
simplifies error checking since you only need to inspect the SQLCODE variable to detect both SQL and RLX errors. In
addition, RLX sets the value of the RC variable to provide its own summary status indication.

(4) RLX copies the values of the query result columns into the list of host variables that are specified in the INTO clause
of the singleton SELECT statement. Once populated, they can be referenced by name (without the colon prefix) in open
code as in this REXX SAY statement.

(5) The RLX TERM service should always be called before your Exec completes its processing. RLX TERM cleans up the
RLX SQL environment and releases resources that are acquired on behalf of your Exec. If your Exec exits without issuing
a RLX TERM request, an A03 system abend may result.

TIP
When developing Execs in the TSO environment, set your TSO PROFILE to receive Write to Programmer
messages at your terminal. You enter the TSO command PROFILE WTPMSG.

CURSOR-Based Processing
The singleton SELECT statement in the first example assumes (and requires) a single row query result. This example
illustrates RLX support for cursor-based facilities with which multi-row query results can be processed one row at a time.

NOTE
RLX provides two more statements in support of multi-row answer sets. The DECLARE REXXSTEM service lets
you copy SQL result tables directly into REXX stemmed arrays, while the RLXDECLARE ISPFTABLE service
loads SQL query results directly into ISPF tables.

The TBLNAMES sample that follows displays the set of Db2 tables and views that are owned by a particular authorization
ID. For example, to display the names of the Db2 catalog tables, you invoke the TBLNAMES Exec and pass it 'SYSIBM'
as a parameter. Specifically,

TBLNAMES SYSIBM
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Example SELECT Statement

/*  rexx */

address rlx

arg creator                                                          (1)

'rlx declare table_names cursor for 

     select name, type, dbname, tsname

        from sysibm.systables

        where creator = :creator'                                    (2)

'rlx open table_names'                                               (3)

Say  'Tables owned by Authorization ID' creator

'rlx fetch table_names into :name, :type, :dbname, :tsname:ind1'     (4)

Do while sqlcode = 0

    Say  name type dbname tsname

    'rlx fetch table_names into :name, :type, :dbname, :tsname:ind1' (4)

End

'rlx close table_names' 'rlx term'

exit rc

The following numbered paragraphs annotate the correspondingly numbered statements in the Exec:

(1) The Db2 authorization ID used to parameterize the SQL query is passed to the Exec as an argument. The REXX ARG
instruction populates the REXX variable that is named creator with the Db2 Authorization ID passed as a parameter.

(2) The REXX variable that is named creator is treated like a host variable when it appears prefixed by a colon within a
WHERE clause.

(3) RLX accesses the current value of the REXX variable creator when the cursor is opened. SQL OPEN uses the value
of creator (the host variable in the DECLARE CURSOR'S WHERE clause) to materialize the SQL query result.

(4) the two FETCH statements copy result row columns into the list of host data and indicator variables that are
referenced in the INTO clause.

Explicitly Naming the Target Db2 Subsystem
This example illustrates an Exec that writes SQL query results to an output dataset.

To do so, the Exec issues TSO commands and ISPF dialog service requests. The Exec also explicitly sets the name of
the target Db2 subsystem to which RLX should connect.

/* rexx */

address rlx rlxprof.dsn = 'Db2T'                                            (1)

'display panel(mypanel)'                                        (2)

address TSO 'allocate f(output) da(output.dataset) shr'         (3)

'rlx declare table_names cursor for

     select name, type, dbname, tsname

        from sysibm.systables

        where creator = :creator'

'rlx fetch table_names into :name, :type, :dbname, :tsname'

Do while sqlcode = 0

   queue name type dbname tsname

   address TSO 'EXECIO 1 DISKW output'                          (4)

   'rlx fetch table_names into :name, :type, :dbname, :tsname'
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End

'rlx close table_names'

address TSO 'free f(output)'                                    (5)

'rlx term'

exit rc

(1) You can specify the name of the Db2 subsystem to which your application connects, although a default subsystem
is defined when RLX is installed. RLX initialization occurs when your Exec requests its first RLX service. Then, RLX
attempts to access a set of REXX compound variables which share the stem RLXPROF. These RLX profile attributes
may be set by simple REXX assignment. The Exec in this example identifies Db2T as the target Db2 subsystem by
assigning the literal string 'Db2T' to the RLX profile variable RLXPROF.DSN.

NOTE
Db2 connections and application plans can be managed directly with the complete set of RRSAF or CAF
primitives that are supplied with RLX/SQL..

(2) The host command environment that is identified by ADDRESS RLX provides branch entry to all ISPF dialog services
as well as to SQL statements and Db2 commands. Thus, the DISPLAY service can be invoked directly without the
ADDRESS ISP Exec prefix.

(3) The RLX host command environment does not support TSO command processors -- such as ALLOCATE and
PRINTDS. These TSO command processors should be directed to the TSO host command environment for processing.
Thus the ALLOCATE command is prefixed by ADDRESS TSO.

(4) Similarly, TSO/REXX commands (such as EXECIO, HI, and EXECUTIL) should also be directed to the TSO host
command environment. Thus, the EXECIO command is also prefixed by ADDRESS TSO.

(5) Lastly, the ADDRESS TSO prefix directs the host command to FREE the Output file to the TSO host command
environment.

Running RLX Execs in Batch
This article describes running RLX execs in batch.

The final example in this section illustrates the JCL to run a RLX Exec natively in batch. The following job runs the
TBLNAMES Exec that was previously described.

//......JOB

//STEP1 Exec PGM=IRXJCL,PARM='TBLNAMES SYSIBM TOKEN2 TOKEN3' (1)

//STEPLIB DD DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAILRAI,DISP=SHR                  (2)

//        DD DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD,DISP=SHR

//        DD DSN=DSNvrm.DSNEXIT,DISP=SHR   

// DD DSN=DSNvrm.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSEXEC DD DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAIEXEC,DISP=SHR                  (3)

//ISPMLIB DD DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAIMSG,DISP=SHR                   (4)

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                                       (5)

(1) IBM supplies the IRXJCL program to run REXX Execs in MVS batch. You pass IRXJCL the name of the target Exec
plus an optional, single argument through the PARM field of the JCL Exec statement. The lone argument can consist of
several tokens as evidenced by 'SYSIBM TOKEN2 TOKEN3'.

(2) The STEPLIB dataset references the RLX system load libraries. The load library for the Db2 subsystem to which RLX
connects also appears in the STEPLIB concatenation, following the RLX library.

(3) The SYSEXEC DD statement defines the REXX source library which contains the TBLNAMES Exec.
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(4) The ISPMLIB DD statement defines the RLX message library from which RLX reads the informational, warning, and
error messages it issues at run time. The RLX message library is maintained in an ISPF compatible format so it can be
shared between ISPF and non-ISPF environments.

(5) The SYSTSPRT DD statement defines the print file to which REXX output is directed. This includes output from the
SAY statement as well as the text of messages.

NOTE
To run RLX in the TSO/ISPF environment (either batch or foreground) is more complex than the native batch
example. The installation section describes the dataset allocations that are required to run RLX in a way that
exploits ISPF facilities. Lastly, member RLXBATCH of the CRAIJCL dataset contains a sample jobstream that
runs RLX in the ISPF batch environment.

RLX Extension Facilities
This section describes several RLX services that extend the functionality that is provided by embedded RLX SQL. For
example, the RLX DECLARE REXXSTEM service lets you copy SQL query results directly into REXX stemmed variables,
while RLX/ISPF (a separate program product) provides composite objects that combine common Db2 / ISPF operations
into a single service. The DECLARE ISPFTABLE service enables you to load SQL query results directly into ISPF tables,
while the RLX TBDISPL service provides the means to display and process those results on scrollable ISPF panels.

The DECLARE REXXSTEM Service
The DECLARE REXXSTEM statement is patterned after the standard SQL DECLARE CURSOR statement but
substitutes the keyword REXXSTEM for the keyword CURSOR.

The DECLARE REXXSTEM statement has the following syntax:

DECLARE label REXXSTEM for select statement

The optional INTO clause (from the singleton SELECT statement) lets you specify the names of REXX stemmed variables
INTO which column values are copied. From a SQL standpoint, these REXX stemmed variables function as an array of
host data and indicator variables.

If you omit the INTO clause, RLX uses the names of columns that are specified in the SELECT clause as the names of
the REXX stemmed variables, as in the following example:

/* REXX */

address RLX

arg tbname

'RLX control limit 100'                       (1)

"RLX declare csr rexxstem for                 (2)

    Select name, coltype

    from sysibm.syscolumns

    where tbname = :tbname"

If sqlcode = 0 then          /* Were any rows retrieved? */

   Do

      say 'Column names and datatypes for Db2 table' table_name

      Do index = 1 to sqlcount                (3)

         say name.index coltype.index         (4)

      End

   End

(1) The RLX CONTROL LIMIT service lets you limit the number of rows that are processed by the DECLARE REXXSTEM
service. In this example, the DECLARE REXXSTEM service is directed to stop processing after 100 rows of the answer
set have been fetched and copied into stemmed variables.
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(2) The RLX DECLARE REXXSTEM service materializes a query result and then copies the answer set into REXX
stemmed variables. In this case, RLX uses the names of the columns that are specified in the SELECT clause as the
names of the REXX stemmed variables, because no INTO clause was specified.

(3) The DECLARE REXXSTEM service returns the number of rows of the answer set that it fetched and copied. Your
exec can inspect the REXX variable that is named SQLCOUNT for this value.

(4) Query results are returned in the stemmed variables 'tbname.'  and 'coltype.' . RLX appends numeric
subscripts to the 'stem.' name to create an array of variables (for example, tbname.1, tbname.2, and so on). The
SQL cursor that is associated with the REXXSTEM statement is automatically closed after the query result is fetched and
copied.

Names of REXX stemmed variables into which RLX copies data
In the explicit form of the DECLARE REXXSTEM statement, REXX stem names are supplied (by the programmer)
through the INTO clause. In its implicit form, the DECLARE REXXSTEM service derives the REXX stem names.

In both cases, RLX appends numeric subscripts after the stem name to create arrays of variables that share stem (for
example, stem.1, stem.2, stem.3). These stemmed arrays serve as the host data and indicator variables into which the
column values of the discrete result rows are copied.

When RLX implicitly derives stemmed variable names, the name of the SQL result column becomes the name of the host
data variable, unless the SQL result column has no name. This situation can occur in the following circumstances:

• SQL Built-in functions, for example, AVG(COLUMN1)
• Multi-term expressions, for example, COLUMN_NAME + 10
• literal constants, for example, 10 or 'CONSTANT'

In these instances, RLX derives the name of a host data variable as follows:

Each (D)ata (V)ariable becomes DVnnn where nnn is the ordinal number (1st, 2nd, 3rd, and so on) of the SELECT list
column for which RLX is deriving a default name. For example, if AVG(COLUMN3) is the third column in the SELECT list,
RLX uses DV3 as the name of the host data variable (and REXX stem).

If the SQL result column permits NULL values, RLX also creates an array of host indicator variables whose names follow
a similar convention. Each indicator variable is named IVnnn where nnn corresponds to the ordinal number (1st, 2nd, 3rd,
and so on) of the SELECT list column that is associated with the indicator variable. Suppose, for example, the first column
in the SELECT list permits NULLS. RLX then creates an indicator variable (and REXX stem) named IV1. As a further
illustration of derived names, consider the following DECLARE REXXSTEM example:

"RLX declare fruit_table rexxstem for

   Select avg(apples), oranges + 10, 

      'peaches',  pears

   from  fruit_table

In this example, assume that each result column in the SELECT list (except the literal constant peaches) can assume a
value of NULL. In this case, RLX derives the names of data and indicator variables as if the following INTO clause were
specified:

Into :DV1:IV1, :DV2:IV2, :DV3, :pears:IV4

(1) (2)   (3) (4)   (5)   (6)   (7)

(1) The built-in function avg(apples)  is the first column in the SELECT list and it becomes host data variable DV1.

(2) The function avg(apples)  may assume a value of NULL. As such, RLX creates a host indicator variable that is
named IV1 for this first SELECT list column.

(3) The multi-term expression oranges + 10   is the second column in the SELECT list and it becomes host data
variable DV2.
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(4) Oranges + 10  may assume a value of NULL. As such, RLX creates an indicator variable that is named IV2 for this
second SELECT list column.

(5) The constant peaches  is the third column in the SELECT list and it becomes host data variable DV3.

(6) RLX uses the name of the query result column when it is non-blank. As such, the host data variable that is created by
RLX is named Pears .

(7) The column Pears  may assume a value of NULL. As such, RLX creates an indicator variable that is named IND4 for
this fourth SELECT list column.

Loading SQL Query Results Directly into ISPF Tables
The DECLARE ISPFTABLE service lets you load SQL query results directly into temporary or permanent ISPF tables.
This service combines the necessary SQL statements and ISPF dialog services into a single composite facility. Like the
DECLARE REXXSTEM service, the DECLARE ISPFTABLE statement is patterned after the standard SQL DECLARE
CURSOR statement. The syntax substitutes the keyword ISPFTABLE for the keyword CURSOR as follows:

DECLARE label ISPFTABLE for select statement

The optional INTO clause in the DECLARE ISPFTABLE lets you specify the names of host data and indicator variables
INTO which column values are retrieved. You can limit the number of rows which the DECLARE ISPFTABLE service
fetches and loads through the RLX CONTROL LIMIT service.

NOTE
The limit check RLX performs is made o the number of rows that are loaded rather than the number of rows
Fetched.

The DECLARE ISPFTABLE service implicitly derives stem names for host data and indicator variables, as does the
DECLARE REXXSTEM statement. The prefixes used by DECLARE ISPFTABLE to derive stem names are different from
the names that are used by the DECLARE REXXSTEM statement, to let you distinguish the variables created by the two
services. The DECLARE ISPFTABLE service uses the prefix MDV for Main Dialog Variables (rather than HV) and IDV for
Indicator Dialog Variables (instead of IV). In addition, all stem names that are derived by DECLARE ISPFTABLE are six
characters long with three digits for the ordinal suffix. (For example, MDV001, IDV001.)

The RLX TBDISPL Service
After query result loads into an ISPF table, the RLX TBDISPL service lets you display and process the SQL query result
on a scrollable, ISPF table display panel. The RLX TBDISPL service dynamically creates a suitable panel and lets you
scroll the display LEFT and RIGHT (should the width of the query result exceed the dimensions of the physical terminal).

These extra functions are layered on top of the facilities that are provided by the ISPF TBDISPL service, so calls to
RLX TBDISPL return the same results as calls to ISPEXEC TBDISPL. Thus, you can use the ISPF Dialog Management
Services documentation to design and code your dialogs. RLX TBDISPL's support for dynamic panel creation and
horizontal scroll is transparent to your command procedure.

Scrolling lets you move the viewable 'data window' up, down, left, and right across the data. UP / DOWN scrolling brings
new rows into view. LEFT / RIGHT scrolling brings new columns into view. The headings scroll along with the data. RLX
provides horizontal scroll support automatically when the width of SQL query result columns exceeds the width of the
display.

The following example shows a reformulated version of the TBLNAMES exec. The new exec uses RLX/ISPF extension
facilities to extract Db2 data and display the query result on a scrollable ISPF panel.

/* rexx */

address rlx

arg creator

'rlx declare db2tbls ispftable for
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     select name, type, dbname, tsname

        from sysibm.systables

        where creator = :creator'              (1)

If sqlcode = 0 then

Do

       Do while rc = 0                         (2)

          'rlx tbdispl db2tbls panel(rlx)'     (3)

           Do while ztdsels > 1                (4)

              /* Process the current row */    (5)

              "RLX tbdispl db2tbls"            (6)

       End

    End

End

'rlx term'

exit rc

(1) The RLX DECLARE ISPFTABLE statement functions as a single composite service to create the ISPF table and load it
with the SQL query result.

(2) Continue to display and process the query result until the dialog user signals END or RETURN.

(3) The RLX TBDISPL service lets you display and process the SQL query result on a scrollable ISPF panel -- without
having to predefine a suitable ISPF TBDISPL type panel or provide logic to scroll the result horizontally. RLX TBDISPL
lets the dialog user select one or more rows in a single interaction. This first RLX TBDISPL call retrieves the first row
selected.

(4) Continue while there are pending selected rows.

(5) Process the selected row. The updated values of dialog variables corresponding to columns within the currently
selected row are available to your dialog after each RLX TBDISPL call. The dialog variable RTDSEL contains whatever
the user keyed into the row selection field that is associated with the currently retrieved row.

(6) This RLX TBDISPL statement, coded without a panel name and message ID, is used to retrieve any selected rows
pending.

RLX Reference Topics

RLX Host Variables

RLX provides the same support for SQL host variables as do compiled host languages like COBOL or PL/I. In this
scheme, host variables are the target for data that are fetched from Db2 and the source of values that are passed from
REXX to Db2. When referenced within SQL statements, host variables should be prefixed by a colon, as in the following
example:

:Data_variable:Indicator_variable

Such notation is valid only within SQL statements and must not be used in REXX open code. The first host identifier
designates the data variable while the second identifier is its indicator variable. The data variable is considered to be
NULL when its indicator variable is set to a negative value like -1. Conversely, when the indicator variable contains 0, the
value of the corresponding data variable is considered significant (non-NULL). Db2 sets the indicator variable when data
is fetched, while your application signals the null value when data is supplied to Db2 (through an INSERT or UPDATE
statement.)
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RLX, ISPF, and REXX all maintain and share a common list of variables. Therefore, any host variables that are
referenced in RLX SQL statements are automatically both REXX variables and ISPF dialog variables. The names of
these variables do not change from one reference to the next although their values well may. SQL host variables can
be referenced in REXX open code and can appear in ISPF dialog panel, message, and skeleton definitions. Consider
the following flow of data from an ISPF panel to REXX exec to Db2 table through the employee  variable shared among
ISPF, REXX, and RLX.

Employee ID ===>_employee +           <---  (1) ISPF Dialog Panel

If employee = z                       <---  (2) REXX symbolic variable

'RLX insert into employee_table

    values (:employee)                <---  (3) SQL Host variable 

Host Variable Datatypes

REXX supports character-string datatypes and character-string representations of numbers. Db2 supports many more
datatypes than just NUM and CHAR so RLX automatically converts between the Db2 internal format and the character
string format that is supported by REXX.

In addition to obtaining the datatypes of SQL host variables returned by Db2 (such as those referenced on a FETCH
statement), RLX can often implicitly derive the datatypes of host input variables that supply values to Db2. This applies
to host variables coded within an INSERT or UPDATE statement as well as host variables that parameterize WHERE
clauses. Thus, you generally need not declare host variables as you must with compiled languages like COBOL. Such
correct datatyping can enhance performance significantly by enabling Db2 to make use of indexes.

RLX provides the VDEFINE service for those cases in which the datatype of a host variable must be explicitly defined. For
example, the RLX VDEFINE service must be issued for host variables that appear in SQL CALL statements as well as for
host input variables that appear within SQL constructs like nested table expressions and CASE expressions.

RLX returns the datatypes of the host input and output variables that are referenced in the SQL statements of your exec
through the SQL Descriptor Area (SQLDA).

Coding Long SQL Statements
SQL statements can be of indefinite length. However, REXX limits the length of literal strings to 250 characters. To
overcome this restriction, you can break your SQL statement into two or more strings and can use the REXX continuation
operator to combine them as shown in the following example:

"RLX update employee_table                    (1)

    set first_name = :first_name,

        last_name = :last_name, dept  = :dept,

        dept  = 'Accounting',                 (2)

        phone = :phone", /* continued */      (3)

"where employee = :employee

  and dept like :pattern"

(1) If your REXX source execs are maintained in variable blocked libraries, then your statement string can span several
lines without trailing quotes and REXX continuation characters. The trailing quote, or double quote, need only be coded on
the last line, as in (3).

(2) RLX is largely case-insensitive. SQL statement strings are translated to uppercase except embedded strings (like
'Accounting') which are coded within quotes.

(3) The first string comprising the SQL statement ends with the closing double quote. The comma continuation character
signals REXX to continue the host command string on the next line.

Sites which run versions of REXX before TSO/E Version 2.4 must deal with the additional restriction that REXX clauses
may not exceed 500 characters in length. (TSO/E Version 2.4 relaxes this restriction). To overcome this length limitation,
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SQL statements longer than 500 characters can be assigned to as many REXX variables as necessary and then
concatenated as shown in the following example:

RLXSQL1 = 'DECLARE CURSOR1 CURSOR FOR'

RLXSQL2 = 'SELECT * FROM RLX240.RLXNUM'

RLXSQL3 = 'WHERE INTEGER BETWEEN :HIGH AND :LOW'

'RLX' RLXSQL1 RLXSQL2 RLXSQL3

NOTE
You can choose whatever names you wish for the REXX variables to which you assign portions of a SQL
statement.

RLX Feedback to Your Execs
RLX makes the contents of the SQL Communications Area (SQLCA) available to your exec through standard REXX
variables. The variables which comprise the SQLCA are refreshed after each SQL statement executes.

NOTE
RLX calls the IBM routine DSNTIAR when it detects a runtime SQL error to format the SQLERRM field of the
SQLCA into an intelligible error message. This formatted message is returned in REXX variables that are named
SQLERRM1, SQLERRM2, SQLERRM3, and SQLERRM4.

Variable                Contents and purpose 

  Name

--------                -----------------------------------------------------------

SQLCODE                 The SQL return code

                        0   successful execution

                        +   Successful execution but with exception condition

                        -  Error condition

SQLERRD3                number of rows affected by previous INSERT, DELETE, or UPDATE

SQLERRD4                gives an estimate of the relative cost of a query

                        Timerons is a short floating point value returned by Db2 that provides a rough

 relative

                        estimate of the resources required to execute a query

SQLERRM -               the tokenized and unformatted error message returned by Db2

SQLERRM1 to SQLERRM4    These 4 variables contain the SQL Error

                        Message field SQLERRM, as formatted by the DSNTIAR routine on 1 to 4 lines of 75

 characters each.

SQLWARN0                If blank, all other SQLWARNn variables are also blank.  Otherwise set to 

                        'W' and at least one other SQLWARNn variable is also 'W'.

SQLWARN1                Set to 'W' if the value of a string column was truncated when it was stored 

                        into a host variable.

SQLWARN2                Set by Db2 when at least one null value was eliminated from the argument 

                        set of a function.

SQLWARN3                Set to 'W' when the number of host variables specified in the SQL statement 
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                        is not equal to the number of columns in the table or view being operated on by the

 statement.

SQLWARN4                Set to 'W' if an UPDATE or DELETE statement does not include a WHERE clause

SQLWARN5                Set to 'W' if the statement was not executed because it is a SQL/DS 

                        statement which is not valid in Db2.

SQLWARN6                Set to 'W' if an adjustment was made to a DATE or TIMESTAMP value to 

                        correct an invalid date resulting from an arithmetic operation.

SQLWARN7                Contains a W if one or more nonzero digits were eliminated from the 

                        fractional part of a

                        number used as the operand of a decimal multiply or divide operation

SQLWARN8                Contains a W if a character that could not

                        be converted was replaced with a substitute character

SQLWARN9                Contains a W if arithmetic exceptions were ignored during COUNT DISTINCT 

                        processing

SQLWARNA                Contains a W if at least one character field of the SQLCA or the SQLDA 

                        names or labels is invalid due to a character conversion error

SQLSTATE                Contains a return code for the outcome of the most recent execution of an 

                        SQL statement

Unique RLX Feedback
RLX provides some unique feedback of its own. For example, both the DECLARE ISPFTABLE and DECLARE
REXXSTEM services return the number of rows they process in the REXX variable named SQLCOUNT.

In addition, the following SQLCODE values signify conditions unique to RLX. They are well beyond the range of values
that are defined by IBM.

Figure 4.5

SQLCODE        Significance 

 Value

--------       -----------------------------------------------------

-100000        Syntactic error detected by the RLX semantic parser

-100001        Invalid value for a REXX variable given its datatype.

               For example - entering ABCD for a numeric datatype

-100002        RLX detected a logic error.  For example, an

               OPEN, FETCH, or CLOSE statement referenced a cursor name which was never DECLAREd.

+100001        Limit exceeded on the number of SQL query result rows to be loaded into an ISPF 

               table by the DECLARE REXXSTEM and DECLARE ISPFTABLE services

               (see the CONTROL LIMIT service description in the RLX Reference)
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The DESCRIBE Service and the SQL Descriptor Area (SQLDA)
RLX may create one or more SQL descriptor areas (SQLDAs) as part of preparing a SQL statement for execution.

These SQLDAs contain information about the host variables (both input and output) associated with a SQL statement. A
subsequent RLX DESCRIBE request maps one or more SQL descriptor areas into a set of REXX compound variables
which your exec can reference.

• An output SQLDA describes a statement's query result columns -- in other words, the values received from Db2. RLX
creates an output SQLDA for the following SQL statement types: singleton SELECT, DECLARE CURSOR, DECLARE
REXXSTEM and DECLARE ISPFTABLE.

• An input SQLDA describes the host variables that supply values to Db2. These include the host variables that appear
in a WHERE clause to parameterize a statement, as well as the host variables that appear in a SQL INSERT or
UPDATE statement. In addition, statements like SET CURRENT SQLID can also obtain values from a host variable to
present to Db2. Lastly, note that the singleton SELECT, DECLARE CURSOR, DECLARE REXXSTEM and DECLARE
ISPFTABLE statements may also have an input SQLDA if the WHERE clause is parameterized by host variables.

The RLX DESCRIBE service maps SQLDA data into a set of REXX variables whose names are the same as the SQLDA
fields described in the IBM SQL reference. RLX automatically translates binary values into numeric character strings.

The DESCRIBE service has the following format:

RLX DESCRIBE <statement>

where <statement> refers to any one of the following:

(1) The name of a declared CURSOR as in the following example:

'RLX declare cursor_name.cursor for

select ...'

'rlx describe cursor_name'

Here 'cursor_name' references the name of the declared cursor.

(2) The name of a declared ISPFTABLE as in the following example:

'RLX declare ispfqry ispftable for ...'

     select ...'

'rlx describe ispfqry'

Here the name 'ispfqry' references the name of the declared ispf table

(3) The name of a prepared statement (using RxSQL syntax) as in the following example:

'rxsql prep query_result',

   'select * from sysibm.syscolumns 

      where tbname = 'SYSTABLES'

'rxsql describe query_result'

Here 'query_result' _references the prepared statement's label.

(4) The value of the REXX variable 'RLXSTNM'. RLX assigns a unique internal label to each statement during its
preparation and then updates the value of RLXSTNM with this label each time RLX executes the statement. The following
example illustrates the use of the RLXSTNM variable.

'rlx insert into Db2_table ....

'rlx describe' rlxstnm

One word of caution concerning the RLXSTNM variable. It's contents is volatile in that its value is updated after each RLX
statement executes. Therefore, you may wish to assign RLXSTNM to another REXX variable to preserve its value as in
the following example:
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'rlx insert into Db2_table ....

'rlx describe' rlxstnm

insert_statement_label = rlxstnm

The following example shows how to DESCRIBE the columns and host variables into which query results are returned.

NOTE
The RMVDDESC sample exec (in the CRAIEXEC dataset) illustrates support for both input and output
SQLDA's.

Example of the DESCRIBE service for output SQLDA variables

address rlx

'rlx declare table_names cursor for                (1)

     select name, type, dbname, tsname 

     from sysibm.systables  

     where creator = :creator'

'rlx describe table_names'                         (2)

say 'Count of query result columns =' sqln         (3)

Do index = 1 to sqld                               (4)

   say 'query column name =' sqlname.index         (5) 

   say 'query column datatype =' sqltype.index     (6)    

   say 'Does column allow nulls' sqlnulls.index    (7) 

   say 'query column length   =' sqllen.index      (8) 

End

'rlx term'

return

where

(1) This first SQL statement declares the cursor that is named table_names.

(2) The RLX DESCRIBE service creates (and assigns values to) a series of REXX variables which describe the query's
result columns and host output variables.

(3) The REXX variable SQLD returns the number of query result columns that are described in the SQLDA array. (In this
example, the count is 4).

(4) The remaining SQLDA variables are compound symbols that are referenced by a stem name and subscript value. The
number of elements in these stemmed arrays is returned as a printable integer in SQLD. Its value governs the number of
iterations through the DO loop.

(5) RLX returns the set of column names into the array of variables which share the stem 'SQLNAME'

(6) RLX returns the set of column datatypes into the array of variables which share the stem 'SQLTYPE'.

(7) The SQLNULLS compound variable is set to 'Y' if null values are allowed for this column. Otherwise, SQLNULLS is set
to 'N'.

(8) RLX returns the set of column lengths into the array of variables which share the stem 'SQLLEN'. In the case of
decimal datatypes, your exec should reference the compound variables SQLPRCSN and SQLSCALE respectively to
obtain discrete values for precision and scale.

The DESCRIBE Service for Input SQLDA Variables
The following example shows the input columns and host variables of a SQL INSERT statement that supply values to
Db2. The REXX variables which describe input columns and their corresponding host variables are all named SQIxxx to
distinguish them from the SQLxxx variables which describe output.
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Example DESCRIBE service for input SQLDA variables

/*  rexx */ address rlx

'rlx insert into datatype_table

   (integer, date, time, timestamp, float) 

   values (:integer:iv1,  :date:iv2, :time:iv3,

   :timestmp:iv4, :float:iv5)'

'rlx describe' rlxstnm                                                        (1)

say 'Count of columns being inserted =' sqid                                  (2)

Do index = 1 to sqid                                                          (3)

   say 'Name of column associated with host input variable =' sqiname.index   (4)

   say 'Input host variable datatype =' sqitype.index                         (5)

   say 'Does column allow nulls' sqinulls.index                               (6)

   say 'Input host variable length =' sqilen.index                            (7)

End

'rlx term'

exit rc

The numbers in the right margin of the figure correspond to the numbered, annotating paragraphs that follow:

(1) The REXX variable RLXSTNM contains the internal label of the SQL INSERT statement just processed. The RLX
DESCRIBE service creates (and assigns values to) a different set of REXX variables whose names start with SQI rather
than SQL. The SQIxxx variables describe the columns of the INSERT statement and their corresponding host input
variables.

(2) The REXX variable SQID contains the number of input columns (and input host variables) described by the input
SQLDA array. (In this example, the count is 5).

(3) The printable integer value that is returned in SQID governs the number of iterations through the DO loop.

(4) RLX returns the set of input column names into the array of variables which share the stem 'SQINAME'

(5) RLX returns the set of input column (and host input variable) datatypes into the array of variables which share the stem
'SQITYPE'.

(6) The SQINULLS compound variable is set to 'Y' if null values are allowed for this input column. Otherwise, SQINULLS
is set to 'N'.

(7) RLX returns the set of input column (and host input variable) lengths into the array of variables which share the stem
'SQILEN'. If there are decimal datatypes, your exec should reference the compound variables SQIPRCSN and SQISCALE
respectively to obtain discrete values for precision and scale.

The RLX IFI Interface
RLX support for the Db2 Instrumentation Facility Interface (IFI) enables you to submit commands to Db2 and receive
responses from the command. RLX support for IFI is illustrated in the following example:

/*  Rexx */ 

address RLX

/* Issue Db2 command */

"ifi -dis thread(*)"                                              (1)

/* Process Output from the command */

Say  'IFCARC1 = ' ifcarc1   '- IFI return code'                   (2)

Say  'IFCARC2 = ' ifcarc2   '- IFI reason code'                   (3) 
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Say  'IFCABM  = ' ifcabm    '- Bytes moved into output area'      (4)

 

Say  'IFCABNM = ' ifcabnm   '- Bytes not moved into output area'  (5)

say ' '

Do index = 1 to ificmd.0                                          (6)

   Say ificmd.index                                               (7)

End

'rlx term'

Return

The numbers in the right margin of the figure correspond to the numbered, annotating paragraphs that follow:

(1) The IFI keyword signals RLX to route the command string to the Db2 Instrumentation Facility Interface. Thus the Db2
command '-DIS thread(*)' is routed to the Db2 subsystem to which the currently active plan and thread are connected.

(2) Once the Db2 command executes, RLX returns control and results to your exec in a set of REXX variables named
IFxxxx.

NOTE
RLX translates all IFI binary values to character representations of numeric values before setting the values of
these REXX variables.

The first variable, IFCARC1 contains the return code from the Db2 command. A value of zero indicates a successful call.

(3) IFCARC2 contains the reason code from the IFI call where a value of zero indicates a successful call.

(4) IFICABM contains the number of bytes moved by IFI into the return area. RLX in turn maps this data into an array of
REXX stemmed variables that are described in (6).

(5) IFICABNM represents the number of bytes of the command output that did not fit in the return area and still remain in
the buffer.

(6) The output data that is returned by the Db2 command is mapped into an array of REXX compound symbols which
share the stem 'IFICMD'. The number of elements in the IFICMD array is returned as a printable integer in IFICMD.0. In
this example, the value of IFICMD.0 governs the number of iterations through the DO loop.

(7) The exec processes the response that is returned by the Db2 command -DISPLAY THREAD(*) one line at a time by
referencing successive elements of the IFICMD array.
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Using RLX for Db2
Describes how to use RLX for Db2.

Introducing RLX/SQL and RLX/TSO
RLX provides rapid application development for mission critical applications.

RLX designates a family of REXX Language eXtensions that endow REXX with more capabilities. Together, the
extensions make REXX a viable replacement for compiled host languages to let you Do it all in REXX.

Interpretive command languages like REXX have traditionally been used to develop application frontends and simple
procedures as well as to customize and extend products such as SDSF, and the z/OS Health Checker. RLX supports
these uses and, in addition, lets you tackle the kinds of sophisticated applications that previously had to be coded
in Assembler or high-level languages. RLX provides an integrated development environment for REXX that lets you
develop applications quickly. Later, you can deploy ‘industrial strength’ solutions that exhibit the security and performance
characteristics of applications written in compiled languages. The REXX Language eXtensions (and the corresponding
RLX product components) include:

• native support for SQL (RLX/SQL and RLX/TSO)
• native support for SQL and pureXML (RLX/RDX)
• native support for Call Attach Facility and RRSAF services (RLX/CAF)
• run REXX execs as Db2 stored procedures
• native support for Db2 commands and IFI requests (RLX/IFI)
• a native VSAM interface (RLX/VSAM)
• a REXX Software Development Kit (SDK) that provides developers numerous functions, such as native access to MVS

supervisor services, cross memory services and interprocess communications (RLX/SDK)
• special composite objects for Db2 in the TSO/ISPF environment (RLX/ISPF)
• an interpretive REXX compiler (AcceleREXX)
• SQL compiler (RLX/Compile)
• a CLIST to REXX translator (RLX/Translate)

RLX provides the best of both worlds. Development is quick and easy with interpretive REXX and dynamic SQL. To
test an EXEC, you execute it, correct any errors if it fails, and re-execute it. Once you are satisfied with an application's
functionality and correctness, the companion RLX/Compile product lets you deploy compiled 'industrial strength'
applications into production. These static SQL applications exhibit qualitatively different behavior from their dynamic SQL
counterparts. They not only run faster, they are more secure. Administrators can grant execute authority for compiled
plans without granting users access to the Db2 tables and views referenced by a plan. This prevents unauthorized access
to sensitive data through dynamic SQL facilities like QMF and SPUFI.

RLX/SQL and RLX/TSO Compared

RLX/SQL and RLX/TSO provide embedded SQL support for REXX that is as robust and flexible as that for compiled host
languages such as COBOL, PL/1 and C. In addition, RLX provides native REXX facilities that manage Db2 connections
and plans, issue Db2 commands and read and write trace data through the Db2 Instrumentation Facility Interface (IFI).
RLX execs can be developed rapidly and tested immediately without the preprocess, compile, linkedit, and bind steps that
are normally required by Db2 applications written in compiled languages.

RLX/SQL runs in the same MVS environments (such as native batch, TSO, TSO/ISPF) in which REXX runs. In contrast,
the REXX SQL implementation that is provided with RLX/TSO more fully exploits ISPF facilities but also requires the
TSO/ISPF environment to run. For example, RLX/TSO displays its diagnostics on scrollable ISPF panels, while RLX/SQL
produces line mode messages via REXX SAY instructions.
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In the ISPF environment, we strongly recommend you use the RLXS front end to invoke REXX execs that request RLX
services (for example, RLXS execname). The RLXS frontend loads a REXX parameter module with the unique name
RLXISPRM. This prevents conflicts with load modules from other libraries that are also named IRXISPRM. The RLXS
front end is the most reliable means of running REXX SQL execs in the ISPF environment.

RLX Support for SQL and Db2
RLX offers comprehensive SQL support while strictly adhering to standard syntax for embedded SQL. (RLX consistently
supports new SQL facilities when they become available). RLX fully supports all SQL data definition, manipulation, and
control statements which may be embedded in programs, subject to the Authorization ID. RLX users can:

• Issue queries (SELECT, DECLARE, OPEN, FETCH, CLOSE)
• Applications can process individual rows as well as result tables.
• Manipulate data (INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE)
• Manage data consistency and referential integrity (COMMIT and ROLLBACK)
• Define and revise Db2 objects (CREATE, ALTER, DROP)
• Administer authorizations and privileges (GRANT and REVOKE)
• Invoke Db2 stored procedures and pass them parameters (CALL)
• Process query results that are returned by Db2 stored procedures (ASSOCIATE LOCATORS and ALLLOCATE

CURSOR)
• Process dynamic SQL (PREPARE, DESCRIBE, EXECUTE)
• Connect to remote servers (CONNECT and RELEASE)
• Set and obtain values of SQL special registers (various forms of the SET statement)

In addition, RLX includes a DECLARE REXXSTEM service which lets you copy SQL query results directly into REXX
stemmed arrays. RLX/CAF -- the Db2 Attachment Facility provided with RLX -- allows user written applications to create,
manage, and switch among multiple, concurrently active Db2 plan threads. RLX/CAF enables you to connect to multiple
Db2 subsystems simultaneously and lets you maintain multiple threads for each subsystem. Lastly, RLX support for the
Db2 Instrumentation Facility Interface (IFI) lets you issue Db2 commands natively within REXX as well as read and write
Db2 trace data.

RLX combines the flexibility and granularity of embedded SQL with the speed and ease offered by the interpretive REXX
language and the immediacy of SQL entered interactively through QMF and/or SPUFI. As with SQL embedded within
applications that are written in compiled host languages (such as COBOL, PL/1 and C), RLX SQL statements may include
references to 'host' variables. However, REXX SQL host variables need not be declared as they are in COBOL or PL/1
programs. RLX is able to derive their datatypes and declare them implicitly. In addition, it handles the conversion between
internal and external data formats automatically. (For example, RLX automatically converts between the edited-decimal
format that is displayed on an ISPF panel and the binary-fullword, internal format associated with the INTEGER datatype.)

/* REXX */

address rlx                                  (1)

      

'RLX Insert Into Someones.Datatype_Table     (2)

   (Integer_column, Character_column, Date_column)

   Values

   (:integer_variable:integer_indicator,

    :Character_variable:Character_indicator

    :Date_variable:Date_indicator)'

Where

(1) ADDRESS RLX identifies the host command environment that executes the statements REXX does not recognize
(known as host commands).

(2) The SQL INSERT statement with its host variable references is simply embedded within the REXX exec.
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Setting Up the Environment to Use RLX
This section describes the data set allocations that are required to run RLX in the various environments, such as MVS
batch as well as batch and foreground versions of TSO and ISPF.

If RLX is already installed and deployed for general use, ask your RLX product administrator whether any further
allocations are necessary to use RLX in the TSO/ISPF foreground.

RLX Libraries

The following code sample lists the RLX libraries and the ddnames to which they are allocated.

____________________________________________________________________________

File Name   Dataset                Contents

---------   ------------------     -----------------------------------------

RLXLOAD     RAI.Rvrm.CRAILRAI     RLX load module library

            RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD     RLX load module library

STEPLIB     RAI.Rvrm.CRAILRAI     RLX load module library

            RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD     RLX load module library

SYSPROC     RAI.Rvrm.CRAICLIST    RLX CLIST library

            RAI.Rvrm.CRAIEXEC     RLX EXEC library (or allocate to SYSEXEC)

SYSEXEC     RAI.Rvrm.CRAIEXEC     RLX EXEC library

ISPLLIB     RAI.Rvrm.CRAILRAI     RLX load module library

            RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD     RLX load module library

ISPMLIB     RAI.Rvrm.CRAIMSG      RLX ISPF message library

ISPPLIB     RAI.Rvrm.CRAIPNL      RLX ISPF panel library

ISPSLIB     RAI.Rvrm.CRAISKEL     RLX file tailoring skeleton library

RLXTLIB     RAI.Rvrm.CRAITBL      RLX permanent ISPF tables

• VvRrMm
Refers to the target libraries created at your site during installation.

The names of the RLX libraries in the example are restored from the distribution tape. They may be different in your
environment. Check with your RLX product administrator to determine the actual data set names in use at your
installation.

All RLX libraries can be shared among multiple users and multiple Db2 subsystems.

File Allocations for All Environments
This topic describes file allocation for batch, TSO, TSO/ISPF environments.

Two RLX library allocations, the RLXLOAD and RLXMLIB data sets, are required for all environments in which RLX
procedures will run. Ask your RLX product administrator whether the RLXLOAD and RLXMLIB data sets have been
preallocated during installation. Otherwise, allocate the RLX libraries through a TSO LOGON procedure or an EXEC or
CLIST used to initialize the environment.

Allocate the RLXLOAD Data Set

The simplest and most reliable method is to allocate the RLXLOAD data set to the ISPLLIB ddname. This file defines
the task library from which load modules are fetched during an ISPF session. Alternatively, you can allocate a private
STEPLIB or JOBLIB in your TSO LOGON procedure if you have the authority.

NOTE
Any dynamic STEPLIB facility that you have available to you may not work properly for purposes of setting up
the environment for RLX. This is because the appropriate REXX parameter modules are already loaded before
you issue a command to alter the STEPLIB concatenation.
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The RLX-supplied versions of the REXX parameter modules IRXISPRM, IRXPARMS and IRXTSPRM must be accessible
ahead of any other versions of these modules. This requirement does not apply if you use the RLXS front end to
invoke your REXX execs in an ISPF environment.

The load modules of the RLXLOAD library should be accessible through the standard MVS search order. MVS conducts
its search for the requested module in the following sequence:

1. The job pack area queue
2. A task library (such as ISPLLIB) if one is allocated
3. A private STEPLIB or JOBLIB (If defined in the TSO LOGON procedure)
4. Link Pack Area
5. The Link list concatenation

NOTE
One other option is to customize the REXX parameter modules to include definitions for the Host Command
Environments and REXX function packages that are employed by RLX. For more information about the
customization procedure for REXX parameter modules, see the RLX installation content.

Allocate the RLX Message Library

Allocate the RLX message library (RLXMLIB data set) to the ddname ISPMLIB in both ISPF and non-ISPF environments.
RLX messages are maintained in an ISPF format but can be processed even if ISPF is not active. RLX has its own
facilities to access the message library and conduct variable substitution to produce runtime message text. This allows the
same messages to be utilized in all the environments that RLX supports such as MVS batch, TSO, and TSO/ISPF.

Allocate the RLX Panel Library

Allocate the RLX panel library (RLXPLIB data set) in ISPF environments so RLX can display diagnostic messages on
scrollable ISPF panels.

ISPMLIB RAI.Rvrm.CRAIMSG RLX ISPF message library

ISPPLIB RAI.Rvrm.CRAIPNL RLX ISPF panel library

ISPTLIB RAI.Rvrm.CRAITBL RLX permanent ISPF tables

The ISPF skeleton library (ddname ISPSLIB) and table library (ddnames ISPTLIB and ISPTABL) supplied with RLX are
more typically of interest to users of RLX/Compile and/or AcceleREXX or to product installers and administrators who run
the RLX installation, maintenance, and administrative dialogs.

Preallocate the RLX Libraries for the ISPF Environment

Perhaps the easiest and most reliable way to allocate the RLX data sets is with a REXX exec or TSO CLIST which can
be executed from the TSO READY prompt, before ISPF is entered. This option lets you concatenate your own run-time
libraries as well.

The CRAIEXEC library contains the RLXAPA member that provides an illustrative, but not executable, procedure that
issues TSO ALLOCATE commands to set up the TSO/ISPF environment for use with RLX.

The following code sample shows the RLXAPA exec:

Exec RLXAPA

      

/* REXX */

Address TSO

      

'free dd(sysproc sysexec ispllib ispmlib ispplib ispslib)'

      

"alloc dd(ispllib) da('rlx.VvRrMm.CRAILRAI'",             (1)
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                  “’ 'rlx.VvRrMm.CRAILOAD'",

                      "'base.load.libraries'",            (2)

                       ") shr reuse"

      

"alloc dd(ispmlib) da('rlx.VvRrMm.CRAIMSG'",              (3)                       

        "'base.message.libraries'",

                      ") shr reuse"

      "alloc dd(ispplib) da('rlx.VvRrMm.CRAIPNL'",        (4)                       

        "base.panel.libraries'",

                      ") shr reuse"

      "alloc dd(ispslib) da('rlx.VvRrMm.CRAISKEL'",       (5)                       

        "base.skeleton.libraries'",

                      ") shr reuse"

      "executil searchdd(yes)"                            (6)

      "alloc dd(sysexec) da('rlx.VvRrMm.CRAIEXEC",        (7)

                      "'base.exec.libraries'", 

                        ") shr reuse"

      "alloc dd(sysproc) da('rlx.VvRrMm.CRAICLS",         (8)

                     "'base.clist.libraries'",

                       ") shr reuse" 

Where

base.xxxx.libraries Refers to the set of TSO/ISPF libraries which are always allocated in your environment.

(1) The DDname ISPLLIB is used as a task library when fetching load modules. This library is searched before the system
link libraries and the link pack area. The RLXLOAD library is concatenated ahead of other dialog data sets allocated to
ddname ISPLLIB to ensure that the RLX versions of the REXX parameter modules are loaded when referenced. Ensure
that the system libraries that contain Db2 executable code are either in the link list or are also pre-allocated.

(2) The 'base.load.libraries' data set refers to the set of load libraries that are typically allocated in your
environment to the ddname ISPLLIB.

(3) The RLX message library is allocated to the file ISPMLIB.

(4) The RLX panels are allocated to the file ISPPLIB.

(5) The RLX skeleton library is allocated to the file ISPSLIB.

(6) In the TSO environment, the EXECUTIL SEARCHDD command governs the search for execs that are implicitly
invoked. Specifying SEARCHDD(YES) directs the system to first search the datasets allocated to the SYSEXEC ddname.
If not found, the search continues with the libraries that are allocated to SYSPROC. If you use both execs and CLISTs,
this technique shortens the search for REXX execs.

(7) Exec libraries must be allocated before their members can be invoked implicitly. The option that is illustrated here
is to allocate them to the ddname SYSEXEC if the EXECUTIL SEARCHDD(YES) command is specified as in note (6).
Alternatively in the TSO environment, exec libraries can be allocated along with TSO CLISTs to the SYSPROC file
described in note (8). TSO users in OS/390 and MVS/ESA environments can use the ALTLIB command to control the
search for execs and CLISTs.

(8) CLIST libraries should be allocated to the ddname SYSPROC before CLISTs can be invoked implicitly. An alternative
in the OS/390 and MVS/ESA environments is to use the ALTLIB command. The SYSPROC concatenation can reference
both exec and CLIST libraries.

NOTE
For other methods to pre-allocate the libraries, see the RLX Installation Guide.
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Allocate and Free the RLX Libraries Dynamically

Use the RLXDYN exec in the ISPF environment to first dynamically allocate the RLX dialog libraries using a series of
ISPF LIBDEF services and TSO ALTLIB commands and then call your exec or CLIST. Ask your RLX product administrator
about the availability and use of the RLXDYN exec.

ALTLIB Command--Specify Command Procedure Libraries
The ALTLIB command is a TSO/E feature available in OS/390 and MVS/ESA environments. This command provides
users with greater speed and flexibility in specifying command procedure libraries from which REXX execs and TSO
CLISTs can be implicitly executed.

REXX execs and TSO CLISTs may be invoked implicitly, simply by specifying the command procedure name. (When
invoked implicitly, the fully qualified data set name of the library containing the target EXEC or CLIST is omitted.) Implicit
execution is simpler to code and easier to read. If the REXX exec or CLIST is invoked by the ISPF SELECT service or the
RLXS command frontend, the implicit execution is also required.

In order for REXX execs and TSO CLISTs to be invoked implicitly, they must reside in a library that is preallocated to file
SYSEXEC (for REXX execs) or file SYSPROC (for either execs or TSO CLISTs).

Pre-allocating files SYSPROC or SYSEXEC can be problematic if, for example:

• your TSO logon procedure cannot be modified,
• the SYSEXEC and SYSPROC datasets are protected, or
• you must mix exec or CLIST libraries with different data set attributes.

The ALTLIB command solves such problems because it lets you:

• Easily activate and deactivate additional REXX exec and CLIST libraries for an implicit execution without disturbing the
list of data sets concatenated to files SYSEXEC and/or SYSPROC. Furthermore, you can issue the ALTLIB command
from within the ISPF environment. There is no need to return to the TSO READY prompt.

• You can continue to access installation-wide REXX execs and CLISTs, since the SYSEXEC and SYSPROC file
allocations remain undisturbed.

• Search time for the EXEC and CLISTs are reduced since the system searches the ALTLIB libraries first, using the
Virtual Lookaside Facility (VLF).

The ALTLIB command lets you specify EXEC and CLIST libraries whose data set characteristics (record format, record
size, and so on) are different from those of the libraries that are already allocated to files SYSEXEC and SYSPROC.

ALTLIB Functions

The ALTLIB command uses the following operands:

• ACTIVATE
Allows implicit execution of REXX execs and CLISTs.

• DEACTIVATE
Removes libraries from the search order.

• DISPLAY
Displays the current search order

• RESET
Resets the search order to just the SYSEXEC and SYSPROC data sets.

The ACTIVATE and DEACTIVATE functions permit you to divide execution libraries into the following groups (or levels):
USER, APPLICATION, and SYSTEM. The system conducts the search for an implicitly named EXEC in that order:

• The USER level permits searching of datasets that are previously allocated to SYSUEXEC and SYSUPROC while the
SYSTEM level affects the search of libraries allocated to files SYSEXEC and SYSPROC.
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NOTE
Since SYSEXEC and SYSPROC libraries are already available for an implicit execution, the primary
advantage is increased library search speed for the EXECs and CLISTs.

• The APPLICATION level lets you dynamically specify a list of command procedure libraries or a DDNAME of your
choice, which should be searched for an implicitly named procedure. For this reason, the APPLICATION level is
(arguably) the most useful and most-often used ALTLIB group.

Additional parameters on the ALTLIB command allow you to activate or deactivate REXX EXECs, TSO CLISTs, or both
EXECs and CLISTs at once.

NOTE

The following requirements apply:

• Data sets referenced in an ALTLIB command must be both cataloged and partitioned.
• Up to 15 application-level data sets may be listed in one ACTIVATE command. For all three levels, data sets

concatenated within the same level must have the same logical record length (LRECL) and record format.
Physical block sizes (BLKSIZE) may differ, but the dataset with the largest block size must be listed first.

• Data sets activated with the CLIST parameter may contain both CLISTs and REXX EXECs, but those
activated with the EXEC parameter may contain only REXX execs.

• 'ALTLIB DEACTIVATE ALL' and 'ALTLIB RESET' are not equivalent. 'DEACTIVATE ALL' deactivates all three
levels while 'RESET' deactivates the user and application levels and activates the system level (SYSEXEC
and SYSPROC). RESET restores the library search order in effect before any ALTLIB commands were
issued.

Stacking ISPF Applications

The NEWAPPL parameter of the ISPF SELECT command creates an ISPF "application" environment with its own variable
pools. Such ISPF applications may be nested. In order to pass ALTLIB definitions from one ISPF application to another,
you must specify the PASSLIB parameter on the SELECT service request. For example:

ISPEXEC SELECT CMD(xyzexec) NEWAPPL(xyz) PASSLIB

After the new ISPF application completes and returns control to the invoking application, ISPF restores the original
ALTLIB definitions, regardless of any ALTLIB changes made by the lower-level application.

Stacking ALTLIB Requests

Within an ISPF application, you can stack up to 8 ACTIVATE requests on a "Last-In-First-Out" (LIFO) basis. Only the top,
or last request is active.

Conditional Requests

A COND parameter may also be specified when activating application-level libraries. This prevents the activation of any
application-level definitions should they already exist for the same type (CLIST or EXEC).

Examples

• The following ALTLIB command implicitly executes REXX execs which reside within library 'MY.REXX.EXEC':
ALTLIB ACTIVATE APPLICATION(EXEC) DATASET('MY.REXX.EXEC')

• The following ALTLIB command implicitly executes REXX execs and CLISTs within libraries MYDATA.EXEC and
YOURDATA.CLIST.
ALTLIB ACTIVATE APPLICATION(CLIST) DATASET('mydata.exec' 'yourdata.clist') COND

NOTE
The ALTLIB activation should take place only if no previous application-level CLIST requests exist.
If previous definitions do exist, a return code of 8 is returned.
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Verify that RLX Is Accessible
Before you try to use RLX, verify that you have access to it.

The following code sample shows a sample exec that lets you determine whether you can access RLX:

/* rexx */

address rlx             (1)

      

"RLX term'              (2)

say 'Return Code ='rc   (3)

return

Where

(1) ADDRESS RLX instructs REXX to pass host commands to RLX for execution.

(2) Call the RLX TERM service immediately to terminate the RLX environment. The purpose of calling RLX TERM here is
to verify whether RLX is accessible in your environment.

(3) Display the value of the REXX special variable RC. If the return code from the 'RLX TERM' command is -3, the
command was not found and you do not have access to RLX. In this case ask your RLX product administrator for
assistance.

RLX User Facility
The RLX User Facility menu lets you can explore and exercise various RLX product components. For example, the
RLX for MVS option provides dialogs, sample execs and tutorial information on its REXX VSAM interface, Software
Development Kit and REXX compiler.

Ask your RLX product administrator whether the RLX User Facility is available in your environment as an ISPF selection
menu option.

You can also invoke the RLX dialog that displays this menu with the implicit EXEC command %RLXUSER .

----------------------------- RLX User Facilities -----------------------------

Option ===>

      

1 Job / Parm      - Specify job statement(s) and JCL parameters

2 Db2 Libs        - Specify SDSNEXIT and SDSNLOAD libraries

3 Prof Refresh    - Update your RLX profile with RLX system defaults

4 User Profile    - Maintain your RLX user profile for Db2 access

5 RLX for MVS     - REXX VSAM,Software Development Kit and AcceleREXX compiler

6 RLX/Compile     - Program preparation for RLX SQL source modules

7 RLX/Translate   - CLIST to REXX translation

8 Samples         - Run (and examine) additional RLX procedure samples

9 SPT             - Stored Procedures Tester

T Tutorial        - RLX interactive help

X Exit            - Leave RLX User Menu

Specify target Db2 subsystem parameters

   Subsystem name        ===> DSN

   Version / Release     ===> 8.1 (for example: 6.1, 7.1, 8.1)

Enter END to exit
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Stored Procedures Tester
The RLX Stored Procedures Tester lets you maintain and execute stored procedures on Db2 subsystems.

To invoke the RLX Stored Procedures Tester (SPT), select the option 9 from the RLX User Facilities menu.

The SPT entry panel appears.

_______________________________________________________________________________

                            Stored Procedure Tester

Command ===> _________________________________________________________________

                             SSSS  PPPP   TTTTT                                 

                            S      P   P    T

                             SSS   PPPP     T

                                S  P        T

                            SSSS   P        T

                    Licensed Materials - Property of RAI

                 (C) Copyright Broadcom, 20xx

                                All rights reserved.

                        Db2 Subsystem ID . . . DSN1

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

Enter the name of the active Db2 subsystem and press ENTER.

The list of stored procedures defined on this Db2 subsystem appears.

DSN1                        Stored Procedures              Row 1 to 17 of 17

Command ===> _________________________________________________ Scroll ===> CSR

      

Row commands: Select, DDL, Run

    

S Schema       Procedure name    Parm# Rset# Language Collection ID     WLM Env

_ RLX          COMMAND            2      1    REXX      RLX810          WLMDSN1

_ RLX          Db2_TABLE          3      3    REXX      RLX810          WLMDSN1

_ RLX          RLX5RRS            3      2    ASSEMBLE  RLX810

_ RLX          RLX5RSP            3      0    ASSEMBLE  RLX810

_ RLX          RLX8SPRS           2      2    ASSEMBLE  RLXD810

_ RLX          RLX8SPS            3      0    ASSEMBLE  RLXD810

_ RLX          RLX8SPSN           2      0    ASSEMBLE  RLXD810

_ RLX          TSTSP01            9      1    COBOL     REQ_SP

_ RTE          TSTREXX1           2      2    REXX                       WLMDSN1

_ RTE          TSTREXX2           2      1    REXX                       WLMDSN1

_ SQLJ         INSTALL_JAR        3      0    C                          DSN1WLM

_ SQLJ         REMOVE_JAR         2      0    C                          DSN1WLM

_ SQLJ         REPLACE_JAR        2      0    C                          DSN1WLM

_ SYSPROC      DSNTPSMP           13     1    REXX      DSNREXCS         WLMDSN1

_ SYSPROC      DSNUTILS           41     1    ASSEMBLE  DSNUTILS         WLMENV1

_ SYSPROC      DSNWZP             1      0    ASSEMBLE  DSNWZP

_ SYSPROC      WLM_REFRESH        4      0    ASSEMBLE  DSNTWR71         DSN1WLM

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

To display the SQL DDL with which a stored procedure was created, enter the D (DDL) row command.

The following panel displays the result of the DDL command for the stored procedure named RLX.COMMAND.
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Prepare and execute SQL statements        Columns 000 000

Command ===> ________________________________________________ Scroll ===> CSR

      

   Use any ISPF EDIT commands to modify these statements if required

   - Enter SAVE command to save all changes you made

   - Enter EXEC command to execute saved statements

   - Enter END command to abort further processing and exit the dialog

The following SQL statement(s) will be executed :

****** ***************************** Top of Data ******************************

000001 DROP PROCEDURE RLX.COMMAND RESTRICT

000002 ;

000003 CREATE PROCEDURE RLX.COMMAND

000004   (

000005    IN Db2_COMMAND VARCHAR(254) CCSID EBCDIC,

000006    OUT RETURN_CODE VARCHAR(16) CCSID EBCDIC

000007   )

000008 LANGUAGE REXX

000009 EXTERNAL NAME RLXSPCMD

000010 COLLID RLX810

000011 NOT DETERMINISTIC

000012 CALLED ON NULL INPUT

000013 PARAMETER STYLE GENERAL

000014 FENCED

000015 MODIFIES SQL DATA

000016 NO DBINFO

000017 STAY RESIDENT NO

000018 ASUTIME LIMIT 0

000019 WLM ENVIRONMENT WLMDSN1

000020 PROGRAM TYPE MAIN

000021 SECURITY Db2

000022 COMMIT ON RETURN NO

000023 DYNAMIC RESULT SET 1

000024 RUN OPTIONS 'RPTOPTS(ON)'

000025 INHERIT SPECIAL REGISTERS

000026 ;

****** **************************** Bottom of Data ****************************

You can make changes in the displayed DDL and then execute the SAVE command to save these changes.

You can also issue the EXEC command to execute the SQL DDL statements which create the procedure. They become
effective immediately.

To execute a stored procedure from the Stored Procedures List display, enter the R (RUN) row command.

Specify input parameters for the stored procedure in the next panel and press ENTER.

In the following example, the Db2 command string ‘-DISPLAY THREAD(*)’  was entered as a value for the
Db2_COMMAND parameter.

DSN1            Procedure: RLX.COMMAND parameters

 Command ===> _________________________________________________________________

Parameter           T Type    Length Scale Value

Db2_COMMAND         P VARCHAR 254 -DIS THREAD(*)_____________________
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RETURN_CODE         O VARCHAR 16

Last SQLCODE . . . 0

The stored procedure is executed in a WLM established stored procedure address space. The stored procedure is
implemented as REXX exec RLXSPCMD (shipped in the CRAIEXEC dataset). RLXSPCMD executes the Db2 -DISPLAY
THREAD(*) command using the RLX/IFI interface and creates a result set with the output from the command.

The following panel shows the result set:

DSN1      Result Sets for RLX.COMMAND                         Row 1 to 1 of 1

Command ===> _________________________________________________ Scroll ===> CSR

      

Row commands: Select

S Result-Set-Name Locator Rows-Estimate

_ R01             1       -1

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

If the stored procedure creates more than one result set, all of them are displayed in a scrollable table. You then can use
the Select row command to browse a result set.

The following panel shows the content of a result set:

BROWSE -- Result Set Display                              Truncation occured

 Command ===>                                               Scroll ===> PAGE

********************************* Top of Data **********************************

RESULT SET: R01 - LOCATOR = 1

---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+

    SEQNO TEXT

---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+

        1 DSNV401I -DSN1 DISPLAY THREAD REPORT FOLLOWS -

        2 DSNV402I -DSN1 ACTIVE THREADS -

        3 NAME ST A REQ ID AUTHID PLAN ASID TOKEN

        4 Db2CALL T 1472 RAI017 RAI017 RLX810CS 0057 4377

        5 Db2CALL T 468 RAI017 RAI017 RLX810CS 0057 4386

        6 Db2CALL T 1280 RAI016 RAI016 RLX810CS 01C8 4376

        7 Db2CALL T 679 RAI016 RAI016 RLX810CS 01C8 4385

        8 Db2CALL SP * 36 RAI027 RAI027 RLX810CS 01BB 4388

        9 V429 CALLING PROCEDURE=RLX .COMMAND ,

       10 PROC=DSN1WLM1, ASID=0196, WLM_ENV=WLMDSN1

       11 Db2CALL T 110 RAI024 RAI024 RLX810CS 01C6 4371

       12 DISPLAY ACTIVE REPORT COMPLETE

       13 DSN9022I -DSN1 DSNVDT '-DIS THREAD' NORMAL COMPLETION

******************************** Bottom of Data ******************************** 

Exec Invocation
You can invoke you REXX SQL execs directly or can call them using the RLXS front end. Direct invocation works in all
environments in which REXX itself runs, such as native batch, TSO, TSO/ISPF, and Db2 Stored Procedure address
spaces. The product that supports the direct invocation is called RLX/SQL.

The RLXS front end can be used only in ISPF. We recommend you use the RLXS front end in the ISPF environment
because it is the most reliable means to run REXX SQL execs within ISPF. The RLX/TSO product implements the RLXS
front end.
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In REXX parlance, RLX/SQL is not integrated into TSO/E. In contrast, RLX/TSO is integrated into TSO/E. It is optimized
for the TSO/ISPF environment and can more fully exploit ISPF facilities. However, RLX/TSO requires the TSO/ISPF
environment in order to run.

The RLX/SQL implementation has two main benefits:

• First, it has no TSO/ISPF dependencies and can run without an active TSO/ISPF environment.
• RLX/SQL provides native, embedded SQL support to REXX execs in environments like MVS batch.

In contrast, the REXX SQL implementation that is provided with RLX/TSO more fully exploits ISPF facilities but also
requires the TSO/ISPF environment. Execs (and TSO CLISTs) are invoked under RLX/TSO using the RLXS command.
RLXS provides a front end that establishes and manages the RLX session environment before it invokes your target
command procedure (REXX EXEC or TSO CLIST). Within the TSO/ISPF environment, RLX/TSO and the RLXS front end
afford the following advantages:

• The RLXS front-end remains in control throughout the session and obviates the need for explicit calls to initialize or
terminate the environment.

• The RLXS front-end supports applications in which calls to procedures written in both REXX and TSO CLIST language
are interleaved. Some installations even use the RLXS front end with the ISPSTART command to make SQL facilities
available during an ISPF session.

• RLX/TSO does not require a customized REXX parameter module for the ISPF environment named IRXISPRM.
Instead, the RLXS front-end loads a REXX parameter module with the unique name RLXISPRM. This eliminates a
source of many problems when the wrong version of the IRXISPRM module is loaded.

• RLX/TSO displays its diagnostics on scrollable ISPF panels while native RLX/SQL issues line mode messages using
the REXX SAY instructions.

In the TSO/ISPF environment, you can use either RLX/TSO or RLX/SQL. You can even use both. RLX/SQL and RLX/TSO
are identical in the following respects:

• Both support the same embedded SQL syntax that is used with compiled host languages like COBOL, PL/1 and C.
• Both allow you to dynamically construct the SQL statements themselves at execution time using the string handling

and variable substitution facilities native to REXX.
• Both allow you to set profile attributes for a RLX session by assigning values to a set of REXX variables which share

the stem RLXPROF. Similarly, your exec can inspect the RLXPROF variables once RLX is initialized to obtain default
profile variables.

• Both support the full set of RLX/CAF primitives that enable your application to explicitly create, manage and switch
among multiple, concurrently active Db2 connections and application plans. See the RLX/CAF Reference for a
complete discussion.

• Both fully support RLX/IFI, which lets your execs issue Db2 commands and receive command responses, as well as
read and write Db2 trace data.

• Both interoperate with RLX/ISPF. RLX/ISPF is a RLX product component that provides powerful composite facilities to
load SQL query results into ISPF tables and then display and process those results on scrollable ISPF table display
panels. For more information, see the RLX/ISPF Reference.

ADDRESS RLX - the RLX Host Command Environment
This article describes how to understand and use the RLX host command environment.

The REXX ADDRESS instruction directs REXX to send host commands (statements that REXX does not recognize) to
a particular host command environment. The routine responsible for executing or invoking the command is what IBM
formally terms a 'host command environment replaceable routine'. For example, the REXX statement ADDRESS RLX 
instructs REXX to pass all host commands to the routine associated with the host command environment named RLX. In
effect, ADDRESS RLX instructs REXX to pass host commands to RLX for execution.

The RLX Host Command Environment (ADDRESS RLX) provides a convenient, high performance means to execute
SQL statements, CAF services, Db2 commands and requests to read and write Db2 trace data -- natively within REXX.
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In addition, ADDRESS RLX provides branch entry to all ISPF dialog services. ADDRESS RLX recognizes all ISPF
dialog service names (such as DISPLAY, TBADD, VGET, etc.) so the ISPEXEC command need not be coded. Nor must
you switch the current host command environment to ADDRESS ISPEXEC (from ADDRESS RLX).

The following example illustrates an exec that writes SQL query results to an output dataset. During processing, the exec
also issues TSO commands and ISPF dialog service requests:

/* rexx */

address rlx                                                  (1)

'display panel(mypanel)'                                     (2)

address TSO 'allocate f(output) da(output.dataset) shr'      (3)

      

'rlx declare table_names cursor for’,

      ‘select name, type, dbname, tsname’,

      ‘from sysibm.systables’,

      ‘where creator = :creator' 

'rlx open table_names'

'rlx fetch table_names into :name, :type, :dbname, :tsname'

      

Do while sqlcode = 0 

   queue name type dbname tsname

   address TSO 'EXECIO 1 DISKW output'                        (4)

   'rlx fetch table_names into :name, :type, :dbname, :tsname'

End

      

'rlx close table_names'

address TSO 'free f(output)'                                  (5)

'rlx term'

exit rc                                                       (6)

Where

(1) The Address RLX instruction tells REXX to pass all host commands (statements REXX does not recognize) to the
replaceable routine defined for the host command environment named RLX. Effectively, this causes REXX to pass host
commands to RLX for execution.

(2) The host command environment that is identified by ADDRESS RLX provides branch entry to all ISPF dialog services
and SQL statements, CAF services, Db2 commands and read/write requests for Db2 trace data. Thus, the ISPF DISPLAY
service can be invoked directly, without the ADDRESS ISPEXEC prefix.

(3) However, the RLX host command environment does not support TSO command processors, such as ALLOCATE and
FREE. These TSO command processors should be directed to the TSO host command environment for processing. Thus,
the ALLOCATE command is prefixed by ADDRESS TSO.

(4) Similarly, TSO/REXX commands such as EXECIO and EXECUTIL should also be directed to the TSO host command
environment. Thus, the EXECIO command is also prefixed by ADDRESS TSO.

(5) The TSO host command environment is used to execute a TSO FREE command.

(6) The RLX TERM statement serves to clean up the RLX environment.

Running RLX Execs Natively
This topic describes how to invoke REXX exec containing embedded SQL directly using the RLX/SQL.

The following code sample illustrates how to directly invoke REXX execs containing embedded SQL when RLX/SQL is
used. The TBLNAMES exec has no environmental dependencies so it can run anywhere REXX will run. The TBLNAMES
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exec displays the set of Db2 tables and views that are owned by a particular Db2 Authorization ID. To execute in TSO,
simply invoke TBLNAMES by name on the command line and pass it an authorization ID like SYSIBM as a parameter, for
example, ‘TBLNAMES SYSIBM’ .

/* rexx exec TBLNAMES 

   Display the set of Db2 tables and views

   owned by a particular Authorization ID

*/

address rlx                                                     (1)

arg creator                                                     (2)

'rlx declare db2tbls cursor for’,

     ‘select name, type, dbname, tsname’,

         ‘from sysibm.systables’,

         ‘where creator = :creator'                             (3)

'rlx open db2tbls'

Say 'Tables owned by Authorization ID' creator

'rlx fetch db2tbls into :name, :type, :dbname, :tsname'

Do while sqlcode = 0

   Say name type dbname tsname

   'rlx fetch db2tbls into :name, :type, :dbname, :tsname'

End

'rlx close db2tbls'

'rlx term'                                                      (4)

exit rc

Where

(1) ADDRESS RLX identifies the REXX host command environment which receives statements for execution that REXX
itself does not recognize. These are known as host commands.

(2) The value used to parameterize the SQL query is passed to the EXEC as an argument. The REXX ARG instruction
assigns a value to the REXX variable named creator .

NOTE
During the initialization, (triggered by the first RLX request or ISPF dialog service that is passed to the RLX host
command environment handler), RLX automatically establishes a Db2 subsystem connection and creates a
thread for a Db2 application plan.

(3) The REXX variable creator is treated like an SQL host variable when it appears within a where clause.

(4) The RLX TERM service requests cleanup of the environment.

The RLXRUN command lets you run the exec that you are currently editing, directly from the PDF edit command line.
RLXRUN is an edit macro that acts as a primary command of ISPF Edit. For more information, see the RLX/SDK
Reference.

Terminating the RLX Environment

The RLX TERM service should be called before your RLX/SQL execs issue a REXX RETURN or EXIT instruction in
order to clean up the RLX environment. The TERM service signals RLX to terminate and release all the resources that it
acquired on behalf of the requesting EXEC.

The RLX TERM service is mandatory for REXX SQL execs that are invoked directly. If a REXX SQL exec is invoked
directly but does not issue a RLX TERM request, processing completes but the MVS task under which the procedure
executed may abend with a system A03 completion code. The RLX TERM service is optional for execs that are invoked
through the RLXS front end of RLX/TSO.
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Running RLX EXECs in MVS Batch

The following JCL illustrates how to run a RLX EXEC natively in batch. The following job runs the TBLNAMES exec. The
jobstream exists in a machine-readable form as member RLXBJCL of the CRAIJCL data set.

//......JOB

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=IRXJCL,PARM='TBLNAMES SYSIBM TOKEN2 TOKEN3' (1)

//STEPLIB DD DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAILRAI,DISP=SHR                  (2)

//        DD DSN='RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD’,DISP=SHR

// DD DSN=DSN.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR 

//SYSEXEC DD DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAIEXEC,DISP=SHR                  (3)

//ISPMLIB DD DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAIMSG,DISP=SHR                   (4)

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                                       (5)

Where

(1) IBM supplies the IRXJCL program to run REXX execs in MVS batch. You pass IRXJCL the name of the target exec
plus an optional, single argument through the PARM field of the JCL EXEC statement. The lone argument can consist of
several tokens as evidenced by 'SYSIBM TOKEN2 TOKEN3'.

(2) The STEPLIB dataset references the RLX system load library. The load library for the Db2 subsystem to which RLX
connects also appears in the STEPLIB concatenation, following the RLX library.

(3) The SYSEXEC DD statement defines the REXX source library which contains the TBLNAMES exec.

(4) The ISPMLIB DD statement defines the RLX message library from which RLX reads the informational, warning, and
error messages it issues at runtime. The RLX message library is maintained in an ISPF compatible format so it can be
shared between ISPF and non-ISPF environments.

(5) The SYSTSPRT DD statement defines the print file to which REXX output is directed. This includes output from the
SAY statement and the text of any diagnostic messages that RLX may issue.

Invoking RLX/TSO Execs through the RLXS Front End
This article explains how to run your REXX execs and TSO CLISTs containing embedded SQL under RLX/TSO and its
RLXS command front end.

A RLX/TSO session begins with a RLXS command. RLXS creates an environment in which SQL calls can be processed
and invokes your exec or CLIST.

The RLXS command can be invoked within ISPF in one of the following ways, provided the RLX dialog libraries are pre-
allocated:

1. From the Command line on any ISPF panel as a TSO command
2. From within another exec
3. As an ISPF Selection Menu Option
4. As an ISPEXEC SELECT service command

You can also use the RLXDYN exec to first dynamically allocate the RLX dialog libraries using a series of ISPF LIBDEF
services and TSO ALTLIB commands and then call your exec or CLIST. Ask your RLX product administrator about the
availability and use of the RLXDYN exec.

IMPORTANT

• Issue the ISPF command before the RLXS command. The ISPF environment must be active before you use
RLXS.

• The next cautionary item pertains to the use of the ISPF CONTROL service within the context of a dialog
running under the RLXS front end. Internally, RLX switches among several concurrently active ISPF dialog
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functions, each with its own ISPF dialog error handling environment. This effectively masks any ISPF
CONTROL ERRORS setting your dialog may explicitly issue.
Use the RLX CONTROL ISPERROR service in the RLX/TSO environment in lieu of the ISPEXEC CONTROL
ERRORS service to set the error mode for the ISPF dialog environment. The RLX command resets the
ISPF dialog error handling mode to the setting specified by your RLX CONTROL ISPERROR request before
returning control to your EXEC.
Note that your dialog always starts with an initial RLX CONTROL ISPERROR setting of CANCEL. Any
ISPERROR mode that you specify does not become effective until the first RLX command is issued, even
when specified through the RLX Profile or through the RLXS main invocation panel.

Invoke the RLXS Command on the TSO Command Line

This method is suitable while the procedure is being developed and tested. The RLXS command can be issued from
within the same ISPF edit session that is used to create or update the application.

You can issue the RLXS command on any ISPF panel that contains a TSO Command line. The following code sample
illustrates how to invoke the EXAMPLE exec with the RLXS front end and pass it two parameters:

COMMAND ===> TSO RLXS EXAMPLE PARM1 PARM2

By prefixing the command string with the TSO keyword, ISPF knows to pass the command to TSO for execution. When
TSO receives  'RLXS EXAMPLE PARM1 PARM2' as a command string, it attaches RLXS as a TSO command processor
and passes the rest of the string 'EXAMPLE PARM1 PARM2'  as a parameter. You can use this technique to invoke a
RLX/TSO dialog from any ISPF panel which contains a command field.

The RLXS command establishes the RLX session environment and invokes the target command procedure (always
specified as the first positional parameter). You can edit and test your RLX procedures repeatedly within the same ISPF
Edit session. You can make revisions and, when you SAVE the current version, execute another trial.

While a RLX/TSO application is being developed and tested, the RLXSRUN command provides an even more convenient
way to invoke the EXEC through the RLXS front end from within ISPF Edit. You can run the exec or CLIST currently being
edited directly from the Edit command line.

TIP
To equate a PF key with a command string which invokes a RLX procedure, use the ISPF command 'KEYS'. For
example:
PF1 ===> TSO RLXS EXAMPLE PARM1 PARM2

Invoking the RLXS Command from within Another EXEC

The following example shows the exec which invokes the RLXS command and contains no embedded SQL statements:

/* REXX */

  "RLXS example" parm1 parm2 (1)

  Return

Where

(1) The RLXS command string invokes the target exec that is named EXAMPLE and passes it a pair of positional
parameters, PARM1 and PARM2.

NOTE
You can issue the RLXS command from within a REXX exec or TSO CLIST when the RLX session environment
is already active. RLX processes a RLXS command that is issued during an active RLXS session as an implicit
EXEC command (for example, %EXAMPLE PARM1 PARM2 ).
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Invoke the RLXS Command as an ISPF SELECTION Menu Option

The following code sample illustrates RLXS invocation as an ISPF selection menu option:

OPTION ===>_ZCMD 

      

   1 - RLX EXAMPLE Dialog

      

)PROC 

      

   ZSEL = TRANS( TRUNC (ZCMD,'.')

                 1,'CMD(RLXS EXAMPLE PARM1 PARM2)' 

                 ... 

IMPORTANT
The RLXS command must be specified as a CMD (command) rather than a PGM (program) to the ISPF
SELECT service. If you incorrectly specify RLXS as a PGM rather than a CMD, RLXS issues a warning
message and immediately terminates. The following code sample illustrates correct and incorrect coding of the
PROC section of an ISPF Selection Menu:
&ZSEL = TRANS(TRUNC (&ZCMD,'.') 

      1,'CMD(RLXS TARGET PARM)' Correct

      2,'PGM(RLXS TARGET PARM)' Incorrect

The same restriction applies if the ISPF SELECT service is issued within a dialog using the ISPEXEC command.
For example:

ISPEXEC SELECT CMD(RLXS TARGET PARM) Correct

ISPEXEC SELECT PGM(RLXS) PARM(PARM)  Incorrect

Invoke the RLXS Command through the ISPEXEC SELECT Service

The ISPEXEC SELECT service can also be issued from within an exec to achieve the result illustrated in the previous
section.

address ispexec 'SELECT CMD(RLXS TARGET PARM1 PARM2)'

By default, the RLXS command runs as an ISPF dialog function within whatever ISPF application is active. You can use
the NEWAPPL option of the SELECT service to switch to a new ISPF application ID when you invoke your RLX dialog as
illustrated in the following code sample:

address ispexec 'SELECT CMD(RLXS TARGET PARM1 PARM2) NEWAPPL(NEW)'

The same options apply to the ISPSTART service. ISPSTART provides a seamless means to invoke ISPF at logon and
immediately launch a RLX application that runs as an ISPF dialog.

Main Invocation Panel
When you issue the RLXS command without designating a target exec or CLIST, the RLX Main Invocation Panel appears.
This panel lets you specify the name of the command procedure (REXX exec or TSO CLIST) you wish to execute along
with any parameters it requires. You can also review and revise the attributes of your RLX Profile which are retained
across RLX sessions.

RLX ------------------ Relational Language Executive -------------------------

Command ===>

RLX008 - Supply RLX session parameters and press ENTER

Target RLX Dialog (REXX EXEC or TSO CLIST)

  Dialog Name     ===>
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  Dialog Parms    ===>

Environmental Parameters

  Permit Update   ===> N             (Can user change their RLX profile?)

  Db2 Subsystem   ===> DSN1          (Db2 subsystem with which to connect)

  Db2 plan name   ===> RLXvrmCS      (Db2 application plan for RLX Sessions)

  SQL load module ===> RLXSQL        (Load module associated with Db2 appl plan)

  RLX Data Formats

Numeric Format    ===> E             (I - Integer E - Edited Decimal)

  Date format     ===> I             (I - ISO,U - USA,E - EUR,J - JIS,L - Local)

  Time format     ===> I             (I - ISO,U - USA,E - EUR,J - JIS,L - Local)  

Where

• Target RLX Dialog Name
Specifies the name of the REXX exec or TSO CLIST that you wish to execute.

• Dialog Parms
Specifies the parameters to be passed to the procedure.

• Permit Update
Specifies whether the second and third RLX User Profile panels appear. If this field is modifiable and you specify a
value of 'Y', you can review and revise these settings as necessary.

NOTE
If the Permit Update field contains an ‘N’ and is non-modifiable, the option to prevent users from updating
their RLX session profile through the RLX Profile panels was selected when RLX was installed.

For more information about the other options on this panel, see RLX User Profile Facility.

RLXS Keyword Parameters
Use the RLXS keyword parameters to pass Session Profile information to the RLXS command.

The RLXS keyword parameters provide Session Profile information to the RLXS command. The RLXS keyword
parameters and their associated values must appear as the last tokens in a RLXS command string, following any
parameters to be passed to the target RLX EXEC.

The following code sample shows two of the RLXS keyword parameters:

RLXS TARGET PARM1 PARM2 RLXPROF(PROFNAME)

RLXS TARGET PARM1 PARM2 RLXDSN(DSN)

NOTE
Developers who use the RLXS command front end should avoid the use of execs, CLISTs, or keyword
parameters whose names begin with the letters RLX.

The following are the RLXS keyword parameters:

• RLXAUTH
Specifies a Db2 authorization ID to qualify any unqualified Db2 table or displays names that are referenced by RLX
SQL statements that are executed at runtime.

• RLXDSN
Identifies the Db2 subsystem with which RLXS should connect. The RLXDSN parameter is useful in migrating a RLX
application from one Db2 subsystem to another without impacting the application's users.

• RLXISPRM
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Specifies the name of the REXX parameter module RLX should use within ISPF to explicitly create a REXX language
processor environment (and associated REXX Environment Block). The default value is RLXISPRM.

• RLXMODE
Directs RLX to operate in shared thread mode when RLXMODE(SHARE_THREAD) is specified.

• RLXPGM
Specifies the name of the RLX SQL load module to use during a RLX session. This load module executes the SQL
statements that are issued by your RLX exec and CLIST procedures.

• RLXPLAN
Specifies the name of the Db2 application plan to use during a RLX session. The name can specify one of the dynamic
plans that are shipped with RLX or a static plan that is created with RLX/Compile.

• RLXPROF
Identifies an RLX shared profile whose values set the RLX Session Profile for the current session only. No update to
the RLX User Profile occurs. The RLXPROF mechanism enables the RLX application developer to specify Session
Profile attributes for all users of a particular dialog without disturbing individual profiles of those users. For more
information about defining RLX Shared Profiles, see the RLX Installation and Customization Guide or ask your RLX
product administrator.

• RLXSTAX(option)
Specifies the name of an Attention Interrupt Routine. An attention exit routine is given control asynchronously when
a user presses the attention key or when a simulated attention is specified while executing a clist or an exec. The
following options are supported:

• PROMPT
Displays prompt messages and allows you to select attention processing from a list of options. This option is a
default.

• NOPROMPT
Terminates RLX session unconditionally without any messages. The specification RLXSTAX(NOPROMPT)
suppresses issuance of prompting message RLX994I when a dialog user presses the ATTN key. By default, the
RLX attention exit that is driven by an attention interruption issues the following prompt: 'RLX994I RLX command
interrupted. Clear the screen and press the ENTER key.'

• IGNORE
Ignores attention. When ATTN key is pressed RLX attention exit is not scheduled.

When RLXSTAX(PROMPT) was specified or when the RLXSTAX parameter was omitted, the following messages are
issued when you press the ATTN key:

RLX994I RLX command interrupted. Clear the screen and press the ENTER key.

      

RLX994A RLX session interrupted. Select from one of the 

following: 

    C - Continue execution. 

    H - Halt execution of current REXX statement. 

    T - Terminate RLX session.

    S - Snap RLX control blocks.

You can select a desired option and press ENTER key.

When RLXSTAX(NOPROMPT) was specified on RLXS invocation then no messages will be displayed and the option T
is assumed when ATTN key was pressed.

When an active Db2 thread is abnormally terminated while terminating a RLX session, the abend messages are always
displayed and cannot be suppressed.
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Running RLX/TSO Applications in the TSO/ISPF Background
This article contains JCL that runs a RLX/TSO application in batch under TSO and ISPF.

Batch executions of RLX/TSO procedures require the same library allocations as their TSO foreground counterparts. In
addition, the diagnostics that are issued by RLX/TSO in background mode are comparable to those available in the TSO/
ISPF foreground.

The following code sample illustrates the JCL to run a RLX/TSO application in batch under TSO and ISPF. The jobstream
exists in machine-readable form as the member RLXBTSO of the CRAIJCL data set.

//RLXBATCH JOB ...

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,....

//*-------------------------------------------

//* Program libraries

//*-------------------------------------------

//STEPLIB DD DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD,DISP=SHR, *** RLX program library

// UNIT=sysda,VOL=SER=volser

// DD DSN=DSN.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR, *** Db2 program library

// UNIT=sysda,VOL=SER=volser

//*-------------------------------------------

//* TSO datasets

//*-------------------------------------------

//SYSPROC DD DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAICLS,DISP=SHR, *** both CLISTs and execs

// UNIT=sysda,VOL=SER=volser

// DD DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAICLS,DISP=SHR,

// UNIT=sysda,VOL=SER=volser

//SYSEXEC DD DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAIEXEC,DISP=SHR, *** REXX execs only

// UNIT=sysda,VOL=SER=volser

//*-------------------------------------------

//* ISPF dialog libraries

//*-------------------------------------------

//ISPMLIB DD DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAIMSG,DISP=SHR, *** RLX message library

// UNIT=sysda,VOL=SER=volser

// DD DSN=ISP.VvRrMm.SISPMENU,DISP=SHR,

// UNIT=sysda,VOL=SER=volser

//ISPPLIB DD DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAIPNL,DISP=SHR, *** RLX panel library

// UNIT=sysda,VOL=SER=volser

// DD DSN=ISP.VvRrMm.SISPPENU,DISP=SHR,

// UNIT=sysda,VOL=SER=volser

//ISPSLIB DD DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAISKEL,DISP=SHR, *** RLX skeleton library

// UNIT=sysda,VOL=SER=volser

// DD DSN=ISP.VvRrMm.SISPSENU,DISP=SHR,

// UNIT=sysda,VOL=SER=volser

//RLXLOAD DD DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD,DISP=SHR, *** Private RLX program library

// UNIT=sysda,VOL=SER=volser

//*-------------------------------------------

//* REXX output and RLX diagnostics

//*-------------------------------------------

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*

ISPSTART CMD(RLXS TBLNAMES SYSIBM RLXDSN(DSN) RLXPLAN(RLXPLANC) RLXPGM(RLXSQL)

The CRAIEXEC library (dataset RAI.Rvrm.CRAIEXEC) must be allocated to ddname SYSPROC and/or SYSEXEC.
Allocate the RLX message library (dataset RAI.Rvrm.CRAIMSG) to the file named ISPMLIB. Lastly, allocate ddname
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SYSTSPRT to SYSOUT or to a sequential print dataset of your choosing. The SYSTSPRT file receives the batch
diagnostics.

Controlling RLX Operation with the RLX Profile
The RLX profile attributes specify the characteristics of the RLX session environment, such as the name of the Db2
subsystem to which your application connects and the validation and formatting of date and time values.

The profile in force during a particular RLX session is the result of merging profile attributes from several sources. In this
scheme, source 1 (if specified) takes precedence over source 2, source 2 takes precedence over source 3 and so on. The
sources from which RLX obtains profile attributes and their order of precedence include:

1. Call Attach Facility (CAF) commands with which to explicitly manage Db2 connections and application plans.
2. RLX CONTROL services. These statements can be issued at any time during a session to dynamically modify RLX

profile attributes.
3. Keyword parameters of the RLXS command.
4. The set of REXX compound variables that share the stem RLXPROF. RLX applications can assign values to one

or more of these RLXPROF variables before requesting their first RLX service or before issuing a RLX CONTROL
REFRESH request. RLX uses only defined RLXPROF variables and ignores those that are uninitialized.

5. RLX profile variables fetched from the currently active ISPF application profile pool. When RLX detects the ISPF
environment during its initialization, it issues a series of VGET requests to retrieve RLX profile values from the
currently active ISPF application profile pool. This applies to RLX/SQL execs as well as REXX execs and TSO CLISTs
invoked through the RLXS command frontend. The RLX User Profile Facility enables users to set their own profile
attributes and retain them across RLX sessions in the current ISPF application profile pool.

NOTE
The ability of users to utilize values retrieved from their ISPF profile depends on a RLX installation option.
Check with your RLX product administrator whether users can set their own profiles through the RLX Profile
panels.

6. RLX shared profiles define a set of profile attributes that are stored as small load modules which can be shared
among several users and RLX applications. When the developer associates a RLX shared profile with a particular
application, it characterizes the session of any user who runs that procedure without updating the individual profile of
the user. This is in contrast to the RLX User Profile which defines the RLX session profile for all applications run by a
particular user.

7. RLX system defaults are defined when RLX is installed and are maintained in the load module named RLX$TSD
(the RLX Table of System Defaults). The profiles of all new users are initialized with these system default values. The
system defaults are also the first values merged at runtime into the application's session profile but may be overridden
by values specified through the other sources described above.

The various profile sources differ in terms of the number of profile attributes for which they provide specification support.
The profile sources that define the complete set of RLX profile attributes include:

• RLX profile attributes maintained as ISPF dialog variables in the profile pool
• The REXX compound variables which share the stem RLXPROF
• Profile attributes compiled and linked into shared RLX profile load modules
• RLX System Defaults

The following sources enable you to specify subsets of the RLX Profile Attributes:

• CAF services for Db2 connection and plan management
• RLX CONTROL services
• Keyword parameters of the RLXS command
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The RLX User Profile and RLX User Profile Facility
This article explains how to specify the Db2 related parameters, datatype conversion and output formatting for a RLX user
profile.

The RLX User Profile Facility (TSO command %RLXRPU) allows you to review and revise your RLX session profile
without executing a RLX procedure. You can configure your RLX User Profile to suit your individual preferences and then
save your preferences in the ISPF profile pool where they are retained across TSO logon sessions.

NOTE
When you specify profile options through the RLX User Profile and RLX Main Invocation Panel, they remain in
effect from one RLX session to the next. In contrast, RLX profile options set through the other methods remain in
effect while your application is running but are not permanently saved.

The first time that you run RLX, your sesssion reflects the system default profile that is established by the RLX
Administrator when the product was installed. You can override these defaults to suit your individual preferences through
the panels of the RLX Profile Facility. The panels group RLX profile options by kindred purposes. You can review and
revise these values as appropriate.

The following example shows the main RLX User Profile Facility panel:

------------------------ RLX User Profile Facility 1 ---------------------------

Command ===>

RLX067 - Review and revise your RLX Session Profile attributes

Environmental Parameters

   Db2 Subsystem   ===> DSN1     (Db2 subsystem with which to connect)

   Db2 plan name   ===> RLXvrmCS (Db2 application plan for RLX Sessions)

   SQL load module ===> RLXSQL   (Load module associated with Db2 appl plan)

   SQL Costing     ===> N        (Y/N - Externalize SQLERRD4 timerons value)

      

Data Format Preferences

   Numeric Format     ===> E        (I - Integer E - Edited Decimal)

   Date format        ===> I        (I - ISO,U - USA,E - EUR,J - JIS,L - Local)

   Time format        ===> I        (I - ISO,U - USA,E - EUR,J - JIS,L - Local)

Specify Db2 Related Parameters

The following Environmental Parameters specify the Db2 subsystem:

• Db2 Subsystem
Identifies the name of the Db2 subsystem to which your RLX application tries to connect. The default Db2 subsystem
name is defined during RLX installation.

• Db2 Plan Name
Identifies the name of the Db2 application plan to be used with your RLX procedure. The plan name may specify any
RLX plan that is created at installation time to support dynamic SQL. (For example, the plan that is named RLXvrmCS
is bound with an isolation level of Cursor Stability while the plan named RLXvrmRR exhibits the locking characteristics
associated with the Repeatable Read attribute.) Ask your RLX Product Administrator for the names of RLX application
plans you can use. Alternatively, plan name may specify the name of a static Db2 application plan that is produced by
RLX/Compile.

• SQL Load Module Name
Identifies the name of the executable load module which issues the SQL statements thatt are requested by your RLX
procedure. The load module named RLXSQL supports all RLX dynamic SQL applications and can be used with such
plans as RLXvrmCS and RLXvrmRR. Alternatively, you can specify the name of a static SQL load module produced by
RLX/Compile.
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NOTE
RLXSQL should be specified for execs that access Db2 subsystems running currently supported Db2
releases.

• SQL Costing
Governs whether the timerons value associated with a dynamic SQL statement (field SQLERRD4 in the SQLCA)
should be externalized. Since this is a relatively expensive value to externalize, the default is ‘N’.

Specify Datatype Conversion and Output Formatting

The Data Format Preferences attributes govern how RLX will validate input and format output for certain Db2 datatypes.
These profile attributes can also be set dynamically using the RLX CONTROL service during execution of your RLX
applications.

• Numeric Format
Governs the output formatting of host variables whose datatype is packed decimal or single/double precision floating
point. You can choose to format these column values either as integers (suitable for TSO CLIST arithmetic) or as
edited decimal values (suitable for display and/or printing).

• Date Format
Governs input validation and output formatting of host variables whose datatype is DATE. RLX supports all the date
formats defined in the Db2 SQL reference.

• Time Format
Governs input validation and output formatting of host variables whose datatype is TIME. RLX supports all the time
formats defined in the Db2 SQL reference.

CONTROL Service Settings
The second panel of the RLX User Profile Facility lets you specify error-handling options, scope options, and other options
for the CONTROL service.

------------------------ RLX User Profile Facility 2 --------------------------

Command ===>

CONTROL service settings

   When RLX Error  ===> F          (C - Cancel   F - Filter    R - Return)

   Error Panel     ===> D          (D - Display  N - No Display)

   When ISPF Error ===> C          (C - Cancel   R - Return)

   Cursor Scope    ===> L          (L - Local    G - Global)

   Variable Scope  ===> L          (L - Local    G - Global)

   Statement Scope ===> L          (L - Local    G - Global)

   Maximum Digits  ===> 9          (Before using scientific notation)

   Tracing Option  ===> 0          (Integer value between 0 and 255)

   RC/LASTCC value ===> S          (S - SQLCODE, N - Nonzero, Z - Zero)

   High Level Qual ===> RAI009     (for dynamically allocated datasets)

Host Variable Datatypes

   Typing method   ===> 3          (1 - VDEFINE, 2 - SQL Describe, 3 - Float)

   Check VDEFINEs  ===> 1          (1 - Yes,     2 - No)

   Review types    ===> 3          (1 - Yes,     2 - Warning, 3 - Unknown)

Error Handling

The following parameters specify error handling:
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• When RLX Error
Governs how RLX should respond to errors it detects in your application RLX statements.

• Error Panel
Determines whether RLX diagnostic panels (or line mode messages) appears in response to an error.

• When ISPF Error
Governs how (in an ISPF dialog environment) RLX should set the ISPF Error mode before returning control to your
dialog.

Scope Options

You can specify the following RLX Scope Options:

• Cursor Scope
Determines whether a CURSOR name DECLAREd within one procedure is recognized locally (within that procedure
only) or globally (within other REXX and TSO CLIST procedures as well).

• Variable Scope
Governs whether a host variable VDEFINEd within one procedure is recognized locally (within that REXX or CLIST
procedure only) or globally (within other procedures as well).

• Statement Scope
Governs whether a RLX SQL statement appearing in one REXX exec or TSO CLIST is recognized locally (within that
command procedure only) or globally (within other command procedures as well).

Precision of Floating Point Datatypes

RLX can return floating point values in either standard numeric format or scientific notation with some maximum number
of significant digits. If a result requires more than the maximum number of digits, you can request that RLX round the
result and can express it in exponential (scientific) notation. The precision setting (expressed as some positive integer)
governs the number of significant digits in a formatted numeric result. The default maximum number of digits before RLX
converts the result to scientific notation is 9.

Maximum Digits ===> 9 (Before using scientific notation)

Tracing Options

The Tracing Option is not implemented in the current RLX Release. For information how to activate the RLX internal
trace, see the RLX Installation and Customization Guide.

Return Code Options

The RC/LASTCC value option governs how a RLX command sets the value of the system variables RC (in REXX) and
&LASTCC (in TSO CLIST language). RLX can set the value of RC and &LASTCC equal to the value of the SQLCODE
associated with the SQL statement (or other RLX statement) just executed. Alternatively, in a manner analogous to
ISPF dialog services, RLX can set RC and &LASTCC to a value like 0, 4, 8, 12 or higher to provide a summary status
indication. Lastly, you can elect to always set RC and &LASTCC to a value of zero so as not to trigger the execution of an
error handling routine in either a REXX exec or a TSO CLIST.

High Level Qualifier Specification

The High Level Qual option specifies the high level qualifiers used to name any datasets that RLX may create and
allocate dynamically.
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Determining Host Variable Datatypes
The set of Host Variable Datatyping Defaults govern the means by which RLX derives and assigns datatypes to any SQL
input host variables that may appear in your SQL statements. Please note that the profile attributes discussed in this
section properly apply to the development phase only. By the time a RLX application is deployed for general use, the
datatypes of its input host variables should all be established, either implicitly by RLX or explicitly using the RLX VDEFINE
service.

Host Variable Datatyping Defaults

   Typing method   ===> 3           (1 - VDEFINE, 2 - SQL Describe, 3 - Float) 

   Check VDEFINEs? ===> 1           (1 - Yes, 2 - No)

   Review types?   ===> 1           (1 - Yes, 2 - Warning, 3 - Unknown)

• Typing method
Governs how much of the responsibility for assigning datatypes to SQL host variables is delegated to RLX and how
much the application developer explicitly assumes. Datatyping options range from 1 - the most restrictive (the RLX
developer must explicitly define all datatypes) - to 3 - the most relaxed (where RLX assigns a host variable datatype
whenever possible).
– VDEFINE

Specifies that the developer must explicitly define each SQL host variable using the RLX VDEFINE service.
Otherwise, the host variable datatype is unknown.

NOTE
RLX cannot execute SQL statements in which the datatypes of host variables are unknown.

– SQL Describe
Specifies that RLX uses the SQL DESCRIBE INPUT statement when it is available. Otherwise, RLX builds
and describes a dummy select statement to determine the datatypes of SQL input host variables in the original
statement.
In the following example, RLX describes the column integer_column and assigns its datatype to the input host
variable named integer_variable :
Example 1: Update someones.db2_table 

              set integer_column = :integer_variable

In the following example, RLX describes the multi-term expression SUBSTR(CHAR(DATE_COLUMN,ISO)1,4) and
assigns its composite datatype to the input host variable named year_variable .
Example 2: SELECT DATE_COLUMN 

              From someones.db2_table 

              Where Substr(Char(Date_Column,ISO),1,4) = year_variable

– Float
Delegates to RLX the greatest degree of datatyping responsibility. The Float option extends the SQL to include
support for complex arithmetic expressions like the following example:
SELECT INTEGER_COLUMN 

   From someones.db2_table 

   WHERE INTEGER_COLUMN = 

      :HOST_VAR1 + :HOST_VAR2 + 10 + :HOST_VAR3

When an arithmetic expression contains multiple host variable terms, RLX assigns a datatype of double precision
floating point to each host variable in the expression. Double precision floating point is chosen since it is the least
restrictive datatype for numeric values.

• Check VDEFINEs
Specifies whether RLX searches its pool of local and global variable definitions for a match on the host variable name.
RLX uses a matching host variable definition (established by a prior VDEFINE service request) when Yes is specified.
This ability to turn explicit datatyping on or off is provided as a convenience to developers.

• Review Types
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Specifies when (or if) the Host Variable Definition panels appear. These panels allow you to review, revise, and/or
specify the datatype characteristics of host variables appearing in the current RLX SQL statement. The Review Types
options are as follows:
– Yes - display the Host Variable Definition summary panel before executing a RLX SQL statement for the first time.
– Warning - display the Host Variable Definition summary panel if the datatype of one or more host variables is either

escalated to double precision floating point or is unknown.
– Unknown - display the Host Variable Definition summary panel if the datatypes of one or more host variables in the

current RLX SQL statement are unknown. This is the standard setting for executing RLX applications deployed for
general use.

NOTE
The Yes and Warning settings are appropriate while developing RLX applications. Typically, users running
RLX procedures deployed for general use set their Review Types option to Unknown. This effectively
suppresses display of these panels.

Host Variable Definition - Summary

The following panel lets you specify the host variable definitions:

--------------------------- Host Variable Definition---------------    ROW 1 of 8

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF

PSQ185 - Host variables marked R require datatype definition

   Host               Internal        Length or    Decimal    Nulls     Variable           

 Variable             Datatype        Precision      Scale    Allowed     Scope

   DV1                DECIMAL              15          5        Y          G

   DV2                DECIMAL              15          5        Y          G

   DV3                DECIMAL              15          5        Y          G

R_ DV4                UNKNOWN               0          0        N          S

R_ DV5                UNKNOWN               0          0        N          S

R_ DV6                UNKNOWN               0          0        N          S 

R_ LOW_LONG_NAME      UNKNOWN               0          0        N          S      

R_ HIGH_LONG_NAME     UNKNOWN               0          0        N          S               

***  Press END key to resume or RETURN key to bypass statement execution  ***

The leftmost column is a two character field without a heading label. This Status / Selection field serves both to display the
host variable status - as maintained by RLX - as well as to allow the variable to be selected for further processing.

• 'S' Key an S to select the current row for further processing on the form style Host Variable Definition panel.
• ' ' the blank denotes a host variable whose datatype was implicitly determined by RLX.
• 'R' denotes a host variable whose datatype characteristics require explicit definition by the developer before the

statement can be executed.
• '*' denotes a successfully processed host variable row.
• 'E' denotes a host variable row in which a definition error occurred

The next column displays the name of the SQL host variable.

NOTE
Host variables which are to be used as ISPF dialog variables should have names no longer than eight
characters in length.

The Internal Datatype column displays the host variable datatype. The host variable datatype may have been defined
explicitly by VDEFINE, assigned by RLX or left ambiguous.
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NOTE
When a datatype is ambiguous or unknown, its attributes - internal length, precision, scale, null status, and
scope - are undefined as well.

The Length or Precision column refers to the internal length or precision of an internal variable corresponding to the SQL
host variable referenced in your RLX exec or CLIST. For example, RLX allocates an aligned, full word binary integer of
length four for each SQL host variable having a datatype of INTEGER. The Precision value -- which pertains to DECIMAL
datatypes only -- denotes the number of packed decimal digits defined for the column.

The Decimal Scale column pertains to DECIMAL datatypes only. When the datatype is decimal it denotes the number of
packed decimal digits to the right of the decimal point. Otherwise its value is zero.

The Nulls Allowed column denotes whether this host variable can assume a value of NULL (and thus requires an
associated host indicator variable). The Y or N designation is derived as follows:

• Does the host variable's datatype permit it? Is the host variable the source or target of an SQL column that permits
NULLs?

• Does the host variable's usage in the statement require it? i.e., does the SQL source statement include an indicator
variable reference as in
UPDATE T1 SET COLUMN1 = :HOST_VARIABLE:INDICATOR_VARIABL

• Does the context of its usage allow it? For example, the following is a legal context in which to reference an indicator
variable
UPDATE T1 SET COLUMN1 = :HOST_VARIABLE:INDICATOR_VARIABLE

• However, the same host variable/indicator variable pair appearing in a WHERE clause is illegal, as in
WHERE COLUMN1 = :HOST_VARIABLE:INDICATOR_VARIABLE

The Variable Scope column denotes the range in which the definition of a host variable's datatype will be recognized.

• 'G' denotes a host variable whose datatype definition is known globally throughout a hierarchy of nested REXX execs
and/or TSO/CLISTs.

• 'L' denotes a host variable whose datatype definition is recognized locally within the current command procedure only.
• 'S' denotes a host variable whose datatype definition is recognized only within the current RLX SQL statement.

NOTE
Any datatype specifications made via the summary or form style Host Variable Definition panels remain in effect
during the current execution of the application only. Host variables whose datatype is UNKNOWN should be
explicitly defined via the RLX VDEFINE service before the application is deployed for general use.

Host Variable Definition - Form Style

The form style panel displays a single host variable definition for review and/or modification.

-------------------------- Host Variable Definition ---------------------------                             

Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> HALF

PSQ195 - Specify host variable data type attributes and press ENTER 

Host Variable Profile

   Host Variable Name     ===> DV1

   Data Type Code         ===> K          (Select from list of codes below) 

   Host Variable Datatype ===> DECIMAL                NULLs ===> Y

   Datatype Origin        ===> * GLOBAL VDEFINE *

   Internal Length        ===> 15         (Precision when Decimal) 

   Internal Scale         ===> 5          (0 when not Decimal)   

   Variable Scope         ===> G          (Statement, Local Exec, Global)

Datatype Codes

   A - Date          B - Time         C - Timestamp    D - Varchar    E - Char 
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   F - Long Varchar  G - Vargraphic   H - Graphic      I - Long Vargraphic

   J - Float         K - Decimal      L - Integer      M - Smallint

UPDATE RLXNUM SET INTEGER = :DV1:IV1 + 10 , SMALLINT = :DV2:IV2 - 56 , DEC150

= :DV3:IV3 , DEC55 = :DV4:IV4 , CHAR5 = :DV5:IV5 , VARCHAR10 = :DV6:IV6 WHERE

INTEGER BETWEEN :LOW_LONG_NAME AND :HIGH_LONG_NAME

The description and purpose of the form style panel fields are the same as for the Host Variable Definition summary
panel, except for the following fields:

• The Data Type Code field accepts a single alphabetic character selected from the list of datatype codes A through
M enumerated on the panel. RLX translates this code into the appropriate SQL datatype. These codes and their
corresponding SQL datatypes are listed in ascending order by their SQLTYPE values.

• The Datatype Origin field identifies the means by which the host variable datatype was determined.
When the host variable datatype is derived using SQL DESCRIBE, the Datatype Origin field contains the name of the
describing SQL column as in:
COLUMN_NAME           Host variable datatype = datatype of SQL column

Host variables whose datatype is assigned by RLX appear with the RLX origin literal bounded on the left and right by an
asterisk as in the following examples:

Datatype origin                   Significance

------------------                -----------------------------------------

* GLOBAL VDEFINE          *        Explicitly VDEFINEd host variables

* LOCAL  VDEFINE          *        Explicitly VDEFINEd host variables

* FORCED BY USAGE *       Host variables whose datatype is forced

                                  by usage.  For example, RLX sets the 

                                  datatypes of host variables appearing in

                                  a LIKE predicate to VARCHAR(255)

* ---> FLOAT              *       Datatype escalated to double precision

                                  floating  point

* UNKNOWN                 *       Host variable whose datatype is 

                                  ambiguous or unknown 

The RLX SQL statement containing the host variable appears for reference at the bottom of the panel as illustrated below.

UPDATE RLXNUM SET INTEGER = :DV1:IV1 + 10 , SMALLINT = :DV2:IV2 - 56 , DEC150 

= :DV3:IV3 , DEC55 = :DV4:IV4 , CHAR5 = :DV5:IV5 , VARCHAR10 = :DV6:IV6 WHERE 

      INTEGER BETWEEN :LOW_LONG_NAME AND :HIGH_LONG_NAME

RLX/ISPF Control Variables
------------------------ RLX User Profile Facility 3 --------------------------

Command ===>

RLX067 - Review and revise your RLX Session Profile attributes

Default RLX/ISPF CONTROL Settings

   Maximum Rows     ===> 1000        (Loaded by DECLARE ISPFTABLE service)

   Replace _ Char   ===> #           (Underscore replacement character)

   ** Defaults for SQL query results previously loaded into ISPF tables **
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   Temp ISPF Tbls   ===> D           (E - Extend, D - Delete, T - test mode)

   Perm ISPF Tbls   ===> E           (E - Extend, D - Delete, T - test mode)

Additional RLX Session variables

   Max Attentions   ===> 3            (before forcing session cancellation)

   Maximum tokens   ===> 15000        (comprising an RLX SQL statement)

        

Specify Color Attributes              W - White

   Input - Normal   ===> G            R - Red

   Input - High     ===> R            B - Blue

   Output - Normal  ===> B            G - Green

   Output - High    ===> B            P - Pink

   Text - Normal    ===> B            Y - Yellow

   Text - High      ===> W            T - Turquoise

The group of profile attributes labeled Default RLX/ISPF CONTROL Settings govern various aspects of RLX/
ISPF operation. These RLX/ISPF profile attributes can also be set dynamically (via the RLX CONTROL service) during
execution of your RLX applications.

• The Maximum Rows option places a limit on the number of SQL query result rows that the RLX DECLARE
ISPFTABLE and DECLARE REXXSTEM services attempt to load. Maximum Rows specifies an integer value from 0
through 2,147,483,647. RLX does not attempt to limit the number of rows it loads when Maximum Rows specifies a
value less than one. See the CONTROL LIMIT service for additional information.

• The Replace _ Char option designates a replacement character for the underscore '_'. A replacement character for the
underscore may be needed for the following reason. Although the underscore is a valid character in forming the names
of Db2 entities such as column names, the underscore is illegal as a character in the name of an ISPF dialog variable.
Thus a name like COL_NAME can create severe errors in ISPF dialog services or the RLX DECLARE ISPFTABLE
service.
Although any alphabetic or national character is allowable, we recommend you choose an underscore replacement
character from among the national characters #, @, and $. The RLX CONTROL URC service enables you to
dynamically change the underscore replacement character during execution of your RLX applications.

Defaults for SQL query results previously loaded into ISPF tables provide three modes with which to govern RLX/
ISPF operation.

• The Extend option causes RLX to add rows to SQL answer sets previously loaded into ISPF tables.
• The Delete option causes RLX to remove the rows of the previous query result and load the current answer set into

a cleared table. In addition, the delete option makes it unnecessary for your dialog to issue explicit ISPEXEC TBEND
statements.

• The Test option applies to both the ISPF table loaded with SQL query results as well as the dynamic table display
panel processed by the RLX TBDISPL service. When the test option is in effect, the DECLARE ISPFTABLE request
is reprocessed each time the statement is executed. Further, any referencing RLX TBDISPL request is reprocessed
whenever the corresponding DECLARE ISPFTABLE is re-executed. As a consequence, the column composition of
the ISPF table and TBDISPL panel can change from one execution to the next. This is appropriate when the column
selection list of a DECLARE ISPFTABLE request is itself subject to change.

Maximum Attentions

The Max Attentions attribute appears under the heading Additional RLX Session variables . This value
governs how many attention interrupts the RLX attention exit accepts before forcing session cancellation. The default
value is 3.
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Maximum Tokens

The Maximum Tokens attribute also appears under the heading Additional RLX Session variables . This value
specifies a limit for the number of tokens that can comprise RLX SQL statements. The default value is 1500 but can be set
higher for applications which issue long SQL statements.

Specify Color Attributes of the RLX Panels

The bottom set of options allows you to Specify Color Attributes for the panels supplied with and displayed by
RLX.

The Specify Color Attributes options permit you to designate colors associated with various field types for the panels
displayed from the RLX panel library.

Controlling RLX Operation with the RLXPROF Compound Variables
When your application directs its first request to the RLX Host Command Environment handler (such as a RLX request or
ISPF dialog service), RLX attempts to access the set of RLXPROF compound variables. In addition, the RLX CONTROL
REFRESH service enables your application to request that RLX refetch these same RLXPROF variables. In either case,
RLX only uses the values of defined RLXPROF variables to dynamically update the session profile it maintains internally.
RLX ignores the values of any RLXPROF compound variables that are uninitialized and that have a value equal to their
name.

Any or all of these RLX profile variables may be set by simple REXX assignment as illustrated in the following REXX
fragment:

/* REXX */

      

address RLX

rlxprof.dsn = 'DSN'                     (1)

rlxprof.date = 'I'                      (2)

'RLX declare cursor_name cursor for...’ (3)

Where

(1) The developer specifies the name of the Db2 subsystem with which the application should connect by assigning the
literal string 'DSN' to the RLX profile variable RLXPROF.DSN.

(2) Here, the developer specifies the format option (ISO) to be used to validate date values on input and to present date
values on output. This is accomplished by assigning the literal string 'I' to the RLX profile variable RLXPROF.DATE.

(3) The first RLX service request signals RLX to fetch the RLXPROF compound variables. This set of RLXPROF stemmed
variables is used to update the session profile RLX maintains internally.

Alternatively, you can predefine set of profile attributes as sharable load modules using the RLX Shared Profile Definition
Facility. These aggregate profiles can then be referenced symbolically by setting a value for the variable named
RLXPROF.PROFILE.

At the conclusion of its initialization processing or before the RLX CONTROL REFRESH service returns control to
your application, RLX updates the values of the complete set of RLXPROF variables. This allows your application to
determine the current values of the RLX profile attributes. The RLX sample exec named RMVDPROF illustrates how a
RLX procedure can set and then inspect RLX profile attributes.

RLX now supports RRSAF as well as CAF as a Db2 attachment facility. Set stemmed variable RLXPROF.RLXDAF = 'R' to
request RRSAF as the Db2 attachment facility. RLXPROF.RLXDAF = 'C' explicitly requests CAF support.

/* REXX */
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address RLX

      rlxprof.profile = 'SHRPROF'             (1)

'RLX declare cursor_name cursor for...’ (2)

Where

(1) The developer specifies a RLX shared profile by assigning the name of the RLX shared profile load module to the
REXX stemmed variable named RLXPROF.PROFILE.

(2) The first RLX service request signals RLX to fetch the RLXPROF compound variables. In this case, only the value
of the compound variable named RLXPROF.PROFILE is defined. Its value is used to load the RLX shared profile load
module named SHRPROF. RLX uses the profile values compiled into that module to update the internally maintained
session profile.

Environmental Parameters

This example shows the set of RLX Profile stemmed variables that correspond to the profile attributes labeled
Environmental Parameters  :

Environmental Parameters

   Db2 Subsystem   ===> DSN         (Db2 subsystem with which to connect) 

   Retry Count     ===> 0           (Connection retries if Db2 is not active)

   Db2 plan name   ===> RLXvrmCS    (Db2 applicationplan for RLX Sessions)

   SQL load module ===> RLXSQL      (Load module associated with Db2 appl plan)

rlxprof.dsn          ->  Db2 subsystem name 

rlxprof.retry        ->  Db2 connection retry count 

rlxprof.plan         ->  RLX application plan name 

rlxprof.pgm          ->  RLX SQL load module  name

Data Format Preferences

The set of RLX Profile stemmed variables associated with the profile attributes labeled Data Format Preferences are
as follows:

Data Format Preferences

   Numeric Format  ===> E           (I - Integer  E - Edited Decimal)

   Date format     ===> I           (I - ISO,U - USA,E - EUR,J - JIS,L - Local) 

   Time format     ===> I           (I - ISO,U - USA,E - EUR,J - JIS,L - Local) 

rlxprof.numeric      ->  Default numeric format

                'I'      Return as zoned decimal integer 

                'E'      Return as edited decimal value

rlxprof.date         ->  Date format preference 

rlxprof.time         ->  Time format preference  

 

CONTROL Service Parameters

The set of RLX Profile stemmed variables associated with the profile attributes labeled CONTROL service settings
are as follows:

CONTROL service settings

   When RLX Error  ===> F              (C - Cancel F - Filter R - Return)

   Error Panel     ===> D              (D - Display N - No Display)

   When ISPF Error ===> C              (C - Cancel R - Return)

   Cursor Scope    ===> L              (L - Local G - Global)

   Variable Scope  ===> L              (L - Local G - Global)
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   Statement Scope ===> L              (L - Local G - Global)

   Maximum Digits  ===> 9              (Before using scientific notation)

   Tracing Option  ===> 0              (Integer value between 0 and 255)

   RC/LASTCC value ===> S              (S - SQLCODE, N - Nonzero, Z - Zero)

   High Level Qual ===> RAI            (for dynamically allocated datasets)

rlxprof.errors -> Whenever RLX error take the following action

                  'C' cancel for all -SQLCODEs

                  'F' filter -SQLCODEs (cancel or return)

                  'R' return -SQLCODEs to user exec

 rlxprof.epanel    -> RLX error panel display option

                  'D' Display error panel

                  'N' Don't display error panel

 rlxprof.isperror  -> Action whenever ISPF error

                  'C' Whenever ISPF error cancel

                  'R' Whenever ISPF error return

 rlxprof.csrscope  -> scope of recognition for cursor names

                  'L' cursor name recognized within exec

                  'G' cursor name recognized between execs

 rlxprof.stmscope  -> Statement string scope

                  'L' String recognized within exec

                  'G' String recognized between execs

 rlxprof.varscope  -> variable name recognition scope

                  'L' var name recognized within exec

                  'G' var name recognized between execs

 rlxprof.precision -> Maximum digits before using scientific notation

 rlxprof.trace     -> RLX tracing option integer value

 rlxprof.setrc     -> set Rexx RC or Clist &lastcc

                   'Y' yes - set rc/lastcc = sqlcode

                   'S' Set rc/lastcc = sqlcode

                   'N' Set rc/lastcc to non zero value

                   'Z' Set rc/lastcc to zero value

 rlxprof.hlq       -> Dataset high level qualifier

 rlxprof.freecsr   -> free cursor slots available

 rlxprof.freehcsr  -> free cursor with hold slots available

 rlxprof.freediu   -> free delete, insert, update slots available

Host Variables Datatypes

The set of RLX Profile stemmed variables associated with the profile attributes labeled Host Variable Datatypes
(illustrated above) are as follows:

Host Variable Datatypes

   Typing method  ===> 3      (1 - VDEFINE, 2 - SQL Describe, 3 - Float)

   Check VDEFINEs ===> 1      (1 - Yes, 2 - No)

   Review types   ===> 3      (1 - Yes, 2 - Warning, 3 - Unknown)

rlxprof.hvmethod      -> Host variable definition method

               '1'       Datatype via explicit vdefine

               '2'       Datatype via sql describe

               '3'    Escalate ambiguous numerics to floating point

rlxprof.hvcheck       -> host variable definition check

               'Y'       yes - check vdefine pools

               'N'       no - dont check vdefine pools

rlxprof.hvreview      -> Host variable review (of datatypes)
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               '0' Don't review under any circumstances

               '1' Yes - review datatype before execution

               '2' Review if RLX makes assumptions

               '3' Review if unknown datatypes   

Default RLX/ISPF CONTROL Settings

The set of RLX Profile stemmed variables associated with the profile attributes labeled Default RLX/ISPF CONTROL
Settings are as follows:

Default RLX/ISPF CONTROL Settings

   Maximum Rows   ===> 1000 (Loaded by DECLARE ISPFTABLE service)

   Replace _ Char ===> #    (Underscore replacement character)

rlxprof.limit -> Max rows retrieved

rlxprof.urc -> Underscore replacement character 

Default for Query Results Processed by DECLARE ISPFTABLE and RLX TBDISPL

The set of RLX Profile stemmed variables associated with the profile attributes are as follows:

Default for query results processed by DECLARE ISPFTABLE and RLX TBDISPL

   Temp ISPF Tbls ===> D            (E - Extend, D - Delete, T - Test mode)

   Perm ISPF Tbls ===> E            (E - Extend, D - Delete, T - Test mode) 

rlxprof.temp_tbl     -> Temp ISPF table disposition

             'E'        Disposition = extend

             'D'        Disposition = delete

             'T'        Disposition = test

rlxprof.perm_tbl     -> Permanent ISPF table disposition

             'E' Disposition = extend

             'D' Disposition = delete

             'T' Disposition = test 

Controlling RLX during Execution: The RLX CONTROL Service
The RLX CONTROL service lets you dynamically update attributes of the RLX session profile during execution of your
RLX procedures. The attributes that comprise the RLX Profile govern various aspects of RLX runtime operation. In
addition, RLX profile attributes may affect the ISPF command procedure environment (when ISPF is active).

The following table enumerates the base set of RLX CONTROL services and the environment attributes they govern:

RLX CONTROL     What the service controls; 

service         Section number and syntax

----------      -------------------------------------------------------------

      

REFRESH         Refetch and update RLXPROF variables in the ISPF or RLXPROF pool 

ERRORS          Error handling:  How RLX responds to errors it detects 

ISPERROR        ISPF command procedure error handling - will your EXEC be canceled or will it 

                regain control if severe ISPF errors occur?

EPANEL          Error reporting:  Does RLX display an error diagnostic panel if an error occurs?

NUMERIC         Output formatting of numeric datatypes:  will they be formatted as zoned-decimal 
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                integers suitable for CLIST arithmetic or as edited-decimal values suitable for display?

DATE            Input editing and output formatting of DATE datatypes 

TIME            Input editing and output formatting of TIME datatypes 

SCOPE           Scope of cursor and/or host variable name recognition:

                will a cursor name or host variable VDEFINE be known locally within the current EXEC or

 globally across 

                nested EXECS?

VDEFINE         Explicitly define host variable datatypes and attributes

Profile attributes specified through the RLX CONTROL service take precedence over specifications from all other sources.
The RLX CONTROL service is patterned after the ISPEXEC CONTROL service. RLX CONTROL service requests can be
coded anywhere in your RLX procedures and issued at any time during execution. Changes to the RLX Profile and run-
time environment requested through the RLX CONTROL service take effect immediately.

The following table enumerates the RLX CONTROL services that govern the operation of RLX extension facilities (such
as RLX/ISPF and DECLARE REXXSTEM):

RLX CONTROL   What the service controls; 

service       Section number and syntax

-----------   ------------------------------------------------------------------

LIMIT         Limit the number of rows from SQL query results 

              loaded via DECLARE ISPFTABLE and DECLARE REXXSTEM requests.

      

ISPFTABLE     specify whether to add rows to SQL answer sets

              previously loaded into an ISPF table by the RLX DECLARE ISPFTABLE

              service or to delete the rows of the previous query result.

URC           Designate a replacement character for the underscore '_' 

              since the underscore is a valid character in forming a

              Db2 column name but is illegal as part of the name of an

              ISPF command procedure variable.

The RLX CONTROL REFRESH Service
During the RLX session initialization, RLX attempts to access a set of REXX compound variables which share the stem
RLXPROF. If RLX detects the ISPF environment, then it also tries to VGET a set of RLX profile variables from the profile
pool of the currently active ISPF application.

The RLX CONTROL REFRESH service provides a way to globally update the RLX session profile with values obtained
from either the RLXPROF compound variables, the RLX profile variables resident in the currently active ISPF application
profile pool, or both sources. The CONTROL REFRESH service has the following syntax:

RLX CONTROL REFRESH refresh_option

Where refresh_option identifies the source of the values RLX uses to update the profile. The acceptable option
values are following:

• The ISPF option directs RLX to VGET the RLX profile variables from the currently active ISPF application profile pool.
Your dialog should VPUT any updating values in the ISPF profile pool before requesting the ‘CONTROL REFRESH
ISPF’ service.
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NOTE
The CONTROL REFRESH service ignores the ISPF refresh option if ISPF is not active.

• The RLXPROF option directs RLX to fetch the set of REXX compound variables which share the stem RLXPROF.
These >RLX profile attributes may be set by simple REXX assignment before issuing the CONTROL REFRESH
RLXPROF service.

• A refresh_option of BOTH directs RLX to first VGET profile values from the currently active ISPF profile pool, and then
merge these values with the set of REXX compound variables which share the stem RLXPROF.

The following example illustrates the use of the CONTROL REFRESH service:

/* rexx */

      

address rlx

      

rlxprof.date = 'I'            (1)

      

'rlx control refresh rlxprof' (2)

Where

(1) Any of the RLX profile attributes may be set by simple REXX assignment. In this case, the developer specifies a date
formatting option of ISO by assigning the literal string 'I' to the RLX profile variable RLXPROF.DATE.

(2) The CONTROL REFRESH request with an option of RLXPROF directs RLX to update the session profile from the set
of REXX compound variables which share the stem RLXPROF. RLX only uses the values of compound variables which
have been assigned a value (such as RLXPROF.DATE in the previous statement). The values of uninitialized attributes
are not used.

Error Handling
This topic discusses how your RLX procedures can dynamically control RLX error handling.

• The RLX CONTROL service setting When RLX Error governs how RLX responds to the various categories of errors
that may arise as your RLX procedures execute.

• The When ISPF Error option is in effect only when an ISPF command procedure environment is active. This option
governs how RLX sets the ISPF Error mode before returning control to your RLX procedure.

• The Error Panel option determines whether RLX Diagnostic and Reporting Facility panels are displayed in response to
an error.

Error Processing Sequence

The EPANEL service is independent of the CONTROL ERRORS setting except when the current SQLCODE matches
a code in the FILTER CODE list. The following code sample shows how an error is processed in accordance with the
options specified by the CONTROL ERRORS and CONTROL EPANEL services:

Error detected

 If EPANEL OPTION = DISPLAY and

 SQLCODE does not match a FILTER code value then 

    Display RLX diagnostic Panel

 Else

    Suppress display of RLX diagnostic Panel 

 Endif

 Select RLX ERRORS Option 
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    When Cancel

       Terminate the application When Filter

    Compare the current SQLCODE against list of filter codes 

    If SQLCODE matches a FILTER code value

       return control to the application 

    Else

       Terminate the application

    Endif

  When Return

     Return control to application

End

Developing, Testing and Deploying RLX Procedures

It may facilitate RLX application testing to set the following options concerning RLX error handling and the display of
diagnostic panels:

RLX CONTROL ERRORS RETURN 

RLX CONTROL EPANEL DISPLAY

The CONTROL ERRORS RETURN setting allows your RLX application to continue execution even if it encounters severe
errors. This allows you to detect several errors, syntactical, contextual, SQL related, or data related, in a single trial.

When testing is complete, you can change the RLX error handling and error reporting options to settings more appropriate
for production use. For example:

CONTROL ERRORS FILTER 

CONTROL EPANEL DISPLAY

The RLX CONTROL ERRORS Service
The RLX CONTROL service setting When RLX Error governs how RLX responds to the various categories of errors
that may arise as your RLX procedures execute. The CONTROL ERRORS service tells RLX how to respond to errors it
may encounter in your RLX statements. Possible error categories include syntax and logic errors detected by the RLX
semantic parser, SQL errors detected by the RLX/Db2 interface and data errors detected by the RLX data conversion
routines.

The CONTROL ERRORS service has the following syntax:

RLX CONTROL ERRORS error_option

Where error_option specifies one of the following: CANCEL, RETURN, or FILTER.

• When the CANCEL option is in effect and a severe error takes place, RLX deliberately abends your command
procedure with a User 2001. As part of deliberate termination, RLX aborts the Db2 application plan, rolls back all
pending database changes, and cleans up the session environment. The option is requested thus:
RLX CONTROL ERRORS CANCEL

• The RETURN option directs RLX to return control to your command procedure when a severe error is encountered. The
RETURN option is useful while testing a RLX command procedure since it lets you encounter and identify several errors
in a single trial. Upon returning control to your RLX application, the values of the SQLCA and RC variables are set to
reflect and describe the error. Your command procedure can reference these variables to format whatever response
you deem appropriate in lieu of the standard RLX error reporting panels. The RETURN option is requested thus:
RLX CONTROL ERRORS RETURN

• The RLX CONTROL ERRORS FILTER option combines characteristics of the RETURN and the CANCEL options. It
allows you to specify a list of one or more SQLCODE values for which you supply explicit logic to handle errors.
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If one of the SQLCODEs you designate in the Filter code list should occur at execution time, your command procedure
does not terminate. Instead, RLX returns control to your application. Nor will RLX display a diagnostic panel. However,
if the run-time error does not match one of the SQLCODE values specified in the Filter code list, RLX proceeds as if
CONTROL ERRORS CANCEL was specified.

NOTE
The FILTER option may be a more appropriate choice if you want to provide customized error handling for
your RLX command procedures.

Using the FILTER Option

As an example of where the CONTROL FILTER service might prove useful, consider a data entry application in which
rows will be inserted into a table for which a UNIQUE index column has been defined. You want your application to regain
control when a duplicate key error occurs (SQLCODE value of -803) but you want default RLX handling of other severe
errors. The syntax for requesting the FILTER option is:

RLX CONTROL ERRORS FILTER filter_option

where 'filter_option' is:

• a single SQLCODE such as RLX CONTROL ERROR FILTER CODES -803
• a list of SQLCODEs within parentheses such as RLX CONTROL ERROR FILTER CODES (-803 -904 -911 -913)
• the DEFAULT keyword such as RLX CONTROL ERROR FILTER DEFAULT

The DEFAULT keyword instructs RLX to reinstate the FILTER code values established as defaults at your installation. The
following table shows a default set of negative SQLCODE eligible for FILTER error handling:

SQLCODE      Significance 

-------      --------------------------- 

-803         Duplicate INSERT 

-100001      Invalid host variable value 

             (Set by RLX)

The following exec illustrates the use of the RLX CONTROL FILTER service in context:

/* REXX */

      

"RLX CONTROL ERROR FILTER CODES (-204 -206)"               (1)

      

"RLX DECLARE CSR1 CURSOR FOR", 

      "SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4", 

      "FROM UNDEFINED_TABLE",                              (2)

      "WHERE COL1 = :HOSTVAR", 

      "ORDER BY COL1 DESC"

      

If SQLCODE = -204 then                                     (3)

Do 

      Say 'The table named UNDEFINED_TABLE does not exist' (4)

End

      

"RLX CONTROL ERROR FILTER DEFAULT"                         (5)

      

"RLX DECLARE CSR1 CURSOR FOR                               (6)

    SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4 

    FROM UNDEFINED_TABLE

    WHERE COL1 = :HOSTVAR 
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    ORDER BY COL1 DESC" 

Return

where

(1) Direct RLX to filter severe errors for SQLCODE values of -204 and -206. If one of these SQLCODE values is
encountered, RLX should return control to your application.

(2) This statement deliberately references a table which does not exist to produce a -204 SQLCODE.

(3) Your application can check the REXX variable named SQLCODE for its value.

(4) Devise your own error handling for the SQLCODE value -204.

(5) This RLX CONTROL service reinstates the installation default set of SQLCODE subject to FILTER error handling.

(6) Reissue the same statement as in (2) to produce the same SQL error. This time however, allow RLX to CANCEL your
application (the default action) when a –204 SQLCODE error occurs.

The RLX CONTROL ISPERROR Service - RLX ISPF Error Handling
The When ISPF Error option is in effect only when an ISPF command procedure environment is active. This option
governs how RLX sets the ISPF Error mode before returning control to your RLX procedure. The RLX CONTROL
ISPERROR service pertains only to RLX applications that run in the TSO/ISPF environment. The RLX CONTROL
ISPERROR service governs the ISPF error mode for your application. RLX CONTROL ISPERROR works like the ISPF
dialog service CONTROL ERRORS which governs how ISPF responds to errors in your application ISPF dialog service
requests.

The RLX CONTROL ISPERROR service is provided because RLX internally maintains its own ISPF dialog environment.
While processing, RLX switches between several concurrently active ISPF command procedure functions, each having its
own ISPF command procedure error handling environment. This effectively masks the ISPF CONTROL ERRORS setting
your command procedure may explicitly issue. To set the ISPF error mode for your RLX dialogs, use the RLX CONTROL
ISPERROR service rather than the ISPEXEC CONTROL ERRORS service. The RLX command resets the ISPF error
handling mode to your RLX CONTROL ISPERROR setting before returning control to your EXEC.

The syntax for requesting the RLX CONTROL ISPERROR service is:

RLX CONTROL ISPERROR isperror_option

Valid options for the RLX CONTROL ISPERROR are CANCEL and RETURN - the same as for the ISPEXEC CONTROL
ERRORS service.

• CANCEL specifies that the dialog should terminate on an error (a return code of 12 or higher from any ISPF service). If
a severe error occurs while executing an ISPF dialog service, ISPF writes a message to the ISPF log file and displays
a panel describing the error.

• RETURN directs ISPF to return control to your dialog even if a severe error occurs while processing an ISPF dialog
service. The ISPF system variable ZERRMSG contains the ID of the message that describes the error.

NOTE
After invoking the RLXS command, your command procedure always starts with an initial RLX CONTROL
ISPERROR setting of CANCEL. Even when specified through the RLX Profile or through the RLXS command,
an ISPF error handling mode of RETURN does not become effective until the first RLX statement is processed.

The RLX CONTROL EPANEL Service - RLX Error Reporting
The RLX CONTROL EPANEL service (the Error Panel option) determines whether RLX displays a diagnostic panel when
errors are detected in RLX statements. The syntax for requesting the CONTROL EPANEL service is:

RLX CONTROL EPANEL epanel_option
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Where

• The DISPLAY option requests that RLX format and display a diagnostic panel when severe errors occur.
e.g., RLX CONTROL EPANEL DISPLAY

• The NONDISPL option requests that RLX suppress the display of diagnostic panels when errors occur.
 e.g., RLX CONTROL EPANEL NONDISPL

Datatype Conversion and Output Formatting
This section describes how RLX processes host variables that contain numeric values, date values, and time values
regarding input editing and output formatting. Several RLX CONTROL services enable you to specify how RLX formats
the values it returns to your application. In addition, you can specify such parameters as the format of date and time
values that your application present to RLX and Db2.

For information about how to explicitly define the datatype characteristics of one or more host variables, see the RLX
CONTROL VDEFINE Service.

Output Formatting of Numeric Datatypes

The TSO CLIST language provides rather limited support for numeric datatypes and for calculations. This is because the
CLIST language allows only integer values for numeric datatypes. Therefore, in order to perform arithmetic with a numeric
variable, the variable must have an integer value.

This is a serious limitation concerning packed decimal and floating point datatypes. For these datatypes, you must choose
between formatting the result either in a form suitable for display (for example, edited-decimal value of 12345.67) or as an
integer value suitable for arithmetic.

NOTE
The restrictions described in this section apply primarily to RLX applications that issue SQL requests from
application components written in the TSO CLIST language. The restrictions do not apply to REXX. Rather, RLX
applications written in REXX can leave the setting that controls output formatting of numeric datatypes to the
default value of 'edited'. This setting is suitable for both display and arithmetic.

The CONTROL NUMERIC service lets you switch between integer and edited decimal output formats and it globally
affects all variables whose internal datatype is packed decimal or floating point (single or double precision). Its syntax is:

RLX CONTROL NUMERIC numeric_option

Where

• RLX CONTROL NUMERIC EDITED causes RLX to format the variable as an edited decimal value on output. For
example, 123.45, there are result digits to the right of a decimal point.

• RLX CONTROL NUMERIC INTEGER causes RLX to format the variable as an integer value on output. For example,
12345.

Input Editing and Output Formatting of DATE Datatypes

The RLX CONTROL DATE service specifies which date format should be used during input and output processing of
DATE datatypes. On input, your choice of date format governs which edit validations will be conducted to determine
whether a string representation of a date value is valid.

NOTE
RLX validates date string values before passing them to Db2. If a RLX procedure invoked through the RLXS
frontend detects an invalid date string value, it displays a Data Error panel rather than globally rejecting the
entire SQL statement. This allows the user to readily identify the error and rekey the value rather than terminate
the application.
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On output, your choice of date format governs how RLX presents string representations of date values for display.

The CONTROL DATE service, through its support for the various date formats described in the Db2 SQL reference,
allows you to switch among the various date formats. Its syntax is:

RLX CONTROL DATE date_option

Where date_option is one of the date format name abbreviations described below and in the Db2 SQL reference:

• RLX CONTROL DATE ISO - causes RLX to edit and format date values consistent with the International Standards
Organization (ISO) format.
For example: - yyyy-mm-dd, as in 1990-12-25.

• RLX CONTROL DATE   - causes RLX to edit and format date values consistent with IBM standard () format.
For example: - mm/dd/yyyy, as in 12/25/1990.

• RLX CONTROL DATE EUR - causes RLX to edit and format date values consistent with IBM European standard
(EUR) format.
For example: - dd.mm.yyyy, as in 25.12.1990.

• RLX CONTROL DATE JIS - causes RLX to edit and format date values consistent with the Japanese Industrial
Standard JapaJ(JIS) format.
For example: - yyyy-mm-dd, as in 1990-12-25.

RLX also supports date strings defined as LOCAL, the format for which is site-defined.

Input Editing and Output Formatting of TIME Datatype

The RLX CONTROL TIME service specifies which time format should be used during input and output processing of TIME
datatypes. On input, your choice of time format governs which edit validations will be conducted to determine whether a
string representation of a time value is valid.

NOTE
RLX validates time string values before passing them to Db2. If a RLX procedure invoked through the RLXS
frontend detects an invalid time string value, it displays a Data Error panel rather than globally rejecting the
entire SQL statement. This allows the user to readily identify the error and rekey the value rather than terminate
the command procedure.

On output, your choice of time format governs how RLX formats string representations of time values for display.

The CONTROL TIME service, through its support for the various time formats described in the Db2 SQL reference, allows
you to switch among the various time formats. Its syntax is:

RLX CONTROL TIME time_option

Where time_option  is one of the time format name abbreviations described below and in the Db2 SQL reference:

• RLX CONTROL TIME ISO - causes RLX to edit and format time values consistent with the International Standards
Organization (ISO) format.
For example: - hh.mm.ss, as in 13.30.15

• RLX CONTROL TIME  - causes RLX to edit and format time values consistent with IBM standard () format.
For example: - hh:mm PM, 12:15 PM

• RLX CONTROL TIME EUR - causes RLX to edit and format time values consistent with IBM European standard (EUR)
format.
For example: - hh.mm.ss, 13.30.15

• RLX CONTROL TIME JIS - causes RLX to edit and format time values consistent with the Japanese Industrial
Standard (JIS) format.
For example: - hh:mm:ss, 13:30:15

RLX also supports date strings defined as LOCAL, the format for which is site-defined.
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Scope Control
The RLX CONTROL SCOPE CURSOR, CONTROL SCOPE HOSTVAR, and CONTROL SCOPE STATEMENT services
govern how RLX controls scope.

Scope of Cursor Name Recognition

By default, a cursor name DECLAREd in an outer EXEC will not be recognized within an inner exec or TSO CLIST. This is
intended to maximize the independence of separately written procedures should the same name be used inadvertently in
more than one procedure. On the other hand, developers may deliberately intend to reference the same cursor in both an
outer and inner command procedure. RLX provides the CONTROL SCOPE CURSOR service for this purpose. Its syntax
is:

RLX CONTROL SCOPE CURSOR scope_option

Where 'scope_option' is either LOCAL or GLOBAL:

• The LOCAL option instructs RLX to consider only DECLARE CURSOR statements within the current command
procedure as it tries to identify a cursor name referenced in SQL OPEN, FETCH, and CLOSE statements. Thus, two
cursors DECLAREd with the same name in two different procedures are treated as separate entities.

• In contrast, the GLOBAL option instructs RLX to consider all DECLARE CURSOR statements executed so far within
a nested hierarchy of REXX execs and/or TSO CLISTs in its attempt to identify a cursor name. Thus, a cursor can be
DECLAREd in one command procedure, OPENed in another, and FETCHed and CLOSEd within yet another exec or
TSO CLIST. When CONTROL SCOPE CURSOR GLOBAL is in effect, each of these statements makes reference to
the same CURSOR entity.

Scope of Recognition for Host Variable VDEFINEs

By default, a host variable name VDEFINEd in an outer command procedure will not be recognized within an inner
command procedure. This is intended to maximize the independence of separately written procedures should the same
name be used inadvertently in more than one procedure. On the other hand, developers may deliberately intend to
reference the same host variable in both an outer and inner exec or TSO CLIST and uses the same explicit variable
definition. RLX provides the CONTROL SCOPE HOSTVAR service in support of this requirement. The syntax for
requesting this service is:

RLX CONTROL SCOPE HOSTVAR scope_option

Where 'scope_option' is either LOCAL or GLOBAL:

• The LOCAL option instructs RLX to place subsequent VDEFINE entries within a local pool associated with the current
exec or TSO CLIST. Thus, two VDEFINEs for variables of the same name that appear in two different procedures are
treated as separate variable definitions.

• In contrast, the GLOBAL option instructs RLX to add new VDEFINE entries to the global pool associated with the
entire RLX application. Thus, a host variable can be VDEFINEd in one command procedure and referenced in
others. By searching the global VDEFINEs pool, every host variable of the same name makes reference to the same
VDEFINEs entity.

Scope of RLX statement recognition

By default, a RLX statement string coded in an outer exec or CLIST will not be recognized within an inner procedure.
This is intended to maximize the independence of separately written procedures should the same statement string be
used inadvertently in more than one procedure. On the other hand, developers may deliberately intend to use the same
RLX statement in more than one procedure within a nested procedure hierarchy. RLX provides the CONTROL SCOPE
STATEMENT service for this purpose. Its syntax is:

RLX CONTROL SCOPE STATEMENT scope_option
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Where 'scope_option' is either LOCAL or GLOBAL:

• The LOCAL option instructs RLX to consider only RLX statements within the current procedure as it tries to identify
statement strings it has already encountered and processed. Thus, two identical statement strings coded in two
different procedures are treated as separate entities.

• In contrast, the GLOBAL option instructs RLX to consider all RLX statements executed so far within a nested hierarchy
of REXX execs and/or TSO CLISTs as RLX tries to match a statement string. When CONTROL SCOPE STATEMENT
GLOBAL is in effect, each of these statements makes reference to the first statement encountered.

RLX SQL Extensions
The RLX CONTROL LIMIT, CONTROL ISPF TABLE, and CONTROL URC services specify additional RLX SQL
extensions.

Limiting the Size of Query Results Loaded into ISPF Tables and REXXSTEMs

The RLX CONTROL LIMIT service places a limit on the number of rows of SQL query results which are fetched and
loaded into either a target ISPF table (via the RLX DECLARE ISPFTABLE service) or an array of REXX compound
variables (via the RLX DECLARE REXXSTEM service). When the limit value is exceeded, RLX returns control to your
command procedure with a special SQLCODE of +100001. The syntax for requesting the CONTROL LIMIT service is:

RLX CONTROL LIMIT limit_value

where 'limit_value' is an integer value between 0 and 2,147,483,647. RLX does not attempt to limit the number of
rows loaded when limit_value is less than +1.

NOTE
The limit value pertains to the number of rows loaded into the target ISPF table or REXXSTEM rather than the
number of rows FETCHed from the SQL query result. For the DECLARE REXXSTEM service, the number of
rows FETCHed is equal to the number of rows loaded whereas for the DECLARE ISPFTABLE service, although
this is generally the case there are exceptions. See the description of the DECLARE ISPFTABLE service in the
RLX/ISPF Reference for additional information.

Disposition of SQL Query Results Previously Loaded into ISPF Tables

The RLX CONTROL ISPFTABLE service lets you specify whether to add rows to a query result previously loaded into
an ISPF table or to delete the rows of the previous answer set. This refinement makes it unnecessary for the command
procedure to issue explicit ISPEXEC TBEND statements.

The RLX CONTROL ISPFTABLE service can be applied generically to all temporary or permanent ISPF tables.
Alternatively, the service can reference a specific ISPF table. The syntax for requesting the CONTROL ISPFTABLE
service is:

RLX CONTROL ISPFTABLE EXTEND/DELETE/TEST TEMP/PERM/ISPFTABLE_name

where

• The 'EXTEND/DELETE' respectively corresponds to adding rows to SQL answer sets previously loaded into an ISPF
table or to deleting the rows of the previous query result.

• The TEST option applies to both the ISPF table into which the SQL query result is loaded as well as any dynamic table
display panel processed by the RLX TBDISPL service that references the ISPF table. When the test option is in effect,
the DECLARE ISPFTABLE request is reprocessed each time the statement is executed. Further, any referencing
RLX TBDISPL request will be reprocessed whenever the corresponding DECLARE ISPFTABLE is re-executed. As a
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consequence, the column composition of the ISPF table and TBDISPL panel can change from one execution to the
next. This is appropriate when the column selection list of a DECLARE ISPFTABLE request is itself subject to change.

• The keywords TEMP/PERM generically apply to all temporary or permanent ISPF tables referenced in RLX DECLARE
ISPFTABLE statements. ISPF temporary tables are those created with the NOWRITE option while permanent ISPF
tables are written to disk when closed. Alternatively, a specific ISPF table can be referenced instead of the TEMP or
keywords.

Specifying an Underscore Replacement Character (URC)

The RLX CONTROL URC service enables developers to designate a replacement character for the underscore '_'. This is
necessary because the underscore is an invalid character in the name of an ISPF variable, even though the underscore
is valid in the name of a Db2 column. For example, a name like COL_NAME will create a severe error if referenced in an
ISPF dialog service or RLX DECLARE ISPFTABLE service. The syntax for requesting the CONTROL URC service is:

RLX CONTROL URC underscore_replacement_character

Although any alphabetic or national character is allowable, we recommend you choose an underscore replacement
character from among the national characters #, @, and $.

For example, RLX CONTROL URC # replaces an ‘_’ character with an “#” character in RLX created names.

RLX SQL Interface
RLX provides the same embedded SQL support for REXX that is available for compiled host languages such as COBOL,
PL/1 and C. RLX strictly adheres to the syntax for embedded SQL that IBM documents. The following code sample
illustrates an INSERT statement that spans several lines. In this example, the literal string comprising the SQL statement
begins and ends with a double quote.

/* REXX */

      

ADDRESS RLX "RLX Insert Into Someones.Datatype_Table 

    (Integer_column, Character_column, Date_column)

    Values

    (:integer_variable:integer_indicator,

     :Character_variable:Character_indicator

     :Date_variable:Date_indicator)"

The Address RLX instruction directs REXX to route this SQL host command to RLX for execution.

The literal string 'RLX' identifies an embedded SQL statement just as EXEC SQL does in a COBOL or PL/1 program. In
the interpretive REXX context, however, the RLX command causes an embedded SQL statement to be executed. This
contrasts with compiled languages (such as COBOL) where 'EXEC SQL' merely signals the Db2 preprocessor to generate
compilable code. The RLX literal prefix also enables the ADDRESS RLX routine to distinguish between the SQL SELECT
statement and the ISPF dialog service that is also named SELECT.

Host variables and indicator variables are designated by a leading colon (e.g.,
:HOST_VARIABLE:INDICATOR_VARIABLE ).

The following code sample illustrates an alternative way to code the INSERT statement where each line is a separate
string delimited by opening and closing quotes. In this example, the comma (the REXX continuation character appearing
outside delimiting quotes) is used to continue the host command onto subsequent lines. The statement ends when it is no
longer continued.

Aside from these REXX continuation characters and limits imposed by REXX on the length of literal strings, RLX SQL
syntax is identical to that for SQL embedded within compiled host languages like COBOL, PL/1 and C.

/* REXX */
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address rlx 'RLX Insert Into Someones.Datatype_Table', 

    '(Integer_column, Character_column, Date_column)',

    'Values',

    '(:integer_variable:integer_indicator,',

     ':Character_variable:Character_indicator,',

     ':Date_variable:Date_indicator)'                /* SQL Statement ends here */

SQL Statements Supported
RLX fully supports all SQL data definition, manipulation, and control statements which may be embedded in programs,
subject to the user Authorization ID. The difference is that RLX execs can be developed and tested immediately without
the preprocess, compile, linkedit and bind steps normally required by Db2 applications written in compiled languages.

RLX/SQL supports the following SQL statements:

ALLOCATE CURSOR

ALTER DATABASE

ALTER FUNCTION

ALTER INDEX

ALTER PROCEDURE

ALTER TABLE

ALTER TABLESPACE

ASSOCIATE LOCATORS

BEGIN DECLARE SECTION 

CALL

CLOSE

COMMENT ON

COMMIT

CONNECT

CONNECT (TYPE 1)

CONNECT (TYPE 2)

CREATE ALIAS

CREATE AUXILIARY TABLE

CREATE DATABASE

CREATE DISTINCT TYPE

CREATE FUNCTION

CREATE INDEX

CREATE PROCEDURE

CREATE STOGROUP

CREATE SYNONYM.

CREATE SYNONYM

CREATE TABLE

CREATE TABLESPACE

CREATE TRIGGER

CREATE VIEW

DECLARE CURSOR

DECLARE STATEMENT

DECLARE TABLE

DELETE

DESCRIBE 

DROP 

EXECUTE

EXECUTE IMMEDIATE 
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EXPLAINFETCH

GRANT

GRANT (Collection Privileges)

GRANT (Database Privileges)

GRANT (Plan Privileges)

GRANT (System Privileges)

GRANT (Table or View Privileges)

GRANT (Use Privileges)

INCLUDE

INSERT

LABEL ON

LOCK TABLE

OPEN.

PREPARE

RELEASE

REVOKE

REVOKE (Collection Privileges)

REVOKE (Database Privileges)

REVOKE (Plan Privileges)

REVOKE (System Privileges)

REVOKE (Table or View Privileges)

REVOKE (Use Privileges)

ROLLBACK

SELECT INTO 

SET CONNECTION

SET CURRENT DEGREE

SET CURRENT LOCALE LC_CTYPE

SET CURRENT OPTIMIZATION HINT

SET CURRENT PACKAGESET

SET CURRENT PATH

SET CURRENT RULES

SET CURRENT SQLID

SET :host-variable

UPDATE 

WHENEVER

The following list enumerates subset of statements that comprise SQL's static Data Manipulation Language (DML).

ALLOCATE CURSOR

ASSOCIATE LOCATORS

CALL

CLOSE

COMMIT

CONNECT (TYPE 1)

CONNECT (TYPE 2)

DECLARE CURSOR

DECLARE STATEMENT

DELETE

EXPLAIN

FETCH

INSERT

OPEN

RELEASE

ROLLBACK
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SELECT INTO

SET :host-variable

SET CONNECTION

SET CURRENT DEGREE

SET CURRENT LOCALE LC_CTYPE

SET CURRENT OPTIMIZATION HINT

SET CURRENT PACKAGESET

SET CURRENT PATH

SET CURRENT RULES

SET CURRENT SQLID

UPDATE

The following list enumerates the subset of statements that comprise SQL's dynamic Data Manipulation Language (DML).

DESCRIBE

EXECUTE

EXECUTE IMMEDIATE 

PREPARE

Db2 CAF Services Supported
RLX/CAF, the Db2 Attachment Facility provided as a part of RLX/SQL, allows user-written applications to create, manage,
and switch among multiple, concurrently active Db2 plan threads. RLX/CAF lets REXX developers connect to multiple
Db2 subsystems simultaneously and allows execs to maintain multiple threads for each subsystem.

RLX/SQL supports the following Call Attach Facility statements:

ACTIVATE service         connect to Db2 and open plan

CONNECT service          connect to target Db2 subsystem

CLOSE service            close application plan

CREATE THREAD service    create SQL interface process

DEACTIVATE service       close plan and disconnect

DISCONNECT service       disconnect from Db2 subsystem

OPEN service             Open Db2 application plan

REMOVE THREAD service    remove SQL interface process

SET service              change Db2 subsystem and/or plan name

SWITCH service           change the currently active plan and thread

Develop and Test REXX SQL Procedures without Program Preparation
It is easier to develop, test, and prototype with interpretive execs than with compiled languages (such as COBOL, PL/1
and C) because compile and link-edit steps are not needed. Nor are data declarations necessary with REXX execs. To
test an exec, you execute it, correct any errors if it fails, and re-execute it. In addition, there is no need to preprocess and
bind your REXX Db2 applications because dynamic RLX SQL statements can be executed immediately.

RLX SQL applications can declare and reference up to 200 concurrently active cursors along with their related OPEN,
FETCH, and CLOSE statements. This includes 100 standard cursors and 100 cursors DECLAREd WITH the HOLD
option. In addition, you can reference an unlimited number of query results materialized through the RLX extension
services DECLARE ISPFTABLE and DECLARE REXXSTEM. You can also issue INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE
statements without limit.

WARNING
Each CURSOR, ISPFTABLE, and REXXSTEM you declare should be uniquely named.

Three dynamic SQL application plans are bound at installation time for use with RLX. One plan is bound with an isolation
level of CURSOR STABILITY and is typically called RLXvrmCS. Another plan is bound with REPEATABLE READ and
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is typically called RLXvrmRR. The last plan is bound with UNCOMMITTED READ and is typically called RLXvrmUR.
Developers and users can choose the plan which provides the isolation level behavior they desire. Moreover, Db2 Version
4.1 introduced support for Uncommitted Read (dirty read) along with support for specifying isolation level on a statement
basis through the WITH clause.

Db2 Security and Authorization Considerations
In order to use RLX to run dynamic SQL applications, developers and users must be granted the execute authority for
one or more of the RLX application plans described in the previous section. Consult your RLX system administrator if you
cannot run RLX because you lack the EXECUTE authority on the Db2 application plans used by RLX.

To run an exec that issues dynamic SQL statements, a user needs appropriate privileges towards all Db2 objects (tables,
views, etc) accessed by that exec. This is because dynamic SQL applications simply inherit the user's Db2 privileges. In
this regard, RLX behaves just like QMF or SPUFI.

In contrast, the static SQL applications produced by RLX/Compile exhibit qualitatively different behavior from their
dynamic SQL counterparts. Db2 administrators can grant execute authority for RLX static plans without granting users
access to the Db2 tables and views referenced by a plan. This prevents unauthorized access to sensitive data through
dynamic SQL facilities such as QMF and SPUFI. See the RLX/Compile Reference for a complete discussion.

Db2 SQL Structures - SQLCA, SQLDA, and IFCA
IBM publications describe the SQLCA, SQLDA, and IFCA structures that provide a communication vehicle between your
application and Db2. You need not declare nor include any of these structures in your REXX execs because RLX creates
and populates them implicitly.

RLX makes the contents of the SQL Communications Area (SQLCA) available to your exec through standard REXX
variables. RLX refreshes the variables which comprise the SQLCA after each SQL statement executes.

The SQL Descriptor Area or SQLDA contains information about the host variables associated with the current SQL
statement. An output SQLDA describes a statement query result columns, the values received from Db2. An output
SQLDA applies to singleton SELECT, DECLARE CURSOR, DECLARE REXXSTEM, and DECLARE ISPFTABLE
statements.

An input SQLDA describes the host variables that supply values to Db2. These include the host variables that appear in
a WHERE clause to parameterize a statement, as well as the host variables that appear in a SQL INSERT or UPDATE
statement. In addition, statements like SET CURRENT SQLID can also obtain values from a host variable to present to
Db2. Lastly, the singleton SELECT, DECLARE CURSOR, DECLARE REXXSTEM and DECLARE ISPFTABLE statements
may also have input SQLDAs if their WHERE clauses are parameterized by host variables.

A subsequent RLX DESCRIBE request maps these SQL descriptor areas into a set of REXX compound variables which
your exec can reference.

Db2 Unit of Recovery Considerations
RLX fully supports the SQL COMMIT and ROLLBACK statements whereby related sets of SQL statements embedded
within an application program can be managed as a Unit of Recovery. RLX also supports the SRRCMIT and SRRBACK
statements associated with RRS and the RRSAF attachment provided with Db2. Support for these services makes RLX
suitable for mission critical applications in which data consistency and referential integrity must be ensured.

The RLX COMMIT, ROLLBACK, SRRCMIT, and SRRBACK statements support flexible unit of recovery definition.
Transaction boundaries can span one or more SQL operations, consistent with your application requirements, which
together transform the database from one consistent state to another. The consistency of the database will not necessarily
be maintained after each SQL operation. But by linking all the SQL operations together and ensuring that they all succeed
or fail together, the Unit of Recovery behaves like a single operation.
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The COMMIT and SRRCMIT statements signal a successfully completed unit of recovery in which the database is in a
consistent state and pending changes can be made permanent. The ROLLBACK and SRRBACK statements, on the other
hand, signal an unsuccessful end of transaction. All database changes within the current unit of recovery are backed out.

When your RLX SQL procedure issues a RLX COMMIT or RLX SRRCMIT statement, the following actions occur:

• All changes to the database since the previous synch point are committed.
• All OPEN cursors are closed (except those declared with HOLD).
• All dynamically prepared SQL statements (except cursors declared with HOLD) are dropped.

When a RLX ROLLBACK or RLX SRRBACK statement is issued, the following actions occur:

• All changes to the database since the previous synch point are backed out.
• All OPEN cursors are closed (except those declared with HOLD).
• All dynamically prepared SQL statements (except cursors declared with HOLD) are dropped.

Managing Db2 Connections and Application Plan Threads
This article explains how to manage Db2 connections and application plans for RLX.

RLX procedures can manage their Db2 subsystem connections and application plan threads. In order of precedence,
these explicit and implicit techniques include:

1. Issue explicit CAF commands. Db2 connections and application plans can be managed directly through the CAF
primitives that are supplied with RLX/CAF.

2. Specify a keyword parameter when invoking the RLXS command.
3. Assign a value to one of the RLX profile variables that share the stem RLXPROF.
4. Assign a value to an ISPF dialog variable and promote it to the ISPF profile pool (VPUT).
5. Accept the default value defined when RLX was installed.

RLX connects to a target Db2 subsystem and opens a Db2 application plan when your exec requests its first RLX service.
If an explicit CAF command or RLXS keyword parameter is supplied, RLX uses that value. Otherwise, RLX attempts
to access a set of REXX compound variables which share the stem RLXPROF. In the ISPF environment, an additional
set of dialog variables containing RLX profile values is retrieved from the currently active ISPF profile pool. If no value is
obtained from any of these sources, RLX uses the default value that is defined when the product was installed.

NOTE
The discussion in this section is limited to the simple (and typical) case of a single connection and application
plan being active at one time. The RLX/CAF Reference describes and illustrates how you can connect to
multiple Db2 subsystems simultaneously and maintain multiple threads for each subsystem.

Managing the Db2 Connection

You can specify the name of the Db2 subsystem to which your REXX SQL application should connect in one of the
following ways:

1. Issue an explicit CAF CONNECT or ACTIVATE command.
2. Specify the RLXDSN(db2_subsystem_name) parameter when invoking the RLXS command.
3. Assign a value to the RLX profile variable RLXPROF.DSN.
4. Assign a value to the dialog variable RLXDSN and save it in the ISPF profile pool (VPUT).
5. Accept the default Db2 subsystem defined when RLX was installed, that is CRAILOAD(RLX$TSD).

Specifying the Db2 Application Plan

Similar mechanisms are available to specify the Db2 application plan name. In order of precedence they include:

1. Issue an explicit CAF OPEN or ACTIVATE command.
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2. Specify the RLXPLAN(plan_name) parameter when invoking the RLXS command.
3. Assign a value to the RLX profile variable RLXPROF.PLAN.
4. Assign a value to the dialog variable RLXPLAN and save it in the ISPF profile pool (VPUT).
5. Accept the default Db2 plan name defined when RLX was installed, that is CRAILOAD(RLX$TSD).

Plan and Connection Termination

When your REXX SQL execs end normally, an implicit synchronization point is reached. Currently, pending database
changes are committed and made permanent. Conversely, should your exec terminate abnormally, any pending database
changes are backed out. In either case, the Db2 connection is terminated automatically.

Alternatively, you can call the RLX TERM service to close the current Db2 application plan and sever the existing Db2
connection. You can then use any of the techniques that are described in this section to establish a new Db2 connection
and application plan to handle subsequent requests for SQL, CAF, and IFI services.

Lastly, your execs can issue explicit CAF CLOSE and DISCONNECT requests as documented in the RLX/CAF
Reference. The SYNC option of CAF CLOSE directs Db2 to COMMIT all work while the ABRT option requests a
ROLLBACK of pending changes.

SQL Host Variables
RLX provides the same support for SQL host variables as do compiled host languages such as COBOL, PL/1 and C. In
this scheme, host variables are the target for data fetched from Db2 and the source of values passed from your REXX
execs to Db2. When referenced within SQL statements, host variables should be prefixed by a colon, as in the following
example:

:Data_variable:Indicator_variable

The first host identifier designates the data variable while the second identifier of the pair is its indicator variable.

Host data and indicator variables are preceded by a colon. They are valid only within delimited SQL statements (those
coded within quotes or double quotes). References to host variables must not appear in REXX open code because the
colon prefixes will produce a syntax error.

Db2 and RLX impose the same restrictions on the use of host variables within SQL statements. Host variables can be
used to represent data values but cannot be used to represent the names of tables, views, or columns. The following
examples show incorrect use of host variables:

• DECLARE :HOSTVAR CURSOR FOR Incorrect to use a host variable to identify a CURSOR name.
• SELECT :COLUMN1, :COLUMN2, :COLUMN3 Incorrect to identify  FROM :TABLE_NAME, :VIEW_NAME  a

column, table, or view name via host variable notation.

NOTE
In these instances, you can use symbolic variables to dynamically construct a RLX SQL statement.

The following code sample lists the SQL clauses in which references to host variables are permitted by Db2 (and RLX):

Host variables that receive OUTPUT values

   the INTO clause of the Singleton SELECT statement 

        Ex: SELECT APPLES, ORANGES, PEACHES, PEARS 

          INTO :APPLES, :ORANGES, :PEACHES, :PEARS

        

the INTO clause of the DECLARE ISPFTABLE statement 

        Ex: DECLARE NAME ISPFTABLE FOR

        SELECT APPLES, ORANGES, PEACHES, PEARS 

           INTO :APPLES, :ORANGES, :PEACHES, :PEARS
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the INTO clause of the DECLARE REXXSTEM statement

        Ex: DECLARE NAME REXXSTEM FOR

        SELECT APPLES, ORANGES, PEACHES, PEARS 

            INTO :APPLES, :ORANGES, :PEACHES, :PEARS 

        

the INTO clause of the FETCH statement 

        Ex: FETCH CSR INTO :APPLES, :ORANGES, :PEACHES, :PEARS

        

SET :HOSTVAR = expression

        Ex: SET :current_time = CURRENT TIME

        

As variables providing INPUT values 

     WHERE clause of the SELECT, UPDATE and DELETE statements

        Ex: WHERE COLUMN_NAME = :HOST_VARIABLE

        

     SET clause of the UPDATE statement (source of updating values)

        Ex:            UPDATE SOMEONES_Db2TABLE

                          SET COLUMN_NAME1 = :HOST_VARIABLE_1,

                              COLUMN_NAME2 = :HOST_VARIABLE_2,

                              COLUMN_NAME3 = :HOST_VARIABLE_3

        

VALUES clause of the INSERT statement (source of inserted values)

       Ex:              INSERT INTO SOMEONES_Db2TABLE

                            COLUMN_NAME1, COLUMN_NAME2, COLUMN_NAME3

                            VALUES

                            (:HOST_VARIABLE1, :HOST_VARIABLE2, :HOST_VARIABLE3)

        

clauses of various other SQL statements

       Ex:               ALLOCATE ..FOR RESULT SET :HOST_VARIABLE 

                         ASSOCIATE LOCATOR :locator_variable 

                            PROCEDURE :HOST_VARIABLE

                         CALL :host_variable

                         CONNECT TO :HOST_VARIABLE

                         RELEASE :HOST_VARIABLE

                         SET CONNECTION :HOST_VARIABLE

                         SET CURRENT DEGREE = :HOST_VARIABLE

                         SET CURRENT SQLID = :HOST_VARIABLE

                         SET CURRENT PACKAGESET = :HOST_VARIABLE

Host Variables Shared among REXX, SQL, and ISPF
RLX, ISPF, and REXX all maintain and share a common list of variables. Therefore, any host variables referenced in
RLX SQL statements are automatically both REXX variables and ISPF dialog variables. None of these variables need be
declared.

The names of these variables do not change from one reference to the next although their values can be different. SQL
host variables can be referenced in REXX open code and appear in ISPF dialog panel, message, and skeleton definitions.
The following diagram illustrates the flow of data from an ISPF panel to a REXX exec and on to a Db2 table through the
variable named employee that is shared among ISPF, REXX, and RLX/SQL:

Employee ID ===>_employee +      <--- ISPF Dialog Panel variable  (1) 

      

If employee = z                  <--- REXX symbolic variable      (2) 
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'RLX insert into employee_table  <--- SQL Host variable           (3)

    values (:employee)

ISPF          REXX           SQL

Dialog --->  Symbolic  --->  host    ---> Db2

Panel <---   Variables <--- variable <--- Table

 (1)            (2)            (3)         (4) 

Where

(1) EMPLOYEE refers to the dialog variable in the ISPF panel definition.

(2) EMPLOYEE refers to the REXX variable named EMPLOYEE. Its current value can be accessed by EMPLOYEE.

(3) EMPLOYEE refers to the SQL host variable (prefixed by a colon) in the SQL INSERT statement.

(4) EMPLOYEE refers to the column within the Db2 table EMPLOYEE_TABLE.

Host Variable Datatypes
REXX supports character string datatypes and character string representations of numbers. Db2 and RLX support many
more datatypes than just NUM and CHAR so RLX automatically converts between Db2 internal format and the character
string format supported by REXX.

In addition to obtaining the datatypes of SQL host variables returned by Db2, such as those referenced on a FETCH
statement, RLX implicitly derives the datatypes of host input variables that supply values to Db2. This applies to
host variables coded within an INSERT or UPDATE statement as well as host variables that parameterize WHERE
clauses. This automatic datatyping simplifies coding, since you need not declare host variables, and can also enhance
performance significantly.

RLX can always determine the datatype of an output host variable without ambiguity because Db2 makes this information
available directly. However, there may be ambiguity regarding the datatype of host input variables. The determination
depends on whether the host input variable is compared to a single or multi-termed arithmetic expression.

Example 1: COLUMN1 = :HOSTVAR

In Example 1, the host variable appears in a predicate which is a simple arithmetic expression of the form: Operand,
Comparison Operator, Operand. RLX identifies the datatype of the first operand, COLUMN1, and then assigns that
datatype to the host input variable HOSTVAR.

Example 2: INTEGER + SMALLINT + FLOAT = :HOSTVAR

In Example 2, the host variable appears in a predicate whose left side is a multi term arithmetic expression. Here the host
input variable's datatype is ambiguous. In these instances, RLX assigns the least restrictive numeric datatype to the host
variable, double precision floating point.

RLX returns information about your SQL statement's host variables through the SQL Descriptor Area (SQLDA). A
separate SQLDA is used to describe the statements input and/or output variables.

Db2 Datatypes and REXX Character String Datatypes

RLX automatically converts between the variable internal format to the external character string format required for REXX
variables, except in the case of graphic datatypes. RLX converts the following numeric datatypes to and from numeric
edited format:

Integer

Small integer

Decimal

Single precision float 
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Double precision float

On input, RLX converts REXX host variables from external to internal format before passing their values to Db2, in the
following manner:

REXX           Internal 

Host           Host 

Variable       Variable    Conversion 

--------       --------    ----------------------------------- 

-123.45  --->  X'12345D'   Numeric Edited ---> Packed Decimal 

    256  --->  X'00FF'     Zoned Decimal  ---> SMALLINT

On output, RLX formats numeric values as edited-decimal values suitable for display, print, or arithmetic operations. For
example, RLX formats an internal packed-decimal value of 99999 of precision 5 and scale 3 as:

99.999 - edited value suitable for display or arithmetic

NULLs, Null Values, and Indicator Variables
The general form of host variable reference in embedded SQL syntax is

Host_identifier:Host_identifier

Data_variable:Indicator_variable

The first host identifier designates the host data variable while the second host identifier designates its indicator variable.
The indicator variable signals whether its associated data variable contains the NULL value. As illustrated, the indicator
variable is specified immediately after the data variable without an intervening comma or space.

An indicator variable should be specified for output columns that can assume a value of NULL; otherwise, errors can
result. Suppose, for example, the column value fetched is NULL. If an indicator variable is provided, Db2 sets the indicator
variable to a negative value (such as -1) and leaves the main host variable unchanged. A negative value signals that the
data variable is NULL. However, if an indicator variable is not provided and Db2 returns the NULL value, then an error
results. When the value of the data variable is significant (non-NULL), the indicator variable (if specified) will contain 0.

The following chart summarizes the values Db2 may assign to indicator variables during execution of a RLX SQL
statement:

Value     Significance

-----     -------------------------------------------------------------        

  +       Positive value indicates the character string was truncated when assigned to the target 

          host data variable.  The positive value specifies the original length of the string

  0       Denotes a significant value was returned in the corresponding host data variable

 -1       Signals the column value is NULL in the database

 -2       Signals Db2 assigned the result column a NULL value due to a numeric conversion error or 

          arithmetic expression error

To assist both developers and users of REXX procedures, RLX returns column values which allow them to be recognized
more readily as NULLs. The specific conventions for doing so correspond to those established by QMF.

When the datatype of the query result column is numeric, then the '-' used to designate the NULL value appears RIGHT
justified within the field.

123 

- <--- NULL value designator for Numeric datatype 

456
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When the datatype of the query result column is character, then the '-' used to designate the NULL value appears LEFT
justified within the field.

ABC 

- <--- NULL value designator for Character datatype 

DEF 

The following example illustrates the use of indicator variables when Db2 returns data via the SELECT INTO statement:

/*REXX */

address rlx

Say 'Enter Employee number'

Pull Employee_number

      

'RLX Select Phone_number',

      'into :phone_number:phone_indicator',

      'from Employee_table',

      'where employee_number = :employee_number'   (1)

      

If sqlcode = 0 Then                                (2)

   Do

       If Phone_Indicator = 0 Then                 (3)

          Say 'Their phone number is' phone_number

       Else                                        (4)

          Say 'Their phone number is not available'

   End

Return 

Where

(1) The query is intended to fetch the phone number corresponding to an employee number so the exec can display it.
An indicator variable is specified in the INTO clause in case the Employee number exists but the phone number is not
available (NULL).

(2) Was any query result returned? Did the query find the employee number in the Employee table?

(3) If the phone_indicator variable contains 0, then we know that the corresponding host data variable phone_number
contains a significant (non-NULL) value.

(4) If the phone_indicator variable contains a negative value, then we know that the phone number for that employee is
undefined (NULL).

NULL Values on Input

Db2 sets the indicator variable when it returns data to your application. On the other hand, you must signal the NULL
value when your exec supplies values to Db2 through an INSERT or UPDATE statement. The SQL convention is that if an
indicator variable contains a negative value, then the corresponding column being inserted or updated by Db2 will be set
to NULL.

NOTE
It is illegal to specify indicator variables within SQL WHERE clauses. This is a SQL restriction and not a RLX
restriction.

In the following example, the REXX exec signals the null value when it supplies data to Db2 through an INSERT
statement:

/* REXX */

address rlx
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Integer_indicator = 0                         (1)

Integer_variable = 100 

      

Character_indicator = -1                      (2)

Character_variable = "

      

'RLX Insert Into Someones.Datatype_Table’,    (3)

     ‘(Integer_column, Character_column)’,

     ‘Values’,

     ‘(:integer_variable:integer_indicator,’,

     ‘:Character_variable:Character_indicator)’

Where

(1) The integer_indicator variable contains a 0, so the current value of integer_variable (the host data variable)
will be inserted into the integer_column  of the datatype_table .

(2) The character_indicator variable contains a negative value, so the character_column within the datatype table
will be set to NULL, regardless of the current value of the host data variable character_variable .

(3) For each column being inserted, the INSERT statement's values clause references a pair of host variables. The first is
the host data variable and the second is its corresponding indicator variable.

Constructing SQL Statements in REXX

RLX SQL Statement Coding Techniques

There are various techniques for composing RLX statements within REXX, with various flexibility and performance.
(The phrase 'RLX statement' refers primarily to SQL requests but also applies to CAF services, Db2 commands and IFI
requests.)

RLX accepts any valid SQL statement or Db2 command that can be embedded within a program written in a compiled
host language such as COBOL, PL/1 and C. Moreover, you can use any REXX facility to build the statements.

RLX statements may be coded as either fixed format literal strings that are constructed at coding time or as variable
format strings that REXX evaluates and builds dynamically at execution time. We recommend that RLX statements be
constructed when they are known because they perform better, are less error prone and faster to code.

How RLX Statements are Executed

In order to better appreciate the performance implications of RLX statements coded in fixed versus variable format, let's
examine how RLX statements embedded within a REXX application are executed.

RLX SQL statements are executed in three phases:

1. RLX pre-processing
2. SQL PREPARE processing
3. SQL statement execution

RLX must process, and Db2 must 'prepare', each RLX SQL statement before it can be executed. However, once
processed and prepared, a RLX SQL statement can be executed repeatedly, as efficiently as any static SQL statement
embedded in a compiled language program. This is called quasi static SQL.

Note, however, that when SQL COMMIT and ROLLBACK statements are issued, all currently open cursors are closed
and all 'prepared' dynamic statements are dropped (except cursors DECLARED WITH HOLD). Although these statements
must be re-prepared by Db2, they need not be reprocessed by RLX. Should your RLX procedure attempt to re-execute a
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RLX SQL statement following a COMMIT or ROLLBACK, RLX will simply re-prepare the statement (with respect to Db2),
without repeating its phase 1 processing.

NOTE
RLX skips statement re-preparation when it detects a DECLARE CURSOR, DECLARE ISPFTABLE or
DECLARE REXXSTEM statement defined with the WITH HOLD attribute.

Coding Long SQL Statements

SQL statements can be of indefinite length. However, REXX limits the length of literal strings to 250 characters. To
overcome this restriction, you can break particularly long SQL statements into two or more strings and use the REXX
continuation operator to combine them, see the following code sample:

"RLX update employee_table               (1)

    Set first_name = :first_name, 

        last_name = :last_name,

        dept = :dept,

        dept = 'Accounting',             (2)

        phone = :phone", /* continued */ (3)

    "where employee = :employee 

      and dept like :pattern"            (4)

where

(1) If your REXX source execs are maintained in variable blocked libraries, then your statement string can span several
lines without the need for trailing quotes and/or REXX continuation characters. The trailing quote, or double quote, need
only be coded on the last line, as in (3).

(2) RLX is largely case insensitive. SQL statement strings are translated to uppercase except embedded strings (like
'Accounting') which are coded within quotes.

(3) The first string comprising the SQL statement ends with the closing double quote. The comma continuation character
signals REXX to continue the host command string on the next line.

(4) The last string which concludes the SQL statement ends with the closing double quote. There is no comma
continuation character, so REXX knows the host command string ends on this line.

Sites which run versions of REXX prior to TSO/E Version 2.4 must deal with the additional restriction that REXX clauses
may not exceed 500 characters in length. (TSO/E Version 2.4 relaxes this restriction). To overcome this length limitation,
SQL statements longer than 500 characters can be assigned to as many REXX variables as necessary and then
concatenated, see the following example:

REXX_variable_1 = 'Declare cursor_name cursor for'

REXX_variable_2 = 'Select * from someones.db2_table'

REXX_variable_3 = 'Where integer between :high and :low'

    

'RLX' REXX_Variable_1 REXX_Variable_2 REXX_Variable_3

NOTE
You can choose whatever names you wish for the REXX variables to which you assign portions of a SQL
statement.

RLXQUOTE Macro - Verify Statements

It is easy to make mistakes with delimiters and continuation characters, particularly when coding long SQL statements
(or any other long host commands). The RLXQUOTE edit macro is designed to help you verify your statements. First,
RLXQUOTE checks that each line of a multi-line statement is properly delimited with either a single quote or double quote.
Next, RLXQUOTE verifies that incomplete statements are properly continued with a comma onto another line. Lastly,
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RLXQUOTE ensures the statement is terminated with a semicolumn ';'. RLXQUOTE issues messages if it detects errors.
This helps you correct the error and re-run RLXQUOTE until your statement is error free.

To verify your statements within ISPF edit, first key RLXQUOTE on the command line. Then position the cursor to the line to
be verified and press ENTER.

Fixed-Format Statements
It is advantageous from a performance standpoint to skip the preprocess and prepare steps and just execute the
statement. For this reason, RLX keeps track of every RLX statement it encounters during a session. In order to reuse
RLX statements whenever possible, RLX checks the current statement for a match against one that has already been
preprocessed and prepared and is ready to execute. If a matching RLX statement is found, it is reused and re-executed at
static SQL speed.

In the following REXX fragment, the same RLX Update statement in (4) is executed on each iteration of the Do while
loop. This is an example of a fixed-format statement since the literal string comprising the SQL statement does not change
from one execution to the next.

Do Forever

   Say 'Specify Employee ID and phone number'      (1)

   Pull employee_ID Phone_number                   (2)

   If employee_ID = 'QUIT' then leave              (3)

      

   'RLX Update Employee_table’,                    (4)

       ‘set Phone_number = :phone_number’,

       ‘Where Employee_ID =:employee_ID'

End

Where

(1) Prompt the user for an Employee ID and corresponding phone number.

(2) Retrieve these values into REXX variables named Employee_ID and Phone_number .

(3) Provision to leave the Do Forever loop.

(4) The REXX variables Phone_number and Employee_ID  become input host variables (prefixed by colons) within the
SQL Update statement. Note that the names of the host variables do not change from one Update to the next, although
their values well may. Such reference by name, rather than value, enables RLX to process your statement just once, even
if it is executed many times.

Embedded SQL syntax using host variables combines the efficiency of hard-coded SQL with the flexibility of accepting
parameterizing values. This is the technique typically used within applications written in compiled languages like COBOL
or PL/1 because it is the easiest, most intuitive way to code and it exhibits the best performance. It is for this reason that
we recommend you code as many of your application's RLX statements as literal strings as are known at coding time.

Further, you should delimit everything whose value is not subject to change to prevent REXX from evaluating your RLX
statement string and possibly changing it. By delimiting a string, we mean to enclose the string within either single or
double quotation marks. Permitting REXX to evaluate your SQL statements can cause errors or can produce subtle
and unintended results that may be difficult to diagnose. It is also slower to process since REXX must first evaluate the
statement before passing it to RLX for execution.

Delimiting RLX statements can also save considerable coding time since you need not analyze the statements individually
to determine which strings must be delimited and which do not or which portions of the RLX statement will be adversely
affected by REXX evaluation and which will not. Simply delimit everything, except those portions of your RLX statements
that you expressly want REXX to evaluate at runtime.
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Single quotes (or apostrophes) and double quotes (") may be used interchangeably except when delimiting constants
within SQL statements. When you must delimit constants within a RLX clause, use the apostrophe, (' ), not the quote (").
For example, code 'literal constant' within single quotes, not as "literal constant".

NOTE
All characters within a RLX statement are folded to uppercase except literal constants that appear within single
quotes.

Variable-Format Statements
The statement string that comprises a variable-format RLX statement is built dynamically at runtime. The statement
changes as the values of the variables (or expressions) in the statement change.

When you code variable-format SQL statements that rely on REXX expression evaluation, the character string values
passed to Db2 must be enclosed in single quotes as in 'literal-constant'. Conversely, values supplied for columns whose
datatypes are numeric should be assigned numeric values without quotes. (Just think how you would code the SQL
statement with literal values in a compiled host language and do the same.)

Your application SQL statements may not be known until execution time. For example, in the interactive dialog, the user
supplies the SQL query when the application runs. REXX is an ideal language for such truly dynamic SQL applications.
The language variable substitution, string handling and expression evaluation facilities provide many ways to construct
SQL statements dynamically at runtime.

The following code sample illustrates a variable-format statement:

Do Forever

   Say 'Specify Employee ID and phone number'     (1)

   Pull employee_ID Phone_number                  (2)

   If employee_ID = 'QUIT' then leave             (3)

      

  'RLX Update Employee_table’,                    (4)

       ‘set Phone_number =' "'phone_number"'", 

       ‘Where Employee_ID =' "'"employee_ID"'"

End

Where

(1) Prompt the user for an Employee ID and corresponding phone number.

(2) Retrieve these values into REXX variables named Employee_ID and Phone_number .

(3) Provision to leave the Do Forever loop.

(4) In this UPDATE statement, REXX completes the RLX statement string at run-time by substituting the current values of
the REXX variables Phone_number  and Employee_ID. Note that the RLX statement string changes each time REXX
evaluates the variables Phone_number  and Employee_ID.  Thus, RLX must process the statement each time it is
received, rather than just once, as is the case when using SQL host variable notation.

The following code sample illustrates a dynamic SQL statement:

Do Forever

   Say 'Key in the SQL query you wish to execute' (1)

   Pull SQL_query                                 (2)

   If SQL_query = 'QUIT' then leave               (3)

      

   'RLX' SQL_query                                (4)

End
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Where

(1) Prompt the user for a query.

(2) Retrieve the query into the REXX variable SQL_query .

(3) Provision to leave the Do Forever loop.

(4) REXX completes the RLX statement string at runtime by substituting the value of the variable SQL_query . Since the
RLX statement string changes each time the value of SQL_query changes, RLX must process the statement each time it
is received, rather than just once.

Fixed versus Variable Blocked Exec Libraries
It can be argued that from the standpoint of coding SQL within REXX, it is more convenient to utilize exec libraries whose
record formats are variable blocked.

The choice of an exec record format is an issue because REXX limits the length of literal strings to 255 characters.
Naturally, SQL statements can and often do exceed this length. Since REXX treats trailing blanks (the spaces at the end
of a line) differently when the exec is composed of fixed or variable length records, the choice of record format is an issue
that REXX developers should consider.

When the exec resides in a variable-blocked library, REXX counts only a single trailing blank character towards the 255-
byte limit, regardless of the number of trailing blanks.

NOTE
A line whose format is variable ends after the first trailing blank. The line only appears to contain additional
trailing blanks when viewed under ISPF Edit or Browse.

The SQL INSERT statement in the following code sample illustrates how, by using variable-length records, the RLX SQL
statement can be coded as a single REXX literal string that spans multiple lines. The entire INSERT statement is enclosed
within a pair of quotes.

'RLX Insert Into Someones.Datatype_Table

    (Integer_column, Character_column, Date_column)

     Values 

    (:integer_variable:integer_indicator,

     :Character_variable:Character_indicator,

     :Date_variable:Date_indicator)'        /*<---- SQL Statement ends here */

The following code sample illustrates the coding required for the same SQL INSERT statement when fixed-length records
are used. The statement is built by concatenating a set of literal strings with a separate REXX literal string coded on each
line. Furthermore, a trailing comma is needed on every line but the last to continue the SQL statement onto the next line.

'RLX Insert Into Someones.Datatype_Table',

    '(Integer_column, Character_column, Date_column)',

    'Values',

    '(:integer_variable:integer_indicator,',

     ':Character_variable:Character_indicator,',

     ':Date_variable:Date_indicator)'

Referencing Parameters in RLX statements
The following examples illustrate how to pass parameters to your REXX execs and use the argument values in SQL
statements. Two REXX examples receive a Db2 authorization ID to drive a query. The Select statement in each exec
retrieves the set of Db2 tables owned by a particular Db2 authorization ID.

The following example illustrates how a fixed-format query might be parameterized using host variables:
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/* Rexx */

      

Arg creator                               (1)

"RLX Declare tables_owned cursor for", 

     "Select * from sysibm.systables", 

     "Where creator = :creator"           (2)

Where

(1) The Db2 authorization ID is passed as an argument to the REXX exec.

(2) The REXX variable Creator  is populated via the arg instruction in (1). Creator becomes an input host variable that
parameterizes the query. The name of the host variable Creator does not change from one execution of the query to the
next, even though its value may.

The following example illustrates how to use the parameter value to complete a variable format SQL statement,
dynamically at runtime, using REXX variable substitution:

Arg creator                              (1)

"RLX Declare tables REXXSTEM for",

     "Select * from sysibm.systables", 

     "Where creator =" "'"creator"'"     (2)

Where

(1) The Db2 authorization ID is passed as an argument to the REXX exec.

(2) REXX completes the Declare Cursor statement at run-time by substituting the value of the variable creator . The
character string value of creator that is passed to Db2 must be enclosed in single quotes.

Referencing ISPF Dialog Variables in RLX Statements
The following examples illustrate how to reference ISPF dialog variables within your RLX SQL statements. Consider
the ISPF dialog panel that is designed to enable the user to key in a Db2 authorization ID to drive the same SQL query
discussed in the previous section.

           ISPF Dialog Panel 

      

Specify table Owner ===> _creator    (1)

Where

(1) The dialog user enters a Db2 authorization ID on an ISPF panel. The data is keyed into the ISPF dialog variable
named creator . From there, it flows automatically into the REXX symbolic variable creator as well as the SQL host
variable :creator .

Once again, a pair of REXX examples receives the Db2 authorization ID as a dialog variable. The following REXX sample
illustrates how a fixed-format query might be parameterized with an input host variable:

/* Rexx */

address RLX

Do forever

   'Display panel(tblowner)'                  (1)

   "RLX Declare tables_owned cursor for", 

       "Select * from sysibm.systables", 

       "Where creator = :creator"             (2)

End

Where
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(1) Display the ISPF dialog panel named TBLOWNER.

(2) RLX reads the value of the SQL host variable named :creator , a variable which is shared with REXX and ISPF.
Creator becomes an input host variable that parameterizes the query.

The following REXX sample illustrates how to use the value of the dialog variable named creator to complete a
variable-format SQL statement at runtime:

/* Rexx */

address RLX

Do forever

   'Display panel(tblowner)'                  (1)

   "RLX Declare tables_owned cursor for", 

       "Select * from sysibm.systables", 

       "Where creator =" "'"creator"'"        (2)

End

Where

(1) Display the ISPF dialog panel named TBLOWNER.

(2) REXX completes the Declare Cursor statement at runtime by substituting the value of the variable creator . Note
how the character string value of creator that is passed to Db2 is enclosed in single quotes.

SQL Diagnostics and Error Handling
RLX provides extensive diagnostic facilities to identify and correct errors. These built-in facilities are designed to aid both
developers and the end users of RLX applications. These facilities also make RLX an effective tool for learning SQL in a
procedural language context.

RLX/TSO applications (those invoked using the RLXS command frontend) display full screen diagnostics on scrollable
ISPF panels while RLX/SQL issues equivalent diagnostics in line mode. While the examples in this chapter are oriented
toward the full screen displays of RLX/TSO, the discussion applies equally to RLX/SQL.

RLX includes diagnostic and reporting facilities for the following categories of errors:

• SQL execution errors are handled by the RLX interface to Db2 whenever a negative SQLCODE value is detected.
• Syntax errors are detected by the RLX semantic parser.
• Logic errors  such as referencing an undeclared cursor name in an OPEN, CLOSE, or FETCH statement.
• Data errors may occur during routine use of an application, such as when RLX detects character data in an input host

variable whose datatype is numeric.

The SQL Communications Area - SQLCA
The SQL Communications Area (SQLCA) contains feedback from Db2 about the execution of your application SQL
statement. RLX passes the contents of the SQLCA to your exec using a set of REXX variables. A RLX application
receives the same feedback from Db2 as do programs written in compiled host languages such as COBOL, PL/1 and C.

Your REXX applications can reference the current values of the SQLCA variables by name. For example, the following DO
WHILE  loop tests the current value of the variable SQLCODE to determine whether a FETCH statement returns a query
result row successfully. The DO loop continues while the current value of SQLCODE is 0.

'RLX Fetch Cursor into :host_variable_1, :host_variable_2'

Do while SQLCODE = 0                                                 (1)

   ......

   'RLX Fetch Cursor into :host_variable_1, :host_variable_2'

End
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(1) Check whether the FETCH statement successfully returned a row from the query result table

NOTE
RLX can also use the SQLCODE variable to report error conditions it detects elsewhere or even in its own
processing. This is intended to simplify your application's error handling logic since the SQLCODE variable
reports errors from all sources.

SQL Execution Errors
This section introduces the RLX Diagnostic and Reporting Facility and describes SQL error reporting in some detail.

The following ISPF panel illustrates SQL errors that are displayed when RLX/TSO error reporting is enabled. (RLX/SQL
issues equivalent line mode messages that are routed to the SYSTSPRT file or the terminal):

------------------------ SQL Execution Status --------------- ROW 1 OF 13 

Command ===>                                         Scroll ===> HALF 

PSQ021 - Error occurred executing the RLX SQL statement described below 

RLX statement location 

   Exec containing statement  ===> INSERT Db2 Subsystem   ===> DSN1 

   RLX module detecting error ===> RLXMRSQL Db2 Plan Name ===> RLXvrmCS 

SQL Communication Area Variables 

SQL Code                      ===> -803 

SQL module detecting error    ===> DSNXRUID 

SQL Rows Processed            ===> 0 

SQL Warnings issued           ===> 0 

RLX statement in which error occurred 

INSERT INTO EMPLOYEE (EMPID, FNAME, NNAME, LNAME, PHONE ) VALUES (:EMPID, 

:FNAME, :NNAME, :LNAME, :PHONE ) 

SQL Message Text 

   DSNT408I SQLCODE = -803, ERROR: ONE OR MORE INSERT OR UPDATE VALUES ARE

            INVALID BECAUSE THE OBJECT COLUMNS ARE CONSTRAINED SUCH THAT NO 

            TWO ROWS OF THE TABLE CAN BE DUPLICATES WITH RESPECT TO THE 

            VALUES OF THOSE COLUMNS 

RLX internal statement string passed to SQL PREPARE 

INSERT INTO EMPLOYEE (EMPID, FNAME, NNAME, LNAME, PHONE ) VALUES (? ? ? ? ?)

*** Press END or RETURN key to resume RLX dialog execution / termination *** 

Common, Fixed Format Area

All RLX error reporting panels share a common, fixed portion at the top of the display.

In the following display sample, the message on line 3 provides a brief description of the error.

TheRLX statement location section identifies the REXX procedure which contains the RLX statement which failed.
The name of the RLX module which detected the error will be useful to RLX product administrators should they have
to contact the vendor for assistance. The names of the Db2 subsystem and application plan can also provide useful
diagnostic information.

PSQ021 - Error occurred executing the RLX SQL statement described below 

RLX statement location 
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   Exec containing statement  ===> INSERT   Db2 Subsystem   ===> DSN1 

   RLX module detecting error ===> RLXMRSQL Db2 Plan Name   ===> RLXvrmCS

The set of SQLCA fields illustrated below are only displayed for SQL related errors:

SQL Communication Area Variables

   SQL Code                     ===> -204

   SQL module detecting error   ===> DSNXOCA 

   SQL Rows Processed           ===> 0

   SQL Warnings issued          ===> 0

Scrollable Area

The remaining diagnostics are displayed as scrollable text. The first section shows the RLX statement which failed. (This
is true for all categories of errors). The following sample shows a scrollable area:

RLX SQL statement in which error occurred

INSERT INTO EMPLOYEE (EMPID, FNAME, NNAME, LNAME, PHONE ) VALUES (:EMPID,

:FNAME, :NNAME, :LNAME, :PHONE )

SQL Message Text

   DSNT408I SQLCODE = -803, ERROR:  ONE OR MORE INSERT OR UPDATE VALUES ARE 

            INVALID BECAUSE THE OBJECT COLUMNS ARE CONSTRAINED SUCH THAT NO 

            TWO ROWS OF THE TABLE CAN BE DUPLICATES WITH RESPECT TO THE VALUES OF THOSE COLUMNS

RLX internal statement string passed to SQL PREPARE

INSERT INTO EMPLOYEE (EMPID, FNAME, NNAME, LNAME, PHONE ) VALUES (? ? ? ? ?)

When SQL errors are detected, RLX calls the IBM routine DSNTIAR to format the SQLERRM field of the SQLCA into an
intelligible error message. This formatted message text is also returned in the REXX stem variables named SQLERRM.n.
For compatibility with earlier releases of RLX these variables are also returned in variable: SQLERRM1 – SQLERRM9.

SQL Message Text

   DSNT408I SQLCODE = -803, ERROR: ONE OR MORE INSERT OR UPDATE VALUES ARE

            INVALID BECAUSE THE OBJECT COLUMNS ARE CONSTRAINED SUCH THAT NO

            TWO ROWS OF THE TABLE CAN BE DUPLICATES WITH RESPECT TO THE 

            VALUES OF THOSE COLUMNS

Internal and External SQL Statements

RLX must transform the SQL DELETE, INSERT, UPDATE, and SELECT statements that your application may issue into
an internal form that can be prepared and executed by Db2. The following display fragment compares the failing RLX SQL
statement coded in your application (on the top) with the internal SQL statement that is passed to Db2 (on the bottom).
We see that parameter markers '?' are substituted for each host variable reference.

RLX SQL statement in which error occurred 

INSERT INTO EMPLOYEE (EMPID, FNAME, NNAME, LNAME, PHONE ) VALUES (:EMPID,

:FNAME, :NNAME, :LNAME, :PHONE )

        

SQL Message Text 

        DSNT408I SQLCODE = -803, ERROR: ONE OR MORE INSERT OR UPDATE VALUES ARE 

                INVALID BECAUSE THE OBJECT COLUMNS ARE CONSTRAINED SUCH THAT NO 

                TWO ROWS OF THE TABLE CAN BE DUPLICATES WITH RESPECT TO THE
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                VALUES OF THOSE COLUMNS

        

RLX internal statement string passed to SQL PREPARE

INSERT INTO EMPLOYEE (EMPID, FNAME, NNAME, LNAME, PHONE ) VALUES (? ? ? ? ?)

Failures while Determining Input Variable Datatypes

SQL errors may also occur when RLX tries to determine the datatypes of host input variables that parameterize the
statement, as shown in the following panel:

-------------------------- SQL Execution Status ---------------  ROW 1 OF 13 

Command ===>                                                Scroll ===> HALF 

PSQ081 - Error describing Host Input Variable datatype(s) 

RLX statement location 

        Exec containing statement       ===> RLXSERR Db2 Subsystem ===> DSN1 

        RLX module detecting error      ===> PSQDMD Db2 Appl Plan ===> RLXvrmCS 

        

SQL Communication Area Variables 

        SQL Code ===> -204 

        SQL module detecting error      ===> DSNXOCA 

        SQL Rows Processed              ===> 0 

        SQL Warnings issued             ===> 0 

        

RLX SQL statement in which error occurred 

DECLARE C1 CURSOR FOR SELECT UNKNOWN_COLUMN FROM UNKNOWN.TABLE WHERE UNKNOWN_COLUMN 

= :HOST_VARIABLE 

SQL Message Text 

        DSNT408I SQLCODE = -204, ERROR: UNKNOWN.TABLE IS AN UNDEFINED NAME 

        DSNT415I SQLERRP = DSNXOCA SQL PROCEDURE DETECTING ERROR 

        DSNT416I SQLERRD = 500 0 0 1 0 0 SQL DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION 

        

Dummy Select Statement used to identify Host Input Variable datatype(s) 

SELECT UNKNOWN_COLUMN FROM UNKNOWN.TABLE *** Press END or RETURN key to resume RLX dialog execution /

 termination ***

The message 'PSQ081 - Error describing Host Input Variable datatype(s)' indicates that the failing
SQL request is actually a dummy SELECT statement. RLX generates this dummy SELECT (when the SQL DESCRIBE
INPUT statement is not supported by your version of Db2) to determine the datatypes of the host input variables which
parameterize the actual SQL statement issued by your application. RLX displays the generated dummy SELECT as a
diagnostic aid.

NOTE
An error that occurs during a dummy SELECT processing suggests an error in the SQL statement within your
RLX application from which the dummy select statement is derived.

Error Response Options
RLX displays the following message for all categories of errors as the last line of scrollable text:

*** Press END or RETURN key to resume RLX dialog execution / termination *** 
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This message prompts you to either resume or terminate your application (depending on the error response option in
force) by pressing the END or RETURN PF keys. Typically, these will be PF3/PF15 for END or PF4/PF16 for RETURN.
Function key definitions can be reviewed and revised via the ISPF KEYS command.

RLX will terminate your application if the RLX CONTROL ERRORS option is set to CANCEL. Alternatively, RLX returns
control to your application when the RLX CONTROL ERRORS option is set to RETURN. Should your RLX application
complete its processing normally following a severe error, any pending database changes will be committed automatically.

Cancel

When severe errors occur, RLX displays the Deliberate Abend panel to advise you of an unrecoverable error condition.

------------------------- RLX Deliberate Abend ---------------------------                            

Command ===>

RLX040 - RLX deliberately abending due to unrecoverable error

RLX will deliberately 

   ABEND Abend code  ===> 2010

   Reason code       ===> X'00E30001'

Press ENTER to proceed with RLX Forcible Termination

After you press the ENTER key, RLX terminates your application with a User Abend code of 2010 but leaves your ISPF
logical screen intact. You can repeatedly test a new RLX application within the same ISPF Edit session used to create and
edit the exec.

Should you signal Attention and then cancel the application, the consequences are more drastic. RLX displays the Dialog
Cancellation panel and triggers a hard termination by deliberately issuing a request for an ISPF dialog service that does
not exist (namely PULLPLUG). The resulting severe ISPF dialog error terminates your ISPF logical screen and the RLX
application along with it. ISPF returns you to the currently active Primary Option Menu.

The following sequence takes place following a severe error or Attention induced cancellation: RLX aborts the Db2
application plan and rolls back any pending database changes. RLX and your application then terminate abnormally.

------------------------ RLX Dialog Cancellation -------------------------                         

Command ===>

RLX042 - RLX deliberately abending in response to ATTENTION CANCEL request

The RLX session environment will be cancelled 

and the current dialog terminated.

RLX will cause ISPF to 'pull the plug' on your dialog

by deliberately requesting an invalid ISPF dialog service 

named PULLPLUG

        

        

Press ENTER to proceed with RLX Dialog Cancellation

Filtering Errors

In addition to either returning control to your application or canceling it in the event a severe error occurs, RLX provides
a third error handling option. The FILTER option lets you specify SQLCODEs which your application handles with its own
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logic. When error filtering is in effect, RLX compares the current SQLCODE against the filterable list of codes you specify.
If the current SQLCODE matches one of the FILTER values, then RLX returns control to your application. This allows you
to provide logic to handle selected errors without having to deal with all conceivable errors.

Consider, for example, the case in which a unique index is defined for a table. Db2 returns -803 as a SQLCODE when it
detects an attempt to INSERT a duplicate column value. Suppose you want to handle such errors by prompting the user
to re-enter the duplicate column value rather than terminate the application. The following example illustrates an exec that
uses the RLX CONTROL FILTER service and provides logic to handle duplicate inserts:

/* REXX */ 

   Address RLX 

   'RLX control errors filter CODES(-803)'                         (1)

      

   Do forever

      Say 'Enter Employee ID and phone number or Quit'

      Pull Employee_ID Phone_number

      If employee_ID = 'QUIT' then leave

      

      'RLX insert into Employee_table',

          '(employee_number, Phone_number)',

          'values',

          '(:employee_number, :phone_number)'

      If SQLCODE = -803 then                                        (2)

         Say 'Employee number already exists - please reenter'

      Else

         Say 'New Employee ID entered successfully'                 (3)

    End

Exit

Where

(1) RLX is instructed to return control to your application in case an INSERT or UPDATE statement produces a duplicate
condition and a SQLCODE value of -803.

(2) Check for a duplicate INSERT.

(3) The row was inserted successfully.

When you enable error filtering as a RLX profile option, rather than through the RLX CONTROL service, you make
reference to the following default list of FILTER codes:

SQLCODE   Significance 

-------   ------------ 

-803      Duplicate 

-100001   Data conversion error. Set when RLX

          detects character data in an input host variable whose

          datatype is numeric.

Syntax Errors Detected by the RLX Semantic Parser
The RLX semantic parser detects such errors when you run the exec.

Suppose you mistakenly omit the closing parenthesis on an INSERT statement like the following:

"RLX INSERT INTO EMPLOYEE TABLE",

    "(:EMPID, :FNAME, :NNAME, :LNAME, :DEPT, :PHONE"
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Syntactic errors are reported on a panel. RLX displays a message on line 3 that describes the error. In addition, RLX
places an asterisk '*' beneath the token where the semantic parser detects the error.

------------------- RLX SQL Parser Detected an Error ----------- ROW 1 OF 4 

Command ===>   Scroll ===> HALF 

PSQ006 - Expected closing parenthesis ")" delimiting a list not found 

RLX statement location 

   Exec containing statement  ===> INSERT Db2 Subsystem ===> DSN1 

   RLX module detecting error ===> PSQLHV Db2 Plan Name ===> RLXvrmCS 

RLX INSERT INTO EMPLOYEE TABLE (:EMPID, :FNAME, :NNAME, :LNAME, :DEPT, :PHONE 

* *** Press END or RETURN key to resume RLX dialog execution / termination ***

Logic Errors Detected by RLX
Logic errors, such as referencing an undeclared cursor name in an OPEN, CLOSE, or FETCH statement, are displayed
on the Logical Error panel. The message on line 3 describes the nature of the error:

-------------------------- Logic Error Recognized -------------- ROW 1 OF 2 

Command ===>                                               Scroll ===> HALF

PSQ101 - CURSOR name referenced was not previously DECLAREd 

RLX statement location 

   Exec containing statement  ===> RLXSERR 

   RLX module detecting error ===> RLXDEPA 

RLX statement in which error occurred 

OPEN CSR1 

*** Press END or RETURN key to resume RLX dialog execution / termination ***

Host Variable Data Errors
Data entry errors routinely occur during using an application. You can handle such errors with your own code rather than
allow RLX to simply terminate the application.

The following panel illustrates what happens when the RLX data conversion routines detect a character data in an input
host variable whose datatype is defined as numeric. This can be treated as a recoverable error in which the user can re-
enter the invalid value and can continue the dialog.

---------------------------- Host Data Error ------------------- ROW 1 OF 4 

Command ===>                                                Scroll ===> HALF 

PSR010 - Invalid character(s) present in edited numeric input field 

SQL statement location 

    Exec containing statement  ===> RLXSERR 

    RLX module detecting error ===> PSQFN2P

Host Variable / SQL Variable Profile 

    Host Variable Name         ===> HOST_VAR 

    Host Variable Value        ===> ABCDEF 

    Host datatype origin       ===> INTEGER 

    SQL Data Type              ===> INTEGER     Nulls ===> N 

    SQL Data Length            ===> 4           (Precision when Decimal) 
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    SQL Data Scale             ===> 0           (0 when not Decimal) 

Statement executing when the Variable Error was detected 

UPDATE RLXNUM SET INTEGER = :HOST_VAR WHERE SMALLINT > 100 

PSQ104 - No row(s) will be updated because of invalid column value 

*** Press END or RETURN key to resume RLX dialog execution / termination ***

The RLX error handling option must be set to either FILTER or RETURN in order for the user to be able to correct the
mistake and continue the dialog. This is because RLX sets the SQLCODE to -100001 when it detects a host data error.
This is considered a severe error that terminates your application when the error handling option is set to CANCEL, rather
than FILTER or RETURN.

Problem Determination Procedures for RLX Applications
This section describes additional facilities provided by RLX, Db2, and REXX that help to diagnose and correct errors in
your REXX SQL applications. They include the following:

• You can use REXX tracing without restriction to help debug your RLX REXX procedures. REXX tracing is fully
documented in the IBM REXX publications.

• RLX returns the values of the SQLCODE and SQLSTATE as REXX variables. If the SQLCODE is nonzero, then RLX
also returns the values of the REXX stem variables named SQLERRM.n. These variables contain the text returned by
the IBM message formatting routine named DSNTIAR. All SQLCODE values and Db2 messages are documented in
the Db2 Messages and Codes manual except for several SQLCODE values unique to RLX.

• Any Db2 return codes or reason codes that appear within RLX messages are similarly described in the Db2 Messages
and Codes manuals.

• RLX sets several REXX variables to return its own diagnostic and informational values to your execs. Appendix A
describes the special REXX variables set by RLX.

• RLX messages provide a brief description of run-time errors and may sometimes include a dedicated HELP panel to
provide a more detailed explanation. RLX messages are documented in the RLX Messages and Codes manual.

• The RLX trace of the Db2 subsystem connections it creates and the Db2 application plans it manages are described in
the RLX/CAF manual. This trace can be augmented with the more detailed DSNTRACE facility described next.

• The Db2 CAF and SQL trace associated with the DSNTRACE DD statement is fully documented in IBM Db2
publications.

Return and reason codes associated with the Db2 Instrumentation Facility Interface (IFI) are described in the Db2
Messages and Codes manuals. RLX places the IFI return code in the REXX variable IFCARC1 while the variable
IFCARC2  contains the IFI reason code.

NOTE
The RLX Installation and Customization Guide describesa different set of facilities and procedures to diagnose
errors and defects in the RLX product itself.

SQLCODE Values Unique to RLX

The following SQLCODE values signify error conditions unique to RLX.

They are well beyond the range of SQLCODE values that are defined by IBM.

SQLCODE     Significance Value 

--------    ------------------------------------------------------ 

-100000     Syntactic error detected by the RLX semantic parser 
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-100001     Invalid value for a REXX variable given its datatype. For example - entering ‘ABCD’ for a numeric

 datatype 

-100002     RLX detected a logic error. For example, an OPEN, FETCH, or CLOSE statement referenced a cursor

            name which was never DECLAREd. 

-100007     RLX service after RLX detected a servere error. 

            The SQLCODE value of -100007 indicates RLX is 

            logically inactive. 

+100001     Limit exceeded on the number of SQL query result

            rows to be loaded into an ISPF table by the 

            DECLARE REXXSTEM and DECLARE ISPFTABLE services 

            (see the CONTROL LIMIT service description in the RLX Reference)

RLX Return Codes

In addition to returning feedback information through the SQLCA, the RLX command sets the value of the REXX RC
variable to provide its own summary status indication. You can reference the value of the RC variable within REXX open
code as in the following example:

If RC > 0 then /* Check for errors */

   Do 

      

      /* Whatever error handling is appropriate */ 

      

End

The following list provides RLX return codes:

  RC              Significance 

------            -------------------------------- 

 

  0               Successful execution 

  4               Warning condition 

  8               Error detected by Db2 during

                  SQL statement execution 

 12 or higher     Severe error U2001 Deliberate abend due to RLX

                  internal error - contact vendor

 U2010            RLX deliberate abend due to

                  unrecoverable application error    

   

The SETRC attribute of the RLX session profile governs how RLX should set the value of the REXX system variable
RC. For example, RLX can set the value of RC to the value of the SQLCODE associated with the SQL statement just
executed. Alternatively, in a manner analogous to ISPEXEC, RLX can set RC to a value like 0, 4, 8, 12 or higher to
provide a summary status indication. Lastly, you can elect to always set RC to a value of zero so as not to trigger the
execution of an error handling routine in either a REXX exec or TSO CLIST.
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Common RLX Problems
This section considers several areas of potential difficulty. It discusses some problems and their context, and proposes
several possible solutions. When developing RLX applications in the TSO environment, it is a good practice to set your
TSO PROFILE to receive Write to Programmer messages at your terminal. This may be accomplished by entering the
TSO command PROFILE WTPMSG .

A03 Abends

The RLX TERM service should always be called before your RLX execs complete their processing. RLX TERM cleans up
the RLX SQL environment and releases resources acquired on behalf of your exec. If your exec exits without issuing a
RLX TERM request, an A03 system abend may result.

Limits to Address RLX Support

This article explains the limits to address RLX support.

The RLX host command environment does not support TSO command processors such as ALLOCATE and PRINTDS.
These TSO commands should be directed to the TSO host command environment for processing. For example:

Address TSO 'ALLOCATE ......'

Similarly, TSO/REXX commands such as EXECIO and EXECUTIL should also be directed to the TSO host command
environment. For example:

Address TSO 'EXECIO .........'

Multiple CURSORs Declared with the Same Name

The following example illustrates a situation when more than one DECLARE CURSOR statement is coded with the same
name. This can lead to erroneous and unpredictable results.

Declare cursor_one cursor for

    select * from table_one

      

Declare cursor_one cursor for 

    select * from table_two

      

Declare cursor_one cursor for 

    select * from table_three

      

Open cursor_one

RLX requires that each cursor be uniquely named within a REXX procedure. In addition, each cursor must have its own
SQL OPEN and CLOSE statements as well as its own FETCH statements to retrieve rows from the cursor result table.
This is a Db2 as well as a RLX requirement.

Lastly, if the RLX cursor scope option is set to global, then cursors must be uniquely named across a nested hierarchy of
RLX procedures that may be concurrently active.
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Complex Expressions within Predicates

Several early versions of Db2 (such as Db2 Version 1 Release 2) offer only limited support for complex expressions within
predicates. Db2 may return a -804 SQLCODE or may issue an X'04E' abend when it encounters a complex arithmetic
expression in a WHERE clause predicate; see the following example:

 Select column1, column2, column3

    from table_one 

    where column1 between :low + :middle + 25 and :high

Such complex arithmetic expressions within SQL statements are discouraged in any case because they are inefficient.
Instead, you should assign the expression to a single variable and substitute that variable in the SQL statement; see the
following example:

             one_term = low + middle + 25 /* Evaluate expression */

      

Select column1, column2, column3

                from table_one

                where column1 between :one_term and :high

Nested EXECs and TSO CLISTs

Another pitfall concerns the use of nested execs. Recall that REXX procedures can invoke one another via the REXX
CALL statement, an implicit or explicit exec command, or via the ISPF SELECT service. ISPF and REXX maintain
separate variable pools for each exec. Thus, the variables available to an outer exec are not automatically available to any
inner exec the outer exec may invoke. Therefore, you must explicitly make these variables and/or values available to any
inner exec you may invoke via such techniques as the following:

• Issuing an ISPEXEC VPUT service in the calling exec and a matching ISPEXEC VGET in the called exec.
• Passing values as parameters to the called exec.
• Share variables using the global variable services described in the RLX/SDK Reference.

TAKE PARTICULAR CAUTION with nested REXX dialogs where your cursor-based operations span both inner and outer
execs. Two issues are at work here:

• First, the Scope of CURSOR name recognition: Will the CURSOR name you DECLARE in an outer exec be
recognized when referenced by the inner exec? The RLX CONTROL SCOPE service can be used to make a
CURSOR name known globally across all execs of a nested hierarchy.

• The second issue concerns the accessibility of host variable values across a nested exec hierarchy. Remember, a
separate pool of variables is associated with each exec.

In the following example, a CURSOR is DECLAREd in the outer exec, but OPENed in the inner exec.

Outer exec

   "RLX DECLARE GLOBAL_CURSOR CURSOR FOR

     SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3

       FROM TABLE1

       WHERE COL1 BETWEEN :LOW AND :HIGH"

   /*  The Low and High range comes in from the terminal             */

        

   "ISPEXEC DISPLAY PANEL(LOWHI)"

   /*  Place variables LOW and HIGH in the SHARED pool               */ 
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   "ISPEXEC VPUT(LOW HIGH) SHARED"

   CALL INNER     /* Invoke the INNER exec                           */

   ...

        

Inner exec

   /*  Retrieve the variables LOW and HIGH from the ISPF SHARED pool */

   /*  RLX accesses the current values of these two host variables   */

   /*  when the cursor is OPENed.                                    */

   "ISPEXEC VGET(LOW HIGH) SHARED"

   "RLX OPEN GLOBAL_CURSOR"

The OPEN  statement which actually produces the SQL query result is executed in the inner exec. RLX accesses the
values of the host variables LOW and HIGH at this time to drive the BETWEEN predicate coded in the DECLARE CURSOR
statement of the OUTER exec.

Multiple Fetches Referencing the Same CURSOR

Another caution pertains to the use of multiple FETCH statements which reference the same CURSOR name. This often
occurs in DO WHILE contexts like the following:

FETCH CURSOR_NAME INTO :HOST1:IND1, :HOST2:IND2, :HOST3:IND3 

DO WHILE SQLCODE = 0 

   "FETCH CURSOR_NAME INTO :HOST1:IND1, :HOST2:IND2, :HOST3:IND3" 

   ... 

END

Make sure the lists of host data and indicator variables you reference in the two FETCH statements correspond exactly.

Handling Implicit ROLLBACK

This article describes how to handle implicit rollback.

RLX uses a pseudo-static SQL methodology such that each SQL statement is prepared only once vis-à-vis Db2 (via the
SQL PREPARE statement) and RLX (with its supporting data structures). As such, re-executing a previously prepared
SQL statement requires no re-prepare. This affords a substantial performance advantage such that dynamic SQL
statement execution runs with virtually static SQL speed.

However, certain SQLCODEs related to data contention cause Db2 to issue an implicit ROLLBACK which invalidates
previously prepared SQL statements. The exception is CURSOR WITH HOLD statements that remain prepared across
both ROLLBACK and COMMIT requests.

RLX was designed to handle the following SQLCODEs: -404,-652, -679, -901, -904,-909, -910, -911, -913. In case one of
these SQLCODEs is returned, RLX flags all dynamically prepared SQL statements vis-à-vis Db2 as un-prepared. Upon
re-executing each SQL statement, RLX reprepares the statements via the SQL PREPARE statement. Note however
that the SQL re PREPARE does not occur until the REXX SQL statement is reexecuted. This includes the DECLARE
CURSOR statement. Failure to reexecute the DECLARE CURSOR statement causes any SQL OPEN, CLOSE, or
FETCH statement that references that cursor to fail with a -514.

If the RLX OPEN statement were to fail in the example which follows due to contention, the subsequent RLX CLOSE
request would also fail because the cursor C1 is in an unprepared state.
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The following example shows a REXX exec that does not handle implicit ROLLBACK:

/* REXX – NAME: SAMPLE */

ADDRESS RLX 

 rlxprof.plan = 'RLX810CS' 

 rlxprof.pgm = 'RLXSQL' 

 rlxprof.dsn = 'DSN8'

 "RLX CONTROL ERRORS RETURN" 

 "RLX CONTROL EPANEL NONDISPL" 

 CALL DoSQL 

RETURN sqlcode 

/*____________________________________________________________________*/ 

/* Issue SQL statements */ 

/*____________________________________________________________________*/ 

DoSQL : 

 "RLX DECLARE C1 CURSOR FOR", 

     "SELECT DEPTNO, DEPTNAME FROM DSN8710.DEPT"

 "RLX OPEN C1" 

 DO WHILE sqlcode = 0 

   "RLX FETCH C1 INTO :DEPTNO,:DEPTNAME" 

END 

scode = sqlcode

"RLX CLOSE C1"

RETURN sqlcode 

RLX applications that need to recover from SQL errors like a contention related -911 must include additional logic to deal
with such conditions as illustrated by the following two examples.

Local Recovery from Implicit ROLLBACK

The bolded statements are added to the SAMPLE REXX exec to enable the application to recover from an implicit
ROLLBACK without terminating the REXX exec:

/* REXX – NAME: SAMPLE2 */

ADDRESS RLX 

 rlxprof.plan = 'RLX810CS' 

 rlxprof.pgm = 'RLXSQL' 

 rlxprof.dsn = 'D7GA' 

 sqlcodes = '-404 -652 -679 -901 -904 -909 -910 -911 -913'

 "RLX CONTROL ERRORS RETURN" 

 "RLX CONTROL EPANEL NONDISPL" 

 DO FOREVER CALL DoSQL  IF WORDPOS(sqlcode,sqlcodes) = 0 THEN LEAVE  SAY 'Resource contention SQLCODE='sqlcode

 '- reexecute SQL statement' END 

      

RETURN 0 

/*____________________________________________________________________*/

/* Issue SQL statements */ 

/*____________________________________________________________________*/ 

DoSQL : 

 "RLX DECLARE C1 CURSOR FOR", 

     "SELECT DEPTNO, DEPTNAME FROM DSN8710.DEPT"

 "RLX OPEN C1"

  DO WHILE sqlcode = 0

      "RLX FETCH C1 INTO :DEPTNO,:DEPTNAME" 
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      IF sqlcode = 0 THEN 

         SAY 'DEPTNO='DEPTNO 'DEPTNAME='DEPTNAME

  END 

  IF WORDPOS(sqlcode,sqlcodes) = 0 THEN 

     "RLX CLOSE C1" 

RETURN 0 

When the logic of a REXX exec becomes complex (multiple cursors that are processed along with INSERT, DELETE and
UPDATE statements) it may be advantageous to write a front-end REXX exec that can re-invoke the target REXX exec
in case Db2 issues an implicit ROLLBACK. In this case, common recovery logic can be implemented which includes retry
counts, operator notification, etc. For example:

/* REXX – NAME: SAMPLE3 */

sqlcodes = '-404 -652 -679 -901 -904 -909 -910 -911 -913' 

DO FOREVER 

   sqlcode = SAMPLE() /* Invoke SAMPLE exec */

   IF WORDPOS(sqlcode,sqlcodes) = 0 THEN LEAVE 

   SAY 'Resource contention SQLCODE='sqlcode '- re-execute exec SAMPLE’

END 

RETURN 0 

Static SQL DML Statements Reference
This section describes the syntax of static SQL Data Manipulation Language (DML) statements as implemented by
RLX and provides examples of their usage. With minor exceptions (illustrated in the syntax diagrams), RLX implements
standard SQL statement syntax as documented in the SQL Reference for Db2 for OS/390. Refer to that publication for
definitive documentation on the various SQL statements.

NOTE
The syntax diagrams do not show a prefix ‘RLX’ which must be coded for all RLX SQL statements.

ALLOCATE CURSOR

The ALLOCATE CURSOR statement (introduced with Db2 V5.1) defines a cursor and associates it with a result set
locator variable. Once a cursor is allocated, the rows of a result set returned by a CALLed stored procedure can be
FETCHed and processed as would a cursor for which SQL DECLARE and OPEN statements were issued.

Example:
'rlx allocate C1 cursor for result set :locator1'

In this example, the cursor named C1 is defined and associated with the result set returned by a stored procedure.
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ASSOCIATE LOCATORS

The ASSOCIATE LOCATORS statement (introduced with Db2 V5.1) gets the result set locator value for each result set
returned by a stored procedure.

Example:

'rlx associate locators (:locator1, :locator2) with procedure SP1'

In this example, the result set locator values for the two result sets that are returned by the stored procedure SP1 are
assigned to the host variables locator1 and locator2 .

CALL (Db2 V4.1)

The CALL statement (introduced with Db2 V4.1) invokes a stored procedure that runs in a Db2 stored procedure address
space.

In order to properly identify the data types of any host variables coded in the CALL statement and to avoid accessing the
SYSIBM.SYSPROCEDURE table, RLX assumes (and/or requires) the following:

1. All host variables referenced in the CALL parameter list must be explicitly defined through the RLX VDEFINE service.
In contrast, procedure-name if specified as a host variable need not be explicitly VDEFINEd.

2. All host variables are assumed to be of type INOUT.
3. The RLX implementation of CALL only supports host variables (and optional indicator variables) in the CALL

parameter list. Literals and the keyword NULL are not supported. In contrast, procedure-name may be coded as a
literal.

Example:
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The following sample exec illustrates the use of the SQL CALL statement:

address RLX

'rlx control vdefine hv1 char length(8) scope(global)' 

'rlx control vdefine hv2 varchar length(2048) nulls(yes)' 

'rlx control vdefine hv3 varchar length(2048) nulls(yes)' 

      

hv1 = ‘parm1’ /* an input parameter */ 

hv2 = ‘parm2’ /* an input parameter */ 

iv2 = 0 /* input indicator variable */ 

hv3 = '' /* an output parameter */

      

'rlx call EXAMPLE_STORED_PROCEDURE (:hv1, :hv2:iv2, :hv3)'

NOTE
Before RLX V5.1, the CALL statement was supported through the RXSQL interface and provided function
equivalent to the SQL EXECUTE statement. To avoid ambiguity, the RXSQL CALL verb has been renamed in
RLX V5.1 to RXCALL.

CLOSE

The SQL CLOSE statement closes the cursor named cursor-name and destroys the query result table created when the
cursor was opened.

Example:
'rlx close c1'

In this example, the cursor named C1 is closed.

COMMIT

The COMMIT statement ends a unit of recovery and makes permanent any changes to database resources that occurred
during that unit of recovery. COMMIT effectively starts a new unit of recovery.
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Example:

The following sample illustrates the use of the SQL COMMIT statement:

Address RLX

      

Do index = 1 to 10

   'RLX Insert Into Someones.Datatype_Table                    (1)

      (Integer_column, Character_column, Date_column)

      Values

      (:integer_variable:integer_indicator,

       :Character_variable:Character_indicator

       :Date_variable:Date_indicator)'

End

'rlx commit work'                                              (2)

return

Where

(1) Insert a row into a Db2 table. These new rows remain pending until the unit of recovery is completed.

(2) Complete the unit of recovery and make permanent the 10 rows inserted into the table.

CONNECT (Types 1 and 2)
This article explains the CONNECT (Types 1 and 2) statement.

The CONNECT statement connects the application process to the server designated by the location-name literal or the
value of host-variable. The designated server becomes the current server for the process, which means the DBMS to
which the application process is connected.

NOTE
The Db2 DDF address space must be active to use the CONNECT service fully.

Example:

The following sample exec (member RLXECON of the CRAIEXEC library) illustrates the use of the SQL CONNECT
statement:

Address RLX 

   'rlx connect reset' /* reset current server */ 
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   'rlx connect' /* get connect information into sqlerrp variable */

   say 'sqlcode =' sqlcode 

   say 'sqlerrp =' sqlerrp 

   

   say 'Identify the Db2 subsystem to which you wish to connect'

   pull dsn 

   'rlx connect to :dsn' 

   say 'sqlcode =' sqlcode 

      

   'rlx set :hv0 = current server' 

   say 'Current SQL Server is ' hv0 

return 

DECLARE CURSOR

The DECLARE CURSOR statement gives a name to a SELECT statement (called the cursor-name) which may be
referenced by subsequent DESCRIBE, OPEN, FETCH, and CLOSE requests. Cursor-name may also be referenced in
the 'WHERE CURRENT OF cursor-name' clause of UPDATE and DELETE statements.

The WITH HOLD clause prevents the cursor from being closed when a COMMIT statement is executed.

CURSOR-Based Processing

A cursor can be thought of as a pointer to a row in a result table. When a cursor is opened, the cursor points to the first
data row in the result table. As you fetch rows from the table, the cursor advances to the next row. The cursor holds its
position on that row until the next FETCH or CLOSE statement is executed. This behavior allows positioned updates or
deletes of the current row being processed.

The following cursor-based actions are supported:

1. Declare a cursor.
2. Open a cursor.
3. Fetch from a cursor.
4. Close a cursor.
5. Update the current cursor row.
6. Delete the current cursor row.

NOTE
RLX provides two additional statements in support of multi-row answer sets. The RLX DECLARE REXXSTEM
service lets you copy SQL result tables directly into REXX stemmed arrays while the RLX DECLARE
ISPFTABLE service loads SQL query results directly into ISPF tables.
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The cursor-name you chose must not be the same name as that of another prepared or declared statement. All declared
cursors, REXXSTEMs, and ISPFTABLEs should be uniquely named. You may, however, issue an explicit PURGE request
to free the statement which allows you to reuse the name.

The following sample exec illustrates RLX support for cursor-based facilities with which multi-row query results can be
processed one row at a time:

address rlx 

arg creator                                                         (1)

'rlx declare table_names cursor for 

     select name, type, dbname, tsname 

     from sysibm.systables 

     where creator = :creator'                                      (2)

      

'rlx open table_names'                                              (3)

Say 'Tables owned by Authorization ID' creator 

'rlx fetch table_names into :name, :type, :dbname, :tsname:ind1'    (4)

      

Do while sqlcode = 0 

   Say name type dbname tsname 

   'rlx fetch table_names into :name, :type, :dbname, :tsname:ind1'  (4)

End 

'rlx close table_names'                                              (5)

Return rc

Where,

(1) The Db2 authorization ID used to parameterize the SQL query is passed to the EXEC as an argument. The REXX
ARG instruction populates the REXX variable named creator with the Db2 Authorization ID passed as a parameter.

(2) DECLARE the SELECT statement and give it the name table_names.

(3) The OPEN statement references the cursor named table_names.

(4) The two FETCH statements also reference the cursor named table_names.

(5) The CLOSE statement references the cursor named table_names.
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DELETE

The DELETE statement deletes rows from a table or view. RLX supports two forms of the DELETE statement:

• A searched DELETE is used to delete one or more rows as governed by an optional search condition.
• A positioned DELETE is used to delete exactly one row, as determined by the current position of the referenced

cursor-name.

Example:

The following example illustrates the use of a searched DELETE statement that is qualified by a search condition:

address rlx

      

'rlx delete from some.table’,

        ‘where column1 between :low and :high'
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EXPLAIN

The EXPLAIN statement obtains information about access path selection for an explainable statement. A statement is
explainable if it is a SELECT or INSERT statement, or the searched form of an UPDATE or DELETE statement. The SQL
authorization ID of the issuer of EXPLAIN must also be the owner of a plan table (named PLAN-TABLE) into which Db2
inserts the information produced by EXPLAIN.

Example: Explain a query.

address rlx

'rlx explain plan set queryno = 110156 for' ,

    ‘select * from sysibm.syscolumns’

FETCH

The FETCH statement positions a cursor on the next row of its result table and assigns the values of the selected columns
of this row to the host variables appearing in the host variable list. The list of host variables must correspond to the list of
column names specified on the DECLARE CURSOR statement.

INSERT

The INSERT statement inserts rows into a table or view. The table or view can be at the current server or any Db2
subsystem with which the current server can establish a connection. Inserting a row into a view also inserts the row into
the table on which the view is based. RLX supports two forms of the INSERT statement:
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• The INSERT via VALUES form inserts a single row into the table or view using the values provided in the VALUE
clause.

• The INSERT via SELECT form inserts one or more rows into the table or view using values selected from other tables
and/or views.

Example: The following example illustrates the use of the VALUES form of the INSERT statement:

'RLX Insert Into Someones.Datatype_Table

    (Integer_column, Character_column, Date_column)

    Values

    (:integer_variable:integer_indicator,

     :Character_variable:Character_indicator

     :Date_variable:Date_indicator)'

OPEN

The OPEN statement opens the cursor named cursor-name.

The result table of the cursor is derived by evaluating the SELECT statement associated with cursor-name. The
evaluation uses the current values of any host variables or special registers specified in the DECLAREd SELECT
statement.

RELEASE

The RELEASE statement places one or more connections in the release pending state.

The connection to be released may be specified as a literal location-name. Alternatively, the location name may be
contained in host-variable.
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Example: This example illustrates the use of the SQL RELEASE statement:

address rlx

      

'rlx release SanJose' 

host_variable = ‘’

'rlx release :host_variable' 

ROLLBACK

The ROLLBACK statement ends a unit of recovery and backs out any changes made by SQL statements during that unit
of recovery. A new unit of recovery is effectively started.

Example: This example illustrates the use of the SQL COMMIT and ROLLBACK statements:

Address RLX 

      

'RLX Insert Into Someones.Datatype_Table                (1)

     (Integer_column, Character_column, Date_column) 

      Values 

      (:integer_variable:integer_indicator, 

       :Character_variable:Character_indicator 

       :Date_variable:Date_indicator)' 

If SQLCODE = 0 then 

   'rlx commit work'                                    (2)

Else 

   'RLX rollback work'                                  (3)

return 

Where

(1) An INSERT statement is executed.

(2) If the INSERT is successful (SQLCODE = 0), then COMMIT the work.

(3) If the INSERT does not succeed (SQLCODE not equal 0), then backout any SQL changes made during the current
unit of recovery.
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SELECT INTO

The SELECT INTO statement produces a result table containing at most one row, and assigns the values in that row to
host variables. An error occurs if the result table has more than one row.

Example: This example illustrates the use of the SELECT INTO statement:

address rlx

      

"rlx select name, dbname, tsname", 

    " into :name, :dbname, :tsname",

    " from sysibm.systables",

    " where creator = 'ONETABLE'" 

SET CONNECTION

The SET CONNECTION statement establishes the application server for your REXX exec by identifying one of
its existing connections. The application server can be specified as a location name literal or can refer to a location name
contained in a host variable.

Example: This example illustrates the use of the SET CONNECTION statement:

"rlx set connection = ' '"

host_variable = ‘’

"rlx set connection = :host_variable"
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SET CURRENT DEGREE

The SET CURRENT DEGREE statement assigns a value to the CURRENT DEGREE special register. The value of
CURRENT DEGREE is replaced by the value of the string constant or host variable. The value must be a character string
that is not longer than 3 bytes and its value must be either 'ANY', '1', or '1 '.

Example: This example illustrates the use of the SET CURRENT DEGREE statement:

address RLX

"rlx set current degree = 'ANY'"

host_variable = ‘ANY’

'rlx set current degree = :host_variable' 

SET CURRENT LOCALE LC_TYPE

The SET CURRENT LOCALE LC_TYPE statement assigns a value to the CURRENT LOCALE LC_TYPE special register.

Example: This example illustrates the use of the SET LOCALE LC_TYPE statement:

address rlx

"rlx set current locale lc_type = :host_variable"

Return
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SET CURRENT OPTIMIZATION HINT

The SET CURRENT OPTIMIZATION HINT statement assigns a value to the CURRENT OPTIMIZATION HINT special
register.

Example: This example illustrates the use of the SET CURRENT OPTIMIZATION HINT statement:

address rlx

"rlx set current optimization hint = :host_variable"

Return

 SET CURRENT PACKAGESET

The SET CURRENT PACKAGESET statement assigns a value to the CURRENT PACKAGESET special register.

Example: This example illustrates the use of the SET CURRENT PACKAGESET statement:

address rlx

"rlx set current packageset = :host_variable"

Return
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SET CURRENT PATH

The SET CURRENT PATH statement assigns a value to the CURRENT PATH special register.

Example: This example illustrates the use of the SET CURRENT PATH statement:

address rlx

"rlx set current path = :host_variable"

Return

SET CURRENT RULES (Db2 V4.1)

The SET CURRENT RULES statement assigns a value of either ‘Db2’ or ‘STD’ to the CURRENT RULES special register.
An error occurs if any other value is specified.

Example: This example illustrates the use of the SET CURRENT RULES statement:

address rlx
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"rlx set current rules = ‘Db2’"

host_variable = ‘STD’

"rlx set current rules = :host_variable"

Return

SET CURRENT SQLID

The SET CURRENT SQLID statement assigns a value to the CURRENT SQLID special register. If any of the
authorization IDs of the process has SYSADM authority, CURRENT SQLID can be set to any value. Otherwise, the
specified value must be equal to one of the authorization IDs of the application process.

Example: This example illustrates the use of the SET CURRENT SQLID statement:

address rlx

"rlx set current SQLID = user"

"rlx set current SQLID = ‘AUTHID1’"

host_variable = ‘AUTHID2’

"rlx set current SQLID = :host_variable"

SET host-variable

The SET host-variable statement assigns the value of a special register to a host variable. A special register is a storage
area defined for a process by Db2. Wherever its name appears in SQL statements, the name is replaced by the register
value when the statement is executed. In the syntax diagram, special-register represents one of the following:
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• CURRENT DATE specifies the current date. Its data type is DATE.
• CURRENT DEGREE specifies the degree of parallelism for the execution of queries that are dynamically prepared by

the application process. The data type of the register is CHAR(3) and the values it may assume are 1 (padded on the
right with two blanks) and ANY.

• CURRENT PACKAGESET specifies a string of blanks or the collection ID of the package or packages that are used to
execute SQL statements. The data type is CHAR(18). If necessary, the collection ID is padded on the right with blanks
so that its length is 18 bytes.

• CURRENT RULES specifies a string of three characters which can have a value of either ‘Db2’ or ‘STD’.
• CURRENT SERVER specifies the location name of the current server. The data type is CHAR(16). If necessary, the

location name is padded on the right with blanks so that its length is 16 bytes.
• CURRENT SQLID specifies the SQL authorization ID of the process. Its data type is CHAR(8). If necessary, the

authorization ID is padded on the right with blanks so that its length is 8 bytes.
• CURRENT TIME specifies the current time. Its data type is TIME.
• CURRENT TIMESTAMP specifies the current timestamp. Its data type is TIMESTAMP.
• CURRENT TIMEZONE specifies the MVS TIMEZONE parameter in the form of a time duration. Its data type is

DECIMAL(6,0).

Example: This example illustrates how the value of ‘CURRENT SERVER’ can be assigned to a host variable:

address rlx

'rlx set :host_variable = current server'
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UPDATE

The UPDATE statement updates the values of specified columns in rows of a table or view. Updating a row of a view
updates a row of the table on which the view is based. The table or view can exist at the current server or at any Db2
subsystem with which the current server can establish a connection. RLX supports two forms of the UPDATE statement:

• The searched UPDATE form is used to update one or more rows, governed by an optional search condition. The
searched UPDATE can be applied to one or more columns and/or rows of a table, depending on the qualifications in
the SET and WHERE clauses.

• The positioned UPDATE form is used to update exactly one row, as determined by the current position of the cursor
named in the CURRENT OF cursor-name clause.

Example: This example illustrates usage of the searched UPDATE statement:

address rlx

'rlx update some.table

       set integer = :integer:iv1, date = :date:iv2,

           time = :time:iv3, timestamp = :timestmp:iv4,

           float = :float:iv5

       where integer between :low and :high'
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Dynamic SQL DML Statements Reference
This section provides reference documentation for the set of dynamic SQL data manipulation statements supported
by RLX. Since the RLX SQL implementation is inherently dynamic, functions equivalent to PREPARE, EXECUTE, and
EXECUTE IMMEDIATE can be accomplished by coding the static SQL statements, directly within your REXX execs. Note
that the SQL DESCRIBE statement does provide unique function.

DESCRIBE Statement
The DESCRIBE statement returns information about the host input or output variables associated with a RLX SQL
statement which has already been processed. RLX creates an input or output SQL Descriptor Area (SQLDA) as part of
preparing the SQL statement for execution. These SQLDAs contain information about the input or output host variables
associated with the prepared SQL statement. A subsequent RLX DESCRIBE request maps these SQL descriptor areas
into a set of REXX compound variables which your exec can reference.

The DESCRIBE service has the following format:

RLX DESCRIBE <statement> 

Where <statement> refers to any one of the following:

(1) The name of a declared CURSOR as in the following example:

'RLX declare cursor_name cursor for

    select ...'

'RLX describe cursor_name' 

Where 'cursor_name' references the name of the declared cursor.

(2) The name of a declared ISPFTABLE as in the following example:

'RLX declare ispfqry ispftable for ...'

    select ...'

'RLX describe ispfqry' 

Where the name 'ispfqry' references the name of the declared ISPFTABLE

(3) The name of a prepared statement as in the following example:

'RLX prepare query_result',

    'select * from sysibm.syscolumns 

        where tbname = 'SYSTABLES'

'RLX describe query_result'

Where 'query_result' _references the label of the prepared statement.

(4) The name of a prepared statement (using the RxSQL PREP request) as in the following example:

'rxsql prep query_result',

   'select * from sysibm.syscolumns 

       where tbname = 'SYSTABLES'

'rxsql describe query_result'

Where 'query_result' _references the label of the statement prepared by an RxSQL PREP request.

(5) The value of the REXX variable 'RLXSTNM'. RLX assigns a unique internal label to each statement during its
preparation and then updates the value of the REXX variable RLXSTNM with the name of this internal label each time
RLX executes the statement. The following example illustrates the use of the RLXSTNM variable.

'RLX insert into Db2_table ....
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'RLX describe' rlxstnm 

One word of caution concerning the RLXSTNM variable. Its content is volatile in that its value is updated after each RLX
statement executes. Therefore, you may wish to assign RLXSTNM to another REXX variable to preserve its value as in
the following example:

'rlx insert into Db2_table ....

insert_statement_label = rlxstnm

'rlx describe' insert_statement_label

A DESCRIBE request maps SQL Descriptor Area information about the referenced SQL statement into a set of REXX
compound variables which your exec can reference. RLX automatically translates binary values into numeric character
strings.

For example, an output SQLDA describes a statement query result columns, the values received from Db2. An output
SQLDA applies to the singleton SELECT, DECLARE CURSOR, DECLARE REXXSTEM and DECLARE ISPFTABLE
statements.

An input SQLDA describes the host variables that supply values to Db2. These include the host variables that appear in
a WHERE clause to parameterize a statement, as well as the host variables that appear in SQL INSERT and UPDATE
statements. In addition, statements like SET CURRENT SQLID can also obtain values from a host variable to present
to Db2. Lastly, the singleton SELECT, DECLARE CURSOR, DECLARE REXXSTEM, and DECLARE ISPFTABLE
statements may also have input SQLDAs if their WHERE clauses are parameterized by host input variables.

DESCRIBE for Statements That Receive Data from Db2

The following code sample illustrates how to DESCRIBE the columns and host variables into which query results are
returned.

'rlx declare table_names cursor for                  (1)

     select name, type, dbname, tsname

        from sysibm.systables

        where creator = :creator'

'rlx describe table_names'                           (2)

      

say 'Count of query result columns =' sqln           (3)

Do index = 1 to sqld                                 (4)

   say 'query column name =' sqlname.index           (5)

   say 'query column datatype =' sqltype.index       (6)

   say 'Does column allow nulls' sqlnulls.index      (7)

   say 'query column length =' sqllen.index          (8)

End

Where

(1) This first SQL statement declares the cursor named 'table_names'.

(2) The RLX DESCRIBE service creates (and assigns values to) a series of REXX variables which describe the query
result columns and host output variables.

(3) The REXX variable SQLD returns the number of query result columns described in the SQLDA array. (In this example,
the count is 4).

(4) The remaining SQLDA variables are compound symbols referenced by a stem name and subscript value. The number
of elements in these stemmed arrays is returned as a printable integer in SQLD. Its value governs the number of iterations
through the DO loop.
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(5) RLX returns the set of column names into the array of variables which share the stem 'SQLNAME'

(6) RLX returns the set of column datatypes into the array of variables which share the stem 'SQLTYPE'.

(7) The SQLNULLS compound variable is set to 'Y' if null values are allowed for this column. Otherwise, SQLNULLS is set
to 'N'.

(8) RLX returns the set of column lengths into the array of variables which share the stem 'SQLLEN'. In the case of
decimal datatypes, your exec should reference the compound variables SQLPRCSN and SQLSCALE respectively to
obtain discrete values for precision and scale.

DESCRIBE for Statements That Supply Data to Db2

The following code sample illustrates how to DESCRIBE the input host variables associated with an INSERT statement
that supply values to Db2. The REXX variables which describe input columns and their corresponding host variables are
all named SQIxxx to distinguish them from the SQLxxx variables which describe output.

'rlx insert into datatype_table

    (integer, date, time, timestamp, float) 

    values (:integer:iv1, :date:iv2, :time:iv3, 

            :timestmp:iv4, :float:iv5)' 

'rlx describe' rlxstnm                                                          (1)

    

say 'Count of columns being inserted =' sqid                                    (2)

Do index = 1 to sqid)                                                           (3)

   say 'Name of column associated with host input variable =' sqiname.index     (4)

   say 'Input host variable datatype =' sqitype.index                           (5)

   say 'Does column allow nulls' sqinulls.index                                 (6)

   say 'Input host variable length =' sqilen.index                              (7)

End 

Where

(1) The REXX variable RLXSTNM contains the internal label of the SQL INSERT statement just processed. The RLX
DESCRIBE service creates (and assigns values to) a different set of REXX variables whose names start with SQI rather
than SQL. The SQIxxx variables describe the columns of the INSERT statement and their corresponding host input
variables.

(2) The REXX variable SQID contains the number of input columns (and input host variables) described by the input
SQLDA array. (In this example, the count is 5).

(3) The printable integer value returned in SQID governs the number of iterations through the DO loop.

(4) RLX returns the set of input column names into the array of variables which share the stem 'SQINAME'

(5) RLX returns the set of input column (and host input variable) datatypes into the array of variables which share the stem
'SQITYPE'.

(6) The SQINULLS compound variable is set to 'Y' if null values are allowed for this input column. Otherwise, SQINULLS
is set to 'N'.

(7) RLX returns the set of input column (and host input variable) lengths into the array of variables which share the
stem 'SQILEN'. In the case of decimal datatypes, your exec should reference the compound variables SQIPRCSN and
SQISCALE respectively to obtain discrete values for precision and scale.

EXECUTE Statement
The EXECUTE statement causes prepared SQL statements to be executed. The format of the EXECUTE service is:
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RLX EXECUTE <statement-name> 

Where <statement-name> identifies the prepared statement to be executed. Statement-name must identify a statement
that was previously and successfully prepared. The prepared statement that is the target of execute must not be a
SELECT statement.

The prepared statement may contain host variables. The following example illustrates how the values of these host
variables can change each time the prepared statement is re-executed through EXECUTE.

'RLX prepare insert_request',                                             (1)

  'insert into owner.table(integer, smallint, dec55, dec150, char5)', 

  'values (:integer, :smallint, :dec55:iv3, :dec150, :char5)' 

      

Do Index = 1 to 5 

   integer = Index                                                        (2)

   smallint = Index                                                       (2)

   dec150 = Index                                                         (2)

   suffix = Index                                                         (2)

   char5 = 'c'||Index                                                     (2)

  'RLX execute insert_request'                                            (3)

End 

Where

(1) Prepare an INSERT statement that contains host variables and name the prepared statement insert_request . The
prepared statement insert_request is referenced by name by the EXECUTE statement in (3).

(2) Assign values to the REXX variables that also serve as host input variables for the SQL INSERT statement prepared
in (1). These newly assigned values are used when the prepared INSERT statement is executed in (3).

(3) Execute the prepared statement named insert_request using the current values of host input variables associated with
the INSERT statement prepared in (1).

EXECUTE IMMEDIATE
The EXECUTE IMMEDIATE statement prepares a character string form of a static SQL statement and then executes the
statement. The format of the EXECUTE IMMEDIATE service is:

RLX EXECUTE IMMEDIATE <string-expression> 

Where <string-expression> refers to any character string. The statement string must not contain references to host
variables.

EXECUTE IMMEDIATE is suitable for DCL, DDL, or simple DML statements that are executed only once. If the same
statement is to be executed more than once, it is more efficient to use PREPARE and EXECUTE rather than EXECUTE
IMMEDIATE.

The following example illustrates the use of EXECUTE IMMEDIATE to issue a GRANT.

'RLX execute immediate grant execute on plan rlxplanc to public'

PREPARE Statement
The PREPARE statement creates an executable SQL statement from a character string form of the statement. Any SQL
statement such as SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE statement can be prepared. The character string form is
called a statement string while the executable form is called a prepared statement. PREPARE readies the SQL statement
for execution through a subsequent EXECUTE or OPEN request. The format of the PREPARE statement is:
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RLX PREPARE <statement-name> FROM <statement_string>

Where

• <statement-name> names the prepared statement which can be referenced by a subsequent OPEN statement
(for SELECT queries) or EXECUTE (for INSERT, UPDATE or DELETE type statements). If statement-name identifies
an existing prepared statement, that prepared statement is destroyed.

• <statement-string> is a valid SQL statement which may contain host variables.

The following examples illustrate how the values of these host variables can change each time the prepared statement is
re-executed through EXECUTE or OPEN.

Example: PREPARE of INSERT Statement

In this example, an INSERT statement containing host variables is prepared. Note how the values of these host variables
change each time the prepared INSERT statement is re-executed through EXECUTE.

'RLX prepare insert_request',                                              (1)

  'insert into owner.table(integer, smallint, dec55, dec150, char5)',   

  'values (:integer, :smallint, :dec55:iv3, :dec150, :char5)'   

      

Do Index = 1 to 5   

   integer = Index                                                         (2)

   smallint = Index                                                        (2)

   dec150 = Index                                                          (2)

   suffix = Index                                                          (2)

   char5 = 'c'||Index                                                      (2)

  'RLX execute insert_request'                                             (3)

End   

Where

(1) Prepare an INSERT statement that contains host variables and name the prepared statement insert_request . The
prepared statement named insert_request is referenced by name by the EXECUTE statement in (3).

(2) Assign values to the REXX variables that also serve as host input variables for the SQL INSERT statement prepared
in (1). These newly assigned values are used when the prepared INSERT statement is executed in (3).

(3) Execute the prepared statement named ‘insert_request’ using the current values of host input variables associated
with the INSERT statement prepared in (1).

Example: PREPARE of SELECT Statement

This example illustrates how a SELECT query is prepared and assigned a prepared statement name which is referenced
by subsequent OPEN, FETCH, and CLOSE statements. The values of the host variables that parameterize the query can
change each time the prepared statement is OPENed.

"RLX prepare query_result",                                         (1)

      "select column1, column2, column3", 

      "from some.table", 

      "where column1 between :low and :high", 

      "order by column1" 

      

 ‘RLX open query_result'                                             (2)

      

"RLX fetch query_result into :column1, column2:ind2, column3"        (3)
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Do while sqlcode = 0 

     "RLX fetch query_result into :column1, column2:ind2, column3"   (4)

end 

      

"rxsql close query_result"                                           (5)

Where

(1) Prepare a SELECT that is parameterized by host input variables and name the prepared statement ‘query_result’. The
prepared statement named ‘query_result’ is referenced by the OPEN, FETCH, and CLOSE statements which follow.

(2) The OPEN statement materializes ‘query_result’ using the current values of the host input variables that parameterize
the query.

(3) FETCH the first row of the answer set.

(4) FETCH subsequent rows of the answer set.

(5) CLOSE the prepared select statement named ‘query_result’.

RxSQL Statements Reference
RXSQL is IBM Procedures Language Interface to SQL/DS (also known as Db2/VM). RLX supports many RXSQL facilities
to facilitate the migration of REXX SQL procedures from a VM - SQL/DS environment to OS/390 and Db2. The following
sections describe RLX support for each of the RXSQL statements, commands and execs in turn.

RXSQL CALL Statement

The RXSQL CALL statement executes SQL statements processed via a previous RXSQL PREP or SQL PREPARE
statement.

NOTE
Db2 Version 4.1 introduced the SQL CALL statement with which to invoke stored procedures. For this reason,
support for RXSQL CALL is discontinued and replaced by RXCALL. Both RXCALL and SQL EXECUTE are
functionally equivalent to the RXSQL CALL statement.

RLX supports the RXSQL CALL statement as documented in the EXECUTE statement. Note that the USING i-
variable clause is not supported. The format of the CALL service is:

RXSQL RXCALL statement-name

Where statement-name identifies the prepared statement to be executed. Statement-name must identify a statement that
was previously and successfully prepared. The prepared statement that is the target of execute must not be a SELECT
statement.

RXSQL CLOSE Statement

The RXSQL CLOSE statement closes a cursor opened by a previous OPEN statement. RLX fully supports the RXSQL
CLOSE statement. The format of the CLOSE service is:

 RXSQL CLOSE cursor-name

Where cursor-name identifies the name of the cursor to be closed.
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RXSQL COMMIT Statement

The RXSQL COMMIT statement terminates a logical unit of recovery and commits the database changes made by that
unit of work. Note that the RELEASE option of RXSQL COMMIT is not supported. The format of the COMMIT service is:

 RXSQL COMMIT WORK

RXSQL CONNECT Statement

The RXSQL CONNECT statement is not supported. Analogous capabilities are available in Db2 through the SQL
CONNECT statement. Additional CONNECT capabilities are also provided through the RLX CAF primitives described in
the RLX/CAF manual and the SQL SET CURRENT SQLID statement.

RXSQL CREATE PACKAGE and CREATE PROGRAM Statements

The RXSQL CREATE PACKAGE and CREATE PROGRAM statements create an empty package (or program) into
which SQL statements can be prepared. Both CREATE PACKAGE and CREATE PROGRAM are extended dynamic SQL
facilities which have no analog within a Db2 environment. As such, they are not supported.

RXSQL DECLARE Statement

The RXSQL DECLARE statement gives a name to SQL statements prepared by an RXSQL XPREP statement. RLX
supports the DECLARE request in its native SQL form. However, RLX does not support RXSQL DECLARE syntax
with which a statement prepared through the XPREP operation is readied for execution. This is because XPREP is an
extended dynamic SQL facility which has no analog within a Db2 environment.

RXSQL DESCRIBE Statement

The RXSQL DESCRIBE statement returns the names and datatypes of the columns in a prepared or declared SELECT
statement. RLX supports RXSQL DESCRIBE and extends this support to include non-query statements such as INSERT,
UPDATE, and DELETE.

The format of the DESCRIBE service is:

 RLX DESCRIBE statement-name

Where statement-name is one of several statement-name references.

RXSQL DROPSTMT Command

The RXSQL DROPSTMT operation is an extended dynamic SQL facility which has no analog within a Db2 environment.
As such, DROPSTMT is not supported.

RXSQL EXEC or EXECUTE IMMEDIATE Statement

The RXSQL EXEC operation prepares a character string form of a static SQL statement and then executes the statement.
The format of the EXEC service is:

 RXSQL EXEC string-expression

Where string-expression refers to any character string. The statement string must not contain references to host
variables.
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The SQL EXECUTE IMMEDIATE statement provides the same function as the RXSQL EXEC service. The format of the
EXECUTE IMMEDIATE service is:

RXSQL EXECUTE IMMEDIATE string-expression

EXEC and EXECUTE IMMEDIATE are suitable for DCL, DDL, or simple DML statements that are executed only once. If
the same statement is to be executed more than once, it is more efficient to use PREPARE and EXECUTE rather than
EXECUTE IMMEDIATE.

RXSQL EXECUTE Statement

The RXSQL EXECUTE statement causes a prepared SQL statement to be executed. RLX fully supports the RXSQL
EXECUTE statement. The format of the EXECUTE service is:

 RXSQL EXECUTE statement-name

Where statement-name identifies the prepared statement to be executed. Statement-name must identify a statement that
was previously and successfully prepared. The prepared statement that is the target of execute must not be a SELECT
statement nor any statement that has an equivalent RXSQL request such as COMMIT or ROLLBACK.

The prepared statement may contain host variables which may change each time the prepared statement is re-executed
through EXECUTE.

RXSQL FETCH Statement

The RXSQL FETCH statement assigns column values from a row of a result table to host variables coded in your REXX
exec. RLX fully supports the RXSQL FETCH statement. The format of the FETCH service is:

 RXSQL FETCH cursor-name into <list of host variables>

Where cursor-name identifies an open cursor representing a SELECT statement.

RXSQL NAMES Command

The RXSQL NAMES command returns all the statement names currently known to RLX. The value of the REXX variable
SQLNAMES is set to a string of symbolic statement names separated by blanks. The RXSQL NAMES service requires no
operands. Its format is:

 RXSQL NAMES

Each name can be used in a request to determine the state of a statement, and in an RXSQL STMT request to obtain the
text of the SQL statement.

RXSQL OP Command

The RXSQL OP statement is designed to issue SQL/DS operator commands and return the results in REXX variables.
The RXSQL OP statement is not supported in the Db2 environment. Analogous capabilities are available instead through
the native Db2 command interface, see the RLX/IFI manual.

RXSQL OPEN Statement

The RXSQL OPEN statement opens a cursor associated with a prepared or declared SELECT statement. RLX supports
the RXSQL OPEN statement. Note that the USING i-variable clause is not supported. The format of the OPEN service is:
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 RXSQL OPEN cursor-name

Where cursor-name identifies a prepared or declared SELECT statement.

RXSQL PREP Statement

The RXSQL PREP statement creates an executable SQL statement from a character string form of the statement.
The PREP operation readies the SQL statement for a subsequent RXCALL, EXECUTE, or OPEN operation. RLX fully
supports the RXSQL PREP service through the SQL PREPARE statement. The format of the PREP service is:

 RXSQL PREP statement-name  statement_string

Where

• statement-name identifies a prepared SELECT which can be referenced by a subsequent OPEN statement or an
INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE statement which can be referenced by a subsequent RXCALL or EXECUTE statement.

• statement-string is a valid SQL statement which may contain host variables.

RXSQL PURGE Command

The RXSQL PURGE command provides a means to drop a previously prepared statement and free the control blocks and
storage buffers associated with the statement. RLX supports the RXSQL PURGE statement. The format of the PURGE
service is:

 RXSQL PURGE statement-name | *

Where statement-name is the symbolic name assigned to a prepared statement. RLX does not support use of the
asterisk * which denotes all prepared statements. For more information about symbolic statement names, see RLX
DESCRIBE Service.

RXSQL PUT Statement

The RXSQL PUT operation is a SQL/DS facility which has no analog within a Db2 environment. As such, it is not
supported.

RXSQL ROLLBACK Statement

The RXSQL ROLLBACK statement backs out all changes made to the database since the beginning of the current unit
of work and releases all locks. RLX supports the RXSQL ROLLBACK statement. Note that the RELEASE option is not
supported. The format of the ROLLBACK service is:

 RXSQL ROLLBACK WORK

RXSQL SQLDATE Command

The RXSQL SQLDATE command sets or returns the output formatting option for date columns. The date formatting
option is set if an argument is specified following the keyword SQLDATE. Otherwise, the current date formatting option is
returned in the REXX variable SQLDATE. The format of the SQLDATE command is:

 RXSQL SQLDATE date-format

where the following date-format values are supported:
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• Eur denotes a European standard date format of dd.mm.yyyy.
• Iso denotes an ISO date format of yyyy-mm-dd.
• Jis denotes a Japanese industrial standard date format of yyyy-mm-dd.
• Usa denotes a date format of mm/dd/yyyy.

The date format can be changed at any time so that subsequent SQL FETCH requests will be executed using the new
date format. In addition, the RLX CONTROL DATE service provides a means to govern input date validation as well as
output date formatting.

RXSQL SQLISL Command

The RXSQL SQLISL command returns the isolation level associated with the currently active plan. The command sets
the value of the REXX variable SQLISL to either RR (denoting Repeatable Read) or CS (denoting Cursor Stability). The
RXSQL SQLISL command requires no operands. Its format is:

 RXSQL SQLISL

RLX does not support setting the isolation level on a plan basis. However, Db2 Version 4.1 introduces the ability to specify
the isolation level of an individual SQL statement through the WITH clause.

RXSQL SQLTIME Command

The RXSQL SQLTIME command sets or returns the output formatting option for time columns. The time formatting option
is set if an argument is specified following the keyword SQLTIME. Otherwise, the current time formatting option is returned
in the REXX variable SQLTIME. The format of the SQLTIME command is:

 RXSQL SQLTIME time-format

Where the following time-format values are supported:

• Eur denotes a European standard time format of hh.mm <.ss>.
• Iso denotes an ISO time format of hh.mm <.ss>.
• Jis denotes a Japanese industrial standard time format of hh:mm <:ss>.
• Usa denotes a time format of hh:mm xM where x = A or P.

The time format can be changed at any time so that subsequent SQL FETCH requests are executed using the new
format. In addition, the RLX CONTROL TIME service provides a means to govern input time validation as well as output
time formatting.

RXSQL STATE Command

The RXSQL STATE command returns the type and state values of the SQL statement referenced by its symbolic name.
The statement name must have been prepared via a PREP operation or declared via a DECLARE operation. The
operation is fully supported. RLX assigns state values to the REXX variable SQLSTATE in a manner consistent with the
IBM documentation for the command. The format of the command is:

 RXSQL STATE statement-name

Where statement-name is the symbolic name of the SQL statement whose state information is sought. For more
information about symbolic statement names, see RLX DESCRIBE Service.
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RXSQL STMT Command

The RXSQL STMT command returns the text of the SQL statement associated with the specified statement name.
RLX fully supports the RXSQL STMT command by assigning the value of SQL statement string to the REXX variable
SQLSTMT. The format of the command is:

RXSQL STMT statement-name

Where statement-name is the symbolic name of the statement whose SQL statement text is sought. For more
information about symbolic statement names, see RLX DESCRIBE Service.

RXSQL TRACE Command

The RXSQL TRACE command sets the trace level for specified RXSQL modules. RLX does not support the RXSQL
TRACE command. Rather, RLX has its own tracing, snapping and dumping facilities, see the RLX Installation and
Customization Guide.

RXSQL XCALL Statement

The RXSQL XCALL operation is an extended dynamic SQL facility which has no analog within a Db2 environment. As
such, it is not supported.

RXSQL XPREP Statement

The  RXSQL XPREP operation is an extended dynamic SQL facility which has no analog within a Db2 environment. As
such, it is not supported.

RXSELECT Exec to Display SQL Query Result

The RXSQL RXSELECT exec displays SQL query results for any valid SELECT statement, except those with an UPDATE
clause. The RLX implementation of the RXSELECT exec requires the RLX/ISPF product. It uses DECLARE ISPFTABLE
to load a query result into an ISPF table and then lets you display and process the answer set via the RLX TBDISPL
service.

RXSQLEX Exec to Execute a Single SQL Statement

The RXSQL RXSELECT exec executes any single SQL statement that can be processed through EXECUTE
IMMEDIATE. For more information, see the IBM RXSQL Reference.

RLX SQL Reference
This section describes various reference topics such as extensions, and support for other applications.

RLX Extension Facilities
RLX extension facilities are the RLX services that extend the functionality provided by embedded RLX SQL. For example,
the RLX DECLARE REXXSTEM service lets you copy SQL query results directly into REXX stemmed variables.

The RLX/ISPF program product provides an additional set of composite operations that combine common Db2/ISPF
operations into a single service. The DECLARE ISPFTABLE service enables you to load SQL query results directly into
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ISPF tables, while the RLX TBDISPL service provides the means to display and process those results on scrollable ISPF
panels. For more information about the latter two services, see the RLX/ISPF reference.

DECLARE REXXSTEM Service

The DECLARE REXXSTEM statement is patterned after the standard SQL DECLARE CURSOR statement but
substitutes the keyword REXXSTEM for the keyword CURSOR. Its syntax is:

DECLARE label REXXSTEM for select statement

The optional INTO clause (from the singleton SELECT statement) allows you to specify the names of REXX stemmed
variables INTO which column values will be copied. From a SQL standpoint, these REXX stemmed variables function as
an array of host data and indicator variables.

If you omit the INTO clause, RLX uses the names of columns specified in the SELECT clause as the names of the REXX
stemmed variables, as in the following example:

/* REXX */

address RLX

arg tbname

'RLX control limit 100'                                              (1)

"RLX declare csr rexxstem for" ,                                     (2)

    "Select name, coltype",

    "from sysibm.syscolumns",

    "where tbname = :tbname"

If sqlcode = 0 then /* Were any rows retrieved? */

   Do

      say 'Column names and datatypes for Db2 table' table_name

      Do index = 1 to sqlcount                                       (3)

         say name.index coltype.index                                (4)

      End

End

Where

(1) The RLX CONTROL LIMIT service lets you limit the number of rows processed by the DECLARE REXXSTEM service.
In this example, the DECLARE REXXSTEM service is directed to stop processing after 100 rows of the answer set have
been fetched and copied into stemmed variables.

(2) The RLX DECLARE REXXSTEM service materializes a query result and then copies the answer set into an array
of REXX stemmed variables. In this case, RLX uses the names of the columns specified in the SELECT clause as the
names of the REXX stemmed variables, because no INTO clause was specified.

(3) The DECLARE REXXSTEM service returns the number of rows of the answer set that it fetched and copied. Your exec
can inspect the REXX variable named SQLCOUNT for this value.

(4) Query results are returned in the stemmed variables 'tbname.'  and 'coltype.' . RLX appends numeric
subscripts to the 'stem. ' name to create an array of variables (e.g., tbname.1, tbname.2, etc.). The SQL cursor
associated with the REXXSTEM statement is automatically closed after the query result is fetched and copied.

Names of REXX Stemmed Variables Created by DECLARE REXXSTEM

In the explicit form of the DECLARE REXXSTEM statement, REXX stem names are supplied (by the programmer)
through the INTO clause. In the implicit form, the DECLARE REXXSTEM service derives the REXX stem names.
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In both cases, RLX appends numeric subscripts after the stem name to create arrays of variables that share the same
stem (for example, stem.1, stem.2, stem.3). These stemmed arrays serve as the host data and indicator variables into
which the column values of the discrete result rows are copied.

When RLX implicitly derives stemmed variable names, the name of the SQL result column becomes the name of the host
data variable unless the SQL result column has no name. This can occur in the following circumstances:

• SQL Built-in functions: AVG(COLUMN1)
• Multi-term expressions: COLUMN_NAME + 10
• Literal constants: 10 or 'CONSTANT'

In these instances, RLX derives the name of a host data variable as follows:

Each (D)ata (V)ariable becomes DVxxx where xxx is the ordinal number (1st, 2nd, 3rd, ...) of the SELECT list column for
which RLX is deriving a default name. For example, if AVG(COLUMN3) is the third column in the SELECT list, RLX uses
DV3 as the name of the host data variable (and REXX stem).

Should the SQL result column permit NULL values, RLX also creates an array of host indicator variables whose names
follow a similar convention. Each indicator variable is named IVxxx where xxx corresponds to the ordinal number (1st,
2nd, 3rd, ...) of the SELECT list column that is associated with the indicator variable. Suppose, for example, the first
column in the SELECT list permits NULLS. RLX will then create an indicator variable (and REXX stem) named IV1. As a
further illustration of derived names, consider the following DECLARE REXXSTEM example:

"RLX declare fruit_table rexxstem for

   Select avg(apples), oranges + 10,

      'peaches', pears

   from fruit_table 

In this example, assume that each result column in the SELECT list -- except the literal constant 'peaches' -- can assume
a value of NULL. In this case, RLX derives the names of data and indicator variables as if the following INTO clause were
specified:

Into :DV1:IV1, :DV2:IV2, :DV3, :pears:IV4

      (1) (2)   (3) (4)   (5)    (6)  (7)

Where

(1) The built-in function avg(apples) is the first column in the SELECT list. It becomes host data variable DV1.

(2) The function avg(apples) may assume a value of NULL. As such, RLX creates a host indicator variable named IV1
for this first SELECT list column.

(3) The multi-term expression oranges + 10  is the second column in the SELECT list. It becomes host data variable
DV2.

(4) Oranges + 10  may assume a value of NULL. As such, RLX creates an indicator variable named IV2 for this second
SELECT list column.

(5) The constant peaches is the third column in the SELECT list. Thus, it becomes host data variable DV3.

(6) RLX uses the name of the query result column when it is non-blank. As such, the host data variable created by RLX is
named Pears .

(7) The column Pears may assume a value of NULL. As such, RLX creates an indicator variable named IND4 for this
fourth SELECT list column.
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PURGE Service

The PURGE service provides a means for RLX developers to drop a statement previously prepared by RLX.

The PURGE service frees the control blocks and storage buffers that are associated with a RLX statement. The PURGE
service also releases the ‘slot’ associated with a dynamic SQL statement and makes the slot available for reuse.

NOTE
Slots refer to the capacity of the Db2 application plan that is used by RLX in terms of the number of dynamic
SQL statements that can be concurrently prepared and executed.

RLX applications can use the PURGE service to ensure that the procedure does not fail because it runs out of available
slots for dynamic SQL statements or because virtual storage becomes exhausted. This is useful for long running batch
procedures.

The syntax for requesting the PURGE service is:

RLX PURGE <statement>

Where <statement> refers to any one of the following:

• The symbolic name of a SQL statement to be removed. RLX assigns a unique internal label to each statement during
its preparation. Each time RLX subsequently executes a statement, RLX returns the symbolic name of the statement to
your application in the variable named RLXSTNM. The following example illustrates the use of the RLXSTNM variable.
'RLX insert ...

say ‘Symbolic name of INSERT statement = ‘ RLXSTNM

'rlx purge ‘ rlxstnm

CAUTION
The content of the RLXSTNM variable is volatile since its value is updated after each RLX statement
executes. Therefore, you may wish to assign RLXSTNM to another variable to preserve its value.

• The name of a declared CURSOR as in the following example:
'RLX declare cursor_name.cursor for

    select ...'

'rlx purge cursor_name'

Where cursor_name references the name of the declared cursor.
• The name of a declared ISPFTABLE as in the following example:

'RLX declare ispfqry ispftable for ...'

    select ...'

'rlx purge ispfqry

Where the name ispfqry references the name of the declared ISPF table.
• The name of a declared REXXSTEM -- as in the following example:

'RLX declare stemname rexxstem for ...'

    select ...'

'rlx purge stemname'

Where stemname references the name of the declared REXXSTEM.
• The name of a statement prepared via the RxSQL PREPARE service -- as in the following example:

'rxsql prep query_result',

   'select * from sysibm.syscolumns 

       where tbname = 'SYSTABLES'

'RLX purge query_result'

Where query_result references the prepared statement label.

The following example illustrates the use of the PURGE service. The sample execs that are named RXSPURGE and
RLXPURGE in the CRAIEXEC library illustrate use of the PURGE service.
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NOTE
If the name belongs to a DECLARED cursor, the CURSOR should be closed at the time the PURGE service is
issued. Otherwise, unpredictable errors can result.

/* rexx */

address rlx

'rlx insert into some.db2_table          (1)

     values (‘literal’, current date)’

insert_statement_name = rlxstnm          (2)

'rlx purge’ insert_statement_name        (3)

return

Where

(1) RLX returns the symbolic name of the statement in variable RLXSTNM after the INSERT statement executes.

(2) Save the name of the INSERT statement by assigning it to the variable insert_statement_name

(3) PURGE the INSERT statement by referring to its symbolic name (contained in variable insert_statement_name)

VDEFINE Service

The RLX VDEFINE service lets you explicitly define the data type characteristics of one or more host variables.

The syntax of the RLX VDEFINE service is:

RLX VDEFINE variable_name_list format 

    LENGTH(length,scale) NULLS(YES|NO) SCOPE(scope)

Where

• variable_name_list is a list of host variable names that are enclosed within parentheses. When the list consists of a
single name, the parentheses are not required. For example, (HV1 HV2 HV3) and HOSTVAR. The length of variable
name is limited to eight characters or fewer.

• format refers to one of the following Db2 supported datatypes:
– DATE
– TIME
– TIMESTAMP
– VARCHAR
– CHAR
– LONG VARCHAR
– VARGRAPHIC
– GRAPHIC
– LONG VARGRAPHIC
– FLOAT
– DEC
– INTEGER
– SMALLINT

• length keyword parameter requires an integer value to specify the variable internal length in bytes, as in LENGTH(10)
. If the host variable datatype is DEC, two integer values that are separated by a comma specify the precision and
scale, respectively, as in LENGTH(9,5) .
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NOTE
An explicit length specification is allowed only for the following datatypes: char, varchar, long varchar,
graphic, vargraphic, long vargraphic, float, and decimal. Specifying a length for any other datatype results in
error PSQ161.

• NULLS keyword requires a keyword value of either YES or NO -- as in NULLS(YES) or NULLS(NO) . The NULLS
specification governs whether the host variable can assume a value of NULL and whether it has an implicit or explicit
indicator variable that is associated with it. This parameter refers only to the main host variable definition.

• scope keyword requires a keyword value of either LOCAL or GLOBAL -- as in SCOPE(LOCAL)  or SCOPE(GLOBAL) .
The specification LOCAL causes the variable definitions to be added to the VDEFINE pool associated with the current
REXX exec or TSO CLIST only. The GLOBAL specification causes the variable definitions to be added to the GLOBAL
VDEFINE pool associated with the entire RLX application. This may span one or more exec or CLIST procedures
within a nested hierarchy. When omitted, the host variable definitions are added to either the LOCAL or GLOBAL
VDEFINES pool depending on the default VDEFINEs scope setting currently in effect. For more information about the
scope of recognition for host variable definitions, see Scope Control.

NOTE
The syntax ‘RLX CONTROL VDEFINE’ is still supported for purposes of backward compatibility.

Using RLX as a Db2 Application Server
Db2 introduced support for application servers in Version 3.1 through provision for distributed, multi-site updates. In
this Application Server framework, your application can connect to one Db2 subsystem and use it as a front-end to
execute SQL statements on other, remote Db2 subsystems. This allows you to distribute application data among several
cooperating Db2 subsystems. The IBM Db2 publications describe how to implement a Db2 Application Server in detail.

Sample RLX Implementation of an Application Server

This article contains sample RLX implementation of an application server.

The following code sample illustrates a non-executable sample REXX exec which uses the RLX CONNECT statement
to implement a Db2 application server. The CRAIEXEC library contains the source code for this REXX exec named
RLXSERVR.

/* rexx */

      

address RLX 

   db2sys = 'RAIDSN1 RAIDSN2' /* Participating Db2 subsystems*/ 

   /*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

   /* Connect to Server Db2 subsystem - DSN1 */ 

   /*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

   'caf activate thread(:thread) system(DSN1) plan(RLXSERVR)'                (1)

   say 'Activate-- Rc =' rc, 

       'Call Attach Rc =' alirc, 

       'Reason Code =' alirrc 

      

  do forever 

     say 'Enter name of Db2 subsystem: RAIDSN2, RAIDSN1, or END'             (2)

     parse upper pull remsys 

      

     select                                                                  (3)

       when remsys = 'END' then 

         leave 

       when wordpos(remsys,db2sys) > 0 then 
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         nop 

       otherwise 

         say 'Undefined Db2 subsystem -->' db2sys 

         iterate 

     end 

     'RLX CONNECT TO :REMSYS'                                                (4)

     say 'Connect -- sqlcode='sqlcode 

      

     call ExecSQL remsys                                                     (5)

      

     'RLX CONNECT RESET'                                                     (6)

     say 'Reset -- sqlcode='sqlcode 

  end 

      

Return 

      

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/* Execute SQL statements on the Local or Remote server */ 

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

ExecSQL :                                                                     (7)

arg csr 

   'RLX DECLARE' CSR 'CURSOR FOR', 

       'SELECT LOCATION FROM SYSIBM.LOCATIONS' 

   say 'sqlcode='sqlcode 

   'RLX OPEN' CSR 

   do forever 

      'RLX FETCH' CSR 'INTO :LOCATION' 

      if sqlcode \= 0 then 

         leave 

      say location 

   end 

   'RLX CLOSE' CSR 

Return 

Where

Two Db2 subsystems, DSN1 and DSN2, are connected. They are defined to each other as RAIDSN1 and RAIDSN2,
respectively, in the LOCATION column of the system table named SYSIBM.LOCATIONS. (SYSIBM.SYSLOCATIONS in
Db2 releases prior to Version 4).

(1) The application explicitly connects to the Db2 subsystem named DSN1 which acts as an application front-end.

(2) Elicit the name of the Db2 subsystem to function as an Application Server.

(3) Validate the name of the application server entered by the user.

(4) Execute a RLX CONNECT statement to connect to the local or remote application server that is designated by the host
variable :REMSYS .

(5) Execute a group of SQL statements on the application server

(6) Disconnect from the local or remote application server

(7) The name of the declared cursor is a variable to support execution of dynamic SQL statements.

When your application executes dynamic SQL, RLX substitutes a unique, internal cursor name for the external cursor
name. To avoid conflicts which can arise due to remote cursor processing, the cursor names that are defined in your
REXX exec must be unique on a Db2 subsystem.
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Dynamic vs. Static SQL

You can compile the exec if you make provision for static cursor names - since variable cursor names are not supported
in static SQL. You should BIND the DBRM associated with compiled REXX exec into a Package Collection to be included
in your Db2 application plan. For more information about preparing static REXX SQL applications, see the RLX/Compile
User Guide.

Program Preparation

Support for Db2 Application Servers requires installations to BIND the Db2 packages and application plans associated
with RLX.

Prepare RLX Package Collection

As part of its installation procedure, the RLX package collection is bound on each Db2 subsystem into which RLX is
installed. In addition, Option 3 of the RLXADMIN dialog allows you to BIND the Db2 packages supplied with RLX into the
target Db2 subsystem. In order to implement any Db2 Application Server, you must use Db2 packages.

BIND Application Plans

Once the RLX package collection is bound on each Db2 subsystem which participates in the Db2 Application Server
Framework, you must next BIND the RLX application server plan (RLXSERVR) on each subsystem. Only the local
package collection must be bound on the remote subsystems. However, on the Db2 subsystem used as a front-end you
must BIND both the local and remote package collections within the RLXSERVR plan.

The following example illustrates a sample BIND for the Db2 front-end subsystem:

PROC 0 

CONTROL MSG SYMLIST 

DSN SYSTEM(DSN1) RETRY(0) 

IF &LASTCC = 0 THEN + 

DO 

   DATA 

    BIND PLAN(RLXSERVR) + 

      PKLIST(RAIDSN1.RLXvrm.*,RAIDSN2.RLXvrm.*) +       (1)

      ACTION(REPLACE) RETAIN + 

      VALIDATE(RUN) + 

      ISOLATION(CS) FLAG(I) + 

      ACQUIRE(USE) + 

      RELEASE(COMMIT) + 

      EXPLAIN(NO) 

    END 

  ENDDATA 

END 

   

EXIT CODE(&LASTCC) 

In the example, we specify the package collections for both locations (RAIDSN1 and RAISN2) because this BIND of plan
RLXSERVR is on the Db2 subsystem used as a front-end. The RLXSERVR plan bound on the DSN2 subsystem need
only reference the package collection local to DSN2 via PKLIST(RAIDSN2.RLXvrm.*) .
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RLX Stored Procedure Support
By issuing SQL CALL statements, RLX execs can invoke stored procedures that are written in all languages supported by
your installed release of Db2, including IBM REXX Language Support for Db2. In addition, you can use REXX and RLX to
write Db2 stored procedures that can run in both Db2 and WLM established stored procedure address spaces.

Two pairs of annotated RLX execs are presented in this section. The first RLX exec in each pair calls a stored procedure
while the second RLX exec implements the Db2 stored procedure called by the first exec.

Run Sample Stored Procedures through the ISPF Interface

To run the RLX sample stored procedures, the JCL for the Db2 and/or WLM established stored procedure address spaces
must have been revised.

If the RLX dialog libraries are pre-allocated, you can run the RLXRDSP exec (RLX Run Demo Stored Procedures) to
display the selection menu. The first three RLX execs call Db2 stored procedures that are implemented as compiled or
assembled programs. Options 4 and 5 invoke RLX execs that call Db2 stored procedures that are implemented as RLX
SQL execs.

------------------------ RLX Stored Procedure Examples ---------------------                   

Option ===>

Stored Procedures written as Programs

1  SIMPLE      - Stored procedure using SIMPLE linkage         (Db2 V4.1)

2  SIMPLE/NULLS- Stored procedure using SIMPLE WITH NULLS      (Db2 V4.1)

3  Result Sets - Stored procedure which returns result sets    (Db2 V5.1)

Stored Procedures written as RLX SQL execs

4  Simple      - CALL simple stored procedure written in REXX  (Db2 V5.1)

5  Result Sets - REXX stored procedure returning result sets   (Db2 V5.1)

Target Db2 subsystem  Subsystem name    ===> DSN1 Version / Release ===> 6.1

Enter HELP command to display the names of the calling RLX SQL execs

Enter END command to exit this menu

You can run each exec in turn by specifying its number in the menu option field. Enter the HELP command (typically PF1)
to display the panel that shows the names of the RLX execs that call the stored procedures. All execs are members of the
CRAIEXEC dataset.

---------------------- RLX SQL Stored Procedure Examples -------------------

Option ===>

      Dialog Name Functions Illustrated by Dialog

      ----------- -------------------------------

Sample Stored Procedures written as Programs

    1 RLX4CALL - CALL stored procedure using SIMPLE linkage    (Db2 V4.1)

    2 RLX4CSWN - CALL stored procedure using SIMPLE WITH NULLS (Db2 V4.1)

    3 RLX5CALL - CALL stored procedure that returns result sets(Db2 V5.1)

Sample Stored Procedures written as RLX SQL execs 

    4 RLX5CSP - CALL REXX stored procedure - no result sets    (Db2 V4.1)

    5 RLX5CRS - CALL REXX stored procedure with result sets    (Db2 V5.1)

NOTE
The RLXRDSP exec is not designed to be invoked via RLXRUN.
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A Simple Stored Procedure Example

EXEC1 - REXX Exec That Calls Stored Procedure Written in REXX

This example illustrates a RLX sample exec named EXEC1 which calls a Db2 stored procedure (implemented as the RLX
exec EXEC2) that returns a single output parameter to its caller.

/* rexx */ 

      

arg input_parm 

address RLX 

      

'rlx vdefine hv1 char length(18) nulls(yes)'               (1)

‘rlx vdefine hv2 varchar length(2048) nulls(yes)'          (1)

‘rlx vdefine hv3 varchar length(2048) nulls(yes)'          (1)

      

If Db2_release >= '6.1' then                               (2)

   procname = 'RLX.SINGLE'                                 (3)

 else 

   procname = 'SINGLE'                                     (4)

      

exec_name = 'EXEC2'                                        (5)

iv1 = 0 /* Indicate exec name is present (not NULL) */ 

iv2 = 0 /* Indicate input_parm is present (not NULL) */ 

output_parm = '' /* No output parameter value yet */ 

iv3 = -1 /* Indicate NULL output parameter */ 

'rlx call :procname’, 

      

    (:exec_name:iv1, :input_parm:iv2, :output_parm:iv3)'   (6)

      

say 'sqlcode='sqlcode 'rc='rc 

say 'REXX exec called ......' exec_name 

say 'IV1 value .............' iv1 

say 'INPUT parameter........' input_parm 

say 'IV2 value .............' iv2 

say 'OUTPUT value returned..' Strip(output_parm)           (7)

say 'IV3 value .............' iv3 

return 

Where:

(1) All the host variables specified in the PARMLIST of the SQL CALL statement must be explicitly defined exactly as
shown through these three calls to the RLX VDEFINE service.

(2) The Db2 release we are running governs how the stored procedure name is specified.

(3) For Db2 Version 6 and subsequent releases, the stored procedure must be specified as
Schema.stored_procedure_name.

(4) For Db2 releases before to Version 6, the stored procedure is specified simply as stored_procedure_name.

(5) Identify the name of the RLX exec which implements the Db2 stored procedure.

(6) The SQL CALL statement invokes the stored procedure whose name is in the host variable :procname. The first
parameter on the CALL is host variable :exec_name which identifies the the RLX exec that implements the stored
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procedure. The second parameter (host variable :input_parm) supplies input to the stored procedure. The last parameter
(host variable :output_parm) receives the result returned by the called stored procedure.

(7) Display the result returned by the stored procedure.

EXEC2 - Simple Stored Procedure Written in REXX

The following code sample illustrates the Db2 stored procedure called by the EXEC1  exec. It is implemented as the RLX
exec named EXEC2 .

/* rexx */

arg input_parm                      (1)

Address RLX 

      

   "rlx select tbname",

        “into :tbname” 

        "from sysibm.sysindexes",

        "where name =:input_parm"   (2)

return tbname                       (3)

Where:

1. The stored procedure receives the value of the host variable :input_parm (as specified on the SQL CALL statement)
as an argument.

2. The value of host variable :input_parm serves to parameterize the singleton SELECT statement which queries the
SYSINDEXES catalog table.

3. The stored procedure can return a single scalar result to its caller; in this case the name of the Db2 table on which the
index is defined.

A Stored Procedure That Returns a Result Set

EXEC3 - REXX Exec That Calls Stored Procedure Written in REXX

This example illustrates the RLX sample exec named EXEC3 . It calls a Db2 stored procedure implemented as a RLX
exec named EXEC4 that returns a result set and a single output parameter to its caller.

/* rexx */ 

    

arg input_parm 

address RLX

'rlx vdefine hv1 char length(18) nulls(yes)'             (1)

'rlx vdefine hv2 varchar length(2048) nulls(yes)'        (1)

'rlx vdefine hv3 varchar length(2048) nulls(yes)'            (1)

    

If Db2_release >= '6.1' then                                 (2)

   procname = 'RLX.RESULT_SET'                               (3)

else 

   procname = 'RESULT_SET'                                   (4)

    

exec_name = 'EXEC4'                                          (5)

iv1 = 0 /* Indicate exec name is present (not NULL) */ 

iv2 = 0 /* Indicate input_parm is present (not NULL) */ 

output_parm = '' /* No output parameter value yet */ 

iv3 = -1 /* Indicate NULL output parameter */ 
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'rlx call :procname’, 

    (:exec_name:iv1, :input_parm:iv2, :output_parm:iv3)'     (6)

    

say 'sqlcode='sqlcode 'rc='rc 

say 'REXX exec called ......' exec_name 

say 'IV1 value .............' iv1 

say 'INPUT parameter........' input_parm 

say 'IV2 value .............' iv2 

say 'OUTPUT value returned..' Strip(output_parm)             (7)    

say 'IV3 value .............' iv3 

    

'rlx associate locators (:locator1)’, 

     with procedure :procname'                               (8)

    

'rlx allocate columns cursor for result set :locator1'       (9)

    

'RLX Fetch columns into', 

    ':name, :tbname, :tbcreator, :coltype'                   (10)

Do while Sqlcode = 0 

   Say 'Columns result set: name =' name 'tbname =' tbname 

   Say 'tbcreator =' tbcreator 'Coltype =' coltype 

   'RLX Fetch columns into', 

       ':name, :tbname, :tbcreator, :coltype'                (11)

End 

    

'RLX Close columns'                                          (12)

   

Return 

Where

(1) All the host variables specified in the PARMLIST of the SQL CALL statement must be explicitly defined exactly as
shown through these three calls to the RLX VDEFINE service.

(2) The Db2 release we are running governs how the stored procedure name is specified.

(3) For Db2 Version 6 and subsequent releases, the stored procedure must be specified as
Schema.stored_procedure_name.

(4) For Db2 releases before Version 6, the stored procedure is specified simply as stored_procedure_name.

(5) Identify the name of the RLX exec which implements the Db2 stored procedure.

(6) The SQL CALL statement invokes the stored procedure whose name is in the host variable :procname. The first
parameter on the CALL is host variable :exec_name which identifies the RLX exec that implements the stored procedure.
The second parameter (host variable :input_parm) supplies input to the stored procedure. The last parameter (host
variable :output_parm) receives the result returned by the called stored procedure.

(7) Display the result returned by the stored procedure.

(8) Get the result set locator value for the result set returned by the stored procedure we just called.

(9) Define a cursor named COLUMNS and associate it with the result set locator variable LOCATOR1.

(10) Retrieve the first row of the result set in the same way we would fetch a row from a cursor for which SQL DECLARE
and OPEN statements were issued.
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(11) Retrieve subsequent rows of the result set.

(12) Close the allocated cursor.

EXEC4 - Stored Procedure Written in REXX That Returns Result Sets

This example illustrates a stored procedure which returns a result set to its caller. The RLX exec named EXEC4
implements the Db2 stored procedure called by the EXEC3 exec.

/* rexx */ 

   address rlx 

   arg input_parm                                     (1)

      

   'rlx declare columns cursor with return for', 

         'select name,tbname,tbcreator,coltype', 

         'from sysibm.syscolumns', 

         'where tbname = :input_parm'                 (2)

      

    'rlx open columns'                                (3)

return sqlcode                                        (4)

Where:

(1) The stored procedure receives the value of the host variable :input_parm (as specified on the SQL CALL statement) as
an argument.

(2) The value of host variable :input_parm serves to parameterize the DECLARE CURSOR statement which queries the
SYSCOLUMNS catalog table. The cursor is declared WITH RETURN so it can return a result set to its caller.

(3) Simply OPEN the cursor and leave it open.

(4) The stored procedure can also return a single scalar result to its caller; in this case the SQLCODE associated with the
SQL OPEN statement.

Defining RLX Stored Procedures to Db2

Db2 stored procedures that are implemented as RLX execs must be defined as described in this section. Any other
characteristics of the stored procedure (that is, those not listed in the two examples) are up to you. For example, you
can specify a WLM environment name, LE run options, special security, and/or commit on return characteristics as
appropriate.

Stored Procedure Definition Using SQL INSERT Statements

For Db2 releases before Version 6, stored procedures are defined using SQL INSERT statements.

• PROCEDURE  Specify a unique name for your stored procedure.
• LOADMOD  All stored procedures implemented as RLX execs are invoked via a load module named RLXYSPD which

is included with the RLX product. RLXYSPD serves as a general purpose REXX stored procedure dispatcher.
• PGM_TYPE  Specify M to indicate RLXYSPD runs as a main routine.
• LINKAGE  Specify N to denote SIMPLE WITH NULLS.
• COLLID  Ask your RLX product administrator for the name of the RLX Collection ID.
• LANGUAGE  Specify ASSEMBLE for the RLX Stored Procedure Dispatcher load module RLXYSPD.
• PARMLIST  See the Parameter List Passed to RLX Stored Procedures.
• RESULT_SETS  Specify the maximum number of result sets the stored procedure can return.
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Stored Procedure Definition Using CREATE PROCEDURE Statements

The following list enumerates the operands required to define stored procedures using CREATE
PROCEDURE statements (for Db2 Version 6 and subsequent releases):

• Procedure name  Specify a unique name for your stored procedure that is implicitly or explicitly qualified by a
schema.

• External name  All stored procedures implemented as RLX execs are invoked via a load module named RLXYSPD
which is included with the RLX product. RLXYSPD serves as a general purpose REXX stored procedure dispatcher.

• Program Type  Specify MAIN to indicate RLXYSPD runs as a main routine
• Parameter Style  Specify GENERAL WITH NULLS
• COLLID  ask your RLX product administrator for the name of the RLX Collection ID
• Language  Specify ASSEMBLE for the RLX Stored Procedure Dispatcher load module RLXYSPD.
• Parameter Declaration  See the Parameter List Passed to RLX Stored Procedures.
• Result sets  Specify the maximum number of result sets the stored procedure can return.

Parameters Passed to RLX Stored Procedures

A standard parameter list must be passed to all Db2 stored procedures implemented as RLX execs. The RLX stored
procedure dispatcher (load module RLXYSPD) assumes three parameters are passed to it, followed by a null indicator
structure containing an indicator variable for each parameter. The null indicator structure is not defined in the parmlist. The
following three parameters are defined:

• The first parameter CHAR(18) NULLS specifies the name of the RLX exec to be invoked.
• The second parameter VARCHAR(2048) NULLS provides the input argument to be passed to the REXX exec.
• The third parameter VARCHAR(2048) NULLS specifies the result returned by the stored procedure.

For Db2 releases before Version 6, the PARMLIST column of the SYSPROCEDURES table should be specified as
follows:

EXEC CHAR(18) IN, INPUT VARCHAR(2048) IN, OUTPUT VARCHAR(2048) OUT

For Db2 Version 6 and subsequent releases, the Parameter Declaration of the SQL CREATE PROCEDURE statement
should specify:

IN EXEC CHAR(18), IN INPUT VARCHAR(2048), OUT OUTPUT VARCHAR(2048) 

REXX Variables Updated by RLX/SQL
RLX sets the values of several REXX variables in the course of executing your application SQL statements, Db2
commands, CAF services, and IFI requests. For example, should your application issue a SQL request, RLX updates a
set of SQL related variables (such as the SQLCA and SQLDA). Alternatively, should your RLX application issue a Db2
command or IFI trace request, the variables relating to the IFCA are updated.

SQLCA Variables

The SQL Communications Area (SQLCA) provides a communications vehicle between your REXX procedure and both
RLX and Db2. You need not declare nor include the SQLCA in your REXX execs because RLX creates and populates the
SQLCA implicitly.

RLX makes the contents of the SQLCA available to your exec through standard REXX variables. RLX refreshes the
variables which comprise the SQLCA after each SQL statement executes.

The following list enumerates SQLCA variables.
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Variable                Contents and purpose 

  Name 

--------                ----------------------------------------------------------- 

SQLCODE                 The SQL return code 

                        0 successful execution 

                        + Successful execution but with exception condition

                        - Error condition 

        

SQLERRD3                number of rows affected by previous 

                        INSERT, DELETE, or UPDATE

        

 

SQLERRD4                gives an estimate of the relative cost of a query

        

TIMERONS                Timerons is a short floating point value 

                        returned by Db2 that provides a rough relative 

                        estimate of the resources required to execute a query

        

SQLERRM -               the tokenized and unformatted error message returned by Db2

        

SQLERRM1 to SQLERRM4    These 4 variables contain the SQL Error 

                        Message field SQLERRM, as formatted by the 

                        DSNTIAR routine on 1 to 4 lines of 75 

                        characters each.

        

SQLWARN0                If blank, all other SQLWARNn variables are 

                        also blank. Otherwise set to 'W' and at 

                        least one other SQLWARNn variable is also 'W'. 

SQLWARN1                Set to 'W' if the value of a string column 

                        was truncated when it was stored into a host

                        variable. 

        

SQLWARN2                Set by Db2 when at least one null value 

                        was eliminated from the argument set of a function. 

        

SQLWARN3                Set to 'W' when the number of host variables 

                        specified in the SQL statement is not equal 

                        to the number of columns in the table or 

                        view being operated on by the statement.     

        

SQLWARN4                Set to 'W' if an UPDATE or DELETE statement 

                        does not include a WHERE clause 

  

SQLWARN5                Set to 'W' if the statement was not executed 

                        because it is a SQL/DS statement which is 

                        not valid in Db2. 

        

SQLWARN6                Set to 'W' if an adjustment was made to a 

                        DATE or TIMESTAMP value to correct an invalid  

                        date resulting from an arithmetic operation. 
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SQLWARN7                Contains a W if one or more nonzero digits 

                        were eliminated from the fractional part of a 

                        number used as the operand of a decimal multiply 

                        or divide operation

        

SQLWARN8                Contains a W if a character that could not

                        be converted was replaced with a substitute character

        

SQLWARN9                Contains a W if arithmetic exceptions were 

                        ignored during COUNT DISTINCT processing

        

SQLWARNA                Contains a W if at least one character field 

                        of the SQLCA or the SQLDA names or labels is 

                        invalid due to a character conversion error

        

SQLSTATE                Contains a return code for the outcome of

                        the most recently executed SQL statement

      

SQLDA Variables

The SQL Descriptor Area (SQLDA) contains information about the Db2 columns and host variables associated with a SQL
statement. An output SQLDA describes a statement query result columns, in other words, the values received from Db2.
An output SQLDA applies to the singleton SELECT, DECLARE CURSOR, DECLARE REXXSTEM, and DECLARE
ISPFTABLE statements.

An input SQLDA describes the host variables that supply values to Db2. These include the host variables that appear in
a WHERE clause to parameterize a statement, as well as the host variables that appear in SQL INSERT and UPDATE
statements. In addition, statements like SET CURRENT SQLID can also obtain values from a host variable to present to
Db2. Lastly, the singleton SELECT, DECLARE CURSOR, DECLARE REXXSTEM and DECLARE ISPFTABLE statements
may also have input SQLDAs if their WHERE clauses are parameterized by host input variables.

A subsequent RLX DESCRIBE request maps these SQL descriptor areas into a set of REXX compound variables which
your exec can reference.

Output SQLDA Variables

The RLX DESCRIBE service creates (and assigns values to) a series of REXX variables that describe a query result
columns and corresponding host output variables.

• SQLD
This is the REXX variable into which RLX returns the number of result columns / host variables described in the
SQLDA array. The remaining SQLDA variables are compound symbols referenced by a stem name and subscript
value. The number of elements in the stemmed arrays associated with the SQLDA is returned as a printable integer in
SQLD. Each occurrence describes a column of a Db2 result table and its corresponding host variable.

• SQLNAME
Each occurrence of the SQLNAME stemmed variable contains the name maintained in or assigned by Db2 for the
query result column. This name may be up to 18 characters long.

• SQLTYPE
Each occurrence of the SQLTYPE compound variable contains the Db2 datatype of the query result column. An even
value of SQLTYPE means the column does not allow nulls and an odd value means the column can assume the null
value.

• SQLNULLS
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Each occurrence of the SQLNULLS compound variable is set to 'Y' if null values are allowed for this column.
Otherwise, SQLNULLS is set to 'N'.

• SQLLEN
Each occurrence of the SQLLEN compound variable contains the Db2 internal length of the query result column. In
the case of decimal datatypes, your exec should reference the compound variables SQLPRCSN and SQLSCALE,
respectively, to obtain discrete values for precision and scale.

The following list enumerates the values that may appear in the SQLTYPE and SQLLEN fields of the SQLDA. An even
value of SQLTYPE means the column does not allow nulls and an odd value means the column can assume the null
value.

SQLTYPE            Data type of the                  Internal                     Data Type of

Code               Db2 Column                        length                       the Host Variable

-------            ----------------                  --------                     ---------------

384/385            date                              10                           fixed-length 

                                                                                  character string 

                                                                                  representation of a date

388/389            time                              8                            fixed-length 

                                                                                  character string 

                                                                                  representation of a time

392/393            timestamp                         26                           fixed-length 

                                                                                  character string 

                                                                                  representation of a

 timestamp

448/449            varying-length                    length attribute of          varying-length

                   character string                  the column                   character string

452/453            fixed-length                      length attribute of          fixed-length 

                   character string                  the column                   character string

456/457            long varying-length               length attribute of          long varying 

                   character string                  the column                   character string

460/461            N/A                               N/A                          NUL-terminated 

                                                                                  character string

464/465            varying-length                    length attribute of          varying-length

                   graphic string                    the column                   graphic string

468/469            fixed-length graphic              length attribute of          fixed length 

                   string                            the column                   graphic string

472/473            long varying-length               length attribute of          long graphic 

                   graphic string                    the column                   string

480/481            floating point                    4 for single                 floating point 

                                                     precision,
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                                                     8 for double precision

484/485            packed decimal                    precision value              packed decimal 

                                                     scale value

496/497            large integer                     4                            large integer

500/501            small integer                     2                            small integer

504/505            N/A                               N/A                          DISPLAY SIGN 

                                                                                  LEADING 

                                                                                  SEPARATE

972/973            result set locator                4                            result set locator 

                                               

SQLDA Fields for Input Host Variables

RLX also supports the DESCRIBE service for the input columns and host variables of SQL statements that supply values
to Db2. The REXX variables which describe input columns and their corresponding host variables, are all named SQIxxx
to distinguish them from the SQLxxx variables which describe output.

• SQID
This variable contains the number of input columns (and input host variables) described by the input SQLDA array.

• SQINAME
Each occurrence of the SQINAME stemmed variable contains the name of the Db2 column for which your REXX
application supplies a value. This name may be up to 18 characters long.

• SQITYPE
Each occurrence of the SQITYPE compound variable contains the Db2 datatype of the Db2 input column and its
associated host input variable. An even value of SQLTYPE means the column does not allow nulls and an odd value
means the column can assume the null value.

• SQINULLS
Each occurrence of the SQINULLS compound variable is set to 'Y' if null values are allowed for this Db2 column and its
associated input host variable. Otherwise, SQINULLS is set to 'N'.

• SQILEN
Each occurrence of the SQILEN compound variable contains the Db2 internal length of the Db2 column and its
associated host variable. In the case of decimal datatypes, your exec should reference the compound variables
SQIPRCSN and SQISCALE, respectively, to obtain discrete values for precision and scale.

IFI Variables

The Instrumentation Facility Communications Area (IFCA) passes information between your REXX applications and the
Db2 Instrumentation Facility Interface (IFI). You need not declare nor include any of the IFCA variables in your REXX
execs because RLX creates and populates them implicitly. Once an IFI command executes, RLX returns control and
results to your exec in a set of REXX variables named IFxxxx, listed below.

NOTE
RLX translates all IFI binary values to character representations of numeric values before setting the values of
these REXX variables.

• IFCARC1
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Contains the return code from the IFI call. A value of zero indicates a successful call.
• IFCARC2

Contains the reason code from the IFI call. A value of zero indicates a successful call.

NOTE
All Db2 return codes and reason codes are documented in the Db2 Messages and Codes manuals.

• IFICABM
Contains the number of bytes moved by IFI into the return area.

• IFICABNM
Represents the number of bytes of the command output that did not fit in the return area and remain in the buffer.

• IFICMD
RLX maps the output data from a Db2 command into an array of REXX compound symbols which share the stem
IFICMD The number of elements in the IFICMD array is returned as a printable integer in IFICMD.0. Your REXX
applications can use the value of IFICMD.0 as a limit on the number of iterations through a DO processing loop.

The following IFI variables are associated with the IFI READA and READS services:

• IFCAOPWS
Reserved.

• IFCARLC
Contains a count of the records lost on a READA call.

• IFCAOPN
Specifies the destination name for a READA request.

• IFCAOPNL
Specifies the length of the OPn destinations.

• IFCAOPNR
Contains the destination values returned by IFI.

• IFCATNOL
Contains the length, plus 4 bytes, of the trace numbers returned by IFI.

• IFCATNOR
Contains the trace numbers returned by IFI.

• IFCADL
Contains the length of diagnostic information returned by IFI.

• IFCADD
Contains the diagnostic information returned by IFI.

RLX Diagnostic and Informational Variables

The following diagnostic and informational variables supply output unique to RLX:

• SQLCOUNT
Returns the number of result rows returned by a DECLARE REXXSTEM or DECLARE ISPFTABLE request.

• SQLCOST
Contains the cost associated with executing the current SQL statement. This cost is a character string representation
of the floating point 'timerons' value returned by Db2 in the SQLERRD4 field of the SQLCA. Since it is expensive (in
terms of CPU resources) to supply your REXX exec with a cost value, the SQLCOST variable is only externalized
when RLXPROF.COST mode is enabled (set to 'Y').

• SQLERROR.n
RLX returns an array of text lines built by the IBM supplied message formatting routine named DSNTIAR whenever a
SQL statement completes with a non-zero SQLCODE.
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RLX/ISPF Informational Variables

RLX makes available the updated values of the following RLX system variables to your REXX applications after each call
to the RLX TBDISPL service (a component of the RLX/ISPF product):

• RTDSEL
Contains whatever the dialog user keyed into the SELECT field associated with the currently retrieved row.

• RTDAMT
Contains the current value of the scroll amount field.

RLX also makes available to your dialog after each RLX TBDISPL call the following ISPF system variables, along with the
updated values of dialog variables associated with the currently selected row:

• ZTDMSG
Specifies the ID of a message to be used as an alternate table row displayed indicator.

• ZTDROWS
Contains the number of rows in the currently displayed table.

• ZTDSELS
Contains the number of rows that were selected for processing. This includes the current selected row as well as any
pending selected rows.

• ZTDTOP
Contains the number of the ISPF table row which corresponds to the top row on the currently displayed panel.

RLX/CAF Informational Variables

RLX makes available to your REXX applications the updated values of the following RLX/CAF system variables whenever
an explicit CAF service or SQL request encounters an error.

• THRDSN
Db2 subsystem name associated with the current thread

• THRPLAN
Name of the Db2 application plan associated with the current thread.

• CMBFUNC
CAF function or SQL service at the time of error.

• ALIRC
Call Attach Facility return code.

• ALIRRC
Call Attach Facility reason code.

• ALIMSG
RLX/CAF error message id.

• CAFPGM
Name of the RLX SQL load module associated with the current thread.

RLX Return Codes

In addition to returning feedback information through the SQLCA and IFCA, the RLX host command environment
(Address RLX) sets the value of the RC variable to provide its own summary status indication. Your RLX applications can
reference the value of the RC variable in REXX open code, as shown in the following example:

Address RLX

'RLX statement of some kind'
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If RC > 0 then /* Check for errors */

 Do 

      

      /* Whatever error handling is appropriate */ 

      

 End

Note that the RLX return code reflects the status of RLX processing, not necessarily Db2 processing.

The following table lists RC values and their meaning:

_______________________________________________

    RC             Significance

    -3             RLX command not found

                   You do not have access to RLX

    0              Successful execution

    4              Warning condition

    8              Error detected by Db2 during RLX statement execution

    12 or higher   Severe error

    _______________________________________________ 

RLX Special SQLCODE Values

The following SQLCODE values signify conditions unique to RLX. They are well beyond the range of values defined by
IBM.

SQLCODE         Significance 

 Value 

--------        ------------------------------------------------------- 

-100000         Syntactic error

                detected by the RLX semantic parser

-100001         Invalid value for a REXX variable given

                its datatype. For example - entering 'ABCD'

                for a numeric datatype 

-100002         RLX detected a logic error. For example,

                an OPEN, FETCH, or CLOSE statement

                referenced a cursor name which was never

                DECLAREd.

-100007         RLX service after RLX detected a severe error.

                The SQLCODE value of 

-100007         indicates RLX is logically inactive.

+100001         Limit exceeded on the number of SQL query

                result rows to be loaded into an ISPF table

                by the DECLARE REXXSTEM and DECLARE

                ISPFTABLE services.
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RLX User Abend Codes

This article explains RLX user abend codes.

When unrecoverable errors occur, RLX may deliberately abend with one of the two user abend codes. The abend may be
further qualified by a unique reason code that is composed of eight hexadecimal digits.

• U2001
RLX encountered an error in its own processing that makes continued execution impossible. Contact Broadcom
Support for assistance.

• U2010
RLX deliberately abended in response to an unrecoverable application error. Reason code '00E30001'X accompanies
this abend. The RLX Deliberate Abend panel may also appear.

NOTE
For more information about the reason codes associated with the two RLX user abends, see the RLX Messages
and Codes reference.

RLX/CAF Overview
RLX/CAF provides a native REXX interface to the low-level attachment facilities to Db2 for z/OS provided by IBM. RLX/
CAF allows your RLX SQL procedures to create, manage, and switch among multiple, concurrently active Db2 plan
threads. RLX/CAF enables you to connect to multiple Db2 subsystems simultaneously and lets you maintain multiple
threads for each subsystem.

RLX/CAF is comprised of the following components:

• An architected Application Program Interface (API) provides a set of RRSAF and CAF services native to REXX with
which to create application threads, connect to Db2 address spaces, and so on.

• A multi-tasking facility supports one or more simultaneously active Db2 connections and plan threads.
• A set of parameters and exit routines with which to customize and extend RLX/CAF operation within the context of a

specific REXX procedure or globally across many procedures.

RLX/CAF Benefits

As the address-space-independent Db2 attachment facility for the family of REXX Language eXtension products, RLX/
CAF provides the following benefits:
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• Applications written in REXX can establish, maintain and switch among multiple, concurrently active Db2 connections
and plan threads. RLX/CAF supports both RRSAF and CAF as the low-level attachment to Db2 for z/OS.

• Substantial performance improvements (that is, faster runtimes and higher throughput) can be realized from the
processing parallelism inherent in RLX/CAF's multi-plan, multi-tasking structure. A parallel processing environment can
be established and exploited to dramatically improve application performance.

• When only a single Db2 connection and plan thread is required, RLX/CAF operation is transparent.
• The RLX/CAF services provide granular and explicit control over Db2 connections, threads, and interface tasks.
• The RLX/CAF services allow you to specify the name of a RLX SQL load module which processes the dynamic and/or

static SQL statement requests issued by your RLX EXECs.
• The RLX shared thread option enables an application program written in a compiled host language like COBOL, PL/1

or C to share a Db2 connection and application plan thread with a RLX exec that issues any mix of dynamic and static
SQL statements.

• RLX/CAF removes the restrictions imposed by the DSN command in the ISPF dialog environment. For example, RLX
SQL dialogs can freely issue the ISPF SELECT service.

• RLX/CAF fully supports the Db2 Instrumentation Facility Interface (IFI). IFI enables applications to issue Db2
commands as well as Read and Write Db2 trace data.

• RLX/CAF's exception management facility lets you customize and standardize how various run-time SQL error
conditions will be handled. For example, the time-out exit lets you establish one or more time-out intervals to handle
-911 and -914 SQLCODEs encountered by different applications.

RLX/CAF Thread Management

RLX/CAF fully supports conventional, single-threaded REXX SQL applications. (Single-threaded execs are those which
do not explicitly manage their Db2 connections and threads.)

In the single thread case, RLX/CAF gets control and conducts initialization following your application's first SQL call. RLX/
CAF executes all subsequent SQL calls under this initial thread.

Multi-threaded applications can explicitly request RLX/CAF services in order to establish, manage, and switch among
multiple, concurrently active threads. Your application is responsible for designating the proper active thread (using the
SWITCH command) under which a particular SQL request should execute.

RLX/CAF establishes the first thread under your program TCB in order to maximize performance. Any subsequent threads
created by RLX/CAF cause a new MVS subtask to be ATTACHed.

RLX/CAF Services

RLX/CAF is started upon receipt of the START_CAF call or implicitly upon receipt of any SQL request or RLX/CAF
call. RLX/CAF remains active until either a) you issue a STOP_CAF request; or b) your REXX application terminates.
Developers can exercise a high degree of control over the Db2 environment through the set of services that are listed in
the following table:

Service        Inverse Service       Description

----------     -----------------     -----------------------------------------------

START          STOP                  Start/Stop CAF

CREATE         REMOVE                Create/remove application thread

CONNECT        DISCONNECT            Connect to/Disconnect from Db2

OPEN           CLOSE                 Open/Close Db2 application plans

ACTIVATE       DEACTIVATE            Create-Connect-Open/Close-Disconnect-Remove

SWITCH                               Change the current thread

QUERY                                Obtain info on the current SYSTEM, PLAN, status

SET                                  Set SYSTEM and PLAN values in a thread
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Reading the RLX/CAF Syntax Diagrams

Each RLX/CAF request should begin with the keyword 'CAF' followed by the name of the CAF service. The CAF service
name must be coded exactly as shown and must be separated from any parameters which follow it by one or more
blanks. Parameters must also be separated with blanks (not commas).

Statement syntax flows from left to right.

>>-------- indicates the beginning of a statement.

---------> indicates statement syntax is continued.

>--------- indicates statement syntax resumes after a continuation.

-------->< indicates the end of a statement.

Words in uppercase letters (LIKE THIS ) must be entered exactly as shown. Words in lowercase letters (like this )
show where you must use a word or value of your own. Parentheses when indicated ( ) must always be entered as part of
the statement.

Required Parameters

A required parameter appears on the same horizontal line (or continuation) as the statement name:

 >>----CREATE---THREAD(:hv_handle)------------------><

Choice of Required Parameters

When you must choose one parameter from a list, the list is stacked vertically with one of the parameters on the main
path:

>---- REMOVE THREAD(-+--:hv_handle--+-)--------------->

                     |              |

                     +----THRID-----+

Optional Parameters

Optional parameter appears below the main path:

>>---CLOSE-----+ ---------------------+-------------><

               |                      |

               +--THREAD(:hv_handle)--+

Default Parameters

Default parameters are denoted by a preceding asterisk (*):

>>---CLOSE-----+----------------------+---+-------------+-------><

               |                      |   |             |

               +--THREAD(:hv_handle)--+   +---*SYNC-----+

                                          +----ABRT-----+

                                          +--:hv_close--+

Abstract API Specification

This section presents the abstract syntax for the RLX/CAF services. The following table describes the meanings of the
literal constants and host variables (denoted by  :hv_ ) that appear in the syntax diagrams.

• :hv_dsn
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Denotes a host variable whose value is set to the name of a Db2 subsystem.
• :hv_plan

Denotes a host variable which has as a value the name of a Db2 application plan.
• :hv_pgm

Denotes a host variable which has as a value the name of a RLX SQL load module.
• :hv_close

Denotes a host variable whose value is either SYNC or ABRT.
• :hv_handle

Denotes a host variable whose value is the handle for an application thread established by either the CREATE
THREAD or ACTIVATE service.

• :hv_ddname
Denotes a host variable whose value is set to the DD name used to identify the library from which the Db2 and RLX/
CAF routines will be loaded.

• :hv_estae
Denotes a host variable whose value is either YES or NO.

• *
Designates a default value for a parameter.

• dsn
Denotes a literal character string representing the Db2 subsystem name.

• plan
Denotes a literal character string representing the name of the Db2 application plan.

• pgm
Denotes a literal character string representing the name of a RLX SQL load module.

• ddname
Is the name of the file which identifies the Db2 load library  (e.g. DSN.SDSNLOAD).

• defaults
Denotes the name of run-time parameter defaults module.

The syntax of RLX/CAF services is presented in the form of railroad diagrams. When coded in a REXX application, each
RLX/CAF service depicted in the diagrams should be prefixed with the "CAF ..." keyword.

ACTIVATE Service

The ACTIVATE service is a composite operation which combines in a single service the functions of three RLX/CAF
services: CREATE THREAD, CONNECT, and OPEN. ACTIVATE may be used in cases where the more granular thread
management facilities provided by the RLX/CAF CREATE THREAD, CONNECT, and OPEN services are not required.

>>---ACTIVATE THREAD(:hv_thread)--------------+---------------------+------------->

                                              |                     |

                                              +-SYSTEM(+---dsn---+)-+

                                                       |         |

                                                       +-:hv_dsn-+

>--+--------------------+---+---------------------+---+----------------------+---><

   |                    |   |                     |   |                      |

   +-PLAN(+---plan---+)-+   +-RLXPGM(+---PGM---+)-+   +-LOAD(+ --ddname---+)-+

          |          |               |         |             |            |

          +-:hv_plan-+               +-:hv_pgm-+             +-:hv_ddname-+
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ACTIVATE receives the same parameters as the CREATE service and also returns an application thread handle. See the
CREATE, CONNECT, and OPEN services for additional usage details.

'CAF ACTIVATE THREAD(:thread1) SYSTEM(DSN) PLAN(RLXPLANC) PGM(RLXSQL)'

Where

• THREAD1
Identifies a REXX variable into which ACTIVATE returns a thread handle if the call is successful.

• SYSTEM
Identifies the name of the Db2 subsystem to which this thread should connect.

• PLAN
Specifies the name of the Db2 application plan to be associated with this thread.

• PGM
Specifies the name of the RLX SQL load module associated with the Db2 application plan specified by PLAN.

CLOSE Service

The CLOSE service requests termination of the requesting task and thread as a user of Db2 services.

>>---CLOSE-----+----------------------+---+-------------+---------><

               |                      |   |             |

               +--THREAD(:hv_handle)--+   +---*SYNC-----+

               +----ABRT-----+

               +--:hv_close--+

When successful, the CLOSE service terminates the plan thread with which your application communicated with Db2.

If no thread handle is specified, RLX/CAF assumes the current thread. If you request CLOSE with the ABRT option,
then Db2 will ROLLBACK any pending database changes before terminating the thread. Otherwise, SYNC (the default)
requests that pending database changes for this thread be COMMITed. For example:

'CAF CLOSE, THREAD(:THREAD)'

Where

THREAD is a REXX variable which contains the thread handle that is returned by a successful CREATE THREAD or
ACTIVATE  request.

CONNECT Service

After an application thread is established through a successful ACTIVATE or CREATE THREAD request, the CONNECT
service can be used to connect to the target Db2 subsystem using either RRSAF or CAF as the low-level attachment to
Db2. The information provided on the preceding CREATE THREAD call is used to establish the connection to Db2.

>>---CONNECT---+----------------------+---------><

               |                      |

               +--THREAD(:hv_handle)--+

The CONNECT service establishes the connection between your application address space and the Db2 subsystem. The
call connects the application thread established by a CREATE THREAD call to the Db2 subsystem whose name appears
in the thread control block. You must provide the thread handle (returned by the ACTIVATE or CR_ THREAD call into the
host variable denoted in the syntax diagram as hv_handle ). If the THREAD keyword is not provided, then the current
application thread is used for CONNECT processing. The current application thread is established by the most recently
executed CREATE THREAD call or SWITCH command. For example:

'CAF CONNECT THREAD(:THREAD)
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Where

THREAD is a REXX variable which contains the thread handle returned by a successful CREATE THREAD or ACTIVATE
call.

CREATE THREAD Service

Before your application program can connect to Db2, it must define an application thread which acts as a carrier of this
connection. The CREATE THREAD service is used for this purpose.

CREATE THREAD acquires and initializes a RLX/CAF thread control block. Values mapped into the thread control block
are furnished as parameters passed on the call or are taken from the RLX/CAF profile defaults module.

NOTE
The CREATE THREAD service causes RLX/CAF to attach a new MVS thread subtask for each Db2 plan thread
after the first one.

>>---CREATE THREAD(:hv_handle)----------------+---------------------+------------->

                                              |                     | 

                                              +-SYSTEM(+---dsn---+)-+ 

                                                       |         | 

                                                       +-:hv_dsn-+ 

      

>--+--------------------+---+---------------------+---+----------------------+---><

   |                    |   |                     |   |                      |

   +-PLAN(+---plan---+)-+  +-RLXPGM(+---PGM---+)-+   +-LOAD(+ --ddname---+)-+

   |          |              |         |             |            |

   +-:hv_plan-+               +-:hv_pgm-+            +-:hv_ddname-+

The CREATE THREAD request causes RLX/CAF to perform the following action:

• Build a thread control block.
• Initialize it with the name of the Db2 subsystem and application plan that you wish to use.
• Attach an MVS subtask which provides a SQL interface to Db2.

The CREATE THREAD request returns a thread handle in the host variable denoted in the syntax diagram as
:hv_handle . This handle must be used on all subsequent RLX/CAF calls.

The SYSTEM and PLAN parameters are optional. If the parameters are not coded, the default values stored in the run-
time parameter defaults are used. Parameter values are saved in the thread control block and are used in subsequent
CONNECT and OPEN requests.

The LOAD parameter identifies a file (DD statement) as a TASKLIB for the application thread process. Call Attach
interface routines, such as DSNALI, DSNHLI2, and DSNWLI, are loaded from this library. The ddname must be allocated.
Otherwise, the CREATE THREAD call fails.

The following example illustrates use of the CREATE THREAD service:

'CAF CREATE THREAD THREAD(:thread) SYSTEM(DSN) PLAN(RLXvrmCS)'

Where

• THREAD
Identifies a REXX variable into which a thread handle is returned.

• SYSTEM
Identifies the name of the Db2 subsystem to which this thread should connect.

• PLAN
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Specifies the name of the Db2 application plan to be associated with this thread.
• PGM

Specifies the name of the RLX SQL load module associated with the Db2 application plan specified by PLAN.

DEACTIVATE Service

The DEACTIVATE service is presently an unimplemented function. When available, it will provide the functions of the
CLOSE, DISCONNECT, and REMOVE THREAD services in a single request.

>>---DEACTIVATE -----+----------------------+------+-------------+---------><

                     |                      |      |             |

                     +--THREAD(:hv_handle)--+      +---*SYNC-----+

                                                   +----ABRT-----+

                                                   +--:hv_close--+

DISCONNECT Service

The DISCONNECT service removes the connection between your application address space and a Db2 subsystem.
DISCONNECT is the inverse operation of CONNECT.

>>---DISCONNECT----+----------------------+--------><

                   |                      |

                   +--THREAD(:hv_handle)--+

The following statement disconnects the Db2 subsystem from the application thread specified by :hv_handle . If you
omit :hv_handle on the call, RLX/CAF assumes the current thread.

'CAF DISCONNECT THREAD(:THREAD1)

Where

THREAD1 is a REXX variable which contains the thread handle returned by a successful CREATE THREAD or ACTIVATE
call.

OPEN Service

The OPEN service establishes the requesting task as a Db2 client and allocates the thread resources required for SQL
and/or IFI access to Db2.

>>---OPEN------+----------------------+--------><

               |                      |

               +--THREAD(:hv_handle)--+

The OPEN service is used to signal Db2 to open an application plan. This call follows the CONNECT call for a given
thread. When CREATE THREAD is issued without an explicit CONNECT call, RLX/CAF issues an implicit CONNECT.

When successful, OPEN creates a Db2 application plan thread. A thread is your application agent in the Db2 address
space under which SQL statements, IFI requests and Db2 commands can be executed. The following is an example of a
CAF OPEN request:

'CAF OPEN THREAD(:THREAD1)

Where

THREAD1 is a REXX variable which contains the thread handle returned by a successful CREATE THREAD call.
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QUERY Service
The QUERY service returns the current status of a specific thread.

The QUERY service returns the current status of a specific thread. You also receive the names of the Db2 subsystem and
application plan that is associated with the thread. RLX/CAF calls the QUERY service internally after processing any CAF
service requested by your REXX exec. RLX/CAF returns its query results into the following host variables:

B'00000000' = X’00’ = Idle

B'10000000' = X’80’ = Application thread was created

B'01000000' = X’40’ = Thread connected to Db2

B'00100000' = X’20’ = Application plan opened

B'00010000' = X’10’ = Application plan closed

B'00001000' = X’08’ = Thread disconnected from Db2

B'00000100' = X’04’ = Thread abended 

REMOVE THREAD Service

The REMOVE THREAD call signals RLX/CAF to detach the MVS subtask created for a Db2 application plan thread and
to release the resources associated with that task and thread. REMOVE THREAD is the inverse of the CREATE THREAD
service.

>>---REMOVE THREAD--+----------------+--------------><

                    |                |

                    +--(:hv_handle)--+ 

The REMOVE THREAD service provides developers with more granular and dynamic control of thread management.
RLX/CAF lets you create and remove threads at your discretion to provide applications with greater flexibility and
tuneability.

REMOVE THREAD signals RLX/CAF to perform the following action:

• Terminate the application thread.
• Detach the SQL interface task.
• Free the thread control block.

If the referenced thread is open, RLX/CAF implicitly issues a CLOSE request using the SYNC option. If the thread
remains CONNECTed, RLX/CAF will DISCONNECT it. The following is an example of a CAF REMOVE THREAD request:

'CAF REMOVE THREAD(:THREAD)

Where

THREAD  specifies a REXX variable which contains the thread handle returned by a successful ACTIVATE or CREATE
THREAD call.

SET Service

The SET call provides a means to change the names of the Db2 subsystem and application plan without incurring the
overhead of removing an existing thread and creating a new one. The referenced thread must be in IDLE state when the
SET service is requested. If the application thread is either connected or open, the SET statement fails.

>>--SET---+----------------------+----+-------------------------+----->

          |                      |    |                         |

          +--THREAD(:hv_handle)--+    +--SYSTEM(-+-:hv_dsn-+-)--+

                                                 |         |

                                                 +---dsn---+ 

      

>---------+----------------------+-----------------------------------><
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          |                      |

          +--PLAN(+---plan---+)--+

                  |          |

                  +-:hv_plan-+

NOTE
After SET completes successfully, you can issue new CONNECT and OPEN requests.

The following is an example of a CAF SET request:

'CAF SET THREAD(:thread) SYSTEM(DSN) PLAN(:plan)'

Where

• THREAD
Identifies a REXX variable which contains the thread handle returned by a successful ACTIVATE or CREATE THREAD
call.

• SYSTEM
Identifies the name of the Db2 subsystem to which this thread should connect.

• PLAN
Identifies a REXX variable which contains the name of the Db2 application plan to be associated with this thread.

SWITCH Service

The SWITCH service is used to promote the referenced thread to the current status. This means that the plan thread
under which subsequent SQL and IFI requests will execute until your REXX application terminates or another thread is
promoted to the current status.

>>---SWITCH---THREAD(:hv_handle)-------------><

Standard SQL syntax does not provide a means by which to identify a specific plan thread for a particular SQL request.
RLX/CAF provides the SWITCH service for this purpose.

The SWITCH request fails if the specified Db2 subsystem or application plan is not yet defined or if the thread handle
specified by :hv_handle is not valid. After a successful SWITCH request, all subsequent SQL and IFI requests will be
directed to this Db2 plan thread for execution.

NOTE
The CREATE THREAD call also establishes the 'current' thread.

The following example illustrates a CAF SWITCH request:

'CAF SWITCH THREAD(:THREAD1)'

Where

THREAD1 identifies a REXX variable which contains the thread handle that is returned by a successful ACTIVATE or
CREATE THREAD call.

Application Flow Diagram

The following diagram depicts the various phases of the interaction between your REXX application, RLX/CAF, and Db2.

REXX         CAFAPI           CAFHLI           CAFD1           Db2

----         ------           ------           -----           ---

  .              .                  .                  .                  .

.---START_CAF--->.LOAD TBLS         .                  .                  .

.<---RC----------.                  .                  .                  .

.                .                  .                  .                  .
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.-CREATE THREAD->.----BUILD THR@, ATTACH-------------->.                  .

. <dsn>,<plan>   .                  .                  .                  .

.<--RC, THR@-----.<---------RC-------------------------.                  .

.                .                  .                  .                  .

.---CONNECT-THR@>.-----POST(connect)------------------>.------CONNECT---->.

.                .wait              .                  .                  .

.<----RC---------.<-----------RC/SQLCODE---------------.<---RC/SQLCODE----.

.                .                  .                  .                  .

.---OPEN-THR@--->.-----POST(open)--------------------->.------OPEN------->.

.                .wait              .                  .                  .

.<---RC----------.<-----------RC/SQLCODE---------------.<----RC/SQLCODE---.

.                .                  .                  .                  .

.---EXEC_SQL----------------------->.--POST(exec_SQL)->.-----DSNALI2----->.

.                .                  .wait              .                  .

.<---SQLCA-------.<-----------------.<----SQLCA--------.<-----SQLCA-------.

.                .                  .                  .                  .

.---CLOSE-THR@-->.-----POST(close)-------------------->.------CLOSE------>.

.                .wait              .                  .                  .

.<---RC----------.<------------------------------------.<------RC---------.

.                .                  .                  .                  .

.-DISCONNECT THR>.-----POST(disc)--------------------->.----DISCONNECT--->.

.                .wait              .                  .                  .

.<---RC----------.<------------------------------------.<------RC---------.

.                .                  .                  .                  .

.---SWITCH THR@->.set new current   .                  .                  .

.<---RC----------.thread            .                  .                  .

.                .                  .                  .                  .

.---QUERY-THR@-->.return:           .                  .                  .

.<------RC-------.DSN,PLAN,STATUS   .                  .                  .

.                .                  .                  .                  .

.-----SET------->.                  .                  .                  .

.<----RC---------.                  .                  .                  .

Legend

• REXX
RLX SQL application

• CAFAPI
RAIAPI interface routine

• CAFHLI
DSNHLI substitute routine

• CAFD
First instance of RLX/CAF thread subtask

RLX/CAF REXX Variables

After issuing a RLX/CAF command, the following REXX variables are set:

• RC
Zero or message id of the last RLX/CAF message issued. You should check RC after every RLX/CAF call to determine
whether it was successful.

• THRDSN
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Name of the active Db2 Subsystem. This variable is set after successful OPEN and ACTIVATE calls.
• THRPLAN

Name of the active plan name. This variable is set after successful OPEN and ACTIVATE plan.
• CMBFUNC

Latest RLX/CAF function: OPEN, CLOSE, ACTIVATE, and so on.
• CMBSTATUS

Status of current application thread with the following bit map:
Idle.....................'00'X

Created..................'80'X

Connected to Db2.........'40'X

Application Plan opened..'20'X

Application Plan closed..'10'X

Disconnected from Db2....'08'X

Thread abended...........'04'X

Removed .................'02'X

• ALIRC
Return code from DSNALI routine. See the Db2 Application Programming Guide for details.

• ALIRRC
Reason code from DSNALI routine. See the Db2 Message and Codes for details.

• ALIMSG
RLX/CAF latest error message id (for example, CAF217). See the RLX Messages and Codes Reference for message
explanations.

• CAFPGM
The name specified on RLXPGM, CREATE, or ACTIVATE commands.

• THRDD
A ddname associated with a library from which Db2 Call Attach routines have been loaded.

Example of RLX/CAF Usage

This article shows an example of an REXX exec.

The following REXX exec issues the RLX/CAF ACTIVATE command and then displays some REXX variables that are
populated as a result of the command.

/* Rexx */ 

address RLX

rlxprof.epanel = 'N'(1)

dsn = 'DSN' 

plan = 'RLXvrmCS' 

pgm = 'RLXSQL' 

"Caf activate thread(:thread) dsn(:dsn) plan(:plan) rlxpgm(:pgm)" (2)

xx = Show('RC') 

xx = Show('THREAD') 

xx = Show('THRDSN') 

xx = Show('THRPLAN') 

xx = Show('CAFSTATUS') (3)

xx = Show('CMBFUNC') 

xx = Show('ALIRC') 

xx = Show('ALIRRC') 

xx = Show('ALIMSG') 

xx = Show('CAFPGM') 
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if rc <> 0 then /* Error to activate */ 

   Return 

"caf remove thread(:thread)" (4)

xx = Show('RC') 

xx = Show('CAFSTATUS') 

Return

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Display a variable */

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

Show :

arg var 

   Say Left(var,12)'='Value(var)

Return 0 

Where

(1) Indicate to RLX to suppress error panel displays. If, instead, you specify RLXPROF.EPANEL = 'Y', RLX displays the
error panel showing error variables.

(2) Attempt to activate an application thread using host variables for DSN, PLAN name and RLXPGM.

(3) All REXX variables set by RLX/CAF are displayed using the local function SHOW.

(4) If ACTIVATE was successful, then issue the REMOVE command to remove the application thread.

RMVDCAF2--Example of a Multi-Threaded RLX/CAF Application

This sample exec illustrates an application that connects to two distinct Db2 subsystems and enables concurrent
execution of SQL on each of them.

You can, for example, copy rows from the table located in one subsystem to the table residing in the other subsystem in
real time. The RMVDCAF2 exec is stored in the CRAIEXEC distribution library.

/* REXX */

ADDRESS rlx                                                            (1)

      

system = 'DSN'  

plan = 'RLXvrmCS' 

      

CAF CREATE THREAD(:thread1) DSN(:system) PLAN(:plan) RLXPGM(rlxsql)"   (2)

IF rc <> 0 THEN Return Emsg(1,'CREATE') 

"CAF CONNECT THREAD(:thread1)"                                         (3)

IF rc <> 0 THEN Return Emsg(1,'CONNECT') 

"CAF OPEN THREAD(:thread1)"                                            (4)

IF rc <> 0 THEN Return Emsg(1,'OPEN') 

call Issue_SQL                                                         (5)

      

"CAF ACTIVATE THREAD(:thread2) DSN(dsx) PLAN(rlxplan) RLXPGM(rlxsql)"  (6)

IF rc <> 0 THEN Return Emsg(1,'ACTIVATE') 

call Issue_SQL 

      

"CAF SWITCH THREAD(:thread1)"                                          (7)

IF rc <> 0 THEN Return Emsg(1,'SWITCH') 

call Issue_SQL 
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"CAF CLOSE THREAD(:thread1)"                                           (8)

"CAF DISCONNECT THREAD(:thread1)" 

"CAF REMOVE THREAD(:thread1)" 

      

"CAF REMOVE THREAD(:thread2)"                                          (9)

"RLX TERM"                                                             (10)

RETURN 

      

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/* Isssue a singleton select in order to demonstrate SQL calls */ 

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

Issue_SQL : 

arg val 

"RLX SELECT INTEGER, SMALLINT", 

    "INTO :dv1,:dv2", 

    "FROM rlxnum", 

    "WHERE INTEGER = 951" 

say 'RC='rc 'sqlcode='sqlcode 'dv1='dv1 'dv2='dv2 

RETURN 

    

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/* Issue error messages */ 

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

Emsg : 

arg msgno p1 p2 

select 

   when msgno = 1 then 

        say 'Command' p1 'error, RC='rc 

   otherwise; nop 

end 

RETURN msgno 

Where

(1) Establish RLX as the default REXX Host Command environment

(2) Create an application thread. The thread ID is returned in the REXX variable thread1 which must be used in all
subsequent RLX/CAF commands pertaining to this thread. After the command executes, check the RC variable. If RC is
not zero, issue an error message and exit.

(3) Connect the application thread to the Db2 subsystem whose name is the REXX variable system.

(4) Open an application plan whose name is the REXX variable plan.

(5) Issue one SQL statement to confirm that the application thread is active.

(6) Issue the ACTIVATE command to CREATE, CONNECT, and OPEN the application thread. This command is an
abbreviation of these three commands. The thread ID is returned in the REXX variable thread2 . Issue one SQL
statement to check whether the thread is active.

(7) Issue the SWITCH command to make thread1 the current thread and execute one SQL statement.

(8) CLOSE, DISCONNECT, and REMOVE thread1 .

(9) REMOVE thread2 -- CLOSE and DISCONNECT occur implicitly.

(10) Perform RLX termination. This call is only necessary when using RLX/SQL. It is ignored by RLX/TSO.
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Shared Thread Applications

The RLX shared thread option enables a program written in a compiled host language such as COBOL to share a Db2
connection and application plan thread with a RLX exec.

To share a thread between COBOL and REXX, the COBOL application should use the Db2 attachment facility supplied
with RLX/CAF instead of any IBM supplied attachment facilities for Db2. This may be accomplished by link editing the
RLX/CAF module CAFAPI with your COBOL program. Alternatively, in the dynamic linkage environment, you should
concatenate the RLX load module library ahead of the Db2 system library. This is necessary to ensure that the RLX/CAF
versions of DSNHLI and DSNWLI appear before their IBM counterparts in the MVS search order.

NOTE
CAFAPI defines DSNHLI (the Db2 host language interface for executing SQL requests) and DSNWLI (for Db2
Instrumentation Facility Interface or IFI requests) as alternate entry points and alias names.

In addition, the RLX/CAF parameter SHARE_THREAD(YES) should either be defaulted or specified explicitly as a
parameter that is read from the RAINPUT file at execution time. On the first SQL call, RLX/CAF connects to Db2 and
creates an application plan thread which will be shared with the interpretive RLX exec to be invoked subsequently.

A RLX application you invoke in shared thread mode must be called via the TSO CALL command or via the ISPF
SELECT service as a command. An ISPF SELECT command string, such as SELECT CMD(RLXS RLX_exec_name)
, behave better in error or abend situations than invoking the same RLX module as a program. You must not call the
module as a program even if the RLX module has been compiled into an executable load module and can be invoked as
a program. An example of such a forbidden ISPF call is:

SELECT PGM(compiled REXX load module name)

In addition, any RLX module you invoke must specify RLXMODE(SHARE_THREAD) to instruct RLX to operate in shared
thread mode. The following example illustrates how an ISPF SELECT string might be coded in a COBOL program. In this
example, the currently active Db2/COBOL program will invoke the compiled RLX module named EXAMPLE and use the
Db2 connection and plan thread that were already established by RLX/CAF. The RLXPGM parameter should identify the
RLX static SQL load module named EXAMPLES produced by RLX/Compile.

77 ISPF-BUFFER-LENGTH PIC S9(9) COMP VALUE 62.

      

01 ISPF-BUFFER.

   05 FILLER PIC X(25) VALUE

      'SELECT CMD(RLXS EXAMPLE '.

   05 FILLER PIC X(16) VALUE

      'RLXPGM(EXAMPLES)'.

   05 FILLER PIC X(21) VALUE

      'RLXMODE(SHARE_THREAD)'.

Example RSHIVP2 from the CRAIJCL data set illustrates how a COBOL program can call a RLX application that
executes compiled REXX and static SQL. Example RSHIVP1 in the same CRAIJCL library illustrates the invocation of an
interpretive RLX exec that issues dynamic SQL requests.

Shared Thread COBOL Example
000100 ID DIVISION.

000200 PROGRAM-ID. RSHIVP2. 

000300 AUTHOR. RAI1 

000400 INSTALLATION. RELATIONAL ARCHITECTS INTL. 

000500 DATE-WRITTEN. AUGUST, 1993. 

000600 DATE-COMPILED. 

000700* 

000800* THIS COBOL APPLICATION ILLUSTRATES THE OPTION TO A SHARE 
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000900* A Db2 CONNECTION AND APPLICATION PLAN THREAD BETWEEN A 

001000* USER PROGRAM WRITTEN IN A COMPILED LANGUAGE LIKE COBOL 

001100* WITH A COMPILED RLX EXEC. 

001200 

005100 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 

005200 CONFIGURATION SECTION.

005300 SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-3090.

005400 OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-3090. 

005500 

005600 DATA DIVISION. 

005700 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 

005800 

005900 77 ISPF-BUFFER-LENGTH PIC S9(9) COMP VALUE 62. 

006000 

006100* INVOKE THE COMPILED RLX REXX EXEC NAMED RSHREX2 AND USE THE

006200* Db2 CONNECTION AND PLAN THREAD PREVIOUSLY ESTABLISHED 

006300* BY RLX/CAF FOR THE RSHIVP2 APPLICATION. THE RLXPGM 

006400* PARAMETER SHOULD IDENTIFY THE RLX STATIC SQL LOAD MODULE 

006500* (NAMED RSHREX2S) PRODUCED BY RLX/COMPILE. 

006600 

006700 01 ISPF-BUFFER. 

006800 05 FILLER PIC X(25) VALUE 

006900 'SELECT CMD(RLXS RSHREX2 '. 

007000 05 FILLER PIC X(16) VALUE 

007100 'RLXPGM(RSHREX2S)'. 

007200 05 FILLER PIC X(21) VALUE 

007300 'RLXMODE(SHARE_THREAD)'. 

007400 

007500 PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

007600 DISPLAY 'RSHIVP2 DRIVER MODULE ENTERED' 

007700 DISPLAY 'RSHIVP2 - CALLING COBOL SUBPROGRAM RSHCOBOL'. 

007800 CALL 'RSHCOBOL'. 

007900 

008000 DISPLAY 'RSHIVP2 - CALLING COMPILED RLX PROGRAM RSHREX2'. 

008100 CALL 'ISPEXEC' USING ISPF-BUFFER-LENGTH 

008200 ISPF-BUFFER. 

008300 

008400 DISPLAY 'RSHIVP2 - PROCESSING COMPLETED'. 

008500 GOBACK. 

Tailor the RLX/CAF Installation Defaults
Tailor the RLX/CAF installation defaults for shared thread applications.

After you restore the RLX distribution libraries from tape or cartridge, you should edit and submit the CAF$TPD member
of the CRAIJCL data set. The JCL and assembly language source module contained in CAF$TPD will assemble and
link-edit the RLX/CAF installation defaults module that supports the shared thread mode of operation between RLX and
RLX/CAF. In addition, if you define a set of defaults for the RLX/CAF profile options, you need not explicitly specify them
separately for each application. For example, you can specify the name of a Db2 subsystem to which your program
should connect as a default. Thereafter you need not explicitly specify profile options except to override them.

To tailor the jobstream that assembles and link-edits the RLX/CAF profile defaults module, proceed as follows:

1. Add any job and job parm statements required by your site.
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2. Specify values for the amper variables &PROJECT and &LIBRARY in the invocation of the instream procedure named
DEFAULTS. You should code the same values for project and library as were specified for the RLXJTA and RLXJTR
jobs that allocated and restored the RLX distribution libraries.

3. Specify the name of the default Db2 subsystem through the DSN keyword (appearing below in bold italic type) of
the CAF@DFLT macro. The RLX/CAF SHARE_THREAD feature is enabled by default and the remaining RLX/CAF
defaults can be accepted without change. The DSN operand of the CAF@DFLT macro identifies the name of the
default Db2 subsystem to which your application connects. This specification makes it unnecessary to explicitly specify
a subsystem name for any Db2 applications that use RLX/CAF as their Db2 attachment facility. See the RLX/CAF
documentation before changing any of the other defaults.

4. Submit the job to assemble and link-edit the module.

The following code sample shows the RLX/CAF defaults macro. The items in bold italic type represent the parameters you
should specify when you edit the CAF$DFLTS member.

// << specify job and jobparm statements here >>

//STEP1 EXEC DEFAULTS,  

// PROJECT='RAI', < specify 1st level dataset qualifier 

// LIBRARY=R200, < specify 2nd level dataset qualifier  

// UNIT=SYSDA UNIT NAME FOR DASD DATA SETS  

//A.SYSIN DD *  

         TITLE 'CAF$TPD - CAF TABLE OF PROFILE DEFAULTS'  

*----------------------------------------------------------------------  

*  

* FUNCTION  

* ========  

*  

* RLX/CAF TABLE OF PROFILE DEFAULTS  

*  

*  

*----------------------------------------------------------------------  

CAF$TPD CAF@DFLT LOAD=,             /GLOBAL LOAD LIBRARY DDNAME  

               DSN=DSN,             /Specify Db2 default subsystem name

               SHRTHRD=YES,         /ALLOW THIS APPL. THREAD BE SHARED  

               RETRY=0,             /RETRY Db2 CONNECTION 0 TIMES  

               PLAN=,               /DEFAULT Db2 PLAN NAME  

               MSGDD=CAFPRINT,      /DEFAULT CAF MESSAGE FILE  

               PLANEXIT=,           /WAIT 30 SEC BEFORE  ATTEMPT  

               ESTAE=,              /ISSUE ESTAE IN RLX/CAF  

               ERROR=ABEND,         /ON ERROR ISSUE ABEND  

               UPPER=NO,            /TRANSLATE MESSAGED TO UPPERCASE  

               TERMCNTL=YES,        /INTERCEPT TERMINATION TO CLOSE PLANS 

               DIAGCNTL=NO,         /TRIGGER DIAGNOSTICS CONTROL  

               DIAGLIM=1,           /ABEND AFTER 1 ERROR  

               DOC=NO               /PRINT NO MACRO DOC  

//  

Run the Shared Thread IVPs

Enter %RSHIVP to display the IVP menu. This menu is organized as two pairs of BIND and RUN selections. The first
selection of each pair binds the plan that is shared between a Db2/COBOL program and a RLX exec. The second
selection actually runs the shared thread application.

The following panel shows the RLX/CAF - RLX Shared Thread IVP's menu.
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-------------------- RLX/CAF - RLX Shared Thread IVP's ----------------------

Option ===>

        

   1 BIND       - Db2 plan shared between COBOL program and interpreted RLX EXEC

   2 Run        - COBOL/Db2 and interpretive RLX EXEC which share a Db2 thread

   3 BIND       - Db2 plan shared between COBOL program and compiled RLX EXEC

   4 Run        - COBOL/Db2 and compiled RLX EXEC which share a Db2 plan thread

   X Exit       - Leave Shared Thread IVP Menu

        

Enter END to exit

Select Option 1 to bind the plan that is shared between a Db2/COBOL program and a RLX module that makes use of
interpretive REXX and dynamic SQL.

---------------- Bind RLX/CAF - RLX Shared Application Plan ------------------

Command ===>

RLX370 - Specify BIND attributes for shared thread IVP RSHIVP1

Specify Action on Jobstream

   Jobstream Action   ===> 1          (1 - Edit JCL, 2 - Submit Jobstream)

   Db2 Subsystem      ===> DSN        (In which to BIND plan)

   Db2 Version / Rel  ===> 9.1        (Db2 Version / Release)

   RLX SQL DBRM name  ===> RLXSQL     (bound into shared thread Db2 plan)

Specify Bind Parameters

   Isolation Level             ===> C (C-Cursor Stability, R-Repeatable Read)

   Action on plan              ===> R (R - Replace A - Add)

   Retain execution authority  ===> Y (Y - Yes N - No)

   Plan validation time        ===> R (R - Run B - Bind)

   Resource acquisition time   ===> U (U - Use A - Allocate)

   Resource release time       ===> C (C - Commit D - Deallocate)

   Explain path selection      ===> N (Y - Yes N - No)

The BIND for the shared plan specifies both DBRM members and a collection of packages. The composite plan named
RSHIVP1 includes the DBRM for the Db2/COBOL program RSHCOBOL. In addition, any shared thread application plans
you BIND should include the RLX package collection via the BIND PKLIST option as in PKLIST(*.RLXvrm.*) .

Option 3 lets you bind the plan that is shared between a Db2/COBOL program and a RLX application that runs in
compiled mode and issues static SQL requests.

---------------- Bind RLX/CAF - RLX Shared Application Plan ------------------

Command ===>

RLX370 - Specify BIND attributes for shared thread IVP RSHIVP2

Specify Action on Jobstream

   Jobstream Action   ===> 1          (1 - Edit JCL, 2 - Submit Jobstream)

   Db2 Subsystem      ===> DSN        (In which to BIND plan)

   Db2 Version / Rel  ===> 9.1        (Db2 Version / Release)

   RLX SQL DBRM name  ===> RSHREX2    (bound into shared thread Db2 plan)

Specify Bind Parameters

   Isolation Level            ===> C  (C-Cursor Stability, R-Repeatable Read)

   Action on plan             ===> R  (R - Replace A - Add)

   Retain execution authority ===> Y  (Y - Yes N - No)

   Plan validation time       ===> R  (R - Run B - Bind)
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   Resource acquisition time  ===> U  (U - Use A - Allocate)

   Resource release time      ===> C  (C - Commit D - Deallocate)

   Explain path selection     ===> N  (Y - Yes N - No)

Once the shared plan is bound, you can run the shared thread IVPs.

NOTE
Existing RLX SQL load modules (either static or dynamic) from releases of RLX before Version 3.1.4 that
participate in an application that shares a thread with a compiled program must be updated to replace its RLX
host language interface. Otherwise an 0C4 abend occurs during RLX/CAF termination processing. Use the
RLXHLI replacement utility (RLX Utility Menu Option 2) to implement the update.

Any new RLX SQL load modules you create supports the new shared thread mode of operation because they
automatically link-edit the enhanced version of RLXHLI.

Run-Time Parameters for RLX/CAF

RLX/CAF permits a high degree of control over its run-time operation. Run-time parameters include such things as the
names of the Db2 subsystem and application plan as well as the destination for RLX/CAF output messages.

RLX/CAF run-time parameters may be specified in several ways. For example, you may specify run-time parameter
defaults at installation time. Alternatively, during initialization, RLX/CAF checks if an RAINPUT DD statement is allocated.
If present, RLX/CAF opens the RAINPUT file and uses the run-time parameters it reads as overrides to the default values.

Once RLX/CAF is active, operators can dynamically vary any RLX/CAF parameters by issuing MVS MODIFY commands
from the system console. Such flexibility enables both developers and operations staff to exercise a high degree of control
over RLX/CAF.The RLX/CAF Profile defaults module defined and link-edited as part of the product installation process
is loaded at RLX/CAF initialization time. Developers may explicitly request a parameter defaults module, by name, on
the RLX/CAF START command. By default, RLX/CAF loads the module named CAF$TPDR (RLX/CAF Table of Profile
Defaults).

Execution Environment

RLX/CAF provides abend handling (ESTAE exits) within its scheduler and thread drivers. This isolates your application
from abends within RLX/CAF and also enhances system diagnostics. In addition, RLX/CAF provides dumping and tracing
mechanisms to augment the informational and error messages it issues.

RLX/CAF is capable of implicitly terminating once your own application terminates. The RLX/CAF termination routine
ensures that all thread processes are closed and that the resources they acquired are released. Then, it invokes a user
termination exit, if one was defined.

If you plan to explicitly issue a RLX/CAF STOP request, you should signal RLX/CAF not to implicitly terminate by
specifying the TERMCNTL(NO) run-time parameter.

Run-time Parameters Description

The following list provides run-time parameters:

• DIAGCNTL(YES/NO)
Specifies whether the RLX/CAF diagnostic control option will be in effect. If no diagnostic control options are in effect,
the ERROR and DIAGLIM parameters will have no effect either. Conversely, if RLX/CAF diagnostic control options
are in effect, RLX/CAF will maintain a count of unique errors and act in accordance with the ERROR parameter
specification.

• DIAGLIM(integer)
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The integer value represents a limit on the number of occurrences of a specific error before taking the action specified
by the ERROR parameter.

• ERROR(RETURN/ABEND)
Specifies whether to return control to the application program in the event of repetitive errors in either SQL or RLX/CAF
statement errors or to issue a user abend. The ERROR option is primarily designed to prevent 'runaway' applications
from ignoring SQL errors. When control is returned to the application, errors are reflected in both the SQLCODE and
RETURN CODE values passed back to the program. During development and testing, the ERROR(ABEND) option
should be used. The ERROR(RETURN) option can be specified in production.

• ESTAE(YES/NO)
Specifies whether RLX/CAF should establish an MVS ESTAE exit that intercepts abends. The RLX/CAF abend handler
primarily provides diagnostics. However, by adding specific abend codes to the RLX/CAF abend recovery table, you
can request recovery from various system abends.

• MSGDD(NONE/WTO/name)
The MSGDD parameter specifies the destination for RLX/CAF informational and diagnostic messages. If NONE is
specified, no messages are issued. Specifying a destination of WTO causes messages to be directed to the WTO
routing code specified (or defaulted) by the ROUTCDE parameter. Otherwise, the operand is construed to be the name
of the file to which RLX/CAF messages should be directed. The default DD name is CAFPRINT.

• PLAN(name)
Specifies an eight character Db2 application plan name.

• RETRY(integer)
'Integer' designates the number of times RLX/CAF should re-attempt the connection to Db2 in the event the initial
connection request fails.

• RETRYINT(integer)
Designates an integer number of seconds to wait between subsequent connection retries.

• ROUTCDE(1-16)
Designates the routing code to which RLX/CAF WTO (write to operator) messages should be directed. Specify a
routing code value from 1 through 15. The default is ROUTECDE(11).

• SHRTHRD (YES/NO)
The SHRTHRD parameter specifies whether shared thread facilities of RLX/CAF is used.

• SYSTEM(name)
Specifies the four character name of a valid Db2 subsystem.

• TERMCNTL(YES/NO)
Specifies whether implicit RLX/CAF termination should be enabled. If your application explicitly issues a RLX/CAF
STOP command, then TERMCNTL (NO) should be specified. Alternatively, specifying TERMCNTL(YES) causes
RLX/CAF to implicitly terminate and invoke the user written exit routine specified through the TERMEXIT parameter
(described next).

• TERMEXIT(name)
Identifies a user written exit routine which obtains control upon application termination. TERMCNTL(YES) must be
specified in order to enable this parameter.

• TIMEOUT(integer)
Specifies a processing interval (in seconds) before RLX/CAF considers the SQL statement to have 'timed out'. The
timeout interval, in conjunction with Db2's own timeout interval, is used to resolve resource and deadlock conflicts. The
default timeout interval is 65 seconds.

• UPPER(YES/NO)
RLX/CAF messages are typically written in mixed case. Should your printer or logging device not support lower case
characters, you can specify UPPER(YES) to fold all characters to uppercase. The default option is UPPER(NO).
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Table of Profile Defaults

During RLX/CAF installation, default run-time parameters are specified as operands of the CAF@DFLT macro.

The following code sample illustrates how to code the CAF@DFLT macro parameters:

TITLE 'CAF$TPD - CAF TABLE OF PROFILE DEFAULTS'

*-----------------------------------------------------------------------

*

* FUNCTION

* ========

* CAF TABLE OF RUN-TIME PARAMETER DEFAULTS

*

*

*-----------------------------------------------------------------------

CAF$TPDR CAF@DFLT LOAD=CAFLOAD, /GLOBAL LOAD LIBRARY DDNAME            +

              RETRY=2,          /TRY TO CONNECT TO Db2 2 TIMES         +

              DSN=DSN,          /DEFAULT Db2 NAME                      +

              PLAN=CAFSAMP,     /DEFAULT Db2 PLAN NAME                 +

              MSGDD=CAFPRINT,   /DEFAULT Db2 PLAN NAME                 +

              ESTAE=YES,        /ISSUE ESTAE                           +

              ERROR=ABEND,      /ON ERROR ISSUE USER ABEND             +

              UPPER=NO,         /DO NOT TRANSLATE MESSAGES TO UPPER    +

              TERMCNTL=YES,     /INTERCEPT TERMINATION TO CLOSE PLANS  +

              DIAGCNTL=NO,      /DO NOT TRIGGER ERROR CONTROL          +

              DIAGLIM=5,        /ABEND AFTER 5 SAME ERRORS             +

              DOC=NO            /PRINT NO MACRO DOCUMENTATION

PUNCH ' IDENTIFY CAF$TPDR(''CAF150 - RLX/CAF PROFILE DEFAULTS'')'

      END

This example represents source module input to the Assembler. The successful assembly and link-edit of the default
macro produces the load module CAF$TPDR. SamplJCL to build the run-time parameter defaults module is supplied in
the CAF$TPD member of the CRAIJCL dataset.

RLX/CAF attempts to load the module named CAF$TPDR at initialization time. Alternatively, you can reference a profile
defaults module of your choosing through an explicitly issued RLX/CAF START command.

RAINPUT Specification
Thia article describes the RAINPUT specification of RLX/CAF run-time parameters.

All parameters that are specified through a RLX/CAF profile defaults module can be overridden on an application or job
step basis by specifying run-time input through a RAINPUT DD statement.

Input commands that are supplied through the RAINPUT file should be coded in accordance with the following rules:

1. If '*' appears in column 1, the entire line is treated as a comment
2. Parameters are coded in the form: KEYWORD(VALUE)
3. One or more parameters may be coded on each line
4. Parameters must be coded within columns 1 through 71
5. On a specific line, comments start following the /* delimiter and continue through the end of the line.

The following code sample illustrates the coding of RAINPUT parameters.

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                      *

* Sample coding of RAINPUT parameters                                  *

*                                                                      *
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*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

ESTAE(YES)                  /* issue ESTAE macro,trap RLX/CAF abends

DIAGCNTL(YES),DIAGLIMIT(4)  /* coding two parameters on the same line

MSGDD(WTO)                  /* route RLX/CAF messages to WTO destination

MVS MODIFY Commands

RLX/CAF allows you to dynamically specify or change any run-time parameter through the system console. The following
code sample illustrates an example of an MVS MODIFY command entered through the system console:

MODIFY CAFJOB,MSGDD(NONE)

Where

• CAFJOB
Specifies the name of a job using RLX/CAF services.

• MSGDD(NONE)
Specifies the parameter requests that issuance of RLX/CAF messages be suppressed.

NOTE
RLX/CAF must be successfully initialized before MVS MODIFY commands can be issued.

RLX Recovery from Db2 Thread Termination
The persistent thread functionality provides a means for RLX to recover from Db2 thread termination.

During RLX utilization, you may require that its Db2 threads be logically persistent and continue to operate in the following
cases:

• Across Db2 subsystem termination and restart
• When the thread is canceled due to a Db2 –CANCEL THREAD command
• When Db2 abends the thread with an S04E or S04F abend
• Other system or RLX abends

Applications that may require such a persistent thread scenario include:

• Db2 monitors utilizing RLX IFI and SQL interfaces
• Applications that execute long running SQL where a –CANCEL THREAD command may be issued to terminate a run-

away query. The application, however, must continue execution.
• Other situations that users may require

To satisfy these requirements, the persistent thread functionality is provided.

The following REXX sample illustrates the functionality:

/* REXX */

address RLX 

rlxprof.dsn       = 'DSN9'                        

rlxprof.plan      = 'RLXvrmCS'                    

rlxprof.pgm       = 'RLXSQL'                     

rlxprof.retry     = 3                             (1)

SIGNAL ON HALT    NAME retry      

      

DO count          = 1 TO 100                  

    retry :                                        

    SAY '> Iteration= 'count 'wait' secs 'seconds'    

    CALL EXECSQL                                  (2)
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    CALL ReadS                                    (3)

    x              = WAIT('SEC',15)               (4)

END                                               

"RLX TERM"                                        (5)

RETURN           

      

EXECSQL :                                             

 "RLX SET :sid  = CURRENT SQLID"                      

 SAY '> current SQLID after SET='sid '('sqlcode')'    

RETURN 0       

      

Reads :                                               

 “READS 0148”                                         

 SAY 'RC='ifcarc1 'REASON='ifcarc2 'BYTES='ifcabm'('ifcabnm')'      

 SAY 'Records ='ifc.0 ‘-‘ qwhccv.1.5.1 qwhcplan.1.5.1 qwhcaid.1.5.1 qwhccn.1.5.1  

RETURN 0           

Where:

(1) ‘rlxprof.retry = 3’ assigns 3 retries to a special profile variable. The default value of the retry variable is 0
which means ‘no thread termination retries will be attempted’. A value of 3 means that the troubled Db2 thread attempts
to reconnect three times. After the retry count is exhausted, no further retries will be attempted and RLX will force
termination. You can assign a high value (for example, 10000) to rlxprof.retry to direct RLX to remain operational
through many failures.

(2) Execute the procedure that issues SQL statements.

(3) Execute the procedure that issues IFI requests.

(4) Wait 15 seconds and repeat the processing loop. This statement is optional and can be used in Db2 monitors to allow
IFI requests to be reissued with a delay.

(5) The terminate request makes sure that all RLX/SQL subtasks are completed successfully in order to avoid SA03
abends.

The following code sample illustrates the processing scenario:

CAF335W - Waiting for Db2 activation - enter Y to abort                         (1)

> Iteration=1 wait 10 seconds                                                   (2)

> Execute SQL statement 

> Execute IFI READS  

CAF331W - Db2 DSN9 was stopped with - STOP MODE (QUIESCE) command               (3)

CAF333W - Db2 DSN9 thread attempt to recover - remainining 2 retries            (4)

> Iteration=2 wait 10 seconds  

CAF335W - Waiting for Db2 activation - enter Y to abort                         (5)

> Execute SQL statement                                                         (6)  
> Execute IFI READS 
> Iteration=3 wait 10 seconds  
> Execute SQL statement  
> Execute IFI READS 
> Iteration=4 wait 10 seconds  
CAF222W - DSN9 attachment facility returned RC=256 Reason=00F30018              
(7)

abend U2003 issued  

RAI998E - Abend U2003 detected in subtask T02 Reason=00CAF001                   (8)
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CAF338W - Db2 DSN9 was deliberately abended due to attachment error  

CAF333W - Db2 DSN9 thread attempt to recover - remainining 1 retries  

RLX050I - Abnormal Termination ECB posted with code 03  

> Execute SQL statement – SQLCODE = -924                                        (9)

> Execute IFI READS - RC=0 REASON=00000000 BYTES=2242(0)                        (10)

> Iteration=5 wait 10 seconds  

> Execute SQL statement                                                         (11)  
> Execute IFI READS 
RAI998E - Abend U 4004 detected in subtask T003 Reason = 0001000B               
(12)

CAF328E - Db2 DSN9 thread TCB abended while active  

CAF333W - Db2 DSN9 thread attempt to recover - remainining 0 retries            (13)

RLX050I - Abnormal Termination ECB posted with code 01  

> Iteration=6 wait 10 seconds  

> Execute SQL statement                                                         (14)  

> Execute IFI READS 

CAF331W - Db2 DSN9 was stopped with - STOP MODE (QUIESCE) command               (15)  

IRX0004I Error running EXAMPLE, line 37: Program interrupted                    (16) 

Where:

(1) Indicates that when the sample REXX exec was started, Db2 was not active. A WTOR message is issued upon the
system console. If you wish to terminate the waiting REXX exec, you can reply to the CAF335W message ‘Y’ or simply
cancel the TSO session or batch job that executes this exec. This sample REXX exec presets the RLX special variable
rlxprof.retry to 3, that is, rlxprof.retry = 3

(2) Db2 was started and RLX resumes execution of the suspended SQL statement.

(3) A –STOP Db2 MODE(QUIESCE) was issued

(4) RLX receives notification from Db2 and issues message CAF33W indicating that there are 2 retries remaining.

(5) After next SQL or IFI statement is executed, RLX issues the message CAF335W and waits for Db2 to restart.

(6) After Db2 is activated, the sample REXX exec continues processing.

(7) The Db2 –CANCEL THREAD command is issued against a Db2 thread that is established for this sample REXX exec.
The RLX connection to Db2 fails with the call attachment facility return code 256. Then, RLX issues user abend U2003
with reason code ‘00CAF001’ and triggers thread recovery logic.

(8) The RLX message describes how the abnormal condition was handled.

(9) The sample REXX EXEC SQL statement that was interrupted by the Db2 –CANCEL THEAD command completes
unsuccessfully with SQLCODE = -924. The application, if designed to continue execution, must handle this SQLCODE
appropriately.

(10) The next IFI statement directs RLX to reestablish the Db2 connection automatically. Therefore, this IFI statement
executes successfully.

(11) Normal execution resumes.

(12) Next, the Db2 thread task (TCB) associated with this sample REXX exec is terminated abnormally with user abend
code U4004 by Thread/STOPPER.

(13) RLX reports that this is the last retry attempt, since the retry count is exhausted.

(14) RLX reestablishes the Db2 connection and continues normal processing.

(15) Finally, the target Db2 subsystem is stopped with a Db2 –STOP Db2 MODE(QUIESCE) command.

(16) RLX terminates execution, since the retry count is exhausted.
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RLX/IFI Overview
RLX/IFI enables direct access to the Db2 Instrumentation Facility Interface (IFI) from REXX programs.

The Db2 Call Attach interface is used to make connection to one or multiple Db2 subsystems. Db2 IFI data records are
analyzed and stored in REXX variables, and can be accessed by a direct reference in your REXX program. Variable
names correspond to field names defined in the Db2 IFCID mapping macros.

RLX/IFI is the REXX interface to Db2 IFI. RLX/IFI fully implements the Db2 IFI COMMAND, READS, and READA
functions. You simply specify in your REXX program a Db2 command, -- such as ‘-DISPLAY TRACE(*)’ or ‘READS 106’
-- and RLX/IFI passes them to Db2 via the Instrumentation Facility Interface. RLX/IFI returns the response in REXX
variables. You can then view the command response, analyze it and perform desired actions. RLX/IFI allows connection
to multiple Db2 subsystems simultaneously and lets you access them serially (one at a time). Db2 subsystems at different
release levels are supported in simultaneous connections.

You need not be concerned with the complexities of the Db2 Instrumentation Facility Interface, or with understanding the
data packaging Db2 uses to transport data. With RLX/IFI, you can concentrate on essentials: issuing Db2 commands
and obtaining IFI trace data. These help understand Db2 internals, improve Db2 performance, and make your application
more efficient and well behaved.

This section is intended for:

• Db2 Data Base Administrators and Systems Programmers who need access to Db2 Instrumentation Facility data.
• Personnel responsible for Db2 performance and tuning.
• Db2 application programmers who must better understand the behavior and performance of their Db2 applications.
• Anyone who must understand Db2 internals.

What is the Db2 Instrumentation Facility Interface (IFI)

The Db2 instrumentation facility gathers trace data representing important Db2 events and status. You can use IFI in a
monitor program to perform the following tasks:

• Submit Db2 Commands
• Obtain Trace Data
• Pass Data to Db2

When a Db2 trace is active, internal events trigger the creation of trace records. The records that are identified by the
instrumentation facility component identifiers (IFCIDs) can be written to buffers, and you can read them later with the
IFI READA function. When the Db2 monitor trace is started for class 1, you can trigger the creation of certain types of
trace records by an external event using the READS function. The records that are identified by IFCIDs are passed
immediately to your monitor program through IFI. When the Db2 TRACE(PERFM) is started with DEST(OPx), trace data
is accumulated at the OPx destination and can be retrieved using the READA command.

For information related to the implementation of TSO/E REXX, ISPF, and Db2 IFI refer to the following IBM publications:

• TSO/E REXX Reference
• TSO/E REXX User's Guide
• Db2 Administration Guide

RLX/IFI Usage Example

This article contains an RLX/IFI usage example with the explanation.

The exec RIFSAMP shown in this example is distributed as a member of the CRAIEXEC library. This exec demonstrates:
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• How to create a REXX IFI host command environment
• How to execute a Db2 command
• How to request all supported Db2 trace records (IFCIDs) with READS function
• How to display REXX variables containing information received from Db2

/* Rexx

------------------------------------------------------------------------

   RLX/IFI - (C) Copyright Relational Architects Intl.

   Licensed Material - Program property Relational Architects Intl

------------------------------------------------------------------------

   Name - RIFSAMP 

   Function - This exec exemplifies usage of RLX/IFI 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

*/ 

if DefineIFI() <> 0 then                                                    (1)

   return  

trace 'C'  

address IFI                                                                 (2)

   dsn = 'dsn' /* make sure Db2 subsystem name is correct */                (3)

   plan = 'RLXvrmCS' /* make sure Db2 plan name is correct */               (3)

   wbuffmt = 'DEFAULT' /* use default variable formatting */  

   wbufsize = 64 /* use buffer size of 64K */  

   wbufbc = 62 /* post buffer after 62K filled */  

   wbufecb = getmain(4,,,,'00'x)  

   "caf activate thread(:t1) system(:dsn) plan(:plan)"                      (4)

   call ShowCAF                                                             (5)

   "-dis trace(mon)" /* display active mon traces */                        (6)

   call ShowIFI                                                             (7)

   do jj=1 to ificmd.0                                                      (8)

      say ificmd.jj  

   end  

   Reads_IFCIDs = '1 2 106 124 147 148 149 150 202 END'                     (9)

   do forever  

      say 'Enter IFCID or END from the list :' Reads_IFCIDs                 (10)

      parse upper pull ifcid  

      select  

      when wordpos(ifcid,Reads_IFCIDs) = 0 then iterate                     (11)

      when ifcid = 'END' then leave  

      otherwise  

        "READS" ifcid                                                       (12)

        call ShowIFI                                                        (7)

        if ifcarc1 < 8 then  

        call MapIfcid                                                       (13)

     end  

   end  

   

   "caf remove thread(:t1)" /* remove application thread */  

   call ShowCAF  

   xx = freemain(wbufecb,4)  

   "rlx term" )

return  
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/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/*                                                                    */ 

/* Format IFCIDs                                                      */ 

/*                                                                    */ 

/* After READS or READA command is successfully completed, the        */ 

/* return area (IFIRETA variable) will contain a set of records,      */ 

/* called IFCIDs. Each IFCID contains a set of product headers:       */ 

/*                                                                    */ 

/* QWHS - Standard Header (always present)                            */ 

/* QWHC - Correlation Header (optional)                               */ 

/* QWHD - Data Header (optional)                                      */ 

/* QWHU - CPU Header (optional)                                       */ 

/* QWHT - Trace Header (optional)                                     */ 

/*                                                                    */ 

/* In addition to product sections, IFCID contains one or more Data   */ 

/* Sections, which may occur zero, one, or more times.                */ 

/* Therefore, Product sections have one level of index, while         */ 

/* Data Sections are always indexed on 3 levels.                      */ 

/*                                                                    */ 

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

MapIfcid :  

call listvars  

Return 

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/* Dump all variables */ 

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

ListVars :  

   varlist = sdkVARS('rexxvars')                                            (14)

   d.0 = words(varlist)  

   do i = 1 to d.0  

      var = word(varlist,i)  

      d.i = left(var,15,'.') value(var)  

   end  

   call sdkbrif 'd.',,'Dump all defined REXX variables'  

return  

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/* Check whether the IFI REXX Host Command defined, define it if not */ 

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

DefineIFI :  

   call rfpSCM 'QUERY','IFI' /* check if IFI is valid command */ 

   if rc <> 0 then  

      call rfpSCM 'ADD','IFI','RIFH'  

   if rc <> 0 then  

      say 'Unable to define IFI REXX Host Command, RC='rc  

return rc  

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/* Exhibit RLX/CAF information */ 

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

ShowCAF :  

   trace 'o'  

   say 'Rc. . . . . .'rc  

   say 'ALIRC . . . .'alirc  

   say 'ALIRRC. . . .'alirrc  
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   say 'cafdsn. . . .'cafdsn  

   say 'cafplan . . .'cafplan  

   say 'cafstatus . .'cafstatus  

   say 'cafthread . .'cafthread  

   say 'cafmsg. . . .'cafmsg  

   call rifsmsg rc  

   say ' '  

   if rc \= 0 then do  

      "TERM"  

      exit  

   end  

return  

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/* Exhibit IFCA information */ 

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

ShowIFI :  

   trace 'o'  

   say 'Rc. . . . . .'rc  

   say 'IFCARC1 . . .'ifcarc1  

   say 'IFCARC2 . . .'ifcarc2  

   say 'IFCABM. . . .'ifcabm  

   say 'IFCABNM . . .'ifcabnm  

   call rifsmsg rc  

   say ' '  

   if Rc \= 0 then do  

      "TERM"  

      exit  

   end  

return  

Where:

(1) Attempt to define the IFI REXX Host command environment, if it is not yet defined.

(2) Establish IFI as a default REXX host command environment.

(3) Initialize REXX variables to be used as host variables on the RLX/CAF Activate command.

(4) Connect to the Db2 subsystem whose name is in the REXX variable DSN and open the Db2 application plan whose
name is in the variable PLAN.

(5) Display REXX variables set by RLX/CAF to determine call completion.

(6) Issue a Db2 command.

(7) Display REXX variables set after the IFI call to determine the call’s completion.

(8) Display the Db2 command response.

(9) List of IFCIDs supported by the IFI READS command.

(10) Elicit IFCID numbers to be used in the READS command.

(11) Verify that the entered IFCID is a valid IFCID for the READS service.

(12) Issue READS command with elicited IFCID number.

(13) Display variables that are returned after the READS command.
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(14) The sdkVARS function is a part of RLX/SDK. This function returns a list of all REXX variables that are defined in your
REXX exec. If you do not use RLX/SDK, you must use some other method to display these variables.

Accessing a Single Db2 Subsystem Using RLX/CAF

This article explains accessing a single Db2 subsystem using RLX/CAF.

Before you can issue the first IFI request, you must establish an explicit connection to a Db2 subsystem. RLX/IFI uses
the capabilities of RLX/CAF to manage the REXX to Db2 connection. A comprehensive example that connects to multiple
Db2 subsystems is found in the RIFSCAF member of the CRAIEXEC library.

The following example illustrates managing a single connection to a Db2 subsystem. This example uses the RLX/CAF
‘ACTIVATE’ service, which establishes a subtask representing a Db2 application thread, issues a CONNECT command,
and then issues the OPEN command to open the Db2 application plan.

/* Rexx */ 

call DefineIFI                                                                 (1)

trace 'C' 

address IFI                                                                    (2)

dsn = 'dsn' /* specify Db2 subsystem name */                                   (3)

plan= 'RLXvrmCS’ /* specify RLX application plan name */                       (3)

      

"caf activate thread(:t1) system(:dsn) plan(:plan)"                            (4)

call ShowCAF                                                                   (5)

      

/* IFI calls can be issued here */                                             (6)

"caf remove thread(:t1)"                                                       (7)

call ShowCAF                                                                   (5)

"rlx term"                                                                     (8)

return 

      

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/* Check whether the IFI REXX Host Command is defined. */ 

/* If not, then define it dynamically. */ 

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

DefineIFI :                                                                    (9)

call rfpSCM 'QUERY','IFI' /* check if IFI is valid command */ 

if rc <> 0 then 

   call rfpSCM 'ADD','IFI','RIFH' 

if rc <> 0 then do 

   say 'Unable to define IFI REXX Host Command, RC='rc 

   exit 

end 

return rc 

      

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/* Exhibit RLX/CAF information */ 

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

ShowCAF : 

   trace 'o' 

   say 'RC...........'rc                                                       (10)

   say 'ALIRC........'alirc 

   say 'ALIRRC.......'alirrc 
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   say 'cafdsn.......'cafdsn 

   say 'cafplan......'cafplan 

   say 'cafstatus....'cafstatus 

   say 'cafthread....'cafthread 

   say 'cafmsg.......'cafmsg 

   call rifsmsg rc 

   if rc <> 0 then do 

      "term" 

      exit 

   end 

return 

Where:

(1) Check whether the REXX Host Command IFI is defined, if not then define it.

(2) Establish ‘IFI’ as the default host command environment.

(3) Assign values for the Db2 subsystem name and application plan name.

(4) Issue a RLX/CAF ‘ACTIVATE’ command to establish a Db2 application thread.

(5) Check that the command executed successfully and exit if there was an error.

(6) You can issue any valid IFI commands here, e.g. ‘-DIS THREAD(*)’, ‘READS 106’.

(7) Remove the Db2 thread created in step (4).

(8) Issue ‘RLX TERM’ to remove the RLX service subtask. If this command is not issued, a system abend A03 may result.
This should be the last call in your REXX program, before it issues a RETURN or EXIT

(9) The RFPSCM function establishes a new REXX Host command environment -- IFI. These statements should be
coded as shown. The IFI host command is predefined in RLXISPRM, IRXISPRM, IRXTSPRM, and IRXPARMS parameter
modules distributed. If you are using a supplied parameter module, you do not need to call the DEFINE_IFI subroutine.

(10) Display variables which are set after each RLX/CAF call is completed. The meaning of these variables is described in
the next section.

Feedback REXX Variables

After the RLX/CAF command is executed, the following REXX variables are set to indicate the status of command
execution:

Variable name Variable meaning
RC Return code set by RLX/IFI to indicate completion of the preceding RLX/IFI

command
ALIRC Return code from DSNALI Db2 Call Attach interface
ALIRRC Reason code from DSNALI Db2 Call Attach interface
CAFDSN Db2 subsystem name of the currently active Db2 application thread
CAFPLAN Db2 plan name of the currently active Db2 application thread
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CAFSTATUS Status of the current Db2 application thread from a RLX/IFI point of view. Status
values in binary flag format:
00000000 - Thread is idle

10000000 - Thread was created

01000000 - Thread is connected to Db2

00100000 - Application plan opened

00010000 - Application plan closed

00001000 - Thread is disconnected from Db2

00000100 - Thread abended

CAFTHREAD The thread ID of the current thread (the last created thread or switched to
thread)

CAFMSG The id of the last RLX/CAF message of ‘E’ (ERROR) severity

Accessing Multiple Db2 Subsystems Using RLX/CAF

RLX/CAF supports an unlimited number of threads to one or multiple Db2 subsystems. The Db2 release levels of these
subsystems can be either the same or different.

You may establish these threads with the ‘ACTIVATE’ command and then use the SWITCH command to switch among
threads.

/* Rexx */ 

trace 'C' 

"caf activate thread(:t1) system(DSN1) plan(RIFPLAN)"  (1)

      

/* execute COMMANDs of READS IFI calls on DSN1 */      (2)

      

"caf activate thread(:t2) system(DSN2) plan(RIFPLAN)"  (1)

      

/* execute COMMANDs of READS IFI calls on DSN2 */      (2)

      

"caf switch thread(:t1)"                               (3)

      

/* execute COMMANDs of READS IFI calls on DSN1 */      (2)

      

"caf disconnect thread(:t1)"                           (4)

"caf disconnect thread(:t2)"                           (4)

      

‘RLX TERM’ 

return 

Where:

(1) Activate application thread to Db2.

(2) Execute any Db2 commands, READS and/or READA requests.

(3) Make the thread whose id is found in host variable :t1 the current thread.

(4) Disconnect from the Db2 subsystem.
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Issuing Db2 Commands

RLX/IFI enables you to issue any valid Db2 command and obtain responses returned in REXX variables, which then can
be accessed, parsed, or displayed in your REXX program. Before the first Db2 command is issued, you must establish a
connection to a Db2 subsystem.

Issuing Db2 Commands

The following code sample illustrates how to issue a Db2 command:

ADDRESS IFI

‘-DIS THREAD(*)’

Any valid Db2 command can be executed.

Command Response Variables

After a command is successfully executed (RC = 0 and IFCARC1=0), the REXX stem variables IFICMD.i contain the
command response. Variable IFICMD.0 contains the number of elements in the IFICMD. stem. The following code sample
shows how a Db2 command can be executed and how a command response is displayed:

"-dis trace(mon)"

if rc = 0 & IFCARC1 = 0 then

   do i=1 to ificmd.0

      say ificmd.i

   end

Db2 Command Example

RLX support for IFI is illustrated in the following example:

/* Rexx */ 

address RLX 

      

/* Issue Db2 command */ 

"ifi -dis thread(*)"                                           (1)

      

/* Process Output from the command */ 

Say 'IFCARC1 = ' ifcarc1 '- IFI return code'                   (2)

Say 'IFCARC2 = ' ifcarc2 '- IFI reason code'                   (3)

Say 'IFCABM = ' ifcabm '- Bytes moved into output area'        (4)

Say 'IFCABNM = ' ifcabnm '- Bytes not moved into output area'  (5)

say ' ' 

      

Do index = 1 to ificmd.0                                       (6)

   Say ificmd.index                                            (7)

End 

      

'rlx term' 

Return 

Where:

(1) The IFI keyword signals RLX to route the command string to the Db2 Instrumentation Facility Interface. Thus the Db2
command '-DIS thread(*)' is routed to the Db2 subsystem to which the currently active plan and thread are connected.
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(2) Once the Db2 command executes, RLX returns control and results to your exec in a set of REXX variables named
IFxxxx. The first variable, IFCARC1 contains the return code from the Db2 command. A value of zero indicates a
successful call.

NOTE
RLX translates all IFI binary values to character representations of numeric values before setting the values of
these REXX variables.

(3) IFCARC2 contains the reason code from the IFI call where a value of zero indicates a successful call.

(4) IFICABM contains the number of bytes moved by IFI into the return area. RLX, in turn, maps this data into an array of
REXX stemmed variables described in (6).

(5) IFICABNM represents the number of bytes of the command output that did not fit in the return area and still remain in
the buffer.

(6) The output data returned by the Db2 command is mapped into an array of REXX compound symbols which share
the stem 'IFICMD'. The number of elements in the IFICMD array is returned as a printable integer in IFICMD.0. In this
example, the value of IFICMD.0 governs the number of iterations through the DO loop.

(7) The exec processes the response returned by the Db2 command -DISPLAY THREAD(*) one line at a time by
referencing successive elements of the IFICMD array.

IFCA Variables

After the Db2 command executes, the following IFI Communication Area (IFCA) variables are set to reflect the outcome of
execution:

Variable name Variable meaning
RC Return code set by RLX/IFI to indicate completion of the preceding

RLX/IFI command
IFCARC1 Return code from the IFI command
IFCARC2 Reason code from the IFI command
IFCABM Number of bytes returned by Db2 as the response to the IFI command
IFCABNM Number of bytes which Db2 could not return because the return area

buffer was too small.
IFCATNOR A two-byte trace number that was started by a preceding Db2 -START

TRACE command.

READS Function

READS allows your REXX monitor program to read the Db2 instrumentation facility information that is collected
synchronously, at the time of the IFI call. Monitor class 1 or 2 must be activated before issuing any READS requests.

The records available are for IFCIDs 0001, 0002, 0106, 0124, 0129, 0147, 0148, 0149, 0150 and 202. IFCID 0124, 0129,
and 0147 through 0150 can only be obtained via the IFI READS interface. Data is written directly to the RLX/IFI return
area, bypassing the OP buffers. RLX/IFI unpacks the data and stores it in REXX variables.

For a description of the data these records provide, see REXX Variables corresponding to IFCIDs.

Authorization

On a READS request, a check is made to see if Monitor Class 1 is active. If it is not active, the request is denied. The
primary authorization ID or one of the secondary authorization IDs of the process running the application program
must have the MONITOR1 or MONITOR2 privilege. If neither the primary authorization ID nor one of the secondary
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authorization IDs has this authority, the request is denied. IFCID 185 requests are an exception--they do not require
the MONITOR1 or MONITOR2 privilege. READS requests are checked for authorization once for each user (ownership
token) of the thread.

If you use READS to obtain your own data (IFCID 0124, 0147, 0148, or 0150 not qualified), then no authorization check is
performed.

Syntax

The RLX/IFI READS command has the following syntax:

READS ifcid | (ifcid, ifcid, ...)

• ifcid
Specifies any IFCID valid for READS command.

You can specify a single IFCID or a list of IFCIDs.

Example: Obtain trace record for IFCID 106

ADDRESS IFI “READS 106”

Example: Obtain trace records for IFCIDs 150 and 202

ADDRESS IFI “READS (150 202)”

Supported Db2 IFCIDs

READS supports the following IFCIDs:

IFCID 0001 Statistical data on the systems services address space, including task
control block (TCB) and service request block (SRB) times for system
services, database services, including DDF statistics, and IMS Resource
Lock Manager (IRLM) address spaces.

IFCID 0002 Statistical data on the database services address space.
IFCID 0106 Static system parameters.
IFCID 0124 An active SQL snapshot giving status information about the process, the

SQL statement text, the relational data system input parameter list (RDI)
block, and status flags to indicate certain bind and locking information. It is
possible to obtain a varying amount of data because the request requires
the process to be connected to Db2, have a cursor table allocated (RDI and
status information is provided), and be active in Db2 (SQL text is provided if
available). The SQL text provided does not include the SQL host variables.
For dynamic SQL, IFI provides the original SQL statement. The RDISTYPE
field contains the actual SQL function taking place. For example, for a
SELECT statement, the DISTYPE field can indicate that an open cursor,
fetch, or other function was occurring. For static SQL, you can see the
DECLARE CURSOR statement, and the RDISTYPE indicates the function.
The RDISTYPE field is mapped by mapping macro DSNXRDI.

IFCID 0147 An active thread snapshot giving a status summary of processes at a Db2
thread or non-thread level.

IFCID 0148 An active thread snapshot giving more detailed status of processes at a
Db2 thread or non-thread level.

IFCID 0149 Information indicating which processes are holding locks and waiting for
locks on a particular resource and hash token.
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IFCID 0150 All the locks held and waited on by a given user or owner (thread
identification token).

IFCID 0202 Dynamic system parameters.

x_Usage Notes

After issuing the START TRACE command to activate Monitor Class 1, you can issue a READS request. Start monitor
classes 2, 3, 5, 7, and/or 8 to collect additional summary and status information for later probing. In this case, an
instrumentation facility trace is started and information is summarized by the instrumentation facility, but not returned to
the caller until requested by a READS call. The READS request may reference data being updated during the retrieval
process. It might be necessary to run reasonability tests on the data obtained through READS. The READS function does
not suspend activity taking place under the structures being referred to. Thus, an abend can occur. If so, the READS
function is terminated without a dump, and the monitor program is notified through the return code and reason code
information in the IFCA. However, the return area can contain valid trace records, even after an abend.

Qualifying READS Requests

You can use qualifications to limit data returned by READS to the records you actually need. Using qualifications is
optional. If not used, information is obtained from all active allied threads and database access threads. Information is
not obtained for any inactive database access threads that might exist. Refer to the Db2 mapping macro DSNDWQAL
stored in the DSNxxx.SDSNMACS library which describes the qualification area. RLX/IFI uses REXX variables to receive
qualification from your REXX program.

The following trace records, identified by IFCID, cannot be qualified: 0001, 0002, 0106. If you attempt to qualify them, the
qualification is ignored:. The rest of the synchronous records can be qualified.

The following table lists the variables that can be set to qualify trace requests:

Variable Name Notes Description
WQALACE 1,2 16 hexadecimal digits which represent the address of

Agent Control Element used to identify the thread.
WQALASID 1,2 8 hexadecimal digits which specify the address Space

ID (ASID) identifying process wanted
WQALAUTH 1,3 8-byte character field of the current primary

authorization ID of the process wanted
WQALCONN 1,3 8-byte character field containing the connection name

of the process wanted. If set, it must specify a valid
connection name.

WQALCORR 1,3 24 hexadecimal digits or 12 characters that specify the
correlation identifier of the process wanted

WQALHASH 1,2,4,5 8 hexadecimal digits which represent the hash value
for a lock

WQALLOCN 1,3 16 character location name to select data for
distributed agents originating at a specified location.

WQALLUWI 1,3 24 character Logical Unit of Work ID for the thread
wanted

WQALNETI 1,3 LUWID: Network ID -- 8-byte character data which is a
part of the WQALLUWI field

WQALUNM 1,3 LUWID: LUNAME -- 8-byte character
Data that is a part of the WQALLUWI field
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WQALUNIQ 1,3 LUWID: Unique Value – 12-hexadecimal digits which is
a part of the WQALLUWI

WQALCCNT 1,3 LUWID: Commit counter - 4-hexadecimal digits which
are part of the WQALLUWI

WQALOPID 1,6 8-byte character field containing the authorization ID
for the thread wanted

WQALPLAN 1,3 8-byte character field containing the PLAN name of the
process wanted

WQALREST 1,2,3,4,5 32-byte field (64 hexadecimal digits) which contains an
IRLM resource token or 0

IMPORTANT
When specifying qualification values for hexadecimal fields, use character representations of hexadecimal digits.
That is 0 - 9, and characters A - F. RLX/IFI does not translate or alter a hexadecimal field in any way.

NOTE

1. If a variable is not defined or is set to NULL, the field is not used for qualification.
2. Must contain only hexadecimal digits.
3. Masking allowed for this field.
4. Only valid when requesting IFCID 149.
5. Value can be obtained from a previous IFCID 148 or 150.

EXAMPLES:

1. To select a thread whose LUWID has a unique value of ‘AB59235A8F22’X, execute the following assignment
statement: WQALUNIQ = ‘AB59235A8F22’ .

2. To select all threads containing the value ‘Db2LU1’ in the LUNAME field, execute the following assignment statement:
WQALLUNM = ‘Db2LU1’ .

Specifying Masks in Qualifications

Some of the qualification variables allow masks with the qualification value. You can use two masking characters in the
qualifying variable: ‘_’ and ‘%’. The ‘_’ is a mask for any one-character byte, while the ‘%’ character matches any number
of any characters. For example:

• To select all application threads whose plan names start with the character ‘R’, use the following mask: QWALPLAN =
‘R%’ .

• To select all threads whose authorization ID has characters ‘SYS’ in positions 2,3, and 4, use the following mask:
WQALAUTH = ‘_SYS%’ .
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How IFCIDs Can Be Qualified

0124
0147
0148
0150

WQALACE
WQALAIT2
WQALPLAN(1)
WQALAUTH(1)
WQALOPID(1)
WQALCONN(1)
WQALCORR(1)
WQALASID
WQALLUWI(1)
WQALLOCN(1)

0149 WQALREST
WQALHASH

0129 WQALLTYP
WQALLMOD
WQALLRBA
WQALLNUM

NOTE
(1) Db2 allows you to partially qualify these fields. For example, the 12-byte correlation value for a CICS thread
contains the 4-character CICS transaction code in positions 5-8. Assuming a CICS transaction code of AAAA,
the following hexadecimal qual-area correlation qualification can be used to find all processes with a correlation
value of AAAA in positions 5-8: ____AAAA% .

IFCID Records

After a READS command is successfully executed as indicated by RC and IFCRC variables set to 0, REXX variables
corresponding to the requested IFCIDs are populated. The annotated REXX exec that is provided in READA and
READS Control Variables example shows, in notes (10) - (13), how to identify the bounds for indices used with
these REXX variables.

Each trace buffer received from Db2 in the return area contains one or more records (IFCIDs). The number of IFCIDs is
stored in the IFC.0 variable. Each IFCID contains one or more Product Sections. QWHS is always present but QWHC,
QWHD, QWHU, and QWHT may or may not be present. Variables QWHS.i.0, QWHC.i.0, QWHD.i.0, QWHU.i.0, and
QWHT.i.0 are created for every IFCID.I. The variable is set to 1 if the section is present or to 0 if it is absent.

NOTE
RLX/IFI does DROP REXX variables so they may have residual values set by a prior READS command. The
exceptions are the “occurrence count” zeroth variables which are always set for all possible sections for a given
IFCID after each READS call.

The following sections are named in accordance with the names of the Db2 macro DSECTs found in the SDSNMACS
library.

IFCID Header Records

The IFI standard header is present in every IFCID type. The following table lists sections that can be present in and IFI
standard header:

Name Section description
QWHS Standard Header
QWHC Correlation Header
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QWHT Trace Header
QWHU CPU Header
QWHD Distributed Header Data

IFCID 000 Sections

IFCID 0001 contains statistical data on the systems services address space, including task control block (TCB) and
service request block (SRB) times for system services, database services, including DDF statistics, and IMS Resource
Lock Manager (IRLM) address spaces.

Name Section description
QWSA Control address space statistics
QWSB IFC destination statistics
QWSC IFCID statistical information
Q3ST Subsystem support statistics
Q9ST Command statistics
QWSD IFC checkpoint information (Rel 2 and above)
QVLS Latch statistics
QVAS Agent services statistics
QSST Storage management statistics
QLST DDF statistics
QJST Log manager statistics
QDST DDF system statistics

IFCID 0002 Sections

Statistical data on the database services address space.

Name Section description
QXST SQL statistics
QTST Service controller statistics
QBST Buffer Manager statistics
QIST Data Manager statistics
QTXA Locking statistics
QISE EDM Pool statistics

IFCID 0106 Sections

Static system parameters.

Name Section description
QWP1 System parameters - SYSP
QWP2 Log initialization parameter block - LOGP
QWP3 Archive initialization block - ARVP
QWP4 System parameter – SPRM
QWP6 List of all VSAM catalog qualifiers
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QWP7 Flags for databases to be autostarted during DBM1 startup
QWP8 Names of databases to be autostarted during DBM1 startup
QWP9 DDF start control information

IFCID 0124 Sections

IFCID 0124 provides an active SQL snapshot giving status information about the process, the SQL statement text, the
relational data system input parameter list (RDI) block, and status flags to indicate certain bind and locking information.
It is possible to obtain a varying amount of data because the request requires the process to be connected to Db2, have
a cursor table allocated (RDI and status information is provided), and be active in Db2 (SQL text is provided if available).
The SQL text provided does not include the SQL host variables. For dynamic SQL, IFI provides the original SQL
statement. The RDISTYPE field contains the actual SQL function taking place. For example, for a SELECT statement, the
DISTYPE field can indicate that an open cursor, fetch, or other function was occurring. For static SQL, you can see the
DECLARE CURSOR statement, and the RDISTYPE indicates the function. The RDISTYPE field is mapped by mapping
macro DSNXRDI.

Name Section description
RDIIN RDI parameters passed from precompiler to RDS
QW01242 SQL statement if the agent is at thread level and an SQL statement is

present.
QW01243 Information about the SQL plan
QW01246 Agent information

IFCID 0147 Sections

An active thread snapshot giving a status summary of processes at a Db2 thread or non-thread level.

Name Section description
QWAC Thread address space accounting information
QWHC Correlation header
QW0148 Monitor detail record 2
QWHD Distributed header
QPAC Package and DBRM level accounting data

IFCID 0148 Sections

An active thread snapshot giving more detailed status of processes at a Db2 thread or non-thread level.

Name Section description
QW0148 Monitor detail record 2
QW01488 Distributed agent information
QW01489 Distributed accounting information
QWAC Thread address space accounting information
QXST Table of SQL statement counters
QBAC Buffer manager accounting
QTXA SCC statistics
QWHC Correlation header
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QWHD Distributed header
QMDA MVS and DDF accounting data
QPAC Package and DBRM level accounting data

IFCID 0149 Sections

Information indicating who (the thread identification token) is holding locks and waiting for locks on a particular resource
and hash token.

Name Section description
QW01502 Locks
QW01503 Work unit holding a lock on a resource
QW01504 Suspended request

IFCID 0150 Sections

All the locks held and waited on by a given user or owner (thread identification token).

Name Section description
QW01502 Locks
QW01503 Work unit holding a lock on a resource
QW01504 Suspended request

IFCID 0202 Sections

Dynamic system parameters.

Name Section description
QDBP Buffer Manager dynamic pool attributes

READA Function

The READA service of RLX/IFI provides a means for your REXX execs to obtain Instrumentation Facility trace records.
The RLX/IFI implementation of READA is patterned after the READA function described in ‘Programming for the
Instrumentation Facility Interface (IFI)’ in the IBM documentation for Db2.

The READA service works in conjunction with a Db2 -START TRACE command that names an OPn or OPX buffer as
the destination for its trace output. In addition, the -START TRACE command identifies the trace events (IFCIDs) that
Db2 should collect. Once started, Db2 writes trace records to this buffer as the specified events occur. -START TRACE is
documented in the Db2 Command Reference.

Trace records accumulate in the named buffer until your monitor exec (the application that started the trace) issues a
READA request to obtain the data. The READA service of RLX/IFI obtains the buffered data, deblocks the trace records,
converts the data (as required) into printable form and, finally, stores it in REXX variables which your exec can access.

NOTE
IFICDs 0124, 0129 and 0147 - 0150 are only available synchronously through the READS interface.
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Syntax

The READA command has no operands. Instead, your exec can assign values to a set of control variables named
WBUFxxx before issuing a READA request. In addition, before returning to your exec, READA updates a set of IFCA
variables that describe the outcome of the READA request.

address IFI ‘READA’

Authorization

To use READA, the primary authorization ID or one of the secondary authorization IDs associated with your exec must
have the MONITOR1 or MONITOR2 privilege. Otherwise, the READA request fails. READA requests are checked for
authorization once for each user of the thread.

Comparison of READA and READS

The READS service collects trace data at the time you request it. Such immediate collection is termed synchronous.
In contrast, the READA service does not collect any data. It simply copies into your exec the trace records that have
accumulated in a Db2 trace buffer.

READA differs from READS in the following respects:

• To use READA, your REXX exec must start a Db2 trace to an OPn destination and must leave it active. The -START
TRACE command obtains ownership of an OP buffer and starts collection of the trace events (IFCIDs) you specify on
the -START TRACE command. Db2 writes trace records to these buffers. Your monitor exec obtains this data later
(asynchronously) when you issue a READA request.

• There is no specification of IFCIDs on the READA request. Instead, you specify, through various operands of the -
START TRACE command, what IFCIDs you want to collect. You can restrict the trace events that are recorded to
IFICIDs within classes or to particular IFCIDs.

• You do not qualify what threads to monitor on the READA request. (The set of qualifying variables whose names
start with the letters WQAL pertain only to READS requests). You may however limit tracing to particular plans and
authorization IDs through the constraint block operands of the START TRACE command.

READA and READS Control Variables

RLX/IFI reads the values of several control variables at the time your exec issues a READA request. Your exec can
assign values to these variables before you issue the READA or READS service to control how the command operates.

• WBUFECB
Specifies the address of an optional event control block which Db2 should post when the buffer fills up with trace
records.
Example: wbufecb = GETMAIN(4)
In this example, a RLX/SDK GETMAIN function is used to obtain 4 bytes of memory to be used as an ECB.

• WBUFBC
Specifies a byte count (in Kilobytes) for the amount of data Db2 places in the buffer. When this much data
accumulates, Db2 posts the ECB addressed by WBUFECB. If WBUFBC is 0 or is not specified, then Db2 posts the
ECB addressed by WBUFECB when the buffer is full.
Example:  wbufbc = 32
In this example, an ECB whose address is stored in the REXX variable wbufecb  is posted when 32 KB of trace data
accumulate in the OPx destination.

• WBUFSIZE(K_bytes)
Specifies the size (in kilobytes) of the Db2 return area (within the address space of your monitor exec) into which the
trace data is copied. This value should correspond to any BUFSIZE operand you specify explicitly on the -START
TRACE command. The default value is the size set when Db2 is installed.
Example: wbufsize = 32
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In this example, a 32 KB return area is allocated for READA or READS commands.
• WBUFFMT(default|custom|both|none)

Specifies whether the READA or READS service should perform default or custom mapping of trace data into REXX
variables. The default is to create REXX variables whose names correspond to the field names of IFCID-mapping
macros.
The custom mapping facility lets you define just the fields of interest within a record. In this case, only one stem
variable is returned to a caller: IFC.i.
Option both causes both default and custom mapping to occur. Option none indicates that no mapping occurs. In this
case, only one variable is returned to a caller. The REXX variable IFIRETA contains the entire return area. You must
format this area manually.

Example - Wait a Specified Time Interval
This article describes how to use READA to wait a specified time interval.

One way to use READA is to set a timer and have your exec wake up after a specified interval. The following example
runs five times, waking up every 15 seconds to obtain trace data collected by Db2 during the previous 15-second interval.
Each time the exec resumes execution, it issues a READA request to obtain the accumulated trace data. This exec,
named RIFSAMP2, can be found in the CRAIEXEC library.

/* REXX */ 

address IFI                                                 (1)

   Signal on error name Terminate                           (2)

   Signal on syntax name Terminate                          (2)

   dsn = '' /* Specify Db2 subsystem name */  

   plan = '' /* Specify RLX plan name */ 

   wbufsize = 8 /* size of the trace buffer */  

   wbuffmt = 'DEFAULT' /* map all ifcids */ 

   "caf activate thread(:t1) system(:dsn) plan(:plan)"      (3)

   if rc <> 0 then return 

   "-start trace (perfm) class(30) IFCID(65)",              (4)

          "dest(opx) bufsize("wbufsize")" 

   if ifcarc1 > 0 then return 

   do 1 

      x = wait( SEC ,15)                                    (5)

      "READA"                                               (6)

      say 'READA completed, IFCA RC1='ifcarc1 'RC2='ifcarc2 

      if ifcabm > 0 then                                    (7)

         call Display_trace 

      else 

         say 'No data received' 

   end 

      

   Terminate : 

   "-stop trace(perfm) tno("ifcatnor")"                     (8)

   "caf remove thread(:t1)"                                 (9)

return 

      

Display_trace : 

   Say '>>>Total number of IFCIDs received' ifc.0 

   do i = 1 to ifc.0                                        (10)

   Say ' ' 

      Say '>>>Record' i 'IFCID =' ifcid.i 

      Say Product_headers() 
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      if ifcid.i <> 65 then iterate                        (11)

      do j = 1 to ifc.i.0                                  (12)

         do k = 1 to ifc.i.j.0                             (13)

            call Display_ifcid0065 

         end 

      end 

    end 

Return 

Display_ifcid0065 :                                        (14)

Say 'Location name =' QW0065LN.i.j.k 

   Say 'Package Collection =' QW0065PC.i.j.k 

   Say 'Program name =' QW0065PN.i.j.k 

   Say 'Time stamp =' QW0065TS.i.j.k 

   Say 'Statement Number =' QW0065SN.i.j.k 

   Say 'Statement Type =' QW0065ST.i.j.k 

   Say 'Cursor name =' QW0065CL.i.j.k 

Return 

Product_headers :                                           (15)

headers = '>>> Products headers:' 

   if qwhs.i.0 > 0 then headers = headers 'QWHS=YES' 

   if qwhc.i.0 > 0 then headers = headers 'QWHC=YES' 

   if qwhu.i.0 > 0 then headers = headers 'QWHU=YES' 

   if qwhd.i.0 > 0 then headers = headers 'QWHD=YES' 

   if qwht.i.0 > 0 then headers = headers 'QWHT=YES' 

Return headers 

Notes:

(1) Establish IFI as the default REXX host command environment

(2) If an error occurs, make sure execution resumes at the Terminate label.

(3) Connect to the Db2 subsystem whose name is the REXX variable DSN. Open a monitor application plan whose name
is in the REXX variable PLAN.

(4) Issue a -START TRACE command to create and claim ownership of a Db2 trace buffer of 8K bytes. The Trace
command identifies which IFCIDs (trace events) to collect in the buffer. This example traces execution of OPEN cursor
statements (IFCID 65). Also, since this is a Performance trace and not a Monitor trace, the trace command must also
specify an explicit TRACE destination of OPX.

(5) the WAIT service of the RLX/Software Development Kit puts the exec in a wait state for 15 seconds.

(6) The READA command obtains the accumulated trace data and maps it into REXX variables.

(7) If some bytes were moved into the return area by the READA command, display REXX variables that are populated
with data from the return buffer.

(8) Stop the Db2 trace

(9) Remove the monitor thread

(10) Process every IFCID record i in the returned buffer, up to the maximum of records stored in the counter IFC.0.

(11) Process only IFCID 0065, skip other IFCID processing. If you must select other IFCIDs, first collect them. Then
determine the names of the variables comprising the IFCID map. Then write REXX code to process them.

(12) Process each section j in the IFCID record i, up to the maximum number of data records stored in the counter IFC.i.0.

(13) For every occurrence k of the data section j of the IFCID record i, display the data section occurrences. In the case of
IFCID 0065, there is always one data section which occurs only once. But for some other IFCIDs -- such as 0124, 0148,
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0058, and others -- there are multiple data sections which may occur many times. This section of REXX code can handle
any of the complex IFCID maps.

(14)  Display the REXX variables created by the READA service for IFCID 0065

(15) Determine what Product Headers are present in the IFCID being processed. The presence of the Header is controlled
by the TDATA parameter of the trace command.

Wait for a Specified Amount of Data to Accumulate

Your monitor execs can also wait to be posted by Db2 when sufficient data accumulates. In this method, you specify the
address of an ECB that Db2 should post once it has collected a specified number of bytes of trace data. Once posted,
your exec can issue a READA request to have RLX/IFI obtain the accumulated data and map it into REXX variables.

The following example waits until Db2 collects 7 KB of trace data. Each time the exec resumes execution, it issues a
READA request to obtain the accumulated trace data.

/* REXX */

    address IFI (1)

    wbufecb = GETMAIN(4) (2)

    wbufsize = 8 (3)

    wbufbc = 7 (4)

    dsn = '' /* Specify Db2 subsystem name */ 

    plan = '' /* Specify RLX plan name */

    "caf activate thread(:t1) system(:dsn) plan(:plan)" (5)

    "start trace (perfm) class(30) IFCID(65) dest(opx)", (6)

     "bufsize("wbufsize")"

    Do 5

     post_code = wait(‘ECB’,wbufecb) (7)

     ‘READA’ (8)

     /* process returned buffer */ (9)

    End

    "-stop trace(perfm) tno("ifcatnor")" (10)

    "caf remove thread(:t1)" (11)

    Return

Notes:

(1) Establish IFI as the default REXX host command environment

(2) Obtain 4 bytes for an ECB via the GETMAIN service of the RLX/Software Development Kit. The GETMAIN function
returns a 31-bit address of the storage that is just obtained into variable WBUFECB.

(3) The BUFSIZE variable specifies the size of the trace buffer, in kilobytes, which Db2 allocates for the OPx destination.

(4) The BUFBC variable specifies the amount of trace data, 7K bytes, that once accumulated, causes Db2 to post
WBUFECB. This allows the REXX exec to continue execution with a READA command.

(5) Connect to the Db2 subsystem whose name is the REXX variable DSN. Open a monitor application plan whose name
is in the REXX variable PLAN.

(6) Issue a -START TRACE command to create and claim ownership of a Db2 trace buffer of the size that is specified by
WBUFSIZE.

(7) Wait for Db2 to post the ECB addressed by WBUFECB

(8) The READA command obtains the accumulated trace data and maps it into REXX variables.

(9) Your REXX statements go here to process IFCID data
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(10) Stop Db2 trace started in (6)

(11) Remove the monitor thread

Customized Mapping of IFCID Variables

When the WBUFFMT variable is set to the value CUSTOM RLX/IFI does not map each individual field of each Data Section
of each IFCID record. Instead, a variable IFC.i.j.k is created for every k-th occurrence of every j-th Data Section of every
i-th IFCID record. It is contingent upon the user to manipulate the character string, represented by the IFC.i.j.k variable to
extract the desired information.

Utility Programs

This section presents the Utility Programs that are supplied with RLX/IFI. They can assist you in collecting Db2 IFI Traces
and printing trace records. These reports, in turn, help you analyze Db2 system performance, display SQL activity,
solve Db2 problems, and analyze Db2 system usage. These utilities are complete application solutions which require no
further programming to utilize. On the other hand, using the RLX/IFI READS, READA, and COMMAND functions you can
implement your own applications to satisfy your specific needs.

Collecting Db2 Trace Data
This article describes RIFTC which is a trace collector.

The RLX/IFI program named RIFTC (Trace Collector) issues the Db2 START TRACE command and collects Db2 IFI
Trace data. The following sample shows the JCL (in member RIFJMON of the CRAIJCL library) used to invoke RIFTC in
batch.

//RIFJMON JOB (XXXX,1234)

//*                                                                     

//*

//*   (c) Copyright Relational Architects Intl.

//*   Licensed material - Program property of Relational Architects

//*

//*   Db2 Trace Collector

//*   The following DD names must be specified:

//*

//*   RIFTRACE - An output Db2 Trace data segmented into records not

//*              to exceed a maximum LRECL of the trace data set

//*   RIFCNTL  - Control cards used as parameters for Trace Collector

//*   RIFSUMM  - An output for Trace Summary Report

//*   SYSTSPRT - An output for report options, SQLTRACE report and

//*              information messages

//*

//*   Notes:

//*   - Verify names of the CRAILOAD and CRAIEXEC libraries

//*   - Allocate RIFTRACE dataset, use attributes:

//*          DCB=(LRECL=32700,BLKSIZE=32704,RECFM=VB)

//*     to match the LRECL(32700) parameter of the RIFCNTL DD name

//*   - Specify correct MONITOR_SSID and MONITOR_PLAN parameters

//*   - Review and specify desired trace options

//*

//*                                                                     

//COLLECT EXEC PGM=IRXJCL,PARM='RIFTC',REGION=4M

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAILRAI,DISP=SHR
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//         DD  DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=DSN.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSEXEC  DD  DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAIEXEC,DISP=SHR

//RIFTRACE DD  DSN=RLX.RIFTRACE,DISP=SHR

//SYSTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSIN  DD  DUMMY

//RIFCNTL  DD  *

MONITOR_SSID(DSN)             /* Db2 subsystem name to trace 

MONITOR_PLAN(RIFPLAN)         /* Plan name used by Trace Collector 

TRACE(PERFM)                  /* PERFM, ACCTG STAT AUDIT MON     

CLASS(3)                      /* Trace SQL relative activities

PLAN()                        /* A plan name to trace

AUTHID(RAI025)                /* An authorization ID to trace

LOCATION()                    /* Location for trace command

IFCID()                       /* One or more IFCIDs for CLASS(30,31) 

TDATA(COR,CPU,DIST)           /* Collect Trace Standard Headers        

BUFSIZE(1000)                 /* Size of trace buffer in K-bytes

COLLECT(READA)                /* Type of trace collection: READA,READS

ITERATE(10)                   /* Repeat READS or READA 5 times

LRECL(32700)                  /* LRECL of the RIFTRACE data set

DEBUG(NO)                     /* Activate program internal debug

WTO(YES)                      /* Activate MVS console command process

//

The job that is shown is active until 10 buffers of 1000K bytes each are filled with trace data. You can stop the collector by
issuing the MVS STOP command at the console:

STOP RIFJMON

In this example, RIFJMON is the name of the RIFTC job.

Printing Db2 Trace Reports
This article describes RIFTF which is a trace formatter.

The RLX/IFI program RIFTF (Trace Formatter) formats Db2 IFI Trace data that is collected by the RIFTC utility. The
following JCL (in member RIFJREP of the CRAIJCL library) is used to run the RIFTF program in batch.

//RIFJREP JOB (XXXX,1234)

//*                                                                     

//*

//*   (c) Copyright Relational Architects Intl.

//*   Licensed material - Program property Relational Architects

//*

//*   Print report from collected trace records

//*   Following DD names must be specified:

//*

//*   RIFTRACE - An output of Trace Collector job (RIFTC)

//*   RIFCNTL  - Control cards used for report selection

//*   RIFSUMM  - An output for Trace Summary Report

//*   SYSTSPRT - An output for report options, SQLTRACE report and

//*              information messages

//*

//*   Notes:

//*   - Verify names of the CRAILOAD and CRAIEXEC libraries

//*   - Specify the RIFTRACE dataset which was used in the RIFJMON job
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//*   - Review and specify desired RIFCNTL parameters

//*

//*                                                                     

//REPORT  EXEC PGM=IRXJCL,PARM='RIFTF',REGION=4M

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAILRAI,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD,DISO=SHR

//SYSEXEC  DD  DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAIEXEC,DISP=SHR

//RIFTRACE DD  DSN=RLX.RIFTRACE,DISP=SHR

//SYSTSIN  DD  DUMMY

//RIFPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//RIFSUMM  DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*

//RIFCNTL  DD  *

MAXREC(10)                     /* Number of trace blocks to read from the

                               /* RIFTRACE file. This option limits the amount of input

                               /* to be processed since it can be voluminous       

SUMMARY(YES)                   /* Print Trace Summary report to RIFSUMM DD name  

SQLTRACE(YES)                  /* Print SQLTRACE report to the SYSTSPRT DD name 

EXCLUDE_DUMP(QWHT)             /* Exclude dump of the Trace Header   

EXCLUDE_MAP(QWHT)              /* Exclude print of the map of Trace Header

//

The job prints TRACE records from the RIFTRACE DD name that were collected by the RIFTC utility.

A maximum of 10 records are processed to avoid voluminous report output. SUMMARY and SQLTRACE reports are
printed. The formatting of Trace Headers (in DUMP and MAP form) is suppressed.

Dictionary of All Supported IFI Records and Fields

RLX/IFI READS IFCID records can be referenced in the Db2 DSN.SDSNMACS library and should be referenced as the
final authority. For more information, see the latest published IBM documentation.

QBAC: Buffer Manager Accounting

Describes QBAC: Buffer Manager Accounting.

QBACPID  DS    F         BUFFER POOL ID 

QBACGET  DS    F         # OF GET PAGE REQUESTS ISSUED. THIS 

*                        INCLUDES CONDITIONAL AND NON-CONDITIONAL, 

*                        SUCCESSFUL AND UNSUCCESSFUL REQUESTS. 

QBACSWS  DS    F         # OF SETW ISSUED FOR SYSTEM PAGES 

         DS    F         RESERVED 

QBACRIO  DS    F         # OF SYNCHRONOUS READ I/O 

QBACSEQ  DS    F         # OF SEQ PREFETCH REQUESTED 

QBACIMW  DS    F         # OF IMMEDIATE (SYNCHRONOUS) WRITE I/O 

QBACLPF  DS    F         # OF LIST PREFETCH REQUESTED 

QBST: Buffer Manager Statistics

Describes QBST: Buffer Manager statistics.

QBSTPID  DS  F               BUFFER POOL ID 

QBSTGET  DS  F               # OF GET PAGE REQUESTS. INCLUDES BOTH 
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*                              CONDITIONAL AND NON-CONDITIONAL, 

*                              SUCCESSFUL AND UNSUCCESSFUL REQUESTS 

QBSTRIO  DS  F               # OF SYNC. READ I/O OPERATIONS PERFORMED 

QBSTDWV  DS  F               # OF TIMES VERTICAL DEFERRED WRITE 

*                              THRESHOLD REACHED 

QBSTXFL  DS  F               # OF GETPAGE FAILURES DUE TO VPOOL FULL 

QBSTXFV  DS  F               # OF EXPANSION FAILURE DUE TO SHORTAGE OF 

*                              VIRTUAL STORAGE 

QBSTSWS  DS  F               # OF SETW ISSUED FOR SYSTEM PAGES 

         DS  F                 RESERVED 

QBSTPWS  DS  F               # OF PAGE WRITES FOR SYSTEM PAGES 

         DS  F                 RESERVED 

QBSTWIO  DS  F               # OF ASYNC. WRITE I/O OPERATIONS PERFORMED 

QBSTCBA  DS  F               # OF CURRENT ACTIVE BUFFERS 

QBSTRPI  DS  F               # OF PAGE-IN REQUIRED FOR READ I/O 

QBSTWPI  DS  F               # OF PAGE-IN REQUIRED FOR WRITE I/O 

QBSTDSO  DS  F               # OF DATA SETS OPENED SUCCESSFULLY 

QBSTIMW  DS  F               # OF IMMED (SYNCHRONOUS) WRITE I/OS 

QBSTSEQ  DS  F               # OF SEQ PREFETCH REQUESTED 

QBSTSPP  DS  F               # OF PAGE READ DUE TO SEQ PREFETCH 

QBSTSPD  DS  F               # OF SEQ PREFETCH DISABLED DUE TO 

*                              UNAVAILABLE BUFFER RESOURCES 

QBSTREE  DS  F               # OF SEQ PREFETCH DISABLED DUE TO 

*                              UNAVAILABLE READ ENGINE 

QBSTWEE  DS  F               # OF TIMES THAT A WRITE ENGINE IS NOT 

*                              AVAILABLE FOR I/O 

QBSTDWT  DS  F               # OF TIMES THAT DEFERRED WRITE THRESHOLD 

*                              IS REACHED 

QBSTDMC  DS  F               # OF TIMES THAT THE DATA MANAGER BUFFER 

*                              CRITICAL THRESHOLD HAS BEEN REACHED 

QBSTMIG  DS  F               # OF TIMES THAT MIGRATED DATA SETS 

*                              ENCOUNTERED 

QBSTRTO  DS  F               # OF RECALL TIMEOUTS 

QBSTPIO  DS  F               # OF SEQ PREFETCH (ASYNCHRONOUS) READ I/OS 

QBSTWKPD DS  F               # OF WK PREFETCH ABORTED DUE TO A ZERO 

*                              PREFETCH QUANTITY 

QBSTMAX  DS  F               # OF WK FILE CANNOT BE CREATED DUE TO 

*                              INSUFFICIENT BUFFER RESOURCES 

QBSTWFM  DS  F               MAXIMUM WORKFILES EVER BEEN ALLOCATED 

*                              DURING THE SORT/MERGE PROCESSING 

QBSTWDRP DS  F               # OF PAGES FOR WHICH DESTRUCTIVE READ WAS 

*                              REQUESTED 

QBSTWBVQ DS  F               # OF PAGES DEQUEUED FROM DATA SET DEFERRED 

*                              WRITE QUEUE FOR DESTRUCTIVE READ REQUEST 

QBSTWFR  DS  F               COUNT OF REQUESTS TO QUERY FOR WORFILES 

*                              IN THE PROCESS OF SORT/MERGE 

QBSTWFT  DS  F               SUM OF WORKFILES THAT HAVE BEEN REQUESTED 

*                              DURING THE SORT/MERGE PROCESSING 

QBSTWFD  DS  F               SUM OF WORKFILES THAT HAVE BEEN DENIED 

*                              DURING THE SORT/MERGE PROCESSING 

QBSTWFF  DS  F               # OF TIMES SORT/MERGE COULD NOT BE 

*                              EFFICIENTLY PERFORMED DUE TO THE BUFFER 

*                              SHORTAGE 
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QBSTLPF  DS  F               # OF LIST PREFETCH REQUESTED 

*                              CONCURRENT PREFETCH AGAINST SAME PAGESET 

QBSTDPF  DS  F               # OF DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQUESTED 

QBSTVPA  DS  F               # OF SUCCESSFUL VPOOL EXP/CONTRATION 

QBSTHPA  DS  F               CNT OF SUCCESSFUL HPOOL EXP/CONTRACTION 

*                              CONCURRENT PREFETCH AGAINST SAME PAGESET 

QBSTHRE  DS  F               # PAGES READ FROM HP TO VP SYNCHRONOUSLY 

*                              USING MVPG 

QBSTHRA  DS  F               # PAGES READ FROM HP TO VP ASYNCHRONOUSLY 

*                              USING MVPG 

QBSTHRF  DS  F               # UNSUCCESSFUL HP TO VP MVPG READS 

QBSTHWR  DS  F               # PAGES WRITTEN FROM VP TO HP SYNCHRONOUSLY 

*                              USING MVPG OR CWRITE 

QBSTHWA  DS  F               # PAGES WRITTEN FROM VP TO HP 

*                              ASYNCHRONOUSLY USING MVPG OR CWRITE 

QBSTHWF  DS  F               # UNSUCCESSFUL VP TO HP PAGE WRITES 

*                              USING MVPG OR CWRITE 

QBSTVPL  DS  F               # OF BUFFERS ALLOCATED FOR VIRTUAL POOL 

QBSTHPL  DS  F               # OF BUFFERS ALLOCATED FOR HIPER POOL 

QBSTDPP  DS  F               # OF PAGE READ DUE TO DYNAMIC PREFETCH 

QBSTLPP  DS  F               # OF PAGE READ DUE TO LIST PREFETCH 

QBSTDIO  DS  F               # OF DYNAMIC PREFETCH (ASYNCHRONOUS) 

*                              READ I/OS 

QBSTLIO  DS  F               # OF LIST PREFETCH (ASYNCHRONOUS) READ I/O 

QBSTSGT  DS  F               # OF GET PAGE ISSUED BY SEQUENTIAL REQUEST 

QBSTSIO  DS  F               # OF SYNC. READ I/O OPERATIONS PERFORMED 

*                              BY SEQUENTIAL REQUESTS 

QBSTDWC  DS  F               RESERVED 

QBSTDWX  DS  F               RESERVED 

QBSTALX  DS  F               RESERVED 

QBSTNGT  DS  F               # OF UNSUCCESSFUL GETPAGE DUE TO CONDI- 

*                              TIONAL GETPAGE REQUEST 

QBSTXIS  DS  F               HIGHEST PREFETCH I/O STREAMS HAVE EVER BEEN 

*                              ALLOCATED 

QBSTJIS  DS  F               # OF PREFETCH I/O STREAMS HAVE BEEN DENIED 

*                              DUE TO THE SHORTAGE OF BUFFERPOOL 

*                              FOR EXAMPLE, IF 100 PREFETCH I/O STREAMS 

*                              ARE REQUESTED AND ONLY 80 ARE GRANTED, 

*                              THEN 20 WILL BE ADDED TO THIS COUNTER. 

QBSTPQO  DS  F               TOTAL # OF NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN BM AND RDS 

*                              RUNTIME TO SUPPORT I/O PARALLELISM 

QBSTPQF  DS  F               # OF TIMES I/O PARALLELISM HAS BEEN DOWN 

*                              GRADED DUE TO THE SHORTAGE OF BUFFERPOOL 

QBSTPL1  DS  F               TOTAL # OF OCCURRENCES WHEN PREFETCH QTY 

*                              DECREASED FROM NORMAL TO HALF OF NORMAL. 

*                              NORMAL IS BASED ON THE BUFFER POOL SIZE 

QBSTPL2  DS  F               TOTAL # OF OCCURRENCES WHEN PREFETCH QTY 

*                              DECREASED FROM HALF OF NORMAL TO 

*                              ONE QUARTER OF NORMAL. NORMAL IS 

*                              BASED ON THE BUFFER POOL SIZE. 

QBSTARA  DS  F               # PAGES READ FROM HP TO VP ASYNCHRONOUSLY 

*                              USING THE ASYNCHRONOUS DATA MOVER 

*                              FACILITY 
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QBSTARF  DS  F               # UNSUCCESSFUL HP TO VP READS USING THE 

*                              ASYNCHRONOUS DATA MOVER FACILITY 

QBSTAWA  DS  F               # PAGES WRITTEN FROM VP TO HP 

*                              ASYNCHRONOUSLY USING ASYNCHRONOUS 

*                              DATA MOVER FACILITY 

QBSTAWF  DS  F               # UNSUCCESSFUL VP TO HP WRITES USING 

*                              THE ASYNCHRONOUS DATA MOVER FACILITY 

QBSTHBE  DS  F               # HIPERPOOL BUFFERS CURRENTLY BACKED 

QDBP: Buffer Manager Dynamic Pool Attributes

Describes QDBP: Buffer Manager Dynamic Pool attributes.

QDBPNM    DS   CL8          BUFFER POOL NAME 

QDBPVPSZ  DS   F            VIRTUAL POOL SIZE 

QDBPHPSZ  DS   F            HIPER POOL SIZE 

QDBPVPSH  DS   X            VIRTUAL POOL SEQ THRESHOLD (1-100) 

QDBPHPSH  DS   X            HIPER POOL SEQ THRESHOLD (1-100) 

QDBPDWQT  DS   X            POOL DEFERRED WRITE THRESHOLD 

QDBPVDQT  DS   X            POOL VERTICAL WRITE THRESHOLD 

QDBPCAST  DS   CL1          HIPERSPACE CASTOUT ATTRIBUTE 

*                           BYTE =Y OR =N, SEE CONSTANTS BELOW 

QDBPPSQT  DS   XL1          PARALLEL I/O SEQUENTIAL THRESHOLD (1-100) 

          DS   CL2          RESERVED 

QDBPCYC   EQU  C'Y'         HYPERSPACE CASTOUT =Y 

QDBPCNC   EQU  C'N'         HYPERSPACE CASTOUT =N

QDST: DDF System Statistics

Describes QDST: DDF System statistics.

QDSTQDBT   DS   F      /* NUMBER OF TIMES THAT A DBAT */ 

*                      /* WAS QUEUED DUE TO HAVING   */ 

*                      /* REACHED THE ZPARM MAX FOR  */ 

*                      /* ACTIVE REMOTE THREADS      */ 

QDSTCSTR   DS   F      /* NUMBER OF COLD START       */ 

*                      /* CONNECTIONS WITH ALL REMOTE*/ 

*                      /* LOCATIONS (TWO-PHASE       */ 

*                      /* COMMIT PROTOCOL ONLY).     */ 

QDSTWSTR   DS   F      /* NUMBER OF WARM START       */ 

*                      /* CONNECTIONS WITH ALL REMOTE*/ 

*                      /* LOCATIONS (TWO-PHASE       */ 

*                      /* COMMIT PROTOCOL ONLY).     */ 

QDSTRSAT   DS   F      /* NUMBER OF RESYNCHRONIZATION*/ 

*                      /* CONNECTIONS ATTEMPTED WITH */ 

*                      /* ALL REMOTE LOCATIONS (TWO- */ 

*                      /* PHASE COMMIT PROTOCOL ONLY)*/ 

QDSTRSSU   DS   F      /* NUMBER OF RESYNCHRONIZATION*/ 

*                      /* CONNECTIONS THAT SUCCEEDED */ 

*                      /* WITH ALL REMOTE LOCATIONS  */ 

*                      /* (TWO-PHASE COMMIT PROTOCOL */ 

*                      /* ONLY).                     */ 

QDSTQCRT   DS   F      /* THE NUMBER OF CONVERSATIONS*/ 

*                      /* DEALLOCATED BECAUSE THE    */ 
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*                      /* ZPARM LIMIT FOR MAXIMUM    */ 

*                      /* CONNECTED REMOTE THREADS   */ 

*                      /* (ACTIVE + INACTIVE) WAS    */ 

*                      /* REACHED.                   */ 

QDSTQCIT   DS   F      /* THE CURRENT NUMBER OF      */ 

*                      /* INACTIVE DBATs             */ 

QDSTQMIT   DS   F      /* THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF      */ 

*                      /* INACTIVE THREADS THAT      */ 

*                      /* EXISTED (HIGH WATER MARK)  */

QISE: EDM Pool Statistics

Describes QISE: EDM Pool statistics.

QISEFAIL  DS   F       /* # OF FAIL DUE TO POOL FULL */ 

QISEPAGE  DS   F       /* NUMBER OF PAGES IN EDM POOL*/ 

*                      /*PAGE IS 1K 370 AND 4K ON XA */ 

QISECTG   DS   F       /* # OF REQ FOR CT SECTIONS   */ 

QISECTL   DS   F       /* # OF  SECT FROM DASD       */ 

QISECT    DS   F       /* # OF PAGES USED            */ 

QISEFREE  DS   F       /* # OF FREE PG IN FREE CHAIN */ 

QISEDBD   DS   F       /* # OF PAGES USED FOR DBD    */ 

QISESKCT  DS   F       /* # OF PAGES USED FOR SKCT   */ 

QISEDBDG  DS   F       /* # OF REQUESTS FOR DBD      */ 

QISEDBDL  DS   F       /* # OF LOADING DBD FROM DASD */ 

QISEKTG   DS   F       /* # OF REQ FOR PT SECTIONS   */ 

QISEKTL   DS   F       /* # OF LOAD PT SECT FROM DASD*/ 

QISEKT    DS   F       /* # OF PAGES USED FOR PT     */ 

QISESKPT  DS   F       /* # OF PAGES USED FOR SKPT   */

QIST: Data Manager Statistics

Describes QIST: Data Manager statistics.

QISTATS    DS     0F               STATISTICS 

QISTRLLM   DS     F                /* THE NUMBER OF TIMES RID    */ 

*                                  /* LIST PROCESSING TERMINATED */ 

*                                  /* BECAUSE THE NUMBER OF RID  */ 

*                                  /* ENTRIES WAS GREATER THAN   */ 

*                                  /* THE RDS LIMIT. THE RDS     */ 

*                                  /* LIMIT IS THE MAX(25% OF    */ 

*                                  /* TABLE SIZE, NUMBER OF RIDS */ 

*                                  /* THAT CAN FIT INTO THE      */ 

*                                  /* GUARANTEED NUMBER OF RID   */ 

*                                  /* BLOCKS.                    */ 

QISTRPLM   DS    F                 /* THE NUMBER OF TIMES RID    */ 

*                                  /* LIST PROCESSING TERMINATED */ 

*                                  /* BECAUSE THE NUMBER OF RID  */ 

*                                  /* ENTRIES WAS GREATER THAN   */ 

*                                  /* THE DM LIMIT. THE DM       */ 

*                                  /* LIMIT IS APPROXIMATELY     */ 

*                                  /* 16 MILLION RIDS.           */ 

QISTRHAC   DS    0D                /* DOUBLE WORD CONTAINING     */ 

*                                  /* BOTH QISTRHIG AND QISTRCUR */ 
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*                                  /* NOTE:QISTRHIG AND QISTRCUR */ 

*                                  /* MUST REMAIN IN CONTIGUOUS  */ 

*                                  /* MEMORY AND ON A DOUBLE     */ 

*                                  /* WORD BOUNDARY              */ 

QISTRHIG   DS    F                 /* HIGHEST NUMBER OF RID      */ 

*                                  /* BLOCKS IN USE AT ANY ONE   */ 

*                                  /* TIME SINCE Db2 STARTUP TIME*/ 

QISTRCUR   DS    F                 /* NUMBER OF RID BLOCKS       */ 

*                                  /* CURRENTLY IN USE.          */ 

QISTRSTG   DS    F                 /* NUMBER OF TIMES RID LIST   */ 

*                                  /* PROCESSING EXHAUSTED       */ 

*                                  /* VIRTUAL STORAGE            */ 

QISTRMAX   DS    F                 /* NUMBER OF TIMES THE MAXIMUM*/ 

*                                  /* RID POOL STORAGE WAS       */ 

*                                  /* EXCEEDED. THE DEFAULT      */ 

*                                  /* MAXIMUM RID POOL SIZE IS   */ 

*                                  /* THE MIN(50% OF BUFFER POOL,*/ 

*                                  /* 200MB).                    */ 

*/*--------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

*/* Total number of columns (rows x columns)                     */ 

*/* for which a Select Procedure was bypassed                    */ 

*/* because the Select Procedure was invalidated                 */ 

*/* by applying service to Db2.                                  */ 

*/* Everything will continue to function                         */ 

*/* correctly, but with some degradation in                      */ 

*/* performance.                                                 */ 

*/* To obtain optimum performance, whenever this                 */ 

*/* counter is not zero, rebind any affected                     */ 

*/* plans or packages.                                           */ 

*/*--------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

QISTCOLS DS F /* Total number of columns                         */

QJST: Log Manager Statistics

Describes QJST: Log Manager statistics

QJSTID   DS   2C          (S) CONTROL BLOCK ID X'0093' 

QJSTWRW  DS   F           WRITE REQUEST COUNT, WAIT 

QJSTWRNW DS   F           WRITE REQUEST COUNT, NOWAIT 

QJSTWRF  DS   F           WRITE REQUEST COUNT, FORCE 

QJSTWTB  DS   F           WAIT COUNT DUE TO UNAVAILABLE ACTIVE BUFFER 

QJSTRBUF DS   F           LOG READS SATISFIED FROM OUTPUT BUFFERS 

QJSTRACT DS   F           READS SATISFIED FROM ACTIVE LOG DATA SET 

QJSTRARH DS   F           READS SATISFIED FROM ARCHIVE LOG DATA SET 

QJSTTVC  DS   F           NUMBER OF READ ACCESSES DELAYED DUE TO 

*                         TAPE VOLUME CONTENTION 

QJSTBSDS DS   F           TOTAL BSDS ACCESS REQUESTS 

QJSTBFFL DS   F           ACTIVE LOG OUTPUT CONTROL INTERVALS CREATED 

QJSTBFWR DS   F           COUNT OF CALLS TO WRITE ACTIVE LOG BUFFERS 

QJSTALR  DS   F           ARCHIVE LOG READ ALLOCATIONS 

QJSTALW  DS   F           ARCHIVE LOG WRITE ALLOCATIONS 

QJSTCIOF DS   F           COUNT OF CONTROL INTERVALS OFFLOADED 

QJSTWUR  DS   F           NUMBER OF READ ACCESSES DELAYED DUE TO 
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*                         UNAVAILABLE RESOURCE 

QJSTLAMA DS   F           NUMBER OF LOOK-AHEAD TAPE VOLUME MOUNTS 

*                         ATTEMPTED. THIS FIELD ALONG WITH FIELD 

*                         QJSTLAMS, WILL SHOW HOW MANY TIMES LOOK- 

*                         AHEAD MOUNTING FAILED, THUS NEGATING 

*                         POTENTIAL SIGNIFICANT PERFORMANCE GAINS. 

QJSTLAMS DS   F           NUMBER OF LOOK-AHEAD TAPE VOLUME MOUNTS

QLST: DDF Statistics

Describes QLST: DDF statistics.

QLSTLOCN    DS    CL16      LOCATION NAME OF THE 'REMOTE'

*                              SITE WITH WHICH THE 

*                              INFORMATION IS ASSOCIATED. 

QLSTSQLS   DS     F      NUMBER OF SQL STATEMENTS SENT 

*                              TO THE REMOTE SITE. 

QLSTSQLR   DS     F      NUMBER OF SQL STATEMENTS 

*                             RECEIVED FROM THE REMOTE SITE. 

QLSTROWS   DS     F      NUMBER OF ROWS OF DATA SENT TO THE 

*                              REMOTE SITE (INCLUDES THE SQLDA) 

QLSTROWR   DS     F      NUMBER OF ROWS OF DATA 

*                              RETRIEVED FROM THE REMOTE SITE (THIS 

*                              COUNT DOES NOT INCLUDE 

*                              EITHER THE SQLDA OR SQLCA 

*                              IF THEY ARE TRANSMITTED). 

QLSTBYTS   DS     F      NUMBER OF BYTES OF DATA SENT 

*                              TO THE REMOTE SITE. 

QLSTBYTR   DS     F      NUMBER OF BYTES OF DATA 

*                              RECEIVED FROM THE REMOTE SITE. 

QLSTCNVS   DS     F      NUMBER OF CONVERSATIONS THAT 

*                              WERE INITIATED FROM THIS 

*                              SITE TO THE REMOTE SITE. 

QLSTCNVR   DS     F      NUMBER OF CONVERSATIONS THAT 

*                               WERE INITIATED FROM THE 

*                               REMOTE SITE TO THIS SITE. 

QLSTMSGS   DS     F      NUMBER OF MESSAGES SENT TO 

*                              THE REMOTE SITE. 

QLSTMSGR   DS     F      NUMBER OF MESSAGES RECEIVED 

*                              FROM THE REMOTE SITE. 

QLSTTRNS   DS     F      NUMBER OF DATABASE ACCESS THREAD ALLOCATION 

*                              REQUESTS SENT TO THE REMOTE SITE 

*                              (MEANINGFUL AT AR ONLY). 

QLSTTRNR   DS     F      NUMBER OF DATABASE ACCESS THREAD ALLOCATION 

*                              REQUESTS RECEIVED FROM THE REMOTE SITE 

*                              (MEANINGFUL AT AS ONLY). 

QLSTCOMS   DS     F      NUMBER OF COMMIT REQUESTS SENT TO THE 

*                              SERVER (SINGLE-PHASE COMMIT 

*                              PROTOCOL ONLY). 

QLSTCOMR   DS     F      NUMBER OF COMMIT REQUESTS RECEIVED FROM THE 

*                              REQUESTER (SINGLE-PHASE COMMIT 

*                              PROTOCOL ONLY). 

QLSTABRS   DS     F      NUMBER OF ABORT REQUESTS SENT TO THE SERVER 
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*                              (SINGLE-PHASE COMMIT PROTOCOL ONLY). 

QLSTABRR   DS     F      NUMBER OF ABORT REQUESTS RECEIVED FROM THE 

*                              REQUESTER (SINGLE-PHASE COMMIT 

*                              PROTOCOL ONLY). 

QLSTCNVQ   DS     F      NUMBER OF CONVERSATION REQUESTS 

*                              QUEUED BY DDF WAITING FOR 

*                              ALLOCATION. 

QLSTCBLB   DS     F      NUMBER OF TIMES A SWITCH WAS MADE FROM 

*                              CONTINUOUS BLOCK MODE TO LIMITED 

*                              BLOCK MODE (SYSTEM DIRECTED ACCESS 

*                              ONLY). 

QLSTRBND   DS     F      NUMBER OF SQL STATEMENTS THAT WERE BOUND 

*                              FOR REMOTE ACCESS (SYSTEM DIRECTED 

*                              ACCESS ONLY). 

QLSTBROW   DS     F      NUMBER OF ROWS IN THE MESSAGE BUFFER IF 

*                              BLOCK FETCH IS BEING USED. 

QLSTBTBF   DS     F      NUMBER OF BLOCKS TRANSMITTED USING BLOCK 

*                              FETCH (SERVER SITE ONLY). 

QLSTBRBF   DS     F      NUMBER OF BLOCKS RECEIVED USING BLOCK 

*                              FETCH (REQUESTER SITE ONLY). 

QLSTPRSE   DS     F      NUMBER OF PREPARE REQUESTS SENT TO THE 

*                              PARTICIPANT 

*                              (TWO-PHASE COMMIT PROTOCOL ONLY). 

QLSTPRRC   DS     F      NUMBER OF PREPARE REQUESTS RECEIVED FROM THE 

*                              COORDINATOR 

*                              (TWO-PHASE COMMIT PROTOCOL ONLY). 

QLSTLASE   DS     F      NUMBER OF LAST AGENT REQUESTS SENT TO THE 

*                              COORDINATOR 

*                              (TWO-PHASE COMMIT PROTOCOL ONLY). 

QLSTLARC   DS     F      NUMBER OF LAST AGENT REQUESTS RECEIVED FROM THE 

*                              INITIATOR 

*                              (TWO-PHASE COMMIT PROTOCOL ONLY). 

QLSTCRSE   DS     F      NUMBER OF COMMITED REQUESTS SENT TO THE 

*                              PARTICIPANT 

*                              (TWO-PHASE COMMIT PROTOCOL ONLY). 

QLSTCRRC   DS     F      NUMBER OF COMMITED REQUESTS RECEIVED FROM THEE 

*                              COORDINATOR 

*                              (TWO-PHASE COMMIT PROTOCOL ONLY). 

QLSTBKSE   DS     F      NUMBER OF BACKOUT REQUESTS SENT TO THE 

*                              PARTICIPANT 

*                              (TWO-PHASE COMMIT PROTOCOL ONLY). 

QLSTBKRC   DS     F      NUMBER OF BACKOUT REQUESTS RECEIVED FROM THE 

*                              COORDINATOR 

*                              (TWO-PHASE COMMIT PROTOCOL ONLY). 

QLSTRRSE   DS     F      NUMBER OF FORGET RESPONSES SENT TO THE 

*                              COORDINATOR 

*                              (TWO-PHASE COMMIT PROTOCOL ONLY). 

QLSTRRRC   DS     F      NUMBER OF FORGET RESPONSES RECEIVED FROM THE 

*                              PARTICIPANT 

*                              (TWO-PHASE COMMIT PROTOCOL ONLY). 

QLSTVYSE   DS     F      NUMBER OF REQUEST COMMIT RESPONSES SENT TO THE 

*                              COORDINATOR 

*                              (TWO-PHASE COMMIT PROTOCOL ONLY). 
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QLSTVYRC   DS     F      NUMBER OF REQUEST COMMIT RESPONSES RECEIVED 

*                              FROM THE PARTICIPANT 

*                              (TWO-PHASE COMMIT PROTOCOL ONLY). 

QLSTVNSE   DS     F      NUMBER OF BACKOUT RESPONSES SENT TO THE 

*                              COORDINATOR 

*                              (TWO-PHASE COMMIT PROTOCOL ONLY). 

QLSTVNRC   DS     F      NUMBER OF BACKOUT RESPONSES RECEIVED FROM THE 

*                              PARTICIPANT 

*                              (TWO-PHASE COMMIT PROTOCOL ONLY). 

QLSTINDT   DS     F      NUMBER OF THREADS THAT BECAME INDOUBT WITH THE 

*                              REMOTE LOCATION AS THE COORDINATOR. 

QLSTCPTR   DS     F      NUMBER OF COMMIT OPERATIONS PERFORMED WITH THE 

*                              REMOTE LOCATION AS COORDINATOR. 

QLSTRBTR   DS     F      NUMBER OF ROLLBACK OPERATIONS PERFORMED WITH 

*                              THE REMOTE LOCATION AS COORDINATOR.

QMDA: MVS and DDF Accounting Data

Describes QMDA: MVS and DDF accounting data.

QMDAPTYP   DS   CL3        /* Product Name                */ 

*                          /* DSN means Db2               */ 

*                          /* ARI means SQL/DS            */ 

*                          /* SQL means OS/2              */ 

*                          /* QSQ means OS/400            */ 

QMDAPVER   DS   CL2        /* Product Version             */ 

QMDAPREL   DS   CL2        /* Product Release             */ 

QMDAPMOD   DS   CL1        /* Product Modification Level  */ 

QMDAASTR   DS   CL247      /* The accounting string for   */ 

*                          /* the agent. For LOCAL Db2    */ 

*                          /* threads, the format of the  */ 

*                          /* accounting string is shown  */ 

*                          /* in QMDAINFO. For DBAAs      */ 

*                          /* (distributed server agents),*/ 

*                          /* the accounting string will  */ 

*                          /* contain whatever the SQL    */ 

*                          /* requesting system sent for  */ 

*                          /* an accounting string. The   */ 

*                          /* QMDAPRID value identifies   */ 

*                          /* which product produced the  */ 

*                          /* accounting string. If the   */ 

*                          /* requester is Db2, QMDAINFO  */ 

*                          /* defines the format.         */ 

*                          /* QMDAASTR is a 247 byte field*/ 

*                          /* but the number of bytes     */ 

*                          /* actually used to present the*/ 

*                          /* accounting string is vari-  */ 

*                          /* able. The number of bytes   */ 

*                          /* used to present the account-*/ 

*                          /* string = QMDAASLN - OFFSET( */ 

*                          /* QMDAASTR) + 1.              */ 

QMDAEND   DS    0C 

* 
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* 

QMDAINFO   DSECT 

QMDALOCN   DS   CL16       /* The Db2 LOCATION name for   */ 

*                          /* the Db2 system that created */ 

*                          /* the QMDAINFO values.        */ 

QMDANETN   DS   CL8        /* The SNA NETID of            */ 

*                          /* the Db2 system that created */ 

*                          /* the QMDAINFO values.        */ 

QMDALUNM   DS   CL8        /* The SNA LU name of          */ 

*                          /* the Db2 system that created */ 

*                          /* the QMDAINFO values.        */ 

QMDACNAM   DS   CL8        /* The Db2 Connection Name at  */ 

*                          /* the Db2 system where the    */ 

*                          /* SQL application is running. */ 

QMDACTYP   DS   CL8        /* The Db2 Connection Type at  */ 

*                          /* the Db2 system where the    */ 

*                          /* SQL application is running. */ 

QMDACORR   DS   CL12       /* The Db2 Correlation ID at   */ 

*                          /* the Db2 system where the    */ 

*                          /* SQL application is running. */ 

QMDAAUTH   DS   CL8        /* The Db2 AUTHID that the SQL */ 

*                          /* application used, prior to  */ 

*                          /* name translation and prior  */ 

*                          /* to driving the connection   */ 

*                          /* exit at the Db2 site where  */ 

*                          /* the SQL application is      */ 

*                          /* running.                    */ 

QMDAPLAN   DS   CL8        /* The Db2 PLAN that the SQL   */ 

*                          /* application used at the Db2 */ 

*                          /* site running the SQL pgm.   */ 

QMDAACCT   DS   0C         /* The MVS accounting string   */ 

*                          /* associated with the Db2 SQL */ 

*                          /* application's MVS address   */ 

*                          /* space.                      */ 

*                          /*                             */ 

*                          /* MVS allows multiple fields  */ 

*                          /* to be supplied in the       */ 

*                          /* accounting string. In the   */ 

*                          /* example below, there are    */ 

*                          /* three MVS accounting fields.*/ 

*                          /*                             */ 

*                          /* STEP1 EXEC PGM=X,           */ 

*                          /* ACCT=(X,Y,Z)                */ 

*                          /*                             */ 

*                          /* When multiple MVS accounting*/ 

*                          /* fields are present, Db2 uses*/ 

*                          /* a 'FF'X value to delimit the*/ 

*                          /* fields. In the previous     */ 

*                          /* example, Db2 will produce a */ 

*                          /* 5 byte accounting string    */ 

*                          /* "XdYdZ", where the "d"      */ 

*                          /* character represents the    */ 

*                          /* 'FF'X accounting field      */ 
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*                          /* delimiter.                  */

QPAC: Package and DBRM-level Accounting Data

Describes QPAC: Package and DBRM level accounting data.

*/********************************************************************/

*/*   PACKAGE AND DBRM LEVEL ACCOUNTING DATA MAPPING MACRO FOR       */ 

*/*    IFCIDs 0003, 0147, 148, AND 239.                              */ 

*/*   UP TO 10 QPAC DATA SECTIONS MAY APPEAR IN ANY ONE IFCID 3 OR   */ 

*/*    239 RECORD.                                                   */ 

*/*   ONLY ONE QPAC SECTION, REPRESENTING THE CURRENT OR MOST        */ 

*/*    RECENTLY EXECUTED PACKAGE/DBRM, WILL APPEAR IN IFCIDS 147     */ 

*/*    AND 148.                                                      */ 

*/*   ALL INFORMATION RELATES TO THE EXECUTION OF THE NAMED          */ 

*/*    PACKAGE OR DBRM BY THE AGENT IN QUESTION ONLY.                */ 

*/*   A SEPARATE QPAC DATA SECTION IS GENERATED FOR EVERY LOCAL      */ 

*/*    PACKAGE OR DBRM EXECUTED. A QPAC DATA SECTION WILL BE         */ 

*/*    GENERATED AT THE LOCAL AND REMOTE SITE FOR APPLICATIONS       */ 

*/*    THAT EXERCISE APPLICATION-DIRECTED PROTOCOLS TO EXECUTE A     */ 

*/*    PACKAGE AT A REMOTE SITE.                                     */ 

*/********************************************************************/ 

* 

QPACRECN   DS    H                  /*NUMBER OF THIS DSNDQPAC DATA 

*                                      SECTION IN THE SERIES OF 

*                                      DSNDQPAC DATA SECTIONS THAT 

*                                      MAY BE EXTERNALIZED IN IFCIDS 3 

*                                      AND 239. QWACPKGN AND QPKGPKGN 

*                                      IDENTIFY THE NUMBER OF PACKAGES 

*                                      AND DBRMS FOR WHICH PACKAGE/ 

*                                      DBRM ACCOUNTING HAS BEEN 

*                                      PERFORMED.                    */ 

QPACFLGS   DS    H                  /*FLAGS                          */ 

* 

*/********************************************************************/ 

*/*   BIT MEANINGS FOR QPACFLGS.                                     */ 

*/*   QPACDBRM AND QPACPACK ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.                  */ 

*/*   THE OTHER QPACFLGS BITS ARE NOT MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.            */ 

*/********************************************************************/ 

* 

QPACDBRM   EQU   X'0001'             /*THIS QPAC DATA ACCOUNTS FOR   */ 

*                                    /* THE EXECUTION TIME OF THE    */ 

*                                    /* DBRM NAMED IN QPACPKNM.      */ 

QPACPACK   EQU   X'0002'             /*THIS QPAC DATA ACCOUNTS FOR   */ 

*                                    /* THE EXECUTION TIME OF THE    */ 

*                                    /* PACKAGE NAMED IN QPACPKNM.   */ 

QPACCLS8   EQU   X'0004'             /*THERE IS NON-ZERO ACCOUNTING  */ 

*                                    /* CLASS 8 DATA IN THIS QPAC    */ 

*                                    /* DATA INSTANCE                */ 

QPACCRNT   EQU   X'0008'             /*CURRENT OR MOST RECENTLY      */ 

*                                    /* EXECUTED PACKAGE/DBRM.       */ 

QPACCLS7   EQU   X'0020'             /*THERE IS NON-ZERO ACCOUNTING  */ 

*                                    /* CLASS 7 DATA IN THIS QPAC    */ 
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*                                    /* DATA INSTANCE                */ 

*/********************************************************************/ 

*/*   QPACPKNM ENCOMPASSES THE FULLY QUALIFIED PACKAGE NAME.         */ 

*/*     QPACPKNM IDENTIFIES A DBRM IF QPACDBRM IS ON.                */ 

*/*     QPACPKNM IDENTIFIES A PACKAGE IF QPACPACK IS ON. IF          */ 

*/*     QPACPKNM IDENTIFIES A DBRM, THEN QPACLOCN, QPACCOLN, AND     */ 

*/*     QPACVRSI WILL BE BLANK.                                      */ 

*/*   IF QPACLOCN CONTAINS THE NAME OF A REMOTE SITE, THEN ALL       */ 

*/*     TIMES REPRESENT THE TIME INCURRED LOCALLY IN THE PROCESS     */ 

*/*     OF EXECUTING THE PACKAGE AT THE REMOTE SITE.                 */ 

*/********************************************************************/ 

* 

QPACLOCN  DS    CL16                 /*LOCATION NAME                 */ 

QPACCOLN  DS    CL18                 /*PACKAGE COLLECTION ID         */ 

QPACPKID  DS    CL18                 /*PROGRAM NAME                  */ 

QPACCONT  DS    CL8                  /*CONSISTENCY TOKEN - 64 BIT    */ 

*                                    /*UNSIGNED BINARY INTEGER       */ 

QPACSQLC  DS    F                    /*SQL REQUEST COUNT - The number*/ 

*                                    /*of SQL statements issued.     */ 

*                                    /* NOTE - This field may        */ 

*                                    /* not equal the sum total of   */ 

*                                    /* all SQL statement counters in*/ 

*                                    /* the DSNDQXST data section.   */ 

*                                    /* This is because DSNDQXST does*/ 

*                                    /* not count all SQL statements */ 

*                                    /* For example, DSNDQXST does   */ 

*                                    /* not include a counter for    */ 

*                                    /* COMMIT or ROLLBACK.          */ 

* 

*/********************************************************************/ 

*/* NOTE: FIELDS DEFINED AS CHARACTER MAY CONTAIN HEX DATA           */ 

*/*                                                                  */ 

*/*NOTE - THE FOLLOWING TIMES INDICATE A LEVEL OF ACTIVITY FOR       */ 

*/* THE THREAD ADDRESS SPACE DURING THE PERIOD OF TIME THE           */ 

*/* AUTHORIZATION ID WAS ACTIVE AND EXECUTING UNDER THE PACKAGE/DBRM */ 

*/* NAMED IN QPACPKNM.                                               */ 

*/*                                                                  */ 

*/********************************************************************/ 

* 

*/********************************************************************/ 

*/*THE FOLLOWING VALUES THROUGH QPACARNA ARE CALCULATED IF ACCOUNTING*/ 

*/* CLASS 7 IS ACTIVE. ACCOUNTING CLASS 7 REPRESENTS THE AMOUNT OF   */ 

*/* TIME SPENT PROCESSING A PARTICULAR PACKAGE OR DBRM. THIS IS      */ 

*/* ENTRY TO Db2 TO EXECUTE A PACKAGE TO EXIT FROM Db2.              */ 

*/* IT IS POSSIBLE FOR A BEGIN ELAPSED OR CPU TIME TO BE 0 AND THE   */ 

*/* END ELAPSED OR CPU TIME TO BE NON-ZERO. THIS MAY OCCUR WHEN      */ 

*/* A PACKAGE/DBRM SWITCH OCCURS. THE END ELAPSED TIME WILL          */ 

*/* REPRESENT THE TIME AT WHICH PROCESSING LAST EXITED Db2 WHILE     */ 

*/* PROCESSING THIS PACKAGE OR DBRM. THE BEGIN TIMES OF THE PACKAGE  */ 

*/* OR DBRM THAT PROCESSING SWITCHES FROM ARE SET TO 0.              */ 

*/********************************************************************/ 

QPACSCB  DS    XL8       /* STORE CLOCK VALUE AT ENTRY TO Db2 FOR    */ 

*                        /* MOST RECENT EXECUTION OF THIS PACKAGE    */ 
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*                        /* OR DBRM.                                 */ 

QPACSCE  DS    XL8       /* STORE CLOCK VALUE AT EXIT FROM Db2 AFTER */ 

*                        /* MOST RECENT EXECUTION OF THIS PACKAGE    */ 

*                        /* OR DBRM.                                 */ 

QPACSCT  DS    XL8       /* TOTAL ELAPSED TIME SPENT PROCESSING ALL  */ 

*                        /* EXECUTIONS OF THIS PACKAGE OR DBRM       */ 

QPACBJST DS    XL8       /* TCB CPU TIME AT ENTRY TO Db2 FOR MOST    */ 

*                        /* RECENT EXECUTION OF THIS PACKAGE OR      */ 

*                        /* DBRM.                                    */ 

QPACEJST DS    XL8       /* TCB CPU TIME AT EXIT FROM Db2 FOR MOST   */ 

*                        /* RECENT EXECUTION OF THIS PACKAGE OR      */ 

*                        /* DBRM.                                    */ 

QPACTJST DS    XL8       /* TOTAL TCB CPU TIME FOR ALL EXECUTIONS OF */ 

*                        /* THIS PACKAGE OR DBRM.                    */ 

QPACARNA DS    F         /* NUMBER OF Db2 ENTRY OR EXIT EVENTS PRO-  */ 

*                        /* CESSED WHILE EXECUTING THIS PACKAGE OR   */ 

*                        /* DBRM.                                    */ 

* 

* 

*/********************************************************************/ 

*/* THE FOLLOWING VALUES THROUGH QPACARNH ARE CALCULATED IF THE      */ 

*/* OPTIONAL ACCOUNTING CLASS 8 IS ACTIVE. ACCOUNTING CLASS 8        */ 

*/* MAINTAINS TIME SPENT WAITING FOR RESOURCES IN Db2 WHILE          */ 

*/* EXECUTING THIS PACKAGE OR DBRM.                                  */ 

*/* SUSPENSIONS WHICH OCCUR AFTER ENTRY TO Db2 BUT BEFORE IT IS      */ 

*/* DETERMINED WHICH PACKAGE IS TO BE EXECUTED ARE NOT ATTRIBUTED    */ 

*/* TO ANY PACKAGE, EVEN THOUGH THE SAME TIME PERIOD IS ATTRIBUTED   */ 

*/* TO THE EXECUTED PACKAGE FOR ELAPSED AND CPU TIME PURPOSES.       */ 

*/********************************************************************/ 

* 

QPACARNE DS    F         /* NUMBER OF WAIT TRACE EVENTS PROCESSED FOR*/ 

*                        /* WAITS FOR I/O UNDER THIS THREAD WHILE    */ 

*                        /* EXECUTING THIS PACKAGE OR DBRM           */ 

* 

*/********************************************************************/ 

*/*THE FOLLOWING TWO VALUES ARE CALCULATED FOR THREADS BY TAKING THE */ 

*/* STCK TIME ON ENTRY TO EVENT WAIT AND SUBTRACTING STCK ON EXIT    */ 

*/* RESUME FROM THE EVENT.                                           */ 

*/********************************************************************/ 

* 

QPACAWTI DS    XL8        /* ACCUMULATED I/O ELAPSED WAIT TIME FOR   */ 

*                         /* I/O DONE UNDER THIS THREAD WHILE        */ 

*                         /* EXECUTING THIS PACKAGE OR DBRM.         */ 

QPACAWTL DS    XL8        /* ACCUMULATED LOCK AND LATCH ELAPSED WAIT */ 

*                         /* TIME FOR LOCK AND LATCH SUSPENSIONS     */ 

*                         /* THAT OCCURRED WHILE EXECUTING THIS      */ 

*                         /* PACKAGE OR DBRM.                        */ 

* 

*/********************************************************************/ 

*/*THE FOLLOWING FOUR VALUES ARE CALCULATED FOR THREADS BY TAKING    */ 

*/* THE STCK TIME ON ENTRY TO EVENT WAIT AND SUBTRACTING STCK ON EXIT*/ 

*/* RESUME FROM THE EVENT.                                           */ 

*/********************************************************************/ 
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* 

QPACAWTR DS    XL8        /* ACCUMULATED WAIT TIME FOR READ I/O THAT */ 

*                         /* IS DONE UNDER A THREAD OTHER THAN THIS  */ 

*                         /* ONE WHILE EXECUTING THIS PACKAGE OR     */ 

*                         /* DBRM.                                   */ 

QPACAWTW DS    XL8        /* ACCUMULATED WAIT TIME FOR WRITE I/O THAT*/ 

*                         /* IS DONE UNDER A THREAD OTHER THAN THIS  */ 

*                         /* ONE WHILE EXECUTING THIS PACKAGE OR     */ 

*                         /* DBRM.                                   */ 

QPACAWTE DS    XL8        /* ACCUMULATED WAIT TIME DUE TO SYNCHRONOUS*/ 

*                         /* EXECUTION UNIT SWITCH TO Db2 SERVICES   */ 

*                         /* FROM THIS THREAD WHILE EXECUTING THIS   */ 

*                         /* PACKAGE OR DBRM. THE FOLLOWING Db2      */ 

*                         /* SERVICE WAITS ARE INCLUDED IN THIS      */ 

*                         /* FIELD:                                  */ 

*                         /* - OPEN/CLOSE DATA SET                   */ 

*                         /* - SYSLGRNG UPDATE                       */ 

*                         /* - HSM RECALL DATA SET                   */ 

*                         /* - DATASPACE MANAGER SERVICES            */ 

*                         /* - DEFINE DATA SET                       */ 

*                         /* - EXTEND DATA SET                       */ 

*                         /* - DELETE DATA SET                       */ 

*                         /* NOTE:                                   */ 

*                         /* - THERE IS NO OVERLAP BETWEEN THE       */ 

*                         /* ELAPSED TIME REPORTED IN THIS FIELD     */ 

*                         /* AND THE OTHER CLASS 8 ELAPSED TIMES.    */ 

*                         /* - THERE IS NO OVERLAP BETWEEN THE       */ 

*                         /* ELAPSED TIME REPORTED IN THIS FIELD     */ 

*                         /* AND THE ELAPSED TIME REPORTED IN        */ 

*                         /* QLACCPUL FOR THREADS WITH DISTRIBUTED   */ 

*                         /* ACTIVITY.                               */ 

QPACALOG DS    XL8        /* ACCUMULATED WAIT TIME DUE TO PROCESSING */ 

*                         /* OF ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE) COMMANDS   */ 

*                         /* WHILE EXECUTING THIS PACKAGE OR DRBM.   */ 

*                         /* NOTE:                                   */ 

*                         /* THIS NUMBER REPRESENTS THE AMOUNT OF    */ 

*                         /* TIME THAT AN INDIVIDUAL THREAD WAS      */ 

*                         /* SUSPENDED DUE TO AN ARCHIVE LOG MODE    */ 

*                         /* (QUIESCE) COMMAND AND NOT THE TIME      */ 

*                         /* THAT IT TOOK FOR THE ENTIRE COMMAND TO  */ 

*                         /* COMPLETE                                */ 

QPACARNL DS    F          /*NUMBER OF WAIT TRACE EVENTS PROCESSED FOR*/ 

*                         /* WAITS FOR LOCK/LATCH WHILE EXECUTING    */ 

*                         /* THIS PACKAGE OR DBRM.                   */ 

QPACARNR DS    F          /*NUMBER OF WAIT TRACE EVENTS PROCESSED FOR*/ 

*                         /* WAITS FOR READ I/O UNDER ANOTHER THREAD */ 

*                         /* WHILE EXECUTING THIS PACKAGE OR DBRM    */ 

QPACARNW DS    F          /*NUMBER OF WAIT TRACE EVENTS PROCESSED FOR*/ 

*                         /* WAITS FOR WRITE I/O UNDER ANOTHER THREAD*/ 

*                         /* WHILE EXECUTING THIS PACKAGE OR DBRM    */ 

QPACARNS DS    F          /* NUMBER OF WAIT TRACE EVENTS PROCESSED   */ 

*                         /* FOR WAITS FOR SYNCHRONOUS EXECUTION UNIT*/ 

*                         /* SWITCHING TO Db2 SERVICE TASKS WHILE    */ 
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*                         /* EXECUTING THIS PACKAGE OR DBRM          */ 

QPACALCT DS    F          /* NUMBER OF SUSPENSIONS DUE TO PROCESSING */ 

*                         /* OF ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE) COMMANDS   */ 

*                         /* WHILE EXECUTING THIS PACKAGE OR DBRM    */ 

* 

QPAC2    DS    0F 

* 

QPACARND DS    F          /* Number of wait trace events processed   */ 

*                         /* for waits for a drain lock while        */ 

*                         /* executing this package or DBRM.         */ 

QPACAWDR DS    XL8        /* Accumulated wait time for a drain lock  */ 

*                         /* while executing this package or DBRM.   */ 

QPACAWCL DS    XL8        /* Accumulated wait time for a drain when  */ 

*                         /* waiting for claims to be released       */ 

*                         /* while executing this package or DBRM.   */ 

QPACARNC DS    F          /* Number of wait trace events processed   */ 

*                         /* for suspensions to wait for claims to   */ 

*                         /* be released while executing this        */ 

*                         /* package or DBRM.                        */ 

QPACAWAR DS    XL8        /* Accumulated wait time for archive reads */ 

*                         /* (TAPE) while executing this package     */ 

*                         /* or DBRM.                                */ 

QPACANAR DS    F          /* Number of wait trace events processed   */ 

*                         /* for archive reads while executing this  */ 

*                         /* package or DBRM.                        */ 

QPACAWTP DS    XL8        /* Accumulated wait time due to page latch */ 

*                         /* contention while executing this         */ 

*                         /* package or DBRM.                        */ 

QPACARNH DS    F          /* Number of wait trace events processed   */ 

*                         /* for page latch contention while         */ 

*                         /* executing this package or DBRM.         */ 

    

QSST: Storage Management Statistics

Describes QSST: Storage Management statistics.

QSSTDESC DS    4C          EBCDIC EYE-CATCHER

QSSTGPLF DS    1F          (S) 

QSSTFPLF DS    1F          (S) 

QSSTFREF DS    1F          (S) 

QSSTEXPF DS    1F          (S) 

QSSTCONF DS    1F          (S) 

QSSTGPLV DS    1F          (S) 

QSSTFPLV DS    1F          (S) 

QSSTFREV DS    1F          (S) 

QSSTEXPV DS    1F          (S) 

QSSTCONV DS    1F          (S) 

QSSTGETM DS    1F          (S) 

QSSTFREM DS    1F          (S) 

QSSTRCNZ DS    1F          (S) 

QSSTCONT DS    1F          (S) 

QSSTCRIT DS    1F          (S) 
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QSSTABND DS    1F          (S)

    

QTST: Service Controller Statistics

Describes QTST: Service Controller statistics.

QTALLOCA  DS    F      ALLOCATION ATTEMPTS

QTALLOC   DS    F      SUCCESSFUL ALLOCATIONS 

QTABINDA  DS    F      AUTOMATIC BIND ATTEMPTS 

QTABIND   DS    F      SUCCESSFUL AUTOMATIC BINDS 

QTINVRID  DS    F      INVALID RESOURCE-IDS 

QTBINDA   DS    F      BIND (ADD) SUB-COMMANDS 

QTBINDR   DS    F      BIND (REPLACE) SUB-COMMANDS 

QTTESTB   DS    F      TEST BINDS (NO PLAN-ID) 

QTPLNBD   DS    F      PLANS BOUND 

QTREBIND  DS    F      REBIND SUB-COMMANDS 

QTRBINDA  DS    F      ATTEMPTS TO REBIND A PLAN 

QTPLNRBD  DS    F      PLANS REBOUND 

QTFREE    DS    F      FREE SUB-COMMANDS 

QTFREEA   DS    F      ATTEMPTS TO FREE A PLAN 

QTPLNFRD  DS    F      PLANS FREED 

QTAUCHK   DS    F      NUMBER OF AUTHORIZATION CHECKS 

QTAUSUC   DS    F      NUMBER OF SUCCESSFUL AUTH CHECKS 

QTDSOPN   DS    F      NUMBER OF DATASETS CURRENTLY OPEN 

QTMAXDS   DS    F      MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DS OPENED CONCUR 

QTAUCCH   DS    F      #SUCCESSFUL AUTH CHECKS NOT USING 

*                       CATALOG-INCLUDES PLAN CACHE CHECKS 

*                       AND PUBLIC AUTH CHECKS (QTAUPUB) 

QTAUPUB   DS    F      #SUCCESSFUL AUTH CHECKS BASED ON 

*                       EXECUTE AUTHORITY GRANTED TO PUBLIC 

QTMAXPB   DS    F      MAXIMUM NOT IN-USE DATA SETS 

          DS    CL12   RESERVED 

QTREOPN   DS    F      # OF TIMES THAT NOT IN-USE OPEN 

*                      DATA SETS BECAME IN-USE 

          DS    CL12   RESERVED 

QTDSDRN   DS    F      # OF NOT IN-USE DATA SETS CLOSED 

*                      DUE TO DSMAX/DD LIMIT 

QTPCCT    DS    F      # OF INFREQUENTLY UPDATED DATA 

*                      SETS THAT ARE CONVERTED FROM 

*                      R/W TO R/O STATE 

QTSLWDD   DS    F      # OF DATA SETS THAT ARE NOT 

*                      IN-USE, BUT ARE NOT CLOSED 

QTBINDPA  DS    F      BIND (ADD) PACKAGE SUB-COMMANDS 

QTBINDPR  DS    F      BIND (REP) PACKAGE SUB-COMMANDS 

QTPKGBD   DS    F      # PACKAGES BOUND 

QTRBINDP  DS    F      REBIND PACKAGE SUB-COMMANDS 

QTRBNDPA  DS    F      ATTEMPTS TO REBIND A PACKAGE 

QTPKGRBD  DS    F      # PACKAGES REBOUND 

QTFREEP   DS    F      FREE PACKAGE SUB-COMMANDS 

QTFREEAP  DS    F      ATTEMPTS TO FREE A PACKAGE 

QTPKGFRD  DS    F      # PACKAGES FREED 

QTAUTOBA  DS    F      ATTEMPTS TO AUTOBIND A PACKAGE 
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QTPKABND  DS    F      # PACKAGES AUTOBOUND 

QTPKALLA  DS    F      ATTEMPTS TO ALLOCATE A PACKAGE 

QTPKALL   DS    F      # PACKAGES ALLOCATED 

QTXA: SCC Statistics and Accounting Data

Describes QTXA: SCC statistics and accounting data.

QTXADEA   DS    F         Deadlock count

QTXASLOC  DS    F         Number of suspends because of 

*                         lock conflicts 

QTXATIM   DS    F         Timeout counts 

QTXALES   DS    F         Count of lock escal shared 

QTXALEX   DS    F         Count of lock escal exclusive 

QTXANPL   DS    F         Max number of page locks held 

*                         Not applicable for Statistics 

*                         IFCID 2. 

QTXAFLG1  DS    XL1       First Flag Byte 

QTXAILMT  EQU   X'80'     Infinite Limit 

QTXANRUN  EQU   X'40'     No Run or Zero Limit 

          DS    XL1       Unused 

QTXARLID  DS    CL2       Resource Limit Table ID 

QTXAPREC  DS    F         How Limit was determined 

QTXAPRC1  EQU   1         Limit from specific Authid 

*                         and Plan 

QTXAPRC2  EQU   2         Limit from specific Authid 

*                         running any Plan 

QTXAPRC3  EQU   3         Limit from specific Planname 

*                         for any Authid 

QTXAPRC4  EQU   4         Limit from blank Authid & Plan 

*                         (default row) 

QTXAPRC5  EQU   5         Limit from Install - no entry 

*                         found 

QTXAPRC6  EQU   6         Limit from Install - I/O error 

                          occurred 

QTXAPRC7  EQU   7         Infinite limit - user has 

*                         super SYSADM/SYSOPR authority 

QTXAPRC8  EQU   8         Limit from specific Authid, 

*                         collection, and package 

QTXAPRC9  EQU   9         Limit from specific Authid 

*                         running any package 

QTXAPR10  EQU  10         Limit from specific Authid 

*                         running any collection 

QTXAPR11  EQU  11         Limit from Authid running 

*                         any package and collection 

QTXAPR12  EQU  12         Limit from specific package 

*                         and collection - any Authid 

QTXAPR13  EQU  13         Limit from any Authid and 

*                         any package 

QTXAPR14  EQU  14         Limit from any Authid and 

*                         any collection 

QTXAPR15  EQU  15         Limit from any Authid, pkg, 

*                         and collctn - govern by pkg 
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*                         (default row) 

QTXASLMT  DS   F          Limit in SU's - ASUTIME 

QTXACLMT  DS   F          Limit in CPU 16 microseconds 

QTXACHUS  DS   F          Highest CPU 16 microsecs used 

QTXASLAT  DS   F          Suspend count - latch conflict 

QTXASOTH  DS   F          Suspend count - other conflict 

QTXALOCK  DS   F          Lock request count 

QTXAUNLK  DS   F          Unlock request count 

QTXAQRY   DS   F          Query request count 

QTXACHG   DS   F          Change request count 

QTXAIRLM  DS   F          Other IRLM request count 

QVAS: Agent Services Statistics

Describes QVAS: Agent Services Statistics.

QVASSUSP DS     F        /* (S)             */

QVASXSUS DS     F        /* (S)             */

QVASXSUT DS     F        /* (S)             */

QVASXAUS DS     F        /* (S)             */

QVASXAUT DS     F        /* (S)             */

QVASXSRS DS     F        /* (S)             */

QVASXSRT DS     F        /* (S)             */

QVASADUR DS     F        /* (S)             */

QVASADDL DS     F        /* (S)             */

QVASADIR DS     F        /* (S)             */

QVLS: Latch Statistics

Describes QVLS: Latch statistics.

QVLSLC01 DS    F /* (S)          */

QVLSLC02 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC03 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC04 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC05 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC06 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC07 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC08 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC09 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC10 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC11 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC12 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC13 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC14 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC15 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC16 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC17 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC18 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC19 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC20 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC21 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC22 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC23 DS    F /* (S)          */ 
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QVLSLC24 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC25 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC26 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC27 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC28 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC29 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC30 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC31 DS    F /* (S)          */ 

QVLSLC32 DS    F /* (S)          */

QWAC: Thread Address Apace Accounting Data

Describes QWAC: Thread address space accounting data.

*/********************************************************************

* 

* NOTE - THE FOLLOWING TIMES INDICATE A LEVEL OF ACTIVITY FOR 

* THE THREAD ADDRESS SPACE DURING THE PERIOD OF TIME THE 

* AUTHORIZATION ID WAS ACTIVE BUT SHOULD BE USED WITH CAUTION 

* FOR CHARGE BACK BECAUSE CPU AND ELAPSED TIMES ARE OBTAINED WHEN 

* THE CREATE THREAD OR SIGNON REQUEST UNDER A THREAD IS SUCCESSFUL 

* OR HAS BEEN TERMINATED. SINCE THESE REQUESTS PROBABLY WILL NOT 

* OCCUR AT TRANSACTION/APPLICATION PROGRAM SCHEDULING OR TERMINATION 

* THE TIMES MAY NOT ACCURATELY REPRESENT A USERS ACIVITY. AN 

* EXCEPTION TO THE ABOVE STATEMENT IS FOR IMS APPLICATION PROGRAMS 

* WHICH ALWAYS MAKE A SQL CALL IN THE BEGINNING OF THE PROGRAM AND 

* ARE RUNNING AS MODE SINGLE TRANSACTIONS OR AS NON TRANSACTION 

* DRIVEN BMPS. THEN THE TIMES RECORDED BELOW DO APPROXIMATE TIME 

* ASSOCIATED WITH A SPECIFIC AUTHORIZATION ID.                       */ 

* 

*/********************************************************************/ 

* 

QWACBSC DS     XL8                     /* BEGINNING STORE CLOCK VALUE*/ 

QWACESC DS     XL8                     /* ENDING STORE CLOCK VALUE   */ 

* 

*/******************************************************************** 

* WHEN A CICS APPLICATION PROGRAM CAUSES MORE THAN ONE SYNC POINT    * 

* COMMIT OR ROLLBACK TO OCCUR, THEN IT IS POSSIBLE TO HAVE MULTIPLE  * 

* ACCOUNTING RECORDS AND ACCOUNTING RECORDS OUT OF SEQUENCE FOR THE  * 

* APPLICATION IF CICS ATTACH THREAD SWAPPING OCCURS.                 * 

**********************************************************************/ 

* 

QWACBJST DS    XL8       /*BEGINNING TCB CPU TIME FROM MVS           */ 

*                        /*FOR ALL ENVIRONMENTS (CICS, IMS, & TSO)   */ 

*                        /*BINARY ZERO MEANS NO TIMING IS AVAILABLE  */ 

*                        /* FOR DATA BASE ACCESS AGENTS, THIS IS THE */ 

*                        /* BEGIN CPU TIME FOR THE AGENT.            */ 

* 

*/******************************************************************** 

* QWACEJST VALUES MAY BE INVALID WHEN WHEN THE QWACRINV VALUE        * 

* EXCEEDS DECIMAL 20                                                 * 

* 

* QWACEJST VALUES MAY BE INVALID FOR END OF MEMORY CONDITIONS        * 
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**********************************************************************/ 

* 

QWACEJST DS   XL8         /* ENDING TCB CPU TIME IN ALL ENVIRONMENTS */ 

*                         /* BINARY ZERO MEANS NO TIMING IS AVAILABLE*/ 

*                         /* FOR DATA BASE ACCESS AGENTS, THIS IS THE*/ 

*                         /* END CPU TIME FOR THE AGENT.             */ 

QWACBSRB DS   XL8         /* BEGINNING SRB ASCB TIME                 */ 

*                         /* THIS VALUE REPRESENTS THE SRB TIME OF   */ 

*                         /* THE AGENT'S ADDRESS SPACE AT THE TIME   */ 

*                         /* THE AGENT'S THREAD IS CREATED OR        */ 

*                         /* REUSED. THIS ONLY INCLUDES SRB TIME     */ 

*                         /* FOR SRBs THAT EXECUTE IN THE AGENT'S    */ 

*                         /* ADDRESS SPACE.                          */ 

*                         /* SRB TIMES REFLECT THE SRB TIME FOR THE  */ 

*                         /* ENTIRE ADDRESS SPACE. BECAUSE DATA      */ 

*                         /* BASE ACCESS AGENTS ARE PRODUCTS OF THE  */ 

*                         /* DISTRIBUTED DATA FACILITY ADDRESS SPACE */ 

*                         /* SRB TIMES FOR DATA BASE ACCESS AGENTS   */ 

*                         /* REFLECT THE SRB TIME FOR THE ENTIRE     */ 

*                         /* DISTRIBUTED DATA FACILITY ADDRESS       */ 

*                         /* SPACE. LIKEWISE, BECAUSE A SINGLE CICS  */ 

*                         /* ADDRESS SPACE MAY SUPPORT MULTIPLE      */ 

*                         /* AGENTS, THE SRB TIMES FOR AGENTS        */ 

*                         /* ATTACHING TO Db2 FROM CICS REFLECT THE  */ 

*                         /* SRB TIME OF THE ENTIRE CICS ADDRESS     */ 

*                         /* SPACE RATHER THAN A SPECIFIC AGENT.     */ 

QWACESRB DS   XL8         /* ENDING SRB ASCB TIME.                   */ 

*                         /* THIS VALUE REPRESENTS THE SRB TIME OF   */ 

*                         /* THE AGENT'S ADDRESS SPACE AT THE TIME   */ 

*                         /* TIME THE AGENT DEALLOCATED OR AT THE    */ 

*                         /* TIME THE AGENT'S THREAD WAS REUSED.     */ 

*                         /* THIS ONLY INCLUDES SRB TIME FOR SRBs    */ 

*                         /* THAT EXECUTE IN THE AGENT'S ADDRESS     */ 

*                         /* SPACE.                                  */ 

*                         /* SRB TIMES REFLECT THE SRB TIME FOR THE  */ 

*                         /* ENTIRE ADDRESS SPACE. BECAUSE DATA      */ 

*                         /* BASE ACCESS AGENTS ARE PRODUCTS OF THE  */ 

*                         /* DISTRIBUTED DATA FACILITY ADDRESS SPACE */ 

*                         /* SRB TIMES FOR DATA BASE ACCESS AGENTS   */ 

*                         /* REFLECT THE SRB TIME FOR THE ENTIRE     */ 

*                         /* DISTRIBUTED DATA FACILITY ADDRESS       */ 

*                         /* SPACE. LIKEWISE, BECAUSE A SINGLE CICS  */ 

*                         /* ADDRESS SPACE MAY SUPPORT MULTIPLE      */ 

*                         /* AGENTS, THE SRB TIMES FOR AGENTS        */ 

*                         /* ATTACHING TO Db2 FROM CICS REFLECT THE  */ 

*                         /* SRB TIME OF THE ENTIRE CICS ADDRESS     */ 

*                         /* SPACE RATHER THAN A SPECIFIC AGENT.     */ 

QWACRINV DS   XL4         /* REASON ACCOUNTING IS INVOKED - SEE BELOW*/ 

QWACNID  DS   CL16        /* NETWORK ID VALUE FROM CCB               */ 

QWACCOMM DS   F           /* NUMBER OF COMMIT PHASE 2 REQUESTS       */ 

QWACABRT DS   F           /* NUMBER OF ABORT REQUESTS                */ 

* 

*/********************************************************************* 
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* THE FOLLOWING VALUES THROUGH QWACARNS ARE CALCULATED IF THE 

* OPTIONAL ACCOUNTING CLASSES ARE STARTED 

**********************************************************************/ 

* 

* 

*/********************************************************************* 

* THE FOLLOWING THREE VALUES ARE CALCULATED FOR THREADS BY TAKING THE 

* STCK TIME, ASCB TCB, ASCB SRB TIMES ON ENTRY TO Db2 AND 

* SUBTRACTING THE CORRESPONDING TIMES ON EXIT FROM Db2. THE MAJORITY 

* OF THREAD ALLOCATION AND CERTAIN ABEND CONDITIONS ARE NOT INCLUDED. 

* THE ELAPSED AND TCB TIMES WILL NOT BE EXACTLY THE SAME AS VALUES 

* THAT MIGHT BE DERIVED FROM A SUMMATION OF DELTA VALUES BETWEEN 

* IFCID 121 AND 122 COMBINATIONS, BECAUSE THE TIMES ARE NOT TAKEN 

* AT EXACTLY THE SAME TIME. 

**********************************************************************/ 

* 

QWACASC  DS   CL8      /* ACCUMULATED ELAPSED TIME IN Db2            */ 

QWACAJST DS   CL8      /* ACCUMULATED HOME TCB ASCB TIME WHILE IN Db2*/ 

*                      /* FOR IMS AND TSO                            */ 

*                      /* ACCUMULATED ATTACH TCB TIME IN Db2 - CICS  */ 

QWACASRB DS   CL8      /* ACCUMULATED HOME SRB ASCB TIME WHILE IN Db2*/ 

*                      /* THIS VALUE REPRESENTS THE TOTAL SRB TIME   */ 

*                      /* OF THE AGENT'S ADDRESS SPACE DURING THE    */ 

*                      /* TIME THE AGENT WAS EXECUTING IN Db2.       */ 

*                      /* THIS ONLY INCLUDES SRB TIME FOR SRBs THAT  */ 

*                      /* EXECUTE IN THE AGENT'S ADDRESS SPACE       */ 

*                      /* DURING THE TIME THAT AGENT WAS EXECUTING   */ 

*                      /* IN Db2.                                    */ 

*                      /* SRB TIMES REFLECT THE SRB TIME FOR THE     */ 

*                      /* ENTIRE ADDRESS SPACE. BECAUSE DATA         */ 

*                      /* BASE ACCESS AGENTS ARE PRODUCTS OF THE     */ 

*                      /* DISTRIBUTED DATA FACILITY ADDRESS SPACE    */ 

*                      /* SRB TIMES FOR DATA BASE ACCESS AGENTS      */ 

*                      /* REFLECT THE SRB TIME FOR THE ENTIRE        */ 

*                      /* DISTRIBUTED DATA FACILITY ADDRESS          */ 

*                      /* SPACE. LIKEWISE, BECAUSE A SINGLE CICS     */ 

*                      /* ADDRESS SPACE MAY SUPPORT MULTIPLE         */ 

*                      /* AGENTS, THE SRB TIMES FOR AGENTS           */ 

*                      /* ATTACHING TO Db2 FROM CICS REFLECT THE     */ 

*                      /* SRB TIME OF THE ENTIRE CICS ADDRESS        */ 

*                      /* SPACE RATHER THAN A SPECIFIC AGENT.        */ 

* 

*/******************************************************************** 

* THE FOLLOWING TWO VALUES ARE CALCULATED FOR THREADS BY TAKING THE 

* STCK TIME ON ENTRY TO EVENT WAIT AND SUBTRACTING STCK ON EXIT 

* RESUME FROM THE EVENT. 

**********************************************************************/ 

* 

QWACAWTI DS   CL8        /* ACCUMULATED I/O ELAPSED WAIT TIME FOR I/O 

* DONE UNDER THIS THREAD */ 

QWACAWTL DS   CL8 /* ACCUMULATED LOCK AND LATCH ELAPSED TIME */ 

* 

QWACARNA DS   F /* NUMBER OF Db2 ENTRY/EXIT EVENTS PROCESSED */ 
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QWACARNE DS   F /* NUMBER OF WAIT TRACE EVENTS PROCESSED FOR 

* WAITS FOR I/O UNDER THIS THREAD */ 

* 

*/********************************************************************* 

* THE FOLLOWING THREE VALUES ARE CALCULATED FOR THREADS BY TAKING THE 

* STCK TIME ON ENTRY TO EVENT WAIT AND SUBTRACTING STCK ON EXIT 

* RESUME FROM THE EVENT. 

**********************************************************************/ 

* 

QWACAWTR DS CL8 /* ACCUMULATED WAIT TIME FOR READ I/O THAT 

* IS DONE UNDER A THREAD OTHER THAN THIS 

* ONE. */ 

QWACAWTW DS CL8 /* ACCUMULATED WAIT TIME FOR WRITE I/O THAT 

* IS DONE UNDER A THREAD OTHER THAN THIS 

* ONE. */ 

QWACAWTE DS CL8 /* ACCUMULATED WAIT TIME DUE TO SYNCHRONOUS 

* EXECUTION UNIT SWITCH TO Db2 SERVICES 

* FROM THIS THREAD. THE FOLLOWING Db2 

* SERVICE WAITS ARE INCLUDED IN THIS FIELD: 

* - OPEN/CLOSE DATA SET 

* - SYSLGRNG UPDATE 

* - HSM RECALL DATA SET 

* - DATASPACE MANAGER SERVICES 

* - DEFINE DATA SET 

* - EXTEND DATA SET 

* - DELETE DATA SET 

* NOTE: 

* - THERE IS NO OVERLAP BETWEEN THE ELAPSED 

* TIME REPORTED IN THIS FIELD AND THE 

* OTHER CLASS 3 ELAPSED TIMES. 

* - THERE IS NO OVERLAP BETWEEN THE ELAPSED 

* TIME REPORTED IN THIS FIELD AND THE 

* ELAPSED TIME REPORTED IN QLACCPUL FOR 

* THREADS WITH DISTRIBUTED ACTIVITY. */ 

QWACALOG DS CL8 /* ACCUMULATED WAIT TIME DUE TO PROCESSING OF 

* ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE) COMMANDS 

* NOTE: 

* THIS NUMBER REPRESENTS THE AMOUNT OF 

* TIME THAT AN INDIVIDUAL THREAD WAS SUSPENDED 

* DUE TO AN ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE) COMMAND 

* AND NOT THE TIME THAT IT TOOK FOR THE ENTIRE 

* COMMAND TO COMPLETE */ 

QWACARNL DS F /* NUMBER OF WAIT TRACE EVENTS PROCESSED FOR 

* WAITS FOR LOCK/LATCH */ 

QWACARNR DS F /* NUMBER OF WAIT TRACE EVENTS PROCESSED FOR 

* WAITS FOR READ I/O UNDER ANOTHER THREAD */ 

QWACARNW DS F /* NUMBER OF WAIT TRACE EVENTS PROCESSED FOR 

* WAITS FOR WRITE I/O UNDER ANOTHER THREAD */ 

QWACARNS DS F /* NUMBER OF WAIT TRACE EVENTS PROCESSED FOR 

* WAITS FOR SYNCHRONOUS EXECUTION UNIT 

* SWITCHING TO Db2 SERVICE TASKS. */ 

*/********************************************************************* 

* QWACALCT IS A CLASS 1 VALUE. IT WILL ALWAYS BE CALCULATED 
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**********************************************************************/ 

QWACALCT DS F /* NUMBER OF SUSPENSIONS DUE TO PROCESSING 

* OF ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE) COMMANDS */ 

*/********************************************************************* 

* THE FOLLOWING VALUES THROUGH QWACARNH ARE CALCULATED IF 

* ACCOUNTING CLASS 3 IS STARTED. 

**********************************************************************/ 

* 

QWAC2 DS 0F 

* 

QWACARND DS F /* Number of wait trace events processed */ 

* /* for waits for a drain lock. */ 

QWACAWDR DS CL8 /* Accumulated wait time for a drain lock. */ 

QWACAWCL DS CL8 /* Accumulated wait time for a drain */ 

* /* when waiting for claims to be released */ 

QWACARNC DS F /* Number of wait trace events processed */ 

* /* for suspensions to wait for claims to */ 

* /* be released */ 

QWACAWAR DS CL8 /* Accumulated wait time for archive reads */ 

* /* (TAPE) */ 

QWACANAR DS F /* Number of wait trace events processed */ 

* /* for archive reads */ 

QWACAWTP DS CL8 /* Accumulated wait time due to page latch */ 

* /* contention */ 

QWACARNH DS F /* Number of wait trace events processed */ 

* /* for page latch contention */ 

*/********************************************************************* 

* THE FOLLOWING VALUES THROUGH QWACPKGN ARE DEPENDENT ON THE 

* ACTIVATION OF OPTIONAL ACCOUNTING CLASSES. 

* QWACCLS2 WILL BE ON ONLY IF ACCOUNTING CLASS 2 WAS ACTIVE DURING 

* THE LIFE OF THE AGENT WHEN A CLASS 2 EVENT OCCURRED. 

* QWACCLS3 WILL BE ON ONLY IF ACCOUNTING CLASS 3 WAS ACTIVE DURING 

* THE LIFE OF THE AGENT WHEN A CLASS 3 EVENT OCCURRED. 

* QWACPKGN WILL BE NON-ZERO ONLY IF ACCOUNTING CLASS 7 AND/OR 8 

* WERE ACTIVE WHEN THE AGENT BEGAN EXECUTION OF A PACKAGE OR 

* OR DBRM. 

**********************************************************************/ 

* 

QWAC3 DS 0F 

* 

QWACFLGS DS H FLAGS 

* 

*/********************************************************************/ 

*/* BIT MEANINGS FOR QWACFLGS */ 

*/********************************************************************/ 

QWACCLS2 EQU X'0001' THERE IS NON-ZERO ACCOUNTING 

* CLASS 2 DATA IN THIS 

* DSNDQWAC DATA SECTION 

QWACCLS3 EQU X'0002' THERE IS NON-ZERO ACCOUNTING 

* CLASS 3 DATA IN THIS 

* DSNDQWAC DATA SECTION 

QWACPKGN DS H NUMBER OF PACKAGES/DBRMs FOR 

* WHICH THE APPROPRIATE TRACES 
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* WERE ACTIVE AND THEREFORE, 

* PACKAGE/DBRM LEVEL ACCOUNTING 

* WAS PERFORMED. THIS IS THE 

* NUMBER OF QPAC SECTIONS TO BE 

* WRITTEN FOR THIS AGENT IN IFCID 

* 3 UP TO 10. ANY ADDITIONAL 

* QPAC SECTIONS WILL BE WRITTEN 

* IN IFCID 239 RECORDS. 

* 

QWACEND DS 0C 

* 

*/********************************************************************/ 

*/*THE FOLLOWING VALUES DESCRIBE WHY ACCOUNTING WAS INVOKED- QWACRINV*/ 

*/********************************************************************/ 

* 

QWACRIFI EQU X'00000004' /*IFI READS REQUEST FOR IFCID 147 OR */ 

* /*148 */ 

QWACRSUS EQU X'00000006' /*SAME USER RESIGN-ON WITH SAME AUTHID */ 

QWACRNUS EQU X'00000008' /*NEW USER - THE AUTHORIZATION ID */ 

* /*CHANGED. */ 

QWACRINA EQU X'0000000A' /*DDF THREAD IS BECOMING INACTIVE */ 

QWACRDEA EQU X'0000000C' /*DEALLOCATION - NORMAL PROGRAM */ 

* /*TERMINATION */ 

*/********************************************************************/ 

*/* THE FOLLOWING CONSTANTS INDICATE WHY ACCOUNTING WAS CALLED, 

* HOWEVER, THE ACCOUNTING RECORD IS WRITTEN AT DEALLOCATION */ 

*/********************************************************************/ 

* 

QWACEOTN EQU X'00000010' /*END OF TASK - APPLICATION PROGRAM */ 

* /*TERMINATED - NORMAL */ 

QWACEOTA EQU X'00000014' /*END OF TASK - APPLICATION PROGRAM */ 

* /*ABEND SITUATION - ABNORMAL */ 

QWACEOMA EQU X'00000018' /*END OF MEMORY - ABNORMAL TERMINATION */ 

QWACRESI EQU X'0000001C' /*RESOLVE INDOUBT - ABNORMAL */ 

QWACCANF EQU X'00000020' /*CANCEL FORCE - STOP FORCE COMMAND */ 

* /*TERMINATED - ABNORMAL */ 

*/********************************************************************/ 

*/* THE FOLLOWING CONSTANTS INDICATE WHY ACCOUNTING WAS CALLED, 

* AND THE ACCOUNTING RECORD IS WRITTEN NOW WITH THE WORK UNIT 

* HAVING GONE INDOUBT */ 

*/********************************************************************/ 

QWACETIN EQU X'00000028' /*END OF TASK - APPLICATION PROGRAM */ 

* /*TERMINATED - NORMAL */ 

QWACETIA EQU X'0000002C' /*END OF TASK - APPLICATION PROGRAM */ 

* /*ABEND SITUATION - ABNORMAL */ 

QWACEMIA EQU X'00000030' /*END OF MEMORY - ABNORMAL TERMINATION */ 

* /*ABNORMAL */ 

QWACCNFI EQU X'00000038' /*CANCEL FORCE - STOP FORCE COMMAND */ 

* /*ABNORMAL */ 

QWHC: Correlation Header

Describes QWHC: Correlation Header.
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QWHCAID  DS   CL8          /*AUTHORIZATION ID                       */ 

QWHCCV   DS   CL12         /*CORRELATION ID VALUE                   */ 

QWHCCN   DS   CL8      /*CONNECTION NAME (NOT VALID ON END OF MEMORY & 

*                       REFLECTS THE MVS HOME ASID CONNECTION NAME) */ 

QWHCPLAN DS   CL8         /*PLAN NAME                               */ 

QWHCOPID DS   CL8         /*ORIGINAL OPERATOR ID                    */ 

QWHCATYP DS   F           /*CONNECTING SYSTEM TYPE CODE             */ 

QWHCTOKN DS   CL22        /* ACCOUNTING TOKEN                       */ 

*/*****************************************************************/ 

*/* CONNECTION SYSTEM TYPE CONSTANTS                              */ 

*/*****************************************************************/ 

QWHCTSO  EQU  X'1'      /* TSO FOREGROUND AND BACKGROUND          */ 

QWHCDb2C EQU  X'2'      /* Db2 CALL ATTACH                        */ 

QWHCDLIB EQU  X'3'      /* DL/I BATCH                             */ 

QWHCCICS EQU  X'4'      /* CICS ATTACH                            */ 

QWHCIMSB EQU  X'5'      /* IMS ATTACH BMP                         */ 

QWHCIMSM EQU  X'6'      /* IMS ATTACH MPP                         */ 

QWHCDUW  EQU  X'7'      /* SYSTEM-DIRECTED ACCESS                 */ 

QWHCRUW  EQU  X'8'      /* APPLICATION-DIRECTED ACCESS            */ 

QWHCICTL EQU  X'9'      /* IMS CONTROL REGION                     */ 

QWHCTBMP EQU  X'A'      /* IMS TRANSACTION BMP                    */ 

QWHD: Distributed Header

Describes QWHD: Distributed Header.

*/********************************************************************/ 

*/* THE FOLLOWING VALUES ARE OBTAINED WHEN THE RECORD IS WRITTEN     */ 

*/********************************************************************/ 

QWHDRQNM  DS   CL16       REQUESTER LOCATION NAME - BLANK IF HEADER IS 

*                            WRITTEN AT APPLICATION REQUESTER SITE 

*                            THE NAME BY WHICH Db2 KNOWS THE APPLI- 

*                            REQUESTER 

QWHDTSTP  DS   XL8        TIMESTAMP FOR DBAT TRACE RECORDS 

QWHDSVNM  DS   CL16       SRVNAM PARAMETER OF DRDA EXCSAT COMMAND 

*                           WHAT A DRDA REQUESTER CALLS ITSELF. 

*                           FOR PRIVATE PROTOCOLS SAME AS QWHDRQNM. 

*                           ZEROES IF HEADER IS WRITTEN AT 

*                           APPLICATION REQUESTER SITE. 

QWHDPRID  DS   CL8        PRDID PARAMETER OF DRDA ACCRDB COMMAND 

*                           PRODUCT ID OF APPLICATION REQUESTER. 

*                           FOR PRIVATE PROTOCOLS THIS FIELD WILL 

*                           BE SET TO AN APPROPRIATE PRODUCT ID VALUE 

*                           ZEROES IF HEADER IS WRITTEN AT APPLICA- 

*                           TION REQUESTER SITE. 

QWHS: Standard Header

Describes QWHS: Standard Header.

QWHSRMID DS   XL1         RESOURCE MANAGER ID 

QWHSIID  DS   XL2         IFCID 

QWHSNSDA DS   XL1         NUMBER OF SELF DEFINING AREAS 

QWHSRN   DS   XL1         RELEASE INDICATOR NUMBER - HEX 
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QWHSACE  DS   A           ACE ADDRESS - DISPATCH UNIT ADDRESS 

QWHSSSID DS   CL4         SUBSYSTEM NAME 

QWHSSTCK DS   XL8         STORE CLOCK VALUE OF HEADER 

* 

* ********************************************************************* 

* * NOTE- THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCE NUMBERS ARE UNIQUE WITHIN A SINGLE   * 

* * SUBSYSTEM INSTANCE AND ARE INITIALIZED TO ZERO ON RESTART.        * 

* * BECAUSE OF MP CONSIDERATIONS THE NUMBERS MAY NOT ALWAYS BE        * 

* * IN ASCENDING ORDER.                                               * 

* ********************************************************************* 

* 

QWHSISEQ DS   XL4         SEQUENCE NUMBER FOR IFCID 

QWHSWSEQ DS   XL4         SEQUENCE NUMBER FOR DESTINATION 

QWHSMTN  DS   XL4         ACTIVE TRACE NUMBER MASK 

QWHSLOCN DS   CL16        LOCAL LOCATION NAME 

QWHSLWID DS   0CL24       LUWID 

QWHSNID  DS   CL8         NETWORK ID 

QWHSLUNM DS   CL8         LUNAME 

QWHSLUUV DS   XL6         UNIQUENESS VALUE 

QWHSLUCC DS   FL2         COMMIT COUNT 

QWHSEND  DS   0F          END OF STANDARD HEADER 

* 

***THE FOLLOWING VALUES DEFINE THE IFCID IN QWHSIID                  ** 

***                     RMID: DESCRIPTION:                           ** 

QWHS0000 EQU   0             ..DEFAULT - NORMAL TRACE RECORDS 

QWHS0001 EQU   1          26 ..SYSTEM STATISTICS 

QWHS0002 EQU   2          26 ..DATA BASE STATISTICS 

QWHS0003 EQU   3          26 ..ACCOUNTING 

QWHS0004 EQU   4          16 START TRACE MESSAGE 

QWHS0005 EQU   5          16 STOP TRACE MESSAGE 

QWHS0006 EQU   6          10 READ BEGIN 

QWHS0007 EQU   7          10 READ END 

QWHS0008 EQU   8          10 WRITE BEGIN 

QWHS0009 EQU   9          10 WRITE END 

QWHS0010 EQU   10         10 ASYNCHRONOUS WRITE BEGIN 

QWHS0011 EQU   11         14 VALIDATION EXIT 

QWHS0012 EQU   12         14 ENCODE EXIT 

QWHS0013 EQU   13         14 HSET ENTRY 

QWHS0014 EQU   14         14 HSET EXIT 

QWHS0015 EQU   15         14 OSET ENTRY 

QWHS0016 EQU   16         14 SRT1 ENTRY 

QWHS0017 EQU   17         14 RNXT ENTRY 

QWHS0018 EQU   18         14 EXIT FROM OSET, SRT1, OR RNXT 

QWHS0019 EQU   19         14 DECODE EXIT 

QWHS0020 EQU   20         14 LOCK SUMMARY 

QWHS0021 EQU   21         20 LOCK DETAIL 

QWHS0022 EQU   22         22 MINI PLANS OPTIMIZER 

QWHS0023 EQU   23         21 UTILITY START 

QWHS0024 EQU   24         21 UTILITY OBJECT CHANGE 

QWHS0025 EQU   25         21 UTILITY END 

QWHS0026 EQU   26         20 SORT WORK FILE 

QWHS0027 EQU   27         20 SORT NEW RUN 

QWHS0028 EQU   28         20 SORT RUNS CREATED 
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QWHS0029 EQU   29         14 EDM I/O START 

QWHS0030 EQU   30         14 EDM I/O END 

QWHS0031 EQU   31         14 EDM POOL NOT LARGE ENOUGH 

QWHS0032 EQU   32         04 BEFORE EXECUTION UNIT SWITCH 

QWHS0033 EQU   33         04 AFTER EXECUTION UNIT SWITCH 

QWHS0034 EQU   34         04 READ ENTRY 

QWHS0035 EQU   35         04 READ EXIT 

QWHS0036 EQU   36         04 NON I/O BEGIN 

QWHS0037 EQU   37         04 NON I/O EXIT 

QWHS0038 EQU   38         04 WRITE ACTIVE ENTRY 

QWHS0039 EQU   39         04 WRITE ACTIVE EXIT 

QWHS0040 EQU   40         04 WRITE ARCHIVE ENTRY 

QWHS0041 EQU   41         04 WRITE ARCHIVE EXIT 

QWHS0042 EQU   42         03 CHECKPOINT ENTRY 

QWHS0043 EQU   43         03 CHECKPOINT EXIT 

QWHS0044 EQU   44         20 IRLM SUSPEND ENTRY 

QWHS0045 EQU   45         20 IRLM SUSPEND EXIT 

QWHS0046 EQU   46         02 SYNCHRONOUS EU SWITCH 

QWHS0047 EQU   47         02 EU SWITCH SRB ENTRY 

QWHS0048 EQU   48         02 EU SWITCH SRB EXIT 

QWHS0049 EQU   49         02 EU SWITCH TCB ENTRY 

QWHS0050 EQU   50         02 EU SWITCH TCB EXIT 

QWHS0051 EQU   51         02 SHARED LATCH RESUME 

QWHS0052 EQU   52         02 SHARED LATCH SUSPEND ENTRY 

QWHS0053 EQU   53         22 END DESCRIBE 

QWHS0054 EQU   54         20 LOCK CONTENTION INFORMATION 

QWHS0055 EQU   55         22 SQL SET CURRENT SQLID 

QWHS0056 EQU   56         02 EXCLUSIVE LATCH SUSPEND 

QWHS0057 EQU   57         02 EXCLUSIVE LATCH RESUME 

QWHS0058 EQU   58         22 SQL CALL COMPLETION 

QWHS0059 EQU   59         22 SQL FETCH 

QWHS0060 EQU   60         22 SQL SELECT 

QWHS0061 EQU   61         22 SQL DEL/INSERT/UPDATE 

QWHS0062 EQU   62         22 SQL AUTH/DDL/LOCK 

QWHS0063 EQU   63         22 SQL CALL TEXT 

QWHS0064 EQU   64         22 SQL PREPARE 

QWHS0065 EQU   65         22 SQL OPEN CURSOR 

QWHS0066 EQU   66         22 SQL CLOSE CURSOR 

QWHS0067 EQU   67         26 ACCOUNTING COLLECTION BEGINNING 

QWHS0068 EQU   68         07 ABORT ENTRY 

QWHS0069 EQU   69         07 ABORT EXIT 

QWHS0070 EQU   70         07 COMMIT ENTRY 

QWHS0071 EQU   71         07 COMMIT EXIT 

QWHS0072 EQU   72         07 CREATE THREAD ENTRY 

QWHS0073 EQU   73         07 CREATE THREAD EXIT 

QWHS0074 EQU   74         07 TERMINATE THREAD ENTRY 

QWHS0075 EQU   75         07 TERMINATE THREAD EXIT 

QWHS0076 EQU   76         07 END OF MEMORY ENTRY 

QWHS0077 EQU   77         07 END OF MEMORY EXIT 

QWHS0078 EQU   78         07 END OF TASK ENTRY 

QWHS0079 EQU   79         07 END OF TASK EXIT 

QWHS0080 EQU   80         07 ESTABLISH EXITS ENTRY 

QWHS0081 EQU   81         07 ESTABLISH EXITS EXIT 
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QWHS0082 EQU   82         07 IDENTIFY ENTRY 

QWHS0083 EQU   83         07 IDENTIFY EXIT 

QWHS0084 EQU   84         07 PREPARE ENTRY 

QWHS0085 EQU   85         07 PREPARE EXIT 

QWHS0086 EQU   86         07 SIGNON ENTRY 

QWHS0087 EQU   87         07 SIGNON EXIT 

QWHS0088 EQU   88         07 SYNC ENTRY 

QWHS0089 EQU   89         07 SYNC EXIT 

QWHS0090 EQU   90         23 COMMAND ENTRY 

QWHS0091 EQU   91         23 COMMAND EXIT 

QWHS0092 EQU   92         19 AMS ENTRY 

QWHS0093 EQU   93         02 SUSPEND 

QWHS0094 EQU   94         02 RESUME 

QWHS0095 EQU   95         22 SORT ENTRY 

QWHS0096 EQU   96         22 SORT EXIT 

QWHS0097 EQU   97         19 AMS EXIT 

QWHS0098 EQU   98         06 GETMAIN/FREEMAIN ENTRY 

QWHS0099 EQU   99         06 GETMAIN/FREEMAIN EXIT 

QWHS0100 EQU   100        06 POOL EXPAND/CONTRACT ENTRY 

QWHS0101 EQU   101        06 POOL EXPAND/CONTRACE EXIT 

QWHS0102 EQU   102        02 SHORT ON STORAGE ON 

QWHS0103 EQU   103        02 SHORT ON STORAGE OFF 

QWHS0104 EQU   104        04 LOG DATA SET MAPPING 

QWHS0105 EQU   105        10 DBID/OBID MAPPING 

QWHS0106 EQU   106        26 Z PARM INFORMATION 

QWHS0107 EQU   107        10 BUFFER MANAGER OPEN/CLOSE 

QWHS0108 EQU   108        20 BIND/REBIND BEGINNING 

QWHS0109 EQU   109        20 BIND/REBIND END 

QWHS0110 EQU   110        20 FREE BEGINNING 

QWHS0111 EQU   111        20 FREE END 

QWHS0112 EQU   112        20 SUCCESSFUL PLAN ALLOCATION ALLIED 

QWHS0113 EQU   113        20 SUCCESSFUL ALLOCATION SYSTEM AGENTS 

QWHS0114 EQU   114        04 BEGIN READ I/O ARCHIVE 

QWHS0115 EQU   115        04 END READ I/O ARCHIVE DASD 

QWHS0116 EQU   116        04 END READ I/O ARCHIVE TAPE 

QWHS0117 EQU   117        04 BEGIN READ ARCHIVE 

QWHS0118 EQU   118        04 END READ ARCHIVE 

QWHS0119 EQU   119        04 BEG BSDS WRITE 

QWHS0120 EQU   120        04 END BSDS WRITE 

QWHS0121 EQU   121        07 THREAD LEVEL ENTRY INTO Db2 

QWHS0122 EQU   122        07 THREAD LEVEL EXIT FROM Db2 

QWHS0123 EQU   123        26 RESERVED FOR SRV GENERATED RECORDS 

QWHS0124 EQU   124        26 SQL STATEMENT ON READS 3-88* 

QWHS0125 EQU   125        22 MULTIPLE INDEX ACCESS PATH SELECTION 

QWHS0126 EQU   126        04 BUFFER LOG WRITES..READA 

QWHS0127 EQU   127        10 BEGIN WAIT FOR I/O BY ANOTHER AGENT 

QWHS0128 EQU   128        10 END WAIT FOR I/O BY ANOTHER AGENT 

QWHS0129 EQU   129        04 BUFFER LOG WRITES..READS 

QWHS0130 EQU   130        14 RESERVED INDEX LOGGING 

QWHS0131 EQU   131        21 USED BY UTILITIES 

QWHS0132 EQU   132 

QWHS0133 EQU   133 

QWHS0134 EQU   134 
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QWHS0135 EQU   135        14 WORK FILE ALLOC/DELETE BLOCK 

QWHS0136 EQU   136        22 SQL PARSE 

QWHS0137 EQU   137        22 PATH 

QWHS0138 EQU   138        RESERVED 

QWHS0139 EQU   139        RESERVED 

QWHS0140 EQU   140        22 AUTHORIZATION FAILURES 

QWHS0141 EQU   141        22 EXPLICIT GRANTS AND REVOKES 

QWHS0142 EQU   142        22 CREATES, ALTERS, AND DROPS 

QWHS0143 EQU   143        14 FIRST CHANGE (WRITE) AUDIT OBJECT 

QWHS0144 EQU   144        14 FIRST ACCESS (READ) AUDITED OBJECT 

QWHS0145 EQU   145        22 SQL TEXT FOR AUDITED OBJECT 

QWHS0146 EQU   146        16 INSTALLATION AUDIT RECORD 

QWHS0147 EQU   147        26 ACTIVE THREAD SNAPSHOT 

QWHS0148 EQU   148        26 ACTIVE THREAD DETAIL 

QWHS0149 EQU   149        16 ALL LOCK HOLDERS OF A RESOURCE 

QWHS0150 EQU   150        16 ALL LOCK FOR A USER 

QWHS0151 EQU   151        16 INSTALLATION ACCOUNTING INFORMATION 

QWHS0152 EQU   152        16 INSTALLATION STATISTICS 

QWHS0153 EQU   153        16 INSTALLATION PERFORMANCE EXCEPTION 

QWHS0154 EQU   154        16 INSTALLATION PERFORMANCE 

QWHS0155 EQU   155        16 INSTALLATION MONITORING 

QWHS0156 EQU   156        16 INSTALLATION SERVICEABILITY 

QWHS0157 EQU   157        25 DRDS REQUESTING SITE DATA 

QWHS0158 EQU   158        25 DRDS RESPONDING SITE DATA 

QWHS0159 EQU   159        25 DRDS CONVERSATION MGR INTERACTIONS 

QWHS0160 EQU   160        27 DC REQUESTING AGENT DATA 

QWHS0161 EQU   161        27 DC RESPONDING AGENT DATA 

QWHS0162 EQU   162        28 DTM REQUESTING AGENT DATA 

QWHS0163 EQU   163        28 DTM RESPONDING AGENT DATA 

QWHS0164 EQU   164        27 VTAM EXITS TO Db2 

QWHS0165 EQU   165        27 VTAM MACRO CALLS/RETURNS 

QWHS0166 EQU   166        27 BUFFER SENT/RECEIVED 

QWHS0167 EQU   167        27 CONVERSATION ALLOCATION REQUEST 

QWHS0168 EQU   168        22 DISTRIBUTED SQL STATEMENT 

QWHS0169 EQU   169        27 DISTRIBUTED AUTHID TRANSLATION 

QWHS0170 EQU   170        02 BEGIN WAIT FOR EU SWITCH 

QWHS0171 EQU   171        02 END WAIT FOR EU SWITCH 

QWHS0172 EQU   172        20 DEADLOCK DATA 

QWHS0173 EQU   173        RESERVED 

QWHS0174 EQU   174        03 BEGIN ARC LOG MODE(QUIESCE) WAIT 

QWHS0175 EQU   175        03 END ARC LOG MODE(QUIESCE) WAIT 

QWHS0176 EQU   176        RESERVED 

QWHS0177 EQU   177        22 SUCCESSFUL PACKAGE ALLOCATION 

QWHS0178 EQU   178        03 START DSNJW117 EXIT ROUTINE 

QWHS0179 EQU   179        03 END DSNJW117 EXIT ROUTINE 

QWHS0180 EQU   180        27 DSS COMMUNICATION BUFFERS 

QWHS0181 EQU   181        29 DDM LEVEL 6B OBJECTS 

QWHS0182 EQU   182        29 DDM LEVEL 6B OBJECTS 

QWHS0183 EQU   183        RESERVED 

QWHS0184 EQU   184        RESERVED 

QWHS0185 EQU   185        16 CHANGED DATA CAPTURE 

QWHS0186 EQU   186        16 MEPL TRACE 

QWHS0187 EQU   187        26 Accounting class 5 flag 
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QWHS0188 EQU   188        16 CDC PERFORMANCE RECORD 

QWHS0189 EQU   189        RESERVED 

QWHS0190 EQU   190        22 HYBRID JOIN OVERFLOWS 

QWHS0191 EQU   191        29 DDM LEVEL 6B OBJECTS 

QWHS0192 EQU   192        27 DDM LEVEL 6A HEADER ERRORS 

QWHS0193 EQU   193        28 UOW DISPOSITION/SQLCODE MISMATCH 

QWHS0194 EQU   194        27 INVALID SNA FMH-5 RECEIVED 

QWHS0195 EQU   195        25 SQLDA DISCREPANCY 

QWHS0196 EQU   196        20 TIMEOUT DATA 

QWHS0197 EQU   197        RESERVED 

QWHS0198 EQU   198        10 BUFFER MGR GETPAGE/SETWRITE TRACE 

QWHS0199 EQU   199        RESERVED 

QWHS0200 EQU   200        RESERVED 

QWHS0201 EQU   201        10 ALTER BUFFER POOL COMMAND 

QWHS0202 EQU   202        26 DYNAMIC ZPARM INFORMATION 

QWHS0203 EQU   203        28 Heuristic Decision 

QWHS0204 EQU   204        28 Partner COLD START detected 

QWHS0205 EQU   205        28 Incorrect LOGNAME or Syncpoint 

*                            parameters on warm start 

QWHS0206 EQU   206        28 SNA Compare States protocol error 

QWHS0207 EQU   207        28 Heuristic damage detected during 

*                              SNA Compare State exchange 

QWHS0208 EQU   208        28 SNA Synchpoint protocol error 

QWHS0209 EQU   209        28 Synchpoint communication failure 

QWHS0210 EQU   210        28 LOGNAME changed on WARM START 

QWHS0211 EQU   211        10 Make/Release/Change Claim request 

*                              information 

QWHS0212 EQU   212        10 Drain/Release Claim request 

*                              information 

QWHS0213 EQU   213        20 Begin wait for a drain lock 

QWHS0214 EQU   214        20 End wait for a drain lock 

QWHS0215 EQU   215        20 Begin wait for claim count to go 

*                              to zero 

QWHS0216 EQU   216        20 End wait for claim count to go 

*                              to zero 

QWHS0217 EQU   217        RESERVED 

QWHS0218 EQU   218        14 Commit_LSN summary record 

QWHS0219 EQU   219        RESERVED 

QWHS0220 EQU   220        RESERVED 

QWHS0221 EQU   221        22 Degree of parallelism of a parallel 

*                              group 

QWHS0222 EQU   222        22 Number of rows processed by a 

*                              parallel group 

QWHS0223 EQU   223        14 Commit_LSN detail record 

QWHS0224 EQU   224        14 Data Manager Select Procedure 

*                              bypass trace 

QWHS0225 EQU   225        RESERVED 

QWHS0226 EQU   226        10 Begin Wait due to page latch 

*                              contention 

QWHS0227 EQU   227        10 End Wait due to page latch 

*                              contention 

QWHS0228 EQU   228        04 Start archive tape unit 

*                              deallocation wait 
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QWHS0229 EQU   229        04 End archive deallocation wait 

QWHS0230 EQU   230        RESERVED 

QWHS0231 EQU   231        RESERVED 

QWHS0232 EQU   232        26 ACCOUNTING CLASS 2 IFCID 

QWHS0233 EQU   233        RESERVED 

QWHS0234 EQU   234        07 CICS or IMS NID is unknown 

QWHS0235 EQU   235        28 Conditional restart data loss 

QWHS0236 EQU   236        27 XLN Protocol error 

QWHS0237 EQU   237        22 SET CURRENT DEGREE 

QWHS0238 EQU   238        30 Error detected during Db2 restart 

QWHS0239 EQU   239        26 Package/DBRM acctounting overflow 

*                            information 

QWHS0240 EQU   240        26 Accounting class 7 IFCID 

QWHS0241 EQU   241        26 Accounting class 8 IFCID 

QWHT: Trace Header

Describes QWHT: Trace Header.

QWHTTID  DS   H       /*ID SPECIFIED ON DSNWTRC MACRO */ 

QWHTTAG  DS   XL1     /*TAG SPECIFIED ON DSNWTRC MACRO */ 

QWHTFUNC DS   XL1     /*FUNC SPECIFIED ON DSNWTRC MACRO */ 

QWHTEB   DS   A       /*EB ADDRESS */ 

QWHTPASI DS   H       /*PASID - EPAR */ 

*  /*FOLLOWING FIELDS BELONG TO CALLER OF MODULE WHICH INVOKED TRACE*/ 

QWHTR14A DS   H       /*REGISTER 14 ASID*/ 

QWHTR14  DS   F       /*REGISTER 14 */ 

QWHTR15  DS   F       /*REGISTER 15 */ 

QWHTR0   DS   F       /*REGISTER 0 */ 

QWHTR1   DS   F       /*REGISTER 1 */ 

QWHTEXU  DS   A       /*ADDRESS OF MVS EXECUTION UNIT */ 

QWHTDIM  DS   H       /*NUMBER OF DATA ITEMS*/ 

QWHTHASI DS   H       /*HOME ASID */ 

*  /*THE FOLLOWING FIELDS REPEAT FOR EACH DATA ITEM*/ 

QWHTDATA DS   A       /*ADDRESS OF THE DATA*/ 

QWHTFLAG DS   H       /*FLAGS IN THE TRACE LIST*/ 

QWHTDATL DS   H       /*LENGTH OF THE DATA*/ 

QWHU: CPU Header

Describes QWHU: CPU Header.

QWHUCPU DS   XL8      /*CPUTIME OF THE MVS TCB OR SRB DISPATCHED*/ 

*         /*NOTE: A GIVEN ACE TOKEN MAY OPERATE UNDER ONE OR 

*           MORE MVS DISPATCHABLE UNITS. THUS THE CPU TIME 

*           COULD DECREASE BETWEEN EVENTS. 

*           BINARY ZERO INDICATES TIME WAS NOT AVAILABLE*/ 

QWHUCNT DS   XL2 /*(S) COUNT FIELD RESERVED */ 

QWSA: Control Address Space Statistics

Describes QWSA: Control address space statistics.

* INSTRUMENTATION STATISTICS DATA OF CPU TIMER VALUES FOR EACH
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* RESOURCE MANAGER & CONTROL ADDRESS SPACE. 

* 

* NOTE: FIELDS DEFINED AS CHARACTER MAY CONTAIN HEX DATA 

* 

QWSAPROC DS    CL4   LAST FOUR CHARACTERS OF THE PROCEDURE NAME USED TO 

* START THE ADDRESS SPACE - OR A CONSTANT IDENTIFIER 

QWSAEJST DS    XL8   JOB STEP TIMER VALUE FOR ADDRESS SPACE 

QWSASRBT DS    XL8   SRB TIMER VALUE FOR ADDRESS SPACE 

QWSAASID DS    H     ASID OF THE ADDRESS SPACE 

         DS    H     RESERVED 

QWSAASCB DS    F     ASCB TOKEN 

QWSB: IFC Destination Statistics

Describes QWSB: IFC destination statistics.

QWSBNM   DS    CL4        /*NAME OF THE EXTERNAL OR INTERNAL DESTINATION 

*                           FOLLOWING ARE EXAMPLES OF DESTINATION VALUES: 

*                           GTF, SMF 

*                           RES = RESIDENT TRACE TABLE 

*                           SRV = SERVICEABILITY 

*                           SR1 = INTERNAL SPECIAL ACCOUNTING DESTINATION 

*                           USED TO CALCULATE OPTIONAL DELTA TIMINGS*/ 

*                           SR2 = INTERNAL SPECIAL DESTINATION FOR IFI READS 

*                           USED TO RETURN DATA TO THE APPLICATION */ 

*                           OPN = SPECIAL DESTINATION FOR IFI READA BUFFERED 

*                           RECORDS */ 

* /* STATISTICS UPDATED WITH COMPARE & SWAP (+=YES,-=NO) */ 

QWSBSTAT DS    0F         /*STATISTIC COUNTERS */ 

QWSBWSEQ DS    F          /*+UNIQUE SEQUENCE NUMBER*/ 

QWSBSRSW DS    F          /*+RECORDS WRITTEN */ 

QWSBSRNW DS    F          /*+RECORDS NOT WRITTEN */ 

* 

*                      THE FOLLOWING REASONS FOR FAILURE 

*                    ARE GENERIC CATEGORIES. ERRORS CAN OCCUR 

*                    BECAUSE THE EXTERNAL WRITER HAS A PROBLEM 

*                    (SMF AND GTF). 

*                    RECORDS CAN ALSO FAIL TO BE PROCESSED BY 

*                    INTERNAL WRITERS (SR1, SR2, SRV, OPN, RES). 

* 

*                    ONLY EXTERNAL WRITER ERROR CATEGORIES 

*                    ARE COMMENTED BELOW. 

* 

*                    INTERNAL WRITER ERRORS 

*                    NORMALLY ARE CAUSED BECAUSE ASYNCHONOUS 

*                    TRACE EVENTS OCCUR AND THE WRITER CANNOT 

*                    PROCESS THE REQUEST. INTERNAL WRITER ERRORS 

*                    ARE NOT A PROBLEM TO (SRV, SR1, RES,AND SR2) 

*                    INTERNAL ERRORS TO OPN USUALLY INDICATE 

*                    AN APPLICATION PROGRAM IS NOT PROCESSING 

*                    RECORDS BEFORE THE BUFFER FILLS OR A OPX 

*                    DESTINATION TRACE IS ACTIVE AND AN 

*                    APPLICATION PROGRAM DOES NOT EXIST TO PROCES 
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*                    PROCESS THE RECORDS. 

QWSBSBUF DS    H             /*- BUFFER ERRORS */ 

QWSBSACT DS    H             /*-NOT ACTIVE ERRORS */ 

QWSBSRNA DS    H             /*-RECORD NOT ACCEPTED */ 

QWSBSWF  DS    H             /*-WRITER FAILURES */ 

QWSBOTH  DS    0F            /*(S) */ 

QWSBOTH1 DS    X             /*(S) */ 

QWSBOTH2 DS    X             /*(S) */ 

QWSBOTH3 DS    X             /*(S) */ 

QWSBOTH4 DS    X             /*(S) */ 

QWSC: IFCID Statistical Information

Describes QWSC: IFCID statistical information.

QWSCIID  DS    H                    IFCID 

         DS    H                    RESERVED 

QWSCSTAT DS    0F                   STATISTICS 

QWSCISEQ DS    F                    +IFCID SEQUENCE NUMBER 

* 

*       THE FOLLWING COUNTS ARE UPDATED BY THE TRACE 

*        WRITER. IF A IFCID IS ACTIVE TO MULTIPLE TRACES 

*        DESTINATIONS, THEN THE RECORD COUNTS BELOW 

*        MAY BE GREATER THAN THE IFCID SEQUENCE NUMBER (QWSCISEQ) 

* 

QWSCSRSW DS   F                     +RECORDS WRITTEN 

QWSCSRNW DS   F                     +RECORDS NOT WRITTEN 

QWSCSRND DS   H                     -RECORD NOT DESIRED 

*         INSTALATION TURNED OFF, SEVERE ERROR 

QWSCSBNA DS   H                     -BUFFER NOT AVAILABLE 

QWSCSCF  DS   H                     -COLLECTION FAILURE 

*         ABEND DURING COLLECTION, ERROR RETURN INFORMATION 

QWSCOTH1 DS   X                     (S) 

QWSCOTH2 DS   X                     (S) 

QWSD: Miscellaneous IFC Statistics

Describes QWSD: Miscellaneous IFC statistics.

QWSDCKPT DS   F              /* Db2 CHECKPOINT COUNT */ 

* 

QWSDRINV DS   F               /*REASON WHY STATISTICS WAS INVOKED 

*                               04 = Db2 START UP 

*                               08 = Db2 SHUT DOWN 

*                               0C = BY COMMAND 

*                               10 = ACTIVATED BY TIMER 

*                               14 = ACTIVATED AT CHECKPOINT 

*                               18 = ACTIVATED DURING ACCOUNTING 

*                               1C = READS REQUEST 

*                               20 = RESERVED */ 

* 

QWSDLR   DS    XL8           /*HIGH USED RBA ADDRESS OF LOG */ 

* 

* THE IFI COUNTERS ARE NOT UPDATED USING COMPARE AND SWAP 
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* 

QWSDSCA  DS    F             /*COUNT OF IFI ABENDS */ 

QWSDSCU  DS    F             /*COUNT OF IFI UNRECOGNIZED FUNCTIONS */ 

QWSDSCCO DS    F             /*COUNT OF IFI COMMAND REQUESTS */ 

QWSDSCRA DS    F             /*COUNT OF IFI READA REQUESTS */ 

QWSDSCRS DS    F             /*COUNT OF IFI READS REQUESTS */ 

QWSDSCWR DS    F             /*COUNT OF IFI WRITE REQUESTS */ 

QWSDCDCS DS    0F            /* IFI DATA CAPTURE STATISTICS */ 

QWSDCDLC DS    F             /* NUMBER OF LOG RECORDS CAPTURED FOR */ 

*                            /* WHICH DATA CAPTURE PROCESSING WAS */ 

*                            /* INVOKED. */ 

QWSDCDLR DS    F             /* NUMBER OF DATA CAPTURE LOG READS */ 

*                            /* PERFORMED. */ 

QWSDCDRR DS    F             /* NUMBER OF DATA CAPTURE LOG RECORDS */ 

*                            /* RETURNED. */ 

QWSDCDDR DS    F             /* NUMBER OF DATA CAPTURE DATA ROWS */ 

*                            /* RETURNED. */ 

*                            /* DATA CAPTURE DATA ROWS ARE RETURNED */ 

*                            /* IN IFCID 185 AND MAPPED BY QW0185DR. */ 

QWSDCDDD DS    F             /* NUMBER OF DATA CAPTURE DATA */ 

*                            /* DESCRIPTIONS RETURNED. DATA CAPTURE */ 

*                            /* DATA DESCRIPTIONS ARE MAPPED IN IFCID */ 

*                            /* 185 BEGINNING WITH FIELD QW0185DD. */ 

QWSDCDMB DS    F             /* NUMBER OF DATA CAPTURE DESCRIBES */ 

*                            /* PERFORMED. */ 

QWSDCDTB DS    F             /* NUMBER OF DATA CAPTURE TABLES FOR */ 

*                            /* WHICH DATA CAPTURE DATA DESCRIPTIONS */ 

*                            /* WERE RETURNED. */ 

QXST: SQL Statistics (Table of SQL Statement Counters)

Describes QXST: SQL statistics (Table of SQL Statement Counters).

QXST     DS   0D        RDS ACCOUNTING AREA 

QXHEAD   DS   0F        CONTROL BLOCK HEADER 

QXID     DS   H         CONTROL BLOCK ID 

QXLEN    DS   H         CONTROL BLOCK LENGTH 

QXEYE    DS   CL4       CONTROL BLOCK EYE CATCHER 

STMT     DS   0F        OVERLAY ON QXSTATS 

QXSTATS  DS   0F        ACCOUNTING STATISTICS 

QXSELECT DS   F         # OF SELECTS 

QXINSRT  DS   F         # OF INSERTS 

QXUPDTE  DS   F         # OF UPDATES 

QXDELET  DS   F         # OF DELETES 

QXDESC   DS   F         # OF DESCRIBES 

QXPREP   DS   F         # OF PREPARES 

QXOPEN   DS   F         # OF OPENS 

QXCLOSE  DS   F         # OF CLOSES 

QXCRTAB  DS   F         # OF CREATE TABLE 

QXCRINX  DS   F         # OF CREATE INDEX 

QXCTABS  DS   F         # OF CREATE TABLESPACE 

QXCRSYN  DS   F         # OF CREATE SYNONYM 

QXCRDAB  DS   F         # OF CREATE DATABASE 
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QXCRSTG  DS   F         # OF CREATE STORAGE GROUP 

QXDEFVU  DS   F         # OF CREATE VIEW 

QXDRPIX  DS   F         # OF DROP INDEX 

QXDRPTA  DS   F         # OF DROP TABLE 

QXDRPTS  DS   F         # OF DROP TABLESPACE 

QXDRPDB  DS   F         # OF DROP DATABASE 

QXDRPSY  DS   F         # OF DROP SYNONYM 

QXDRPST  DS   F         # OF DROP STORAGE GROUP 

QXDRPVU  DS   F         # OF DROP VIEW 

QXALTST  DS   F         # OF ALTER STORAGE GROUP 

QXFETCH  DS   F         # OF FETCHS 

QXALTTS  DS   F         # OF ALTER TABLESPACE 

QXALTTA  DS   F         # OF ALTER TABLE 

QXALTIX  DS   F         # OF ALTER INDEX 

QXCMTON  DS   F         # OF COMMENT ON 

QXLOCK   DS   F         # OF LOCK TABLE 

QXGRANT  DS   F         # OF GRANT 

QXREVOK  DS   F         # OF REVOKE 

QXINCRB  DS   F         # OF INCREMENTAL BINDS EXCLUDING PREPARES 

QXLABON  DS   F         # OF LABEL ON 

QXSETSQL DS   F         # OF Set Current SQLID                    1 

QXCRALS  DS   F         # OF CREATE ALIAS                         2 

QXDRPAL  DS   F         # OF DROP ALIAS                           2 

QXMIAP   DS   F         # of times RID list processing used. This 9 

*                       field is incremented once for a given     9 

*                       table access for Index Access with list   9 

*                       prefetch and for Multiple Index Access.   9 

QXNSMIAP DS   F         # of times a RID list was not used for    9 

*                       a given RID list process involving one    9 

*                       index (Index Access with list prefetch)   9 

*                       or involving multiple indexes (Multiple   9 

*                       Index Access) because no storage was      9 

*                       available to hold the list of RIDs.       9 

QXMRMIAP DS   F         # of times one or more RID lists were not 9 

*                       used for a given RID list process involving 

*                       one indx (Index Access with list prefetch)9 

*                       or involving multiple indexes (Multiple   9 

*                       Index Access) because the number of RIDs  9 

*                       exceeded one or more internal limits.     9 

QXSETHV   DS   F        # OF Set Host-Variable statements, we     6 

*                       don't trace the contents of the special   6 

*                       register.                                 6 

QXALDAB   DS   F        # OF ALTER DATABASE                       7 

QXDRPPKG  DS   F        # OF DROP PACKAGE STATEMENTS              8 

QXDSCRTB  DS   F        # OF DESCRIBE TABLE STATEMENTS            8 

QXMAXDEG  DS   F        Maximum degree of parallelism among the   A 

*                       parallel groups to indicate the extent to A 

*                       which query parallelism applies.          A 

QXTOTGRP  DS   F        Total number of parallel groups executed  A 

QXDEGCUR  DS   F        Total number pf parallel groups which     A 

*                       fell back to sequential mode because the  A 

*                       cursor may be used in UPDATE/DELETE.      A 

QXDEGESA  DS   F        Total number of parallel groups which fellA 
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*                       back to sequential mode due to lack of    A 

*                       ESA sort support.                         A 

QXDEGBUF  DS   F        Total number of parallel groups that have C 

*                       a planned degree greater than one at run  C 

*                       time, but fell back to sequential mode    C 

*                       because of storage shortage or contention C 

*                       on the buffer pool.                       C 

QXREDGRP  DS   F        Total number of parallel groups that have C 

*                       a planned degree greater than one at run  C 

*                       time, but were processed to a parallel    C 

*                       degree less than planned because of a     C 

*                       storage shortage or contention on the     C 

*                       buffer pool.                              C 

QXNORGRP  DS   F        Total number of parallel groups that have C 

*                       a planned degree greater than one at run  C 

*                       time, and were executed to the same degreeC 

*                       because of sufficient storage on the      C 

*                       buffer pool.                              C 

QXCON1    DS   F        # of CONNECT type 1 statements executed   B 

QXCON2    DS   F        # of CONNECT type 2 statements executed   B 

QXREL     DS   F        # of RELEASE statements executed          B 

QXSETCON  DS   F        # of SET CONNECTION statements executed   B 

QXSETCDG  DS   F        # of SET CURRENT DEGREE statements        A 

*                       executed 

QW01242: SQL Statement if the Agent is at Thread Level

Describes QW01242: SQL statement if the agent is at thread level.

****************************************************************** 

* LOCATED OUT OF SELF DEFINING SECTION QWT02R20                  * 

****************************************************************** 

QW01242T DS    0C    SQL STATEMENT IF THE AGENT IS AT THREAD LEVEL 

*                    AND AN SQL STATEMENT IS PRESENT. 

*                    FOR DYNAMIC SQL THIS STATEMENT MAY REPRESENT 

*                    THE INITIAL STATEMENT IE SELECT EVEN THOUGH THE 

*                    STATEMENT IS BEING ACTED UPON BY THE APPLICATION 

*                    PROGRAM CAN BE DOING A PREPARE, OPEN 

*                    CURSOR, FETCH ETC. CHECK THE RDISTYPE FIELD. 

*                    FOR STATIC SQL THIS STATEMENT MAY BE A DECLARE 

*                    CURSOR. AGAIN CHECK THE RDISTYPE FOR THE 

*                    SPECIFIC FUNCTION OCCURING. 

*                    ONLY THE FIRST 2098 (DECIMAL) BYTES OF AN SQL 

*                    STATEMENT MAY BE RETURNED. BYTES AFTER 

*                    2098 (DECIMAL) ARE TRUNCATED 

*                    BEGINNING WITH Db2 V2R3, HOST VARIABLES IN 

*                    SQL STATEMENTS ARE REPRESENTED AS " :H " IN 

*                    IFC ID 0124. 

QW01243: Information about the SQL Plan

Describes QW01243: Information about the SQL plan.

QW01243G DS    X        /* GEN FLAGS */ 
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QW0124GR EQU   X'40'    /* YES - HOLD READ LOCKS UNTIL */ 

*                       /* COMMIT */ 

QW0124GB EQU   X'04'    /* YES IF INTERNAL (I.E. DYNAMIC) */ 

*                       /* BIND IN PROCESS. */ 

QW01243F DS    X        /* STATIC BIND FLAGS */ 

QW0124FU EQU   X'80'    /* SET TO YES IF ACQUIRE(USE) WAS */ 

*                       /* SPECIFIED ON THE STATIC BIND */ 

*                       /* REQUEST. SET TO NO OTHERWISE.*/ 

QW0124FC EQU   X'40'    /* SET TO YES IF RELEASE(COMMIT) */ 

*                       /* WAS SPECIFIED ON THE STATIC */ 

*                       /* BIND REQUEST. OTHERWISE SET */ 

*                       /* TO NO. */ 

QW01243R DS    X        /* INDICATOR FLAGS - RD */ 

QW0124RR EQU   X'40'    /* YES FOR ISOLATION LEVEL = RR */ 

*                       /* DYNAMIC SQL */ 

QW0124RD EQU   X'10'    /* DYNAMIC SQL INDICATOR */ 

QW01246: Agent Information

Describes QW01246: Agent information.

QW01246Y DS    CL8                   /* CONNECTION TYPE              */ 

QW01246A DS    F                     /* ACE TOKEN REPORTED           */ 

QW01246Q DS    H                     /* APPLICATION REQUEST COUNT IS */ 

*                                    /* THE NUMBER OF ATTACH PACKAGE */ 

*                                    /* CALLS TO Db2                 */ 

QW01246S DS    H                     /* ASID OF AGENT                */ 

QW01246I DS    C                     /* A = IN APPLICATION           */ 

*                                    /* D = IN Db2                   */ 

*/********************************************************************/ 

* /* STATUS INDICATORS                                               */ 

*/********************************************************************/ 

QW01246L DS    X                   /* (S)                            */ 

QW0124LD EQU   X'80'               /* 1=THREAD AT PLAN LEVEL.        */ 

*                                  /* 0=SIGNON/IDENTIFY LEVEL THREAD */ 

QW0124LS EQU   X'40'               /* AGENT IS IN EOT TERMINATION.   */ 

QW0124LQ EQU   X'20'               /* 1=CREATE_THREAD IS QUEUED      */ 

QW0124LT EQU   X'10'               /* 1=TSO FOREGROUND.              */ 

*                                  /* TSO CONNECTION TYPE            */ 

*                                  /* ON=FOREGROUND                  */ 

*                                  /* OFF=BACKGROUND                 */ 

QW0124LE EQU   X'08'               /* AGENT QUEUED FOR EOT TERM.     */ 

QW0124L5 EQU   X'07'               /* RESERVED                       */ 

QW01246D DS    X                   /* AGENT STATUS FLAGS - V2R2      */ 

QW0124D0 EQU   X'FC'               /* RESERVED                       */ 

QW0124DB EQU   X'02'               /* DATA BASE ACCESS AGENT.        */ 

QW0124DD EQU   X'01'               /* DISTRIBUTED ALLIED AGENT.      */ 

*                                  /* THIS BIT IS ALSO SET FOR DATA  */ 

*                                  /* BASE ACCESS AGENTS.            */ 

         DS    CL1                 /* RESERVED                       */ 

QW01246C DS    F                   /* ASCB TOKEN                     */ 

QW01246T DS    F                   /* TCB TOKEN                      */ 

********************************************************************* 
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* CURRENT PACKAGE NAME, WHICH IS MAPPED BY THE FOLLOWING 5 FIELDS,  * 

* IS BLANK WHEN A THREAD IS NOT CURRENTLY EXECUTING A PACKAGE.      * 

* IF THE CURRENT OR MOST RECENTLY EXECUTED SQL STATEMENT WAS        * 

* 'CONNECT' OR 'SET CURRENT PACKAGE SET', THEN THE CURRENT PACKAGE  * 

* NAME HAS NOT YET BEEN FULLY ESTABLISHED, AND CURRENT PACKAGE NAME * 

* WILL BE BLANK.                                                    * 

* 'COMMIT', 'ROLLBACK', 'SET <Host Variable> = CURRENT PACKAGE SET',* 

* AND 'SET <host variable> = CURRENT SERVER' EXECUTE WITHOUT REGARD * 

* TO THE CURRENT PACKAGE NAME. THE CURRENT PACKAGE NAME THAT WILL   * 

* BE RETURNED DURING AND AFTER EXECUTION OF THESE STATEMENTS WILL   * 

* BE THAT OF THE SQL STATEMENT THAT PRECEEDED IT.                   * 

* IF THE APPLICATION REQUESTOR SITE INDICATES THAT THE CURRENT      * 

* PACKAGE RESIDES AT AN APPLICATION SERVER SITE, THEN THE CURRENT   * 

* PACKAGE NAME IS THE PACKAGE THAT THE REQUESTING SITE HAS ASKED    * 

* TO BE EXECUTED. DUE TO COMMUNICATION AND OTHER DELAYS, THE        * 

* PACKAGE MAY NOT ACTUALLY BE CURRENTLY EXECUTING AT THE SERVER     * 

* SITE.                                                             * 

********************************************************************* 

QW0124CP DS   0CL60                       CURRENT PACKAGE NAME 

QW0124LN DS   CL16                        LOCATION NAME 

QW0124PK DS   0CL44                       PACKAGE NAME 

QW0124CI DS   CL18                        COLLECTION NAME 

QW0124PN DS   CL18                        PACKAGE ID 

QW0124CN DS   CL8                         CONSISTENCY TOKEN - 64 BIT 

*                                         UNSIGNED BINARY INTEGER 

******************************************************************** 

*                                                                  * 

*           THE FOLLOWING FIVE FIELDS DEFINE THE LUWID             * 

*                                                                  * 

******************************************************************** 

* 

         DS   0F 

QW0124LU DS   0CL24                       LUWID 

QW0124NI DS   CL8                         NETWORK ID 

QW0124LM DS   CL8                         LUNAME 

QW0124UV DS   XL6                         UNIQUENESS VALUE 

QW0124CC DS   FL2                         COMMIT COUNT 

QW0148: Active Thread Information

Describes QW0148: Active thread information.

QW0148TY  DS   CL8                   CONNECTION TYPE 

QW0148AC  DS   F                     ACE TOKEN REPORTED 

QW0148RQ  DS   H            APPLICATION REQUEST COUNT IS THE # OF 

*                             ATTACH PACKAGE CALLS TO Db2 

QW0148AS  DS   H                     ASID OF AGENT 

QW0148AI  DS   C                     A = IN APPLICATION 

*                                    D = IN Db2 

* 

*                STATUS INDICATORS 

QW0148FL  DS   X                 AGENT STATUS FLAGS 

* 
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***...............QW0148FL CONSTANTS.................................** 

QW0148CD EQU   X'80'                 1=THREAD AT PLAN LEVEL. 

*                                    0=SIGNON/IDENTIFY LEVEL THREAD 

QW0148ES EQU   X'40'                 AGENT IS DEFERRED TERMINATION 

QW0148CQ EQU   X'20'                 1=CREATE_THREAD IS QUEUED 

QW0148TS EQU   X'10'                 1=TSO FOREGROUND. 

*                                    TSO CONNECTION TYPE 

*                                    ON=FOREGROUND 

*                                    OFF=BACKGROUND 

QW0148EQ EQU   X'08'                 AGENT QUEUED FOR EOT TERM. 

*                                    SET BY EOT0. 

QW0148B5 EQU   X'07'                 RESERVED 

* 

QW0148F2 DS    X                     AGENT STATUS FLAGS 

* 

***...............QW0148F2 CONSTANTS.................................** 

QW0148D0 EQU   X'FC'                 RESERVED 

QW0148DA EQU   X'02'                 DATA BASE ACCESS AGENT. 

QW0148DD EQU   X'01'                 DISTRIBUTED ALLIED AGENT. 

*                                    THIS BIT IS ALSO SET FOR DATA 

*                                    BASE ACCESS AGENTS. 

* 

         DS    CL1                   RESERVED 

QW0148MA DS    F                     ASCB TOKEN 

QW0148MT DS    F                     TCB TOKEN 

********************************************************************* 

* CURRENT PACKAGE NAME, WHICH IS MAPPED BY THE FOLLOWING 5 FIELDS, * 

* IS BLANK WHEN A THREAD IS NOT CURRENTLY EXECUTING A PACKAGE. * 

* IF THE CURRENT OR MOST RECENTLY EXECUTED SQL STATEMENT WAS * 

* 'CONNECT' OR 'SET CURRENT PACKAGE SET', THEN THE CURRENT PACKAGE * 

* NAME HAS NOT YET BEEN FULLY ESTABLISHED, AND CURRENT PACKAGE NAME * 

* WILL BE BLANK. * 

* 'COMMIT', 'ROLLBACK', 'SET <Host Variable> = CURRENT PACKAGE SET',* 

* AND 'SET <host variable> = CURRENT SERVER' EXECUTE WITHOUT REGARD * 

* TO THE CURRENT PACKAGE NAME. THE CURRENT PACKAGE NAME THAT WILL * 

* BE RETURNED DURING AND AFTER EXECUTION OF THESE STATEMENTS WILL * 

* BE THAT OF THE SQL STATEMENT THAT PRECEEDED IT. * 

* IF THE APPLICATION REQUESTOR SITE INDICATES THAT THE CURRENT * 

* PACKAGE RESIDES AT AN APPLICATION SERVER SITE, THEN THE CURRENT * 

* PACKAGE NAME IS THE PACKAGE THAT THE REQUESTING SITE HAS ASKED * 

* TO BE EXECUTED. DUE TO COMMUNICATION AND OTHER DELAYS, THE * 

* PACKAGE MAY NOT ACTUALLY BE CURRENTLY EXECUTING AT THE SERVER * 

* SITE. * 

********************************************************************* 

QW0148CP DS   0CL60                  CURRENT PACKAGE NAME 

QW0148LN DS   CL16                   LOCATION NAME 

QW0148PK DS   0CL44                  PACKAGE NAME 

QW0148CI DS   CL18                   COLLECTION NAME 

QW0148PN DS   CL18                   PACKAGE ID 

QW0148CN DS   CL8                    CONSISTENCY TOKEN - 64 BIT 

*                                    UNSIGNED BINARY INTEGER 

* 

         DS   0F 
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QW0148LU DS   0CL24                  LUWID 

QW0148NI DS   CL8                    NETWORK ID 

QW0148LM DS   CL8                    LUNAME 

QW0148UV DS   XL6                    UNIQUENESS VALUE 

QW0148CC DS   FL2                    COMMIT COUNT 

******************************************************************** 

* THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION REQUIRES CLASS 2 AND 3 OF ACCOUNTING OR* 

* MONITORING TO BE ACTIVE. CLASS 2 IS FOR API INFORMATION AND CLASS* 

* 3 IS FOR RESOURCE INFORMATION.                                   * 

******************************************************************** 

* 

********************************************************************* 

* NOTE: VALUES MAY BE UPDATED WHILE BEING READ. THUS IT IS POSSIBLE 

*       TO HAVE PARTIAL TIME UPDATES. THE VALUES ARE INITIALLY 

*       ZERO, WHEN UPDATED THE VALUES REMAIN. THUS IT IS VERY 

*       PROBABLE THAT A BEGINNING TIME IS GREATER THEN AN ENDING TIME 

*       - THE FUNCTION IS IN PROGRESS 

*********************************************************************** 

* 

QW0148W  DS   0F 

QW0148AB DS   XL8                    API STCK      BEGIN ELAPSED TIME 

QW0148AE DS   XL8                    API STCK      END   ELAPSED TIME 

QW0148UB DS   XL8                    API TIMEUSED  BEGIN CPU     TIME 

* 

* ABOVE FIELD IS SET TO BINARY ZERO AT END API TIME. 

* 

QW0148UE DS   XL8                   API TIMEUSED   END   CPU     TIME 

QW0148SB DS   XL8                   API ASCBSRBT   BEGIN SRB     TIME 

QW0148SE DS   XL8                   API ASCBSRBT   END   SRB     TIME 

QW0148LB DS   XL8                   LOCK-I/O-LATCH BEGIN ELAPSED TIME 

* 

* ABOVE FIELD IS SET TO BINARY ZERO AT END OF LOCK-I/O-LATCH 

* 

QW0148LE DS   XL8                   LOCK-I/O-LATCH END ELAPSED TIME 

QW0148IL DS   H                     LATEST IFCID PROCESSED 

QW0148IP DS   H                     PREVIOUS IFCID PROCESSED 

QW0148R  DS   0CL36                 LAST SAVE RESOURCE INFORMATION 

* 

* ABOVE FIELD IS SET TO BINARY ZERO AT BEGIN API TIME. 

* 

*     IFCID 0000 - INVALID DATA 

*     IFCID 0006 - FIELDS USED DBID AND OBID 

*     IFCID 0008 - FIELDS USED DBID AND OBID 

*     IFCID 0044 - FIELDS USED QW0044LH AND QW0044LK 

*     IFCID 0052 - FIELDS USED LATCH CLASS AND TOKEN 

* IFCID 0056 - FIELDS USED LATCH CLASS AND TOKEN 

* 

QW0148LH DS   0XL4                  LOCK HASH QW0044LH 

QW0148DB DS   XL2                   DBID FOR I/O 

QW0148OB DS   0XL2                  OBID FOR I/O 

         DS   C                     RESERVED FOR LATCH 

QW0148LC DS   X                     LATCH CLASS 

QW0148LK DS   0CL32                 LOCK NAME QW0044LK 
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QW0148LA DS   F                     LATCH TOKEN 

         DS   CL28                  RESERVED 

QW0148EO DS   XL8                   CPU TIME FROM DSN3EOT0 

QW0148LW DS   XL8                   CPU TIME AT ENTRY TO A MONITOR 

*                                    OR ACCOUNTING CLASS 2 OR 3 WAIT 

QW0148EB DS   XL8                   WAIT FOR Db2 SERVICE TASK BEGIN 

*                                    ELAPSED TIME. 

* 

* ABOVE FIELD IS SET TO BINARY ZERO AT END OF WAIT FOR Db2 SERVICE TASK 

* 

QW0148EE DS   XL8                  WAIT FOR Db2 SERVICE TASK END ELAPSED 

*                                  TIME. 

QW0148RB DS   XL8                  WAIT FOR ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE) 

*                                   COMMAND BEGIN ELAPSED TIME 

* 

* ABOVE FIELD IS SET TO BINARY ZERO AT END OF ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE) 

* 

QW0148RE DS   XL8                  WAIT FOR ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE) 

*                                   COMMAND END ELAPSED TIME 

* 

QW0148W1 DS   0F 

QW148IAB DS   CL8                  BEGIN ELAPSED TIME PROCESSING AN 

*                                    IFI REQUEST...VALID ONLY IF 

*                                    ACCT OR MON CLASS 5 IS ACTIVE AND 

*                                    AGENT HAS ISSUED IFI REQUESTS. 

QW148IAE DS   CL8                  END ELAPSED TIME PROCESSING AN 

*                                    IFI REQUEST...VALID ONLY IF 

*                                    ACCT OR MON CLASS 5 IS ACTIVE AND 

*                                    AGENT HAS ISSUED IFI REQUESTS. 

QW148IUB DS   CL8                  BEGIN CPU TIME PROCESSING AN 

*                                    IFI REQUEST...VALID ONLY IF 

*                                    ACCT OR MON CLASS 5 IS ACTIVE AND 

*                                    AGENT HAS ISSUED IFI REQUESTS. 

* 

* ABOVE FIELD IS SET TO BINARY ZERO AT END OF IFI REQUEST 

* 

QW148IUE DS   CL8                  END CPU TIME PROCESSING AN 

*                                    IFI REQUEST...VALID ONLY IF 

*                                    ACCT OR MON CLASS 5 IS ACTIVE AND 

*                                    AGENT HAS ISSUED IFI REQUESTS. 

*Following two variables do not exist in the QW0148 record and are computed 

*by RLX/IFI 

TTSTELP  DS    D                  Total elapsed time from the thread establishment 

                                  time until now 

TTSTCPU  DS    D                  Total CPU time used by this thread until now 

QW01488: Distributed Agent Information

Describes QW01488: Distributed agent information.

NOTE
Label QW0148CT was changed into QW01488CT

QW01488L DS    CL16            LOCATION NAME OF THE 'REMOTE' SITE 
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*                              WITH WHICH THIS INFORMATION IS 

*                              ASSOCIATED. IF THE LOCAL SITE IS 

*                              THE REQUESTER, QW01488L IS A 

*                              RESPONDING SITE LOCATION NAME. IF 

*                              THE LOCAL SITE IS A RESPONDER, 

*                              QW01488L IS THE REQUESTING SITE 

*                              LOCATION NAME. 

QW01488C DS    XL4              VTAM APPC CONVERSATION ID 

* 

* THE FOLLOWING THREE FIELDS ARE RETURNED ONLY IF THE VTAM APPC 

* CONVERSATION ID IS NON-ZERO. 

* 

QW01488S DS    CL8             SESSION ID - 

*                              THE VTAM DEFINED SESSION INSTANCE 

*                              IDENTIFIER OF THE SESSION ON WHICH 

*                              THE CONVERSATION IS EXECUTING. 

QW01488A DS    XL1             CONVERSATION ACTIVE FLAG 

* 

***...............QW01488A CONSTANTS.................................** 

QW0148AT EQU   X'FF'           CONTROL OF THE COVERSATION IS IN 

*                              VTAM. IE, Db2 TRANSFERRED CONTROL 

*                              OF THE THREAD TO VTAM ON THAT 

*                              CONVERSATION. 

QW0148SU EQU   X'0F'           THE AGENT IS SUSPENDED IN Db2 

*                              WAITING FOR NOTIFICATION FROM VTAM 

*                              THAT THE EVENT IS COMPLETED 

*                              (ASYNCHRONOUS REQUESTS). 

QW0148IN EQU   X'00'           NONE OF THE ABOVE 

* 

         DS    CL3             /*RESERVED 

QW01488U DS    XL2             /*CONVERSATION STATUS INDICATOR 

* 

***...............QW01488U CONSTANTS.................................** 

QW014800 EQU   X'0000'         VERY BEGINNING OF ALLOCATE STATE 

*                              OR VERY END OF DEALLOCATE STATE 

QW014801 EQU   X'0001'         IN CONVERSATION ALLOCATION, 

*                              WAITING FOR SNA CNOS EXCHANGE 

QW014802 EQU   X'0002'         IN CONVERSATION ALLOCATION, 

*                              WAITING FOR SNA XLN EXCHANGE 

QW014803 EQU   X'0003'         IN CONVERSATION ALLOCATION 

QW014804 EQU   X'0004'         IN CONVERSATION ALLOCATION 

QW014810 EQU   X'0010'         SEND STATE 

QW014811 EQU   X'0011'         SEND STATE 

QW014812 EQU   X'0012'         SEND STATE 

QW014813 EQU   X'0013'         SEND STATE 

QW014814 EQU   X'0014'         SEND STATE 

QW014815 EQU   X'0015'         SEND STATE 

QW014816 EQU   X'0016'         SEND STATE 

QW014817 EQU   X'0017'         SEND STATE 

QW014818 EQU   X'0018'         SEND STATE 

QW014820 EQU   X'0020'         RECEIVE STATE 

QW014821 EQU   X'0021'         RECEIVE STATE 

QW014822 EQU   X'0022'         RECEIVE STATE 
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QW014823 EQU   X'0023'         RECEIVE STATE 

QW014824 EQU   X'0024'         RECEIVE STATE 

QW014825 EQU   X'0025'         RECEIVE STATE 

QW014826 EQU   X'0026'         RECEIVE STATE 

QW014830 EQU   X'0030'         IN CONVERSATION DEALLOCATION 

QW014831 EQU   X'0031'         IN CONVERSATION DEALLOCATION 

QW014832 EQU   X'0032'         IN CONVERSATION DEALLOCATION 

* 

QW01488CT DS   CL1             CONVERSATION TYPE INDICATOR 

* 

***...............QW0148CT CONSTANTS.................................** 

QW0148DU EQU   X'01'           CONVERSATION TYPE IS SYSTEM DIRECTED 

*                                           ACCESS 

QW0148RU EQU   X'02'           CONVERSATION TYPE IS APPLICATION 

*                                           DIRECTED ACCESS 

* 

         DS    CL1             RESERVED 

QW01488T DS    CL8             TIMESTAMP (STCK VALUE) OF THE LAST 

QW01489: Distributed Accounting Information

Describes QW01489: Distributed accounting information.

NOTE
Some of the labels were changed in order to make them unique

QW01489L  DS   CL16         LOCATION NAME OF THE 'REMOTE' SITE 

*                           WITH WHICH THIS INFORMATION IS 

*                           ASSOCIATED. IF THE LOCAL SITE IS 

*                           THE REQUESTER, QW01489L IS A 

*                           RESPONDING SITE LOCATION NAME. IF 

*                           THE LOCAL SITE IS A RESPONDER, 

*                           QW01489L IS THE REQUESTING SITE 

*                           LOCATION NAME. 

QW01489MS DS   F            NUMBER OF MESSAGES SENT TO THE SITE 

QW01489MR DS   F            NUMBER OF MESSAGES RECEIVED FROM 

*                           THE SITE 

******************************************************************** 

* THE FOLLOWING DDF ACCOUNTING FIELDS ARE RETURNED FOR DISTRIBUTED 

* ALLIED AGENTS, FUNCTIONING AS DISTRIBUTED UNITS OF WORK. 

* ONLY QW0148EL WILL BE RETURNED FOR A REMOTE UNIT OF WORK 

* ALLIED AGENT. THESE FIELDS ARE ZERO IF THE AGENT IS A DATA 

* BASE ACCESS AGENT. ACCOUNTING/MONITOR CLASSES 2 OR 3 DO 

* NOT NEED TO BE ACTIVE FOR THESE DDF TIMES. ALL OF THESE TIMES 

* ARE IN FLOATING POINT FORMAT. 

******************************************************************** 

QW01489EL DS   XL8         ACCUMULATED ELAPSED TIME SPENT 

*                          PROCESSING REMOTELY FROM A THE 

*                          PERSPECTIVE OF THE REQUESTER. 

*                          THIS INCLUDES ELAPSED VTAM TIME + 

*                          ELAPSED REMOTE SITE TIME. 

QW01489ER DS   XL8         ACCUMULATED ELAPSED DATA BASE ACCESS 

*                          AGENT TIME. SENT BACK FROM THE 

*                          RESPONDING TO THE REQUESTING SITE. 
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*                          DOES NOT INCLUDE DEALLOCATION TIME. 

QW01489CR DS   XL8         ACCUMULATED DATA BASE ACCESS AGENT 

*                          CPU TIME. SENT BACK FROM THE 

*                          RESPONDING TO THE REQUESTING SITE. 

*                          DOES NOT INCLUDE DEALLOCATION TIME. 

QW01489PR DS   CL8         THE PRDID OF THE REMOTE LOCATION 

QW01502: Locks

Describes QW01502: Locks.

********************************************************************** 

* LOCK INFORMATION FOR A GIVEN AGENT IFCID 0150                      * 

* FORMAT OF RESOURCE DATA - QW01502                                  * 

* LOCATED OUT OF QWT02R1O                                            * 

*  (SECOND SECTION IN THE TRACE SELF DEFINING AREA)                  * 

********************************************************************** 

* 

QW01502  DSECT 

* 

         DS    F                    RESERVED 

QW0150LH DS    XL4                  HASH TOKEN 

QW0150LK DS    0CL32                Db2 LOCK NAME 

QW0150KL DS    FL1            ()LENGTH OF THE LOCK NAME 

         DS    CL2            ()RESERVED 

QW0150KT DS    XL1            ()FLAGS FOR THE LOCKED RESOURCE TYPE 

* 

***...............QW0150KT CONSTANTS.................................** 

QW0150L0 EQU   X'00'          DATA PAGE LOCKING 

QW0150L1 EQU   X'01'          DATA BASE LOCKING 

QW0150L2 EQU   X'02'          PAGESET LOCKING 

QW0150L3 EQU   X'03'          DATA SET LOCKING (PARTITION) 

QW0150L4 EQU   X'04'          SKELETON CURSOR TABLE LOCKING 

QW0150L5 EQU   X'05'          INDEX PAGE LOCKING 

QW0150L6 EQU   X'06'          RESERVED 

QW0150L7 EQU   X'07'          PAGESET OR DATA SET OPEN LOCK 

QW0150L8 EQU   X'08'          (S) 

QW0150L9 EQU   X'09'          (S) 

QW0150LA EQU   X'0A'          START/STOP LOCK ON DBA TABLE 

QW0150LB EQU   X'0B'          (S) 

QW0150LC EQU   X'0C'          (S) 

QW0150LD EQU   X'0D'          SYSLGRNG RECORDING LOCK 

QW0150LE EQU   X'0E'          UTILITY SERIALIZATION LOCK 

QW0150LF EQU   X'0F'          MASS DELETE LOCK 

QW0150LG EQU   X'10'          TABLE LOCKING 

QW0150LI EQU   X'11'          HASH ANCHOR LOCK 

QW0150LJ EQU   X'12'          SKELETON PACKAGE TABLE LOCK 

QW0150LL EQU   X'13'          COLLECTION LOCK 

QW0150LN EQU   X'14'          CS-READ DRAIN LOCK 

QW0150LW EQU   X'15'          RR-READ DRAIN LOCK 

QW0150LQ EQU   X'16'          WRITE DRAIN LOCK 

QW0150LM EQU   X'17'          AUTOBIND/REMOTE BIND LOCK 

QW0150LR EQU   X'1A'          ALTER BUFFERPOOL LOCK 
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* 

QW0150RN DS    0CL28     LOCKED RESOURCE NAME 

QW0150KD DS    CL2       () DATABASE ID *SEE 5. BELOW 

QW0150KB DS    0CL2      () TABLE RECORD OBID *SEE 5. BELOW 

QW0150KP DS    CL2       () PAGESET OBID OR TABLE RECORD OBID 

QW0150KR DS    0CL4      () ID OF SMALL RESOURCE: 

QW0150K1 DS    CL3            1. FOR PAGESET OR DATA BASE LOCKS, 

QW0150K2 DS    XL1            BOTH QW0150K1 AND QW0150K2 ARE ZERO. 

*                             2. FOR DATA SET LOCKS, QW0150K1 IS 

*                             ZERO AND QW0150K2 IS THE PARTITION 

*                             NUMBER. 

*                             3. FOR DATA PAGE LOCKS, QW0150K1 IS 

*                             THE PHYSICAL PAGE NUMBER AND QW0150K2 

*                             IS ZERO. 

*                             4. FOR INDEX PAGE LOCKS, QW0150K1 IS 

*                             THE PHYSICAL PAGE NUMBER AND 

*                             QW0150K2 IS THE SUBPAGE NUMBER. 

*                             5. FOR SCT LOCK QW0150KD, 

*                             QW0150KP, AND QW0150KR HAVE THE 

*                             EIGHT CHARACTER PLAN NAME. 

*                             6. FOR COLLECTION LOCKS, 

*                             QW0150RN IS THE COLLECTION-ID. 

*                             7. FOR SPT LOCKS, QW0150RN IS 

*                             THE COMPRESSED PACKAGE NAME. 

*                             FOR CHARACTER MAPPINGS SEE 

*                             IFCID 21. 

QW01503: Workunit Holding Lock on a Resource

Describes QW01503: Workunit holding lock on a resource.

QW0150R3 DS   XL4          LOCK REQUEST TOKEN 

QW0150U3 DS   0XL8     (S) 

QW0150RW DS   XL4      (S) 

QW0150A3 DS   XL4          ACE TOKEN 

QW0150SC DS   8H       (S) 

QW0150UC DS   XL4      (S) 

QW0150D3 DS   X            LOCK DURATION (SEE MAPPINGS BELOW) 

QW0150TL DS   X        (S) 

QW0150ST DS   X            LOCK STATE (SEE MAPPINGS BELOW) 

QW01504: Suspended Requests

Describes QW01504: Suspended requests.

QW0150R4 DS   XL4           LOCK REQUEST TOKEN 

QW0150U4 DS   0XL8       (S) 

QW0150R1 DS   XL4        (S) 

QW0150A4 DS   XL4            ACE TOKEN 

QW0150F4 DS   X              FUNCTION (SEE MAPPING BELOW) 

QW0150D4 DS   X              LOCK DURATION (SEE MAPPING BELOW) 

QW0150SL DS   X          (S) 

QW0150RS DS   X          (S) 

QW0150FS DS   X          (S) 
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QW0150RC DS   X          (S) 

QW0150TB DS   XL2        (S) 

         DS   F              RESERVED 

         DS   0F 

* 

* **.........LOCK STATE MAPPING CONSTANTS.........................** 

QW0150S0 EQU  X'00'    (S) 

QW0150S1 EQU  X'01'    RESERVED 

QW0150S2 EQU  X'02'    INTENTED SHARE 

QW0150S3 EQU  X'03'    INTENTED EXCLUSIVE 

QW0150S4 EQU  X'04'    SHARED 

QW0150S5 EQU  X'05'    UPDATE 

QW0150S6 EQU  X'06'    SHARED INTENT EXCLUSIVE 

QW0150S7 EQU  X'07'    RESERVED 

QW0150S8 EQU  X'08'    EXCLUSIVE 

* **..........LOCK DURATION MAPPING CONSTANTS......................** 

QW015020 EQU  X'20'    MANUAL 

QW015040 EQU  X'40'    COMMIT 

QW015041 EQU  X'41'    COMMIT+1 

QW015060 EQU  X'60'    ALLOCATION 

QW015080 EQU  X'80'    PLAN 

QW0150FF EQU  X'FF'    DURATION TO FREE ALL LOCKS 

* **........IRLM FUNCTION CODE MAPPING CONSTANTS..................** 

QW0150LO EQU  X'02'    LOCK FUNCTION 

QW0150UN EQU  X'03'    UNLOCK FUNCTION 

QW0150CH EQU  X'04'    CHANGE FUNCTION 

QWP1: System Parameters

Describes QWP1: System parameters.

********************************************************************** 

**FUNCTION = MAPS THE SYSTEM PARAMETERS BLOCK - SYSP                ** 

** LOCATED OUT OF SELF-DEFINING SECTION QWT02R1O                    ** 

********************************************************************** 

QWP1     DSECT           MAP OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

QWP1SMRC DS    H         BIT MAP OF CONSOLE ROUTING CODES 

QWP1TRSZ DS    H         SIZE OF RESIDENT TRACE TABLE, AS 

*                          A MULTIPLE OF 4K BYTES 

         DS    CL2       RESERVED 

QWP1TLSZ DS    H         SIZE OF LOCAL TRACE TABLES, AS 

*                          A MULTIPLE OF 4K BYTES - RESERVED 

QWP1LOGL DS    F         LOG LOAD PARAMETER - NUMBER OF LOG RECORDS 

QWP1IDB  DS    H         MAXIMUM NUMBER OF BATCH BACKGROUND AND STARTED 

*                          TASK CONCURRENT IDENTIFIES 

QWP1IDF  DS    H         MAXIMUM NUMBER OF BATCH FOREGROUND 

*                          IDENTIFIES 

QWP1CT   DS    H         MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CONCURRENT ALLIED THREADS 

QWP1RMT  DS    H         MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ACTIVE REMOTE THREADS 

QWP1LVL  DS    H         (S) 

         DS    CL2       RESERVED 

********************************************************************** 

* THE FOLLOWING 3 VALUES ARE TO CONTROL THE USE OF VIRTUAL * 
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* STORAGE IN THE DATA BASE SERIVES ADDRESS SPACE (....DBM1). * 

********************************************************************** 

QWP1DB1M DS    F         AMOUNT OF SPACE RESERVED FOR MVS 

*                          FUNCTIONS 

QWP1CRIT DS    F         AMOUNT OF SPACE RESERVED FOR CRITICAL 

*                          (MUST COMPLETE) WORK 

QWP1SOS  DS    F         AMOUNT OF SPACE ABOVE MVS AND 

*                          CRITICAL (QWP1DB1M+QWP1CRIT) WHICH 

*                          Db2 WILL TRY TO LEAVE AVAILABLE - 

*                          PENETRATION INTO THIS AMOUNT WILL 

*                          DRIVE STORAGE CONTRACTION FOR THE 

*                          DATABASE SERVICES ADDRESS SPACE 

QWP1STIM DS    H        TIME INTERVAL BETWEEN STATISTICS 

*                          RECORDING 

         DS    CL1      RESERVED 

QWP1FLAG DS    X        (S) 

QWP1DONT EQU   X'80'    (S) 

********************************************************************** 

* FOR TRACE (GLOBAL, STATISTICS, ACCOUNTING, AUDITING, AND MONITORING* 

* EACH BIT LOCATION REPESENTS A TRACE CLASS FROM 1-32 * 

* AN ALL BINARY ZERO VALUE INDICATES TRACE NOT STARTED AT STARTUP * 

********************************************************************** 

* 

QWP1TRST DS    XL4      START GLOBAL TRACE CLASSES 

QWP1SMFS DS    XL4      SMF STATISTICS START CLASSES 

QWP1SMFA DS    XL4      SMF ACCOUNTING START CLASSES 

QWP1AUDT DS    XL4      AUDIT TRACING START CLASSES 

QWP1RLFA DS    CL8      RESOURCE LIMIT SPECIFICATION TABLE 

*                         AUTHORIZATION ID 

QWP1RLFT DS    CL2      RESOURCE LIMIT SPECIFICATION TABLE IDENTIFIER 

         DS    CL1      UNUSED 

QWP1RLFR DS    X        RLFERR FLAG BYTE 

QWP1RLF  EQU   X'80'    IF 1 INDICATE AUTO START RLF 

QWP1RLFF EQU   X'40'    IF 1 INDICATE NOLIMIT 

QWP1RLFU EQU   X'20'    IF 1 INDICATE NORUN 

QWP1RLFN DS    XL4      SPECIFIES THE LIMIT IN SUs 

QWP1MON  DS    XL4      MONITOR TRACING START CLASSES 

QWP1MONS DS    F        MONITOR BUFFER SIZE 

QWP1FREQ DS    H        NUMBER OF CHECKPOINTS 

QWP1TMR  DS    H        MINUTES TO PSEUDOCLOSE 

QWP1CDB  DS    H        MAX NUMBER CONNECTED REMOTE THREADS 

         DS    CL98     UNUSED 

QWP1END  DS    0C       END OF SYSTEM INITIALIZATION PARMS 

QWP1LV3  EQU   X'003D'  (S) 

*                       END OF SYSP SYSTEM INITIALIZATION PARMS 

         SPACE 2 

QWP2: Log Initialization Parameters

Describes QWP2: Log initialization parameters.

********************************************************************** 

**FUNCTION = MAPS THE LOG INITIALIZATION PARAMETERS BLOCK - LOGP    ** 
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** LOCATED OUT OF SELF-DEFINING SECTION QWT02R2O                    ** 

********************************************************************** 

*  DCL 

QWP2     DSECT          LOG INIT PARMS BLOCK 

QWP2ID   DS    CL2      CONTROL BLCK HEX ID (009F) 

QWP2LL   DS    H        (S) 

QWP2EID  DS    CL4      CONTROL BLOCK EBCDIC ID LOGP 

QWP2DI   DS    0C       LOG DIRECTORY ENTRY 

         DS    CL2      NOT USED 

QWP2OPT1 DS    X        INITIALIZATION OPTIONS 

QWP2DUAL EQU   X'80'    DUAL ACTIVE LOG (ON = DUAL) 

QWP2OFFL EQU   X'40'    OFFLOAD OPTION (ON = YES) 

QWP2DBSD EQU   X'20'    DUAL BSDS MODE (ON = DUAL) 

QWP2OPT2 DS    X        ARCHIVE OPTIONS 

QWP2ADL  EQU   X'80'    DUAL ARCHIVE (ON = YES) 

         DS    CL4      RESERVED 

QWP2OBPS DS    F        OUTPUT BUFFER POOL SIZE - 370 

QWP2IBPS DS    F        ARCHV INPUT BUFFER POOL SZ 

QWP2ARCL DS    F        MAX ARCHV ENTRIES IN BSDS 

QWP2MRTU DS    H        MAX ARCHIVE READ TAPE UNITS 

QWP2WRTH DS    H        OUTPUT BUFFER THRESHOLD 

QWP2LVL  DS    CL8      (S) 

QWP2DMIN DS    H        DE-ALLOC TIME MINUTES 

QWP2DSEC DS    H        DE-ALLOC TIME SECONDS 

         DS    CL212'0' UNUSED 

QWP2END  DS    0C       END OF QWP2 

* 

QWP2IDC  EQU   X'009F' (S) 

QWP2EIDC EQU   C'LOGP' EBCDIC ID OF LOGP 

QWP3: Archive Initialization Parameters

Describes QWP3: Archive initialization parameters.

********************************************************************** 

**FUNCTION = MAPS THE ARCHIVE INITIALIZATION PARAMETERS BLOCK - ARVP** 

** LOCATED OUT OF SELF-DEFINING SECTION QWT02R3O                    ** 

********************************************************************** 

* 

QWP3     DSECT          ARCHIVE PARAMETERS BLOCK 

QWP3ID   DS    CL2      CONTROL BLCK HEX ID (005D) 

QWP3LL   DS    H        (S) 

QWP3EID  DS    CL4      EBCDIC CONTROL BLOCK ID ARVP 

QWP3BKSZ DS    F        ARCHIVE DATASET BLOCKSIZE 

QWP3RISP DS    F        PRIMARY SPACE ALLOCATION 

QWP3SECS DS    F        SECONDARY SPACE ALLOCATION 

QWP3ULNG DS    X        LENGTH OF QWP3UNIT ENTRY 

QWP3UNIT DS    CL8      TYPE OF DEVICE TO ALLOCATE 

QWP3REF1 DS    0CL36    COPY 1 DATASET NAME PREFIX 

QWP3RE1L DS    X        LENGTH OF NAME CHAR STRING 

QWP3RE1N DS    CL35     DS NAME PREFIX CHAR STRING 

QWP3REF2 DS    0CL36    COPY 2 DATASET NAME PREFIX 

QWP3RE2L DS    X        LENGTH OF NAME CHAR STRING 
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QWP3RE2N DS    CL35     DS NAME PREFIX CHAR STRING 

QWP3FLG1 DS    X        FLAG BYTE 

QWP3CTLG EQU   X'80'    CATALOG FLAG BIT 

QWP3CYL  EQU   X'40'    SPACE ALLOCATION BY CYLINDERS 

QWP3TRCK EQU   X'20'    SPACE ALLOCATION BY TRACKS 

QWP3RTCT EQU   X'10'    RACF PROTECTION 

QWP3WTOR EQU   X'08'    WTOR BEFORE ARCHIVE MOUNTS 

QWP3COMP EQU   X'04'    FORCE DATA COMPACTION @PL57283 

QWP3DTIM EQU   X'02'    TIMESTAMP ARCHIVE LOG DATA SETS 

         DS    CL12     FILLER 

QWP3RETN DS    H        ARCHIVE RETENTION PERIOD 

QWP3LVL  DS    CL8      (S) 

QWP3MSL1 DS    X        LENGTH OF MSVGP 1 NAME 

QWP3MSV1 DS    CL8      MSS VOLUME GROUP 1 NAME 

QWP3MSL2 DS    X        LENGTH OF MSVGP 2 NAME 

QWP3MSV2 DS    CL8      MSS VOLUME GROUP 2 NAME 

QWP3MQP  DS    H        MAXIMUM QUIESCE PERIOD 

QWP3WLST DS    CL134    (S) 

QWP3END  DS    0C       END OF QWP3 

QWP3IDC  EQU   X'005D' (S) 

QWP3EIDC EQU   C'ARVP' EBCDIC ID OF ARVP 

QWP4: System Parameters

Describes QWP4: System parameters.

********************************************************************** 

**FUNCTION = MAPS THE SYSTEM PARAMETER - SPRM                       ** 

** LOCATED OUT OF SELF DEFINING SECTION QWT02R4O                    ** 

********************************************************************** 

* 

QWP4    DSECT 

* 

********************************************************************** 

* HEADER INFORMATION                                                 * 

********************************************************************** 

QWP4ID  DS    H               (S) 

QWP4LEN DS    H               (S) 

QWP4EYE DS    CL4             EYECATCHER VALUE OF SPRM 

QWP4LVL DS    CL8             (S) 

* 

********************************************************************** 

* BUFFER MANAGER PARAMETERS                                          * 

********************************************************************** 

QWP4MMRB DS   H               (S) 

QWP4WREN DS   H               (S) 

QWP4BPOF DS   F               RESERVED 

QWP4MVS  DS   CL3             CHARACTER STRING FOR MVS/XA OR 

*                               MVS/370 ENVIRONMENT 

* 

********************************************************************** 

* ENVIRONMENT CONTROL                                                * 

********************************************************************** 
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QWP4CNTL DS    BL.16 (S) 

QWP4DSNR EQU   B'1000000000000000' (S) 

QWP4DSNS EQU   B'0100000000000000' (S) 

QWP4ARIR EQU   B'0010000000000000' (S) 

QWP4ARIS EQU   B'0001000000000000' (S) 

QWP4QSQR EQU   B'0000100000000000' (S) 

QWP4QSQS EQU   B'0000010000000000' (S) 

QWP4SQLR EQU   B'0000001000000000' (S) 

QWP4SQLS EQU   B'0000000100000000' (S) 

QWP4OTHR EQU   B'0000000010000000' (S) 

QWP4OTHS EQU   B'0000000001000000' (S) 

QWP4IDCK DS    X     (S) 

QWP4BMCK EQU   X'80' (S) 

QWP4WIOL EQU   X'40' (S) 

QWP4LRNG EQU   X'20' (S) 

QWP4SLDB EQU   X'10' (S) 

QWP4BYCK EQU   X'08' (S) 

QWP4SLIX EQU   X'04' (S) 

QWP4NAPF EQU   X'02' (S) 

* 

********************************************************************** 

RDS INSTALLATION PARAMETERS                                          * 

********************************************************************** 

QWP4MISC DS    X 

QWP4CTUP EQU   X'80' (S) 

QWP4DIV3 EQU   X'40' (S) 

QWP4EXPL EQU   X'20' (S) 

QWP4NHJM EQU   X'10' (S) 

QWP4CDC  EQU   X'08' YES = ENABLE CHANGE DATA CAPTURE 

QWP4ENF  EQU   X'04' YES = ENFORCE DPROP                         D7066 

QWP4IOP  EQU   X'02' YES = ACTIVATE I/O SCHEDULING FEATURE 

QWP4STOO EQU   X'01' (S) 

* 

*********************************************************************** 

* MISCELLANOUS INSTALLATION PARAMETERS                                * 

*********************************************************************** 

QWP4MISZ DS    X 

QWP4ABX  EQU   X'80' ALLOW/DISALLOW EXPLAIN DURING AUTOBIND 

QWP4HOP  EQU   X'40' PKG/RUNNER AUTH TO HOP SITE FOR EMBEDDED SQL 

QWP4FFB  EQU   X'20' (S) YES = FILTER FACTOR REFINEMENT 

QWP4SCAC EQU   X'10' YES = USE SEQUENTIAL MODE TO READ 3390 CACHE 

QWP4GOP  EQU   X'08' (S) PHYSICAL/LOGICAL PARTITION OF TABLE 

QWP4AUTH DS    C     THIS PARAMETER INDICATES THE Db2 

*                      AUTHORIZATION IS ENABLED OR DISABLED. 

*                      VALID VALUES ARE: 

*                      'E' = ENABLE AUTHORIZATION 

*                      'D' = DISABLE AUTHORIZATION 

QWP4SADM DS    CL8   THIS PARAMETER CONTAINS THE 8 CHARACTER 

*                      INSTALLATION SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR'S USERID 

         DS    CL3   UNUSED 

* 

********************************************************************** 

* EDM INSTALLATION PARAMETERS                                        * 
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********************************************************************** 

QWP4EDPL DS    F     THIS PARAMETER WILL CONTAIN THE MAXIMUM 

*                      SIZE OF THE EDM POOL. THIS PARAMETER IS 

*                      COMPUTED BY THE USER DURING INSTALLATION. 

* 

********************************************************************** 

* DATA BASE INSTALLATION PARAMETER POINTERS                          * 

********************************************************************** 

QWP4VCOF DS   F     (S) 

QWP4DBOF DS   F     (S) 

QWP4DFID DS   CL8   THIS PARAMETER CONTAINS THE 8 CHARACTER 

*                     SYSTEM DEFAULT USER ID. 

* 

********************************************************************** 

* SERVICE CONTROLLER'S INSTALLATION PARAMETERS 

********************************************************************** 

QWP4IPRC DS   CL8   THIS PARAMETER WILL CONTAIN THE NAME OF 

*                     THE IRLM PROCEDURE WHICH WILL INVOKE 

*                     IRLM 

QWP4ISID DS   CL4   THIS PARAMETER WILL CONTAIN THE NAME OF 

*                     THE IRLM MODULE NAME 

QWP4TOUT DS   F     THIS PARAMETER WILL CONTAIN THE MAXIMUM 

*                     AMOUNT OF TIME Db2 WILL WAIT FOR THE 

*                     RELEASE OF A LOCKED RESOURCE IN SECONDS 

QWP4ISWT DS   F     THIS PARAMETER CONTAINS THE TOTAL AMOUNT 

*                     OF TIME (IN SECONDS) Db2 WILL WAIT FOR 

*                     IRLM TO READY ITSELF FOR WORK 

QWP4ISWI DS   F     THIS PARAMETER CONTAINS THE TIME INTERVAL 

*                     (IN SECONDS) Db2 WILL INQUIRE WHETHER 

*                     IRLM HAS COMPLETED ITS INITIALIZATION. 

*                     THIS PARAMETER IS NOT SET BY THE USER AS 

*                     A SYSTEM PARM 

QWP4IAU  DS   X 

QWP4IAUT EQU  X'80' YES = AUTOMATICALLY START IRLM 

QWP4DBC  DS   X 

QWP4DBCK EQU  X'80' YES = ENABLE DB CHECKING 

* 

********************************************************************** 

* SORT INTERNAL PARAMETERS                                           * 

********************************************************************** 

QWP4SWFN DS   H    (S) 

QWP4SPOL DS   F    SORT POOL SIZE 

QWP4SMXN DS   F    (S) 

* 

********************************************************************** 

* BUFFER MANAGER INTERNAL PARAMETERS                                 * 

********************************************************************** 

QWP4BMC1 DS   H    (S) 

QWP4BMC2 DS   H    (S) 

QWP4SWT1 DS   H    (S) 

QWP4SWT2 DS   H    (S) 

QWP4DWF1 DS   H    (S) 

QWP4DWF2 DS   H    (S) 
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QWP4DWU1 DS   H    (S) 

QWP4DWU2 DS   H    (S) 

QWP4VDWT DS   H    (S) 

QWP4DSMX DS   H    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DATASETS 

QWP4KDSA DS   F    (S) 

QWP4KDSB DS   F    (S) 

QWP4RDEU DS   H    (S) 

QWP4PF4  DS   H    (S) 

QWP4PF32 DS   H    (S) 

QWP4PFT1 DS   H    (S) 

QWP4PFT2 DS   H    (S) 

QWP4BBTR DS   H    (S) 

         DS   CL2  RESERVED 

QWP4PSID DS   XL4  (S) 

QWP4DSPM DS   H    (S) 

* 

********************************************************************** 

* LOCK ESCALATION PARAMETERS                                         * 

********************************************************************** 

QWP4LKTS DS   F    MAX PAGE LOCKS PER TABLESPACE 

QWP4LKUS DS   F    MAX PAGE LOCKS PER APPLICATION 

* 

********************************************************************** 

* MISC SYSTEM DATA                                                   * 

********************************************************************** 

QWP4ADM2 DS   CL8  1-8 CHAR SYSTEM ADMIN ID2 

QWP4OPR1 DS   CL8  1-8 CHAR MVS OPERATOR ID 

QWP4OPR2 DS   CL8  1-8 CHAR MVS OPERATOR ID2 

QWP4CHKL DS   H    (S) 

QWP4PDQ  DS   H    (S) 

QWP4PCBS DS   H    (S) 

QWP4PS4  DS   H    (S) 

QWP4PS32 DS   H    (S) 

         DS   C 

QWP4HRC  DS   X 

QWP4HRCL EQU  X'80'(S) 

QWP4PCWH DS   H    (S) 

QWP4PCRB DS   H    (S) 

QWP4MXRB DS   H    (S) 

QWP4HRCD DS   H    (S) 

QWP4RCST DS   H    (S) 

QWP4TRWT DS   H    (S) 

QWP4WPFQ DS   H    (S) 

QWP4WPFS DS   H    (S) 

QWP4SQTM DS   H    (S) 

QWP4SQTD DS   H    (S) 

QWP4VDTM DS   H    (S) 

QWP4VDTD DS   H    (S) 

QWP4MPFQ DS   H    (S) 

QWP4SWFU DS   H    (S) 

* 

********************************************************************** 

* THE FOLLOWING 7 FIELDS ARE ADDED FOR V2R2                          * 
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********************************************************************** 

QWP4TISP DS   F     (S) 

QWP4DRBS DS   F     (S) 

QWP4RMIN DS   F     (S) 

QWP4RMAX DS   F     MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RID BLOCKS 

QWP4RNLP DS   H     (S) 

QWP4AUCA DS   H     (S) 

QWP4INTV DS   H     (S) 

QWP4QCTM DS   H     (S) 

QWP4TDDN DS   H     VALUE FOR TRIGGER DRAIN 

QWP4MDDN DS   H     MAX # OF DDS WITH HOLD 

QWP4TXS  DS   F     (S) 

QWP4SRBT DS   F     (S) 

QWP4AND  DS   F     (S) 

QWP4OR   DS   F     (S) 

QWP4CPUM DS   F     (S) 

QWP4FDP  DS   H     NUMBER FIELD PROCS FOR DESCRB TABLE BLOCK 

QWP4KNFC DS   H     MAXIMUM # "NOT FOUND" HASH RECORD 

QWP4UTO  DS   H     UTILITY TIMEOUT FACTOR 

QWP4EST  DS   H     MAXIMUM EXTEND SERVICE TASKS 

QWP4CUT  DS   H     (S) 

QWP4SPC  DS   H     (S) 

QWP4SPS  DS   H     (S) 

QWP4AST  DS   H     (S) 

         DS   CL32  RESERVED 

QWP4REGF DS   X DDL REGISTRATION FACILITY FLAG 

QWP4REGI EQU  X'80' YES = DDL REG INSTALLED 

QWP4REGD EQU  X'40' YES = DEDICATED APPLS 

QWP4REGQ EQU  X'20' YES = FULL QUALIFIER USED 

QWP4REGU EQU  X'18' 00=REJCT, 1X=ACCEPT, X1=APPL 

QWP4REGC DS   CL8   DDL REG TABLE OWNER 

QWP4REGA DS   CL17  DDL REG ART NAME 

QWP4REGO DS   CL17  DDL REG ORT NAME 

QWP4SIT  DS   X     SITE TYPE FLAG 

QWP4MSTY EQU  X'80' YES = LOCALSITE 

QWP4REGN DS   CL8   DDL REG DATABASE NAME 

QWP4KSIZ DS   F     CONTROL PACKAGE HASH TABLE5 

QWP4IFS  DS   F     MAX ALLOC. READS STORAGE AREA 

QWP4ABN  DS   C     ENABLE/DISABLE AUTOBIND 

         DS   CL3   UNUSED 

QWP4ZTN  DS   H     PROJECT Z INSERTION THRESHOLD 

         DS   H     UNUSED 

QWP4MDE  DS   F     MAX ZIVLEMPEL DICTIONARY ENTRIES 

QWP4ESC  DS   C     DDL REG ESCAPE CHARACTER 

         DS   CL35  RESERVED 

********************************************************************** 

* ASSEMBLY DATE                                                      * 

********************************************************************** 

QWP4DATE DS   CL8   (S) 

QWP4END  DS   0C    END OF THE SPRM BLOCK 

* 

********************************************************************** 

* CONSTANTS                                                          * 
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********************************************************************** 

***QWP4LVLC EQU C'LI60 ' 

QWP4M370 EQU  C'370' 

QWP4MXA  EQU  C'XA ' 

QWP6: VSAM Catalog Qualifiers

Describes QWP6: VSAM Catalog qualifiers.

********************************************************************** 

* THIS STRUCTURE WILL CONTAIN A LIST OF ALL VSAM CATALOG             * 

* QUALIFIERS USED FOR THE SYSTEM DATABASE DATASETS.                  * 

* LOCATED OUT OF SELF DEFINING SECTION QWT02R6O                      * 

********************************************************************** 

QWP6     DSECT 

QWP6VCAT DS    0C 

QWP6CATN DS    CL8        CATALOG NAME 

QWP7: Datasets to be Autostarted during DBMstartup

Describes QWP7: Datasets to be autostarted during DBMstartup.

********************************************************************** 

*   THIS STRUCTURE WILL CONTAIN A FLAG REGARDING DATA BASES THAT     * 

*     ARE TO BE AUTOMATICALLY STARTED DURING DBM1 STARTUP.           * 

*   LOCATED OUT OF SELF DEFINING SECTION QWT02R7O                    * 

********************************************************************** 

QWP7     DSECT 

QWP7STR  DS     X 

QWP7STRT EQU    X'80'       YES = ALL Db2 DATA BASES SHOULD BE 

*                             PROCESSED. MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE WITH 

*                             QWP7REST BIT. 3-88* 

QWP7REST EQU    X'40'       YES = THE SPECIFIED DATABASES AND PAGESETS 

*                             SHOULD BE AUTOMATICALLY RESTARTED. 

*                             NO = THE SPECIFIED DATABASES AND PAGESETS 

*                             SHOULD BE DEFERRED. 

QWP8: Datasets to be Autostarted during DBMstartup

Describes QWP8: Datasets to be autostarted during DBMstartup.

********************************************************************** 

* THIS STRUCTURE WILL CONTAIN A LIST OF ALL DATA BASES THAT ARE      * 

* TO BE AUTOMATICALLY STARTED DURING DBM1 STARTUP.                   * 

* LOCATED OUT OF SELF DEFINING SECTION QWT02R8O IF IT EXISTS.        * 

********************************************************************** 

QWP8      DSECT          (S) 

QWP8DBNM  DS    CL8      THIS PARAMETER WILL CONTAIN AN EIGHT BYTE 

*                          DATABASE NAME 

QWP8SPNM  DS    CL8      THIS PARAMETER WILL CONTAIN AN EIGHT BYTE 

*                          TABLESPACE OR INDEXSPACE NAME 
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QWP9: DDF Start Control Information

Describes QWP9: DDF start control information.

********************************************************************** 

** FUNCTION = PROVIDE DDF START CONTROL INFORMATION. THE INFO.      ** 

** IS GENERATED BY THE DSN6FAC MACRO FACILITY START CONTROL         ** 

** INFORMATION - FAC                                                ** 

** LOCATED OUT OF SELF DEFINING SECTION QWT02R9O                    ** 

********************************************************************** 

QWP9     DSECT           FACILITY START INFORMATION 

QWP9CID  DS    H         CONTROL BLOCK HEX ID (0016) 

QWP9LL   DS    H         CONTROL BLOCK LENGTH 

QWP9EID  DS    CL4       EBCDIC CONTROL BLOCK ID=FAC 

QWP9NM   DS    H         NUMBER OF FACILITY ENTRIES 

         DS    H         RESERVED 

QWP9ENT  DS    0C        FACILITY ENTRY - MAX 10 

QWP9NAME DS    CL8       FACILITY NAME 

QWP9STRT DS    CL1       FACILITY START PARAMETER 

QWP9RLER DS    X RLF     ERROR PARAMTER 

QWP9RLFL EQU   X'80'     IF 1, INDICATE NOLIMIT 

QWP9RLFR EQU   X'40'     IF 1, INDICATE NORUN 

QWP9RYC  DS    H         MINUTES BETWEEN RESYNC PERIODS 

QWP9RLFN DS    F         SPECIFIES THE LIMIT IN SUs 

QWP9CMST DS    CL8       DDF THREAD STATUS 

         DS    CL12      RESERVED 

QWP9END  DS    0C        END OF QWP9 

QWP9XID  EQU   X'0016'   (S) 

QWP9EBID EQU   C'FAC '   EBCDIC ID OF FAC 

Q3ST: Subsystem Support Statistics

Describes Q3ST: Subsystem support statistics.

Q3STDATA DS   0F        DATA PORTION OF Q3ST 

Q3STIDEN DS   F         SUCCESSFUL DSN3IDEN REQUESTS 

Q3STSIGN DS   F         SUCCESSFUL DSN3SIGN REQUESTS 

Q3STCTHD DS   F         SUCCESSFUL DSN3CTHD REQUESTS 

Q3STTERM DS   F         SUCCESSFUL DSN3TERM REQUESTS 

Q3STRIUR DS   F         SUCCESSFUL DSN3RIUR REQUESTS 

Q3STPREP DS   F         SUCCESSFUL DSN3PREP REQUESTS 

Q3STCOMM DS   F         SUCCESSFUL DSN3COMM REQUESTS 

Q3STABRT DS   F         SUCCESSFUL DSN3ABRT REQUESTS 

Q3STSYNC DS   F         SUCCESSFUL DSN3SYNC REQUESTS 

Q3STEXIT DS   F         SUCCESSFUL DSN3EXIT REQUESTS 

Q3STINDT DS   F         TOTAL NUMBER OF AGENTS HAVING 

*                       GONE IN-DOUBT 

Q3STMEOT DS   F         SSAM EOT'S 

Q3STMEOM DS   F         SSAM EOM'S 

Q3STSSSI DS   F         TOTAL NUMBER OF SSI CALLS 

*                       PROCESSED (SSSS) 

Q3STCTHW DS   F         NUMBER OF DSN3CTHD WHICH WAITED 

Q3STRDON DS   F         NUMBER OF READ ONLY COMMITS 
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Q9ST: Command Statistics

Describes Q9ST: Command statistics.

Q9STCTR0 DS   F           COUNTER, CMD=-DISPLAY DATABASE 

Q9STCTR1 DS   F           COUNTER, CMD=-DISPLAY THREAD 

Q9STCTR2 DS   F           COUNTER, CMD=-DISPLAY UTILITY 

Q9STCTR3 DS   F           COUNTER, CMD=-RECOVER BSDS 

Q9STCTR4 DS   F           COUNTER, CMD=-RECOVER INDOUBT 

Q9STCTR5 DS   F           COUNTER, CMD=-START DATABASE 

Q9STCTR6 DS   F           COUNTER, CMD=-START TRACE 

Q9STCTR7 DS   F           COUNTER, CMD=-START SUBSYSTEM 

Q9STCTR8 DS   F           COUNTER, CMD=-STOP DATABASE 

Q9STCTR9 DS   F           COUNTER, CMD=-STOP TRACE 

Q9STCTRA DS   F           COUNTER, CMD=-STOP SUBSYSTEM 

Q9STCTRB DS   F           COUNTER, CMD=-TERM UTILITY 

Q9STCTRC DS   F           COUNTER, CMD=-DIS TRACE 

Q9STCTRD DS   F           COUNTER, RESERVED 

Q9STEROR DS   F           COUNTER, UNRECOGNIZED COMMAND 

Q9STCTRE DS   F           COUNTER, CMD=-START RLIMIT 

Q9STCTRF DS   F           COUNTER, CMD=-STOP RLIMIT 

Q9STCTRG DS   F           COUNTER, CMD=-DISPLAY RLIMIT 

Q9STCTRH DS   F           COUNTER, CMD=-MODIFY TRACE 

Q9STCTRI DS   F           COUNTER, CMD=-START DDF 

Q9STCTRJ DS   F           COUNTER, CMD=-STOP DDF 

Q9STCTRK DS   F           COUNTER, CMD=-CANCEL DDF THREAD 

Q9STCTRL DS   F           COUNTER, CMD=-DISPLAY LOCATION 

Q9STCTRM DS   F           COUNTER, CMD=-ARCHIVE LOG 

Q9STCTRN DS   F           COUNTER, CMD=-ALTER BUFFERPOOL 

Q9STCTRO DS   F           COUNTER, CMD=-DISPLAY BUFFERPOOL 

Q9STCTRP DS   F           COUNTER, CMD=-SET ARCHIVE 

Q9STCTRQ DS   F           COUNTER, CMD=-DISPLAY ARCHIVE 

Q9STCTRR DS   F           COUNTER, CMD=-RESET INDOUBT 

RDIIN: RDI Parameters Passed from Precompiler to RDS

Describes RDIIN: RDI parameters passed from precompiler to RDS.

RDIFLAG1 DS    C           FIRST BYTE OF PARM LIST FLAGS 

RDIVFORM EQU   X'F0'       VPARM FORMATS 

RDIFPVF0 EQU   X'80'       VPARM FORMAT 0 

RDIFPVF1 EQU   X'40'       VPARM FORMAT 1 

RDIFPVF2 EQU   X'20'       VPARM FORMAT 2 

RDIFPVF3 EQU   X'10'       RESERVED 

RDIAFORM EQU   X'0F'       AUXPARM FORMATS 

RDIFPAF0 EQU   X'08'       AUXPA FORMAT 0 

RDIFPAF1 EQU   X'04'       AUXPA FORMAT 1 

RDIFPAF2 EQU   X'02'       AUXPA FORMAT 2 

RDIFPAF3 EQU   X'01'       RESERVED 

RDIFLAG2 DS    C           SECOND BYTE OF PARM LIST FLAGS 

RDIUSING EQU   X'C0'       USING OPTION OF PREPARE/DESCRIBE 

RDIUNAME EQU   X'00'       USING NAMES IS SPECIFIED OR OMITTED 

RDIULABL EQU   X'40'       USING LABELS IS SPECIFIED 

RDIUANY  EQU   X'80'       USING ANY IS SPECIFIED 
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RDIUBOTH EQU   X'C0'       USING BOTH IS SPECIFIED 

RDIF2RSV EQU   X'3F'       RESERVED 

RDICTYPE DS    H           CALL TYPE, E.G. AUXCALL OR OPENCALL 

RDIPROGN DS    CL8         NAME OF PROGRAM 

RDITIMES DS    CL8         TIMESTAMP, MODIFIED STCK DATA 

RDISECTN DS    H           SECTION NUMBER IN PLAN 

RDICODEP DS    F           POINTER TO ERROR CODE STRUCTURE 

RDIVPARM DS    F           POINTER TO input VARIABLES 

RDIAUXPA DS    F           POINTER TO output VARIABLES 

RDISTNUM DS    H           PRECOMPILER STATEMENT NUMBER 

RDISTYPE DS    H           SQL STATEMENT TYPE 

.************************************************************* 

.*                                                           * 

.*    SQL STATEMENT TYPES AND EQUIVALENT TEXT VALUES         * 

.*                                                           * 

.*    Note: Whenever any RDISTYPE values are added or        * 

.*          changed this table must be updated.              * 

.************************************************************* 

RDISTMTS DS   0F                 SQL STATEMENT TYPES TABLE 

         DC   H'0003',CL24'OPEN                   ' 

         DC   H'0004',CL24'FETCH                  ' 

         DC   H'0005',CL24'CLOSE                  ' 

         DC   H'0014',CL24'PREPARE                ' 

         DC   H'0015',CL24'EXECUTE                ' 

         DC   H'0016',CL24'EXECUTE IMMEDIATE      ' 

         DC   H'0017',CL24'DESCRIBE               ' 

         DC   H'0018',CL24'EXPLAIN                ' 

         DC   H'0259',CL24'SET CURRENT SQLID      ' 

         DC   H'0745',CL24'SET CURRENT PACKAGESET ' 

         DC   H'0768',CL24'SET CURRENT DEGREE     ' 

         DC   H'0746',CL24'SET HOST VAR           ' 

         DC   H'0231',CL24'SELECT                 ' 

         DC   H'0232',CL24'INSERT                 ' 

         DC   H'0233',CL24'DELETE                 ' 

         DC   H'0234',CL24'UPDATE                 ' 

         DC   H'0239',CL24'SELECT                 ' 

         DC   H'0268',CL24'GRANT                  ' 

         DC   H'0271',CL24'REVOKE                 ' 

         DC   H'0276',CL24'Remote SQL             ' 

         DC   H'0277',CL24'ROLLBACK               ' 

         DC   H'0278',CL24'LOCK                   ' 

         DC   H'0308',CL24'CREATE VIEW            ' 

         DC   H'0310',CL24'COMMIT                 ' 

         DC   H'0666',CL24'INTOPEN                ' 

         DC   H'0710',CL24'CREATE DATABASE        ' 

         DC   H'0716',CL24'CREATE TABLESPACE      ' 

         DC   H'0719',CL24'CREATE STOGROUP        ' 

         DC   H'0721',CL24'CREATE TABLE           ' 

         DC   H'0726',CL24'CREATE INDEX           ' 

         DC   H'0728',CL24'CREATE SYNONYM         ' 

         DC   H'0755',CL24'CREATE ALIAS           ' 

         DC   H'0729',CL24'DROP VIEW              ' 

         DC   H'0730',CL24'DROP SYNONYM           ' 
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         DC   H'0731',CL24'DROP INDEX             ' 

         DC   H'0732',CL24'DROP TABLE             ' 

         DC   H'0733',CL24'DROP TABLESPACE        ' 

         DC   H'0734',CL24'DROP DATABASE          ' 

         DC   H'0735',CL24'DROP STOGROUP          ' 

         DC   H'0759',CL24'DROP ALIAS             ' 

         DC   H'0761',CL24'DROP PACKAGE/PROGRAM   ' 

         DC   H'0736',CL24'ALTER STOGROUP         ' 

         DC   H'0738',CL24'ALTER TABLESPACE       ' 

         DC   H'0739',CL24'ALTER INDEX            ' 

         DC   H'0740',CL24'ALTER TABLE            ' 

         DC   H'0741',CL24'COMMENT ON             ' 

         DC   H'0742',CL24'LABEL ON               ' 

         DC   H'0747',CL24'CONNECT TO             ' 

         DC   H'0748',CL24'CONNECT RESET          ' 

         DC   H'0749',CL24'CONNECT                ' 

         DC   H'0750',CL24'IMPLICIT CONNECT       ' 

         DC   H'0769',CL24'TYPE2 CONNECT TO       ' 

         DC   H'0770',CL24'TYPE2 CONNECT RESET    ' 

         DC   H'0771',CL24'TYPE2 CONNECT          ' 

         DC   H'0772',CL24'SET CONNECTION         ' 

         DC   H'0773',CL24'RELEASE LOCATION && HV ' 

         DC   H'0774',CL24'RELEASE CURRENT        ' 

         DC   H'0775',CL24'RELEASE ALL            ' 

         DC   H'0776',CL24'RELEASE ALL SQL        ' 

         DC   H'0777',CL24'RELEASE ALL PRIVATE    ' 

         DC   H'0763',CL24'ALTER DATABASE         ' 

Messages and Codes
This section presents error codes returned in REXX variables RC, ALIRC, ALIRRC, IFARC, and IFCARC2.

RC Variable Codes Set by RLX/IFI

The following RC variable codes are set by RLX/FI.

601 Invalid token
The READS command contained an invalid token.

602 No IFCID specified
The READS command specified no IFCIDS.

603 Non-numerical or invalid IFCID
The READS command contains an invalid IFCID or non-numerical value.

604 Invalid state
Program logic error

605 Failed to translate command to uppercase
Program logic error

606 Failed to translate command into tokens
Program logic error

607 Invalid product password
Obtain correct product passwords from Broadcom .
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608 Attention exit requested CAF abend
You pressed an attention key and requested user abend

609 Failed to start RLX/CAF
An error occurred while trying to establish a connection to Db2. Use the procedure
described in RLX/CAF Tracing.

610 Failed to acquire memory for control blocks
Program logic error. Use the procedure described in RLX/CAF Tracing.

611 Error in RIFHLI
Program logic error. Use the procedure described in RLX/CAF Tracing.

612 Unable to load module CAF$TBLS
Verify that the RLXLOAD library is in the MVS program search order.

613 Unable to load RIF$R31
Verify that the RLXLOAD library is in the MVS program search order. Make sure
you are authorized for RLX/IFI product usage.

614 CAF Describe error
Check ALIRC and ALIRRC variables for the specific error. If still unable to identify
the problem, use the procedure that is described in RLX/CAF Tracing.

615 Unsupported CAF command host variable
You issued a RLX/CAF command such as ACTIVATE or DISCONNECT and
specified a host variable (a variable of the form :VARNAME) on a keyword which
does not support a host variable.

616 Host variable in CAF command was not defined.
You specified a host variable on a RLX/CAF command which has no value. Check
the spelling of the host variable and make sure it has a value.

617 CAF execute command failed
Program logic error. Call Broadcom for assistance

618 Attempt was made to use an IFI function without prior successful initialization.
Program logic error. Call Broadcom for assistance

619 Error while parsing REXX command - Get token routine
Program logic error. Call Broadcom for assistance

620 Unable to initialize RFPM
Program logic error. Call Broadcom for assistance

621 RFP@MCB block is not addressable from XCT.
Program logic error. Call Broadcom for assistance

622 Invalid or unsupported IFI command
623 RIFRLX was called before a thread was activated.

User error. First ACTIVATE a thread before issuing an IFI request.

RC Variable Codes Set by RLX/CAF

Describes the RC variable codes that are set by RLX/CAF.

100 RLX/CAF logic error, initialization failed
102 Thread was not specified on call
103 Invalid function passed on an API call
104 Invalid thread handle passed on an API call
105 GETMAIN failed when creating thread block
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106 DD name &THRDSNDD on API call CR_THREAD was not allocated
107 Create failed for a dynamic DCB
108 Open for DD name &THRDSNDD failed
109 Connection exit CAFXCONN was not found
110 Failed to backchain using the Program Save Area
111 Failed to create CAFD process
112 Invalid thread handle
113 Unknown event detected by CAF scheduler
116 Failed to load CAF$R31 module
117 Failed to load CAF$TPD module
118 Failed to initialize file for output messages, sending to console
119 START already successfully performed, command ignored
120 Error count exceeded, CAF issues user abend
121 Error code &CAFSQLC while processing SQL statement
122 Failed to open &RTPDD DD statement
123 Unknown source of run-time command
124 RLX/CAF initialization error – terminating
125 RLX/CAF invalid or expired product password, contact Broadcom Support.
126 RLX/CAF termination control was requested while explicit stop
127 RLX/CAF termination intercept set-up failed
128 RLX/CAF failed to merge run-time parameters
129 RLX/CAF issuing 2003 User Abend - see unique reason code
130 Function aborted - no threads defined
201 RLX/CAF CLOSE issued when there was no successful OPEN
202 RLX/CAF DISCONNECT issued when there was no successful CONNECT
203 RLX/CAF control blocks reset successfully - ready to re-CONNECT
204 Db2 subsystem=&THRDSN is not active
205 Db2 subsystem=&THRDSN was not defined
206 Db2 connection type parameter is in error
207 User ID is not authorized to use Db2
208 Task Control Block not connected to Db2
209 Connection failed - Db2=&THRDSN is terminating
210 Application plan is not valid'
212 Maximum connections reached, attempt Db2 connection later
213 CAF Db2 Release level mismatch
214 Application plan is not authorized for this user
215 Resource unavailable'
216 CONNECT to Db2 subsystem failed - critical error
217 Failed to CONNECT to Db2 subsystem, halt connection retires
218 RLX/CAF DISCONNECT command failed
219 RLX/CAF OPEN plan failed - TRANSLATE was issued
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220 RLX/CAF CLOSE of application plan failed
221 RLX/CAF OPEN of application plan failed – TRANSLATE was not issued
222 Call Attach error while executing SQL statement
301 RLX/CAF scheduler abended
302 Invalid function passed to thread
303 RLX/CAF CONNECT request issued for already connected thread
304 RLX/CAF DISCONNECT request issued when thread was not connected
305 RLX/CAF OPEN request issued for already opened thread
307 RLX/CAF CLOSE issued for thread which was not open
309 Failed to open DD name
310 Failed to locate DSNALI, DSNHLI2 or DSNWLI
311 Failed to load DSNALI, DSNHLI2 or DSNWLI
312 Db2 subsystem &THRDSN was quiesced by the operator
313 Error received from RFARPR
314 Thread was terminated by Db2
315 Error linking to user plan exit
316 Connection to Db2 aborted by user exit
317 Invalid action flag returned by user plan exit
318 RLX/CAF thread Abended
319 Timeout occurred while waiting for response from Db2
320 Console command processed
321 Thread canceled by attention request
323 Failed to load DSNTIAR
324 SET command failed, thread is not IDLE
325 SQL request to abended thread was ignored
326 Thread quiesced by attention request
401 Error while translating command to uppercase
402 Error while performing physical token scan
403 Invalid keyword detected. Parse aborted
404 Invalid thread variable - must be a host variable
405 Invalid token
406 Invalid verb found. Parse aborted
407 Keyword CAF missing. Parse aborted
408 Required keyword THREAD is missing
409 Required keyword DSN is missing
410 Required keyword PLAN is missing
411 Not enough CAFDA entries allocated
412 DESCRIBE requires CAFDA parameter – absent
413 No parameters passed
414 Invalid CAFDA: CAFDID is not as expected
415 Duplicate parameter - command aborted
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418 Invalid CAFDA: Unknown CAFDFUNC
419 Invalid CAFDA: Unknown CAFDVTYPE
420 Invalid keyword value
500 RLX/CAF run-time Parameters Read
501 Invalid run-time parameter
502 Unknown token. Expected parameter value
503 Unknown token. Expected right parenthesis or end of command line
504 Invalid value. RETRY(integer) parameter requires integer value
505 Invalid value. ESTAE(YES/NO) parameter allows only YES/NO
506 Invalid value. ERROR(RETURN/ABEND) parameter
507 Invalid value. USER(YES/NO) parameter allows only YES or NO values
508 Invalid value. DIAGCNTL(YES/NO) parameter allows only YES or NO
509 Invalid value. DIAGLIM(integer) parameter requires integer value
510 Invalid value. TERMCNTL(YES/NO) parameter allows only YES or NO
511 Invalid value. ROUTCDE(1-16) parameter requires integer value 1-16
512 Invalid value. TIMEOUT(integer) parameter requires integer value
513 Invalid value. TRACE(YES/NO) parameter allows only YES or NO values
901 CAF error: RC=&ALIRC REASON CD=&ALIRRC
902 Thread=&THRUID Db2=&THRDSN Plan=&THRPLAN LoadDD=&THRDD

ALIRC and ALIRRC Codes Returned by Db2 Call Attach

After execution of RLX/CAF calls, the REXX variables ALIRC and ALIRRC are set to indicate the completion of the
operation. ALIRC is set to a value of the return code (Register 15) after execution of the DSNALI Call Attach interface
routine, while ALIRRC is set to a value of the reason code (Register 0). You can find a detailed description of return and
reason code settings in the IBM publication: Db2 Application Programming and SQL Guide -- Programming for the Call
Attachment Facility (CAF).

If ALIRC is set to zero, then operation is successful and ALIRRC will also be set to zero. If ALIRC is set to 4, then the
operation was completed with warnings. All values of ALIRC greater than 4 indicate a serious error. Examine the ALIRRC
variable which is set to a value 00C1xxxx. For details, refer to IBM publication: Db2 Messages and Codes, Section -- Call
Attachment Abend Reason Codes (X'00C1').

IFCARC1 and IFCARC2 Codes Returned by Db2 Call Attach

After execution of an IFI call (DSNWLI interface program), REXX variables IFCARC1 and IFCARC2 are set to indicate
operation completion. For details of DSNWLI invocation, refer to the Db2 Administration Guide, Appendix E -- Interpreting
Db2 Trace Output, and Appendix F -- Programming for the Instrumentation Facility Interface (IFI).

Error codes returned in the IFCARC2 field are found in IBM publication Db2 Messages and Codes, Instrumentation
Facility Codes (X'00E6')

RLX/ISPF Concepts and Facilities
RLX/ISPF extends the functionality of the REXX SQL interface that is provided by RLX/SQL and RLX/TSO. RLX/ISPF
facilitates dialog development by combining common Db2/ISPF operations into a pair of composite services which follow
familiar SQL and ISPF conventions. This allows you to focus on your application instead of learning new tools.
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The DECLARE ISPFTABLE service provides the means to load SQL query results directly into ISPF tables while the RLX
TBDISPL service enables you to display and process those results on scrollable ISPF table display panels. Both RLX/
SQL and RLX/TSO applications can use ISPF dialog services and RLX/ISPF extension facilities -- provided they run in the
TSO/ISPF environment. (RLX/SQL procedures are those invoked natively as conventional execs, while RLX/TSO execs
are invoked through the RLXS frontend command.)

We compare and contrast two implementations of the same application in order to introduce RLX/ISPF and its Db2/ISPF
composite services. The first implementation uses conventional SQL and ISPF services to process a multi-row query
result -- one row at a time. The second example uses RLX/ISPF composite services to display the query result on a
scrollable ISPF panel -- with fewer statements.

The TBLNAMES exec that follows displays the set of Db2 tables and views that are owned by a particular authorization
ID. For example, to display the names of the Db2 catalog tables, the TBLNAMES exec would be invoked with SYSIBM as
a parameter, like so:

TBLNAMES SYSIBM 

/* rexx */ 

address rlx 

arg creator                                                         (1)

'rlx declare table_names cursor for’, 

     ‘select name, type, dbname, tsname’, 

         ‘from sysibm.systables’, 

         ‘where creator = :creator'                                 (2)

      

'rlx open table_names'                                              (3)

Say 'Tables owned by Authorization ID' creator 

'rlx fetch table_names into :name, :type, :dbname, :tsname:ind1'    (4)

      

Do while sqlcode = 0 

   Say left(name,15) left(type,8) left(dbname,20) left(tsname,15)   (5)

   'rlx fetch table_names into :name, :type, :dbname, :tsname:ind1' (4)

End 

'rlx close table_names' 

'rlx term' 

exit rc

The following numbered paragraphs annotate the correspondingly numbered statements in the exec:

(1) The Db2 authorization ID used to parameterize the SQL query is passed to the EXEC as an argument. The REXX
ARG instruction populates the REXX variable that is named creator with the Db2 Authorization ID passed as a
parameter.

(2) The REXX variable that is named creator  is treated like a host variable when it appears prefixed by a colon within a
WHERE clause.

(3) RLX accesses the current value of the REXX variable creator  when the cursor is opened. SQL OPEN uses the
value of creator  (the host variable in the DECLARE CURSOR WHERE clause) to materialize the SQL query result.

(4) the two FETCH statements copy result row columns into the list of host data and indicator variables that are
referenced in the INTO clause.

(5) the Say statement uses the LEFT function to ensure that the column values align evenly.

The line mode display that is produced by the TBLNAMES exec appears the sample ISPF panel.

------------------------- TSO COMMAND PROCESSOR ----------------------------- 

ENTER TSO COMMAND, CLIST, OR REXX EXEC BELOW:  
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===> tblnames sysibm  

      

Tables owned by Authorization ID SYSIBM  

SYSCOPY        T       DSNDB06                SYSCOPY  

SYSCOLAUTH     T       DSNDB06                SYSDBASE  

SYSCOLUMNS     T       DSNDB06                SYSDBASE  

SYSFOREIGNKEYS T       DSNDB06                SYSDBASE  

SYSINDEXES     T       DSNDB06                SYSDBASE  

SYSINDEXPART   T       DSNDB06                SYSDBASE  

SYSKEYS        T       DSNDB06                SYSDBASE  

SYSLINKS       T       DSNDB06                SYSDBASE  

SYSRELS        T       DSNDB06                SYSDBASE  

SYSSYNONYMS    T       DSNDB06                SYSDBASE  

SYSTABAUTH     T       DSNDB06                SYSDBASE  

SYSTABLEPART   T       DSNDB06                SYSDBASE 

    

Let us now reformulate the TBLNAMES exec to use RLX/ISPF composite services -- as follows-- to display the same set
of Db2 tables and views that are owned by a particular Authorization ID. This time, however, we display the query result
on a scrollable ISPF panel.

/* rexx */ 

address rlx 

arg creator 

'rlx declare db2tbls ispftable for’, 

     ‘select name, type, dbname, tsname’, 

        ‘from sysibm.systables’, 

        ‘where creator = :creator'           (1)

      

If sqlcode = 0 then  

Do 

   Do while rc = 0                           (2)

      'rlx tbdispl db2tbls panel(rlx)'       (3)

      Do while ztdsels > 1                   (4)

         /* Process the current row */       (5)

         "RLX tbdispl db2tbls"               (6)

      End 

   End 

End 

      

'rlx term'                                   (7)

exit rc

The following numbered paragraphs refer to the numbered annotations:

(1) The RLX DECLARE ISPFTABLE statement (patterned after the SQL DECLARE CURSOR statement) functions as a
single composite service to create the ISPF table and load it with the SQL query result.

(2) Continue to display and process the query result until the dialog user signals END or RETURN.

(3) The RLX TBDISPL service lets you display and process the SQL query result on a scrollable ISPF panel -- without
having to predefine a suitable ISPF TBDISPL type panel or provide logic to scroll the result horizontally. RLX TBDISPL
lets the dialog user select one or more rows in a single interaction. This first RLX TBDISPL call retrieves the first row
selected.

(4) Continue while there are pending selected rows.
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(5) Process the selected row. The updated values of dialog variables corresponding to columns within the currently
selected row are available to your dialog after each RLX TBDISPL call. The dialog variable RTDSEL contains whatever
the user keyed into the row selection field that is associated with the currently retrieved row.

(6) This RLX TBDISPL statement, coded without a panel name and message ID, is used to retrieve any selected rows
pending.

(7) The RLX TERM service should be called before your exec finishes in order to terminate RLX and release the
resources that are acquired by RLX on your behalf.

NOTE
This is only necessary if your exec was invoked natively -- without the RLXS frontend.

The table display panel that is produced by the RLX TBDISPL services follows. Use of RLX TBDISPL means that the
panel does not have to be designed in an edit session and placed in an ISPF panel library, before running the dialog. This
eliminates the panel design and edit step and simplifies dialog development in general.

SQL Query Result 'Db2TBLS' --------------------- ----------------- ROW 1 OF 84 

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> 0003 

       

NAME                 TYPE               DBNAME                    TSNAME  

1(V)                 2(C)               3(C)                      4(C)  

       

SYSCOPY              T                  DSNDB06                   SYSCOPY  

SYSCOLAUTH           T                  DSNDB06                   SYSDBASE  

SYSCOLUMNS           T                  DSNDB06                   SYSDBASE  

SYSFOREIGNKEYS       T                  DSNDB06                   SYSDBASE  

SYSINDEXES           T                  DSNDB06                   SYSDBASE  

SYSINDEXPART         T                  DSNDB06                   SYSDBASE  

SYSKEYS              T                  DSNDB06                   SYSDBASE  

SYSLINKS             T                  DSNDB06                   SYSDBASE  

SYSRELS              T                  DSNDB06                   SYSDBASE  

SYSSYNONYMS          T                  DSNDB06                   SYSDBASE  

SYSTABAUTH           T                  DSNDB06                   SYSDBASE  

SYSTABLEPART         T                  DSNDB06                   SYSDBASE  

SYSTABLES            T                  DSNDB06                   SYSDBASE  

SYSTABLESPACE        T                  DSNDB06                   SYSDBASE  

SYSFIELDS            T                  DSNDB06                   SYSDBASE  

DSNTABLEPART         V                  DSNDB06                   SYSDBASE  

SYSDATABASE          T                  DSNDB06                   SYSDBAUT  

SYSDBAUTH            T                  DSNDB06                   SYSDBAUT 

The example shoes how the RLX TBDISPL service can dynamically create an ISPF table display panel suitable to scroll
and process the SQL query result. It also illustrates how the RLX TBDISPL service derives column headings from the
names of the query result columns. RLX TBDISPL permits the display to be scrolled LEFT or RIGHT should the width of
the query result exceed the dimensions of the physical terminal. These extra functions are layered on top of the facilities
that are provided by the ISPF TBDISPL service.

DECLARE ISPFTABLE Service--Load SQL Query Results Directly into ISPF Tables

The DECLARE ISPFTABLE service provides a simpler and faster means by which to load SQL query results into
temporary or permanent ISPF tables.

The REXX code that follows illustrates the separate ISPF dialog services and RLX SQL statements that are ordinarily
required to create an ISPF temporary table and load it with the SQL query result.
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Address RLX

"TBCREATE FRUITTBL",

    "NAMES(APPLES, ORANGES, PEACHES, IPEACHES) NOWRITE"

        

"RLX DECLARE FRUIT_CSR CURSOR FOR" 

        "SELECT APPLES, ORANGES, PEACHES",

           "FROM  FRUIT_TABLE", 

           "WHERE APPLES = :APPLES"

        

"RLX OPEN FRUIT_CSR"

"RLX FETCH FRUIT_CSR INTO :APPLES, :ORANGES, :PEACHES:IPEACHES"

DO WHILE SQLCODE = 0 

   "TBADD FRUITTBL"

   "RLX FETCH FRUIT_CSR INTO :APPLES, :ORANGES, :PEACHES:IPEACHES" 

END

        

"RLX CLOSE FRUIT_CSR"

    

The same result can be achieved using the DECLARE ISPFTABLE service that follows. This service combines all these
ISPF and SQL services into a statement format which is a hybrid of the SQL DECLARE CURSOR and singleton SELECT
statements.

"RLX DECLARE FRUITTBL ISPFTABLE FOR",

    "SELECT APPLES, ORANGES, PEACHES",

       "INTO :APPLES, :ORANGES, :PEACHES:IPEACHES",

       "FROM  FRUIT_TABLE"

       "WHERE APPLES = :APPLES"

Say "Number of rows in Answer Set = " SQLCOUNT      

      

The RLX DECLARE ISPFTABLE statement is patterned after the standard SQL DECLARE CURSOR statement. The
syntax substitutes the keyword ISPFTABLE for the keyword CURSOR. The statement identifies FRUITTBL as the ISPF
target table into which the SQL result table is loaded. The optional INTO clause from the singleton SELECT statement
allows you to specify the names of host main variables and indicator variables INTO which column values are retrieved.
RLX/ISPF creates a REXX variable that is named SQLCOUNT which contains the number of rows of the query result
added to the ISPF table.

The ISPF Table Created by the DECLARE ISPFTABLE Service

If the target ISPF table referenced in the DECLARE ISPFTABLE statement is not already open for processing when the
RLX DECLARE ISPFTABLE service is requested, RLX issues a default ISPEXEC TBCREATE on the dialog's behalf. This
is illustrated and explained here.

                 (1)

TBCREATE FRUITTBL

   NAMES(APPLES, ORANGES, PEACHES, IPEACHES) NOWRITE 

   (2)  <------------- (3) -------------->    (4)

        

1 - RLX creates the ISPF table identified in the DECLARE ispf_table 

    ISPFTABLE clause.
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2 - The ISPF table is comprised entirely of non-key variables

3 - The list of host main and indicator variables appearing in the

    INTO clause become the column variables of the ISPF target table.

        

4 - RLX creates a temporary ISPF table (NOWRITE)

    

Default Action

If you choose to omit the INTO clause of the DECLARE ISPFTABLE statement, RLX uses the name of the SQL result
column as the name of the host main variable as well as the ISPF table row variable. In exceptional cases where this is
not feasible, RLX offers a useful alternative. The exceptional instances are as follows:

1. The name of the SQL result column exceeds eight characters in length.
For example, TOO_LONG_NAME

NOTE
Should the SQL result column be eight characters or less in length but contain an underscore (for example,
COL_NAME), RLX substitutes the Underscore Replacement Character that is defined in the profile or using
the RLX CONTROL URC service.

2. The SQL result column has no name, as with
SQL Built in functions -   e.g., AVG(COLUMN1)

Multi-term expressions -   e.g., COLUMN_NAME + 10

literal constants -        e.g., 10 or 'CONSTANT'

In these two instances, RLX derives dialog variable names according to the following convention:

MDVxxx for each (M)ain (D)ialog (V)ariable where xxx is the ordinal number (1st, 2nd, 3rd, ...) of the SELECT list column
for which RLX is deriving a default name. For example, if AVG(PEACHES) were the third column in the SELECT list, RLX
would generate the name MDV003 for both the host main variable and ISPF table row variable.

If the SQL result column permits NULL values, RLX generates indicator variables according to a similar convention:

IDVxxx for each (I)ndicator (D)ialog (V)ariable where xxx corresponds to the ordinal number (1st, 2nd, 3rd, ...) of the
SELECT list column with which the indicator variable is associated. For example, if APPLES were the first column in the
SELECT list and it permitted NULLS, the derived name of its indicator dialog variable would be IDV001.

Illustration of Default Handling

The DECLARE ISPFTABLE statement is used to illustrate how RLX/ISPF derives the names of ISPF dialog variables from
the column names and expressions that appear in a SELECT list.

"RLX DECLARE FRUITTBL ISPFTABLE FOR

   SELECT AVG(APPLES), PEACHES + 10, 

      'PEARS',  CANTALOUPES

   FROM  FRUIT_TABLE WHERE APPLES = :APPLES

   GROUP BY PEACHES, CANTALOUPES

    

Assume that each SELECT list column -- except the literal constant 'PEARS' -- can assume a value of NULL. In this
example, RLX issues the following default ISPEXEC TBCREATE service on behalf of the dialog:

"ISPEXEC TBCREATE FRUITTBL NAMES

(MDV001, IDV001, MDV002, IDV002, MDV003, MDV004, IDV004) NOWRITE" 

   (1)     (2)     (3)     (4)    (5)     (6)     (7)     
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where

        

1 - The built in function AVG(APPLES) is the first column in the SELECT list.  It becomes main 

dialog variable MDV001.

2 - The built in function AVG(APPLES) may assume a value of NULL.  As such, RLX creates an 

indicator dialog variable for this first SELECT list column named IDV001.

3 - The multi-term expression PEACHES + 10 is the second column in SELECT list.  It becomes main 

dialog variable MDV002.

4 - PEACHES + 10 may assume a value of NULL.  As such, RLX creates an indicator dialog variable for 

this second SELECT list column named IDV002.

5 - The constant 'PEARS' is the third column in the SELECT list. Thus, it becomes main dialog 

variable MDV003.

6 - The result column name CANTALOUPES exceeds 8 characters in length. As the fourth column in the 

SELECT list, it becomes MDV004.

7 - CANTALOUPES may assume a value of NULL.  As such, RLX creates an indicator dialog variable for 

this fourth SELECT list column named IDV004.

Specifying a Prefix for ISPF Table Row Variable Names

The RLXPREF operand directs RLX to create an ISPF table in which the name of each row variable is the RLXPREF
value concatenated with the ordinal number (1st, 2nd, 3rd, ...) of the column with the SELECT list. The syntax of the
RLXPREF clause is as follows:

INTO RLXPREF(column_name_prefix,Indicator_variable_prefix)

Both Column_name_prefix  and Indicator_variable_prefix are limited to 4 characters in length. If no
Indicator_variable_prefix and the column can assume a value of NULL, then RLX creates a ISPF row variable
named IDV concatenated with the column’s ordinal number within the SELECT list.

The following example illustrates the use of the RLXPREF operand within the INTO clause of the RLX DECLARE
ISPFTABLE statement. The INTO RLXPREF(COL,IV)  clause appears in bold, underlined type in the example.

/* REXX */

address RLX

‘RLX DECLARE RESULT ISPFTABLE FOR’, 

    ‘SELECT NAME, COLTYPE, LENGTH’, 

       ‘INTO RLXPREF(COL,IV) FROM SYSIBM.SYSCOLUMNS’,

    ‘WHERE TBCREATOR = :TBCREATOR AND TBNAME = :TBNAME’ 

‘RLX TBDISPL RESULT PANEL(RLX)’ 

In the above example, COLTYPE is the 2nd column in the SELECT list. As such, RLX creates an ISPF table row variable
named COL2. If COLTYPE could assume a value of NULL, RLX would also create an ISPF table row variable named IV2
to act as an indicator variable.

Assuming the exec is named EXAMPLE, you can execute it and produce the scrollable query result by issuing the
following command:

RLXS EXAMPLE

SQL Query Result 'RESULT' -------------------------  -------- Row 1 to 17 of 39
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Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> PAGE

COL1                                    COL2                             COL3

1(V)                                    2(C)                             3(S)

      

NAME                                    VARCHAR                            18

CREATOR                                 CHAR                                8

TYPE                                    CHAR                                1

DBNAME                                  CHAR                                8

TSNAME                                  CHAR                                8

DBID                                    SMALLINT                            2

OBID                                    SMALLINT                            2

COLCOUNT                                SMALLINT                            2

EDPROC                                  CHAR                                8

VALPROC                                 CHAR                                8

CLUSTERTYPE                             CHAR                                1

CLUSTERRID                              INTEGER                             4

CARD                                    INTEGER                             4

NPAGES                                  INTEGER                             4

PCTPAGES                                SMALLINT                            2

IBMREQD                                 CHAR                                1

REMARKS                                 VARCHAR                           254

    

The names of the ISPF table row variables (the underlined headings in the panel) are named COL1, COL2 and COL3 –
in accordance with the RLXPREF(COL) specification. The RLX TBDISPL statement automatically produces a TBDISPL
panel suitable to display the query result loaded into the ISPF table via the RLX DECLARE ISPFTABLE statement. The
NULLS command of the RLX TBDISPL service governs whether indicator variables appear next to their associated host
main variables on the display.

Issuing Explicit ISPEXEC TBCREATE or TBOPEN Service Requests

RLX does not issue a default TBCREATE service on the dialog's behalf unless it determines that the ISPF table that is
referenced in the DECLARE ISPFTABLE statement is not open for processing. Rather than accept the default TBCREATE
issued by RLX, you can explicitly code a TBCREATE or TBOPEN statement. You may choose to do so for the following
reasons:

(1) To create an ISPF table with keyed as well as unkeyed columns

(2) To load the SQL result table into a permanent rather than a temporary table

(3) To load an ISPF table whose columns do not correspond exactly to those in the SELECT INTO list of the DECLARE
ISPFTABLE statement. It is possible to load an ISPF table whose columns are a subset or a superset of the SQL result
table.

Consider the dialog processing for the example. The host indicator variable that is named IPEACHES appears in
the SELECT INTO clause to prevent a terminating error in the event a query returns a row with a NULL value in the
PEACHES column. Beyond this, your application does not require you to store the indicator variable IPEACHES in the
ISPF table. However, the dialog does not present the indicator variable to the user on the scrollable ISPF table display.

"ISPEXEC TBCREATE FRUITTBL",

   "KEYS(APPLES) NAMES(ORANGES, PEACHES) WRITE"

          (1)         <----- (2) ---->   (3)  

"RLX DECLARE FRUITTBL ISPFTABLE FOR", 

   "SELECT APPLES, ORANGES, PEACHES",

   "INTO :APPLES, :ORANGES, :PEACHES:IPEACHES", "FROM  FRUIT_TABLE",
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   "WHERE APPLES = :APPLES"

where

(1) the APPLES column may be used as a key to access the ISPF table.

(2) the ISPF table's non key variables include just the main dialog variables ORANGES and PEACHES.

(3) The ISPF table will be saved on disk once it is closed

    

The next example provides a full context example in which an explicit ISPF TBCREATE service request is issued.

/*  RLX REXX EXEC                                                       */

Address RLX DO FOREVER

"DISPLAY PANEL(WHERE)"  /*  Obtain values for WHERE clause              */ 

IF RC > 0 THEN LEAVE

/*  Explicitly create the ISPF table the dialog will display            */

"TBCREATE RLXNUM KEYS(DV1 IV1) NAMES(DV2 IV2 DV3 IV3 DV4 IV4", 

"DV5 IV5 DV6 IV6) NOWRITE"

/*  The INTO clause of the DECLARE ISPFTABLE service enables the        */

/*  developer to name the target main and indicator variables           */

/*  corresponding to the query result's SELECT list                     */

"RLX DECLARE DATATYPE ISPFTABLE FOR",

     "SELECT INTEGER, SMALLINT, DEC150, DEC55, CHAR5, VARCHAR10"

    , "INTO :DV1:IV1, :DV2:IV2,:DV3:IV3,:DV4:IV4, :DVA:IVA, :DV5:IV5", 

    "FROM RLXNUM",

     "WHERE INTEGER BETWEEN :LOW AND :HIGH", 

    "ORDER BY INTEGER"

IF SQLCODE = 0 THEN  /* Were any rows FETCHed successfully ?     */

   DO WHILE RC = 0

      "TBDISPL DATATYPE PANEL(DATATYPE)" 

   END

   "TBEND DATATYPE"

END

EXIT RC

    

Nuances of DECLARE ISPFTABLE Operation

Typically, the number of rows FETCHed and the number of rows that are loaded into a target ISPF table are the same,
but not invariably. The FETCH/load counts can differ when the SQL query result contains duplicate values for those SQL
result columns that are defined as keyed columns in the ISPF table.

In the following example, six rows are FETCHed from the SQL query result but only three rows are successfully loaded
into the target ISPF table. Three of the result row values for column name EMPID were duplicates.

SELECT EMPID, LNAME, FNAME, DEPT 

   FROM EMPLOYEE_TABLE 
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ISPEXEC TBCREATE EMPLOYEE KEYS(DEPT) NAMES(EMPID, LNAME, FNAME) WRITE 

EMPID    DEPT          SQL FETCH / ISPF Table load outcome 

-----    ----          ---------------------------------------------- 

00001    A100          <--- first row retrieved  / first row loaded 

00002    A100          <--- second row retrieved / row load failed 

00003    A100          <--- third row retrieved  / row load failed 

00004    A100          <--- fourth row retrieved / row load failed 

00005    A500          <--- fifth row retrieved  / second row loaded 

00006    A600          <--- sixth row retrieved  / third row loaded      

      

You can limit the number of rows which the DECLARE ISPFTABLE service fetches and loads using the RLX CONTROL
LIMIT service.

NOTE
The limit check RLX performs is made on the number of rows that are loaded rather than the number of rows
FETCHed.

Processing Query Results on Scrollable ISPF Panels

The previous section described how the RLX DECLARE ISPFTABLE service loads SQL query results into ISPF tables.
Once the query result is loaded, the RLX TBDISPL service provides a simple means to display and process the SQL
query result on a scrollable, ISPF table display panel.

This section is the complementary service RLX TBDISPL, whose syntax is patterned after the ISPF TBDISPL service.
The following illustrates how the RLX TBDISPL service layers additional facilities on the function base provided by ISPF
TBDISPL.

                   --------------------------- 

                   |                         | 

Extension 2  --->  |  LEFT / RIGHT scrolling |

                   |                         | 

                   --------------------------- 

                   |                         |

Extension 1  --->  | Create table display    | 

                   | panel dynamically       | 

                   |                         |

                   ---------------------------

                   |                         | 

Base function ---> | ISPEXEC TBDISPL service | 

                   |                         |

                   ---------------------------

    

RLX TBDISPL combines the SQL query result, ISPF table and ISPF table display panel into a powerful composite object
that dialog developers and users can readily manipulate. RLX TBDISPL works with query results loaded through the RLX
DECLARE ISPFTABLE service in a single, composite operation. RLX TBDISPL will also work with query results loaded
via native SQL and ISPF services (TBCREATE, DECLARE CURSOR, OPEN, FETCH, TBADD, CLOSE).

Dynamically Designed Panels

With the ISPF TBDISPL service, you must first design and edit an appropriate table display panel before you can display
the contents of an ISPF table. In contrast, RLX TBDISPL dynamically creates a suitable panel. The following example
illustrates the display produced for the SQL Query Result DATATYPE whose columns are named for their datatypes.
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SQL Query Result 'DATATYPE'---------------------------------------  ROW 1 OF 14

Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> HALF

INTEGER  SMALLINT      DEC55  CHAR5  MDV005       DATE        TIME 

   1(I)      2(S)       3(P)   4(C)    5(V)       6(DATE)     7(TIME)  

 

   57        57      0.57000   C57    VC57        2003-01-21  16.42.23

   58        58      0.58000   C58    VC58        2003-01-21  16.42.23

   59        59      0.59000   C59    VC59        2003-01-21  16.42.23

   63        63      0.63000   C63    VC63        2003-01-21  16.42.23

   78        78      0.78000   C78    VC78        2003-01-21  16.42.23

   82        82      0.82000   C82    VC82        2003-01-21  16.42.23

   82        82      0.82000   C82    VC82        2003-11-23  13.24.23

   82        82      0.82000   C82    VC82        2003-01-21  16.42.23

   82        82      0.82000   C82    VC82        2003-11-23  13.24.23

   87        87      0.87000   C87    VC87        2003-01-21  16.42.23

   93        93      0.93000   C93    VC93        2003-01-21  16.42.23

   93        93      0.93000   C93    VC93        2003-10-18  11.16.45

   100       100     0.10000   C100   VC100       2003-10-18  11.16.45

   100       100     0.10000   C100   -           2003-10-18  11.16.45

    

The panel illustrates the following points:

• Query result columns whose datatype is numeric appear right-justified
• Non-numeric query result columns appear left-justified
• The RLX TBDISPL service can expand the width of the display in accordance with the width of the logical screen

Horizontal Scrolling

Scrolling lets you move the viewable data window up, down, left, and right across the data. In addition to the vertical
scrolling supported by the ISPF TBDISPL service, the RLX TBDISPL service supports LEFT / RIGHT scrolling of query
results too wide to fit on one screen. UP / DOWN scrolling brings new rows into view while LEFT / RIGHT scrolling brings
new COLUMNS into view.

The following panel illustrates how column headings scroll along with column data as RIGHT scroll commands are
executed.

NOTE
RLX provides this horizontal scroll support automatically whenever the width of the SQL query result exceeds
the width of the logical screen.

SQL Query Result 'DATATYPE' -------------------------------------  ROW 1 OF 14

Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> HALF

MDV005            DATE              TIME            MDV008

5(V)              6(DATE)           7(TIME)         8(TIMESTAMP)

        

VC57              2003-01-21        16.42.23        2003-01-21-16.42.23.123450

VC58              2003-01-21        16.42.23        2003-01-21-16.42.23.123450

VC59              2003-01-21        16.42.23        2003-01-21-16.42.23.123450

VC63              2003-01-21        16.42.23        2003-01-21-16.42.23.123450

VC78              2003-01-21        16.42.23        2003-01-21-16.42.23.123450

VC82              2003-01-21        16.42.23        2003-01-21-16.42.23.123450
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VC82              2003-11-23        13.24.23        -

VC82              2003-01-21        16.42.23        2003-01-21-16.42.23.123450

VC82              2003-11-23        13.24.23        -

VC87              2003-01-21        16.42.23        2003-01-21-16.42.23.123450

VC93              2003-01-21        16.42.23        2003-01-21-16.42.23.123450

VC93              2003-10-18        11.16.45        -

VC100             2003-10-18        11.16.45        -

-                 2003-10-18        11.16.45        -

    

Scrollable Column Headings

RLX TBDISPL produces a two-line heading for each column of the generated display. The first heading identifies the
column name while the second heading line specifies the column datatype. RLX references the SQL query result and
ISPF table into which the query result was loaded to obtain this information.

INTEGER   SMALLINT    DEC55   CHAR5    MDV005    DATE        TIME 

   1(I)       2(S)    3(P)    4(C)     5(V)      6(DATE)     7(TIME)

RLX TBDISPL derives the column name from the name of the ISPF table variable. These dialog variable names
are limited to eight characters in length. See DECLARE ISPFTABLE Service for a description of the column naming
conventions used by the RLX DECLARE ISPFTABLE service which produces a dialog variable name like MDV005.

The Data Type heading appearing beneath the Column Name heading consists of two components. The first is an ordinal
number which identifies the column position (first, second, third, ...) within the sequence of query result columns. This
ordinal number uniquely identifies the column and may be used in lieu of the column name in RLX TBDISPL commands.

The second component identifies the query result column datatype. The next sample enumerates the codes and
corresponding datatypes which can appear in the Datatype Heading.

Code                Datatype

---------           -----------------------------------

DATE                Date

TIME                Time

TIMESTAMP           Timestamp

V                   Varchar

C                   Character

LV                  Long Varchar

VG                  Vargraphic

G                   Graphic

LVG                 Long Vargraphic

FLOAT               Float (Single and double precision)

P                   Packed Decimal

I                   Integer

S                   Small Integer

    

RLX TBDISPL Commands

The RLX TBDISPL service provides facilities with which to manipulate and rearrange the tabular display. Developers
can specify operands of the RLX TBDISPL service when coding the dialog. Users can enter RLX TBDISPL commands
interactively during dialog execution. Both developers and users can use the same commands.

The interactive RLX TBDISPL commands let the dialog user control and manipulate the display as well as scroll the data
up, down, left and right. Users enter commands and command parameters in the Command field on line 2 of the display
as in:
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Command ===> COMMAND STRING

Scrolling

Scrolling lets you move the viewing window up, down, left, and right across the data. In addition to the vertical scrolling
supported by the ISPF TBDISPL service through the UP and DOWN system commands, the RLX TBDISPL service
supports LEFT / RIGHT scrolling of query results too wide to fit on one screen. UP / DOWN scrolling brings new ROWS
into view while LEFT / RIGHT scrolling brings new COLUMNS into view.

The headings scroll along with the data as different columns of the ISPF table come into view. RLX provides horizontal
scroll support automatically when the width of SQL query result columns exceeds the width of the display terminal.

RLX TBDISPL temporarily overlays any LEFT / RIGHT PF key definitions in the dialog user profile with RLX >LEFT and
>RIGHT commands. Typically these are PF7/PF22 for >LEFT and PF8/PF23 for >RIGHT. RLX saves the dialog user
original PF key definitions and restores them before exiting.

It is necessary to key >LEFT and >RIGHT (rather than LEFT and RIGHT) when horizontal scroll commands are entered
on the Command line rather than by pressing a PF key. The > prefix ensures that the command is passed to the RLX
TBDISPL service. Otherwise, ISPF rejects the command as an unsupported function.

Scroll Amounts

The scroll amount field at the far right of line 2 of the display governs the number of lines or columns that are scrolled with
each command. You can overtype the scroll amount.

Scroll ===> HALF

Valid scroll amounts and the number of columns scrolled left or right with each command are as follows:

• A number from 1 to 9999 scrolls by that number of characters
• PAGE - scrolls by the amount of information currently visible on a page. The page scroll amount for >LEFT and

>RIGHT commands depends on the logical screen width which varies with terminal type
• HALF - specifies scrolling by half a page
• MAX - specifies scrolling to the top, bottom, left margin, or right margin, depending upon which scrolling command is

used.
• CSR - behaves like a PAGE scroll when used with >LEFT and >RIGHT commands.

You can also enter a scroll amount directly in the Command field -- to be used with the current scroll command only. In
the first example, both the scroll command and scroll amount are keyed into the Command field. The ENTER key is then
pressed.

COMMAND ===> >RIGHT 3

In this second example, you key just the scroll amount and press the >RIGHT PF key.

COMMAND ===> 3

Horizontal Character Scrolling

Commands like >RIGHT 10 or >LEFT 4 produce a horizontal scroll by some integer number of characters or bytes.
However, RLX TBDISPL scrolls the width of at least one query result column in response to a character scroll request.
For example, when the datatype of the query result column is CHAR(5) and a >RIGHT 3 scroll command is entered, RLX
scrolls right five characters to position to the next column.
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Column Scrolling

Column scrolling shifts the display horizontally by some number of query result columns. With Column scrolling, the
width of the entire column counts as one, regardless of the query result column width in characters. The next two panels,
illustrate the before and after display associated with the following RIGHT column scroll command.

COMMAND ===> RIGHT COL 2

SQL Query Result 'DATATYPE' --------------------------------------  ROW 1 OF 14

Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> HALF

SEL   DATE        TIME      MDV008                                      FLOAT                                

      

      6(DATE)     7(TIME)   8(TIMESTAMP)                             9(FLOAT)         

      1989-01-21  16.42.23  2003-01-21-16.42.23.123450                     57

      1989-01-21  16.42.23  2003-01-21-16.42.23.123450                     58

      1989-01-21  16.42.23  2003-01-21-16.42.23.123450                     59

      1989-01-21  16.42.23  2003-01-21-16.42.23.123450    3.1415920257568E+00

      1989-01-21  16.42.23  2003-01-21-16.42.23.123450    3.1415920257568E+00

      1989-01-21  16.42.23  2003-01-21-16.42.23.123450    3.1415920257568E+00

      1988-11-23  13.24.23  -                             3.1415920257568E+00

      1989-01-21  16.42.23  2003-01-21-16.42.23.123450    3.1415920257568E+00

      1988-11-23  13.24.23  -                             3.1415920257568E+00

      1989-01-21  16.42.23  2003-01-21-16.42.23.123450    3.1415920257568E+00

      1989-01-21  16.42.23  2003-01-21-16.42.23.123450    3.1415920257568E+00

      1992-10-18  11.16.45  -                             3.1415920257568E+00

      1992-10-18  11.16.45  -                             3.1415920257568E+00

      1992-10-18  11.16.45  -                             3.1415920257568E+00

      

The following panel illustrates how RLX scrolls the display the width of two query result columns.

SQL Query Result 'DATATYPE' --------------------------------------  ROW 1 OF 14

Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> HALF

SEL              MDV008                                                 FLOAT

                 8(TIMESTAMP)                                        9(FLOAT)

                 2003-01-21-16.42.23.123450                                57

                 2003-01-21-16.42.23.123450                                58

                 2003-01-21-16.42.23.123450                                59

                 2003-01-21-16.42.23.123450               3.1415920257568E+00

                 2003-01-21-16.42.23.123450               3.1415920257568E+00

                 2003-01-21-16.42.23.123450               3.1415920257568E+00

                 -                                        3.1415920257568E+00

                 2003-01-21-16.42.23.123450               3.1415920257568E+00

                 -                                        3.1415920257568E+00

                 2003-01-21-16.42.23.123450               3.1415920257568E+00

                 2003-01-21-16.42.23.123450               3.1415920257568E+00

                 -                                        3.1415920257568E+00

                 -                                        3.1415920257568E+00

                 -                                        3.1415920257568E+00
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The SELECT Command

The SELECT command tells RLX whether to include or omit a modifiable selection field for each row. When enabled,
the Selection field is locked in place as the leftmost column on the display. (The LEFT and RIGHT scroll commands do
not affect the SELECT field). RLX TBDISPL makes the contents of the Selection field available to your dialog in a dialog
variable named RTDSEL.

You can request the Selection field by specifying SELECT ON or SELECT YES in the command field on line 2.

Command ===> SELECT ON

The following panel illustrates the display after the SELECT ON command executes.

SQL Query Result 'DATATYPE' --------------------------------------  ROW 1 OF 14

Command ===> SELECT NO                                         Scroll ===> HALF

SEL       INTEGER  SMALLINT     DEC55  CHAR5  MDV005       DATE        

TIME         1(I)      2(S)      3(P)  4(C)   5(V)         6(DATE)     7(TIME)       

              57        57    0.57000  C57     VC57        2003-01-21  16.42.23

              58        58    0.58000  C58     VC58        2003-01-21  16.42.23

              59        59    0.59000  C59     VC59        2003-01-21  16.42.23

              63        63    0.63000  C63     VC63        2003-01-21  16.42.23

              78        78    0.78000  C78     VC78        2003-01-21  16.42.23

              82        82    0.82000  C82     VC82        2003-01-21  16.42.23

              82        82    0.82000  C82     VC82        2003-11-23  13.24.23

              82        82    0.82000  C82     VC82        2003-01-21  16.42.23

              82        82    0.82000  C82     VC82        2003-11-23  13.24.23

              87        87    0.87000  C87     VC87        2003-01-21  16.42.23

              93        93    0.93000  C93     VC93        2003-01-21  16.42.23

              93        93    0.93000  C93     VC93        2003-10-18  11.16.45

             100       100    0.10000  C100    VC100       2003-10-18  11.16.45

    

To remove the leading row SELECTION field, enter the following command:

Command ===> SELECT NO

The following panel illustrates the resulting display.

SQL Query Result 'DATATYPE' --------------------------------------  ROW 1 OF 14

Command ===> SELECT NO                                         Scroll ===> HALF

      INTEGER  SMALLINT      DEC55  CHAR5  MDV005      DATE        TIME 

         1(I)      2(S)       3(P)  4(C)   5(V)        6(DATE)     7(TIME) 

           57        57    0.57000  C57    VC57        2003-01-21  16.42.23

           58        58    0.58000  C58    VC58        2003-01-21  16.42.23

           59        59    0.59000  C59    VC59        2003-01-21  16.42.23

           63        63    0.63000  C63    VC63        2003-01-21  16.42.23

           78        78    0.78000  C78    VC78        2003-01-21  16.42.23

           82        82    0.82000  C82    VC82        2003-01-21  16.42.23

           82        82    0.82000  C82    VC82        2003-11-23  13.24.23

           82        82    0.82000  C82    VC82        2003-01-21  16.42.23

           82        82    0.82000  C82    VC82        2003-11-23  13.24.23

           87        87    0.87000  C87    VC87        2003-01-21  16.42.23

           93        93    0.93000  C93    VC93        2003-01-21  16.42.23
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           93        93    0.93000  C93    VC93        2003-10-18  11.16.45

          100       100    0.10000  C100   VC100       2003-10-18  11.16.45

          100       100    0.10000  C100   -           2003-10-18  11.16.45

    

Namelist Commands

The RLX service provides a set of namelist commands that control various attributes of the displayed columns. These
namelist commands occur in pairs. A given attribute is activated by one command of the pair and deactivated by the other.
The namelist command pairs include:

MODIFY

PROTECT

CAPS

ASIS

FREEZE

THAW

NULLS

NONULLS

The namelist commands accept as their arguments a list of dialog variable names and/or ordinal column numbers from
the two heading lines. Alternatively, the following keywords globally reference all the query result columns.

YES/NO/ALL/NONE/ON/OFF

YES, ALL, and ON are synonyms. Similarly, NO, NONE, and OFF are synonyms.

Specification of Namelists

Namelist command syntax is the same whether the list is coded as an operand of the RLX TBDISPL service or as a
command entered interactively at run-time. A namelist consists of a list of names or ordinal column numbers enclosed
in parentheses. Within the parentheses, the names or ordinal numbers can be separated with commas or blanks. For
example,

(DV1 2 DV3)

When the command is entered interactively and the list consists of a single name, ordinal number or global keyword, the
parentheses may be omitted. For example,

Command ===> NULLS ON

However, the same command coded as an operand of the RLX TBDISPL service must be enclosed in parentheses:

RLX TBDISPL ... NULLS(ON)

The sections which follow describe the namelist commands supported by the RLX TBDISPL service.

Specification of Namelists

Namelist command syntax is the same whether the list is coded as an operand of the RLX TBDISPL service or as a
command entered interactively at run-time. A namelist consists of a list of names or ordinal column numbers enclosed
in parentheses. Within the parentheses, the names or ordinal numbers can be separated with commas or blanks. For
example,

(DV1 2 DV3)

When the command is entered interactively and the list consists of a single name, ordinal number or global keyword, the
parentheses may be omitted. For example,
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Command ===> NULLS ON

However, the same command coded as an operand of the RLX TBDISPL service must be enclosed in parentheses:

RLX TBDISPL ... NULLS(ON)

The sections which follow describe the namelist commands supported by the RLX TBDISPL service.

The PROTECT and MODIFY Commands

The PROTECT command lets you prevent one or more columns from being modified. Once a column is protected, you
cannot key data into it, nor can you tab to it.

Conversely, the MODIFY command lets you designate a list of one or more columns which can be modified by the user.

The CAPS and ASIS Commands

The CAPS command lets you designate a list of one or more columns whose contents will be translated to uppercase
before being passed to the dialog or to Db2.

The ASIS command lets you designate a list of one or more columns whose contents will be passed directly to the dialog
or to Db2.

The FREEZE and THAW Commands

The FREEZE command lets you designate a list of one or more columns which are not subject to left/right scrolling.
Frozen columns remain anchored in place regardless of the scroll command. For example you can FREEZE a primary or
foreign key column so that it is always visible for reference.

NOTES on FREEZE:

1. It is not necessary to explicitly lock the SELECT field.

2. RLX locks indicator variables along with their corresponding host main variables.

3. RLX limits the sum of the widths of the frozen columns to the panel's logical screen width.

The following panel illustrates the display before the following FREEZE command is executed:

Command ===> FREEZE (INTEGER CHAR5 7)

SQL Query Result 'DATATYPE' --------------------------------------- ROW 1 OF 14

Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> HALF

       INTEGER  SMALLINT      DEC55  CHAR5  MDV005      DATE        TIME 

          1(I)      2(S)       3(P)  4(C)   5(V)        6(DATE)     7(TIME)

           57        57    0.57000   C57    VC57        2003-01-21  16.42

           58        58    0.58000   C58    VC58        2003-01-21  16.42.23

           59        59    0.59000   C59    VC59        2003-01-21  16.42.23

           63        63    0.63000   C63    VC63        2003-01-21  16.42.23

           78        78    0.78000   C78    VC78        2003-01-21  16.42.23

           82        82    0.82000   C82    VC82        2003-01-21  16.42.23

           82        82    0.82000   C82    VC82        2003-11-23  13.24.23

           82        82    0.82000   C82    VC82        2003-01-21  16.42.23

           82        82    0.82000   C82    VC82        2003-11-23  13.24.23

           87        87    0.87000   C87    VC87        2003-01-21  16.42.23

           93        93    0.93000   C93    VC93        2003-01-21  16.42.23

           93        93    0.93000   C93    VC93        2003-10-18  11.16.45
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          100       100    0.10000   C100   VC100       2003-10-18  11.16.45

          100       100    0.10000   C100   -           2003-10-18  11.16.45

    

After FREEZE executes, the query result columns named INTEGER, CHAR5, and TIME (7th column in the query result
column series) begin the sequence. These columns appear on every display and are not subject to horizontal scrolling.
The next panel illustrates the display after the FREEZE command is executed.

The THAW command lets you unlock one or more frozen columns so that they are once again subject to LEFT and
RIGHT scrolling.

SQL Query Result 'DATATYPE' --------------------------------------- ROW 1 OF 14

Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> HALF

       INTEGER  CHAR5  TIME      SMALLINT      DEC55  MDV005      DATE 

          1(I)  4(C)   7(TIME)       2(S)       3(P)  5(V)        6(DATE)    

  

            57  C57    16.42.23        57    0.57000  VC57        2003-01-21

            58  C58    16.42.23        58    0.58000  VC58        2003-01-21

            59  C59    16.42.23        59    0.59000  VC59        2003-01-21

            63  C63    16.42.23        63    0.63000  VC63        2003-01-21

            78  C78    16.42.23        78    0.78000  VC78        2003-01-21

            82  C82    16.42.23        82    0.82000  VC82        2003-01-21

            82  C82    13.24.23        82    0.82000  VC82        2003-11-23

            82  C82    16.42.23        82    0.82000  VC82        2003-01-21

            82  C82    13.24.23        82    0.82000  VC82        2003-11-23

            87  C87    16.42.23        87    0.87000  VC87        2003-01-21

            93  C93    16.42.23        93    0.93000  VC93        2003-01-21

            93  C93    11.16.45        93    0.93000  VC93        2003-10-18

           100  C100   11.16.45       100    0.10000  VC100       2003-10-18

           100  C100   11.16.45       100    0.10000  -           2003-10-18

    

The NULLS and NONULLS Commands

The NULLS command governs whether indicator variables appear next to their associated host main variables on the
display. Indicator variables allow NULL values to be displayed, inserted or updated. The following panel illustrates the
display which results from issuing the NULLS ON command. Each SQL query result column which can assume a value of
NULL appears paired with its corresponding indicator dialog variable (IDV).

SQL Query Result 'DATATYPE' ------------------------------------- ROW 1 OF 14

Command ===>                                                 Scroll ===> HALF

INTEGER    IDV001   SMALLINT    IDV002         DEC55       IDV003     CHAR5 

   1(I)      1(S)       2(S)      2(S)          3(P)         3(S)      4(C)      

   57         0         57          0        0.57000           0       C57

   58         0         58          0        0.58000           0       C58

   59         0         59          0        0.59000           0       C59

   63         0         63          0        0.63000           0       C63

   78         0         78          0        0.78000           0       C78

   82         0         82          0        0.82000           0       C82

   82         0         82          0        0.82000           0       C82

   82         0         82          0        0.82000           0       C82

   82         0         82          0        0.82000           0       C82
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   87         0         87          0        0.87000           0       C87

   93         0         93          0        0.93000           0       C93

   93         0         93          0        0.93000           0       C93

  100         0        100          0        0.10000           0      C100

  100         0        100          0        0.10000           0      C100

    

The next panel illustrates the display after issuing a NULLS OFF command.

SQL Query Result 'DATATYPE' --------------------------------------- ROW 1 OF 14

Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> HALF

     INTEGER   SMALLINT      DEC55  CHAR5  MDV005              DATE        TIME       

        1(I)       2(S)       3(P)   4(C)    5(V)           6(DATE)     7(TIME) 

          57        57    0.57000    C57    VC57        2003-01-21    16.42.23

          58        58    0.58000    C58    VC58        2003-01-21    16.42.23

          59        59    0.59000    C59    VC59        2003-01-21    16.42.23

          63        63    0.63000    C63    VC63        2003-01-21    16.42.23

          78        78    0.78000    C78    VC78        2003-01-21    16.42.23

          82        82    0.82000    C82    VC82        2003-01-21    16.42.23

          82        82    0.82000    C82    VC82        2003-11-23    13.24.23

          82        82    0.82000    C82    VC82        2003-01-21    16.42.23

          82        82    0.82000    C82    VC82        2003-11-23    13.24.23

          87        87    0.87000    C87    VC87        2003-01-21    16.42.23

          93        93    0.93000    C93    VC93        2003-01-21    16.42.23

          93        93    0.93000    C93    VC93        2003-10-18    11.16.45

         100       100    0.10000    C100   VC100       2003-10-18    11.16.45

         100       100    0.10000    C100   -           2003-10-18    11.16.45

    

Coding RLX TBDISPL Statements within Your Dialogs

RLX TBDISPL statements can be categorized as those that specify a panel name and those that do not.

RLX TBDISPL statements which specify a panel name can also specify several operands unique to RLX. These operands
control the content and appearance of the display. They also govern TBDISPL operation. RLX removes these non-ISPF
TBDISPL operands before passing your TBDISPL statement to ISPF for execution.

RLX TBDISPL statements without a panel name and message ID are used to retrieve and process pending selected rows.

The syntax for coding the RLX TBDISPL service is as follows:

RLX TBDISPL ISPF_table_name PANEL(RLX) other ISPF table display operands any RLX TBDISPL operands

NOTE
RLX TBDISPL operands are only valid when a panel name is specified. If the PANEL operand is not coded, no
RLX TBDISPL operands should be specified either. In addition, the panel name specified in the PANEL operand
must be RLX -- for example, PANEL(RLX).

RLX TBDISPL Operands

RLX provides several TBDISPL operands with which the dialog developer can manipulate and rearrange the generated
display as well as control TBDISPL operation. The coding syntax for these operands is identical to that for the TBDISPL
commands which users enter interactively.

RLX TBDISPL operands which expect a single value include the following:
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• The SELECT operand -- described and illustrated in Section 43.7.
• The SQLCSR operand -- used to identify the SQL query result -- described and illustrated in Section 43.16.

The RLX namelist operands control attributes of the query result columns on the display. Namelist operands occur in
pairs. A given attribute is activated by one operand of the pair and deactivated by the other. The namelist operand pairs
supported by RLX TBDISPL include the following:

• The PROTECT and MODIFY operands -- described and illustrated in Section 43.9.
• The CAPS and ASIS operands -- described and illustrated in Section 43.10
• The FREEZE and THAW operands -- described and illustrated in Section 43.11
• The NULLS and NONULLS operands -- described and illustrated in Section 43.12.

NOTE
Section 43.8.1 describes namelist specification syntax in detail.

Identifying the SQL Query Result

In order to create the scrollable table display, RLX TBDISPL must reference both the ISPF table and the SQL query result.
The ISPF table containing the query result may have been loaded in a single, composite operation via the RLX DECLARE
ISPFTABLE service or through discrete SQL and ISPF service calls (TBCREATE, DECLARE CURSOR, OPEN, FETCH,
TBADD, CLOSE). RLX TBDISPL supports both these query result loading mechanisms.

The following example illustrates how RLX TBDISPL refers to the correct ISPF table and SQL query result on the basis of
the name DATATYPE.

---> "RLX DECLARE DATATYPE ISPFTABLE FOR",

|        "SELECT INTEGER, SMALLINT, DEC55, CHAR5, VARCHAR10,",

|           "DATE, TIME, TIMESTAMP",

|           "WHERE INTEGER BETWEEN :LOW AND :HIGH",

|        "ORDER BY INTEGER"

|

|    DO WHILE RC = 0

---     "RLX TBDISPL DATATYPE PANEL(RLX)"

     END

Since the RLX TBDISPL service identifies the ISPF table named DATATYPE as the table it will display, RLX searches for
an ISPF table / SQL query result combination whose DECLAREd name is DATATYPE.

RLX DECLARE DATATYPE ISPFTABLE FOR...

               A

               |

               |

RLX TBDISPL DATATYPE PANEL(RLX)

The SQLCSR Operand

RLX TBDISPL can also process SQL query results loaded into ISPF tables via native SQL and ISPEXEC calls. The
following sample illustrates the name based linkages established by RLX TBDISPL to the statements in which the ISPF
table is created and the SQL query result is DECLAREd.

     Address RLX

---> "RLX DECLARE SQLTYPES CURSOR FOR",

|        "SELECT INTEGER, SMALLINT, DEC55, CHAR5",

|           "WHERE INTEGER BETWEEN :LOW AND :HIGH",

|        "ORDER BY INTEGER"

|
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|--> "TBCREATE DATATYPE",

|       "NAMES(INTEGER SMALLINT DEC55 CHAR5) NOWRITE"

|

|    "RLX OPEN SQLTYPES"

|    "RLX FETCH SQLTYPES INTO :INTEGER, :SMALLINT, :DEC55, :CHAR5"

|

|    DO WHILE SQLCODE = 0

|       "TBADD FRUITTBL"

|       "RLX FETCH SQLTYPES INTO :INTEGER, :SMALLINT, :DEC55, :CHAR5"

|    END

|

|    "RLX CLOSE SQLTYPES"

|

|    DO WHILE RC = 0

---     "RLX TBDISPL DATATYPE PANEL(RLX) SQLCSR(SQLTYPES)"

     END

    

The SQLCSR operand tells RLX to search for a DECLARE CURSOR statement. RLX always confirms that the ISPF table
to be displayed does in fact exist.

RLX DECLARE SQLTYPES CURSOR FOR

                A

                |

                --------------------------------                          

                                               |

                                               |

                                               |

ISPEXEC TBCREATE DATATYPE                      |

                    A                          |

                    |                          |

                    |                          |

RLX TBDISPL     DATATYPE PANEL(RLX)       SQLCSR(SQLTYPES)

 

RLX TBDISPL Behavior

Calls to RLX TBDISPL return the same output results as calls to ISPEXEC TBDISPL. You can use the ISPF Dialog
Management Services documentation and service descriptions to design and code your dialogs. The horizontal scroll
support and dynamic panel creation provided by RLX TBDISPL are transparent to your command procedure.

RLX TBDISPL lets the dialog user select one or more rows in a single interaction. The dialog fragment that follows
illustrates the RLX TBDISPL call used to display the table and retrieve the first row selected. It also shows calls to retrieve
any pending selected rows.

DO FOREVER

  "RLX TBDISPL DATATYPE PANEL(RLX)" 

   IF RC > 0 THEN LEAVE

   DO WHILE ZTDSELS > 1

     /* Process the current row                                        */

        "RLX TBDISPL DATATYPE" /* Panel and Msg operands NOT specified */

   END

END
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The RLX TBDISPL call with a non-blank panel name displays the table, honors any scroll command and retrieves the first
selected row.

RLX TBDISPL DATATYPE PANEL(RLX)

Pending selected rows are retrieved by issuing a RLX TBDISPL request that specifies neither a panel-name nor message-
id.

RLX TBDISPL DATATYPE /* Panel and Msg operands NOT specified */

Dialog Variables Updated by RLX TBDISPL

The updated values of dialog variables corresponding to columns within the currently selected row are made available to
your dialog after each RLX TBDISPL call.

In addition, RLX makes the updated values of its own system variables available to your dialog after each RLX TBDISPL
call.

RTDSEL contains whatever the user keyed into the SELECT field associated with the currently retrieved row.

RTDAMT scroll amount field -- stored in the ISPF profile pool.

Lastly, the values of the following ISPF system variables are available to your dialog after each RLX TBDISPL call.

ZTDMSG specifies the ID of a message to be used as an alternate table row display indicator

ZTDROWS indicates the number of rows in the currently displayed table

ZTDSELS contains the number of rows that were selected for processing. This includes the current selected row as well
as any pending selected rows

ZTDTOP table row number of the top row currently displayed

RLX/Compile: Concepts and Facilities
This section introduces RLX/Compile and provides an overview of its capabilities. RLX/Compile, in conjunction with its
companion RLX products, provides a comprehensive application development capability for Db2 applications that are
written in REXX. The inherent flexibility of the REXX language that is coupled with the intuitiveness and expressive power
of the RLX SQL implementation allow you to quickly develop applications which access Db2.

RLX/Compile extracts and compiles the RLX SQL statements that are embedded in your execs to produce a static Db2
application plan and associated load module. Optionally, RLX/Compile converts the original REXX source EXEC into an
executable load module using the AcceleREXX compiler or some functionally equivalent product.

Together, RLX/SQL, AcceleREXX, and RLX/Compile provide the best of both worlds. RLX provides quick and easy
development and testing using interpretive REXX and dynamic SQL. Once you are satisfied with an application
functionality and correctness, you can readily deploy industrial strength applications which exhibit the performance and
security characteristics of Db2 applications that are written in a compiled host language like COBOL.

This chapter describes how to design, code, and execute REXX SQL applications in the RLX/Compile environment. It also
provides an overview of the RLX/Compile dialogs with which you convert your REXX SQL applications into compiled load
modules and static Db2 application plans.

Throughout this publication, VvRrMm refers to the target libraries created at your site during installation. Thus, all
references to VvRrMm should be read as referring to the actual node name of the target datasets created at your site -- for
example, V9R9M0.
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RLX/Compile Coding Conventions

The precompile phase of the RLX/Compile process serves to extract and translate the RLX SQL statements that are
embedded in your interpretive RLX command procedures. For example, the precompiler extracts and translates an
embedded SQL statement like the following sample:

'RLX DECLARE CURSOR1 CURSOR FOR’

‘SELECT * FROM SYSIBM.SYSTABLES’,

‘WHERE CREATOR LIKE :CREATOR'

However, embedded SQL statements can be of indefinite length. This presents a problem at those sites which run
versions of REXX before TSO/E Version 2 Release 4 because these implementations restrict REXX clauses to 500
characters in length.

To reconcile this REXX restriction with the need to recognize RLX statement strings as such, the RLX precompiler is
sensitive to REXX variables whose names begin with RLXSQL. RLX SQL statement strings which exceed 500 characters
in length should be assigned to as many RLXSQLn variables as necessary and then concatenated as illustrated in the
following example:

RLXSQL1 = 'DECLARE CURSOR1 CURSOR FOR'

RLXSQL2 = 'SELECT * FROM RLX240.RLXNUM'

RLXSQL3 = 'WHERE INTEGER BETWEEN :HIGH AND :LOW'

'RLX' RLXSQL1 RLXSQL2 RLXSQL3

NOTE
An indefinite number of RLXSQLn variables are supported.

In addition, you can instruct the precompiler to extract REXX assignment statements of your own choosing. For example,

RLXVARS = (some_var, another_var, ...).

The RLXVARS operand in this example instructs the RLX precompiler to recognize variable names of the form
SOME_VARxxx and ANOTHER_VARxxx as containing literal strings to be used to resolve RLX commands. When variables
with these names appear on the left-hand side of an assignment statement, the precompiler extracts such statements and
passes them to the RLX/Compiler. For example,

 some_var1      = 'literal string 1'

 some_var2      = 'literal string 2'

 another_var1   = 'literal string 3'

 another_var2   = 'literal string 4'

The RLXVARS operand instructs the precompiler to check for variables whose names start with some_var and
another_var in addition to RLXSQL1, RLXSQL2, ... RLXSQLn. This list of RLXVAR variables may be specified in the
body of the EXEC or through the optional RCSAUX file. If you code the RLXVAR operand in-line within your EXEC, be
sure to place it physically before any assignment statements in which these variables are referenced.

The RLXSQLx variables and any auxiliary variables you specify are typically used when the RLX host command string
exceeds 500 characters in length (the maximum length of REXX literal strings in releases of TSO/E REXX before TSO/E
V2.4). For example, the two RLXSQL variables that are coded might appear in a RLX command such as:

"RLX" RLXSQL1 RLXSQL2

The RLX/Precompiler

The SQL precompiler component of RLX/Compile operates much like the Db2 precompiler for compiled languages like
COBOL, PL/1 and C. The RLX/ Precompiler produces an extract module (similar to a DBRM) along with a translated
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REXX source module which contains static SQL source statements. In addition, you can pass as precompile-time
parameters such values as Db2 table names and authorization IDs.

The RLX/Precompiler is a full REXX parser which checks the syntax and control flow of your REXX programs. Like
any compiler or precompiler, the RLX/Precompiler issues warning and error messages. If severe errors are detected,
downstream steps of a RLX/Compile job stream are bypassed. Correct these errors before proceeding further.

Because the RLX/Precompiler scans the entire REXX source module, it may flag errors that the REXX interpreter itself
might not detect. For example, the precompiler detects dead code and verifies that DO-END and SELECT-WHEN-END
structures are complete.

The RLX/Precompiler operates as follows:

(1) It reads and checks the syntax of the source EXEC. If any errors are detected, the precompiler flags them with an
appropriate message and returns a non-zero completion code.

(2) The Precompiler then identifies and extracts embedded RLX commands. Due to the dynamic nature of the REXX
language, only partial identification of RLX statements is possible. The precompiler identifies statements of the following
forms as RLX statements and selects them for processing:

'RLX command ...'

"RLX command ...'

"RLX" command ...

'RLX' command ...

RLX command

When prefixed by ADDRESS TSO or ADDRESS RLX, statement strings are recognized as RLX statements. For example,

ADDRESS TSO 'RLX command'

ADDRESS RLX 'RLX command'

NOTE
The RLX/Precompiler recognizes, but neither extracts nor processes host commands which request the RLX
CONTROL and RLX TERM services. This is because these statements are inherently dynamic.

Coding Mixed Static and Dynamic SQL

RLX/Compile is designed to compile SQL statements whose structure is known at coding time. RLX refers to these
as fixed-format statement strings. Compilable SQL statements may contain references to host and indicator variables
so fixed-format statements are reasonably flexible. This is because the values of host variables may change from
one execution of a statement to the next, even if their names do not. Therefore, the SQL statements themselves do
not change. This topic is discussed in detail in the section of the RLX SQL Reference pertaining to statement coding
techniques.

However, your application may be such that its SQL statements are composed in whole or in part at run time. For
example, the sample illustrates a dialog in which the user enters a SQL statement interactively through a panel for the
EXEC to execute.

/* Rexx Exec */ 

Address RLX  

Do forever 

   Say 'Enter SQL statement' 

   Pull sql_statement 

   'RLX' sql_statement 

End

The variable format SQL string in this example, produced by symbolic substitution of the REXX variable sql_statement, is
not compilable since its value is not available at compile time -- only at run time.
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Since RLX/Compile can compile only fixed-format SQL statements, any variable format SQL statements encountered at
compile time typically produce SQL compile errors. You can isolate the dynamic SQL statements into a separate REXX
module and just compile the EXEC containing the static SQL statements.

Alternatively, the RDS command (which stands for RLX Dynamic SQL) lets you mix static and dynamic SQL statements in
a single source EXEC as follows.

/* Rexx Exec */

      

address RLX 

'RLX select *’, 

   ‘from sysibm.systables’, 

   ‘where name like :name' 

      

/* Dynamic SQL statement */ 

      

'RDS' sql_string1 sql_string2 sql_string3 sql_string4

When you know at coding-time that a SQL statement is variable in structure (or you discover it after encountering RLX/
Compile-time errors) you can precede the SQL statement with RDS instead of RLX. The RLX and RxSQL host command
environments recognize RDS so the dynamic SQL statement can be executed at run time.

When the SQL statement string is not known until run time, these genuinely dynamic SQL statements can be identified as
such by changing the keyword RLX to RDS (RLX Dynamic SQL) in your RLX EXEC. SQL statements beginning with RDS
are ignored by the RLX/Compile preprocessor so the static SQL statements can be successfully compiled. Coding RDS
instead of RLX causes the Precompiler to ignore (neither extract nor translate) the dynamic SQL statement. For example,
the following RLX statement appears in a RLX EXEC that is interpreted.

"RLX SELECT NAME, OWNER FROM" Db2_Table_name

Before the EXEC containing this inherently dynamic SQL statement is precompiled, you should change RLX to RDS as
follows:

"RDS SELECT NAME, OWNER FROM" Db2_Table_name

Auxiliary Input to the RLX/Precompiler

The optional RCSAUX file may be used to provide auxiliary input to the RLX/Precompiler. Typically, this will include
statements that assign values to REXX variables that appear in RLX statement strings so the statements can be resolved
as static SQL requests at compile time. For example, you can provide an Authid and/or a Db2 table name as auxiliary
input as illustrated in the following example:

"RLX SELECT NAME, OWNER FROM" Db2_table_name

By itself, the above statement is neither compilable nor executable since the Db2 table name is undefined. However, you
can provide auxiliary input to the RLX/Precompiler through the RCSAUX file as illustrated below:

//RCSAUX DD    *

Db2_table_name = 'SYSIBM.SYSDATABASE'

/*

The REXX statement supplied in the RCSAUX input stream assigns the value SYSIBM.SYSDATABASE to the REXX
variable named Db2_table_name . The Precompiler will write this assignment statement to the RCSEXTR output file,
ahead of the extracted RLX SELECT statement. At compile time, the value of Db2_table_name will be properly resolved
so the RLX/Compiler can successfully produce static SQL for the statement.

Please note that the static SQL load module and application plan thus produced may only reference the table named
SYSIBM.SYSDATABASE. If the name Db2 table is to be resolved at run-time, only dynamic SQL can be used.
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In order to run as a static SQL application, you will need to create a unique Db2 plan, SQL load module and compiled
REXX load module for each discrete value that Db2_table_name will assume at run-time. For example, to use the
EXAMPLE exec described above to access a shadow Db2 catalog table named DBA.SYSDATABASE via static SQL, you
would have to recompile the EXEC to produce a separate Db2 application plan and SQL load module, this time specifying
the auxiliary input through the RCSAUX file, as illustrated below.

//RCSAUX DD    *

Db2_table_name = 'SYSIBM.SYSDATABASE'

/*

Run Time Parameters for the RLX/Precompiler

The following run-time parameters can be passed to the RLX/Precompiler to control its operation:

NAME

The NAME parameter identifies the REXX exec to be precompiled. The NAME parameter is required and must be
specified.

BOUNDS (left,right)

The BOUNDS parameter identifies the beginning and ending columns within which significant REXX code occurs in each
source record. The RLX/Precompiler inspects source text only from the specified portion of the line. For example, if your
exec has sequence numbers in columns 73-80, you should specify BOUNDS(1,72) to exclude these sequence numbers
from the lines of text inspected by the precompiler. Otherwise a syntax error results. The default specification for BOUNDS
considers the entire source record to contain significant text.

COMMENTS ( YES | NO )

If specified or defaulted to YES, the RLX/Precompiler retains comments in the translated source EXEC. Alternatively,
specifying COMMENTS(NO) instructs the precompiler to remove comments from the translated source EXEC written to
the RCSOUT file.

DIAGNOSE (parm1,parm2,...)

The DIAGNOSE parameter is used to diagnose problems in the RLX/Precompiler itself. Vendor support personnel directs
you to specify this parameter if necessary.

The RLX/Compile Dialogs

Here is the RLX/Compile Main Menu whose dialogs may be run by any authorized RLX user.

First-time users should select Option 0 (Environment) to setup RLX/Compile on their ID before they attempt to run the
RLX/Compile dialogs.

------------------------------ RLX/Compile Main Menu ------------------------

Option ===>

        

   0  Environment - Setup and maintain the RLX/Compile environment

   1  Prepare     - RLX procedures to execute in compiled mode (in one pass)

   2  Incremental - Precompile and compile modules for later link and BIND

   3  Precompile  - RLX source procedures into RLX request modules

   4  SQL Compile - Compile RLX request modules for later link edit and Bind

   5  REXX Compile- Compile and link EXEC(s) into discrete load modules

   6  REXX Compile- Compile and link EXECs into a single, combined load module

   7  Link / Bind - Link-edit RLX SQL load modules / Bind static Db2 plans 

   X  Exit        - Exit 
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Enter END command to Exit

    

The remaining options provide comprehensive Program Preparation facilities. Option 1 combines all preprocess, compile,
link-edit and bind steps into a single dialog and jobstream.

As an alternative to processing in a single pass, you can precompile, compile, link-edit and bind in a series of discrete
steps (Options 2 through 7). This enables you to build your applications incrementally and lets you share common
components among applications. For example, you might precompile and compile common modules at one point during
development and later link-edit and bind them in several different load modules and application plans.

Executing Applications Prepared with RLX/Compile

This section describes how to execute your RLX applications once they have been processed by RLX/Compile (and
optionally AcceleREXX or another REXX compile product).

Start by considering how we execute a REXX EXEC which contains embedded RLX SQL statements -- before we process
it through RLX/Compile. Suppose the name of this REXX EXEC is EXAMPLE. We could run the original REXX EXEC
named EXAMPLE and execute its embedded RLX SQL statements with the command string

RLXS EXAMPLE

where RLXS creates the RLX/TSO environment in which embedded RLX SQL statements can execute and EXAMPLE
identifies the REXX procedure we wish to run.

In contrast, the RLX/Compile process produces three (and perhaps four) new entities which are used in lieu of the original
REXX source EXEC named EXAMPLE. These new entities and their respective names are as follows:

• A load module which contains the compiled and link edited SQL statements extracted from the original REXX source
module. Call this load module -- comprised of embedded RLX SQL statements -- EXAMPLES.

• A static Db2 application plan associated with these compiled SQL statements. Call this plan EXAMPLEP.
• A translated EXEC produced by the precompilation process which should be used in lieu of the original source EXEC

when compiled SQL execution is desired. Call this translated exec EXAMPLET.
• Lastly, this translated exec will often be compiled itself, using a REXX compiler like AcceleREXX or the IBM REXX/370

compiler. Call this compiled REXX load module EXAMPLER.

Executing Static SQL Applications

To run the compiled version of our EXAMPLE application where the original REXX exec has been replaced by the
precompiled and translated version named EXAMPLET and the SQL statements embedded within EXAMPLE were
extracted and transformed into an executable load module, we would invoke RLXS with the following command string:

RLXS EXAMPLET RLXPLAN(EXAMPLEP) RLXPGM(EXAMPLES)

where EXAMPLET identifies the translated REXX EXEC, the RLXPLAN keyword identifies the static Db2 application
plan named EXAMPLEP and the RLXPGM keyword identifies the load module named EXAMPLES which contains the
compiled RLX SQL statements.

Executing Static SQL and Compiled REXX Applications

To run this fully compiled version of our EXAMPLE application (both REXX EXEC and embedded SQL exist as load
modules), we invoke RLX with the following command string

RLXS EXAMPLER RLXPLAN(EXAMPLEP) RLXPGM(EXAMPLES)
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where EXAMPLER identifies the compiled REXX load module, the RLXPLAN keyword identifies the static Db2 application
plan named EXAMPLEP and the RLXPGM keyword identifies the load module named EXAMPLES which contains the
compiled RLX SQL statements.

In both cases, we assigned unique names to the application plan, the translated REXX EXEC and the two load modules,
all of which are different from the name of the original REXX EXEC. This was done for the sake of clarity.

It is not necessary to make all these names unique and different from the name of the original source EXEC. It is
necessary, however, to ensure that the names of the compiled REXX load module and compiled SQL load module are
different.

One convention you might adopt is to use the same name for the compiled EXEC and Db2 application plan as was used
for the original source EXEC. Then choose another name for the compiled SQL load module. To illustrate, reformulate our
previous illustration to invoke RLX with the command string

RLXS EXAMPLE RLXPLAN(EXAMPLE) RLXPGM(EXAMPLES)

This second illustration assumes we assigned the name EXAMPLE to both the compiled REXX load module (or the
translated REXX EXEC) and the Db2 application plan that resulted from RLX/Compile processing of the original REXX
EXEC named EXAMPLE. In contrast, we assign the name EXAMPLES to the load module comprised of the RLX SQL
statements that were extracted from the EXAMPLE EXEC and subsequently preprocessed, compiled and link edited.
The name EXAMPLES distinguishes the SQL load module from the compiled REXX load module which is already named
EXAMPLE.

As an alternative to coding the RLXPLAN and RLXPGM keywords, you can instead specify default values for the RLX
plan and SQL load module names through the RLX profile facilities with which individual, shared and/or RLX system
profiles are managed. (This is the same as with dynamic RLX.) See the description of the RLX User Profile described in
the RLX/SQL Reference, as well as the descriptions of the RLX Shared and Installation Profiles appearing in the RLX
Installation Guide.

Library Allocations for Static SQL and Compiled REXX

The load modules which contain application static SQL must be accessible to RLX through either the standard MVS
search order (STEPLIB or the ISPLLIB concatenation) or through the RLXLOAD private library. If the RLXLOAD file is
allocated (defining the RLX private load library), then the dataset into which your SQL load module was link-edited must
be concatenated to the RLXLOAD file. Otherwise, RLX does not find your SQL load module, even if it is allocated to
STEPLIB or ISPLLIB. See the first pitfall.

In contrast, the compiled REXX load module can only be accessed though the standard MVS search order. The ISPF
LIBDEF service is not suitable for either purpose.

Moreover, care must be exercised to ensure that only that version of your RLX application which you intend to execute
(that is., original REXX, translated REXX, or compiled REXX) is accessible to the system -- otherwise, erroneous results
may occur. You should assign unique names to your compiled and interpreted REXX procedures. Alternatively, use the
same names for the original, translated, and compiled REXX procedures if EXEC and load module libraries are allocated
properly as described in the following two cases.

CASE 1: To run a static SQL plan in conjunction with the precompiled and translated REXX EXEC, ensure that the
translated EXEC rather than the original source EXEC is accessible through the standard SYSPROC or SYSEXEC
concatenation.

CASE 2: Alternatively, to run compiled SQL together with compiled REXX, ensure that the compiled REXX load module
is accessible to RLX. It is further advisable to ensure that neither the original nor translated REXX procedures appear in
the EXEC search order. Otherwise, the system may attempt to interpret the original procedure rather than execute the
compiled version.
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NOTE
The REXX function search order flag bit named FUNCSOFL governs whether the system searches for a
load module before searching for an EXEC of the same name. The REXX parameter module that is named
RLXISPRM used by the RLXS front end directs the system to search for a load module before searching for an
EXEC. The IBM supplied the REXX parameter modules IRXPARMS, IRXRSPRM, and IRXISPRM also direct the
system to search for a load module before searching for an EXEC. Check with your TSO systems programmer
whether this default is overridden at your installation.

Common Pitfalls and How to Avoid Them

This section describes several common mistakes that can lead to compile and run-time errors. Hopefully, these
suggestions can help you compile and run your RLX SQL applications without further incident.

Situation 1

The SQL load module was successfully compiled and links edited. Yet RLX reports Module not found when the application
is invoked.

This message occurs when the private load library that is defined by the RLXLOAD DD name is allocated, but the library
into which the SQL load module was link-edited is not concatenated to the RLXLOAD file.

To correct this situation, concatenate your SQL load module library to RLXLOAD or free RLXLOAD entirely and just go
with the standard MVS search order.

Situation 2

After compiling a REXX EXEC with AcceleREXX, no data appears to flow between the compiled EXEC and an ISPF
panel.

Any EXECs which issue ISPF dialog services must be compiled with the AcceleREXX SPECIAL compile option. Special
initialization processing is required to ensure that ISPF maps the contents of dialog variables into REXX variables of the
same name.

Situation 3

A REXX EXEC runs correctly in interpretive mode but fails once it is compiled by AcceleREXX.

This is often due to an incorrect value for the AcceleREXX BOUNDS option. For example, the BOUNDS value may be set
such that sequence numbers were compiled. Alternatively, the BOUNDS value may be set such that valid portions of a
REXX statement are being omitted (not being compiled).

Program Preparation Dialog

The following panel illustrates the RLX/Compile Main Menu whose dialogs may be run by any authorized RLX user once
the environment is set up properly.

-----------------------------RLX/Compile Main Menu------------------------------                          

Option ===>

        

  0  Environment - Setup and maintain the RLX/Compile environment

  1  Prepare     - RLX procedures to execute in compiled mode (in one pass)

  2  Incremental - Precompile and compile modules for later link and BIND

  3  Precompile  - RLX source procedures into RLX request modules

  4  SQL Compile - Compile RLX request modules for later link edit and Bind

  5  REXX Compile- Compile and link EXEC(s) into discrete load modules

  6  REXX Compile- Compile and link EXECs into a single, combined load module

  7  Link / Bind - Link edit RLX SQL load modules / Bind static Db2 plans
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  X  Exit        - Exit RLX/Compile

        

Enter END command to Exit

Option 1 enables you to preprocess, compile, link-edit and bind your RLX application in a single pass.

Alternatively, you can conduct your precompile, compile, link edit and BIND processing incrementally, in a series of
discrete steps (which correspond to Menu Options 2 through 7). For example, you might precompile and compile common
modules at one point during development and later link edit and BIND them in several different load modules and Db2
application plans, using Options 2 through 7.

Single-Pass Program Preparation
This article describes the program preparation panel.

Option 1, the RLX/Compile Program Preparation dialog lets you select one or more source REXX procedures and
combine them into a single Db2 application plan and load module. The following panel lets you specify a REXX source
module for processing. Alternatively, you can select one or more EXECs from a REXX source library or concatenated set
of libraries.

---------------------- RLX/Compile: Program Preparation ---------------------

Command ===>

RCS010 - Select 1 or more RLX source modules for program preparation

Specify RLX REXX EXECs

   Project  ===> RAI

   Group    ===> R200   ===>           ===>           ===>

   Type     ===> CRAIEXEC

   Member   ===> RNV* (Blank or pattern for member selection list)

Other partitioned or sequential data set:

   Data set name ===>

RLX Precompiler Options

   String   ===>

RLX SQL Compiler options:

   String 1 ===> CURRENT_SQLID(authid)

   String 2 ===>

Options for both RLX/Precompiler and RLX/Compile may be specified on the Program Preparation panel. For
example, you can direct RLX/Compile to issue a SET CURRENT SQLID request at SQL compile time by specifying
CURRENT_SQLID(authid)as an option string for the RLX SQL compiler.

All the RLX/Compile dialogs allow you to specify a pattern for the member name. This pattern, which is specified in
accordance with ISPF conventions, limits the display to a list of members which meet your selection criteria. You can
specify the pattern in either the Member name field (as illustrated RNV* ) or by specifying an Other Dataset Name in the
form DATA.SET.NAME(PATTERN*)

Here is the resulting member list from which one or more RLX source modules may be selected.

Program Prep: RAI.R200.CRAIEXEC -------------------------------    ROW 1 OF 7

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF

 

  Name     Action  Lib VV.MM  Created     Changed      Size  Init    Mod   ID 

  RNVF              1  24 00 03/09/23 03/09/23 11:48    217   217      0 RAI

  RNVFHELP          1  24 00 03/09/23 03/09/23 11:48     32    32      0 RAI

  RNVFHLP1          1  01 10 03/09/01 03/09/22 15:42     33    31      0 RAI4
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  RNVFPAN           1  24 00 03/09/23 03/09/23 11:48     33    33      0 RAI

  RNVFPANS          1  24 00 03/09/23 03/09/23 11:48     33    33      0 RAI

  RNVHLP1           1  24 00 03/09/23 03/09/23 11:48     33    33      0 RAI

  RNVL              1  24 00 03/09/23 03/09/23 11:48    100   100      0 RAI

    

Program Prep: RAI.R200.CRAIEXEC -------------------------------    ROW 1 OF 7

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF

  Name     Action  Lib VV.MM  Created     Changed      Size  Init    Mod   ID 

  RNVF     Selected 1  24 00 03/09/23 03/09/23 11:48    217   217      0 RAI 

  RNVFHELP Selected 1  24 00 03/09/23 03/09/23 11:48     32    32      0 RAI

  RNVFHLP1 Selected 1  01 10 03/09/01 03/09/22 15:42     33    31      0 RAI4

  RNVFPAN           1  24 00 03/09/23 03/09/23 11:48     33    33      0 RAI

  RNVFPANS          1  24 00 03/09/23 03/09/23 11:48     33    33      0 RAI

  RNVHLP1           1  24 00 03/09/23 03/09/23 11:48     33    33      0 RAI

  RNVL              1  24 00 03/09/23 03/09/23 11:48    100   100      0 RAI

    

You can continue to scroll and select as many members as necessary. Once you have selected all the members that you
want to compile, link edit and BIND together, press the END PF key. The dialog advances you to the panel illustrated on
which you can specify various attributes of the compiled application.

Plan and Load Module Attributes

The RLX/Compile dialogs prepopulate the names of the compiled REXX load module, Db2 application plan and its
associated SQL load module with the name of the first (or only) EXEC you selected for processing.

You can override these defaults with names of your own. However, unless the name of the compiled REXX EXEC is
blank, you must ensure that the names of the compiled REXX and SQL load modules are different. Alternatively, if you
blank-out the name of the compiled REXX load module, the name of the SQL load module need not be changed (since no
REXX load module is built).

Next, review and as necessary revise the name and release of the target Db2 subsystem into which the application plan is
bound. This corresponds to the Db2 subsystem in which the compiled application ultimately executes.

You can also specify whether dynamic SQL is allowed or disallowed within this plan through the Allow Dynamic SQL
option.

---------  Define Db2 Application Plan and Associated Load Module(s)  ---------

Command ===>

RCS050 - Revise SQL load module name to be different from compiled REXX lmod 

Specify Plan / Load Module Attributes

REXX load module    ===> RNVF          (Compiled REXX load module or blank) 

Db2 Plan Name       ===> RNVF          (Db2 application plan name) 

SQL load module     ===> RNVF          (Name of the Db2 plan load module) 

Db2 Subsystem       ===> DSN1          (In which to BIND plan)

Db2 Version / Rel   ===> 7.1           (Db2 release like 6.1, 7.1, 8.1

Allow Dynamic SQL   ===> N             (Y - allow dynamic SQL, N - disallow)   

Specify Application Plan Bind Parameters

   Isolation Level            ===> C   (C-Cursor Stability, R-Repeatable Read) 

   Action on plan             ===> R   (R - Replace A - Add)          

   Retain execution authority ===> Y   (Y - Yes     N - No)

   Plan validation time       ===> R   (R - Run     B - Bind)

   Resource acquisition time  ===> U   (U - Use     A - Allocate) 
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   Resource release time      ===> C   (C - Commit  D - Deallocate) 

   Explain path selection     ===> N   (Y - Yes     N - No)

Once you have reviewed and updated these plan and load module attributes, press ENTER to proceed to the next panel.
If you specified a name for a compiled REXX load module, the AcceleREXX Compile / Link-Edit Specifications panel that
follows appears. Otherwise, the next panel is displayed.

---------------  AcceleREXX Compile / Link-Edit Specifications  ---------------

Command ===>

RCX021 - Specify AcceleREXX compile and Link-Edit options and press ENTER

Composite Specifications        (for the link-edited REXX load module)  

Name        ===> RNVF           (of the composite load module)

Entry Pt    ===> RNVF           (First AcceleREXX'd routine to receive control) 

Select      ===> N              (Y/N - link-edit previously compiled EXECs

        

Specify target Load Library for the Compiled REXX load module

   Project  ===> RAI

   Library  ===> R200 

   Type     ===> RCXLOAD

AcceleREXX Compile Options      (Blanks accept AcceleREXX defaults)

   BOUNDS   ===>    -           (within which REXX source occurs - default ALL)

   INITHCE  ===> RLX            (Initial REXX Host Command Environment)    

   CONDENSE ===>                (Y/N - Remove comments and blanks) 

   ENCODE   ===>                (Y/N - Encrypt REXX source text)

   LRECL    ===>                (Size of logical records in condensed EXEC)

   LIST     ===>                (Y/N - Produce REXX EXEC listing)

   XREF     ===>                (Y/N - Produce symbol cross reference listing)

   PAGESZ   ===>                (Depth of print page in lines)

----------- RLX/Compile - Bind / Link-Edit Jobstream Specifications ---------

Command ===>

RCS121 - Verify RLX/Compile jobstream specifications or press END to bypass 

Specify Action on Jobstream

   Edit or Submit  ===> E              (E - Edit JCL, S - Submit Jobstream)

Specify Additional Db2 Plan Bind Parameters (blank accepts Db2 defaults)

   Owner           ===>                (Authorization ID of plan owner)  

   Qualifier       ===> EXAMPLE        (Qualifier for unqualified objects)  

   Cachesize       ===>                (Size in bytes of authorization cache)

   Current Server  ===>                (Default is the local Db2 subystem)

Specify target Load Library for the RLX SQL load module 

   Project         ===> RAI

   Library         ===> R200

   Type            ===> RCSLOAD        (May be blank)

The panel allows you to specify more Db2 BIND parameters and designate a target library into which the static SQL load
module is link-edited.

The OWNER and QUALIFIER parameters of the Db2 BIND command provide the means to implicitly qualify the names of
unqualified Db2 objects at the package and/or plan level.

Review and revise the parameters on this panel as appropriate and then press ENTER. The display locks while RLX/
Compile generates various control structures and tailors the job stream which executes in the background. You can either
Edit the JCL first or submit the job immediately.
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Precompile Processing
This article describes precompile processing.

The precompile phase of the RLX/Compile process (discretely invoked as Menu Option 3) serves to extract and translate
the RLX SQL statements that are embedded in your RLX procedures. Db2 need not be active in order to run the RLX
precompiler.

The precompiler accepts as input a RLX source EXEC. It produces as output a set of extracted SQL statements termed a
RLX request module, along with a translated version of the original REXX EXEC. These two outputs are analogous to the
DBRM and precompiled source module that is produced by the Db2 precompiler.

The Precompiler dialog and all the remaining RLX/Compile dialogs provide a similar look and feel to the single pass
program preparation dialog.

Through the precompiler dialog, you can specify a single EXEC for processing. Alternatively, you can select one or more
EXECs from a REXX source library or concatenated set of libraries. The next panel illustrates how to display a list of
members beginning with the letters RMV from the data set named RAI.Rvrm.CRAIEXEC .

-------------------------- RLX/Compile: Precompile -------------------------

Command ===>

RCS052 - Specify 1 or more RLX source modules to be precompiled 

Specify RLX REXX EXECs

   Project ===> RAI

   Group   ===> R200    ===>           ===>           ===> 

   Type    ===> CRAIEXEC

   Member  ===>                 (Blank or pattern for member selection list) 

Other partitioned or sequential data set: 

   Data set name  ===> R200.CRAIEXEC(RMV*)

The next panel illustrates the scrollable member list which results, once you press ENTER. Once you complete your
selections, press the END PF key to tailor a jobstream which precompiles each of the EXECs you selected.

Precompile: RAI.R200.CRAIEXEC ----------------------------------- ROW 1 OF 14

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF

  Name     Action  Lib VV.MM  Created     Changed      Size  Init    Mod   ID 

  RMVDCAF           1  01 07 03/11/24 03/11/25 12:02    275   272      0 RAI4

  RMVDERR           1  24 06 03/09/23 03/11/21 14:16     62    57      0 RAI2

  RMVDESCR          1  24 02 03/09/23 03/11/21 14:18     56    51      0 RAI2

  RMVDGV            1  24 01 03/09/23 03/11/24 16:47     82    81      0 RAI4

  RMVDGV1           1  24 00 03/09/23 03/09/23 11:48     72    72      0 RAI

  RMVDPDS           1  24 03 03/09/23 03/11/21 14:20     68    67      0 RAI2

  RMVDPROF          1  01 02 03/11/24 03/11/24 16:14    139   123      0 RAI4

  RMVDSEL           1  01 15 03/09/09 03/11/22 15:40     65    62      0 RAI2

  RMVDSELC          1  24 04 03/09/23 03/11/21 15:14     66    56      0 RAI2

  RMVDSNAP          1  01 00 03/11/21 03/11/21 17:48     25    25      0 RAI2

  RMVDTBL           1  24 01 03/09/23 03/10/26 06:28     31    31      0 RAI1

  RMVERROR          1  01 05 03/11/11 03/11/19 14:21    223   215      0 RAI4

  RMVINIT           1  24 01 03/09/23 03/11/19 14:00     35    35      0 RAI4

  RMVMGET           1  01 01 03/10/24 03/10/24 00:50      9     9      0 RAI2

    

Output from the RLX/Precompiler
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The RLX/Precompiler translates the RLX statements that it selects by inserting a special statement prefix of the form '$
exec_name RLX_statement_number' between the RLX literal and the rest of the RLX statement string. This enables
RLX to recognize the statement string as a static SQL request.

Suppose, for example, the following RLX statement was coded as the third RLX SQL request in a REXX EXEC named
EXAMPLE.

 'RLX OPEN C1'

The RLX/Precompiler translates this RLX host command as follows:

 'RLX' '$ EXAMPLE 3' 'OPEN C1'

The RCSEXTR file contains the RLX SQL requests and any RLXSQLxx or other assignment statements which are
extracted by the RLX/Precompiler and passed to the RLX/ Compiler for static SQL compilation.

The RCSOUT file contains a translated version of the original REXX source exec. The modifications identify the extracted
and compiled RLX SQL statements as static SQL requests.

The RCSEXTR file becomes input to the RLX/Compiler which, in turn, produces statically compiled RLX SQL structures.
The translated EXEC written to the RCSOUT file becomes (optionally) input to a REXX compiler such as AcceleREXX or
the IBM REXX/370 Compiler. These products, in turn, allow the REXX source module to be compiled and link-edited into
an executable load module.

Sample JCL for the RLX/Precompiler
This article provides sample JCL for the RLX/Precompiler.

//*------------------------------------------------------------------ 

//* 

//*      PRECOMPILE THE RLX COMMAND PROCEDURE NAMED: RCSDEM1 

//* 

//*------------------------------------------------------------------ 

//RCSP     EXEC PGM='RCSP',REGION=2M 

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD,DISP=SHR 

//RCSIN    DD   DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAIEXEC(RCSDEM1),DISP=SHR 

//RCSOUT   DD   DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAIEXEC(RCSDEM1),DISP=SHR 

//RCSEXTR  DD   DSN=RAI.Rvrm.RCSRRM(RCSDEM1),DISP=SHR 

//RCSPARMS DD   * 

NAME(RCSDEM1) BOUND(1,72) 

//SYSTSPRT DD   SYSOUT=* 

//RCSERROR DD   SYSOUT=* 

//RCSFMT   DD   SYSOUT=* 

//*RCSAUX  DD   *        / Optional auxiliary input to RLX/Precompiler

SQL Compile Processing
This article describes SQL Compile preprocessing.

The SQL compile phase of the RLX/Compile process (which can be discretely invoked as Option 4) accepts a RLX
Request Module (RRM) produced by the RLX precompiler as input. It produces an assembly language source module
which contains the static SQL statements that are extracted from the original RLX EXEC as output. This assembly
language module is then processed by the Db2 precompiler, the assembler, and the linkage editor to produce a DBRM
and an NCAL load module. These outputs provide input to the final link-edit / BIND phase which eventually produces an
executable load module and Db2 application plan.

The SQL Compile dialog provides a similar look and feel to the single pass program preparation dialog. Through the SQL
Compile dialog that you can specify a single RLX request module for processing. Alternatively, you can select one or more
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RRMs from a RLX request module library or concatenated set of libraries. The following panel illustrates how to display all
the members of a RLX request module library.

-------------------------- RLX/Compile - SQL Compile -------------------------                           

Command ===>

RCS053 - Specify 1 or more RLX request modules whose SQL should be compiled 

RLX Request Module Libraries   (produced by RLX precompiler)

   Project ===> RAI

   Group   ===> R200    ===>           ===>           ===> 

   Type    ===> RCSRRM

   Member  ===>                 (Blank or pattern for member selection list)

Other partitioned or sequential data set: 

   Data set name  ===>

RLX SQL Compiler options:

   ===>

   ===>

The next panel illustrates the resulting scrollable member list. Once you complete your selections, press the END PF key
to tailor a jobstream which compiles each of the RLX request modules you selected.

SQL Compile: RAI.R200.RCSRRM --------------------------------    ROW 1 OF 11

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF

        

  Name     Action  Lib VV.MM  Created     Changed      Size  Init    Mod   ID    

  RCSDEMO           1

  RCSDEM2           1

  RCSDEM3           1

  RCSDMULT          1

  RCSHDEMO          1

  RLXESEL           1

  RLXESEL3          1

  RLXEUPDT          1

  RLXEUPD3          1

  SEMSGEN           1

  SEMSLMOD          1

    

REXX Compile Processing

The REXX compile phase (which can be discretely invoked as Option 5) converts your original REXX EXEC into an
executable load module using the AcceleREXX compiler or some functionally equivalent product. The AcceleREXX User
Guide and Reference describes the REXX compile dialog in detail.

Bind/Link-Edit Processing

The Link-Edit and Bind phase of the RLX/Compile process accepts as input the DBRM and NCAL load modules that are
produced by the RLX SQL compiler along with the REXX object modules that are produced by your REXX compiler.

Link-Edit and Bind represents the final phase of processing in that it produces a Db2 application plan and a pair of fully
resolved and executable load modules. Together, these outputs constitute the industrial strength version of your original
RLX application. Moreover, these executable entities can be built incrementally, using common object and NCAL modules
as well as common DBRMs and packages.
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Through the Link-Edit and Bind dialog, you can specify a single DBRM for processing. Alternatively, you can select one or
more DBRMs from a database request module library or concatenated set of libraries. The next panel illustrates how to
display all the members of a DBRM library.

------------------------- RLX/Compile - Bind/Link-Edit ------------------------

Command ===>

RCS051 - Specify 1 or more modules to be bound and link edited together

DBRMs produced by RLX/Compile (Correspond 1:1 with NCAL members to be Linked)

   Project ===> RAI

   Group   ===> R200    ===>        ===>           ===>

   Type    ===> RCSDBRM

   Member  ===>               (Blank or pattern for member selection list)

Other partitioned or sequential DBRM Library

   Data set name ===>

    

The DBRMs you select to BIND should correspond one for one with NCAL members to be linked into an executable SQL
load module. In contrast, every REXX object module you link into a compiled REXX application need not necessarily
contain embedded SQL.

Later, in the Link-Edit and BIND dialog, you have an opportunity to select more, previously compiled REXX EXECs for
inclusion in the link edited REXX load module. These additional modules (which exist in Object module form) may or may
not contain embedded RLX SQL statements. Any REXX object modules which do not contain embedded SQL will not
have a corresponding DBRM.

The next panel illustrates the scrollable list of DBRMs from which you can select.

Bind / Link: RAI.R200.RCSDBRM -------------------------------    ROW 1 OF 11

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF

        

  Name     Action  Lib VV.MM  Created     Changed      Size  Init    Mod   ID 

  RCSDEMO           1

  RCSDEM2           1

  RCSDEM3           1

  RCSDMULT          1

  RCSHDEMO          1

  RLXESEL           1

  RLXESEL3          1

  RLXEUPDT          1

  RLXEUPD3          1

  SEMSGEN           1

  SEMSLMOD          1

    

Once you complete your selections, press the END PF key to advance to the Plan and Load Module Attributes panel.
Continue with those directions until you are ready to submit the link-edit / bind job.

Batch Procedures for Program Preparation

This section discusses a set of batch procedures you can use instead of -- or in addition to -- the program preparation
dialogs. The six procedures that are supplied in the CRAIJCL library are named RCXP, RCXC, RCXLKED, RCSPC,
RCSRCP, and RCSBIND. You can copy these members into one of the catalogued procedure libraries that are defined at
your installation or you can place these procedures instream within your JCL. In the latter case, you must terminate the
procedure with a JCL // PEND statement.
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Before using these procedures, we recommend that you review and edit them to specify the names of the RLX datasets
defined at installation time. Thus, there are fewer parameters to specify when you invoke these procedures.

The program preparation procedures that are supplied in the CRAIJCL dataset include the following:

• RCXP AcceleREXX precompiler -- combines several REXX execs into a single source module.
• RCXC Compiles a single REXX source module using AcceleREXX
• RCXLKED Link-edits one or more previously compiled REXX execs into a single, composite load module.
• RCSPC Precompiles and compiles execs containing RLX SQL statements. The RLX precompile step can be viewed

as an extension of the Db2 Precompiler.
• RCSRCP Creates a RLX SQL load module that is composed of the discrete RLX Request modules that are created

by the RCSPC procedure. The RLX SQL load module that is produced by this step is specified using the RLXPGM()
parameter of the RLXS call or through the RLXPROF.PGM profile variable.

• RCSBIND Binds the static Db2 application plan that can later be specified using the RLXPLAN() keyword of the RLXS
call or through the RLXPROF.PLAN profile variable.

All the RLX/Compile procedures reference the files and datasets that are enumerated in the list:

File name           Description

----------          -------------------------------------------------------------------

CRAIJCL             RLX control library containing JCL, PROCs, control statements etc.

                    (for example, RAI.Rvrm.CRAIJCL)

CRAIMSG             RLX message library

                    (for example, RAI.Rvrm.CRAIMSG)

      

RCSDBRM             Library containing the Db2 DBRMs produced by the RCSPC procedure)

                    (for example, USER.RCSDBRM)

RCSEXEC             Library containing preprocessed REXX execs produced by the RLX/Precompiler.

                    (for example, USER.RCSEXEC)

RCSLOAD             Library containing the composite RLX SQL load  modules created by the RCSRCP 

                    procedure.  These load modules are specified via the RLXPGM() keyword of the RLXS command

 or 

                    through the RLXPROF.PGM profile parameter

                    (for example, USER.RCSLOAD)

RCSOBJ              Library containing object code of the RLX Request Modules produced by the RCSPC 

                    procedure.

                    (for example, USER.RCSOBJ)

RCXIN               File that identifies the REXX execs to be compiled (for example, USER.EXEC)

RCXLOAD             Library containing the link-edited and executable load modules produced by 

                    compiling REXX execs. (for example, USER.RCXLOAD)

RCXOBJ              Library to which Compiled REXX object modules are written

                    (for example, USER.RCXOBJ)

RLXLOAD             RLX system load library (for example  RAI.Rvrm.CRAILRAI and CRAILOAD) 

      

RLXNCAL             RLX system NCAL library containing RLX subroutines (for example, RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD)
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RLXSLIB             RLX file tailoring skeleton library

                    (for example, RAI.Rvrm.CRAISKEL) 

      

RLXEXEC             RLX system EXEC library (for example, RAI.Rvrm.CRAIEXEC)

      

RLXMACS             RLX assembly language macro library

                    (for example, RAI.Rvrm.CRAIMACS)

RCXP - Combine Several REXX Execs into One Source Module

The AcceleREXX precompile procedure named RCXP is fully described in the AcceleREXX Reference.

RCXC - Compile a Single REXX Exec

The AcceleREXX compile procedure named RCXC is fully described in the AcceleREXX Reference.

RCXLKED - Link Previously Compiled Exec(s) into a Composite Load Module

The AcceleREXX procedure named RCXLKED is fully described in the AcceleREXX Reference.

RCSPC - Precompile a REXX SQL Exec for RLX/Compile

The RCSPC procedure in the following example is composed of the following four steps:

(1) The procedure step that is named RCSP extracts and modifies the SQL statements that are embedded in your REXX
source module and writes them to the RCSEXTR file. The RCSP step also modifies the original REXX exec. The SQL
statements that it writes to the RCSEXTR extract file are also prefixed with an identifying DBRM name and statement
number.

(2) The second step, named RCSC, reads and compiles the set of SQL statements that are extracted from the original
source exec to produce an assembly language module containing embedded SQL. These static SQL statements
correspond to the SQL statements extracted from your RLX source procedure.

(3) The procedure step that is named DSNHPC executes the Db2 precompiler to translate the assembly language module
produced by the RCSC step.

(4) Lastly, the ASM procedure step assembles the source module that is produced by the Db2 precompiler into an object
module.

//*---------------------------------------------------------------------

//* (C) COPYRIGHT RELATIONAL ARCHITECTS INTL.  

//* LICENSED MATERIAL - PROGRAM PROPERTY RELATIONAL ARCHITECTS INTL 

//*--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//* RLX/COMPILE - COMPILE REXX SQL EXECS TO PRODUCE  

//* RLX SQL REQUEST MODULES 

//*--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//RCSPC   PROC RLXLOAD='RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD, ** RLX SYSTEM LOADLIB 

//             RLXEXEC='RAI.Rvrm.CRAIEXEC, ** RLX SYSTEM EXEC LIB 

//             RLXMLIB='RAI.Rvrm.CRAIMSG', ** RLX ISPF MSG LIB 

//             RLXSLIB='RAI.Rvrm.CRAISKEL, ** RLX ISPF SKEL LIB 

//             RLXMACS='RAI.Rvrm.CRAIMACS, ** RLX MACRO LIBRARIES 

//             RLXCNTL='RAI.Rvrm.CRAIJCL', ** RLX CONTROL LIBRARY

//             RCSIN='USER.EXEC', ** SOURCE EXEC LIBRARY 

//             RCSEXEC='USER.RCSEXEC', ** PREPROCESSED REXX EXEC 

//             RCSOBJ='USER.RCSOBJ', ** USER SQL REQUESTOR OBJ 
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//             RCSDBRM='USER.DBRMLIB', ** USER DBRMLIB 

//             DSNLOAD='DSN.SDSNLOAD', ** Db2 LOAD LIBRARY 

//             DSNLINK='DSN.SDSNLINK', ** Db2 LOAD LIB 

//             SQLEXEC=SQLEXEC, ** NAME OF THE RLX EXEC 

//             SQLREQ=SQLREQ ** SQL REQUESTOR MODULE 

//*------------------------------------------------------------------ 

//*      PRECOMPILE THE RLX COMMAND PROCEDURE 

//*------------------------------------------------------------------ 

//RCSP    EXEC PGM=RCSP,REGION=2M,COND=(4,LT) 

//STEPLIB   DD DSN=&RLXLOAD,DISP=SHR 

//RCSIN     DD DSN=&RCSIN,DISP=SHR 

//RCSOUT    DD DSN=&RCSEXEC(&SQLEXEC),DISP=SHR 

//RCSEXTR   DD DSN=&RCSRRM(&SQLEXEC),UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,1,1)), 

//             DISP=(NEW,PASS),DCB=(LRECL=84,RECFM=VB,BLKSIZE=3120) 

//SYSTSPRT  DD SYSOUT=* 

//RCSERROR  DD SYSOUT=* 

//RCSFMT    DD SYSOUT=* 

//*RCSAUX   DD *,DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80) 

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//*         COMPILE EXTRACTED SQL STATEMENTS AND GENERATE SQL REQUEST MODULE 

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//RCSC      EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,COND=(4,LT),REGION=7M 

//STEPLIB   DD DSN=&RLXLOAD,DISP=SHR 

//          DD DSN=&DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR 

//          DD DSN=&DSNLINK,DISP=SHR 

//RCSEXTR   DD DSN=&RCSRRM,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 

//SYSPROC   DD DSN=&RLXEXEC,DISP=SHR 

//ISPMLIB   DD DSN=&RLXMLIB,DISP=SHR 

//RCSFTS    DD DSN=&RLXSLIB,DISP=SHR 

//RCSASM0   DD DSN=&ASM0,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,1)), 

//             DISP=(NEW,PASS) /WORK FILE 0 

//RCSASM1   DD DSN=&ASM1,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,1)), 

//             DISP=(NEW,PASS) /WORK FILE 1 

//RCSASM2   DD DSN=&ASM2,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,1)), 

//             DISP=(NEW,PASS) /WORK FILE 2 

//RCSASM3   DD DSN=&ASM3,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,1)), 

//             DISP=(NEW,PASS) /WORK FILE 3 

//RCSASM    DD DSN=&GSOURCE,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,1)), 

//             DISP=(NEW,PASS) /GENERATED ASM SOURCE MOD 

//SYSTSPRT  DD SYSOUT=* 

//SYSTSIN   DD DSN=&CRAIJCL(RCSCIN),DISP=SHR 

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//*         RUN THE RLX/COMPILE GENERATED ASM SOURCE MODULE 

//*         THROUGH THE STANDARD Db2 PRECOMPILER 

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//DSNHPC    EXEC PGM=DSNHPC,REGION=4096K,COND=(4,LT), 

//          PARM='HOST(ASM),XREF,DATE(ISO),TIME(ISO),SOURCE' 

//STEPLIB   DD DSN=&DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR 

//          DD DSN=&DSNLINK,DISP=SHR 

//SYSLIB    DD DUMMY 

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=* 

//SYSTERM   DD SYSOUT=* 

//SYSUDUMP  DD SYSOUT=* 
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//SYSUT1    DD SPACE=(800,(500,500),,,ROUND),UNIT=SYSDA 

//SYSIN     DD DSN=&GSOURCE,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 

//SYSCIN    DD DSN=&TSOURCE,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,1)), 

//             DISP=(NEW,PASS) /TRANSLATED SOURCE MODULE 

//DBRMLIB   DD DSN=&RCSDBRM(&SQLEXEC),DISP=SHR 

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//*         ASSEMBLE THE Db2 PRECOMPILED SQL REQUESTOR SOURCE MODULE 

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//ASM       EXEC PGM=IEV90,COND=(4,LT),PARM=(DECK,NOOBJ,TERM,BATCH,RENT, 

//           'SYSPARM=1111110110011'),REGION=2M,COND=(4,LT) 

//SYSLIB    DD DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR 

//          DD DSN=&RLXMACS,DISP=SHR 

//SYSUT1    DD DSN=&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1700,(600,100)) 

//SYSUT2    DD DSN=&SYSUT2,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1700,(300,50)) 

//SYSUT3    DD DSN=&SYSUT3,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1700,(300,50)) 

//SYSTERM   DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=BLKSIZE=1089 

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=BLKSIZE=1089 

//SYSIN     DD DSN=&TSOURCE,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) /* FROM Db2 PRECOMPILE 

//SYSPUNCH  DD DSN=&RCSOBJ(&SQLREQ),DISP=SHR

The next sample illustrates the invocation of the RCSPC catalogued procedure which processes the original REXX exec
to produce a Db2 DBRM and an object module. The numbers in the right margin correspond to the following numbered
paragraphs:

(1) RCSPC is invoked as a catalogued procedure. RCSPC can also be included instream with the JCL.

(2) The RCSIN parameter identifies the EXEC library which contains the REXX source procedure to be processed.

(3) The SQLEXEC parameter identifies the name of the REXX procedure within the EXEC library that is identified by
the RCSIN parameter. The Db2 DBRM produced by RCSPC is assigned the name that you specify for the SQLEXEC
parameter.

(4) The SQLREQ parameter identifies the name of the SQL requestor object module that is produced by the RCSPC
procedure. This parameter lets you assign a different name to the object module than that used for the Db2 DBRM.

(5) The DD statement that is labeled RCSP.RCSPARMS provides the means by which to supply file input to the
catalogued procedure step name RCSP. The NAME parameter passed instream is required. It identifies the name of the
REXX source exec to be precompiled.

//JOB    JOB  (PARMS) 

//STEP1  EXEC RCSPC,                     (1)

//            RCSIN='EXAMPLE.REXX.EXEC', (2)

//            SQLEXEC=EXAMPLE,           (3)

//            SQLREQ=EXAMPLE             (4)

//RCSP.RCSPARMS DD *                     (5)

NAME(EXAMPLE)

RCSRCP - Create a RLX SQL Requestor Load Module
This article describes the RCSRCP procedure that produces the static SQL load module that is associated with your
application.

The RCSRCP procedure produces the static SQL load module that is associated with your application. This procedure
lets you build complex applications that are composed of multiple SQL object modules and their corresponding DBRMs.
The procedure consists of the following five steps:
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(1) The PARMGEN step creates a table of all the SQLREQ modules (produced by one or more executions of the RCSPC
procedure) to be combined into a single static SQL load module.

(3) The step that is named LMDDTS produces a date-and-time stamp that the linkage editor includes in the static SQL
load module.

(4) The step that is named RCSGRCP generates the control cards that direct the linkage editor.

(5) The LKEDIT step produces the static SQL load module that is a composite of all the discrete object modules that
are identified in the RCSPARMS input stream. An example of RCSPARMS input appears in the following code sample
that illustrates invocation of the procedure.

//*--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//* (C) COPYRIGHT Broadcom 2022.  

//* LICENSED MATERIAL - PROGRAM PROPERTY RELATIONAL ARCHITECTS INTL 

//*--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//* RLX/COMPILE - CREATE COMPOSITE SQL REQUESTOR LOAD MODULE 

//*--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//RCSRCP PROC RLXLOAD='RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD, ** RLX SYSTEM LOADLIB 

//            RLXNCAL='RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD, ** RLX SYSTEM NCAL LIB 

//            RLXMACS='RAI.Rvrm.CRAIMACS, ** RLX MACRO LIBRARIES 

//            RCSLOAD='RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD, ** RLX LOAD LIBRARIES 

//            RCSOBJ='USER.RCSOBJ',       ** USER SQL REQUESTOR OBJ 

//            SQLREQ=SQLREQ ** COMBINED SQL REQ LMOD 

//*--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//*      CREATE SQL REQUESTOR ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE HEADER 

//*--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//PARMGEN  EXEC PGM=RCSGRCP,REGION=2M,COND=(4,LT) 

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=&RLXLOAD,DISP=SHR 

//RCSRCP   DD   DSN=&RCSRCP,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)), 

//              DISP=(NEW,PASS),DCB=BLKSIZE=80 

//SYSTSPRT DD   SYSOUT=* 

//*--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//*      ASSEMBLE THE SQL REQUESTOR HEADER 

//*--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//RCS$RCP  EXEC  PGM=IEV90,COND=(4,LT),PARM=(DECK,NOOBJ,TERM,BATCH,RENT, 

//          'SYSPARM=1111110110011'),REGION=2M,COND=(4,LT) 

//SYSIN    DD    DSN=&RCSRCP,DISP=(OLD,PASS) 

//SYSLIB   DD    DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR 

//         DD    DSN=&RLXMACS,DISP=SHR 

//SYSUT1   DD    DSN=&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1700,(600,100)) 

//SYSUT2   DD    DSN=&SYSUT2,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1700,(300,50)) 

//SYSUT3   DD    DSN=&SYSUT3,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1700,(300,50)) 

//SYSTERM  DD    SYSOUT=*,DCB=BLKSIZE=1089 

//SYSPRINT DD    SYSOUT=*,DCB=BLKSIZE=1089 

//SYSPUNCH DD    DSN=&RCSRCPO,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,1)), 

//               DISP=(NEW,PASS) 

//*--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//*     PRODUCE DATE AND TIME STAMP TO BE STORED 

//*     IN THE LOAD MODULE'S PDS DIRECTORY ENTRY 

//*--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//LMDDTS   EXEC  PGM=LMDDTS,REGION=128K,COND=(4,LT) 

//STEPLIB  DD    DSN=&RLXLOAD,DISP=SHR 

//SYSLIN   DD    DSN=&LMDDTS,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(10,(200,50)), 

//               DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
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//*--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//*     CREATE INPUT FOR THE LINKAGE EDITOR 

//*--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//RCSGRCP  EXEC  PGM=RCSGLKIN,PARM=&SQLREQ,REGION=2M,COND=(4,LT) 

//STEPLIB  DD    DSN=&RLXLOAD,DISP=SHR 

//SYSOUT   DD    DSN=&LKEDIN,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)), 

//               DISP=(NEW,PASS),DCB=BLKSIZE=80 

//SYSTSPRT DD    SYSOUT=* 

//*--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//*     FULL LINK EDIT TO PRODUCE COMBINED SQL REQUESTOR LOAD MODULE 

//*--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//LKEDIT   EXEC  PGM=IEWL,REGION=2M,COND=(4,LT), 

//         PARM='LIST,XREF, ,RENT,REFR,SIZE=(512000,256000)' 

//SYSLIB   DD    DSN=&RCSOBJ,DISP=SHR /* USER OBJECT LIB 

//RLXSYS   DD    DSN=&RLXNCAL,DISP=SHR /* RLX LOAD 

//SYSLMOD  DD    DSN=&RCSLOAD,DISP=SHR /* SQL REQ LMOD 

//SYSUT1   DD    DSN=&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1024,(50,20)) 

//SYSPRINT DD    SYSOUT=*,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=1210) 

//SYSLIN   DD    DSN=&RCSRCPO,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) /* RCS$RCP HEADER 

//         DD    DSN=&LMDDTS,DISP=(OLD,PASS) /* DATE AND TIME STAMP 

//         DD    DSN=&LKEDIN,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

The next example illustrates how to invoke the RCSRCP catalogued procedure to produce the composite static SQL
load module that is associated with your compiled RLX application. The numbers in the right margin correspond to the
numbered paragraphs:

(1) RCSRCP is invoked as a catalogued procedure. RCSRCP can also be included instream with the JCL.

(2) The SQLREQ parameter names the static SQL requestor module that is produced by the linkage editor. This name
must be different from the compiled REXX load module.

(3) RCSPARMS specifies the list of SQL Requestor object modules (one or more) that should be link-edited together to
produce the composite load module identified by the SQLREQ parameter in (2). Each object module in the list should be
separated by a comma.

If the compiled application issues dynamic SQL at run time, you should specify RLXSQL or RLXSQL (the dynamic SQL
modules that are supplied with RLX) as the first name in the list. Specify RLXSQL for releases of Db2 before V6.1 and
RLXSQL for plans to be bound on Db2 subsystems at Version 6.1 or later. If your compiled application issues only static
SQL requests, then start the list with a comma to denote the omission of the RLXSQL or RLXSQL module -- as in the
following example:

//RCSPARMS DD * 

,EXAMPLE1,EXAMPLE2 

//JOB1    JOB  (PARMS) 

//STEP2   EXEC RCSRCP,          (1)

//             SQLREQ=EXAMPLES  (2)

//RCSPARMS DD  *                (3)

RLXSQL,EXAMPLE1,EXAMPLE2

RCSBIND - Bind a static RLX SQL application plan

The sample JCL shows the RCSBIND catalogued procedure to BIND the Db2 application plan to be used in conjunction
with your compiled RLX application.

//*--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//* (C) COPYRIGHT RELATIONAL ARCHITECTS INTL.  
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//* LICENSED MATERIAL - PROGRAM PROPERTY RELATIONAL ARCHITECTS INTL 

//*--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//* RLX/COMPILE - BIND Db2 APPLICATION STATIC PLAN 

//*--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//RCSBIND PROC RLXEXEC='RAI.Rvrm.CRAIEXEC, ** RLX SYSTEM EXEC LIB 

//             RLXCNTL='RAI.Rvrm.CRAIJCL', ** RLX SYSTEM CNTL LIB  

//             RCSDBRM='USER.DBRMLIB',       ** USER DBRMLIB 

//             DSNLOAD='DSN.SDSNLOAD',       ** Db2 LOAD LIBRARY 

//             DSNLINK='DSN.SDSNLINK'        ** Db2 LINKLIST LIBRARY 

//*--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//*        BIND Db2 APPLICATION STATIC PLAN 

//*--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//BIND     EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,DYNAMNBR=10,REGION=1536K,COND=(4,LT) 

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=&DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR 

//         DD   DSN=&DSNLINK,DISP=SHR 

//SYSPROC  DD   DSN=&RLXEXEC,DISP=SHR 

//SYSUT1   DD   DISP=NEW,SPACE=(CYL,(0,1),RLSE),UNIT=SYSDA 

//SYSUT2   DD   DISP=NEW,SPACE=(CYL,(0,1),RLSE),UNIT=SYSDA 

//SYSUT3   DD   DISP=NEW,SPACE=(CYL,(0,1),RLSE),UNIT=SYSDA 

//SYSUT4   DD   DISP=NEW,SPACE=(CYL,(0,1),RLSE),UNIT=SYSDA 

//SYSUT5   DD   DISP=NEW,SPACE=(CYL,(0,1),RLSE),UNIT=SYSDA 

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=* 

//SYSTERM  DD   SYSOUT=* 

//SYSIN    DD   SYSOUT=* 

//DBRMLIB  DD   DSN=&RCSDBRM,DISP=SHR        /* USER DBRMS 

//SYSTSPRT DD   SYSOUT=* 

//SYSTSIN  DD   DSN=&CRAIJCL(RCSBINDI),DISP=SHR

The next sample illustrates how to invoke the RCSBIND catalogued procedure to BIND the static Db2 application plan
associated with your compiled RLX application. The numbers in the right margin correspond to the numbered, annotating
paragraphs:

(1) RCSBIND is invoked as a catalogued procedure. RCSBIND can also be included instream with the JCL.

(2) The default DBRM library that is identified by the procedure RCSDBRM parameter is overridden explicitly to identify
your own DBRM library. Other procedure defaults should be overridden as required.

(3) Bind input parameters are defined and supplied through the RCSPARMS DD statement. This example illustrates their
specification instream with the JCL but they can also be specified through an external dataset. The BIND parameters
themselves are described individually in items (4) through (9).

(4) The first positional BIND parameter (labeled USERID) specifies the Db2 authorization ID of the plan owner.

(5) The next positional BIND parameter (labeled PLAN_NAME) specifies the name of the static Db2 application plan being
bound.

(6) The next positional BIND parameter (labeled Db2_SUBSYSTEM) identifies the Db2 subsystem into which the
application plan should be bound.

(7) The next positional BIND parameter (labeled Db2_RELEASE) identifies the version and release level of the Db2
subsystem into which the application plan is bound. Valid values are releases of Db2 that IBM currently supports.

(8) The next positional BIND parameter (labeled DBRM_1) identifies the name of the first (and only) DBRM to be bound
into the static Db2 application plan. The DBRMs to be bound into the plan are those produced by one or more executions
of the RCSPC procedure.

(9) The next positional BIND parameter (labeled DBRM_2) identifies the name of the second DBRM (if any) to be bound
into the static Db2 application plan. You can specify as many DBRM positional parameters as necessary.
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//JOB3    JOB  (PARMS)

//STEP1   EXEC RCSBIND,               (1)

//             RCSDBRM='YOUR.DBRMLIB' (2)

//RCSPARMS  DD *                      (3)

USERID,PLAN_NAME,Db2_SUBSYSTEM,Db2_RELEASE,DBRM_1,DBRM_2,....

(4)        (5)        (6)         (7)       (8)    (9)

Illustrative RLX/Compile Program Preparation Jobstream

The following sample provides an example of a RLX/Compile job that prepares the REXX exec that is named EXAMPLE
that runs as a compiled REXX procedure with an associated static SQL application plan. This jobstream produces the
following three entities that together run in place of the REXX SQL exec named EXAMPLE.

(1) A compiled REXX load module named EXAMPLE. This load module is executed in lieu of the EXAMPLE exec residing
in an EXEC library.

(2) A static Db2 application plan that is named EXAMPLE is bound.

(3) A SQL requestor load module named EXAMPLES. The name of the SQL load module EXAMPLES must be different
from the compiled REXX load module name because they are two discrete entities that are loaded and active at the same
time.

The numbers in the right margin correspond to the numbered paragraphs that follow:

//RLXCOMP JOB (...) 

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//*       RLX/COMPILE THE RCSDEMO EXEC 

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//STEP1   EXEC RCSPC,                           (1)

//             SQLEXEC=EXAMPLE,                 (2)

//             SQLREQ=EXAMPLE                   (3)

//RCSP.RCSPARMS DD *                            (4)

NAME(EXAMPLE) 

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//*       ACCELEREXX COMPILE PRECOMPILED EXEC RCSDEM1 

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//STEP2   EXEC RCXC,                            (5)

//        EXEC=EXAMPLE                          (6)

//RCXPARMS DD *                                 (7)

CSECT(EXAMPLE) 

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//*       LINK EDIT THE COMPILED REXX LOAD MODULE RCSDEMO 

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//STEP3   EXEC RCXLKED,                         (8)

//             CSECT=EXAMPLE, 

//             LMOD=EXAMPLE 

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//*       CREATE THE SQL REQUESTOR LOAD MODULE  

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//STEP4   EXEC RCSRCP,                          (9)

//             SQLLREQ=EXAMPLES,                (10)

//RCSPARMS DD *                                 (11)

RLXSQL,EXAMPLE 

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//*       BIND THE STATIC Db2 APPLICATION PLAN 
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//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//STEP5   EXEC RCSBIND                          (12)

//RCSPARMS DD *                                 (13)

RAI2,EXAMPLE,DSX,61,EXAMPLE

(1) RCSPC is invoked as a catalogued procedure. RCSPC can also be included instream with the JCL.

(2) The SQLEXEC parameter identifies the name of the REXX procedure within the EXEC library that is identified by
the RCSIN parameter. The Db2 DBRM produced by RCSPC is assigned the name that you specify for the SQLEXEC
parameter.

(3) The SQLREQ parameter identifies the name of the SQL requestor object module that is produced by the RCSPC
procedure. It specifies the same name as the compiled REXX module identified by the SQLEXEC parameter.

NOTE
It is only necessary that the SQL requestor load module and compiled REXX load module names be different
since these two modules are active at the same time. The compiled SQL and compiled REXX object modules
that comprise them may have the same names -- provided they are compiled into separate object libraries.

(4) File input to the catalogued procedure step name RCSP is supplied via the DD statement labeled RCSP.RCSPARMS.
The NAME parameter (passed instream) is required -- it identifies the name of the REXX source exec to be precompiled.

(5) The AcceleREXX compiler is invoked through the catalogued procedure named RCXC.

(6) The procedure NAME parameter identifies the name of the REXX source exec to be compiled.

(7) The CSECT keyword parameter of the RCXPARMS DD statement specifies the name of the compiled REXX object
module to be produced by AcceleREXX.

(8) The catalogued procedure RCXLKED is involved in step 3 to create the compiled and executable REXX load module.

(9) The catalogued procedure RCSRCP is invoked in step 4 to create the SQL requestor load module.

(10) The SQLREQ parameter specifies the name of the static SQL requestor module to be produced by the linkage editor.
This name (EXAMPLES) is different from the name EXAMPLE that is assigned to the compiled REXX load module.

(11) The RCSPARMS DD statement lists the SQL object modules to be link that is edited together to produce the SQL
requestor load module. Since the compiled application may also issue dynamic SQL requests at execution time, the
RLXSQL object module is specified first, followed by the static SQL object module named EXAMPLE.

(12) The catalogued procedure RCSBIND is invoked as the fifth and last step to BIND the static Db2 application plan.

(13) Bind input parameters are supplied through the RCSPARMS DD statement.

RLX/Compile: Setup and Administration

This section describes how to set up and administrate RLX/Compile.

Invoking the RLX/Compile Main Menu

The RCS command is an EXEC supplied in the RLX EXEC library through which you can invoke the RLX/Compile
Main Menu and its program preparation dialogs. The RCS EXEC assumes that the RLX dialog and EXEC libraries are
preallocated. Ask your RLX product administrator for information concerning the allocation of these libraries. Alternatively,
the RLX/Compile Menu and its subordinate dialogs can be added as an option to any ISPF selection menu you choose.

NOTE
The SQL compile phase of RLX/Compile processing requires for its own use an application plan which
enables the execution of dynamic SQL. This can be achieved with a plan having the dynamic or hybrid (both
dynamic and compiled SQL) attribute. For example, the plans that are used to run regular (non-compiled) RLX
applications are suitable for use with RLX/Compile.
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RLX/Compile Setup for Individual TSO Users

You must set up RLX/Compile for your own TSO ID before you can run any of the program preparation dialogs. This is
because the RLX/Compile dialogs tailor several jobstreams which do most of their processing in the background. These
jobs reference the names of product and user libraries you specify, as well as such site and user-specific information as
JOB statements and other JCL parameters.

The Administrative Facility of RLX/Compile provides an easy way to specify this information by accessing Option 0 of the
RLX/Compile Main Menu.

------------------------- RLX/Compile Administration ------------------------

Option ===>

   0 Prepopulate - Specify names of RLX/Compile System and User libraries

   1 Allocate    - Allocate and identify private RLX/Compile User libraries

   2 Job Parms   - Specify parameters for tailored jobstreams

   3 User Libs 1 - Specify first set of RLX/Compile user output libraries

   4 User Libs 2 - Specify second set of RLX/Compile user output libraries

   5 AcceleREXX  - Specify AcceleREXX user output libraries

   6 System Load - Identify RLX and Db2 system load libraries

   7 RLX System  - Identify other RLX system libraries

   X Exit        - Leave RLX/Compile Administration Menu

Enter END to exit

Options 0 though 5 apply to all RLX/Compile and AcceleREXX users. In contrast, you should not invoke Options 6 or 7
unless instructed to do so by your RLX product Administrator.

Prepopulate Library Names
This article describes how to prepopulate library names.

Administrative Option 0 provides a pre-population mechanism that facilitates the specification of the numerous libraries
that are referenced by the job streams that are tailored by RLX/Compile.

In the pre-population dialog, you simply specify a pair of high level qualifiers for the RLX/Compile datasets as illustrated
in the sample. The dialog propagates these specifications to create the names of the various RLX/Compile libraries. This
makes it unnecessary to specify these library dataset names using Options 2 through 7 of the RLX/Compile Administrative
Facility.

The pre-population dialog identifies a single set of output libraries which can be shared among all users of RLX/Compile
and/or AcceleREXX. These output libraries are those into which user modules are written and link edited by RLX/Compile.
The next section describes how you can allocate a set of discrete output libraries for a smaller group or individual User ID.

The pre-population dialog also asks you to identify the name of the Db2 subsystem to which RLX/Compile connects,
as well as the name of the Db2 application plan and program to be used by the SQL compile phase of RLX/Compile
processing. The vendor supplied defaults are subsystem DSN, application plan RLXvrmCS and application program
RLXSQL or RLXSQL respectively. Ask your RLX product administrator if you must override these defaults. Remember:
RLX/Compile requires an application plan and program which allow the execution of dynamic SQL.

----------  Specify High Level Qualifiers for RLX/Compile Libraries  ----------

Command ===>

RCS207 - Revise high level qualifiers of RLX/Compile libraries and press ENTER

      

The jobstreams tailored by RLX/Compile make reference to a variety of 

RLX system and user libraries.  Typically, the names of the 

RLX/Compile libraries share common high level qualifiers. This dialog 
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prepopulates the names of these libraries for your convenience.  Ask your RLX/Compile 

product administrator for the values of these high 

level qualifiers.

      

Specify High Level qualifiers of RLX/Compile libraries 

   Project ===> RAI

   Library ===> R200

Specify Db2 related parameters for SQL compile processing 

   Db2 sub system ===> DSN

   Db2 Plan Name  ===> RLX200CS

   Dynamic SQL Pgm===> RLXSQL

    

NOTE
Option 2 allows you to allocate your own private RLX/Compile libraries (if you wish).

Allocate Discrete RLX/Compile Output Libraries
This article describes how to allocate discrete output libraries.

Administrative Option 1 provides a simple way to allocate and identify a set of discrete output libraries for use by a group
or individual user. Option 1 is handy if you elect not to share the RLX/Compile user output libraries referenced by the
tailored jobstreams.

Specify a pair of high level qualifiers for the set of RLX/Compile output libraries that you wish to create for the exclusive
use of a group or individual. Also specify the name of the DASD volume on which the datasets should be allocated.

The dialog tailors an allocation job stream to create these libraries and propagates their names into ISPF profile variables.
This makes it unnecessary to specify these library dataset names using Options 2 through 7 of the RLX/Compile
Administrative Facility.

---------- Allocate and Identify RLX/Compile User Libraries -----------------

Command ===>

RCS211 - Specify high level qualifiers of RLX/Compile libraries

The jobstreams tailored by RLX/Compile write output into a variety of RLX user libraries.  This 

dialog will prepopulate the names of these user libraries for your convenience.  In addition, this 

dialog can submit a jobstream to allocate these datasets.  The high level qualifiers for these User 

libraries can be names of your own choosing.

Specify High Level qualifiers of RLX/Compile User libraries 

   Project ===> RAI

   Library ===> R200

Specify Action on Jobstream

   Bypass, Edit, SUB ===> E          (B - bypass, E - Edit JCL, S - Submit JOB) 

   Volume            ===> VOL001     (DASD volume for user libraries)

 

You can edit the allocation job stream before you submit it by specifying a job stream action of Edit. Alternatively, you can
skip dataset allocation entirely and propagate the names of the libraries by choosing a job stream action of Bypass.

EDIT ---- RAI.RAI1.SPFTEMP1.CNTL ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072         

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE

****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ****************************** 
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000001 //RAI1RLXI JOB (RAI0,1234),CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=RAI1

000002 //*

000003 //*        ALLOCATE DISK DATASETS FOR THE RLX/COMPILE USER LIBRARIES

000004 //*

000005 //ALLOCATE EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

000006 //RRMLIB   DD DSN=RAI.Rvrm.RRMLIB,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

000007 //            UNIT=SYSDA,VOL=SER=VOL001,

000008 //            DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=84,BLKSIZE=3120),

000009 //            SPACE=(TRK,(10,1,43))             RLX REQUEST MODULES

000010 //RCSEXEC  DD DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAIEXEC,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

000011 //            UNIT=SYSDA,VOL=SER=VOL001,

000012 //            DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=84,BLKSIZE=3120),

000013 //            SPACE=(TRK,(10,1,43))             PRECOMPILED RLX EXECS

000014 //RCSASM   DD DSN=RAI.Rvrm.RCSASM,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

000015 //            UNIT=SYSDA,VOL=SER=VOL001,

000016 //            DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120),

000017 //            SPACE=(TRK,(10,1,43))             GENERATED ASM MODULES

000018 //RCSDBRM  DD DSN=RAI.Rvrm.RCSDBRM,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

000019 //            UNIT=SYSDA,VOL=SER=VOL001,

    

Specify JOB Statement and JCL Parameters

Select Option 2 to specify the JOB statements and JCL parameters that should appear in the tailored RLX/Compile
jobstreams. Administration Option 2 causes the panel follows.

--------------------- RAI Product Installation Parameters ---------------------        

Command ===>

RCS204 - Specify Job and Jobparm values for RLX/Compile and press ENTER

RAI Background Job/Jobparm statement(s)

   ===> //RAI1RCS JOB (ACCOUNT),CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=H

   ===>

   ===>

   ===>

Specify UNIT names for new disk datasets (E.G. - SYSDA, DISK, VIO)

   Temp UNIT name     ===> SYSDA         (for temporary datasets e.g. VIO) 

   Perm UNIT name     ===> SYSDA         (for permanent datasets e.g. SYSDA) 

   VSAM volume        ===> VOL001        (on which to allocate VSAM datasets)

Specify name of the IBM ASSEMBLER program

    System Assembler   ===> ASMA90        (IEV90 or ASMA90)

    

    

Define RLX/Compile User Output Libraries
This article describes how to define RLX/Compile user output libraries.

Administration Option 3 causes the panel that follows to be displayed. You can specify the first set of User Output libraries
that are referenced by the RLX/Compile jobstreams on this panel. Review and revise the names of these libraries as
appropriate.
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NOTE
It is not necessary to select this option if you used either Option 0 or 1 to pre-populate the names of library
datasets.

----------------- Specify RLX/Compile User Output Libraries -----------------

Command ===>

RCS201 - Verify RLX/Compile library names and press ENTER

RLX request modules      (extracted RLX SQL statements)

   Project ===> RAI

   Library ===> R200

   Type ===> RRMLIB

Precompiled RLX modules  (translated RLX interpretive procedures)

   Project ===> RAI

   Library ===> R200

   Type ===> CRAIEXEC

 

Generated ASM modules    (produced by compiling RLX request modules)

   Project ===> RAI

   Library ===> R200

   Type ===> RCSASM

DBRMLIB                  (produced by Db2 precompiler from RLX request modules)

   Project ===> RAI

   Library ===> R200

   Type ===> RCSDBRM

    

Define RLX/Compile User Output Libraries II
This article describes more information about defining user output libraries.

Administrative Option 4 causes the following panel to be displayed. You can specify the second set of User Output
libraries that are referenced by the RLX/Compile jobstreams on this panel. Review and revise the names of these libraries
as appropriate.

NOTE
It is not necessary to select this option if you used either Option 0 or 1 to prepopulate the names of library
datasets.

-----------------  Specify RLX/Compile User Output Libraries  -----------------

Command ===>

RCS201 - Verify RLX/Compile library names and press ENTER

RLX SQL NCALLIB           (RLX SQL load modules which can be linked together) 

   Project ===> RAI

   Library ===> R200 

   Type    ===> CRAILOAD

RLX Plan Load Modules     (fully resolved, executable RLX SQL load modules) 

   Project ===> RAI

   Library ===> R200 

   Type    ===> CRAILOAD
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ISPF File Tailoring Output Library

   Project ===> RAI

   Library ===> R200 

   Type    ===> RLXFILE

    

Define AcceleREXX User Output Libraries
This article describes how to define AcceleREXX user output libraries.

Administrative Option 5 displays the following on which you can specify the names of the AcceleREXX User Output
libraries. This enables you to compile your REXX source modules in the same jobstreams in which RLX SQL statements
are preprocessed, compiled, and bound. Review and revise the names of these libraries as appropriate.

NOTE
It is not necessary to select this option if you used either Option 0 or 1 to pre-populate the names of library
datasets.

----------------  Specify REXX Compiler User Output Libraries  ----------------

Command ===>

RCS209 - Verify user output libraries written by your REXX compiler

REXX Object Library       (Compiled REXX object modules) 

    Project ===> RAI

    Library ===> R200 

    type    ===> RCXOBJ

REXX NCAL Library         (Unresolved compiled REXX load modules) 

    Project ===> RAI

    Library ===> R200 

    Type    ===> CRAILOAD

REXX Load Library         (Fully resolved and executable REXX load modules) 

    Project ===> RAI

    Library ===> R200 

    Type    ===> CRAILOAD

    

Define System Load Libraries
This article describes how to define system load libraries.

Administrative Option 6 causes the following panel to be displayed. Option 6 lets you review and, as appropriate, revise
the names of the RLX and Db2 system load module libraries. Do not change these names unless directed to do so by a
DBA or the RLX/Compile product administrator.

-----------------  Identify RLX and Db2 System Load Libraries  ----------------

Command ===>

RCS203 - Specify RLX and Db2 system load libraries and press ENTER

RLX System Load library 

   Project ===> RAI 

   Library ===> R200 

   Type    ===> CRAILOAD
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RLX NCALL Library

   Project ===> RAI 

   Library ===> R200 

   Type    ===> CRAILOAD

Db2 Exit Library containing DSNHDECP, DSNZPxxx and user exit modules 

   SDSNEXIT Lib ===> DSN.SDSNEXIT 

Db2 Load Library (May also include link list modules)

   SDSNLOAD Lib ===> DSN.SDSNLOAD

    

Define Other RLX System Libraries
This article describes how to revise the names of system libraries.

Administrative Option 7 displays the following panel. Option 7 lets you review and, as appropriate, revise the names
of other RLX system libraries. Do not change these names unless directed to do so by the RLX/Compile product
administrator.

-------------------- Identify Other RLX System Libraries --------------------                  

Command ===>

RCS201 - Verify RLX/Compile library names and press ENTER

RLX System DBRM Library 

   Project ===> RAI 

   Library ===> R200 

   Type    ===> CRAIDBRM

RLX System Macro Library 

   Project ===> RAI 

   Library ===> R200 

   Type    ===> CRAIMACS

RLX File Tailoring Skeleton Library 

   Project ===> RAI

   Library ===> R200 

   Type    ===> CRAISKEL

RLX System EXEC Library 

   Project ===> RAI 

   Library ===> R200m 

   Type    ===> CRAIEXEC

    

    

RLX/Compile Precompiler

RLX/Compile includes a SQL precompiler for REXX that operates much like the Db2 precompiler for compiled languages
like COBOL, PL/1 and C. The RLX/Precompiler produces a DBRM-like extract module along with a translated REXX
source module which contains static SQL source statements. In addition, you can pass such values as Db2 table names
and authorization IDs as precompile time parameters.
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The RLX/Precompiler is a full REXX parser which checks the syntax and control flow of your REXX programs. Like any
compiler or precompiler, the RLX/Precompiler issues warning and error messages. If severe errors are detected, the
downstream steps of a RLX/Compile job stream are bypassed. Errors must be corrected before proceeding further.

Since the RLX/Precompiler scans the entire REXX source module, it may flag errors that the REXX interpreter itself
might not detect. For example, the precompiler detects dead code and verifies that DO-END and SELECT-WHEN-END
structures are complete.

RLX/Precompiler Operation

The RLX/Precompiler operates as follows:

(1) Reads and syntax checks the source exec. If any errors are detected, the precompiler flags them with an appropriate
message and returns a non-zero completion code.

(2) Identifies and extracts any embedded RLX commands. Due to the dynamic nature of the REXX language, only
partial identification of RLX statements is possible. The precompiler identifies statements of the following forms as RLX
statements and selects them for processing:

'RLX command ...'

"RLX command ...'

"RLX" command ...

'RLX' command ...

RLX command

When prefixed by ADDRESS TSO or ADDRESS RLX, statement strings are recognized as RLX statements. For example,

ADDRESS TSO 'RLX command'

ADDRESS RLX 'RLX command'

NOTE
The RLX/Precompiler recognizes, but neither extracts nor processes host commands which request the RLX
CONTROL and RLX TERM services. These two exceptions are deliberate.

The RLX/Precompiler selects and extracts all REXX assignment statements in which variable names of the form
RLXSQLxx appear on the left-hand side of the assignment. For example,

RLXSQL1 = 'literal string 1'

RLXSQL2 = 'literal string 2'

In addition, you can instruct the precompiler to extract REXX assignment statements of your own choosing. For example,

RLXVARS = (some_var, another_var, ...).

The RLXVARS operand in this example instructs the RLX precompiler to recognize variable names of the form
SOME_VARxxx and ANOTHER_VARxxx as containing literal strings to be used to resolve RLX commands. When
variables with these names appear on the left-hand side of an assignment statement, the precompiler extracts such
statements and passes them to the RLX/Compiler. For example,

some_var1    = 'literal string 1'

some_var2    = 'literal string 2'

another_var1 = 'literal string 3'

another_var2 = 'literal string 4'

The RLXVARS operand instructs the precompiler to check for variables whose names start with some_var and
another_var in addition to RLXSQL1, RLXSQL2, ... RLXSQLn. This list of RLXVAR variables may be specified in the body
of the EXEC or through the optional RCSAUX file. If you code the RLXVAR operand in line within your EXEC, be sure to
place it physically before any assignment statements in which these variables are referenced.
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The RLXSQL variables and any auxiliary variables you specify are typically used when the RLX host command string
exceeds 500 characters in length (the maximum length of REXX literal strings in releases of TSO/E REXX before TSO/E
V2.4). For example, the two RLXSQL variables that are coded might appear in a RLX command like the following:

"RLX" RLXSQL1 RLXSQL2

(3) The precompiler translates the RLX statements that it selects by inserting a special statement prefix of the form '$
exec_name RLX_statement_number' between the RLX literal and the rest of the RLX statement string. This enables
RLX to recognize the statement string as a static SQL request.

Suppose, for example, the following RLX statement was coded as the third RLX SQL request in a REXX EXEC named
EXAMPLE.

'RLX OPEN C1'

The RLX/Precompiler would translate this RLX host command as follows:

'RLX' '$ EXAMPLE 3' 'OPEN C1'

Output from the RLX/Precompiler

The RCSEXTR file contains the RLX SQL requests and RLXSQLxx assignment statements which are extracted by the
RLX/Precompiler and passed to the RLX/Compiler for static SQL compilation.

The RCSOUT file contains a translated version of the original REXX source exec. The modifications identify the extracted
and compiled RLX SQL statements as static SQL requests.

The RCSEXTR file becomes input to the RLX/Compiler which in turn produces statically compiled RLX SQL structures.
The translated exec written to the RCSOUT file optionally becomes input to a REXX compiler (such as AcceleREXX or the
IBM REXX/370 Compiler). These products in turn allow the REXX source module to be compiled and link-edited into an
executable load module.

Auxiliary Input to the RLX/Precompiler

The optional RCSAUX file may be used to provide auxiliary input to the RLX/Precompiler. Typically this includes
statements that assign values to REXX variables that appear in RLX statement strings so the statements can be resolved
as static SQL requests at compile time. For example, you can provide an Authid and/or Db2 table name as auxiliary input
as illustrated in the following example:

"RLX SELECT NAME, OWNER FROM" Db2_table_name

The previous statement is not compilable or executable by itself since the Db2 table name is undefined. However, you can
provide auxiliary input to the RLX/Precompiler through the RCSAUX file as follows:

//RCSAUX DD    *

Db2_table_name = 'SYSIBM.SYSDATABASE'

/*

The REXX statement that is supplied in the RCSAUX input stream assigns the value SYSIBM.SYSDATABASE to the
REXX variable named Db2_table_name. The Precompiler writes this assignment statement to the RCSEXTR output file,
ahead of the extracted RLX SELECT statement. At compile time, the value of Db2_table_name is properly resolved so
that RLX/Compile can successfully produce static SQL for the statement.

NOTE
The static SQL load module and application plan that is thus produced may only reference the table that is
named SYSIBM.SYSDATABASE. If the name Db2 table is to be resolved at run-time, only dynamic SQL can be
used.
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To run as a static SQL application, you must create a unique Db2 plan, SQL load module, and compiled REXX load
module for each discrete value that Db2_table_name assume at run time. For example, to use the EXAMPLE exec
described earlier to access a shadow Db2 catalog table named DBA.SYSDATABASE using static SQL, you have
recompiled the EXEC to produce a separate Db2 application plan and SQL load module, this time specifying the following
auxiliary input through the RCSAUX file:

//RCSAUX DD    *

Db2_table_name = 'SYSIBM.SYSDATABASE'

/*

Coding Dynamic SQL within an EXEC You Compile

Some REXX SQL statements are inherently dynamic in nature. That is, the SQL request string is not known until run time.
You can identify such genuinely dynamic SQL statements as such in your RLX EXEC by changing the Host Command
prefix RLX to RDS (an acronymn for RLX Dynamic SQL). Coding RDS instead of RLX causes the Precompiler to ignore
(neither extract nor translate) the dynamic SQL statement. For example, the following RLX statement appears in a RLX
EXEC that is interpreted.

"RLX SELECT NAME, OWNER FROM" Db2_Table_name

Before the EXEC containing this inherently dynamic SQL statement is precompiled, change RLX to RDS as follows:

"RDS SELECT NAME, OWNER FROM" Db2_Table_name

Run Time Parameters for the RLX/Precompiler

The following run time parameters can be passed to the RLX/Precompiler to control its operation.

NAME(exec)

The NAME parameter identifies the REXX exec to be precompiled. The NAME parameter is required and must be
specified.

BOUNDS(left,right)

The BOUNDS parameter identifies the beginning and ending columns within which REXX statements can be coded within
each source record. The RLX/Precompiler inspects source text only from the specified portion of the line. For example,
if your exec has sequence numbers in columns 73-80, specify BOUNDS(1,72) to exclude these sequence numbers from
the lines of text inspected by the precompiler. Otherwise a syntax error results. The default specification for BOUNDS
considers the entire source record to contain significant text.

COMMENTS(YES|NO)

If specified or defaulted to YES, the RLX/Precompiler retains comments in the translated source EXEC. Alternatively,
specifying COMMENTS(NO) instructs the precompiler to remove comments from the translated source EXEC written to
the RCSOUT file.

DIAGNOSE(parm1,parm2,...)

The DIAGNOSE parameter is used to diagnose problems in the RLX/Precompiler itself. You are directed by vendor
support personnel to specify this parameter if necessary.

Sample JCL for the RLX/Precompiler

//*------------------------------------------------------------------

//*                                                                  

//*

//*       PRECOMPILE THE RLX COMMAND PROCEDURE NAMED: RCSDEM1
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//*

//*                                                                  

//RCSP   EXEC  PGM='RCSP',REGION=2M

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=RAI.Rvrm.RLXLOAD,DISP=SHR

//RCSIN    DD  DSN=RAI.Rvrm.RLXEXEC(RCSDEM1),DISP=SHR

//RCSOUT   DD  DSN=RAI.Rvrm.RCSEXEC(RCSDEM1),DISP=SHR

//RCSEXTR  DD  DSN=RAI.Rvrm.RCSRRM(RCSDEM1),DISP=SHR

//RCSPARMS DD  * NAME(RCSDEM1) BOUND(1,72)

//SYSTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=*

//RCSERROR DD  SYSOUT=*

//RCSFMT   DD  SYSOUT=*

//*RCSAUX  DD  *       /  Optional auxiliary input to RLX/Precompiler
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Using AcceleREXX
Describes how to use AcceleREXX.

AcceleREXX Concepts and Facilities
AcceleREXX is a collection of tools that operates on IBM z/OS based REXX exec programs offers the following main
functionalities:

• Format REXX execs to meet your mainframe site standards. This functionality is performed by the REXX Formatter
program called RCXF

• Combine multiple REXX execs into one unit using embedded and external directives with two REXX Preprocessors:
– A simple preprocessor that is based on external controls, called RCXP
– And an advanced preprocessor that is  based on external and internal controls, called RRP

• Transform source REXX language programs into z/OS object code using a REXX language compiler called RCXC.

The Compilation Process
The process of compiling a REXX exec into an executable module consists of the following steps:

1. Read and validate the REXX compiler options.
2. Read the REXX exec allocated to the RCXIN DD statement into memory.
3. Verify the  REXX exec syntax and removes the comment lines.
4. Compresss the exec, and optionally, encrypt for confidentiality.
5. Print the listing and symbol cross reference to the file defined by the RCXPRINT DD statement.
6. Build an object module that consists of executable code, REXX source statements, and references to external

subroutines in the format that is accepted by the Linkage Editor or Binder and written to the RCXOBJ DD data set.
This data set may be a temporary or permanent file.

7. Finally, pass the object module that is produced in the preceding step to the Linkage Editor or Binder to produce an
executable module with attributes RMODE=31 and AMODE=ANY. Optionally, it can be made re-enterable.

Locate a Compiled Program
As with any load module, AcceleREXX compiled programs are placed in a load library and can be invoked through the
MVS LINK macro instruction. The standard search order for load modules is:

1. The job pack area
2. The task library
3. The step library
4. The link pack area (LPA)

Compiled programs can be placed in the ISPLLIB when running under TSO/ISPF since it is used as a tasklib.

Invoking a Compiled Program
Use one of the following methods to invoke the compiled REXX programs:

• As commands:
Use this invocation method with REXX execs to execute as a main routine, or when invoked through ADDRESS LINK
or ADDRESS ATTACH.

• As functions:
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In this invocation method, a REXX exec must return a value.
• As subroutines:

In this invocation method, the REXX exec may return a character string of variable length, or a numeric return code.
The caller can inspect the REXX special variable RESULT for the value that is returned by the subroutine.

When you invoke the compiled REXX exec as a subroutine or function, if the command terminates, control returns to a
caller that is also a REXX exec (compiled or interpretive). If a command invokes, it is assumed that the control returns to
the operating system (which may, in turn, return control to an exec).

Invoking a Compiled REXX Program in a Non-TSO Address Space
If a compiled program does not use TSO/E facilities, use the non-TSO address space with the sample JCL. The compiled
exec can be invoked directly without any frontend program like IRXJCL.

NOTE
Henceforth, use RCXTMAIN as a sample exec which is provided as one of the AcceleREXX IVPs.

//RAIJOB  JOB                                                       (1)

//STEP1   EXEC PGM=RCXTMAIN,PARM='run-time parameters'              (2)

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=SOME.USER.LOAD,DISP=SHR                          (3)

//SYSTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=*                                             (4)

//SYSTSIN  DD  *                                                    (5)

Input if needed 

/*

Where:

• (1)
Specifies a valid job statement

• (2)
PGM is the name of a compiled exec -- in this case RCXTMAIN. The PARM operand specifies parameters that are
passed to RCXTMAIN which the REXX ARG instruction can parse.

• (3)
Specifies the library name in which the compiled RCXTMAIN load module resides.

• (4)
The SYSTSPRT DD statement specifies a destination path for the REXX SAY instruction.

• (5)
The SYSTSIN DD statement, if necessary, provide input to be processed by the REXX PULL instruction.

Invoking a Compiled REXX Program within TSO
In the TSO address space, use the TSO CALL command at the READY prompt to invoke the compiled exec, as shown in
the following example:

READY

CALL '&RLXHLQ.CRAILOAD(RCXTMAIN)' 'P1 P2'

Alternatively, if RCXTMAIN is in a library eligible for search by the MVS LOAD macro, you can invoke the compiled exec
as shown in the following example:

READY

RCXTMAIN P1 P2
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Invoking a Compiled REXX Program in a TSO/ISPF Environment
Use one of the following methods to invoke the compiled REXX exec program through the ISPF environment:

1. Compile the exec with the SPECIAL(Y) parameter that results in the reinvocation of the compiled exec through the
RCXFE exec. The RCXFE exec must not be compiled, and is executed by the EXEC processor, which causes REXX
variables to be VDEFINEed and therefore available to the ISPF services. The RCXFE is a one line exec:
/* REXX */ ADDRESS TSO ARG(1); RETURN RCbut 

2. Alternatively, you can compile a REXX exec with the SPECIAL(N) option and invoke a compiled exec with theISPF
SELECT statement:

SELECT CMD(compiled_rexx_exec parms) NEWAPPL(appl) LANG(CREX)

In the latter method, ISPF ensures interoperability between REXX and ISPF variables.

Invoking a Compiled REXX Program as an ISPF EDIT macro
Use the RCXF exec to compile the ISPF EDIT macros that are written in REXX. The RCXF exec that is distributed with
AcceleREXX is an example of a compiled Edit macro. Enter !RCXF (IN 2 in the command line to invoke the macro. The
statements at each nesting level of IF-THEN-ELSE statements indent to two spaces.

NOTE
The exclamation sign prefix (!) is used to distinguish the compiled program macros from the macros code. The
prefix (!) is an ISPF EDIT convention.

Invoking a Compiled REXX Program from a High-Level Language
Assembler and high-level languages such as COBOL and PL/1 directly call the compiled REXX programs. The compiled
REXX program uses the standard OS linkage conventions and standard application. The compiled REXX application
appears to the caller as an assembly language program.

On entry to a compiled REXX program, set the registers, as shown in the following example. Upon return, the caller
registers are restored -- except R15 which contains a return code.

R0          Undefined

R1          The address of a standard OS parameter list:

            R1 ===> parm_ptr@  ===>  LL,command_buffer

            where   LL  is the length of a command_buffer

            NOTE: A parameter must always be passed even if

                  its length is zero.

R2  through

R12           Undefined

R13          Address of register save area

R14          Caller's return address

R15          Compiled REXX program entry point
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REXX Compiler (RCXC)
AcceleREXX compiler is implemented as a program named RCXC which is controlled by the run-time parameters. RCXC
receives an input as a source REXX exec and returns an object code module that can be linkage-edited using a standard
z/OS Linkage editor or Binder to create executable load modules.

RCXC supports the complete REXX language (including INTERPRET and TRACE instructions), standard IBM REXX
language extensions, host commands, and function packages.

The compiled REXX programs have broader capabilities than the interpreted ones. For example, the compile REXX
programs support the ADDRESS LINK and ADDRESS ATTACH host commands. The compiled REXX execs can be
invoked by an ADDRESS LINK or ADDRESS ATTACH command, while the interpretive REXX execs cannot be invoked
with these commands.

RCXC Invocation
Before you invoke RCXC, allocate the following DDNAMEs:

• RCXIN
Contains the source exec. The file can be a sequential data set or a PDS with an explicitly specified member name.
The file attributes should include RECFM = FB or VB and LRECL from 80 through 255.

• RCXOBJ
Contains an object module that is generated by RCXC. This file must be a sequential data set or a PDS with an
explicitly specified member name. You can allocate it as a temporary output file which will be passed to the Linkage
Editor or Binder.

• RCXPRINT
Defines an optional output file for REXX program and Cross Reference listings.

• RCXPARMS
Defines an optional input file containing parameters that govern RCXC execution. Generally, parameters are passed
to the compiler in the PARM field of the JCL EXEC statement. The PARM field is limited to 100 characters, while input
supplied through the RCXPARMS file is not constrained by this limitation.

RCXC Invocation JCL
Use the sample JCL to invoke the RCXC compiler. The following example provides the JCL sample that you can use to
invoke the RCXC compiler:

//*********************************************************************

//*                                                                     

//*  Please be sure to edit this member with CAPS ON                    

//*                                          =======                    

//*                                                                     

//*  See the RLX$READ member of this CRAIJCL library                    

//*  for the values you should substitute for the parameters            

//*  specified in mixed or lower case.                                  

//*                                                                     

//*  (C) Copyright Broadcom 2022             

//*  Licensed material - Program property Relational Architects Intl    

//*                                                                     

//*  AcceleREXX - compile single REXX exec                              

//*                                                                     

//*  #AA - 06.13.96 - CPF                                               

//*  #AB - 11.08.11 - PIV                                  

//*                                                                     
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//********************************************************************* 

//RCXC    PROC RLXLOAD=RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD,     <= RLX load library       

//             RCXIN='user.exec',             <= Source exec library    

//             RCXOBJ='user.object',          <= User object module lib 

//             EXEC=                          <= EXEC name to compile   

//RCXC    EXEC PGM=RCXC,COND=(4,LT),REGION=2M                           

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=&RLXLOAD,DISP=SHR                                    

//RCXIN    DD  DSN=&RCXIN,DISP=SHR                                      

//RCXOBJ   DD  DSN=&RCXOBJ(&EXEC),DISP=SHR                              

//RCXPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*,DCB=(LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=1210,RECFM=FBA)          

//SYSTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=*,DCB=(LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=1210,RECFM=FB)           

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*                                                 

//SYSTSIN  DD  DUMMY       

Specify the symbolic parameters that are used in the RCXC JCL of procedure. The following example provides the
sample to invoke a compiled exec in the non-TSO address space.

//jobname  JOB                                             

//STEP1   EXEC RCXC,RLXLOAD=’RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD, 

//             RCXIN=MY.EXEC,RCXOBJ=MY.OBJLIB,EXEC=RCXTEST//RCXPARMS DD  *                                   

                    

// CSECT(RCXTEST)                                                     

// INITHCE(TSO) ENCODE(N) COMPREC(512) LIST(N) XREF(N) PAGESZ(55)      

// SPECIAL(Y) 

RCXC Compiler Options
The RCXC run-time parameters (also known as compiler options) have the fixed form: KEYWORD(VALUE). Enter the
parameters in the PARM field of the EXEC PGM=RCXC statement or in RCXPARMS DDNAME.

BOUNDS(left,right)

This parameter indicates the range of columns within an exec source line which contains one or more REXX statements
to be processed. This parameter was introduced to exclude sequence numbers that are sometimes found in columns
73-80 or 1-8. The left designates the beginning column number while the right designates the ending column number
within which to read REXX statements. For example, to exclude sequence numbers in columns 73-80, specify
BOUNDS(1,72).

If the value for this parameter not specified, the JCL selects the entire exec line is for processing.

COMPREC(lrecl|0)

This parameter designates the maximum logical record length for a compressed exec. The compiler removes comments
and redundant spaces from the exec. It also combines multiple source lines and separates them with a semicolon ‘;’. If
you use this option, the performance of your exec slightly improves. The default value for this parameter is 0 (zero) that
indicates that the REXX source lines do not combine.

CONDENSE(YES|NO)

CONDENSE(YES) directs RCXC to remove comments and unnecessary spaces from the REXX exec. To use the
REXX TRACE instruction in the compiled exec and to retain the comments to assist with debugging, select the value
CONDENSE(NO).
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CSECT(name)

Ensure that you always specify value for this parameter. Where, name designates the control section name that is
generated by the RCXC compiler.

ENCODE(YES|NO)

Specify YES to enable encoding and NO to disable to encoding the exec statement. Use YES to insure that the code
within a compiled exec remains confidential. There is some overhead that is associated with encoding, so use this option
only if it required.

INITHCE(hostname|TSO)

This parameter defines the Initial Host Command Environment that is assigned to a compiled exec when it is invoked. The
default  for hostname is TSO. To invoke a compiled exec in the non-TSO address space, use the MVS hostname or any
other TSO-independent host command environment.

LIST(YES|NO)

Specify YES to print the source listing of an exec.

PAGESZ(pageno)

Specify the number of printed lines per page for the program listing and the Symbol Cross Reference. The default value is
55 lines per page.

SLINK(rtn1,rtn2,...)

This option specifies the list of external subroutines which link-edited with the compiled exec. These external subroutines
can be other REXX execs, either compiled or interpretive. If you use the modular program design and have external
subroutines, this option enables substantial performance improvement.

NOTE
If you intend to invoke a compiled REXX exec using ADDRESS LINK or ADDRESS ATTACH, you should not
statically link the exec with its caller. This limitation is only for host commands, not AcceleREXX.

XREF(YES|NO)

Specify YES to get a Symbol Cross Reference.

RCXC Compiler Control Directives
RCXC control directives are the special comments that are embedded within an exec.

This section describes RCXC control directives which are special comments that are embedded within an exec and
directives have a format that is /* #directive */. They are ignored by the REXX Interpreter.

%INCLUDE Directive
Add the  /* %INCLUDE member */ directive in the REXX exec that you want to compile. This copies the specified member
in the compiled exec after this directive. The member to be included is the RCXIN DDNAME concatenation.

Use the following syntax to specify the directive:
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• The REXX comment must begin with /* characters
• Followed by a single space
• Followed by an %INCLUDE string (in upper, lower, or mixed case)
• Followed by one to eight characters of a member name (in upper, lower, or mixed case)
• Followed by one or more blanks and ending with */ characters
• Do not specify any other REXX statements on the same line.

NOTE
This directive was provided for compatibility with the IBM REXX/370® compiler.

Simple REXX Precompiler (RCXP)
The Simple REXX Precompiler is a load module RCXP that combines multiple REXX execs into a single source
module. Customize the execs that you want to combine. The control cards that control the merge process are supplied
from the external sources.

RCXP Invocation
The RXXP invocation procedure combines multiple REXX execs into a single REXX source module. Use this source
module to compile and link-edit through the RCXC and RCXLKED procedures, respectively.

Use the following DDNAMEs that are required for the execution RCXP procedure:

• STEPLIB
Identifies the RLXLOAD library which contains the RCXP program

• RCXIN
Specifies the name of the library which contains one or more REXX execs to be precompiled

• RCXOUT
Identifies the data set to write the preprocessed and merged source exec.

• SYSTSPRT
Specifies the  AcceleREXX precompiler messages are written to this file.

• RCXPARMS
Specifies the parameters that control the RCXP execution. Specify the following parameters:
– NAME(MAINEXEC)

Name of the merged exec produced by precompiler
– SLINK(EXEC1,EXEC2,.)

List of execs to be merged into a single REXX source exec
– BOUNDS(left,right)

Indicates the range of columns within exec source to be selected for processing. This parameter was introduced
to exclude sequence numbers that are sometime found in columns 73-80 or 1-8. The left designates a beginning
while right an ending column between which to read REXX statements. For example, to exclude sequence numbers
in columns 73-80 specify BOUNDS(1,72). If this parameter is not coded, the entire exec line is selected for
processing.

//RCXP    PROC RLXLOAD='RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD',   <= RLX load library      

//             RCXIN='user.exec'              <= Source exec library   

//*                                                                    

//RCXP    EXEC PGM=RCXP,REGION=2M,COND=(4,LT)                          

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=&RLXLOAD,DISP=SHR                                   

//RCXIN    DD  DSN=&RCXIN,DISP=SHR                                     

//RCXOUT   DD  DSN=&RSOURCE,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,1)),             

//             DCB=(LRECL=255,RECFM=VB,BLKSIZE=1299),                  
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//             DISP=(NEW,PASS)             /CONCATENATED REXX SOURCE   

//SYSTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=*,DCB=(LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=1210,RECFM=FB)          

//SYSTSIN  DD  DUMMY 

The following sample illustrates how to invoke the RCXP catalogued procedure to produce a merged, composite REXX
source module. The numbers in the following sample right margin correspond to the numbered, annotating paragraphs
that follow:

//JOB     JOB  (PARMS) 

//STEP1   EXEC RCXP

//RCXPARMS DD  *                           (1)

NAME(EXAMPLE)                              (2)

SLINK(EXEC1,EXEC2,EXEC3)                   (3)

/*

Where:

• (1)
RCXP parameters are supplied through the RCXPARMS DD statement.

• (2)
The merged exec that is produced by the precompiler with the name EXAMPLE.

• (3)
The three source execs to be combined are named EXEC1, EXEC2, and EXEC3.

REXX Precompiler (RRP)
The REXX Precompiler (RRP) operates on a REXX source code to modify and recombination REXX statements. The
REXX Precompiler supports various directives that are embedded in a REXX exec as comments and options that control
RRP processing. The RRP output can be passed to the AcceleREXX compiler to create an executable load module.

RRP Control Directives
This section describes RRP control directives which are embedded within an exec and have a form: #directive. It must be
specified as a REXX comment /* #directive */ and is ignored by the REXX Interpreter.

#INCLUDE

The #INCLUDE directive inserts, at pre-processing time, REXX code that contained in the data set specified in the
SYSEXEC DDNAME. Unless the option NOGENER(ALL) is specified, RRP generates a REXX PROCEDURE clause as
the first executable statement of the inserted member.

Example:

. . . 

/* #INCLUDE sub1 */

. . .

Appends the following REXX code at the end of a combined exec:

sub1: PROCEDURE

< statements of the sub1 >

#COPY

The #COPY directive copies a named member after this directive into the combined exec.

Example:
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. . . 

/* #COPY sub1 */

. . .

#NOGENER

The #NOGENER directive, if used, place in the first source record of a subroutine included with the #INCLUDE directive
or INCLUDE option to instruct RRP to NOT generate a REXX PROCEDURE heading.

Example:

• In the main:
. . . 

/* #INCLUDE sub2 */

. . .

• In the subroutine sub2:
/* #NOGENER */

sub2 statements

Appends all statements of subroutine sub2 at the end of the main without generating a PROCEDURE statement.

#DATE

Substitutes string '#DATE' string with the current date. Specify the option DATE(YES) for RRP to scan for this directive.

Example:

• Specification:
. . . 

preparedDate = #DATE

. . .

• Relaces with:
. . . 

preparedDate = '17 Nov 2010'

. . .

#VERSION

Substitute string #VERSION with a value of the RRP option VERSION.

Example:

Option:  VERSION(210)

Generates the following statements:

. . . 

myExecVersion = #VERSION

. . .

To be substituted with:

. . . 

myExecVersion = '210'

. . .
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#RRPON

Enables scanning for any RRP directive within a source exec.

#RRPOFF

Disables scanning for any RRP directive within a source exec.

RRP Invocation JCL
Use the RRP Invocation sample JCL to invoke AcceleREXX Preprocessor. Follow the instructions that are proivided in the
sample JCL invoke AcceleREXX Preprocessor.

//*********************************************************************

//*                                                                    

//*        Please be sure to edit this member with CAPS ON             

//*                                                =======             

//*                                                                    

//*        (c) Copyright Relational Architects Intl. - 2011.           

//*        Licensed material - Program property Relational Architects  

//*                                                                    

//*        This generalized procedure is used to invoke AcceleREXX     

//*        Preprocessor.                                               

//*                                                                    

//*        The meaning of symbolic parameters used in the procedure:   

//*                                                                    

//*        1 - The ?source? is the dataset name of your source REXX    

//*            EXEC library that contains EXECs to be preprocessed     

//*                                                                    

//*        2 - The ?target? is the dataset name of your target         

//*            REXX EXEC library into which the AcceleREXX preprocessor

//*            will to store the newly generated EXECs.                

//*                                                                    

//*        3 - The &RLXLOAD is the name of the library where RRP load  

//*            module and RLX service routines reside.                 

//*                                                                    

//*        4 - The name of the generated REXX exec                     

//*                                                                    

//*        5 - Change &SOUT output class for SYSOUT as appropriate.    

//*                                                                    

//*        6 - Optionally place this procedure into one of your        

//*            installation's catalogued procedure libraries.          

//*                                                                    

//*********************************************************************

//RRPPROC  PROC MEMBER=,           -> REXX EXEC name to be preprocessed

// SOURCE='?source?',              -> source REXX EXEC PDS library     

// TARGET='?target?',              -> target REXX EXEC PDS library     

// PARMS=,                         -> Optional program parameters      

// RLXLOAD='RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD',    -> RLXLOAD dataset name             

// MEMBER='TEMPOUT',               -> Target (generated) exec name     

// SOUT='*'                        -> SYSOUT class                     

//*--------------------------------------------------------------------

//*        AcceleREXX Preprocessor invocation procedure                

//*--------------------------------------------------------------------
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//RRPPROC  EXEC PGM=RRP,REGION=0M,PARM='&PARMS'                        

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&RLXLOAD                                   

//SYSEXEC  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&SOURCE                                    

//RRPIN    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&SOURCE                                    

//RRPMOUT  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&TARGET(&MEMBER)                           

//RRPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=&SOUT                                            

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=&SOUT                                            

//SYSTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=&SOUT,DCB=(LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=1210,RECFM=FB)      

//RRPARM   DD  DUMMY 

DDNAMEs Used in the RRP Procedure
Specify DDNAMEs the are required for the RRP procedure. 

DDNAME: SYSEXEC

The SYSEXEC DDNAME defines the search order in which the RRP procedure searches for any specified member. Make
sure to identify the source EXEC name through a REXX preprocessor option EXEC.

Example:

//RRP    EXEC RRPPROC,MEMBER=MYMAIN

//SYSEXEC  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=EXEC.LIBRARY1

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=EXEC.LIBRARY2

The exec that is named MYMAIN and any other required execs should be within the searched in SYSEXEC
concatenation.

DDNAME: RRPARM

This DDNAME is used to specify any valid RRP options which did not fit in the PARM string.

Example:

//RRPARM  DD  *

  VERSION(710)

   . . .

DDNAME: RRPOUT

This DDNAME identifies a target library where the generated exec that is named by the option NAME(member) is stored.

Example:

//RRPOUT DD DISP=SHR,DSN=EXC.LIBRARY

//RRPARM DD *

   NAME(MYEXEC)

    . . .

The RRP procedure adds a new or replaces an existing exec that is named MYEXEC in the library EXC.LIBRARY.

DDNAME: RRPMOUT

This DDNAME identifies the target library where the generated exec is stored with the name that is specified in the JCL. In
this case, you must not specify the NAME options parameter.

Example:
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//RRPMOUT DD DISP=SHR,DSN=EXC.LIBRARY(MYEXEC)

The REXX preprocessor adds a new exec or replaces with an existing exec that is named MYEXEC in the library
EXC.LIBRARY.

DDNAMEs RRPOUT and RRPMOUT are mutually exclusive. RRP chooses which DDNAME to use based on the
presence of the options parameter NAME. If the NAME parameter is missing, the RRP writes a target exec into a file that
is allocated to DDNAME RRPMOUT. If the DDNAME is missing, RRP issues the following error message:

RRP013E - RRPMOUT ddname was not allocated.

Otherwise, if the operand NAME is specified, RRP verifies whether the DDNAME RRPOUT is allocated. If the DDNAME
RRPOUT is not allocated, RRP issues the following error message:

RRP013E - RRPOUT ddname was not allocated.

DDNAME: RRPRINT

This DDNAME is used to write the RRP execution log.

DDNAME: SYSTSPRT

This DDNAME is used for RRP internal error messages.

RRP Options
Specify options for the RRP procedure in JCL EXEC card PARM and in the RRPPARM DDNAME.

• COMMENT(YES/NO)
Deletes all REXX comments.

• DATE(YES/NO)
Replaces #DATE with a current RRP run-date.

• EXEC(exec_name
Specifies the name of the main exec that you want to preprocess, overrides RRPIN DDNAME

• INCLUDE(exec1, ... ,execn)
Includes the listed execs at the end of the main exec. You can use this parameter as an alternative for embedded
#INCLUDE directives.

• LABEL(YES/NO)
Tests the label uniqueness and diagnose duplicates.

• NAME(TargetExecName)
Specifies the name of the exec that you want to create.

• NOGENER(ASIS|ALL)
Specify ALL to disable the generation of a PROCEDURE statement for included subroutines that are specified by the
#INCLUDE directive or INCLUDE option.

• OPTIONS(YES/NO)
Prints the current RRP options.

• SOURCE(YES/NO)
Prints the Target exec listing into RRPRINT.

• TRACE(YES/NO)
Enables or disables RRP REXX Trace.

• VERSION(string)
Substitutes the string #VERSION with the specified value.
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Options Default Values
The RRP options (also called run-time parameters) can be specified either in the JCL PARM field, in RRPARM DDNAME
or both. The RRP procedure includes the following options.

OPTIONS(YES),LABEL(YES),SOURCE(YES),TRACE(NO),DATE(NO),DELETE(NO),

COMMENT(NO),INCLUDE(),EXEC(),INCLUDE(),VERSION(),NAME(),NOGENER(ASIS)

RRP Options Specification Sample:

_______________________________________________________________________

//*---------------------------------------------------------------------

//* RLX REXX PREPROCESSOR

//*---------------------------------------------------------------------

//RRPPROC  EXEC PGM=RRPPROC,REGION=0M,PARMS='EXEC(MYEXEC)'

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD     REXX preprocessor load library

//SYSEXEC  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=EXEC.LIBRARY          Contains source EXECs

//RRPMOUT  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=EXC.LIBRARY(MYEXEC)   Add or Replace MYEXEC

//RRPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=*,DCB=(LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=1210,RECFM=FB) 

//RRPARM   DD  *

   BUILD(YES)

   DATE(YES)

   GETVARS(NO)

   LABEL(NO)

   OPTIONS(YES)

   SOURCE(NO)

   TRACE(NO)

   VERSION(710) 

/*

//

_______________________________________________________________________

RRP Sample EXECs and Procedures
Use the sample REXX EXECs and JCL procedure to demonstrate REXX Precompiler usage.

RRPPROC     RRP invocation JCL procedure. 

RRP8IVP     JCL with which to precompile and execute the sample EXECs RRP8IVP1 and RRP8IVP2. 

RRP8IVP1    The source code of the REXX EXEC with which to verify various RRP directives. 

RRP8SAY     The external REXX EXEC to be included into RRP8IVP1 via the #INCLUDE directive. 

RRP8VAR     The external REXX EXEC to be included into RRP8IVP1 via the #COPY directive. 

RRP8IVP2    The source code of the REXX EXEC with which to verify various RRP parameters. 

RRP8SAY2    The external REXX EXEC to be included into RRP8IVP2 via the RRP INCLUDE parameter. 

RRP8VAR2    The external REXX EXEC to be included into RRP8IVP2 via the RRP INCLUDE parameter.

The RRP8IVP1 test suite – using RRP directives

The RRP8IVP1 EXEC includes the #INCLUDE , #COPY , #RRPOFF , #RRPON , #VERSION and #DATE RRP directives. This
REXX EXEC makes reference to the RRP8SAY and RRP8VAR external EXECs.

REXX EXEC RRP8IVP1
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/* REXX

   #INCLUDE <Rrp8SAY>              <- append "say" routine at the end

   NAME : RRP8IVP1

   DOC  : RRP Installation Verification Procedure 1

                                                    

    #RRPOFF                         <- Tell RRP to ignore RRP directives

This EXEC demonstrates the #INCLUDE, #COPY, #VERSION and #DATE RRP directives.

#RRPON

<- Tell RRP to process RRP directives*/

   myVersion       = #VERSION      /* identify 'main' version

*/

   myDate          = #DATE         /* identify preprocessing date

*/

   /* #COPY <Rrp8VAR>              <- sample variable definition

*/ 

   CALL Rrp8SAY myVersion,'myVersion'

   CALL Rrp8SAY myDate,'myDate'

   CALL Rrp8SAY v1,'v1'

 RETURN 0

REXX EXEC RRP8SAY

/* REXX

   NAME : RRP8SAY

   DOC  : Issue SAY statement - append via #INCLUDE directive

*/

   ARG varValue,varName

   SAY varName'='varValue

   RETURN 0 

REXX EXEC RRP8VAR

/* REXX

   NAME : RRP8VAR

   DOC  : Define variables - insert via a #COPY directive

*/ v1              = 100           /* assign variable v1 value 100

*/

The RRP8IVP2 test suite - using RRP Options

The RRP8IVP2 EXEC demonstrates the RRP INCLUDE parameter usage. The RRP8IVP2 calls RRP8SAY2 and
RRP8VAR2 external EXECs but does not use RRP neither #INCLUDE nor #COPY directives.

REXX EXEC RRP8IVP2

/* REXX

   NAME : RRP8IVP2

   DOC  : AcceleREXX Preprocessor (RRP) IVP exec

   This EXEC demonstrates how to direct RRP to include external code

   without the usage of RRP directives.

   The RRP parameters specified in JCL are used instead of directives

*/ 

   CALL Rrp8VAR2                   /* defines variables "v1" and "v2"
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*/

   CALL Rrp8SAY2 v1,'v1'           /* Display variable "v1"

*/

   CALL Rrp8SAY2 v2,'v2'           /* Display variable "v2"

*/

RETURN 0

REXX EXEC RRP8SAY2

/* REXX

   NAME : RRP8SAY2

   DOC  : Issue SAY - append via INCLUDE parameter

*/

Rrp8SAY2 :

   ARG varValue,varName

   SAY varName'='varValue

RETURN 0

REXX EXEC RRP8VAR2

/* REXX

   NAME : RRP8VAR2

   DOC  : Define variables routine - append using INCLUDE parameter

*/

Rrp8VAR2 :

   v1              = #VERSION      /* assign variable v1 version

*/

   v2              = #DATE         /* assign variable v2 current date

*/

RETURN 0                                 

Verifying the RRP Operation
This article explains how to verify the installation of RRP.

The RRP8IVP member of hlq.CRAIJCL library contains the JCL with which you can precompile the demonstration EXECs
RRP8IVP1 and RRP8IVP2, and then execute the RRP prepared target EXECs. This JCL makes reference to the RRP
invocation procedure RRPPROC.

RRP Installation Verification Procedure (IVP)

//jobname  JOB ...

//*                                                                    

//RAI2RRP  JOB (ACCT#),RAI023,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=H,REGION=0K 

//* 

//PROCLIB JCLLIB ORDER=RAIXN.RRP227.CNTL

//* 

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//*        PRECOMPILE RRP8IVP1                                          

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//IVP1GEN EXEC RRPPROC,                                                 

//             PARMS='EXEC(RRP8IVP1),VERSION(913),DATE(YES)',           

//             RLXLOAD=RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD,                           

//             SOURCE=RAIXN.RRP227.EXEC,                                

//             MEMBER=RRP8IVP1,                                         
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//             TARGET=RAIXN.RRP227.TEST.EXC                             

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//*        EXECUTE RRP8IVP1                                             

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//IVP1RUN EXEC PGM=IKJEFT1A,PARM='RRP8IVP1'                             

//SYSEXEC  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=RAIXN.RRP227.TEST.EXC                        

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                                                  

//SYSTSIN  DD DUMMY                                                     

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//*        PRECOMPILE RRP8IVP2                                          

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//IVP2GEN EXEC RRPPROC,                                                 

//             RLXLOAD=RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD,                           

//             SOURCE=RAIXN.RRP227.EXEC,                                

//             MEMBER=RRP8IVP2,                                         

//             TARGET=RAIXN.RRP227.TEST.EXC                             

//RRPARM   DD  *                                                        

  EXEC(RRP8IVP2)                                                        

  VERSION(913)                                                          

  DATE(YES)                                                             

  INCLUDE(RRP8SAY2,RRP8VAR2)                                            

  NOGENER(ALL)                                                          

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//*        EXECUTE RRP8IVP2                                             

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//IVP1RUN EXEC PGM=IKJEFT1A,PARM='RRP8IVP2'                             

//SYSEXEC  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=RAIXN.RRP227.TEST.EXC                        

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                                                  

//SYSTSIN  DD DUMMY                                                                                        

The SYSTSPRT file of the IVP1RUN step should contain the following text upon the successful job completion:

MYVERSION=913       

MYDATE=7 NOV 2011   

V1=100              

READY               

END                 

NOTE
The MYDATE REXX variable contains the RRP execution date.

The output in SYSTSPRT DDNAME of the IVP2RUN step should contain the following text upon the successful job
completion:

V1=913        

V2=7 NOV 2011 

READY

END    

REXX Formatter (RCXF)
Use the EDIT macro RCXF to format your execs in a uniform way. The use of standard formats to write the REXX code
enhances the maintainability and comprehensibility of your REXX applications.
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RCXF EDIT Macro
To use the RCXF macro, open your exec in the ISPF EDIT session and specify !rcxf in the command line.

EDIT       RAI.Rvrm.CRAIEXEC(RCXTEST) - 01.04            Columns 00001 00072

Command ===> !rcxf                                            Scroll ===> CSR

****** ***************************** Top of Data ******************************

000001 /* REXX */

000002 trace 'O' 

000003 address RLX

000004 string1        = 'AcceleREXX rocks the z/OS REXX world!' /* Literal */

000005 do i =1 to words(string1)

000006    if word(string1,i) = Caps('rexx') then do /* check sought */

000007       say 'OK, found REXX in word' i /* found */ 

000008       if i > 5 then /* check how many words */

000009          say 'Looked for a long time' /* long search */ 

000010       else                                                              

000011          say 'Found quite quickly'    /* short search */

000012       leave 

000013    end 

000014    else

000015       say 'Word' i 'is not it'        /* substring not found */  

000016 end

000017 returN 8

000018

000019 Caps: procedure         /* subroutine to fold to upper case */

000020  parse upper arg args   /* make upper */

000021 return args             /* and return to caller */

****** **************************** Bottom of Data ***************************

After you press the ENTER key, the panel REXX Source Formatter panel opens.

--------------------------- REXX Source Formatter ---------------------------- 

Command ===>                                                                                           

Exec being formatted                                                           

  Exec name  . . . . . . . . RCXTEST                                            

  Line count . . . . . . . . 21                                                                              

      

                                             

Format options                                                                  

  Indent left spaces . . . . 3  (Shift IF/SELECT/DO logic groups)               

  Left margin  . . . . . . . 2  (Create left margin)                            

  Right margin . . . . . . . 72 (Create left margin)                            

  Right justify comments . . Y  (Y/N)

Capitalize keywords 

  Enable capitalization  . . Y  (Y/N)                                          

  Variable to lowercase  . . Y  (Y/N)                                           

  Labels to uppercase  . . . Y  (Y/N)                                           

  Functions to cap 1st . . . Y  (Y/N)                                           

  Keyword to uppercase . . . Y  (Y/N)                      
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Cross Reference Options (XREF)                                                  

  Create XREF  . . . . . . . N (Y/N)                                            

  Dataset name for XREF  . . 'RAI027.RCXF.XREF'        

                       

Diagnostics                                                                     

  Debug  . . . . . . . . . . N (Y/N)                                            

  Debug lines  . . . . . . . 2000                                               

  REXX TRACE type  . . . . . O (O/R/C/I/L)     

             

Notes                                                                           

o Check EXEC before saving - it may not be formatted in accordance              

  with your expectations.                                                       

o Always create a backup of your exec and thoroughly test the formatted exec. 

Specify the parameters that are required by the RCXF formatter and press the ENTER key.

The RCXTEST exec as formatted by the RCXF macro

EDIT       RAI.Rvrm.CRAIEXEC(RCXTEST) - 01.05            Columns 00001 00072 

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  

****** ***************************** Top of Data ******************************

000001 /* REXX */                                                              

000002  TRACE 'O'                                                              

000003  ADDRESS rlx                                                            

000004  string1     = 'AcceleREXX rocks the z/OS REXX world!'  /* Literal */

000005  DO i =1 TO WORDS(string1)                                              

000006     IF WORD(string1,i) = Caps('rexx') THEN DO         /* check sought */

000007        SAY 'OK, found REXX in word' i                        /* found */

000008        IF i > 5 THEN                          /* check how many words */

000009          SAY 'Looked for a long time'                  /* long search */

000010          ELSE                                                           

000011            SAY 'Found quite quickly'                  /* short search */

000012            LEAVE                                                        

000013     END                                                                 

000014     ELSE                                                                

000015       SAY 'Word' i 'is not it'                 /* substring not found */

000016    END                                                                  

000017  RETURN 8                                                               

000018                                                                         

000019 Caps: PROCEDURE                   /* subroutine to fold to upper case */

000020  PARSE UPPER ARG args                                   /* make upper */

000021  RETURN args                                  /* and return to caller */

****** **************************** Bottom of Data ***************************

The RCXF macro formatted the RCXTEST exec as follows:

• Adds a left margin at column 2
• Indents every IF/SELECT/DO construct three blank positions to the right
• Fixes the right margin at column 72
• Justifies the comments at the right margin
• Capitalizes and applies the following formatting:
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– Converts the names of all REXX variables into lower case letters
– Capitalizes the first letter of labels and non built-in functions
– Converts all REXX keywords to upper case

• Does not generate any cross references
• Does not generate any error diagnostics.

The RLX for z/OS Menu and AcceleREXX Compiler Dialogs
After you install RLX successfully and allocate the required ISPF libraries, you can open the RLX for z/OS dialog
menu. Use the Option 6 of the ISPF Primary Menu and enter the command RCX to invoke the RLX for z/OS dialog and
Main Menu. This command requires no parameters.
---------------------------  RLX for z/OS Main Menu  ---------------

Option ===>                                                                     

   1  Environment  - Setup and maintain RLX environment       

   2  Compile      - Compile discrete REXX programs           

   3  MergeCompile - Merge and compile multiple REXX programs 

   4  SDK          - REXX Software Development Kit            

   5  VSAM         - REXX to VSAM Interface                   

   T  Tutorial     - Description of this menu's options       

   X  Exit         - Leave this dialog                        

Enter END command to Exit                                                      

You should select Option 1 -- Environment -- at least once to define a job statement and default data set names to be
used by the subsequent compile and demonstration dialogs.

The RLX for z/OS Setup Dialog
Select Option 1 to open the RLX for z/OS Setup Menu panel.

---------------------------- RLX for z/OS Setup Menu ----------------- 

Command ===>                 

                                                

   1  Job / Parm  - Specify JOB statement(s) and JCL parameters                 

   2  Dsnames     - Specify High Level Qualifiers for dataset names             

   3  Product     - Review / Adjust names of product libraries                  

   4  User        - Review / Adjust names of user libraries                     

   5  Allocate    - Allocate AcceleREXX user libraries                          

   6  Color       - Define screen color attributes                              

   T  Tutorial    - Description of this menu's options                          

   X  Exit        - Leave Setup Menu   

The options from 1 through 6 of the RLX for z/OS Setup Menu apply to all users. Select options from 1 through 6 on your
first invocation of RLX for z/OS to specify a job statement (and other JCL information) and to identify the names of the
RLX for z/OS system Menu and user data sets. Thereafter, choose the Setup Menu options to change `User libraries' or
other options.

Specify JOB and JCL Parameters (Option 1 on the Main Menu)
Use the RAI Product Installation Parameters to specify a valid JOB and JCL parameters for the jobs that are tailored by
the RLX for z/OS Setup Menu.

--------------------- RAI Product Installation Parameters --------------------- 

Command ===>                                                                    
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RLX204 - Specify RLX Job and Jobparm values and press ENTER

                                                                                                     

RAI Background Job/Jobparm statement(s)                                         

   ===> //RAI1RLX JOB (ACCOUNT),CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=H                              

   ===>                                                                        

   ===>                                                                         

   ===>                                                                         

                                                                                

Specify UNIT names for new disk datasets (E.G. - SYSDA, DISK, VIO)              

   Temp UNIT name     ===> SYSDA         (for temporary datasets e.g. VIO)      

   Perm UNIT name     ===> SYSDA         (for permanent datasets e.g. SYSDA)    

   VSAM volume        ===> VOL001        (on which to allocate VSAM datasets)                                

                

                                   

Specify name of the IBM ASSEMBLER program                                       

   System Assembler   ===> ASMA90        (IEV90 or ASMA90)    

Specify Data Set Names
This article describes how to specify data set names that are required for RLX components.

The option 2 of the RLX for z/OS Setup Menu lets you specify high-level qualifiers (HLQ) for RLX for z/OS product data
sets and user data sets. The dialog generates the data set names in REXX variables using the HLQ and a fixed last
qualifier. The dialog also lets you change the names of all your RLX for z/OS data sets. Change the names of the RLX for
z/OS product libraries and HLQ of user libraries when the new RLX for z/OS release is installed.

----------------  Specify Names of Product and User Libraries  ---------------- 

Command ===>      

                                                                                                             

                 

This dialog allows you to specify the user libraries required by                

various RLX for z/OS components.  You may enter High Level Qualifiers            

to be used to generate names for the user libraries.                   

Specify High Level qualifiers of RLX for z/OS product libraries                  

   Project  ===> RAI                                                            

   Library  ===> R200          

                                          

Specify High Level qualifiers of your REXX Compiler user libraries              

   Project  ===> RAI                                                           

   Library  ===> R200

Specify Product Data Set Names
This article explains how to change the product data set names.

The option 3 lets you change the data sets names that are generated by the option 2 dialog. The low-level qualifier of the
RLX libraries is fixed by the dialog architecture and cannot be changed.

------------------------------ Product Libraries ------------------------------

Command ===>       

                                          

Only the Project and Library qualifiers of the dataset names may be            

changed.  The type is fixed by the architecture.                     
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Product Load Library (Contains REXX compiler code)                             

   Project ===> RAI                                                             

   Library ===> R200                                                         

   Type    ===> RLXLOAD   

                                                           

Product No Call Library (Contains REXX compiler subroutines)                   

   Project ===> RAI                                                            

   Library ===> R200                                                        

   Type    ===> RLXNCAL   

                                                 

Product Exec Library (Contains Sample REXX programs)                           

   Project ===> RAI                                                            

   Library ===> R200                                                      

   Type    ===> RLXEXEC

Specify User Data Set Names
This article describes how to specify user data set names.

The option 4 of the RLX for z/OS Setup Menu lets you further modify your user libraries that you use in the AcceleREXX
compile dialogs and by demonstration programs.

-------------------------------- User Libraries ----------------------------- 

Command ===&gt;           

                                                               

User OBJECT Library (Output of REXX Compiler)                                   

   Project ===&gt; RAI                                                             

   Library ===&gt; R200                                             

   Type    ===&gt; RCXOBJ                                                     

User Load Library (Output from Linkage Editor -- executable load modules)       

   Project ===&gt; RAI                                                             

   Library ===&gt; R200                                

   Type    ===&gt; RCXLOAD                                       

User File Tailoring Library                                                     

   Project ===&gt; RAI                                                             

   Library ===&gt; R200                              

   Type    ===&gt; RLXFILE

The libraries that are specified on this panel hold the following contents, respectively:

• The user OBJECT library contains an object module -- a REXX exec that is compiled by AcceleREXX. Use it to
incrementally compile several REXX programs and then link-edit them into one executable load module.

• The user LOAD library contains executable compiled REXX programs which have been link-edited. To execute these
programs, the LOAD library must be allocated to ISPLLIB before ISPF is initialized.

The user file tailoring library contains JCL tailored by a REXX Compile dialog and other objects that are tailored by an
RLX/SDK demonstration dialog.
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Allocate User Data Sets
Use option 5 in the RLX for z/OS setup menu to allocate user data sets.

Option 5 in the RLX for z/OS Setup Menu lets you allocate the user data sets that you specified in the option 4. If these
data sets are already allocated, you receive a warning message.

--------------------------- Allocate User Libraries  --------------------------

Command ===>                                                                             

                                                                                                             

                      

The following user libraries were specified in the dialog and will be allocated by your request.     

 

User OBJ  library       ===> RAI.Rvrm.RCXOBJ                              

User LOAD library       ===> RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD  

User File Tailoring lib ===> RAI.Rvrm.RLXFILE         

         

            

User library allocation                                                        

   Allocate ===> N       (Y - allocate libraries; N - do not allocate)         

   Volume   ===> VOL001  (DASD volume for user libraries)   

Specify Color Preferences
The option 6 of the RLX for z/OS Setup Menu lets you specify color attributes for all the RLX for z/OS panels. You can
change color attributes. The following example provides a sample of color attribute specification panel:

--------------------------- Screen Color Attributes ---------------------------

Command ===&gt; 

                         

Specify Color Attributes             W - White                                 

   Input  - Normal  ===&gt; B           R - Red                                   

   Input  - High    ===&gt; G           B - Blue                                  

   Output - Normal  ===&gt; Y           G - Green                                 

   Output - High    ===&gt; R           P - Pink                                  

   Text   - Normal  ===&gt; T           Y - Yellow                                

   Text   - High    ===&gt; W           T - Turquoise    

The AcceleREXX Discrete Compile Dialog
Use the AcceleREXX Compile dialog to select one or more source REXX procedures for compilation in a single pass.

Option 2 in the RLX for z/OS Main Menu lets you compile the discrete REXX programs. Select the REXX source module
that you want to compile. Alternatively, you can specify an entire library or a concatenated set of libraries from which one
or more REXX source modules that you want to select. Each selected source module creates one load module.

Either the ISPF library or Other Data set name can be specified with the Other Data set name taking precedence.

AcceleREXX Compile Panel

----------------------------- AcceleREXX Compiler --------------------------

Command ===>RCX024 - Select EXEC(s) to be compiled and linked into discrete load modules

ISPF library: 

   Project ===> RAI

   Group   ===> R200     ===>          ===>           ===>
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   Type    ===> RLXEXEC

   Member  ===> RNV*            (Blank or pattern for member selection list) 

Other partitioned or sequential data set: 

   Data set name  ===>

You may specify a pattern for the member name in accordance with ISPF conventions to limit the display to a list of
members that meet your selection criteria. This pattern can be specified in either the Member name field (as illustrated by
RNV*) or by specifying an Other Dataset Name in the form DATA.SET.NAME(PATTERN*).

The following example illustrates the resulting member list from which one or more REXX source modules may be
selected for processing.

Specify S to select the REXX source module that you want to compile with AcceleREXX. Use the 'S' row command to
select REXX programs and 'U' to unselect REXX programs.

After you select all members from the panel, press ENTER or one of the scroll PF keys. The dialog redisplays the member
list with the `Selected' appearing to the right of the selected member names. You can continue to scroll, select, and
unselect members. After you complete the selections, press the END PF key or enter the END primary command.

AcceleREXX Member Selection List

REXX Compile: RAI.R200.CRAIEXEC ---------------------------------- ROW 1 OF 6

Command ===&gt;                                                  Scroll ===&gt; HALF

  Name     Action  Lib VV.MM  Created     Changed      Size  Init    Mod   ID

s RNVF              1  01 79 03/08/31 03/09/22 15:55    217   135      0 RLX4

s RNVFHELP          1  01 03 03/08/31 03/09/22 15:39     32    35      0 RLX4

s RNVFHLP1          1  01 10 03/09/01 03/09/22 15:42     33    31      0 RLX4

  RNVFPAN           1  01 17 03/08/31 03/09/22 15:40     33    35      0 RLX4

  RNVFPANS          1  01 08 03/09/01 03/09/22 15:41     33    31      0 RLX4

  RNVL              1  01 01 03/08/31 03/09/22 15:43    100   100      0 RLX4

AcceleREXX Compile / Link-Edit Specifications
Use the panel Compile / Link-Edit Options panel to specify AcceleREXX compile options and attributes of the link-edited
load module. For information about set of prompts, see Compile Options.

--------------  Discrete REXX Compile / Link Edit Specifications  ------------- 

Command ===>                                                                    

RCX021 - Specify AcceleREXX compile and Link Edit options and press ENTER       

Specify target Load Library for the REXX load module(s)                         

   Node 1   ===> RLX                                                            

   Node 2   ===> Tvrm                                                         

   Node 3   ===> RCXLOAD        (may be blank)   

                  

REXX Compile Options            (Blanks accept defaults)                        

   SPECIAL  ===> N              (Y/N - uses ISPF services)                      

   BOUNDS   ===>    -           (within which REXX source occurs - default 

ALL)  

   INITHCE  ===> TSO            (Initial REXX Host Command Environment)         

   CONDENSE ===>                (Y/N - Remove comments and blanks)              

   ENCODE   ===>                (Y/N - Encrypt REXX source text)                

   LRECL    ===>                (Size of logical records in condensed EXEC)     

   LIST     ===>                (Y/N - Produce REXX EXEC listing)               

   XREF     ===>                (Y/N - Produce symbol cross reference listing)  
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   PAGESZ   ===>                (Depth of print page in lines)                 

The Target load library prompts let you specify the load module library into which one or more load modules should
be link-edited. The default is the AcceleREXX User Load library that is specified through Option 5 of the AcceleREXX
Setup Menu.

Review and revise these Compile and Link-Edit options as appropriate and press ENTER.

The AcceleREXX Merge Compile Dialog
The AcceleREXX Merge Compile dialog lets you select one or more source REXX procedures for compilation into a
composite load module in a single pass. In addition, you can select previously compiled REXX object modules to be link-
edited in the current load module.

Options 3 of the RLX for z/OS Main Menu lets you merge several REXX programs into a composite REXX program using
the AcceleREXX precompiler. The Merge Compile dialog uses similar panels to those panels displayed by the Discrete
Compile dialog.

Use the Merge Compile/Link Edit Options panel to specify AcceleREXX compile options as well as attributes of the link-
edited load module.

Merge Compile / Link Edit options

-------------  Composite REXX Compile / Link Edit Specifications  -------------

 Command ===>                                                                   

 RCX021 - Specify AcceleREXX compile and Link Edit options and press ENTER      

 Composite Specifications        (for the link edited REXX load module)         

    Name     ===> RNVDSEL        (of the composite load module)                 

    Entry Pt ===> RNVDSEL        (First AcceleREXX'd routine to receive control)

    Special  ===> N              (Y/N - uses ISPF services)                     

    Select   ===>                (Y/N - link edit previously compiled EXECs)    

    Parm Num ===> 0              (Number of parameters: For system exits only)  

 Specify target Load Library for the Compiled REXX load module                  

    Node 1   ===> RLX                                                           

    Node 2   ===> Tvrm                                                        

    Node 3   ===> RCXLOAD        (may be blank)                                 

 AcceleREXX Compile Options      (Blanks accept AcceleREXX defaults)            

    BOUNDS   ===>    -           (within which REXX source occurs - default ALL)

    INITHCE  ===> TSO            (Initial REXX Host Command Environment)        

    CONDENSE ===>                (Y/N - Remove comments and blanks)             

    ENCODE   ===>                (Y/N - Encrypt REXX source text)               

    LRECL    ===>                (Size of logical records in condensed EXEC)    

    LIST     ===>                (Y/N - Produce REXX EXEC listing)              

    XREF     ===>                (Y/N - Produce symbol cross reference listing) 

    PAGESZ   ===>                (Depth of print page in lines)          

• Name
Lets you designate the name of the link-edited composite load module. The default is the first (or only) EXEC selected
for compilation.

• Entry Pt
Identifies the name of the entry point EXEC that is the first EXEC within the link-edited composite to receive the control
when the compiled application is invoked. The default is the first (or only) EXEC selected for compilation.

• Special
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Specifies whether one or more compiled EXECs require special processing.
NOTE
If the compiled EXEC executes within a TSO/ISPF environment but does not request ISPF services, special
processing is not required.

• Select
Lets you select additional, previously compiled REXX EXECs (that exist in the Object module form) for inclusion in the
link-edited composite load module.

• Parm Num
Specifies the number of discrete parameters a compiled REXX exec receives. This parameter is applicable only to
compiled execs that run as system exits.

Linkage Editing Previously Compiled Object Modules
Select additional REX EXECs to the link-edited load module.

If you specified `Y' in response to the Select field prompt, you can select additional, previously compiled REXX EXEC(s)
for inclusion in the link-edited load module. These additional modules exist in the object module form. Use the Object
Library Specification panel to specify a library (or a concatenated set of libraries) from which one or more compiled REXX
object modules can be selected.

Object Library Specification

----------------------------- AcceleREXX Link Edit --------------------------

Command ===>

RCX022 - Select previously compiled REXX EXECs for Link Edit in RCXSAMP

Object or NCAL library:

   Project ===> RAI

   Group   ===> R200    ===>           ===>           ===>

   Type    ===> RCXOBJ

   Member  ===> R*              (Blank or pattern for member selection list) 

Other partitioned Object or NCAL library

   Data set name  ===>

Object Module Selection

Specify S for each object module that you want to include in the composite load module.

REXX Link Edit: RAI.R200.RCXOBJ -------------------------------  ROW 1 OF 10

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF

  Name     Action  Lib VV.MM  Created     Changed      Size  Init    Mod   ID

s RMVDERR           1

s RMVDGV            1

s RMVDPDS           1

  RMVDSEL           1

  RNVF              1

  RNVFHELP          1

  RNVFHLP1          1

  RNVFPAN           1

  RNVFPANS          1

  RNVL              1

Object Module Selection

REXX Link Edit: RAI.R200.RCXOBJ -------------------------------  ROW 1 OF 10
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Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF

  Name     Action  Lib VV.MM  Created     Changed      Size  Init    Mod   ID

s RMVDERR  Selected 1

s RMVDGV   Selected 1

s RMVDPDS  Selected 1

  RMVDSEL           1

  RNVF              1

  RNVFHELP          1

  RNVFHLP1          1

  RNVFPAN           1

  RNVFPANS          1

  RNVL              1

Tailor and Submit the Compile / Link-Edit Jobstream
Once you have completed your source and object module selections for either the discrete or merge compile dialogs,
press the END PF key.

The display locks while AcceleREXX tailors the compile link-edit jobstream. You can review and revise the generated JCL
and submit the job. When it completes successfully, the compiled REXX load module is available for use.

The target load module library should be allocated before you invoke the compiled REXX application. In addition, because
the load module is accessible through the standard MVS search order, it is invoked before the interpreted source REXX
EXEC.

AcceleREXX Batch Procedures
This section discusses a set of batch procedures you can use instead of, or in addition to, the AcceleREXX compile
dialogs described in The RLX for z/OS Menu and AcceleREXX Compiler Dialogs. The AcceleREXX procedures that are
supplied in the hlq.CRAIJCL library include the following samples:

• RCXP
Invokes the Simple REXX precompiler (RCXP) to combine several REXX execs into a single source module. See
Simple REXX Precompiler (RCXP) for a description.

• RRPPROC
Invokes the REXX precompiler (RRP) to combine several REXX execs into a single source module using embedded
directives and external parameters. See REXX Precompiler (RRP) for a description.

• RCXC
Compiles a single (or combined) REXX source module using the RCXC REXX compiler. See REXX Compiler (RCXC)
for a description.

• RCXLKED
Link-edits one or more previously compiled REXX execs into a single, composite load module – described in this
section.

Copy these CRAIJCL members into one of the catalogued procedure libraries that are defined at your installation.
Or place these procedures instream within your JCL. In the latter case, terminate the procedure with a JCL ‘// PEND’
statement.

Review and edit the procedures to specify the names of the RLX system data sets (of which AcceleREXX is a part) that
are defined at the installation time. The prepared procedures enable fewer parameters to specify when you invoke these
procedures.
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RCXLKED – Link-Edit the Compiled REXX Application
Use the RCXLKED procedure to invoke the linkage editor to produce an executable load module from one or more
compiled REXX object modules.

The RCXLKED procedure consists of these three steps:

• LMDDTS
Generates a date and time stamp that the linkage editor will include in the compiled REXX load module.

• RCSGRCP
Generates the control cards that direct the processing of the linkage editor.

• LKED
Invokes the linkage editor.

//*---------------------------------------------------------------------

//*  (C) COPYRIGHT RELATIONAL ARCHITECTS INTL. 

//*  LICENSED MATERIAL - PROGRAM PROPERTY RELATIONAL ARCHITECTS INTL

//*---------------------------------------------------------------------

//* ACCELEREXX - LINKAGE EDIT ONE OR SEVERAL COMPILED REXX EXEC(S)

//*---------------------------------------------------------------------

//RCXLKED PROC RLXLOAD='RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD', ** RLX SYSTEM LOADLIB

//             RLXNCAL='RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD', ** RLX SYSTEM NCAL LIB

//             RCXOBJ='USER.RCXOBJ',         ** USER OBJECT MODULE

//             RCXLOAD='USER.LOAD',          ** USER LOAD LIBRARY

//             CSECT=MAINEXEC,               ** NAME OF ENTRY POINT

//             LMOD=LMODNAME                 ** NAME OF LOAD MODULE

//*---------------------------------------------------------------------

//*        PRODUCE DATE AND TIME STAMP TO BE STORED

//*        IN THE LOAD MODULE'S PDS DIRECTORY ENTRY

//*---------------------------------------------------------------------

//LMDDTS   EXEC PGM=LMDDTS,REGION=128K,COND=(4,LT)

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=&RLXLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN   DD  DSN=&LMDDTS,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(10,(200,50)),

//             DISP=(NEW,PASS)

//*---------------------------------------------------------------------

//*        CREATE INPUT FOR LINKAGE EDITOR

//*---------------------------------------------------------------------

//RCSGRCP EXEC PGM=RCSGLKI2,PARM='&CSECT,&LMOD',

//             REGION=2M,COND=(4,LT)

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=&RLXLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSOUT   DD  DSN=&LKEDIN,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),

//             DISP=(NEW,PASS),DCB=BLKSIZE=80

//SYSTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=*

//*---------------------------------------------------------------------

//*       LINKAGE EDIT ONE OR SEVERAL COMPILED REXX EXEC(S)

//*---------------------------------------------------------------------

//LKED    EXEC PGM=IEWL,REGION=2M,COND=(4,LT),

//        PARM='LIST,XREF,REUS,RENT,REFR,SIZE=(512000,256000)'

//RLXSYS   DD  DSN=&RLXNCAL,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIB   DD  DSN=&RCXOBJ,DISP=SHR

//SYSLMOD  DD  DSN=&RCXLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1   DD  DSN=&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1024,(50,20))

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=1210)
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//SYSLIN   DD  DSN=&LMDDTS,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)   /* DATE AND TIME STAMP

//         DD  DSN=&LKEDIN,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)   /* CONTROL CARDS

Invoke the RCXLKED catalogued procedure to link-edit several compiled REXX procedures into a single executable load
module.

//JOB3    JOB  (PARMS) 

//STEP1   EXEC RCXLKED,                              (1) 

//             CSECT=EXAMPLE,                        (2) 

/              LMOD=EXAMPLE                          (3) 

Where:

• (1)
RCXLKED is invoked as a catalogued procedure. RCXLKED can also be included instream with the JCL.

• (2)
The procedure's CSECT parameter specifies the name of the main (or only) routine that should receive control when
the compiled REXX application begins to execute.

• (3)
The procedure's LMOD parameter specifies the name to be assigned to the link-edited load module.

Illustrative AcceleREXX Compile / Link-Edit Jobstream
The sample provides an example of an AcceleREXX jobstream that compiles and link-edits the REXX exec named
EXAMPLE. This JCL produces a compiled REXX load module that is named EXAMPLE that executes instead of the
interpretive REXX exec named EXAMPLE.

AcceleREXX compile / link-edit job

//RLXCOMPL  JOB (...)

//STEP1   EXEC RCXC                                   (1) 

//RCXPARMS DD  *                                      (2) 

CSECT(EXAMPLE) 

//STEP2   EXEC RCXLKED,                               (3) 

//             CSECT=EXAMPLE,                         (4) 

//             LMOD=EXAMPLE                           (5) 

• (1)
The AcceleREXX compiler is invoked through the catalogued procedure named RCXC.

• (2)
The CSECT keyword parameter of the RCXPARMS DD statement specifies the name of the compiled REXX object
module to be produced by AcceleREXX.

• (3)
AcceleREXX link-edit processing is invoked through the catalogued procedure named RCXLKED.

• (4)
The CSECT parameter of the RCXLKED procedure specifies the name of the compiled module that should receive
control when the load module begins to execute.

• (5)
The LMOD parameter specifies the name to be assigned to the link-edited load module.

AcceleREXX Maintenance Procedures
If the AcceleREXX application stub module named RCXAPI should be changed for any reason, you may need to relink
the load modules produced by the AcceleREXX compiler RCXC.
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Relink a Load Module Created by AcceleREXX with a New Version of RCXAPI
(Job RCXJLNK)
Use the following JCL replace the RCXAPI application stub. This job is supplied in the RCXJLNK member of the
hlq.CRAIJCL library.

//jobcard  JOB                                                         

//*                                                                    

// SET RLXLIB=&HLQ.RLXLOAD                                    

// SET USRLIB=&HLQ.RLXLOAD                                    

//*                                                                    

//*--------------------------------------------------------------------

//* Replace RCXAPI with an updated version                             

//*                                                                    

//* Note: Edit this member with CAPS ON                                

//*                                                                    

//* 1.  Specify a valid jobcard                                        

//* 2.  Set RLXLIB= to the name of the RLXLOAD library                 

//* 3.  Set USRLIB= to the name of your user load library             

//* 4.  Replace ?usrmod? with the name of the user load module to be  

//*     created by AcceleREXX.                                        

//* 5.  Submit this JCL and expect CC 0004                             

//*                                                                    

//*--------------------------------------------------------------------

//RELINK   EXEC PGM=IEWL,REGION=0M,                                    

//         PARM='LIST,XREF,REUS,RENT,SIZE=(512000,256000)'             

//REPLACE  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&RLXLIB                                    

//SYSLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&USRLIB                                    

//SYSLMOD  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&USRLIB                                    

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*                                                

//SYSLIN   DD  *                                                       

  REPLACE RCXAPI                                                       

  INCLUDE SYSLIB(?usrmod?)                                             

  INCLUDE REPLACE(RCXAPI)                                              

  ENTRY   ?usrmod?                                                     

  MODE    AMODE(31),RMODE(ANY)                                         

  NAME    ?usrmod?(R)                                                  

/*

Follow the instructions that are embedded in the JCL to prepare the job for execution.

When instructed by Broadcom Support, use the RCXJLNK member to replace the RCXAPI CSECT within your load
modules created with the RCXC REXX compiler with the updated version of the RCXAPI module.

Problem Determination - Additional Information Checklist
Although every effort has been made to develop defect-free software, you may still encounter problems.  You can assist
in the diagnosis and correction of problems by furnishing us with the proper documentation. The following list provides
the information that is typically required to troubleshoot an issue. Broadcom Support representative assists you in
collecting these items:

1. A brief description of the application and operating environment.
For example:
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"The application is a REXX dialog using RLX/TSO to access a Db2 table. It executes within ISPF and is

 invoked from PDF option 6. The EXEC usually runs successfully, but sporadically abends with a System

 0C4. RLX/TSO displays a panel which shows the abend occurred within module PMVRVA at offset X'150'.

 Listings for the RFASNAP and RFATRACE datasets were obtained.

2. A source listing of the application in which the problem occurred.
3. JCL of the job or TSO session.

– In the TSO environment, print the output from the TSO command:  "LISTA ST H"  with a brief explanation of the
allocated user libraries.

– If the problem is encountered in the batch environment, allocate the following problem diagnostic files:
//RFATRACE DD SYSOUT=x

//RFASNAP  DD SYSOUT=x

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=x

In the TSO environment, issue the following allocate commands:
ALLOC (RFATRACE) SYSOYT(x)    

ALLOC DD(RFASNAP) SYSOYT(x)    

ALLOC DD(SYSUDUMP) SYSOYT(x)

Where:  ‘x’ is the output JES2 hold class.
Collect the output and email as an attachment if the combined file size is less than 5MB; otherwise, FTP it to
Broadcom Support using the sample JCL found at: RAI

– When running in an ISPF environment, the "Abnormal Termination Diagnostic Information"  panel displays. 
Print this panel.  Also, change the selection in the "Produce a dump?"  field to "Y".   Specify "N"  in the "Attempt
to retry?"  field and type "DUMP"  in the panel COMMAND field.  Lastly, press the ENTER key.
Several dumps are obtained. This process may take some time to complete.  After the dumps are written, the MVS
  message  "IEA995I  SYMPTOM DUMP  OUTPUT"  appears on the screen signifying abnormal termination.  Print
this screen and save the trace, snap, and dump data sets obtained.

4. If requested by Broadcom Support, issue the following SLIP SET command to get a dump of the first ABEND in an
address space:
SLIP SET,ID=RAI1,ACTION=SVCD,JOBNAME=jobname,    

SDATA=(ALLNUC,ALLPSA,CSA,GRSQ,LPA,LSQA,PSA,RGN,SQA,SUMDUMP,SWA,TRT),END

Locate the SYS1.sysname.DMPxxxxx dataset and FTP it to Broadcom Support using the sample JCL found at:http://
www.relarc.com/dox/raiudump.txt
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Using RLX CLIST
Describes how to use the RLX/CLIST.

Concepts and Facilities
This section introduces RLX/CLIST and provides an overview of its capabilities. The Relational Language Executive (RLX)
designates a family of interactive software products which extend full ISPF dialog support to Db2 and SQL.

RLX/CLIST provides an 'embedded' SQL implementation as robust and flexible as COBOL's, native to the TSO CLIST
language. RLX SQL extends the 'interactive' SQL syntax of QMF and SPUFI with full support for host variables and row-
at-a-time operations (DECLARE CURSOR, OPEN, FETCH, and CLOSE statements).

RLX/TSO provides this same 'embedded' SQL implementation for the SAA procedures language -- REXX.

RLX/ISPF provides powerful, composite facilities designed to address common Db2/ISPF processing requirements. For
example, the RLX DECLARE ISPFTABLE service provides the means to load an SQL query result directly into an ISPF
table while the RLX TBDISPL service provides a means by which to display and process those results on scrollable ISPF
table display panels.

RLX is designed to make relational application development quick and easy by leveraging tools you already know or plan
to learn soon. RLX provides the 'glue' which binds:

• Db2 - the data base manager
• SQL - the query language
• ISPF - the interactive dialog manager
• CLIST - the native TSO command procedures language

RLX integrates these tools and leverages their power by extending full, embedded SQL support to the interpretive CLIST
language. Thus RLX dialogs (TSO CLISTs combining embedded SQL, ISPF dialog services, and procedural logic) can
be developed rapidly and tested immediately. RLX dialogs do not require preprocess, compile, linkedit, and bind steps
as do Db2 applications written in COBOL or PL/1. RLX/CLISTs can be edited and tested directly within ISPF/PDF Edit --
repeatedly if necessary.

A principal design objective of RLX was that it faithfully adhere to the standard syntax of embedded SQL. This enables
developers to apply their SQL skills and become productive immediately.

What Can I Do with RLX?
RLX is a powerful tool that lets you perform the following tasks:

• Build your own Db2/ISPF tools quickly and easily.
• Develop small scale production applications for individuals and departments.
• Prototype high volume CICS, IMS/TM, and batch applications for a later implementation in a compiled language.
• Position for SAA compliance, AD/Cycle, and the MVS/Repository.
• Build one-time programs to load or repair Db2 table data.
• Learn SQL within a procedural language context supported by immediate feedback, extensive diagnostics, and

context-sensitive help.

Who Is RLX For?
RLX is relevant to the following roles:
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• Professional developers who seek to improve the speed, ease, and effectiveness of relational application
development.

• Database administrators who need to build their own tools for data definition, data manipulation, and data control; all
within an ISPF dialog framework.

• Systems programmers who want a convenient way to utilize SQL.
• Operations support professionals who need to develop, test, and implement simple applications for the data center

quickly.
• Users familiar with TSO CLISTs, but not proficient in COBOL or PL/I, who want to quickly prototype, test, demonstrate,

and utilize working SQL programs.
• Trainers who need to demonstrate Db2 applications or conduct hands-on SQL training.
• Users who want applications that are more closely tailored to their needs, and who are willing to contribute feedback

earlier in the prototyping process.

RLX SQL statements and service requests are coded directly within TSO CLISTs. As with embedded COBOL SQL, RLX
SQL statements may include references to 'host' variables. However, CLIST host variables do not need to be declared
as they are in COBOL or PL/1 programs. RLX is able to derive their datatypes and declare them implicitly. In addition, it
handles the conversion between internal and external data formats automatically. For example, the conversion between
the edited-decimal format displayed on a panel and the binary fullword, internal format associated with the INTEGER
datatype.

Previously, SQL could only be embedded within compiled host languages like COBOL and PL/I. While they are powerful
and versatile, these compiled host languages can introduce obstacles to rapid development. The developer must wait
while a COBOL or PL/I program with embedded SQL undergoes the preprocess, compile, linkedit, and bind steps
that are required for Db2 program preparation. The application program can only be tested after all four work steps
complete successfully. When a change is required, source code must be modified and re-submitted for the entire program
preparation process. This process tends to stretch development time and discourage prototyping.

Interactive and Embedded SQL
Programmers and users can enter individual SQL statements interactively at the terminal through facilities like QMF
and SPUFI. These facilities execute SQL statements dynamically and return results online. In contrast, developers can
embed SQL statements in an application program that is written in a compiled language like COBOL or PL/1. Sets of
embedded SQL statements can be grouped within a Unit of Recovery for COMMIT or ROLLBACK. Embedded SQL
statements preserve data consistency and referential integrity in transactions involving multiple SQL operations.

The RLX SQL implementation combines features of both SQLembedded and SQLinteractive SQL to provide a general-
purpose facility robust enough to address a broad spectrum of requirements. RLX combines the flexibility and granularity
of embedded SQL with the speed and ease offered by the interpretive REXX language and the immediacy of SQL entered
interactively through QMF and/or SPUFI.

RLX supports hybrid SQL applications as well. RLX CLISTs may combine embedded SQL with calls to compiled SQL
programs and/or QMF.

Advantages of Interpretive Development
It is easier to develop, test, and prototype with interpretive CLISTs than with compiled languages, such as COBOL and
PL/1. Working with CLISTs is simpler because compile and link edit steps are not needed. Data declarations are also
unnecessary with CLISTs. To test a CLIST, you execute it, correct any errors if it fails, and re-execute it. In addition, there
is no need to preprocess and bind Db2 applications. Dynamic RLX SQL statements can be executed immediately.

Since RLX CLISTs are interpreted rather than compiled, an RLX dialog runs more slowly than a compiled COBOL or PL/1
program that uses static SQL. You must use your best judgement to choose the appropriate tool for the task at hand.
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RLX offers comprehensive SQL and Db2 support while strictly adhering to standard syntax for embedded SQL. RLX fully
supports all SQL data definition, manipulation, and control statements that can be embedded in programs, subject to the
user's authorization ID. RLX users can perform the following tasks:

• Issue queries (SELECT, DECLARE, OPEN, FETCH, CLOSE).
• Applications can process individual rows as well as result tables.
• Manipulate data (INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE).
• Manage data consistency and referential integrity (COMMIT and ROLLBACK).
• Define and revise Db2 objects (CREATE, ALTER, DROP).
• Administer authorizations and privileges (GRANT and REVOKE).

Extensions for Common Db2 / ISPF Operations
The RLX product family provides significant extensions that improve the usability, functionality, and overall effectiveness of
the embedded SQL implementation that is provided by the RLX/REXX.

RLX/ISPF lets you load SQL query results directly into ISPF tables. The results are then displayed and processed on
scrollable ISPF table display panels.

RLX provides a variety of services that let you control its operation, as well as aspects of the ISPF dialog environment.

RLX Features and Capabilities
RLX provides the following features and capabilities:

• Full compatibility with Db2 security and authorization mechanisms.
• Full compatibility with ISPF Dialog Management Services.
• Automatic conversion between Db2 internal and REXX external datatypes.
• Formatted SQL Communications Area whose contents are available to the RLX CLIST after each SQL statement

executes.
• Interactive facilities to pinpoint errors and speed their correction.
• Profile facilities that customize RLX to the preferences and requirements of an individual, group, department, or an

entire installation.

RLX fully supports the following:

• Nested command procedures.

When both RLX/REXX and RLX/CLIST are installed, dialogs can invoke both REXX EXECs and TSO CLISTs without
restriction.

• NULL values and SQL indicator variables.
• Bidirectional data transfer between Db2 and ISPF tables.
• ISPF split screen operation.

RLX dialogs may run in both logical screens concurrently.

RLX includes the following design features:

• Sophisticated optimization techniques supporting thread and statement reuse.
• Problem state execution using published external interfaces.
• Re-enterable, refreshable design for shared usage and improved performance.
• Code and data largely resident above 16MB.
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Support for Mission Critical Applications
RLX supports the SQL COMMIT and ROLLBACK statements that allow related sets of embedded SQL statements in an
application program to be managed as a Unit of Recovery. Supporting these statements makes RLX suitable for mission
critical applications where data consistency and referential integrity must be ensured.

The RLX COMMIT and ROLLBACK statements support a flexible unit of recovery definition. You can program data
consistency and referential integrity within transaction boundaries spanning several SQL statements, consistent with
the requirements for your application. RLX uses the same SQL COMMIT and ROLLBACK statements for synch point
management as compiled Db2 applications that are designed to execute in the TSO and batch environments. Therefore,
RLX applications exhibit the same structure and logic as Db2 applications designed for the TSO or batch environment.

An Example
Entering SQL statements interactively brings significant advantages to developers:

• Easier development
• Higher productivity
• Use by non-programmers
• Immediate review of results

However, the ability to group multiple SQL statements within a single logical unit of work is essential to preserving data
integrity.

Consider the case of two Db2 tables: a stock master table and a stock transaction table.

The stock master table contains four columns:

• Part Number
• Part Description
• Part Quantity-On-Hand
• Part Vendor

The stock transaction table contains four columns:

• Transaction Stock Number
• Transaction Control Number
• Transaction Type
• Transaction Quantity

There are three types of transactions:

• Balance Carried Forward - No Change to Part Quantity-on-Hand
• Receipts - Adds to Quantity-on-Hand
• Shipments - Subtracts from Quantity on Hand

Assume that the tables contain the following data:

   __________________________________________________________________

                               Stock  Master

    ------------------------------------------------------------------

    | Stock Number | Description      | Quantity-On-Hand | Vendor    |

    ------------------------------------------------------------------

       0100          5/8" Hex Bolt         1,500,000       Bolt Co.

       0110          11/16" Hex Bolt         750,000       Bolt Co.

       0120          3/4" Hex Bolt         2,100,000       Bolt Co.

                               Transactions
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    ------------------------------------------------------------------

    | Stock Number | Transaction Number | Trans. Type |  Quantity    |

    ------------------------------------------------------------------

       0110          290067               Bal. Forward   650,000

       0110          290154               Receipt        200,000  (+)

       0110          290301               Ship           100,000  (-)

    __________________________________________________________________

We can see that stock number 0110 currently has 750,000 units on hand, documented by transactional detail. An update
transaction to ship 250,000 is processed. Imagine now that the update to the master table succeeds and reduces the
stock quantity-on-hand to 500,000. But the update to the transaction table fails, which leaves the data base inconsistent.
The point of this example is that when SQL operations succeed or fail individually, independent of other SQL operations, it
is possible to corrupt the integrity of the database and leave it in an inconsistent state.

To ensure data integrity, RLX allows you to group related SQL operations within a logical unit of work. In this example,
decrementing the quantity-on-hand in the stock master table and appending a transaction row to the transaction table
could be combined within a Unit of Recovery. Neither operation could change the database unless both SQL operations
were successful. In this way, developers can ensure the integrity and consistency of the database.

RLX Security and Authorization Considerations
To use RLX, developers and users must be granted the Execute authority for one or more of the RLX application plans.
Consult your RLX system administrator if you cannot run RLX because you lack the Execute authority.

The developer or user of an RLX CLIST requires the appropriate privileges for all Db2 objects that are accessed by the
dialog, such as tables, views, and so on. The dialog inherits the authorizations of whoever runs it. In this regard, RLX
behaves just like QMF or SPUFI.

RLX Diagnostics and Error Reporting
The RLX Diagnostic and Reporting Facility aids both dialog developers and end users in identifying and correcting
errors. These facilities also make RLX an effective tool for learning SQL in a procedural language context. RLX includes
diagnostic and reporting facilities for the following categories of errors:

• SQL execution errors detected by Db2.
• Syntax errors detected by the RLX semantic parser.
• Logic errors detected by RLX, such as referencing a CURSOR name that was never declared in an OPEN statement.
• Data errors, such as keying alphabetic data for a numeric field.

RLX Operational Conventions
RLX consistently follows ISPF/PDF operational conventions regarding parameter entry/verification, PF key usage, and
so on. When you enter an invalid parameter, or fail to enter a required parameter, you are prompted with a message. We
strongly recommend that your own dialogs observe these ISPF conventions as well.

The RLX Interactive Tutorial
The RLX Interactive Tutorial Facility provides extensive, context-sensitive help that parallels your progress through an
RLX session. Help is available at any point by pressing the HELP PF key (typically PF1/PF13) or entering the HELP ISPF
primary command. The online tutorial provides instruction and reference information on RLX operation and use. Enter the
END or RETURN command in the tutorial to resume the dialog where you left off.
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Bottom Line: Effective Prototyping and Rapid Development
RLX is a powerful prototyping tool that encourages user involvement in the analysis and design process by providing a
tangible and vivid preview of the production system. The speed and ease with which RLX prototypes can be programmed
makes it possible to repeat the development, demonstration, and refinement cycle until the prototype does exactly what
is required. An RLX prototype is a working system, not a simulation. The prototype may even function as the production
system on an interim basis. The SQL statements in the prototype can be transposed to the compiled version once coding
begins.

RLX can be used throughout the analysis, design, and programming phases of online system development as the
application progresses from an initial conception to a fully operational production system.

RLX enables the application designer to model production applications more quickly, easily, and accurately than with
conventional methods. With RLX, the design focus remains the purpose and function of the system rather than the
intricacies of source coding and program preparation.

The methodology of the product allows developers to loop through the following tasks:

• Modeling the proposed system.
• Simulating its operation.
• Reviewing and refining the model until clear, concise, and accurate specifications are developed.

RLX is ideal for any unscheduled development that arises under deadline pressure. RLX can deliver when "We need this
for a presentation tomorrow morning. Don't even start if it cannot be ready by then."

Many individual and departmental applications that were once too costly to justify become economically feasible with RLX.

Getting Started: The UPDATE CLIST Example
This section presents a simple RLX CLIST to illustrate its usage in developing CLIST dialogs that use Db2 and ISPF. This
example provides a general overview of developing CLIST dialogs that use embedded SQL. This overview moves quickly
to show how easy RLX dialog development can be. In later sections, the material that is presented here will be discussed
in greater detail.

The RLX Command Processors
RLX consists of a pair of TSO Command Processors:

• The 'RLXS' command establishes the session environment and invokes a target CLIST.
• The 'RLX' command provides the execution interface for the individual SQL statements that are embedded in your

dialog.

The RLXS and RLX commands cooperate in preparing and executing RLX SQL statements. This is similar to the way
ISPF and ISPEXEC commands cooperate in providing dialog services to your CLIST. The following diagram shows the
structural relationship between the ISPF- and RLX-related command processors.

    Command        Function

    ISPF        -  establish the ISPF dialog environment

    RLXS        -  establish the RLX session environment

                   and invoke a target CLIST

    ____________________ Target CLIST contains ___________________

    |                                                            |

    |  ISPEXEC  -  commands which request ISPF dialog services   |

    |  RLX      -  commands which request Db2 SQL                |

    |____________________________________________________________|
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Starting an RLX Session
The RLXS command begins an RLX session is, and it is invoked in one of four possible ways:

• From the command line on any ISPF/PDF panel as a TSO command
• From within another CLIST
• As an ISPF Selection Menu Option
• As an ISPEXEC SELECT service command

The first method is suitable for use while the dialog is being developed and tested. The RLXS command can be issued
from within the same ISPF/PDF edit session that is used to create or update the dialog. The second, third, and fourth
methods are suitable for creating a seamless interface for an RLX CLIST user. Each of these methods is discussed in
detail in the following sections. The first method is discussed with The UPDATE CLIST Example.

RLX SQL Syntax
The RLX command provides the direct SQL interface between the TSO CLIST language and Db2. This command
introduces an SQL statement, just as EXEC SQL does in a COBOL or PL/1 program. In the interpretive CLIST context,
however, the RLX command executes an embedded SQL statement. This contrasts with COBOL where EXEC SQL
signals the Db2 COBOL preprocessor to generate compilable code.

An RLX SQL statement may span several lines, as in the example below0. A statement is continued on the following line
with either of the TSO CLIST continuation characters: the '+' or '-'. The continued statement is considered complete when
it is not continued on another line.

RLX Command Example

  ____________________________________________________________________

    RLX UPDATE EMPLOYEE  -

        SET FNAME = :FNAME    -

            NNAME = :NNAME    -

            LNAME = :LNAME    -

            DEPT  = :DEPT     -

            PHONE = :PHONE    -

        WHERE EMPID = :EMPID      /* statement not continued beyond here

    ____________________________________________________________________

Aside from the TSO command continuation characters, RLX SQL syntax is identical to that for embedded SQL within
compiled host languages, such as COBOL and PL/1. Host variables and indicator variables are designated by a leading
colon, for example, :HOST_VARIABLE:INDICATOR_VARIABLE. The apostrophe or single quote delimits a character
string, as in the following example:

                  UPDATE TABLE_NAME  -

                         SET CHARACTER_COLUMN = 'Character String'

The double quote serves as the SQL escape character that lets delimited identifiers be coded. A delimited identifier is
necessary as in the following example, when a SQL column name or table name is the same as a SQL reserved word.

                  SELECT COL1, COL2, "SELECT"  -

                         FROM "UPDATE"   <=== tablename is a SQL reserved word

The UPDATE CLIST Example
The example below shows a PDF Edit session in which an RLX CLIST dialog is being coded for the first time by editing
the member of the RLX.SAMPLE.CLIST dataset named. Note that the datasets that contain your RLX CLISTs must be
concatenated to SYSPROC, just as ISPF requires them to be.
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NOTE
The RLX command is issued in the ELSE portion of an IF statement. This ability to mix RLX commands with
native command procedure statements illustrates how seamlessly RLX fits into the TSO CLIST environment.

__________________________________________________________________________

EDIT  RLX.SAMPLE.CLIST(UPDATE) -------------------------------------------

COMMAND ===>

000100

000200 PROC 0

000300

000400    SET DIALOG = CONTINUE

000500    DO WHILE &DIALOG = CONTINUE

000600

000700       ISPEXEC DISPLAY PANEL(EMPLOYEE) /* Display data entry panel

000800       IF  &LASTCC > 0 THEN  -

000900          SET DIALOG = STOP            /* Exit loop and quit dialog

001000       ELSE –

001100          RLX UPDATE EMPLOYEE  -

001300              SET FNAME = :FNAME    -

001400                  NNAME = :NNAME    -

001500                  LNAME = :LNAME    -

001600                  DEPT  = :DEPT     -

001700                  PHONE = :PHONE    -

001800              WHERE EMPID = :EMPID

001900    END

002000 EXIT

_______________________________________________________________________________

Saving the CLIST
This example uses the SAVE primary EDIT command to make the updated version of the UPDATE CLIST available for
execution.

___________________________________________________________________________

EDIT  RLX.SAMPLE.CLIST(UPDATE) ------------------------------------------------

COMMAND ===> SAVE

000100

000200 PROC 0

000300

000400    SET DIALOG = CONTINUE

000500    DO WHILE &DIALOG = CONTINUE

000600

000700       ISPEXEC DISPLAY PANEL(EMPLOYEE) /* Display data entry panel

000800       IF &LASTCC > 0 THEN -

000900          SET DIALOG = STOP            /* Exit loop and quit dialog

001000       ELSE -

001100          RLX UPDATE EMPLOYEE  -

001300              SET FNAME = :FNAME    -

001400                  NNAME = :NNAME    -

001500                  LNAME = :LNAME    -

001600                  DEPT  = :DEPT     -

001700                  PHONE = :PHONE    -
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001800              WHERE EMPID = :EMPID

001800

001900    END

002000

002100 EXIT

      ___________________________________________________________________________

Usage with PDF EDIT
In this example, we use the Editor COMMAND line again to invoke RLXS as a TSO command by entering the command
string 'TSO RLXS UPDATE'. The keyword 'TSO' signals ISPF to pass the command string that follows to TSO for
execution. RLXS UPDATE is the actual TSO command. The RLXS command establishes the RLX session environment
and invokes the target CLIST, which is always specified as the first positional parameter. In this example, UPDATE is the
target RLX CLIST that contains the embedded RLX SQL statements. You can edit and test your RLX CLISTs repeatedly
within the same PDF Edit session. You make revisions, SAVE the current version, and execute another trial.

___________________________________________________________________________

EDIT  RLX.SAMPLE.CLIST(UPDATE) ----------------------------------- MEMBER SAVED

COMMAND ===> TSO RLXS UPDATE

000100

000200 PROC 0

000300

000400    SET DIALOG = CONTINUE

000500    DO WHILE &DIALOG = CONTINUE

000600

000700       ISPEXEC DISPLAY PANEL(EMPLOYEE) /* Display data entry panel

000800       IF &LASTCC > 0 THEN -

000900          SET DIALOG = STOP            /* Exit loop and quit dialog

001000       ELSE -

001100          RLX UPDATE EMPLOYEE  -

001300              SET FNAME = :FNAME    -

001400                  NNAME = :NNAME    -

001500                  LNAME = :LNAME    -

001600                  DEPT  = :DEPT     -

001700                  PHONE = :PHONE    -

001800              WHERE EMPID = :EMPID

001800

001900    END

002000

002100 EXIT

___________________________________________________________________________

RLX SQL Host Variables
RLX SQL statements may include references to CLIST host variables, as illustrated in the following example. The RLX
SQL implementation for the CLIST language provides the same support for host variables as compiled host languages,
such as COBOL or PL/1. RLX SQL host variables are prefixed by a colon, just as in COBOL or PL/1 programs. RLX
retrieves data directly from host variables and returns results directly into them. RLX, ISPF, and the CLIST EXEC
interpreter maintain a common list of variable names. Therefore, the host variables referenced in RLX SQL statements
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automatically become ISPF dialog variables as well as symbolic CLIST variables. Conversely, ISPF function pool
variables and CLIST symbolic variables are implicitly available as SQL host variables.

These host variables can appear in ISPF dialog panel definitions, message definitions, and skeleton definitions. They can
also appear in the CLIST statements in your dialog. This example traces the flow of data from an ISPF panel to the CLIST
dialog and its RLX SQL host variables.

Employee ID ===>_EMPID +           <---  (1) ISPF Dialog Panel

IF &EMPID = &Z                     <---  (2) CLIST symbolic variable

INSERT INTO EMPLOYEE_TABLE -

   VALUES (:EMPID)                 <---  (3) SQL Host variable

ISPF             CLIST             SQL

Dialog  --->    Symbolic  --->    host    --->   Db2

Panel   <---   Variables  <---  variable  <---  Table

 (1)              (2)              (3)

where  (1)  EMPID  refers to the dialog variable in the ISPF panel

                   definition.  This is the same variable and value as

       (2)  EMPID  the CLIST variable whose current value may be

                   accessed using the &EMPID symbolic notation.

                   This is the same variable and value as

       (3)  EMPID  which refers to the SQL host variable

                   in the RLX SQL INSERT statement

RLX Usage Restrictions
The RLXS and RLX commands include the following restrictions.

1. The ISPF environment must be active before using RLX. You must issue the ISPF command before the RLXS
command.

2. The RLX environment must be established before the RLX command can be invoked to execute SQL statements that
are embedded in your CLIST. Issue the RLXS command before the RLX command.

3. The RLXS command must be specified as a CMD (command) rather than a PGM (program) to the ISPF SELECT
service. If you incorrectly specify RLXS as a PGM rather than a CMD, RLXS issues a warning message and immediately
terminates. The following example shows the correct and incorrect coding of the PROC section of an ISPF selection
menu:

              &ZSEL = TRANS(TRUNC (&ZCMD,'.')

                            1,'CMD(RLXS TARGET PARM)'    /*  Correct    */
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                            2,'PGM(RLXS TARGET PARM)'    /*  Incorrect  */

The SELECT service that is issued within a dialog through the ISPEXEC command must also be specified as a CMD
(command).

              ISPEXEC SELECT CMD(RLXS TARGET PARM)       /*  Correct    */

              ISPEXEC SELECT PGM(RLXS) PARM(PARM)        /*  Incorrect  */

4. The last restriction relates to the use of the ISPF CONTROL service within an RLX dialog context. Internally, RLX
switches among several concurrently active ISPF dialog functions, each with their own ISPF dialog error handling
environment. This switching masks any ISPF CONTROL ERRORS setting your dialog may explicitly issue.

For this reason, you should use the RLX CONTROL ISPERROR service instead of the ISPEXEC CONTROL ERRORS
service to set the error mode for the ISPF dialog environment. The RLX command resets the ISPF dialog error handling
mode to your RLX CONTROL ISPERROR setting before returning control to your CLIST.

Note that your dialog always starts with an initial RLX CONTROL ISPERROR setting of CANCEL. A RETURN error mode
does not become effective until the first RLX command is issued, even when specified through the RLX Profile or through
the RLXS command. For full details, see the sections on the RLX CONTROL ISPERROR service and the RLX Session
Profile.

NOTE
When developing dialogs, set your TSO PROFILE to receive Write to Programmer messages at your terminal.
Enter TSO PROFILE WTPMSG on the command line of any ISPF panel. Alternatively, enter PROF WTPMSG in
ISPF Option 6 or at the TSO Ready prompt.

Additional Facilities: The SELECT CLIST Example
This section provides the following information about the SELECT CLIST Example:

• Describes how an outer CLIST can invoke an inner RLX CLIST and can pass parameters to achieve a seamless
interface for the user.

• Demonstrates how your CLIST gets feedback about the execution of its embedded SQL statements.
• Describes how RLX treats host variable datatypes, null values, indicator variables, and formatnumeric output formats.

The DATATYPE CLIST

___________________________________________________________________________

PROC 2 LOW HIGH

   RLX DECLARE COLUMN_VALUES CURSOR FOR  -

       SELECT INTEGER, SMALLINT, DEC150, VARCHAR10 -

       FROM   DATATYPE_TABLE  -

       WHERE  INTEGER BETWEEN :LOW AND :HIGH -

       FOR UPDATE OF INTEGER, SMALLINT, DEC150, VARCHAR10

   RLX OPEN COLUMN_VALUES

   /*  FETCH column values into pairs of host main and indicator variables.

   /*  The columns comprising table DATATYPE_TABLE permit NULLS.

   RLX FETCH COLUMN_VALUES INTO -

       :INTEGER:IV1, :SMALLINT:IV2, :DEC150:IV3, :VARCHAR10:IV4

   DO WHILE &SQLCODE = 0  /* While there are more SQL query result rows
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      ISPEXEC DISPLAY PANEL(DATAVALS)  /* Display current row for UPDATE

      RLX DATATYPE_TABLE   -

          SET INTEGER = :INTEGER, -

              SMALLINT = :SMALLINT, -

              DEC150 = :DEC150, -

              VARCHAR10 = :VARCHAR10  -

          WHERE CURRENT OF COLUMN_VALUES

      RLX FETCH COLUMN_VALUES INTO -

          :INTEGER:IV1, :SMALLINT:IV2, :DEC150:IV3, :VARCHAR10:IV4

   END

   RLX CLOSE COLUMN_VALUES

EXIT CODE(0)

___________________________________________________________________________

Passing Parameters to an RLX CLIST
The inner CLIST (named DATATYPE) illustrates RLX facilities that allow SQL query results to be processed in a granular,
row-at-a-time fashion. Assume that the following RLXS command is issued from within the outer CLIST.

  RLXS DATATYPE &LOW &HIGH

This command string invokes the target CLIST (DATATYPE) and passes a range of values that drive a WHERE clause.
The range is passed as a pair of positional parameters: &LOW and &HIGH.

RLX SQL Feedback to Your Dialogs
The SQL Communications Area (SQLCA) contains feedback information from Db2 about the execution of your SQL
statement. RLX passes the contents of the SQLCA to your dialog through a set of CLIST variables. These variables are
set after the execution of each RLX SQL statement. An RLX CLIST receives the same SQL feedback information as a
Db2 application program that is written in a compiled language, such as COBOL or PL/1.

The DO WHILE loop in the following example tests the current value of the variable named SQLCODE. This loop
determines whether a FETCH statement returned a query result row successfully. The symbolic variable notation,
&SQLCODE, is used to reference the current value of the SQLCODE variable.

    __________________________________________________________

    DO WHILE &SQLCODE = 0  /* While more SQL query result rows

       ...

       RLX FETCH COLUMN_VALUES INTO -

           :INTEGER:IV1, :SMALLINT:IV2, :DEC150:IV3, -

           :VARCHAR10:IV4,   :VCHAR10:IV5

    END

    __________________________________________________________

In addition to returning feedback information through the SQLCA, the RLX command sets the value of the LASTCC
variable to provide its own summary status. You can reference the value of the LASTCC variable in your CLIST mainline
code as well as in your ERROR and ATTENtion handling routines.

For more information about the SQL Communications Area, see The SQL Communications Area: SQLCA. For more
information about the LASTCC variable, see Return Codes Set by the RLX Command Processor.
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Host Variable Datatypes
RLX can implicitly derive the datatypes of host variables that appear in your RLX SQL statements. You do not have to
declare the variables as you do with compiled host languages like COBOL or PL/1. However, you can optionally declare
a host variable datatype explicitly through the RLX CONTROL VDEFINE service that is described in a later section. In
addition, RLX automatically converts values from an internal to an external format. RLX determines the datatype of a host
variable when the SQL statement in which it appears is first processed.

Correctly identifying a host variable datatype can improve performance. For example, Db2 does not use an index unless
the datatype of the corresponding host variable in the predicate is the same as the datatype for the indexed column.
Consider the following DECLARE CURSOR statement from the DATATYPE CLIST.

             RLX DECLARE COLUMN_VALUES CURSOR FOR  -

                     SELECT INTEGER, SMALLINT, DEC150, VARCHAR10, VARCHAR10 -

                     FROM   DATATYPE_TABLE  -

                     WHERE  INTEGER BETWEEN :LOW AND :HIGH -

                     ORDER BY INTEGER

RLX creates variables to correspond to the host variables LOW and HIGH. To use any index established on the INTEGER
column, the datatypes of the internal variables that RLX creates must match the datatype of the column named INTEGER.
In other words, the internal variables must be full word binary integers.

RLX can always determine the datatype of a host output variable without ambiguity. However, there may be ambiguity
about the datatype of a numeric host input variable which is compared to a multi-termed expression, as in the following
predicate: COL1 + COL2 + COL3 = :HOST_VARIABLE. When a host input variable numeric datatype is ambiguous, RLX
assigns it the least restrictive datatype, that is, the double precision floating point.

NULL, Null Values, and Host Indicator Variables
Embedded SQL syntax supports host variable references of the following form:

            Main_dialog_variable:Indicator_dialog_variable

The first host identifier designates the MAIN variable. The second host identifier designates its INDICATOR variable.
When the value of the indicator variable is negative, the null value is specified. In our example, each of the columns
comprising the table DATATYPE_TABLE permit NULL values. The FETCH statement retrieves column values into a pair
of host main and indicator variables as shown in the following example.

            RLX FETCH COLUMN_VALUES INTO -

               :INTEGER:IV1, :SMALLINT:IV2, :DEC150:IV3, :VARCHAR10:IV4

The following example shows how updatable column values appear on an ISPF panel. This example illustrates several
more points about the RLX host variable support.

_______________________________________________________

-----  RLX UPDATE Where Current of Cursor Support  ----

Command ===>

Provide Updating column values for Table DATATYPE_TABLE

for the Currently fetched row

   Integer    ===> 92                   Null  ===> 0

   Smallint   ===> -                    Null  ===> -1

   Dec150     ===> 92                   Null  ===> 0

   Dec55      ===> 0.92000              Null  ===> 0
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   Char5      ===> C92                  Null  ===> 0

   Varchar10  ===> VC92                 Null  ===> 0

_______________________________________________________

Recognizing the Datatype of NULLs
To assist both the dialog developer and dialog user, RLX formats a main host variable as a string that allows it to be
recognized more readily as NULL. RLX follows QMF conventions in this regard.

When the datatype of the query result column is numeric, then the '-' null designator appears RIGHT justified within the
field.

                  123

                    -     <--- NULL value designator for Numeric datatype

                  456

When the datatype of the query result column is character, then the '-' null designator appears LEFT justified within the
field.

                  ABC

                    -       <--- NULL value designator for Character datatype

                  DEF

In addition, RLX supports user assigned character strings to designate the NULL value in a future RLX Release.

Formatting Numeric Variables on Output
The CLIST language provides limited support for numeric datatypes and arithmetic. The CLIST interpreter permits
numeric variables to assume only integer values. If you want to perform arithmetic with a numeric variable, that variable
must have an integer value.

For SQL result columns whose datatypes are packed decimal or floating point, you must choose between formatting the
result for display, or for arithmetic. Choose the output format based on how you intend to use the variable. If you want to
display or print the variable for someone to see, select the edited decimal format option. 12345.67 is an example of an
edited decimal value. The same value expressed as an integer would be 1234567, since there is no satisfactory method
for tracking the scale of a packed or floating point value.

You can specify a numeric output formatting option in the RLX Session Profile. This formatting option remains in effect for
the duration of the dialog execution. Alternatively, the RLX CONTROL NUMERIC service lets you switch between integer
and edited-decimal output formats while your dialog is executing.

Error Handling and Diagnostics: The INSERT CLIST Example
In this section, the INSERT dialog example introduces the RLX Session Profile. The RLX Session Profile governs various
aspects of RLX operation and certain aspects of the ISPF dialog environment. This section also shows how the RLX
Diagnostic and Reporting Facility responds to both unexpected errors and to errors that you anticipate when coding a
dialog.

The INSERT CLIST Example

___________________________________________________________________________

EDIT  RLX.SAMPLE.CLIST(INSERT) --------------------------------------------

COMMAND ===>

000200 PROC 0
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000300

000400    SET DIALOG = CONTINUE

000500    DO WHILE &DIALOG = CONTINUE

000600

000700       ISPEXEC DISPLAY PANEL(EMPLOYEE) /* Display data entry panel

000800       IF &LASTCC > 0 THEN  -

000900          SET DIALOG = STOP            /* Exit loop and quit dialog

001000       ELSE -

001100          RLX INSERT INTO EMPLOYEE VALUES -

001200              (:EMPID, :FNAME, :NNAME, :LNAME, :DEPT, :PHONE)

001800

001900    END

002000

002100 EXIT

___________________________________________________________________________

Main Invocation Panel
In previous sections, we focused on seamless methods for invoking RLX CLISTs. This section focuses on issuing an
RLXS command on the TSO COMMAND line that does not specify a target CLIST.

         EDIT  RLX.SAMPLE.CLIST(INSERT) -----------------------------------------

         COMMAND ===> TSO RLXS

Issuing a command in this way displays the RLX Main Invocation Panel. The Main Invocation Panel lets you specify the
name of the CLIST you want to execute and any parameters it requires. You can also review and revise the attributes
of your RLXProfile, which are retained across RLX sessions. Except for the Target RLX CLIST section discussed in the
next paragraph, the RLX Main Invocation Panel is the same as the RLX User Profile Facility panel. The RLX User Profile
Facility panel is discussed in detail in a later section.

The RLX Main Invocation Panel

_______________________________________________________________________________

RLX V2.4 -------------- Relational Language Executive -------------------------

Command ===>

RLX008 - Supply RLX session parameters and press ENTER

Target RLX Dialog (REXX EXEC or TSO CLIST)

   Dialog Name     ===> INSERT

   Dialog Parms    ===>

RLX Environmental Parameters

   Permit Update   ===> Y           (Can user change their RLX profile?)

   Db2 Subsystem   ===> DSN         (Db2 subsystem with which to connect)

   Retry Count     ===> 0           (Connection retries if Db2 is not active)

   Change Profile  ===> N           (Y/N - Display RLX Profile Panels)

RLX Application Plan

   Max Cursors     ===> 50          (Maximum number of cursors referenced)

   CSRs WITH HOLD  ===> 00          (Max cursors maintained across COMMITs)

   Max Update      ===> 50          (Max DELETE, INSERT, and UPDATE statements)

   Isolation Lvl   ===> C           (C - Cursor Stability  R - Repeatable Read)

RLX Data Formats

   Numeric Format  ===> E           (I - Integer  E - Edited Decimal)
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   Date format     ===> I           (I - ISO,U - USA,E - EUR,J - JIS,L - Local)

   Time format     ===> I           (I - ISO,U - USA,E - EUR,J - JIS,L - Local)

_______________________________________________________________________________

In the following fragment, the Dialog Name field elicits the name of the RLX CLIST, containing the embedded RLX SQL
statements that you want to execute. You can also supply any parameters the CLIST requires in the Dialog Parms field.

                    Target RLX Dialog

                           Dialog Name      ===> INSERT

                           Dialog Parms     ===>

The INSERT CLIST loops through displaying the Employee data entry panel and INSERTing a row into the EMPLOYEE
table until the user halts the loop by pressing the END or RETURN key.

________________________________________

Table - RLX.EMPLOYEE -------------------

Command ===>

Employee ID===> 12345

First Name ===> John

Nick Name  ===> Everything in Moderation

Last Name  ===> Belushi

Department ===> Sales

Extension  ===> 2427

________________________________________

Development Diagnostics
There are two types of errors that you might encounter:

• Development Errors: errors that you might encounter while developing your dialog.
• Run-time Errors: Data-dependent errors that occur during routine use.

For example, suppose you mistakenly omit the closing parenthesis on the following INSERT statement.

                RLX INSERT INTO EMPLOYEE VALUES –

                        (:EMPID, :FNAME, :NNAME, :LNAME, :DEPT, :PHONE

RLX detects the coding error when it parses your statement and displays the syntactic error panel. The token at which
RLX detects the error appears on the panel with an asterisk (*) beneath it.

Syntactic Error Panel

______________________________________________________________________________

-------------------  RLX SQL Parser Detected an Error  -----------  ROW 1 OF 4

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF

PSQ006 - Expected closing parenthesis ")" delimiting a list not found

SQL statement location

   Exec containing statement  ===> INSERT

   RLX module detecting error ===> PSQLHV

RLX INSERT INTO EMPLOYEE VALUES (:EMPID, :FNAME, :NNAME, :LNAME, :DEPT, :PHONE

                                                                         *

*** Press END or RETURN key to resume RLX dialog execution / termination  ***
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______________________________________________________________________________

The last line of the RLX syntactic error panel prompts you to press the END or RETURN keys to either resume or
terminate the dialog execution. Whether control returns to your dialog depends on your RLX Profile setting for severe error
handling. The default action is to display the RLX Deliberate Abend Panel and terminate your dialog. At this point, control
returns to the PDF/EDIT session from which you originally invoked the INSERT CLIST.

RLX Deliberate Abend Panel

____________________________________________________________________________

-------------------------  RLX Deliberate Abend  ---------------------------

Command ===>

RLX040 - RLX deliberately abending due to unrecoverable error

RLX will deliberately ABEND

   Abend code  ===> 2010

   Reason code ===> X'00E30001'

Press ENTER to proceed with RLX Forcible Termination

____________________________________________________________________________

Run-Time Diagnostics
Run-time diagnostics are concerned with user-made data entry errors. You can handle these errors with your own CLIST
code rather than permit RLX to take the default action and terminate the dialog. Consider, for instance, the case of the
duplicate key.

Assume that a unique index was that created for the EMPLOYEE base table on the column named EMPID. Now INSERT
two rows for the same Employee ID. When Db2 detects an attempt to INSERT a duplicate column value, it returns an
SQLCODE of -803. For severe SQL errors like this, the default response of the RLX Diagnostic and Reporting Facility is to
display the SQL Execution Status Panel.

SQL Execution Status Panel

____________________________________________________________________________

------------------------  SQL Execution Status  ---------------  ROW 1 OF 13

Command ===>                                                Scroll ===> HALF

PSQ021 - Error occurred executing the RLX SQL statement described below

RLX statement location

   Exec  containing statement ===> INSERT    Db2 Subsystem ===> DSN

   RLX module detecting error ===> RLXDMD    Db2 Plan Name ===> RLX5050C

SQL Communication Area Variables

   SQL Code                   ===> -803

   SQL module detecting error ===> DSNXRUID

   SQL Rows Processed         ===> 0

   SQL Warnings issued        ===> 0

RLX statement in which error occurred

INSERT INTO EMPLOYEE (EMPID, FNAME, NNAME, LNAME, PHONE ) VALUES (:EMPID,

:FNAME, :NNAME, :LNAME, :PHONE )

SQL Message Text
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   DSNT408I SQLCODE = -803, ERROR:  ONE OR MORE INSERT OR UPDATE VALUES ARE

            INVALID BECAUSE THE OBJECT COLUMNS ARE CONSTRAINED SUCH THAT NO

            TWO ROWS OF THE TABLE CAN BE DUPLICATES WITH RESPECT TO THE

            VALUES OF THOSE COLUMNS

RLX internal statement string passed to SQL PREPARE

INSERT INTO EMPLOYEE (EMPID, FNAME, NNAME, LNAME, PHONE ) VALUES (? ? ? ? ?)

*** Press END or RETURN key to resume RLX dialog execution / termination ***

____________________________________________________________________________

The RLX CONTROL ERRORS Service
RLX provides several ways to handle duplicate insert errors. The first method uses the RLX CONTROL ERRORS service.
This service provides a way for your dialog to specify an error handling mode that is suited to the different kinds of errors
that RLX may detect during execution.

The FILTER option lets you specify a list of one or more SQLCODEs that return control to your dialog. This option
lets your dialog handle the error with your own code. When you specify the FILTER option, RLX compares the current
SQLCODE against the list of values that you specify. If the current code matches one of the FILTER code values, then
RLX suppresses the display of an RLX diagnostic panel and returns control to your dialog. Otherwise, RLX takes the
default action. The following command requests that control return to your dialog if there was a duplicate insert or update
error that was associated with an SQLCODE value of -803.

                       RLX CONTROL ERRORS FILTER -803

This example expands on the original INSERT CLIST to include the RLX CONTROL FILTER service and the extra code
that handles the possibility of a duplicate insert.

______________________________________________________________________

EDIT  RLX.SAMPLE.CLIST(INSERT) ---------------------------------------

COMMAND ===>

000100 PROC 0

000200

000300    RLX CONTROL ERRORS FILTER -803  /* Handle duplicate INSERTs

000400    SET DIALOG = CONTINUE

000500    DO WHILE &DIALOG = CONTINUE

000600

000700       ISPEXEC DISPLAY PANEL(EMPLOYEE) MSG(&MSGID)

000800       IF &LASTCC > 0 THEN -

000850          DO

000900             SET DIALOG = STOP      /* Quit dialog

000950             GOTO LOOPEXIT          /* Exit Display loop

000960          END

001000

001100       RLX INSERT INTO EMPLOYEE VALUES -

001200           (:EMPID, :FNAME, :NNAME, :LNAME, :DEPT, :PHONE)

001300       IF &SQLCODE = -803 THEN -

001400          SET MSGID = DUPKEY        /* Duplicate INSERT

001500       ELSE -

001600          SET MSGID = SUCCESS       /* Successful row INSERT

001700
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001800    LOOPEXIT: -

001900    END

002000

002100 EXIT

______________________________________________________________________

You can also specify FILTER handling of error SQLCODEs through the RLX Session Profile. The Session Profile can be
set through the RLX User Profile Facility or the RLX Main Invocation Panel. In both cases, FILTER handling is specified by
the Whenever Error option field.

       Whenever Error  ===> F          (C - Cancel   F - Filter   R - Return)

Setting the Whenever Error mode to FILTER references the default list of FILTER codes in effect at your installation. You
can also define error handling through the RLX CONTROL service by coding RLX ERRORS FILTER DEFAULT. The
default list of FILTER SQLCODEs as shipped by the vendor includes the following codes.

           SQLCODE        Significance

           -------        ------------

           -803           Duplicate 

           -100001        Data conversion error (Set by RLX for example

                          when alphabetic data appears for a numeric datatype)

See your RLX System Administrator for information concerning the list of default FILTER SQLCODE values.

Normal and Abnormal Session Termination
Normally, your RLX session is concluded when the target CLIST finishes its processing. Pending changes are then
committed to the database.

If a severe error occurs (or you cancel the dialog after signaling Attention), the following sequence takes place:

1. Your CLIST dialog terminates abnormally
2. Your Db2 application plan aborts
3. Pending database changes are rolled back.

When a severe error occurs, the RLX Deliberate Abend panel displays.

RLX Deliberate Abend

    ____________________________________________________________________________

    -------------------------  RLX Deliberate Abend  ---------------------------

    Command ===>

    RLX040 - RLX deliberately abending due to unrecoverable error

    RLX will deliberately ABEND

       Abend code  ===> 2010

       Reason code ===> X'00E30001'

    Press ENTER to proceed with RLX Forcible Termination

    ____________________________________________________________________________

After you press ENTER, the RLX command processor terminates with a User Abend code of 2010. These 'soft'
terminations permit you to run several tests of a new dialog within the same PDF Edit session that is used to create and
update the CLIST that is being tested.
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If you cancel after signaling Attention, you trigger a 'hard' termination. The RLX command processor displays the RLX Pull
the Plug panel and deliberately issues an invalid ISPF dialog service. Such a severe ISPF dialog error causes cancellation
of the CLIST and anything else that may be active. You are then returned to the Primary Option Menu.

RLX Attention Cancel

    ____________________________________________________________________________

    ------------------------  RLX   -------------------------

    Command ===>

    RLX042 - RLX deliberately abending in response to ATTENTION CANCEL request

    The RLX  will be cancelled

    and the current ed.

    RLX will cause ISPF to 'pull the plug' on your dialog

    by deliberately requesting an invalid ISPF dialog service

    named PULLPLUG

    Press ENTER to proceed with RLX Dialog Cancellation

    ____________________________________________________________________________

NOTE
If you code the TSO CLIST statement CONTROL OPTIONS MAIN, your CLIST continues to execute after a
'soft' RLX termination. Under this circumstance, you must signal ATTN and 'cancel' in order to halt the dialog. To
avoid taking such drastic action, avoid the use of CONTROL OPTIONS MAIN.

Extension Facilities: Incorporating RLX/ISPF in Your Dialogs
This section describes the use of the RLX command interface to invoke the facilities of RLX/ISPF within your RLX dialogs.
RLX/ISPF facilities are designed to extend the functionality that is provided by embedded RLX SQL. RLX/ISPF facilitates
dialog development by combining common ISPF operations into composite services. The composite services are easier to
code and run much faster. Both products use familiar ISPF conventions, allowing you to focus on your application instead
of learning new tools.

RLX/ISPF provides both the ability to load SQL query results into ISPF tables and to display and process those results on
the scrollable ISPF table displays.

RLX/ISPF
In this section, we explore the facilities that are provided by the RLX/ISPF product. The services that are presented in this
section assume that your installation has licensed these extension products.

For a more information about the RLX DECLARE ISPFTABLE service capabilities, see Loading SQL Query Results
Directly into ISPF Tables. For more information about the RLX TBDISPL service, see Processing Query Results on
Scrollable ISPF Panels.

Loading SQL Query Results into ISPF Tables: The ISPFTABLE Service
The QUERY CLIST in the following example illustrates RLX facilities that load SQL query results into ISPF tables in a
single operation. In this example, we invoke the QUERY CLIST as an ISPF Selection Menu Option to provide the user
with a seamless interface to the QUERY dialog.

                        &ZSEL = TRANS(TRUNC (&ZCMD,'.')

                                    1,'CMD(RLXS QUERY &DEPT)'
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NOTE
The RLXS command is specified to the ISPF SELECT service as a CMD (command) rather than a PGM
(program). The selection menu option passes a DEPT number value as a parameter to drive the WHERE clause
in the QUERY CLIST in this example.

__________________________________________________________________

PROC 1 DEPT

DO WHILE &DIALOG = CONTINUE

   /*  Load an SQL query result into an ISPF table

   RLX DECLARE EMPLOYEE ISPFTABLE FOR -

       SELECT FNAME, NNAME, LNAME, DEPT, PHONE -

          FROM EMPLOYEE_TABLE  -

          WHERE DEPT = :DEPT -

       ORDER BY LNAME

   /*  Display the result on the ISPF table display panel

   DO WHILE &LASTCC = 0     /*  Until END or RETURN key is pressed

      ISPEXEC TBDISPL EMPLOYEE PANEL(EMPLOYEE)

   END

EXIT

__________________________________________________________________

The following fragment shows how the RLX DECLARE ISPFTABLE service loads an SQL query result into an ISPF
table with one statement. This service combines several ISPEXEC and SQL services within a statement format that is
patterned after the SQL DECLARE CURSOR statement. Note how the RLX keyword 'ISPFTABLE' is substituted for the
SQL keyword 'CURSOR'. Otherwise, the formats for the two statements are identical.

             RLX DECLARE EMPLOYEE ISPFTABLE FOR -

                 SELECT FNAME, NNAME, LNAME, DEPT, PHONE -

                    FROM EMPLOYEE_TABLE  -

                    WHERE DEPT = :DEPT -

                 ORDER BY LNAME

This fragment compares with the following CLIST code fragment that illustrates the separate ISPEXEC and RLX SQL
statements. These statements do the same job, but the RLX DECLARE ISPFTABLE service requires less code and runs
considerably faster.

_____________________________________________________________________

ISPEXEC TBCREATE EMPLOYEE NAMES(FNAME NNAME LNAME DEPT PHONE) NOWRITE

RLX DECLARE EMPLOYEE CURSOR FOR -

    SELECT FNAME, NNAME, LNAME, PHONE -

       FROM EMPLOYEE_TABLE  -

       WHERE DEPT = :DEPT -

    ORDER BY LNAME

RLX OPEN EMPLOYEE

RLX FETCH EMPLOYEE INTO :FNAME, :NNAME, :LNAME, :DEPT, :PHONE
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DO WHILE &SQLCODE = 0

   EMPLOYEE   /* Load SQL result row into ISPF table

   RLX FETCH EMPLOYEE INTO :FNAME, :NNAME, :LNAME, :DEPT, :PHONE

END

RLX CLOSE EMPLOYEE

_____________________________________________________________________

Once loaded in an ISPF table, the SQL query result can be scrolled and displayed by your dialog. The following CLIST
fragment illustrates use of the ISPEXEC TBDISPL service to display the query result on a scrollable panel of your own
design. This example uses the EMPLOYEE table display panel.

/*      Display the result on the ISPF table display panel EMPLOYEE

DO WHILE &LASTCC = 0         /*  Until END or RETURN key is pressed

   ISPEXEC TBDISPL EMPLOYEE PANEL(EMPLOYEE)

END

This example shows a custom designed table display panel, EMPLOYEE.

_____________________________________________________________________

Sales Department Employees ------------------------------------------

Command ===>                                         Scroll ===> PAGE

First Name   Motto or Nick Name           Last Name         Extension

Dan          Just the Facts               Ackroyd           1738

John         Everything in Moderation     Belushi           2427

Don Vito     the Logical Positivist       Corleone          5611

Greta        I Want to Be Alone           Garbo             3874

Earvin       Magic                        Johnson           9826

David        Late Night                   Letterman         9876

Malcolm      Singing in the Rain          McDowell          5432

Richard      Cookies and Milk             Pryor             9999

Steven       Extra terrestrial            Spielberg         5000

Debra        Legal Eagle                  Winger            2444

_____________________________________________________________________

Displaying SQL Query Results on Scrollable Table Display Panels: The RLX TBDISPL Service
The RLX TBDISPL service can dynamically create an ISPF table display panel that is suitable to display and process an
SQL query result. In addition, RLX TBDISPL permits the display to be scrolled LEFT and RIGHT if the width of the query
result exceeds the dimensions of the physical terminal. These extra functions are layered on top of the facilities that are
provided by the ISPEXEC TBDISPL service. This service eliminates the panel design and the edit step and simplifies
dialog development in general. The following example illustrates the QUERY CLIST implemented with the RLX TBDISPL
service.

__________________________________________________________________

PROC 1 DEPT

DO WHILE &DIALOG = CONTINUE
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   /*  Load the SQL query result into an ISPF table named EMPLOYEE

   RLX DECLARE EMPLOYEE ISPFTABLE FOR -

       SELECT FNAME, NNAME, LNAME, DEPT, PHONE -

          FROM EMPLOYEE_TABLE  -

          WHERE DEPT = :DEPT -

       ORDER BY LNAME

   /*  The RLX TBDISPL service is used to first create a suitable

   /*  table display panel and then conduct the scrollable table

   /*  display interaction.

   DO WHILE &LASTCC = 0      /* Until END or RETURN key is pressed

      RLX TBDISPL EMPLOYEE PANEL (RLX)

   END

EXIT

__________________________________________________________________

The table display panel that is produced by the RLX TBDISPL services appears in the following examples. The first
example illustrates column headings that are derived from any LABEL that is associated with an SQL result column.

_____________________________________________________________________

Table - RLX.EMPLOYEE ------------------------------------------------

Command ===>                                         Scroll ===> HALF

First Name   Nick Name                    Last Name         Extension

Dan          Just the Facts               Ackroyd           1738

John         Everything in Moderation     Belushi           2427

Don Vito     the Logical Positivist       Corleone          5611

Greta        I Want to Be Alone           Garbo             3874

Earvin       Magic                        Johnson           9826

David        Late Night                   Letterman         9876

Malcolm      Singing in the Rain          McDowell          5432

Richard      Cookies and Milk             Pryor             9999

Steven       Extra terrestrial            Spielberg         5000

Debra        Legal Eagle                  Winger            2444

_____________________________________________________________________

This example illustrates column headings that are derived from result column names. By default, RLX TBDISPL uses
column labels when they are available.

_____________________________________________________________________

Table - RLX.EMPLOYEE ------------------------------------------------

Command ===>                                         Scroll ===> HALF

FNAME        NNAME                        LNAME             PHONE

Dan          Just the Facts               Ackroyd           1738
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John         Everything in Moderation     Belushi           2427

Don Vito     the Logical Positivist       Corleone          5611

Greta        I Want to Be Alone           Garbo             3874

Earvin       Magic                        Johnson           9826

David        Late Night                   Letterman         9876

Malcolm      Singing in the Rain          McDowell          5432

Richard      Cookies and Milk             Pryor             9999

Steven       Extra terrestrial            Spielberg         5000

Debra        Legal Eagle                  Winger            2444

_____________________________________________________________________

Additional options of the RLX TBDISPL service let you include a row selection field. This field specifies whether the result
columns that are mapped to the panel are editable or for display only.

The RLX Session Profile
This section discusses the global aspects of using RLX. This discussion includes how RLX is invoked and presents, and
how to control the modes of operation.

The RLX profile that is in force during a particular session controls multiple aspects of RLX operation and the ISPF dialog
environment during that session. This control includes error handling, ISPF dialog error mode, and the name of the Db2
subsystem that your dialog connects to.

RLX session options can be specified in the following ways:

• RLX User Profile Facility
• RLX Main Invocation Panel
• Keyword parameters of the RLXS command
• RLX Shared Profile Facility
• The RLX CONTROL service (dynamic control)

Profile options that are set by the first two methods remain in effect from one RLX session to the next. Options that are set
by the remaining facilities remain in effect only during that session.

This section also demonstrates the different methods for invoking an RLX EXEC:

• On the TSO Command line
• From within another EXEC
• As an ISPF SELECTION Menu Option
• As an ISPEXEC SELECT service

The RLX User Profile Facility
The RLX User Profile Facility lets you review and revise your RLX session profile without executing an RLX CLIST. You
can configure your RLX User Profile to suit your individual preferences. Your profile is retained across RLX sessions in the
current ISPF application profile pool. Depending on how it is invoked, an RLX CLIST can be either a simple dialog function
or can be associated with a new ISPF application.

NOTE
The ability of users to set their own RLX profiles depends on an RLX installation option. Check with your RLX
product administrator to determine whether users can set their own profiles.

The first time that you run RLX, it reflects the system default profile that was established by the RLX Administrator when
the product was installed. You can override these defaults to suit your individual preferences. The merged set of system
defaults and individual attributes constitutes your RLX User Profile.
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Second RLX User Profile Panel considers the parameters appearing on the second RLX Profile Facility panel while Third
RLX User Profile Panel discusses the third RLX Profile Facility panel.

The following example shows the system default profile that was established by the RLX Administrator when the product
was installed.

_______________________________________________________________________________

------------------------ RLX User Profile Facility 1 --------------------------

 Command ===>                                                                   

 RLX067 - Review and revise your RLX Session Profile attributes                 

 Environmental Parameters                                                       

    Db2 Subsystem   ===> Db2C        (Db2 subsystem with which to connect)      

    Retry Count     ===> 0           (Connection retries if Db2 is not active)  

    Max CPU Time    ===> 0           (in seconds before work is suspended)      

    Max Idle Time   ===> 0           (in minutes before thread is terminated)   

    Db2 plan name   ===> RLXPLANC    (Db2 application plan for RLX Sessions)    

    SQL load module ===> RLXSQL      (Load module associated with Db2 appl plan)

                                                                                

 Dynamic Plan Selection                                                         

    Max Cursors     ===> 50          (Maximum number of cursors referenced)     

    CSRs WITH HOLD  ===> 00          (Max cursors maintained across COMMITs)    

    Max Update      ===> 50          (Max DELETE, INSERT, and UPDATE statements)

    Isolation Lvl   ===> C           (C - Cursor Stability  R - Repeatable Read)

                                                                                

 Data Format Preferences                                                        

    Numeric Format  ===> E           (I - Integer  E - Edited Decimal)          

    Date format     ===> I           (I - ISO,U - USA,E - EUR,J - JIS,L - Local)

    Time format     ===> I           (I - ISO,U - USA,E - EUR,J - JIS,L - Local)

________________________________________________________________________________

This section describes each of the parameters that appear in the example, in the order that they appear. Possible settings
for these options are listed to the right of the input field, following their respective prompts.

The first User Profile display groups options by related purposes:

• Environment Control
• Application Plan Selection
• Data format Preferences

You can review and revise these values as appropriate.

Environmental Parameters
The fields of the RLX Environmental Parameters group describe your connection to Db2.

The Db2 Subsystem identifies the name of the Db2 copy that contains the Db2 objects that your RLX CLIST accesses.
These objects include tables, views, and so on. The default Db2 subsystem name is defined during the RLX installation.

The Retry Count field specifies the number of times RLX attempts to connect to the named Db2 subsystem if it is not up
when connection is attempted. Connection attempts occur at 30-second intervals. The default Retry Count value is 0.

Application Plan Selection
The Application Plan parameters estimate the number and type of SQL statements that appear in your dialogs. These
estimates (in conjunction with the plan locking characteristics, as specified by the Isolation Level parameter) identify which
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RLX application plan is used during this session. Typically, you rarely have to alter the installation default values for these
three parameters.

NOTE
If your requirements are not met by an existing RLX application plan and load module, the RLX Administrator
can tailor additional RLX application plans and executable load modules.

The Max Cursors parameter (2 digits) specifies a limit on the number of discreet DECLARE CURSOR, singleton
SELECT, and DECLARE ISPFTABLE source statements that can appear in your RLX CLIST or CLIST hierarchy. Once
this limit is exceeded, subsequent DECLARE ISPFTABLE statements are processed by the 'Cursor Overflow' feature.
Such overflow statements are not retained for later reuse at static SQL speed.

The Max Update parameter (2 digits) specifies a limit for the number of separate DELETE, INSERT, and/or UPDATE
source statements that can appear in your RLX CLIST or CLIST hierarchy. Once this limit is exceeded, subsequent
DELETE, INSERT, and/or UPDATE statements are processed by the 'Update Overflow' feature. Such overflow statements
are not retained for later reuse at static SQL speed.

The Isolation Level specifies the Db2 locking and lock duration attributes of your RLX application plan. You can specify
either Cursor Stability or Repeatable Read.

Data Format Preferences
The Data Format preferences govern how RLX validates input and format output for certain Db2 datatypes. These profile
attributes can also be set dynamically, through the RLX CONTROL service, during the execution of your RLX CLIST.

The Numeric Format option is necessary because the TSO CLIST language can only handle integer values. This option
governs output formatting of host variables whose datatype is packed decimal or single/double precision floating point.
You can choose to format these column values as integers (suitable for CLIST arithmetic) or as edited decimal values
(suitable for display and/or printing).

The Date Format option governs input validation and output formatting of host variables whose datatype is DATE.
RLX supports all the date formats defined in the Db2 SQL reference. The CONTROL DATE service provides additional
information.

The Time Format option governs input validation and output formatting of host variables whose datatype is TIME.
RLX supports all the time formats defined in the Db2 SQL reference. The CONTROL TIME service provides additional
information.

Second RLX User Profile Panel
The RLX CONTROL service settings govern various aspects of RLX operation and the ISPF dialog environment. These
profile attributes can also be set dynamically, through the RLX CONTROL service, during the execution of your RLX
CLIST.

The following example shows the RLX CONTROL service settings.

______________________________________________________________________________

----------------------- RLX User Profile Facility 2 --------------------------

Command ===>

RLX067 - Review and revise your RLX Session Profile attributes

CONTROL service settings

   When RLX Error  ===> F           (C - Cancel   F - Filter   R - Return)

   Error Panel     ===> D           (D - Display  N - No Display)

   When ISPF Error ===> C           (C - Cancel   R - Return)
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   Cursor Scope    ===> L           (L - Local    G - Global)

   Variable Scope  ===> L           (L - Local    G - Global)

   Statement Scope ===> L           (L - Local    G - Global)

   Maximum Digits  ===> 9           (Before using scientific notation)

   Tracing Option  ===> 0           (Integer value between 0 and 255)

   RC/LASTCC value ===> S           (S - SQLCODE, N - Nonzero, Z - Zero)

   High Level Qual ===> RAI1        (for dynamically allocated datasets)

Host Variable Datatypes

   Typing method   ===> 3           (1 - VDEFINE, 2 - SQL Describe, 3 - Float)

   Check VDEFINEs  ===> 1           (1 - Yes, 2 - No)

   Review types    ===> 3           (1 - Yes, 2 - Warning, 3 - Unknown)

______________________________________________________________________________

This section describes each of the parameters in this example, in the order in which they appear. Possible settings of
these options are listed to the right of the input field, following their respective prompts. You can review and revise these
values, as appropriate.

The When RLX Error option governs how RLX responds to the various categories of errors that may occur while your
RLX CLIST executes.

The Error Panel option determines whether the RLX Diagnostic and Reporting Facility panels display in response to an
error.

The When ISPF Error option governs how the RLX command processor sets the ISPF Error mode before returning
control to your dialog.

The Cursor Scope option determines whether a CURSOR name DECLAREd within one CLIST is recognized Locally
(within that CLIST only) or Globally (within other CLISTS).

The Variable Scope option governs whether a host variable VDEFINEd within one CLIST is recognized Locally (within
that CLIST only) or Globally (within other CLISTS).

The Statement Scope option governs whether an RLX SQL statement that appears in one TSO CLIST or REXX CLIST is
recognized Locally (within that command procedure only) or Globally (within other command procedures).

The Tracing Option is not implemented in the current RLX Release.

The RC/LASTCC value option governs how the RLX command seta the value of the system variables RC (in REXX) and
&LASTCC (in TSO CLIST language). RLX can set the value of RC and &LASTCC equal to the value of the SQLCODE
that is associated with the SQL statement that just executed. Alternatively, in a manner similar to ISPEXEC, RLX can
set RC and &LASTCC to a value like 0, 4, 8, 12 or higher to provide a summary status indication. You can also elect to
always set RC and &LASTCC to a value of zero. This option avoids triggering the execution of an error handling routine in
either a REXX EXEC or TSO CLIST.

The High Level Qual option identifies the high level qualifier that is used to name those datasets that RLX may
dynamically allocate.

Host Variable Datatypes
The set of Host Variable Datatyping Defaults governs how datatypes are assigned to CLIST host variables.

NOTE
These profile attributes apply to the dialog DEVELOPMENT phase only. By the time a dialog is deployed for
general use, the datatypes of its host variables should all be established, either implicitly by RLX, or explicitly by
the RLX CONTROL VDEFINE service.

The following example shows the set of Host Variable Datatyping Defaults.
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______________________________________________________________________________

Host Variable Datatyping Defaults

   Typing method   ===> 3           (1 - VDEFINE, 2 - SQL Describe, 3 - Float)

   Check VDEFINEs? ===> 1           (1 - Yes, 2 - No)

   Review types?   ===> 1           (1 - Yes, 2 - Warning, 3 - Unknown)

___________________________________________________________________________

The Typing method governs how much of the datatype assignment to a CLIST host variable is handled by RLX, and how
much the dialog developer assumes. Datatyping options range from 1 to 3. 1 is the most restrictive. 3 is the most relaxed.

1 - VDEFINE: The developer must explicitly define each CLIST host variable through the RLX CONTROL VDEFINE
service. Otherwise, the host variable datatype is unknown.

NOTE
If the datatype of a host variable is unknown, RLX cannot execute an SQL statement .

2 - SQL Describe: RLX builds and describes a dummy select statement to determine the datatype of CLIST host
variables in the original statement.

In this first example, RLX describes the column that is named INTEGER and assigns its datatype to host
variable :INTEGER

  Example 1:  UPDATE RLXNUM –

             SET INTEGER = :INTEGER:IV1

In the second example, RLX describes the multi-term expression SUBSTR(CHAR(DATE,ISO),1,4) and assigns that
composite datatype to host variable :YEAR.

  Example 2:  SELECT INTEGER, DATE, TIME   -

             FROM RLXNUM –

             WHERE SUBSTR(CHAR(DATE,ISO),1,4) = :YEAR

3 - Float: Delegates the greatest degree of datatyping responsibility to RLX. The Float option extends the SQL describe
processing discussed above to include support for complex scenarios.

           SELECT INTEGER, DATE, TIME   -

                  FROM RLXNUM –

                  WHERE INTEGER = :HOST_VAR1 + :HOST_VAR2 + 10 + :HOST_VAR3

When an arithmetic expression contains multiple host variable terms, RLX assigns a datatype of double precision floating
point to each host variable in the expression. Double precision floating point is chosen because it is the least restrictive
datatype for numeric values.

The Check VDEFINEs option governs whether RLX searches its pool of local and global variable definitions for a match
on host variable name. RLX uses a matching host variable definition (established by a prior VDEFINE service request)
when Yes is specified. This ability to turn explicit datatyping on or off is provided as a convenience to developers.

The Review Types option governs when (or if) the Host Variable Definition panels are displayed. These panels let you
review, revise, and/or specify the datatype characteristics of host variables that appear in the current RLX SQL statement.

Review types include the following options:

• Yes: Display the Host Variable Definition summary panel before executing an RLX SQL statement for the first time.
• Warning: Display the Host Variable Definition summary panel if the datatype of one or more host variables is either

escalated to double precision floating point or is unknown.
• Unknown: Display the Host Variable Definition summary panel if the datatypes of one or more host variables in the

current RLX SQL statement are unknown. Unknown is the standard setting for executing dialogs for general use.
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NOTE
The Yes and Warning settings are appropriate during dialog development. Typically, users running dialogs that
are deployed for general set the Review Types option to Unknown.

Host Variable Definition: Tabular Panel
The following example shows the Host Variable Definition summary panel.

______________________________________________________________________________

------------------------- Host Variable Definition ---------------  ROW 1 of 8

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF

PSQ185 - Host variables marked R require datatype definition

     Host             Internal        Length or    Decimal    Nulls   Variable

   Variable           Datatype        Precision     Scale    Allowed    Scope

__ DV1                DECIMAL              15          5        Y          G

__ DV2                DECIMAL              15          5        Y          G

__ DV3                DECIMAL              15          5        Y          G

R_ DV4                UNKNOWN               0          0        N          S

R_ DV5                UNKNOWN               0          0        N          S

R_ DV6                UNKNOWN               0          0        N          S

R_ LOW_LONG_NAME      UNKNOWN               0          0        N          S

R_ HIGH_LONG_NAME     UNKNOWN               0          0        N          S

***  Press END key to resume or RETURN key to bypass statement execution  ***

______________________________________________________________________________

The Host Variable Definition summary panel includes the following columns:

The Status/Selection field displays the host variable status and allows the variable to be selected for further processing.
You can key the following options:

• 'S' selects one or more host variable rows for further processing on the form style Host Variable Definition panel.
• 'R' indicates a host variable whose datatype characteristics REQUIRE explicit definition by the developer before the

statement can be executed.
• '*' indicates a successfully processed host variable row.
• 'E' indicates a host variable row with a definition error.

The Host Variable column identifies the name of the host variable.

NOTE
Host variables that are to be used as ISPF dialog variables should have names that are no longer than eight
characters.

The Internal Datatype column displays the host variable datatype. The host variable datatype can be explicitly
VDEFINEd, assigned by RLX, or left ambiguous.

NOTE
When a host variable datatype is ambiguous or unknown, its attributes (internal length, precision, scale, null
status, and scope) are undefined as well.

The  Length or Precision column identifies the internal length or precision of an internal variable that corresponds to
the external CLIST host variable. For example, RLX allocates an aligned, full word binary integer of length four for each
CLIST host variable with a datatype of INTEGER. The Precision value (which pertains to DECIMAL datatypes only)
denotes the number of digits understood to the left of the decimal point.
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The Scale column pertains to DECIMAL datatypes only. When the datatype is decimal, this column indicates the number
of digits understood to the right of the decimal point. Otherwise the value is zero.

The Nulls Allowed column indicates whether this host variable allows NULL values and an associated host indicator
variable. The Y or N designation is derived as follows:

• Does the host variable datatype permit it? Is the host variable the source or target of an SQL column that permits
NULLs?

• Does the host variable's usage in the statement require it? Does the SQL source statement include an indicator
variable reference as in the following example.

                         UPDATE T1 –

                                SET COLUMN1 = :HOST_VARIABLE:INDICATOR_VARIABLE

• Does the context of its usage allow it? For example, the following UPDATE statement is a legal context in which to
reference an indicator variable.

                         UPDATE T1 –

                                SET COLUMN1 = :HOST_VARIABLE:INDICATOR_VARIABLE

However, the same host variable/indicator variable pair appearing in a WHERE clause predicate is illegal, as in the
following example.

                            WHERE COLUMN1 = :HOST_VARIABLE:INDICATOR_VARIABLE

The Scope column indicates the range in which the host variable datatype definition is recognized.

• 'G' indicates a host variable whose datatype definition is known GLOBALly throughout a hierarchy of nested CLISTs.
• 'L' indicates a host variable whose datatype definition is recognized locally within the current CLIST only.
• 'S' indicates a host variable whose datatype definition is recognized only within the current RLX SQL statement.

NOTE
Any datatype specifications that are made through the summary or form style Host Variable Definition panels
remain in effect for the current dialog execution only. Host variables whose datatype is UNKNOWN should
be explicitly defined through the RLX CONTROL VDEFINE service BEFORE the dialog is dialogdeployed for
general use.

Host Variable Definition: Form Style Panel
This example illustrates the form style Host Variable Definition panel displays a single host variable definition for review
and/or modification.

______________________________________________________________________________

------------------------- Host Variable Definition ---------------------------

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF

PSQ195 - Specify host variable data type attributes and press ENTER

Host Variable Profile

   Host Variable Name     ===> DV1

   Data Type Code         ===> K          (Select from list of codes below)

   Host Variable Datatype ===> DECIMAL                NULLs ===> Y

   Datatype Origin        ===> * GLOBAL VDEFINE *

   Internal Length        ===> 15         (Precision when Decimal)

   Internal Scale         ===> 5          (0 when not Decimal)

   Variable Scope         ===> G          (Statement, Local CLIST, Global)

Datatype Codes
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   A - Date          B - Time         C - Timestamp    D - Varchar    E - Char

   F - Long Varchar  G - Vargraphic   H - Graphic      I - Long Vargraphic

   J - Float         K - Decimal      L - Integer      M - Smallint

UPDATE RLXNUM SET INTEGER = :DV1:IV1 + 10 , SMALLINT = :DV2:IV2 - 56 , DEC150

= :DV3:IV3 , DEC55 = :DV4:IV4 , CHAR5 = :DV5:IV5 , VARCHAR10 = :DV6:IV6 WHERE

INTEGER BETWEEN :LOW_LONG_NAME AND :HIGH_LONG_NAME

______________________________________________________________________________

The description and purpose of the form style panel fields are the same as for the Host Variable Definition summary
panel. However, the form style Host Variable Definition panel includes the following unique columns:

The Data Type Code field accepts a single alphabetic character that is selected from the list of datatype codes on
the panel. These codes, A through M, are described on the panel. RLX translates this code into the appropriate SQL
datatype. These codes and their corresponding SQL datatypes are listed in ascending order by their SQLTYPE values.

The Datatype origin field identifies how the host variable datatype was determined.

When a SQL DESCRIBE operation provides the host variable datatype, the Datatype Origin field contains the name of the
describing SQL column. For example:

COLUMN_NAME Host variable datatype = datatype of SQL column

If RLX assigned the datatype to the variable, the RLX origin is literal bounded on the left and right by an asterisk. This
example shows variables where the datatype was assigned by RLX.

  Datatype origin                    Significance

  ---------------------------------  -----------------------------------------

  * GLOBAL VDEFINE  *                Explicitly VDEFINEd host variables

  * LOCAL  VDEFINE  *                Explicitly VDEFINEd host variables

  * FORCED BY USAGE  *               Host variables whose datatype is forced

                                     by usage.  For example, RLX sets the

                                     datatypes of host variables appearing in

                                     a LIKE predicate to VARCHAR(255)

  * ---> FLOAT        *              Datatype escalated to double precision

                                     floating    point

  * UNKNOWN        *                 Host variable whose datatype is

                                     ambiguous or unknown

The RLX SQL statement containing the host variable appears for reference at the bottom of the panel.

_____________________________________________________________________________

UPDATE RLXNUM SET INTEGER = :DV1:IV1 + 10 , SMALLINT = :DV2:IV2 - 56 , DEC150

= :DV3:IV3 , DEC55 = :DV4:IV4 , CHAR5 = :DV5:IV5 , VARCHAR10 = :DV6:IV6 WHERE

INTEGER BETWEEN :LOW_LONG_NAME AND :HIGH_LONG_NAME

_____________________________________________________________________________
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Third RLX User Profile Panel
The first two sections of RLX User Profile Panel 3 govern various aspects of RLX/Table Services operation. These RLX/
Table Services profile attributes can also be set dynamically through the RLX CONTROL service during execution of your
RLX CLIST.

The final set of options lets you specify the color attributes. These attributes are associated with the individual members of
the panel library that is supplied with RLX.

_______________________________________________________________________________

------------------------ RLX User Profile Facility 3 --------------------------

Command ===>

RLX067 - Review and revise your RLX Session Profile attributes

Default RLX/Table Services CONTROL Settings

   Maximum Rows    ===> 500   (Loaded by DECLARE ISPFTABLE service)

   Replace _ Char  ===> #     (Underscore replacement character)

Default for previous SQL query results loaded into ISPF tables

   Temp ISPF Tbls  ===> D     (E - Extend Result, D - Delete prior rows)

   Perm ISPF Tbls  ===> E     (E - Extend Result, D - Delete prior rows)

Specify Color Attributes              W - White

   Input - Normal  ===> G             R - Red

   Input - High    ===> R             B - Blue

   Output - Normal ===> B             G - Green

   Output - High   ===> W             P - Pink

   Text - Normal   ===> B             Y - Yellow

   Text - High     ===> W             T - Turquoise

_______________________________________________________________________________

This section describes each of the parameters appearing in the example above, in the order they appear. Possible
settings of these options are listed to the right of the input field, following their respective prompts. You can review and
revise these values, as appropriate.

The Maximum Rows option places a limit on the number of SQL query result rows that the RLX DECLARE ISPFTABLE
service attempts to load. Maximum Rows specifies an integer value from 0 through 2,147,483,647. RLX does not attempt
to limit the number of rows it loads when Maximum Rows specifies a value less than one.

The Replace _ Char option designates a replacement character for an underscore '_'. Although the underscore is a valid
character in forming a Db2 entity name (column names in particular), the underscore is illegal as part of the name of an
ISPF dialog variable. A name like COL_NAME can create severe errors in ISPF dialog services or the RLX DECLARE
ISPFTABLE service.

Although any alphabetic or national character is allowable, we recommend choosing an underscore replacement
character from among the national characters #, @, and $. The RLX CONTROL URC service lets you dynamically change
the underscore replacement character during the RLX dialog execution.

The Specify Color Attributes options let you designate colors to associate with various field types for the panels that are
displayed from the RLX panel library.

The Default for query results processed by DECLARE ISPFTABLE and RLX TBDISPL provides three options for
governing RLX/ISPF operation.
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• The extend option adds rows to a SQL answer set that was previously loaded into an ISPF table.
• The delete option removes the rows of the previous query result and loads the current answer set into a cleared table.

In addition, the delete option makes it unnecessary for the dialog to issue an explicit ISPEXEC TBEND statement.
• The test option applies to both the ISPF table that was loaded with a SQL query result and the dynamic table

display panel that was processed by the RLX TBDISPL service. When the test option is in effect, the DECLARE
ISPFTABLE request is reprocessed each time that the statement is executed. Any referencing RLX TBDISPL request
is reprocessed whenever the corresponding DECLARE ISPFTABLE is re-executed. As a consequence, the column
composition of the ISPF table and TBDISPL panel can change from one execution to the next. This is appropriate
when the column selection list of a DECLARE ISPFTABLE request is itself subject to change.

Invoking the RLXS Command on the TSO Command Line
You can issue the RLXS command on any ISPF panel that contains a TSO Command line. The following fragment shows
how RLX invokes a CLIST dialog that is named SAMPLE and passes it two.

                        COMMAND ===> TSO RLXS SAMPLE PARM1 PARM2

By prefixing the command string with the TSO keyword, ISPF knows to pass the command to TSO for execution. When
TSO receives 'RLXS SAMPLE PARM1 PARM2' as a command string, it attaches RLXS as a TSO command processor
and passes it SAMPLE PARM1 PARM2 as a string. This enables you to conveniently invoke an RLX CLIST from within
PDF Edit while the dialog is being developed and tested. You can invoke an RLX dialog from any ISPF panel which
contains an ISPF command field named ZCMD.

                        COMMAND ===>_ZCMD

Suggestion: You can equate a PF key with a command string that invokes an RLX CLIST through the ISPF KEYS
command. For example:

                        PF1  ===> TSO RLXS SAMPLE PARM1 PARM2

Invoking the RLXS Command from Another CLIST
Invoking the RLXS Command from another CLIST is one of several methods for creating a seamless interface to an
RLX dialog function. The RLXS command is invoked from within a conventional TSO CLIST, as shown in the following
example.

____________________________________________________________

/*  CLIST without embedded RLX SQL statements    */

   ...

   /*  Invoke the RLX CLIST named SAMPLE     and          */

   /*  pass it 2  - PARM1 and PARM2  */

   "RLXS SAMPLE" PARM1 PARM2

   ...

   EXIT

____________________________________________________________
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NOTE
With RLX Version 2.2, you can now issue the RLXS command from within a REXX CLIST or TSO CLIST when
the RLX session environment is already active. RLX now processes an RLXS command that is issued during an
active RLX session as an implicit CLIST command. For example: %EXAMPLE PARM1 PARM2.

Invoking the RLXS Command ISPF SELECTION Menu Option
You can use the ISPF SELECT service to invoke the RLXS command in two ways. The following fragment demonstrates
how the RLXS command is invoked as an ISPF selection menu option.

_________________________________________________

OPTION ===>_ZCMD

   1 - RLX Sample Dialog

)PROC

   ZSEL = TRANS( TRUNC (ZCMD,'.')

                 1,'CMD(RLXS SAMPLE PARM1 PARM2)'

                 ...

_________________________________________________

IMPORTANT
The RLXS command must be specified to the ISPF SELECT service as a CMD (command) rather than a PGM
(program). If you incorrectly specify RLXS as a PGM rather than a CMD, RLXS issues a warning message and
immediately terminates.

Invoking the RLXS Command ISPEXEC SELECT Service
You can use the ISPF SELECT service to invoke the RLXS command in two ways. You can invoke the RLXS command in
CLIST open code by issuing the following ISPEXEC SELECT service request.

                 ISPEXEC SELECT CMD(RLXS TARGET PARM1 PARM2)

By default, the RLXS command runs as an ISPF dialog function within any ISPF application that is currently active. You
can use the NEWAPPL option of the SELECT service to switch to a new ISPF application ID when you invoke your RLX
dialog, as shown in this example.

                 ISPEXEC SELECT CMD(RLXS TARGET PARM1 PARM2) NEWAPPL(NEW)

The RLX Main Invocation Panel
When you issue the RLXS command without specifying a target CLIST, the RLX Main Invocation Panel displays.

_______________________________________________________________________________

----------------------- Relational Language Executive -------------------------

Command ===>

RLX008 - Supply RLX session parameters and press ENTER

Target RLX Dialog (REXX EXEC or TSO CLIST)

Dialog Name ===> EXAMPLE

Dialog Parms ===> PARM1 PARM2

Environmental Parameters

Permit Update ===> Y (Can user change their RLX profile?)
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Db2 Subsystem ===> DSN (Db2 subsystem with which to connect)

Db2 plan name ===> RLXPLANC (Db2 application plan for RLX Sessions)

SQL load module ===> RLXSQL (Load module associated with Db2 appl plan)

Dynamic SQL Plan/PGM Specifications (if plan and load module names are blank)

Max Cursors ===> 50 (Maximum number of cursors referenced)

CSRs WITH HOLD ===> 00 (Max cursors maintained across COMMITs)

Max Update ===> 50 (Max DELETE, INSERT, and UPDATE statements)

Isolation Lvl ===> C (C - Cursor Stability R - Repeatable Read)

RLX Data Formats

Numeric Format ===> E (I - Integer E - Edited Decimal)

Date format ===> I (I - ISO,U - USA,E - EUR,J - JIS,L - Local)

Time format ===> I (I - ISO,U - USA,E - EUR,J - JIS,L - Local)

_______________________________________________________________________________

The RLX lets you specify the target CLIST and its invocation parameters. You can also review and revise other attributes
of your RLX session profile. Except for the Change Defaults option and the Target RLX CLIST section, the RLX Main
Invocation Panel is identical to the RLX User Profile panel.

The Change Defaults option governs whether or not the second and third RLX User Profile panels display. You can review
and revise these settings as necessary.

In the following fragment, the Dialog NAME field elicits the name of the CLIST that contains the embedded RLX SQL
statements that you want to execute. The Dialog Parms field elicits the procedure parameters, if any exist.

                  Target RLX CLIST

                         Dialog Name      ===> EXAMPLE

                         Dialog Parms     ===> PARM1 PARM2

RLXS Keyword Parameters
You can pass Session Profile information to the RLXS command through a pair of keyword parameters: RLXPROF and
RLXSYS.

These RLXS keyword parameters, and their associated values, must appear as the last tokens in an RLXS command
string. The RLXS keyword parameters follow any parameters to be passed to the target RLX CLIST. Avoid the use of
CLIST names and keyword parameters whose names begin with the letters 'RLX'.

                  RLXS TARGET PARM1 PARM2 RLXPROF(PROFNAME)

                  RLXS TARGET PARM1 PARM2 RLXSYS(Db2T)

The RLXPROF keyword parameter names an RLX shared profile. The values in this profile set the RLX Session Profile for
this one session only. No update to the RLX User Profile occurs. RLXPROF lets you specify Session Profile attributes for
all users of a particular dialog without disturbing the individual profiles for those users.

The RLXSYS keyword parameter identifies the Db2 subsystem that RLXS connects to. The remaining Session Profile
attributes are obtained from the User Profile. The RLXSYS parameter is useful when migrating an RLX CLIST from one
Db2 copy to another without impacting the dialog users.

RLX Diagnostics and Reporting
RLX provides extensive diagnostic facilities that can identify and correct errors. These facilities are provided for the benefit
of dialog developers and end users. RLX includes diagnostic and reporting facilities for the following categories of errors:
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• SQL execution errors - detected by the RLX interface to Db2 for which negative SQLCODE values are returned.
• Syntax errors - detected by the semantic parser.
• Logic errors - such as referencing a CURSOR name that was never DECLAREd in an OPEN statement.
• Data errors - such as character data that was encountered in a variable whose datatype is numeric.

SQL Execution Errors
SQL run-time errors fall into two categories:

• Errors that occur when RLX tries to determine the datatype of host input variable.
• All other SQL run-time errors.

This section describes how the first class of SQL errors is detected by the RLX/Db2 interface, and how those errors are
reported back to the user by the RLX Diagnostic and Reporting Facility.

______________________________________________________________________________

--------------------------  SQL Execution Status  ---------------  ROW 1 OF 13

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF

PSQ081 - Error describing Host Input Variable datatype(s)

RLX statement location

   Dialog containing statement ===> RLXSERR       Db2 Subsystem ===> DSN

   RLX module detecting error  ===> PSQDMD        Db2 Appl Plan ===> RLX5050C

SQL Communication Area Variables

   SQL Code                   ===> -204

   SQL module detecting error ===> DSNXOCA

   SQL Rows Processed         ===> 0

   SQL Warnings issued        ===> 0

RLX SQL statement in which error occurred

DECLARE C1 CURSOR FOR SELECT CN1 , CN2 , CN3 , CN4 FROM UNKNOWN.TABLE WHERE CN1

= :HV1 ORDER BY CN1 DESC

SQL Message Text

   DSNT408I SQLCODE = -204, ERROR:  UNKNOWN.TABLE IS AN UNDEFINED NAME

   DSNT415I SQLERRP = DSNXOCA SQL PROCEDURE DETECTING ERROR

   DSNT416I SQLERRD = 500  0  0  1  0  0 SQL DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION

Dummy Select Statement used to identify Host Input Variable datatype(s)

SELECT CN1 FROM UNKNOWN.TABLE

*** Press END or RETURN key to resume RLX dialog execution / termination ***

______________________________________________________________________________

Common, Fixed Format Area
All RLX Error Reporting panels share a common, fixed portion at the top of the display that describes the error, its
location, and related information.

In the following display fragment, the error message appears on line 3. After the error, the SQL statement location section
identifies the CLIST that contains the RLX SQL statement that failed. The name of the RLX module that detected the error
is useful to RLX administrators if they have to contact the vendor for assistance. The name of the Db2 subsystem to which
the dialog is connected and the name of the RLX application plan can also provide useful diagnostic information.
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PSQ081 - Error describing Host Input Variable datatype(s)

RLX statement location

   Dialog containing statement ===> RLXSERR        Db2 Subsystem ===> DSN

   RLX module detecting error  ===> PSQDMD         Db2 Appl Plan ===> 

RLXPLANC

The next fragment (still part of the fixed area at the top) shows a formatted display of the SQL Communications Area. This
area pertains to SQL execution errors that were detected by the RLX interface to Db2.

SQL Communication Area Variables

    SQL Code                   ===> -204

    SQL module detecting error ===> DSNXOCA

    SQL Rows Processed         ===> 0

    SQL Warnings issued        ===> 0

Scrollable Area
The lower portion of the diagnostic panel contains scrollable text. The first section of scrollable text displays the RLX SQL
statement that failed. The following display fragment shows this section of the scrollable text. The failing RLX statement
appears for all four diagnostic categories.

    RLX SQL statement in which error occurred

    DECLARE C1 CURSOR FOR SELECT CN1 , CN2 , CN3 , CN4 FROM UNKNOWN.TABLE WHERE

    CN1 = :HV1 ORDER BY CN1 DESC

When the RLX interface to Db2 detects an SQL execution error, the SQL Message Text field (SQLERRM) of the SQL
Communications Area displays. This area is formatted by the IBM supplied DSNTIAR routine.

           DSNT408I SQLCODE = -204, ERROR:  UNKNOWN.TABLE IS AN UNDEFINED NAME

           DSNT415I SQLERRP = DSNXOCA SQL PROCEDURE DETECTING ERROR

           DSNT416I SQLERRD = 500  0  0  1  0  0 SQL DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION

Transformed SQL Statements
RLX SQL statements that include parameterizing host variables sometimes fail while RLX is trying to determine the
datatypes of the host input variables.

Message PSQ081 on line 3 indicates the statement that failed is actually a Dummy SELECT statement. RLX generates
this statement to determine the datatypes of the host input variables that parameterized the original statement. RLX
displays this generated Dummy SELECT at the bottom of the panel as an extra diagnostic aid. An error that occurs in
preparing a Dummy SELECT suggests there is an error with the RLX SQL source statement from which it was derived.

Dummy Select Statement used to identify Host Input Variable datatype(s)

SELECT CN1 FROM UNKNOWN.TABLE

SQL statement types that include parameterizing host input variables are transformed to an internal format before being
passed to Db2 for execution. As an additional diagnostic aid, RLX also displays the transformed statement or dummy
SELECT that it passed to SQL PREPARE, as shown in the following fragment.

RLX performs a different internal statement transformation for the following SQL statement types: DELETE, INSERT,
SELECT, and UPDATE. The top of following fragment illustrates the transformation that takes places between the failing
RLX SQL statement coded in a dialog. The bottom of the fragment shows the SQL statement that is actually passed to
Db2. Parameter markers '?' are substituted for each host variable reference.

___________________________________________________________________________
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RLX SQL statement in which error occurred

INSERT INTO EMPLOYEE (EMPID, FNAME, NNAME, LNAME, PHONE ) VALUES (:EMPID,

:FNAME, :NNAME, :LNAME, :PHONE )

SQL Message Text

   DSNT408I SQLCODE = -803, ERROR:  ONE OR MORE INSERT OR UPDATE VALUES ARE

            INVALID BECAUSE THE OBJECT COLUMNS ARE CONSTRAINED SUCH THAT NO

            TWO ROWS OF THE TABLE CAN BE DUPLICATES WITH RESPECT TO THE

            VALUES OF THOSE COLUMNS

RLX internal statement string passed to SQL PREPARE

INSERT INTO EMPLOYEE (EMPID, FNAME, NNAME, LNAME, PHONE ) VALUES (? ? ? ? ?)

___________________________________________________________________________

Resume or Terminate
The lower portion of the diagnostic panel contains scrollable text. The last displayed line of scrollable text is common to all
diagnostic categories.

This line prompts you to either resume or terminate the RLX dialog by pressing the END or RETURN PF keys. Typically,
these keys are PF3/PF15 for END or PF4/PF16 for RETURN. Key definitions can be reviewed and revised with the ISPF
KEYS command that is entered on the TSO Command line. The dialog terminates or resumes depending on whether the
RLX CONTROL ERRORS option is set to CANCEL or RETURN. For more information, see The RLX CONTROL Service.

Syntax Errors Detected by the RLX Semantic Parser
Syntax errors that are detected by the RLX semantic parser are displayed on a panel like the one in the following
example. The error message on line 3 describes the nature of the syntax error. An asterisk * appears beneath the token
where the RLX semantic parser detected the error.

______________________________________________________________________________

--------------------  RLX SQL Parser Detected an Error  ----------  ROW 1 OF 4

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF

PSQ011 - Null indicator variable reference invalid within search condition

SQL statement location

   Dialog containing statement  ===> RLXSERR

   RLX module detecting error   ===> PSQLSC

SELECT CN1 , CN2 , CN3 , CN4 FROM RLXTBL WHERE CN1 = :HV1:IV1 ORDER BY CN1

                                                           *

DESC

*** Press END or RETURN key to resume RLX dialog execution / termination ***

______________________________________________________________________________

Logic Errors Detected by RLX
Logical errors that are detected by RLX are displayed on the Panel PSQRCR. The message describes the nature of the
logic error. In this case, the CURSOR name referenced in the OPEN statement was not previously DECLAREd.
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______________________________________________________________________________

--------------------------  Logic Error Recognized  --------------  ROW 1 OF 2

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF

PSQ101 - CURSOR name referenced was not previously DECLAREd

RLX statement location

   Dialog containing statement ===> RLXSERR

   RLX module detecting error  ===> RLXDEPA

RLX statement in which error occurred

OPEN CSR1

*** Press END or RETURN key to resume RLX dialog execution / termination ***

______________________________________________________________________________

 

Host Data Errors
Character data appearing in a variable with a numeric datatype is a typical host data error that is detected by the RLX
data conversion routines. The following example illustrates this type of occurrence. This category of error, though severe,
can be handled as a non-terminating error. In this instance, the dialog user has the opportunity to re-enter the invalid value
item and continue the dialog.

To correct and continue, rather than unconditionally terminate, the RLX CONTROL ERRORS must be set to FILTER
rather than CANCEL. This setting can be accomplished in the RLX Session profile or dynamically during the dialog
execution through the RLX CONTROL ERRORS service.

______________________________________________________________________________

----------------------------  Host Data Error  -------------------  ROW 1 OF 4

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF

PSR010 - Invalid character(s) present in edited numeric input field

SQL statement location

   Dialog containing statement ===> RLXSERR

   RLX module detecting error  ===> PSQFN2P

Host Variable / SQL Variable Profile

   Host Variable Name          ===> HOST_VAR

   Host Variable Value         ===> ABCDEF

   Host datatype origin        ===> INTEGER

   SQL Data Type               ===> INTEGER     Nulls ===> N

   SQL Data Length             ===> 4           (Precision when Decimal)

   SQL Data Scale              ===> 0           (0 when not Decimal)

Statement executing when the Variable Error was detected

UPDATE RLXNUM SET INTEGER = :HOST_VAR WHERE SMALLINT > 100

PSQ104 - No row(s) will be updated because of invalid column value

*** Press END or RETURN key to resume RLX dialog execution / termination ***
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______________________________________________________________________________

Illustrative Error Dialog
The following CLIST dialog surveys RLX conditions.

________________________________________________________________________

PROC 0

/*  This RLX sample dialog illustrates RLX error handling support

/*  The RLX diagnostic panels facilitate error identification and

/*  correction.

RLX CONTROL ERROR  RETURN     /*  Keep trucking even after severe errors

RLX CONTROL EPANEL DISPLAY    /*  Display the RLX error panels

/*  Syntax error - an indicator variable appears in a WHERE clause

RLX SELECT CN1, CN2, CN3, CN4 +

    FROM   RLXTBL +

    WHERE  CN1 = :HV1:IV1 +

    ORDER BY CN1 DESC

/*  Logic error - CSR1 is an unDECLAREd cursor name

RLX FETCH CSR1 INTO :DV1:IV1, :DV2:IV2, :DV3:IV3, :DV4:IV4

/*  SQL error - UNKNOWN_TABLE does not exist

RLX SELECT CN1, CN2, CN3, CN4 +

    FROM   UNKNOWN_TABLE  +

    WHERE  CN1 = :HV1 +

    ORDER BY CN1 DESC

/*  Host data error - illegal alphabetic value

/*  for a host variable whose datatype is numeric

SET HOSTVAR = ABCDEF

RLX UPDATE RLXNUM +

    SET INTEGER = :HOSTVAR +

    WHERE  SMALLINT > 100

EXIT

________________________________________________________________________

The SQL Communications Area: SQLCA
The SQL Communications Area (SQLCA) contains feedback from Db2 about your SQL statement execution. RLX passes
the contents of the SQLCA to your dialog through a set of CLIST variables. This information is passed after each RLX
SQL statement executes. An RLX CLIST receives the same SQL feedback information as a Db2 application program that
is written in a compiled language, such as COBOL or PL/1.
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For example, the following DO WHILE loop tests the current value of the SQLCODE variable to determine whether a
FETCH statement returned a query result row successfully. The DO loop continues while the current value of SQLCODE
is 0.

_____________________________________________________________________

RLX FETCH CSR INTO :HOSTVAR1, :HOSTVAR2

DO WHILE &SQLCODE = 0    /*  Did FETCH return a query result row?  */

   ...

   RLX FETCH CSR INTO :HOSTVAR1, :HOSTVAR2

END

_____________________________________________________________________

The CLIST variables comprising the SQL Communications Area appear in the following example. Your CLIST can
reference the current values by name. For example: SQLCODE, SQLERRD3, SQLWARN0

RLX also uses the SQLCODE variable to report error conditions that it detects during its own processing. This error
reporting simplifies your CLIST error handling. You can check SQLCODE for any error that is reported by either Db2 or
RLX.

___________________________________________________________________

Variable                Contents and purpose

  Name

--------                -------------------------------------------

SQLCODE                 The SQL return code

                        0   successful execution

                        +   Successful execution but with exception

                            condition

                        -   Error condition

SQLERRD3                number of rows affected by previous

                        INSERT, DELETE, or UPDATE

SQLERRD4                gives an estimate of the relative cost of a query.

                        Timerons is a short floating point value returned by Db2

                        that provides a rough relative estimate of the resources

                        required to execute a query.

SQLERRM -               the tokenized and unformatted error message

                        returned by Db2

SQLERRM1 - SQLERRM4     These 4 variables contain the SQL Error

                        Message field SQLERRM, formatted on 1

                        to 4 lines of 75 characters each.

SQLWARN0                If blank, all other SQLWARNn variables are

                        also blank.  Otherwise set to 'W' and at

                        least one other SQLWARNn variable is also

                        'W'.

SQLWARN1                Set to 'W' if the value of a string column
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                        was truncated when it was stored into a host

                        variable.

SQLWARN2                Set by Db2 when at least one null value

                        was eliminated from the argument set of a

                        function.

SQLWARN3                Set to 'W' when the number of host variables

                        specified in the SQL statement is not equal

                        to the number of columns in the table or

                        view being operated on by the statement.

SQLWARN4                Set to 'W' if an UPDATE or DELETE statement

                        does not include a WHERE clause

SQLWARN5                Set to 'W' if the statement was not executed

                        because it is a SQL/DS statement which is

                        not valid in Db2.

SQLWARN6                Set to 'W' if an adjustment was made to a

                        DATE or TIMESTAMP value to correct an invalid

                        date resulting from an arithmetic operation.

SQLWARN7                Reserved for future use

______________________________________________________________________

The following SQLCODE values are unique to RLX. They are far beyond the range of values that are implemented by
IBM.

______________________________________________________________________

 SQLCODE        Significance

  Value

--------        ------------------------------------------------------

         Syntactic error detected by the RLX semantic parser

         Invalid value for a CLIST variable given its datatype.

                For example - entering ABCD for a numeric datatype

         RLX detected a logic error.  For example, an

                OPEN, FETCH, or CLOSE statement referenced a cursor

                name which was never DECLAREd.

         Limit exceeded on the number of SQL query result

                rows to be loaded into an ISPF table by the

                DECLARE ISPFTABLE service.  (see CONTROL LIMIT

                service description in Chapter 10.)

______________________________________________________________________
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Return Codes Set by the RLX Command Processor
In addition to returning feedback information through the SQLCA, the RLX command sets the value of the RC variable to
provide its own summary status indication. You can reference the value of the RC variable in your CLIST mainline.

_________________________________________________

IF &LASTCC > 0 THEN      /*  Check for errors  */

   DO

     /* Whatever error handling is appropriate */

   END

_________________________________________________

The RLX command sets the following values that are shown in the following example.

_______________________________________________

RC                 Significance

------             ----------------------------

 0                 Successful execution

 4                 Warning condition

 8                 Error detected by Db2 during

                   SQL statement execution

12 or higher       Severe error

U2010              RLX command deliberately

                   abended itself

_______________________________________________

RLX can set the value of RC and &LASTCC equal to the value of the SQLCODE that is associated with the SQL
statement that was just executed. Alternatively, similar to ISPEXEC, RLX can set RC and &LASTCC to a value like 0, 4,
8, 12 or higher to provide a summary status indication. You can also set RC and &LASTCC to a value of zero to avoid
triggering the execution of an error handling routine in either a REXX EXEC or TSO CLIST.

The RC/LASTCC value option of the RLX session profile governs how the RLX command sets the value of the system
variables RC (in REXX) and &LASTCC (in TSO CLIST language).

RLX SQL Host Variables
The RLX SQL implementation for the CLIST language provides the same support for host variables as compiled
host languages, such as COBOL or PL/1. RLX SQL host variables are prefixed by a colon, just as in COBOL or PL/1
programs. RLX retrieves data from the host variables and returns the results directly to them.

RLX, ISPF, and the CLIST interpreter maintain a common list of variable names. The host variables that are referenced in
RLX SQL statements automatically become ISPF dialog variables, as well as symbolic CLIST variables. These variables
can appear in ISPF dialog panel definitions, message definitions, and skeleton definitions. They can also appear in your
dialog CLIST statements. For example, as we trace the flow of data from an ISPF panel to the CLIST dialog and its RLX
SQL host variables, we note the following:
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Employee ID ===>_EMPID +              <---  (1)  ISPF Dialog Panel

   IF &EMPID = &Z                     <---  (2)  CLIST symbolic variable

   INSERT INTO EMPLOYEE_TABLE -

      VALUES (:EMPID)                 <---  (3)  SQL Host variable

   ISPF             CLIST             SQL

   Dialog  --->    Symbolic  --->    host    --->   Db2

   Panel  <---    Variables  <---  variable  <---  Table

    (1)              (2)              (3)

   where  (1)  EMPID   refers to the dialog variable

                       in the ISPF panel definition

          (2)  EMPID   refers to the CLIST variable named EMPID.

                       Its current value can be accessed by &EMPID

          (3)  EMPID   refers to the SQL host variable

                       in the RLX SQL INSERT statement

Host variables are preceded by a colon, such as :HOSTVAR. They are valid only within SQL statements. Therefore, you
should not use :HOSTVAR notation in CLIST open code. Only certain SQL clauses permit host variable references. The
SQL clauses that permit host variable references are listed in the following example.

____________________________________________________________________________

As host variables receiving OUTPUT values

        INTO clause of the Singleton SELECT statement

        Ex:               SELECT APPLES, ORANGES, PEACHES, PEARS

                             INTO :APPLES, :ORANGES, :PEACHES, :PEARS

        INTO clause of the FETCH statement

        Ex:               FETCH CSR INTO :APPLES, :ORANGES, :PEACHES, :PEARS

As variables providing INPUT values

        WHERE clause of the SELECT, UPDATE and DELETE statements

        SET clause of the UPDATE statement (source of updating value)

        VALUES clause of the INSERT statement (source for inserted value)

____________________________________________________________________________
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When standard SQL syntax does not permit the use of host variable notation, the RLX SQL implementation does not
permit it either. Therefore, a host variable can represent a data value, but it can not be used to represent a table, view, or
column name. The following examples of host variable usage are syntactically incorrect.

DECLARE :HOSTVAR CURSOR FOR ....            Incorrect to use a host variable

                                            to identify a CURSOR name

SELECT  :COLUMN1, :COLUMN2, :COLUMN3        Incorrect to identify

   FROM :TABLE_NAME, :VIEW_NAME             a column, table, or view name

                                            via host variable notation

 

NOTE
In these instances, you can use symbolic '&' notation to dynamically construct an RLX SQL statement.

CLIST Variable Names and Values
To reference variables by their current value, use symbolic notation in your CLIST code. Prefix the variable name with an
ampersand '&'. For example, the variable that is named SQLCODE can assume many values. The notation &SQLCODE
references the current value. In contrast, the ISPEXEC and RLX commands often reference variables by name rather
than value. The ISPEXEC VPUT service, for example, often references dialog variable namelists like the one in the
following example.

               ISPEXEC VPUT (VAR1 VAR2 VAR3 VAR4 VAR5) SHARED

The list in parentheses identifies the names of variables whose current values should be placed in the ISPF shared
variable pool. Your CLIST can use symbolic notation to reference these variables. For example: &VAR1, &VAR2, &VAR3,
&VAR4, &VAR5. However, both ISPF and RLX reference the current value of a variable indirectly by its name.

In the following example, RLX FETCHes column values from an SQL query result row into host variables. The host
variable names are HOSTVAR1, HOSTVAR2, and HOSTVAR3. There is also an indicator variable that is named
INDVAR3 and is associated with HOSTVAR3.

               FETCH CSRNAME INTO :HOSTVAR1, :HOSTVAR2, :HOSTVAR3:INDVAR3

The NAME of the target host variable does not change from one FETCH to the next. However, the VALUE may change.
Such reference by name lets RLX process your statement just once, even if it is executed many times.

Determining the Datatype of a Host Variable
RLX determines the datatype of a host variable when the SQL statement in which it appears is first processed. During
RLX SQL statement execution, RLX automatically converts between the variable's internal format to the external
character string format that is required for CLIST variables. Correctly identifying a host variable datatype can enhance
performance significantly. For example, Db2 does not use an index unless the datatype of the corresponding host variable
in a WHERE clause predicate matches the indexed column.

RLX can always determine the datatype of an OUTPUT host variable without ambiguity because that is a straightforward
operation. However, there may be datatype ambiguity of host INPUT variables. It depends on whether the host input
variable is compared to a single or multi-termed arithmetic expression.

In example 1, the host variable appears in a predicate that is a simple arithmetic expression of the form: Operand,
Comparison Operator, Operand. RLX identifies the datatype of the first operand, COLUMN1, and then assigns that
datatype to the host input variable HOSTVAR.

Example 1:       COLUMN1 = :HOSTVAR
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In example 2, the host variable appears in a predicate whose left side is a multi-term arithmetic expression. Here the host
input variable datatype is ambiguous. In these instances, RLX assigns the least restrictive numeric datatype to the host
variable. For example, double precision floating point.

Example 2:       INTEGER + SMALLINT + FLOAT = :HOSTVAR

Internal and External Datatypes
The only datatypes that are supported by the TSO CLIST language are character-string and zoned-decimal. CLIST
calculations are limited to integer operations. Since Db2 supports many more datatypes, RLX is designed to handle the
conversion between internal and external data formats automatically. RLX fully supports the following Db2 supported
numeric datatypes, as well as their conversion to and from the numeric edited format.

Integer

Small integer

Decimal

Single precision float

Double precision float

On input, RLX converts CLIST host variables from external to internal format before passing their values to Db2 in the
following manner:

         _______________________________________________________________

         CLIST          Internal

         Host           Host

         Variable       Variable     Conversion

         --------       --------     -----------------------------------

         -123.45  --->  X'12345D'    Numeric Edited --->  Packed Decimal

             256  --->  X'00FF'      Zoned Decimal  --->  SMALLINT

         _______________________________________________________________

On output, RLX formats numeric values as either zoned-decimal-integers suitable for CLIST arithmetic operations, or as
edited-decimal values suitable for display or print. For example, RLX formats an internal packed-decimal value of 99999 of
precision 5 and scale 3 as either:

              99.999        Numeric edited value suitable for display

         or    99999        Integer value suitable for CLIST arithmetic

The format depends on the RLX numeric output formatting option that is in force.

NULLs, Null Values, and Indicator Variables
Recall that the general form of the host variable reference in embedded SQL syntax is as follows:

Host_identifier:Host_identifier 

Main_dialog_variable:Indicator_dialog_variable

The first host identifier designates the MAIN variable. The second host identifier designates its INDICATOR variable.
When the value of the indicator variable is negative, the null value is specified.

If the field to be retrieved is null, and an indicator variable is provided, then Db2 sets the indicator variable to a negative
value and leaves the main host variable unchanged. If an indicator variable is not provided, and Db2 returns the NULL
value, an error results.
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To assist both the dialog developer and dialog user, RLX returns main host variables as a value that allows them to be
recognized more readily as NULLs. The specific conventions for doing so correspond to the conventions established by
QMF.

When the datatype of the query result column is numeric, then the '-'null designator appears RIGHT justified within the
field.

    123

      -     <--- NULL value designator for Numeric datatype

    456

When the datatype of the query result column is character, then the '-'null designator appears LEFT justified within the
field.

    ABC

      -       <--- NULL value designator for Character datatype

    DEF

The following chart summarizes the values Db2 may assign to indicator variables during the execution of an RLX SQL
statement.

Value      Significance

-----      -------------------------------------------------------------

  +        Positive value indicates the character string was truncated

           when assigned to main host variable target.  The positive

           value specifies the original length of the string

  0        Denotes a significant value was returned in the corresponding

           host main variable

 -1        Signals the column value is NULL in the database

 -2        Signals Db2 assigned the result column a NULL value due to a

           numeric conversion or arithmetic expression error

________________________________________________________________________

Advanced Design and Coding Issues
This section describes RLX design and coding issues.

RLX Data Integrity Considerations

The RLX COMMIT and ROLLBACK statements support the flexible Unit of Recovery definition. RLX fully supports data
consistency and referential integrity across transaction boundaries that span several SQL statements. This support makes
RLX suitable for serious application development where data integrity must be maintained.

A Db2 Unit of Recovery spans one or more SQL operations that together transform the database from one consistent
state to another. The consistency of the database is not necessarily be maintained after each SQL operation. By linking all
the SQL operations together and insuring that they all succeed or all fail together, a transaction Unit of Recovery appears
to end users as a single operation.

The SQL COMMIT statement signals a successful end of the transaction. The database is in a consistent state and
pending changes are made permanent. The ROLLBACK statement, on the other hand, signals an unsuccessful end
of the transaction. All database changes within the current unit of recovery are backed out. In a data integrity context,
synchronization points represent the boundary between transactions. The data base is in a consistent state at the
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transaction boundaries. Within the transaction unit of recovery, changes to the database remain pending until they are
committed (made permanent). The SQL COMMIT and ROLLBACK statements are used to request explicit synch points
in the TSO and batch environments. Since RLX dialogs use these same statements to request synch points and define
transaction boundaries, RLX dialogs exhibit the same structure and logic as compiled Db2 programs that are written for
the TSO and batch environments.

What Happens?

When your dialog issues an RLX COMMIT statement, the following actions occur:

• All changes to the database since the previous synch point are committed.
• All OPEN cursors are closed.
• All prepared dynamic statements are dropped.

When your dialog issues an RLX ROLLBACK statement the following actions occur:

• All changes to the database since the previous synch point are backed out.
• All OPEN cursors are closed.
• All prepared dynamic statements are dropped.

When your CLIST dialog ends normally, an implicit synchronization point is reached. Pending database changes are
committed and made permanent. Conversely, if your dialog terminates due to a severe error, RLX implicitly severs the
application plan thread and backs out any pending database changes. Your use of the RLX and ROLLBACK statements
should be governed by the logical requirements of your application.

Note that RLX prototypes of CICS/VS- or IMS/TM-based systems have to be changed with respect to the synch point
management. This change is required because CICS/VS and IMS/TM do not support the SQL COMMIT and ROLLBACK
statements.

RLX Data Integrity Considerations
The RLX COMMIT and ROLLBACK statements support flexible Unit of Recovery definition. RLX fully supports data
consistency and referential integrity across transaction boundaries spanning several SQL statements, consistent with
your application's needs. This makes RLX suitable for serious application development where data integrity must be
maintained.

A Db2 Unit of Recovery spans one or more SQL operations which  together transform the database from one consistent
state to another. The consistency of the database will not necessarily be maintained after each SQL operation. But
by linking all the SQL operations together and insuring that they all succeed or all fail together, a transaction's Unit of
Recovery is made to appear to end users as a single operation.

The SQL COMMIT statement signals a successful end of transaction. The database is in a consistent state and pending
changes are made permanent. The ROLLBACK statement, on the other hand, signals an unsuccessful end of transaction.
All database changes within the current unit of recovery are backed out.

In a data integrity context, therefore, synchronization points represent the boundary between transactions. The data base
is in a consistent state at the transaction's boundaries. Within the transaction's unit of recovery, changes to the database
remain pending until they are committed (made permanent).

The SQL COMMIT and ROLLBACK statements are used to request explicit synch points in the TSO and batch
environments. Since RLX dialogs use these same statements to request synch points and define transaction boundaries,
RLX dialogs exhibit the same structure and logic as compiled Db2 programs written for the TSO and batch environments.

What Happens?
When your dialog issues an RLX COMMIT statement the following occurs:
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• All changes to the database since the previous synch point are committed.
• All OPEN cursors are closed
• All prepared dynamic statements are dropped

When your dialog issues an RLX ROLLBACK statement the following occurs:

• All changes to the database since the previous synch point are backed out.
• All OPEN cursors are closed
• All prepared dynamic statements are dropped

When your CLIST dialog ends normally an implicit synchronization point is reached. At this time pending database
changes are committed and made permanent. Conversely, if your dialog terminates due to a severe error, RLX will
implicitly sever the application plan thread, and back out any pending database changes.

Your use of the RLX and ROLLBACK statements should be governed by the logical requirements of your application. BE
AWARE that RLX prototypes of CICS/VS or IMS/TM based systems will have to be changed with respect to synch point
management because CICS/VS and IMS/TM do not support the SQL COMMIT and ROLLBACK statements.

RLX SQL Statement Coding Techniques
This section considers different techniques for devising executable RLX SQL statements at both coding time and
execution time. This section also discusses the performance implications of these techniques.

Beyond observing CLIST syntax requirements and TSO command language rules, you have complete freedom in
devising executable RLX SQL statements. In addition to coding RLX SQL statements, when you code the rest of your
dialog, you can build RLX SQL statements dynamically, at run time. You can use various combinations of CLIST variable
substitution, string handling, and ISPF file tailoring.

Statement Formats and Why They Matter
RLX SQL statement formats are classified as either fixed or variable. This classification depends on whether the
statement itself changes during the dialog execution. Fixed-format RLX SQL statements are composed when you code
your CLIST. RLX SQL statements are built dynamically at run time. To understand the performance implications of fixed
versus variable format RLX SQL statements, we it is important to understand how embedded RLX SQL statements are
executed.

RLX SQL statements are executed in three phases:

1. RLX processing
2. SQL PREPARE processing
3. SQL statement execution

RLX must process and Db2 must 'prepare' each RLX SQL statement before it can be executed. However, once it is
processed and prepared, an RLX SQL statement can be executed repeatedly and as efficiently as any static SQL
statement that is embedded in a compiled language program.

Fixed Format Statements
Since it is very advantageous -- from a performance standpoint -- to skip the preprocess and prepare steps and just
execute the statement, RLX keeps track of every RLX SQL statement it encounters during a session. In order to reuse an
RLX SQL statement whenever possible, RLX checks the current statement for a match against one that has already been
preprocessed and prepared and is ready to execute. If the matching RLX SQL statement is found, it is reused.

In the following CLIST fragment, the same RLX UPDATE statement is executed on each trip through the DO WHILE loop.
This is an example of a fixed format statement since the character string comprising the statement does not change from
one execution to the next.
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        DO WHILE ...

           RLX  EMPLOYEE SET FNAME = 'JOHN'

        END

Using a literal constant as an updating value, however, is not very flexible. The use of host variables makes fixed format
RLX SQL more suitable for repeated use. For example, consider the Employee dialog in which the user enters data on
the ISPF panel shown in Figure 9.1. Data flows between the ISPF dialog variable panel fields EMPID, FNAME, MNAME,
LNAME, PHONE into the CLIST and RLX SQL host variables of the same name.

NOTE
Although the values of these variables may change, their names do not.

Figure 9.1

________________________________

----- Employee Data Update -----

Command ===>

Specify Employee Data

   Employee ID===>_EMPID   +

   First Name ===>_FNAME   +

   Nick Name  ===>_MNAME   +

   Last Name  ===>_LNAME   +

   Extension  ===>_PHONE   +

________________________________

Fixed format RLX SQL statements using host variables are very flexible in that host variable values can change without
the RLX SQL statement itself changing. This is exemplified in the following CLIST code fragment.

Figure 9.2

__________________________________

DO WHILE &LASTCC = 0

   ISPEXEC DISPLAY PANEL(EMPLOYEE)

   IF &LASTCC = 0 THEN -

      UPDATE EMPLOYEE -

         SET FNAME = :FNAME, -

             MNAME = :MNAME, -

             LNAME = :LNAME, -

             PHONE = :PHONE, -

         WHERE EMPID = :EMPID

END

__________________________________

Fixed format SQL, used in conjunction with parameterizing host variables, generally offers the best combination of
flexibility and execution efficiency. It is appropriate to use fixed format SQL when the type and general structure of the
statement are known. This is the method typically used for SQL embedded within compiled languages like COBOL or
PL/1.

Variable Format Statements
Variable format RLX SQL statements change as the values of the variables in the statement change. Consider the
following RLX SQL statement coded:
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                       UPDATE EMPLOYEE –

                              SET FNAME = '&FNAME'  -

                              WHERE EMPID = &EMPID

When the user enters a first name of John and an employee ID of 12345, the RLX SQL statement string after the variable
substitution becomes:

                       UPDATE EMPLOYEE –

                              SET FNAME = 'John' –

                              WHERE EMPID =  12345

When the user enters a first name of Bill and an employee ID of 67890, the RLX SQL statement string becomes:

                       UPDATE EMPLOYEE –

                              SET FNAME = 'Bill' –

                              WHERE EMPID =  67890

When coding variable format SQL statement models, remember to enclose the values for alphanumeric columns, such as
FNAME, in single quotes. Assign numeric values without quotes for columns with numeric datatypes, such as EMPID.

When an SQL COMMIT or ROLLBACK statement is issued, all OPEN cursors are closed and all 'prepared' dynamic
statements are dropped. Although these statements must be re-prepared by Db2, they are not reprocessed by RLX.
If your CLIST attempts to re-execute an RLX SQL statement after a COMMIT or ROLLBACK, RLX re-prepares the
statement without repeating its phase 1 processing.

NOTE
RLX skips the statement re-preparation when it detects Db2 Version 2 Release 3 or a subsequent release.

RLX Dialog Problem Areas
Each of the following sections discusses potential problems with your RLX dialog, explores the context of the problem,
and proposes possible solutions.

Complex Expressions within Predicates

The first problem concerns lack of support for complex expressions within predicates in Db2 Version 1 Release 2. Db2
returns a -804 SQLCODE or issues an X'40E' abend when it encounters complex arithmetic expressions in WHERE
clause predicates like the following example.
             SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3 –

                    FROM TABLE1          -

                    WHERE COL1 BETWEEN :LOW + :MIDDLE + 25 AND :HIGH

Complex arithmetic expressions within the SQL statement are discouraged, because they are inefficient. Instead, assign
the expression to a single variable and substitute that variable in the SQL statement, as in the following example.
                 SET ONETERM = &LOW + &MIDDLE + 25    /*  Evaluate expression

                 SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3 –

                    FROM TABLE1          -

                    WHERE COL1 BETWEEN :ONETERM AND :HIGH

Nested CLISTs

Another problem concerns the use of nested CLISTS. CLISTs can invoke other CLISTs through an implicit or explicit
EXEC command or through the ISPF SELECT service. ISPF and the CLIST EXEC interpreter maintain separate variable
pools for each CLIST. That means the variables available to an outer CLIST are not automatically available to any nested
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CLIST that the outer CLIST invokes. You must explicitly make these variables and/or values available to any inner CLIST
you may invoke. You can use the following techniques:

• Issue an ISPEXEC VPUT service in the calling CLIST and a matching ISPEXEC VGET in the called CLIST
• Pass values as to the called CLIST
• Use Global CLIST variables

TAKE PARTICULAR CAUTION with nested CLIST dialogs where your cursor-based operations span both inner and
outer CLISTS. There are actually two issues at work here.

• The Scope of CURSOR name recognition. Will the CURSOR name that you DECLARE in an outer CLIST be
recognized when referenced by the inner CLIST? You can use the RLX CONTROL SCOPE service to make a
CURSOR name globally known across all the CLISTS of a nested hierarchy.

• The accessibility of host variable values across the nested CLIST hierarchy. Remember that a separate pool of
variables is associated with each CLIST. In the following example, a CURSOR is DECLAREd in the outer CLIST, but
OPENed in the inner CLIST.

____________________________________________________________________

          Outer CLIST

             DECLARE GLOBAL_CURSOR CURSOR FOR -

                SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3 -

                   FROM TABLE1 -

                   WHERE COL1 BETWEEN :LOW AND :HIGH

             /*  The Low and High range comes in from the terminal

             ISPEXEC DISPLAY PANEL(LOWHI)

             /*  Place variables LOW and HIGH in the SHARED pool

             ISPEXEC VPUT(LOW HIGH) SHARED

             %INNER     /* Invoke the INNER CLIST

             ...

          Inner CLIST

             /*  Retrieve the variables LOW and HIGH from the ISPF SHARED pool

             /*  RLX accesses the current values of these two host variables

             /*  when the cursor is OPENed.

             ISPEXEC VGET(LOW HIGH) SHARED

             OPEN GLOBAL_CURSOR

          ____________________________________________________________________

The RLX OPEN statement that actually produces the SQL query result is executed in the inner CLIST. RLX accesses the
values of the host variables LOW and HIGH at this time to drive the BETWEEN predicate that is coded in the DECLARE
CURSOR statement of the OUTER CLIST.

Multiple Fetches that Reference the Same CURSOR

The last problem concerns the use of multiple FETCH statements that reference the same CURSOR name. This problem
often occurs in DO WHILE contexts, as in the following example.
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                   FETCH CURSOR_NAME INTO :HOST1:IND1, :HOST2:IND2, :HOST3:IND3

                   DO WHILE &SQLCODE = 0

                      FETCH CURSOR_NAME INTO :HOST1:IND1, :HOST2:IND2, :HOST3:IND3

                      ...

                   END

Ensure the lists of host main and indicator variables that you reference in the two FETCH statements correspond
perfectly.

The RLX CONTROL Service
This section describes the RLX CONTROL service that governs various aspects of RLX operation and the ISPF dialog
environment. This service is patterned after the ISPEXEC CONTROL service, and it can be requested dynamically during
RLX dialog execution. The following table enumerates the RLX CONTROL services and the environment attributes that
they govern. Each service and its applicable options are then described in detail in the indicated section.

_____________________________________________________________________________

RLX CONTROL     What the service controls;

service         Section and syntax 

----------      -------------------------------------------------------------

ERRORS          Error handling --  How RLX responds to errors it detects

                RLX CONTROL ERRORS error_option

EPANEL          Error reporting -  Does RLX display an error diagnostic

                panel if an error occurs?

                RLX CONTROL EPANEL epanel_option

ISPERROR        ISPF dialog error handling - will your EXEC be canceled or

                will control return to it if a severe ISPF error occurs?

                RLX CONTROL ISPERROR isperror_option

NUMERIC         Output formatting of numeric datatypes - will they be

                formatted as zoned-decimal integers suitable for CLIST

                arithmetic or as edited-decimal values suitable for display?

                RLX CONTROL NUMERIC numeric_option

DATE            Input editing and output formatting of DATE datatypes

                RLX CONTROL DATE date_option

TIME            Input editing and output formatting of TIME datatypes

                Section 10.6    RLX CONTROL TIME time_option 

PRECISION       Precision of floating point values formatted for output

                i.e. how many digits of precision before formatting the

                result using scientific notation

                RLX CONTROL PRECISION precision_option

SCOPE           Scope of cursor and/or host variable name recognition, i.e.

                will a cursor name or host variable VDEFINE be known locally

                within the current EXEC or globally across nested EXECS?

                RLX CONTROL SCOPE scope_type scope_option
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STATEMENT DROP  Remove the list of prepared RLX statement requests

                RLX CONTROL STATEMENT DROP

VDEFINE         Explicitly define host variable datatypes and attributes

                RLX CONTROL VDEFINE

_______________________________________________________________________________

The following is a list of the RLX CONTROL services that pertain to RLX/ISPF operation.

___________________________________________________________________________________

RLX CONTROL     What the service controls;

service         Section and syntax

----------      -------------------------------------------------------------------

LIMIT           Limit the number of rows from an SQL query result

                loaded into an ISPF table by the RLX DECLARE ISPFTABLE

                extension service.

                RLX CONTROL LIMIT limit_value

ISPFTABLE       specify whether to  add  rows to a SQL answer set

                previously loaded into an ISPF table by the RLX DECLARE ISPFTABLE

                service or to  delete  the rows of the previous query result.

                RLX CONTROL ISPFTABLE option   EXTEND|PERM|ISPFTABLE_name

URC             Designate a replacement character for the underscore '_'

                since the underscore is a valid character in forming a Db2 column

                name but is  illegal  as part of the name of an ISPF dialog variable.

                RLX CONTROL URC underscore_replacement_character

___________________________________________________________________________________

 

RLX Error Handling: The RLX CONTROL ERRORS Service
RLX Diagnostics and Reporting describes the operation of the RLX Diagnostic and Reporting Facility. This section
explains how your CLISTS can dynamically control the Facility operation while your dialog runs.

The CONTROL ERRORS service governs the response to the following errors:

• Syntax and logic errors that are detected by RLX itself
• SQL errors detected by the RLX/Db2 interface
• Data errors detected by the RLX data conversion routines.

The syntax of this service is as follows:

                    RLX CONTROL ERRORS errors_option

Where 'errors_option' instructs RLX to respond to dialog errors in one of three ways. The response is specified by the
options: CANCEL, RETURN, and FILTER.

The  CANCEL option causes the RLX command to display the RLX Deliberate Abend Panel. After you press ENTER, the
RLX command deliberately abends with a User 2010. This usually causes your dialog to be flushed. Next, RLX aborts
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the Db2 application plan, rolls back all pending database changes, and cleans up the session environment. The option is
requested as follows:

                    RLX CONTROL ERRORS CANCEL

NOTE
If you specify CONTROL OPTIONS MAIN, your CLIST is not flushed. Instead, your dialog continues to execute.
You may have to signal ATTENTION in order to halt it. Use of CONTROL OPTIONS MAIN in RLX CLISTs is not
recommended. Use CONTROL OPTIONS NOFLUSH instead.

The  RETURN option causes the RLX command to return control to your CLIST when it encounters a severe error. This
option is useful when testing an RLX dialog. With this option, you can encounter and identify several errors in a single trial.
If you want to provide customized error handling for deployed dialogs that are placed in general use, the FILTER option
may be a more appropriate choice. The RETURN option is requested as follows:

                    RLX CONTROL ERRORS RETURN

Upon returning control to your CLIST, the values of the SQLCA and LASTCC variables are set to reflect and describe the
error. Your dialog can reference these variables to format whatever response you deem appropriate in lieu of the standard
RLX error reporting panels.

The FILTER option combines characteristics of the RETURN and the CANCEL options. This option lets you specify a list
of one or more SQLCODE values that the CLIST explicitly handles itself. For example, SQLCODEs that will not cause
the dialog to terminate. If the SQLCODE on a severe error matches one of the values that is specified in the FILTER code
list, control returns to your CLIST. Display of an RLX diagnostic panel is also suppressed. Otherwise, RLX proceeds as if
CONTROL ERRORS CANCEL was specified.

Using the FILTER Option
As an example of where the CONTROL FILTER service might prove useful, consider the following scenario: A data entry
application where rows are inserted into a table for which a UNIQUE index column has been defined. You want your
dialog to regain control when a duplicate key error occurs (SQLCODE value of -803). But you also want default RLX
handling of other severe errors. The syntax for requesting the FILTER option is as follows:

                     RLX CONTROL ERRORS FILTER filter_option

                     where 'filter_option' is either:

a single SQLCODE     e.g.  RLX CONTROL ERROR FILTER CODES -803

a list of SQLCODEs

within parentheses   e.g.  RLX CONTROL ERROR FILTER CODES (-803 -904 -911 -913)

the DEFAULT keyword  e.g.  RLX CONTROL ERROR FILTER DEFAULT

This last formulation instructs RLX to reinstate the FILTER code values that were established as defaults at your
installation. RLX is shipped with the list of negative SQLCODEs that apply to FILTER error handling. See your RLX
administrator for any changes to this list. The following example shows the default code values that are shipped with RLX.

_____________________________________________

SQLCODE           Significance

-------           ---------------------------

-803              Duplicate INSERT

-100001           Invalid host variable value

                  (Set by RLX)
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_____________________________________________

The following dialog illustrates the use of the RLX CONTROL FILTER service in context.

____________________________________________________

PROC 1 DEBUG

RLX CONTROL ERROR FILTER CODES (-256 -257 258 -204)

/*  A deliberate SQL error referencing a table

/*  which does not exist produces an SQLCODE OF -204

RLX DECLARE CSR1 CURSOR FOR  +

    SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4 +

    FROM   UNKNOWN_TABLE   +

    WHERE  COL1 = :HOSTVAR +

    ORDER BY COL1 DESC

IF &SQLCODE = -204 THEN -

DO

   /*  Devise your own error handling

END

/*  Reinstate the set of installation default SQLCODES

/*  subject to FILTER error handling by issuing

/*  the following RLX CONTROL service.

RLX CONTROL ERROR FILTER DEFAULT

/*  Produce the same SQL error only this time accept

/*  installation default action for SQLCODE -204.

RLX DECLARE CSR1 CURSOR FOR  +

    SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4 +

    FROM   UNKNOWN_TABLE   +

    WHERE  COL1 = :HOSTVAR +

    ORDER BY COL1 DESC

EXIT CODE(0)

____________________________________________________

 

RLX Error Reporting: The RLX CONTROL EPANEL Service
The RLX CONTROL EPANEL service determines whether the RLX Diagnostic and Reporting Facility displays an RLX
Error Panel. The syntax for requesting the CONTROL EPANEL service is as follows:

RLX CONTROL EPANEL epanel_option

The DISPLAY option requests that RLX format and display a diagnostic panel when severe errors occur.
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e.g.       RLX CONTROL EPANEL DISPLAY

The NONDISPL option requests that RLX suppress the diagnostic panel when a severe error occurs.

e.g.       RLX CONTROL EPANEL NONDISPL

Error Processing Sequence
The EPANEL service is independent of the CONTROL ERRORS setting, except when the current SQLCODE matches
one code in any FILTER CODE list. The following example shows how an error is processed according to the options that
are specified by the CONTROL ERRORS and CONTROL EPANEL services.

_____________________________________________________

Error detected

   If EPANEL OPTION = DISPLAY and 

   SQLCODE does not match a FILTER code value then

      Display Error Reporting Panel

   Else

      Suppress Error Reporting Panel

   Endif

   Select ERRORS Option

      When Cancel

         Terminate the dialog

      When Filter

         Compare SQLCODE against list of filter codes

         If SQLCODE matches a FILTER code value

            return control to the dialog

         Else

            Terminate the dialog

         Endif

      When Return

         Return control to dialog

   End

_____________________________________________________

Developing, Testing, and Deploying RLX CLIST Dialogs
The following error handling and panel display the options that facilitate testing an RLX application.

                         RLX CONTROL ERRORS RETURN

                         RLX CONTROL EPANEL DISPLAY

The CONTROL ERRORS RETURN setting lets your dialog continue execution, even if it encounters severe errors. You
can then look for these errors in your RLX commands in a single dialog trial. These errors can be syntactical, contextual,
SQL related, or data related.

When you finish testing your dialog, but before deploying it, change the RLX error handling and error reporting options to
settings that are more appropriate in a production environment. For example:

                         CONTROL ERRORS FILTER

                         CONTROL EPANEL DISPLAY
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RLX ISPF Error Handling: The RLX CONTROL ISPERROR Service
The RLX CONTROL ISPERROR service determines the error mode of the ISPF dialog environment. The function of this
service is equivalent to the ISPEXEC CONTROL ERRORS dialog service that governs the ISPF response to errors in
your CLIST requests.

The RLX CONTROL ISPERROR service is provided because RLX maintains its own ISPF dialog environment internally.
RLX switches between several concurrently active ISPF dialog functions. Each function has its own ISPF dialog error
handling environment. This effectively masks the ISPF CONTROL ERRORS setting that your dialog may explicitly issue.

To set the error mode for the ISPF dialog environment, use the RLX CONTROL ISPERROR service instead of the
ISPEXEC CONTROL ERRORS service. The RLX command resets the ISPF dialog error handling mode to your RLX
CONTROL ISPERROR setting before it returns control to your CLIST. The syntax for requesting the RLX CONTROL
ISPERROR service is as follows:

                       RLX CONTROL ISPERROR isperror_option

Valid options for the RLX CONTROL ISPERROR are CANCEL and RETURN. These options are identical to the ISPEXEC
CONTROL ERRORS service.

• RLX CONTROL ISPERROR CANCEL: Specifies that the dialog should terminate on an error (a return code of 12 or
higher from any ISPF service). In the event of such a severe dialog error, ISPF writes a message to the ISPF log file
and displays a panel that describes the particular error condition.

• RLX CONTROL ISPERROR RETURN: Specifies that control returns to the dialog on an error. The system variable
ZERRMSG contains the ID of the message that describes the error.

NOTE
After invoking the RLXS command, your dialog always starts with an initial RLX CONTROL ISPERROR setting
of CANCEL. Even when specified through the RLX Profile or through the RLXS command, an error mode of
RETURN does not become effective until you issue the first RLX command.

Output Formatting of Numeric Datatypes
RLX SQL Host Variables discusses the limited support that the CLIST language provides for numeric datatypes and
calculations. Remember that the CLIST language allows only integer values for numeric datatypes. To perform arithmetic
with a numeric variable, that variable must have an integer value.

This is a serious limitation for packed decimal and floating point datatypes. For these datatypes, you must choose
between formatting the result so it is suitable for display or as an integer value that is suitable for arithmetic.

The CONTROL NUMERIC service lets you switch between integer and edited decimal output formats. The syntax is as
follows:

 RLX CONTROL NUMERIC numeric_option

This service has two operands: EDITED and INTEGER. This service globally affects all variables whose internal datatype
is packed decimal or floating point (single or double precision).

• RLX CONTROL NUMERIC EDITED: RLX formats the variable as an edited decimal value on output. For example,
123.45. There are result digits to the right of a decimal point.

• RLX CONTROL NUMERIC INTEGER: RLX formats the variable as an integer value on output. For example, 12345.

Input Editing and Output Formatting of DATE Datatype
The RLX CONTROL DATE service specifies the date format that is used during input and output processing of DATE
datatypes. On input, your choice of date format governs the edit validations that are conducted to determine whether a
string representation of a date value is valid.
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NOTE
RLX validates date string values BEFORE passing them to Db2. If RLX detects an invalid date string value, it
displays a Data Error panel rather than globally rejecting the entire SQL statement. This behavior lets the user
identify the error and rekey the value rather than terminating the dialog.

On output, your choice of date format governs how RLX formats a string representation of a date value for display.

The CONTROL DATE service, through its support for the various date formats that are described in the Db2 SQL
reference, lets you switch among the various date formats. The syntax is as follows:

  RLX CONTROL DATE date_option

The date_option is one of the date format name abbreviations that are described below and in the Db2 SQL reference.

• RLX CONTROL DATE ISO: RLX edits and formats date values consistent with the International Standards
Organization (ISO) format.

For example: yyyy-mm-dd as in 1990-12-25.
• RLX CONTROL DATE USA: RLX edits and formats date values consistent with the IBM standard () format.

For example: mm/dd/yyyy as in 12/25/1990.
• RLX CONTROL DATE EUR: RLX edits and formats date values consistent with the IBM European standard (EUR)

format.

For example: dd.mm.yyyy as in 25.12.1990.
• RLX CONTROL DATE JIS: RLX edits and formats date values consistent with the Japanese Industrial Standard

Christian Era (JIS) format.

For example: yyyy-mm-dd as in 1990-12-25.

RLX does not support the LOCAL site defined date string format in the current Release.

Input Editing and Output Formatting of TIME Datatype
The RLX CONTROL TIME service specifies the time format that is used during input and output processing of TIME
datatypes. On input, your choice of time format governs the edit validations that are conducted to determine whether a
string representation of a time value is valid.

NOTE
RLX validates time string values BEFORE passing them to Db2. If RLX detects an invalid time string value, it
displays a Data Error panel rather than globally rejecting the entire SQL statement. This behavior lets the user
identify the error and rekey the value rather than terminating the dialog.

On output, your choice of time format governs how RLX formats a string representation of a time value for display.

The CONTROL TIME service, through its support for the various time formats that are described in the Db2 SQL
reference, lets you switch among the various time formats. The syntax is as follows:

  RLX CONTROL TIME time_option

The time_option is one of the time format name abbreviations that are described below and in the Db2 SQL reference.

• RLX CONTROL TIME ISO: RLX edits and formats time values consistent with the International Standards
Organization (ISO) format.

For example: hh.mm.ss as in 13.30.15
• RLX CONTROL TIME USA: RLX edits and formats time values consistent with the IBM standard () format.

For example: hh:mm PM 12:15 PM
• RLX CONTROL TIME EUR: RLX edits and formats time values consistent with the IBM European standard (EUR)

format.
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For example: hh.mm.ss 13.30.15
• RLX CONTROL TIME JIS: RLX edits and formats time values consistent with the Japanese Industrial Standard

Christian Era (JIS) format.

For example: hh:mm:ss 13:30:15

RLX does not support the LOCAL site defined time string format in the current Release.

Specifying a Precision for Floating Point Datatypes
Floating point values are formatted for output in either standard numeric format or in scientific notation with a defined
maximum number of significant digits. If a result requires more than the maximum number of digits, it is rounded and
expressed in exponential (scientific) scientific notation. The precision setting governs the number of significant digits in a
formatted numeric result. The syntax for requesting the CONTROL PRECISION service is as follows:

RLX CONTROL PRECISION precision

The value of 'precision' must be a positive integer.

RLX Scope of Cursor Name Recognition
By default, a cursor name that is DECLAREd in an outer CLIST is not recognized within an inner CLIST. This behavior is
intended to maximize the independence of separately written procedures if the same name is used inadvertently in more
than one procedure. However, developers may deliberately intend to reference the same cursor in both an outer and inner
CLIST. RLX provides the CONTROL SCOPE CURSOR service to support of this requirement. The syntax for requesting
this service is as follows:

RLX CONTROL SCOPE CURSOR scope_option

The 'scope_option' is either LOCAL or GLOBAL.

The LOCAL option instructs RLX to consider only DECLARE CURSOR statements within the current CLIST as it tries to
identify a cursor name that is referenced in an SQL OPEN, FETCH, or CLOSE statement. Two cursors DECLAREd with
the same name in two different CLISTs are treated as separate entities.

The GLOBAL option instructs RLX to consider all DECLARE CURSOR statements that have been executed so far within
a nested CLIST hierarchy, while trying to identify a cursor name. A cursor can be DECLAREd in one CLIST, OPENed in
another, and FETCHed and CLOSEd within yet another CLIST. When CONTROL SCOPE CURSOR GLOBAL is in effect,
each of these statements makes reference to the same CURSOR entity.

NOTE
Greater care is required to use global cursors. For more information about possible pitfalls, see RLX Dialog
Problem Areas.

RLX Scope of Host Variable VDEFINEs Recognition
By default, a host variable name VDEFINEd in an outer CLIST is not recognized within an inner CLIST. This behavior is
intended to maximize the independence of separately written procedures if the same name is used inadvertently in more
than one procedure. However, developers may deliberately intend to reference the same host variable in both an outer
and inner CLIST and use the same explicit variable definition. RLX provides the CONTROL SCOPE HOSTVAR service in
support of this requirement. The syntax for requesting this service is as follows:

  RLX CONTROL SCOPE HOSTVAR scope_option

The 'scope_option' is either LOCAL or GLOBAL.
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The LOCAL option instructs RLX to place subsequent VDEFINE entries within a local pool that is associated with the
current CLIST. Two host variable VDEFINEs for variables of the same name that appear in two different CLISTs are
treated as separate variable definitions.

The GLOBAL option instructs RLX to add new VDEFINE entries to the global pool that is associated with the entire RLX
session. A host variable can be VDEFINEd in one CLIST and referenced in others. By searching the global VDEFINEs
pool, every host variable of the same name makes reference to the same VDEFINEs entity.

Scope of RLX Statement Recognition
By default, an RLX statement string that is coded in an outer CLIST is not recognized within an inner CLIST. This
behavior is intended to maximize the independence of separately written procedures if the same statement string is used
inadvertently in more than one procedure. However, developers may deliberately intend to use the same RLX statement
in more than one procedure within a nested procedure hierarchy. RLX provides the CONTROL SCOPE STATEMENT
service in support of this requirement. The syntax for requesting this service is as follows:

RLX CONTROL SCOPE STATEMENT scope_option

The 'scope_option' is either LOCAL or GLOBAL.

The LOCAL option instructs RLX to consider only RLX statements within the current procedure as it tries to identify
statement strings it has already encountered and processed. Two identical statement strings that are coded in two
different CLISTs are treated as separate entities.

The GLOBAL option instructs RLX to consider all RLX statements that have been executed so far within a nested CLIST
hierarchy, while trying to match a statement string. When CONTROL SCOPE STATEMENT GLOBAL is in effect, each of
these statements makes reference to the first statement encountered.

Explicitly Defining Host Variable Datatypes
The RLX CONTROL VDEFINE service lets developers explicitly define the datatype characteristics of one or most host
variables. The syntax for requesting the CONTROL VDEFINE service is as follows:

RLX CONTROL VDEFINE variable_name_list format

    LENGTH(length,scale) SCOPE(scope)

The 'variable_name_list' is a list of host variable names that are enclosed within parentheses. When the list consists of a
single name, the parentheses are not required. For example: (HV1 HV2 HV3) and HOSTVAR

'Format' refers to one of the following Db2 supported datatypes:

DATE           TIME         TIMESTAMP    VARCHAR          CHAR

LONG VARCHAR   VARGRAPHIC   GRAPHIC      LONG VARGRAPHIC

FLOAT          DECIMAL      INTEGER      SMALLINT

The LENGTH keyword parameter requires an integer value to specify the internal length of the variable in bytes. For
example: LENGTH(10). If the host variable datatype is DECIMAL, two integer values that are separated by commas
specify the precision and scale respectively. For example: LENGTH(9,5).

The SCOPE keyword requires a keyword value of either LOCAL or GLOBAL. For example: SCOPE(LOCAL) or
SCOPE(GLOBAL). The specification LOCAL causes the variable definitions to be added to the VDEFINE pool that is
associated with the current EXEC only. The GLOBAL specification causes the variable definitions to be added to the
GLOBAL VDEFINE pool that is associated with the entire RLX session. This may span one or more EXECs within a
nested hierarchy.
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When omitted, the host variable definitions are added to either the LOCAL or GLOBAL VDEFINES pool, depending on the
VDEFINEs scope setting that is currently in force.

Specifying Color Attributes for Fields
Users can specify field color preferences through the RLX User Profile Facility and the RLX dialog panels. These
preferences are for users with ISPF-supported 7-color terminals, such as the 3279-B, and PC users that are running
3279-B emulation. RLX maintains discrete field color attribute specifications for each of the following field types:

• Input fields containing variable data that the user can modify.
• Output fields containing variable data that CANNOT be modified.
• Text fields containing literal information that CANNOT be modified.

RLX maintains your field color preferences as dialog variables in the ISPF profile pool. You can maintain discrete sets of
RLX field color preferences for use with different ISPF applications.

You can choose from White, Red, Blue, Green, Pink, Yellow, and Turquoise as color preferences for input, output, and text
fields that are displayed at both high and low intensity.

_______________________________________________________________________________

------------------------ RLX User Profile Facility 3 --------------------------

Command ===>

RLX067 - Review and revise your RLX Session Profile attributes

Specify Color Attributes              W - White

   Input - Normal  ===> G             R - Red

   Input - High    ===> R             B - Blue

   Output - Normal ===> B             G - Green

   Output - High   ===> W             P - Pink

   Text - Normal   ===> B             Y - Yellow

   Text - High     ===> W             T - Turquoise

_______________________________________________________________________________

This RLX Profile definition panel is accessed by invoking the RLX User Profile Facility through the RLXRPU command.
Alternatively, you can issue the RLXS command without naming a target command procedure to display the RLX Main
Invocation Panel.

_______________________________________________________________________________

----------------------- Relational Language Executive -------------------------

Command ===>                                                                   

RLX008 - Supply RLX session parameters and press ENTER                         

Target RLX Dialog (REXX EXEC or TSO CLIST)                                     

   Dialog Name     ===> EXAMPLE

   Dialog Parms    ===> PARM1 PARM2

                                                                               

Environmental Parameters                                                       

   Permit Update   ===> Y           (Can user change their RLX profile?)       

   Db2 Subsystem   ===> DSN         (Db2 subsystem with which to connect)

   Db2 plan name   ===> RLXPLANC    (Db2 application plan for RLX Sessions)    

   SQL load module ===> RLXSQL      (Load module associated with Db2 appl plan)

                                                                               

Dynamic SQL Plan/PGM Specifications (if plan and load module names are blank)  

   Max Cursors     ===> 50          (Maximum number of cursors referenced)     
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   CSRs WITH HOLD  ===> 00          (Max cursors maintained across COMMITs)    

   Max Update      ===> 50          (Max DELETE, INSERT, and UPDATE statements)

   Isolation Lvl   ===> C           (C - Cursor Stability  R - Repeatable Read)

                                                                               

RLX Data Formats                                                               

   Numeric Format  ===> E           (I - Integer  E - Edited Decimal)          

   Date format     ===> I           (I - ISO,U - USA,E - EUR,J - JIS,L - Local)

   Time format     ===> I           (I - ISO,U - USA,E - EUR,J - JIS,L - Local)

_______________________________________________________________________________

To display the RLX Color Attributes panel, first specify a Change Defaults Environmental Parameter value of Y. Then
press ENTER to proceed to the second and third RLX Profile definition panels.

Limiting the Number of SQL Query Result Rows Loaded into ISPF Tables
The RLX CONTROL LIMIT service places a limit on the number of rows of an SQL query result that are loaded into a
target ISPF table by the RLX DECLARE ISPFTABLE service. When the limit value is exceeded, RLX returns control to
your dialog with a special SQLCODE of +100001. The syntax for requesting the CONTROL LIMIT service is as follows:

RLX CONTROL LIMIT limit_value

The 'limit_value' is an integer value between 0 and 2,147,483,647.

RLX does not attempt to limit the number of rows that are loaded when the limit_value is less than +1. The limit value
indicates the number of rows that are loaded into the target ISPF table rather than the number of rows that are FETCHed
from the SQL query result. Generally, the number of rows FETCHed is equal to the number of rows loaded, but that is not
always the case.

For more information, see the description of the DECLARE ISPFTABLE service in Loading SQL Query Results Directly
into ISPF Tables.

SQL Query Results Previously Loaded into ISPF Tables
The RLX CONTROL ISPFTABLE service lets you specify whether to add rows to a SQL answer set that was previously
loaded into an ISPF table or to  delete the rows of the previous query result. This refinement makes it unnecessary for the
dialog to issue explicit ISPEXEC TBEND statements.

The RLX CONTROL ISPFTABLE service can be applied generically to all temporary or permanent ISPF tables.
Alternatively, the service can reference a specific ISPF table. The syntax for requesting the CONTROL ISPFTABLE
service is as follows:

RLX CONTROL ISPFTABLE   EXTEND/DELETE TEMP/PERM/ISPFTABLE_name

The 'EXTEND/DELETE' respectively correspond to adding rows to a SQL answer set that was previously loaded into an
ISPF table or to deleting the rows of the previous query result.

The keywords TEMP/PERM generically apply to all temporary or permanent ISPF tables that are referenced in RLX
DECLARE ISPFTABLE statements. ISPF temporary tables are those created with the NOWRITE option while permanent
ISPF tables are written to disk when closed. Alternatively, a specific ISPF table can be referenced instead of the TEMP or
keywords.

Specifying an Underscore Replacement Character
The RLX CONTROL URC service lets you dynamically designate a replacement character for the underscore '_' during
the RLX dialog execution. This replacement is necessary because, although the underscore is a valid character in forming
a Db2 entity name (column names in particular), the underscore is illegal as part of the name of an ISPF dialog variable.
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A name like COL_NAME can create severe errors in ISPF dialog services or the RLX DECLARE ISPFTABLE service. The
syntax for requesting the CONTROL LIMIT service is as follows:

RLX CONTROL URC underscore_replacement_character

Although any alphabetic or national character is allowable, we recommend that you choose an underscore replacement
character from among the national characters #, @ and $.

Dropping Previously Prepared RLX Statements
The RLX CONTROL DROP STATEMENT service lets developers DROP all statements that were previously prepared by
RLX. This service can ensure that a RLX procedure does not fail if it runs out of slots that correspond to sets of dynamic
SQL statements associated with a DECLAREd CURSOR.

NOTE
RLX provides overflow mechanisms for all statements except the DECLARE CURSOR and its related OPEN,
FETCH, and CLOSE statements. Overflow facilities are available for INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE as well as
the singleton SELECT and DECLARE ISPFTABLE services.

The syntax for requesting the CONTROL STATEMENT DROP service is as follows:

RLX CONTROL STATEMENT DROP

Although any alphabetic or national character is allowable, we recommend that you choose an underscore replacement
character from among the national characters #, @, and $.

The PURGE Service
The PURGE service lets RLX developers drop a statement that was previously prepared by RLX. The PURGE operation
frees the control blocks and storage buffers that are associated with an RLX statement. The PURGE service also releases
the ‘slot’ that is associated with a dynamic SQL statement and makes the slot available for reuse.

NOTE
Slots refer to the capacity of the Db2 application plan that is used by RLX in terms of the number of dynamic
SQL statements that can be concurrently prepared and executed.

RLX applications can use the PURGE service to ensure that the procedure does not fail because it runs out of available
slots for dynamic SQL statements or because the virtual storage becomes exhausted. This is useful for long running batch
procedures.

The syntax for requesting the PURGE service is as follows:

RLX PURGE <statement>

The <statement> refers to any one of the following:

(1) The asterisk (*) directs RLX to remove all active statements.

(2) <statement> can refer to the symbolic name of a SQL statement that is to be removed. RLX assigns a unique internal
label to each statement during its preparation. Each time RLX subsequently executes a statement, RLX returns the
symbolic name of the statement to your application in the variable named RLXSTNM. The following example illustrates
the use of the &RLXSTNM variable.

RLX INSERT ...

WRITE ‘Symbolic name of INSERT statement = ‘ RLXSTNM

RLX PURGE &RLXSTNM

One word of caution concerning the &RLXSTNM variable. The content is volatile in that its value is updated after each
RLX statement executes. You can assign &RLXSTNM to another variable to preserve its value.
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(3) <Statement> can refer to the name of a declared CURSOR, as in the following example:

RLX DECLARE CURSOR NAME CURSOR FOR

    SELECT ...'

RLX PUREGE CURSOR_NAME      

Here 'cursor_name' references the name of the declared cursor.

(4) The name of a declared ISPFTABLE, as in the following example:

RLX DECLARE ISPFQRY ISPFTABLE FOR

    SELECT ...'

RLX PURGE ISPFQRY     

Here the name 'ispfqry' references the name of the declared ISPF table.

The following sample CLIST that is named RLXSPURG in the RLXCLIST library illustrates use of the PURGE service.

NOTE
If the name belongs to a DECLARED cursor, the CURSOR must be closed at the time the PURGE service is
issued. Otherwise, unpredictable errors can result.

_______________________________________________________________________

PROC 0

RLX INSERT INTO SOME.Db2_TABLE                             (1)

     VALUES (‘LITERAL’, CURRENT DATE)’

SET INSERT_STATEMENT_NAME = &RLXSTNMM                      (2)

RLX PURGE &INSERT_STATEMENT_NAME                           (3)

/*  other RLX statements */

RLX PURGE *                                                (4)

EXIT

(1)    RLX returns the symbolic name of the statement in variable &RLXSTNM after the INSERT statement

 executes.

(2)    Save the name of the INSERT statement by assigning it to the variable insert_statement_name

(3)    PURGE the INSERT statement by refering to its symbolic name (contained in variable

 &insert_statement_name)

(4)    The asterisk notation releases all prepared RLX statements

_______________________________________________________________________

Loading SQL Query Results Directly into ISPF Tables
The DECLARE ISPFTABLE service provides a simpler and faster means of loading an SQL result table into a temporary
or permanent ISPF table.

The CLIST code in the following example illustrates the separate ISPEXEC and RLX SQL statements that are ordinarily
required to create an ISPF temporary table and load it with an SQL query result.

________________________________________________________________
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ISPEXEC TBCREATE FRUITTBL -

   NAMES(APPLES, ORANGES, PEACHES, IPEACHES) NOWRITE

RLX DECLARE FRUIT_CSR CURSOR FOR -

    SELECT APPLES, ORANGES, PEACHES -

       FROM  FRUIT_TABLE -

       WHERE APPLES = :APPLES

RLX OPEN FRUIT_CSR

RLX FETCH FRUIT_CSR INTO :APPLES, :ORANGES, :PEACHES:IPEACHES

DO WHILE &SQLCODE = 0

   FRUITTBL

   RLX FETCH FRUIT_CSR INTO :APPLES, :ORANGES, :PEACHES:IPEACHES

END

RLX CLOSE FRUIT_CSR

________________________________________________________________

You can achieve the same result by using the DECLARE ISPFTABLE service that is shown in the following example.
This service combines all of these ISPEXEC and SQL services into a statement format, which is a hybrid of the SQL
DECLARE CURSOR and singleton SELECT statements.

__________________________________________________

RLX DECLARE FRUITTBL ISPFTABLE FOR -

    SELECT APPLES, ORANGES, PEACHES

       INTO :APPLES, :ORANGES, :PEACHES:IPEACHES -

       FROM  FRUIT_TABLE -

       WHERE APPLES = :APPLES

__________________________________________________

The RLX DECLARE ISPFTABLE statement is patterned after the standard SQL DECLARE CURSOR statement. The
syntax substitutes the keyword ISPFTABLE for the keyword CURSOR. The statement identifies FRUITTBL as the ISPF
target table into which the SQL result table is loaded. The optional INTO clause from the singleton SELECT statement lets
you specify the names of host main variables and indicator variables INTO which column values are retrieved.

The ISPF Table Created by the DECLARE ISPFTABLE service
If the target ISPF table that is referenced in the DECLARE ISPFTABLE statement is not ALREADY open for processing
when the RLX DECLARE ISPFTABLE service is requested, RLX issues a default ISPEXEC TBCREATE on the dialog's
behalf. This is illustrated in the following example.

______________________________________________________________________

                   (1)

ISPEXEC FRUITTBL -

   NAMES(APPLES, ORANGES, PEACHES, IPEACHES) NOWRITE

    (2)  <------------- (3) -------------->    (4)

1 - RLX creates the ISPF table identified in the DECLARE ispf_table

    ISPFTABLE clause.

2 - The ISPF table is comprised entirely of non key variables

3 - The list of host main and indicator variables appearing in the
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    INTO clause become the column variables of the ISPF target table.

4 - RLX creates a temporary ISPF table (NOWRITE)

______________________________________________________________________

Default Action
If you choose to omit the INTO clause of the DECLARE ISPFTABLE statement, RLX uses the name of the SQL result
column as the name of the host main variable as well as the ISPF table row variable. In exceptional cases where this is
not feasible, RLX still offers a useful alternative. The exceptional instances are:

1. The SQL result column name exceeds 8 characters in length.
For example: TOO_LONG_NAME

NOTE
If the SQL result column is 8 characters or less in length, but contains an underscore (COL_NAME), RLX
substitutes the Underscore Replacement Character that is defined in the profile or the RLX CONTROL URC
service.

2. The SQL result column has no name. For example:
– SQL Built-in functions, such as AVG(COLUMN1).
– Multi-term expressions, such as COLUMN_NAME + 10.
– literal constants, such as 10 or 'CONSTANT'.

In these two instances, RLX derives dialog variable names according to the following convention:

• MDVxxx for each (M)ain (D)ialog (V)ariable where xxx is the ordinal number (1st, 2nd, 3rd, ...) of the SELECT list
column for which RLX is deriving a default name. For example, if AVG(PEACHES) is the third column in the SELECT
list, RLX generates the name MDV003 for both the host main variable and ISPF table row variable.

If the SQL result column permits NULL values, RLX also generates index variables according to a similar convention:

• IDVxxx for each (I)ndicator (D)ialog (V)ariable where xxx corresponds to the ordinal number (1st, 2nd, 3rd, ...) of the
SELECT list column with which the indicator variable is associated. For example, if APPLES is the first column in the
SELECT list, and it permits NULLS, the derived name of its indicator dialog variable isIDV00

Illustration of Default Handling
_______________________________________

RLX DECLARE FRUITTBL ISPFTABLE FOR    -

   SELECT AVG(APPLES), PEACHES + 10, -

      'PEARS',  CANTALOUPES   -

   FROM  FRUIT_TABLE -

   WHERE APPLES = :APPLES -

   GROUP BY PEACHES, CANTALOUPES

_______________________________________

Assume that each SELECT list column, except the literal constant 'PEARS', can assume a value of NULL. In this
example, RLX issues the following default ISPEXEC TBCREATE service on behalf of the dialog.

_______________________________________________________________________

ISPEXEC TBCREATE FRUITTBL NAMES

  (MDV001, IDV001, MDV002, IDV002, MDV003, MDV004, IDV004) NOWRITE

     (1)     (2)     (3)     (4)     (5)     (6)     (7)
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where

1 - The built in function AVG(APPLES) is the first column in the

    SELECT list.  It becomes main dialog variable MDV001.

2 - The built in function AVG(APPLES) may assume a value of NULL.  As

    such RLX creates an indicator dialog variable for this first

    SELECT list column named IDV001.

3 - The multi term expression PEACHES + 10 is the second column in

    SELECT list.  It becomes main dialog variable MDV002.

4 - PEACHES + 10 may assume a value of NULL.  As such RLX creates an

    indicator dialog variable for this second SELECT list column named

    IDV002.

5 - The constant 'PEARS' is the third column in the SELECT list.

    Thus it becomes main dialog variable MDV003.

6 - The result column name CANTALOUPES exceeds 8 characters in length.

    As the fourth column in the SELECT list, it becomes MDV004.

7 - CANTALOUPES may assume a value of NULL.  As such RLX creates an

    indicator dialog variable for this fourth SELECT list column named

    IDV004.

_______________________________________________________________________

Issuing Explicit ISPEXEC TBCREATE or TBOPEN Service Requests
RLX only issues a default ISPEXEC TBCREATE for the dialog if it determines that the ISPF table that is referenced in the
DECLARE ISPFTABLE statement is not open for processing. Rather than accept the default TBCREATE that is issued by
RLX, you can explicitly code an ISPEXEC TBCREATE or TBOPEN statement. You may choose to do so for the following
reasons:

• To create an ISPF table with keyed as well as unkeyed columns.
• To load the SQL result table into a permanent rather than temporary table.
• To load an ISPF table with columns that do not correspond exactly to the columns in the SELECT INTO list of the

DECLARE ISPFTABLE statement. You can load an ISPF table with columns that are either a subset or a superset of
the SQL result table.

Consider the dialog processing for the following example. The indicator dialog variable IPEACHES appears in the
SELECT INTO clause to prevent a terminating error if the query returns a row with a NULL value in the PEACHES
column. Your application does not require you to store the indicator variable IPEACHES in the ISPF table. However, the
dialog does not present the indicator variable to the user on the scrollable ISPF table display.

___________________________________________________________________

ISPEXEC TBCREATE FRUITTBL -

   KEYS(APPLES) NAMES(ORANGES, PEACHES) WRITE

          (1)         <----- (2) ---->   (3)

RLX DECLARE FRUITTBL ISPFTABLE FOR -

    SELECT APPLES, ORANGES, PEACHES -

       INTO :APPLES, :ORANGES, :PEACHES:IPEACHES -
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       FROM  FRUIT_TABLE -

       WHERE APPLES = :APPLES

where

(1) The APPLES column may be used as a key to access the ISPF table.

(2) The ISPF table's non key variables include just the main dialog

    variables ORANGES and PEACHES.

(3) The ISPF table will be saved on disk once it is closed.

___________________________________________________________________

 

The following example illustrates the full context in which an explicit ISPEXEC TBCREATE service request is issued.

________________________________________________________________________

PROC 0

SET DIALOG = CONTINUE

DO WHILE &DIALOG = CONTINUE

   ISPEXEC DISPLAY PANEL(WHERE)  /*  Obtain values for WHERE clause

   IF &LASTCC > 0 THEN +

   DO

      SET DIALOG = STOP

      GOTO LOOPEXIT

   END

   /*  Explicitly create the ISPF table the dialog will display

   ISPEXEC RLXNUM KEYS(DV1 IV1) NAMES(DV2 IV2 DV3 IV3 DV4 IV4 +

   DV5 IV5 DV6 IV6) NOWRITE

   /*  The INTO clause of the DECLARE ISPFTABLE service enables the

   /*  developer to name the target main and indicator variables

   /*  corresponding to the query result's SELECT list

   RLX DECLARE DATATYPE ISPFTABLE FOR -

       SELECT INTEGER, SMALLINT, DEC150, DEC55, CHAR5, VARCHAR10 -

       INTO :DV1:IV1, :DV2:IV2,:DV3:IV3,:DV4:IV4, :DVA:IVA, :DV5:IV5 -

       FROM RLXNUM -

       WHERE INTEGER BETWEEN :LOW AND :HIGH  -

       ORDER BY INTEGER

   SET SCODE = &SQLCODE

   IF &SQLCODE = 0 THEN  /* Were any rows FETCHed successfully ? */ +

   DO

      DO WHILE &LASTCC = 0

         ISPEXEC TBDISPL DATATYPE PANEL(DATATYPE)

      END

   END
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   DATATYPE

LOOPEXIT: +

END

EXIT CODE(0)

________________________________________________________________________

Nuances of DECLARE ISPFTABLE Operation
Typically, the number of rows FETCHed and the number of rows that are loaded into a target ISPF table are the same, but
not always. The FETCH/load counts can differ when the SQL query result contains duplicate values for those SQL result
columns that are defined as keyed columns in the ISPF table.

In the following example, six rows are FETCHed from the SQL query result, but only three rows are successfully loaded
into the target ISPF table. Three of the result row values for column name EMPID were duplicates.

_____________________________________________________________________

SELECT EMPID, LNAME, FNAME, DEPT -

   FROM EMPLOYEE_TABLE -

ISPEXEC TBCREATE EMPLOYEE KEYS(DEPT) NAMES(EMPID, LNAME, FNAME) WRITE

EMPID    DEPT          SQL FETCH / ISPF Table load outcome

-----    ----          ----------------------------------------------

00001    A100          <--- first  row retrieved / first  row loaded

00002    A100          <--- second row retrieved / row load failed

00003    A100          <--- third  row retrieved / row load failed

00004    A100          <--- fourth row retrieved / row load failed

00005    A500          <--- fifth  row retrieved / second row loaded

00006    A600          <--- sixth  row retrieved / third  row loaded

_____________________________________________________________________

 

You can limit the number of rows that the DECLARE ISPFTABLE service loads in the RLX CONTROL LIMIT service that
is described in Input Editing and Output Formatting of DATE Datatype.

NOTE
The limit check RLX performs is made on the number of rows that are loaded rather than the number of rows
that are FETCHed.

Processing Query Results on Scrollable ISPF Panels
Once a SQL query result is loaded into an ISPF table, the RLX TBDISPL service lets you display and process the SQL
query result on a scrollable, ISPF table display panel.

The syntax of the RLX TBDISPL service is patterned after the ISPF TBDISPL service. The following example shows how
the RLX TBDISPL layers additional facilities on the function base that is provided by ISPF TBDISPL.

________________________________________________________________
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                   ---------------------------

                   |                         |

Extension 2   ---> | LEFT / RIGHT scrolling  |

                   |                         |

                   ---------------------------

                   |                         |

Extension 1   ---> | Create table display    |

                   | panel dynamically       |

                   |                         |

                   ---------------------------

                   |                         |

Base function ---> | ISPEXEC TBDISPL service |

                   |                         |

                   ---------------------------

________________________________________________________________

RLX TBDISPL combines the SQL query result, ISPF table, and ISPF table display panel into a powerful composite object.
Dialog developers and users can easily manipulate this composite object. RLX TBDISPL works with query results that are
loaded through the RLX DECLARE ISPFTABLE service in a single, composite operation. RLX TBDISPL also works with
query results that are loaded through native SQL and ISPF services, such as TBCREATE, DECLARE CURSOR, OPEN,
FETCH, TBADD, and CLOSE.

Dynamically Designed Panels
With the ISPF TBDISPL service, you must first design and edit an appropriate table display panel before you can display
the contents of an ISPF table. The RLX TBDISPL, however, dynamically creates a suitable panel. The following example
shows the display that is produced for the SQL Query Result 'DATATYPE'. The columns are named for their datatypes.

_______________________________________________________________________________

SQL Query Result 'DATATYPE'---------------------------------------  ROW 1 OF 14

Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> HALF

       INTEGER  SMALLINT      DEC55  CHAR5  MDV005      DATE        TIME

          1(I)      2(S)       3(P)  4(C)   5(V)        6(DATE)     7(TIME)

            57        57    0.57000  C57    VC57        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            58        58    0.58000  C58    VC58        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            59        59    0.59000  C59    VC59        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            63        63    0.63000  C63    VC63        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            78        78    0.78000  C78    VC78        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            82        82    0.82000  C82    VC82        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            82        82    0.82000  C82    VC82        1988-11-23  13.24.23

            82        82    0.82000  C82    VC82        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            82        82    0.82000  C82    VC82        1988-11-23  13.24.23

            87        87    0.87000  C87    VC87        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            93        93    0.93000  C93    VC93        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            93        93    0.93000  C93    VC93        1992-10-18  11.16.45

           100       100    0.10000  C100   VC100       1992-10-18  11.16.45

           100       100    0.10000  C100   -           1992-10-18  11.16.45

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

_______________________________________________________________________________

This example further illustrates the following points:
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• Query result columns with a numeric datatype appear right justified.
• Non-numeric query result columns appear left justified.
• The RLX TBDISPL service can expand the width of the display in accordance with the width of the logical screen.

Horizontal Scrolling
Scrolling lets you move the viewable data window up, down, left, and right across the data. In addition to the vertical
scrolling supported by the ISPF TBDISPL service, the RLX TBDISPL service supports the horizontal scrolling of query
results that are too wide to fit on one screen. UP / DOWN scrolling brings new rows into view while LEFT / RIGHT
scrolling brings new columns into view.

The following example shows how column headings scroll along with column data as RIGHT scroll commands are
executed.

NOTE
RLX provides this horizontal scroll support automatically whenever the width of the SQL query result exceeds
the width of the logical screen.

_______________________________________________________________________________

SQL Query Result 'DATATYPE' -------------------------------------  ROW 1 OF 14

Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> HALF

MDV005            DATE              TIME            MDV008

5(V)              6(DATE)           7(TIME)         8(TIMESTAMP)

VC57              1989-01-21        16.42.23        1989-01-21-16.42.23.123450

VC58              1989-01-21        16.42.23        1989-01-21-16.42.23.123450

VC59              1989-01-21        16.42.23        1989-01-21-16.42.23.123450

VC63              1989-01-21        16.42.23        1989-01-21-16.42.23.123450

VC78              1989-01-21        16.42.23        1989-01-21-16.42.23.123450

VC82              1989-01-21        16.42.23        1989-01-21-16.42.23.123450

VC82              1988-11-23        13.24.23        -

VC82              1989-01-21        16.42.23        1989-01-21-16.42.23.123450

VC82              1988-11-23        13.24.23        -

VC87              1989-01-21        16.42.23        1989-01-21-16.42.23.123450

VC93              1989-01-21        16.42.23        1989-01-21-16.42.23.123450

VC93              1992-10-18        11.16.45        -

VC100             1992-10-18        11.16.45        -

-                 1992-10-18        11.16.45        -

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

_______________________________________________________________________________

Scrollable Column Headings
RLX TBDISPL produces a pair of headings for each column of the generated display. The first heading identifies the
columns name. The second heading specifies the column datatype. RLX references the SQL query result and ISPF table
where the query result was loaded to obtain this information.

    INTEGER  SMALLINT      DEC55  CHAR5  MDV005      DATE        TIME

       1(I)      2(S)       3(P)  4(C)   5(V)        6(DATE)     7(TIME)

RLX TBDISPL derives the column name from the name of the ISPF table variable. These dialog variable names are
limited to eight characters in length.
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The Data Type heading beneath the Column Name heading consists of two components.

The first component is an ordinal number that identifies the column position within the sequence of the query result
columns. This ordinal number uniquely identifies the column and can be used instead of the column name in the RLX
TBDISPL commands. See the discussion of RLX TBDISPL namelist commands in Namelist Commands and RLX
TBDISPL Operands.

The second component identifies the query result column datatype. The following table explains the codes and
corresponding datatypes that can appear in the Datatype Heading.

        _______________________________________________________

        Code                Datatype

        ---------           --------

        DATE                Date

        TIME                Time

        TIMESTAMP           Timestamp

        V                   Varchar

        C                   Character

        LV                  Long Varchar

        VG                  Vargraphic

        G                   Graphic

        LVG                 Long Vargraphic

        FLOAT               Float (Single and double precision)

        P                   Packed Decimal

        I                   Integer

        S                   Small Integer

        _______________________________________________________

RLX TBDISPL Commands
The RLX TBDISPL service provides facilities for manipulating and rearranging the tabular display. Developers can specify
operands of the RLX TBDISPL service when coding the dialog. Users can enter RLX TBDISPL commands interactively
during the dialog execution. Both developers and users use the same commands.

The interactive RLX TBDISPL commands let the dialog user control and manipulate the display as well as scroll the
data vertically and horizontally. Users enter commands and command parameters in the Command field on line 2 of the
display, as in the following example.

Command ===> COMMAND STRING

Scrolling
Scrolling lets you move the viewing window up, down, left, and right across the data. The RLX TBDISPL service
supports vertical scrolling, as supported by the ISPF TBDISPL service, through the UP and DOWN system commands.
In addition, the RLX TBDISPL service supports LEFT / RIGHT scrolling of query results that are too wide to fit on one
screen. UP / DOWN scrolling brings new ROWS into view. LEFT / RIGHT scrolling brings new COLUMNS into view.

The headings scroll along with the data as different columns of the ISPF table come into view. RLX provides horizontal
scroll support automatically when the width of the SQL query result columns exceeds the width of the display terminal.

RLX TBDISPL temporarily overlays any LEFT / RIGHT PF key definitions in the dialog user profile with RLX >LEFT and
>RIGHT commands. Typically these commands are PF7/PF22 for >LEFT and PF8/PF23 for >RIGHT. RLX saves the
dialog user's original PF key definitions and restores them before exiting.
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You must key >LEFT and >RIGHT (rather than LEFT and RIGHT) when the horizontal scroll commands are entered
on the Command line rather than by pressing a PF key. The > prefix ensures that the command is passed to the RLX
TBDISPL service. Otherwise ISPF kicks out the command as an unsupported function.

Scroll Amounts
The scroll amount field at the far right of line 2 of the display governs the number of lines or columns that are scrolled with
each command. You can overtype the scroll amount.

Scroll ===> HALF

Valid scroll amounts and the number of columns scrolled left or right with each command are:

• A number from 1 to 9999 scrolls by that number of characters.
• PAGE: Scrolls by the amount of information that is visible on a page. The page scroll amount for >LEFT and >RIGHT

commands depends on the logical screen width, which varies with the terminal type
• HALF: Scrolls by half of a page.
• MAX: Scrolls to the top, bottom, left margin, or right margin, depending upon which scrolling command is used.
• CSR: Behaves like a PAGE scroll when used with >LEFT and >RIGHT commands

You can also enter a scroll amount directly in the Command field. This scroll amount is used with the current scroll
command only. In the first example, both the scroll command and scroll amount are keyed into the Command field and
followed by pressing the ENTER key.

COMMAND ===> >RIGHT 3

Or key just the scroll amount and press the >RIGHT PF key.

COMMAND ===> 3

Horizontal Character Scrolling
Commands like >RIGHT 10 or >LEFT 4 produce a horizontal scroll by the specified number of characters or bytes. Note
that RLX TBDISPL scrolls the width of at least one query result column in response to a character scroll request. For
example, when the datatype of the query result column is CHAR(5) and a >RIGHT 3 scroll command is entered, RLX
scrolls right five characters to position to the next column.

Column Scrolling
Column scrolling shifts the display horizontally by the specified number of query result columns. With Column scrolling,
the width of the entire column counts as one, regardless of the query result column width in characters. The following
examples show the before and after display that is associated with the RIGHT column scroll command.

COMMAND ===> >RIGHT COL 2

_______________________________________________________________________________

SQL Query Result 'DATATYPE' --------------------------------------  ROW 1 OF 14

Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> HALF

SEL   DATE        TIME      MDV008                                      FLOAT

      6(DATE)     7(TIME)   8(TIMESTAMP)                             9(FLOAT)

      1989-01-21  16.42.23  1989-01-21-16.42.23.123450                     57

      1989-01-21  16.42.23  1989-01-21-16.42.23.123450                     58

      1989-01-21  16.42.23  1989-01-21-16.42.23.123450                     59
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      1989-01-21  16.42.23  1989-01-21-16.42.23.123450    3.1415920257568E+00

      1989-01-21  16.42.23  1989-01-21-16.42.23.123450    3.1415920257568E+00

      1989-01-21  16.42.23  1989-01-21-16.42.23.123450    3.1415920257568E+00

      1988-11-23  13.24.23  -                             3.1415920257568E+00

      1989-01-21  16.42.23  1989-01-21-16.42.23.123450    3.1415920257568E+00

      1988-11-23  13.24.23  -                             3.1415920257568E+00

      1989-01-21  16.42.23  1989-01-21-16.42.23.123450    3.1415920257568E+00

      1989-01-21  16.42.23  1989-01-21-16.42.23.123450    3.1415920257568E+00

      1992-10-18  11.16.45  -                             3.1415920257568E+00

      1992-10-18  11.16.45  -                             3.1415920257568E+00

      1992-10-18  11.16.45  -                             3.1415920257568E+00

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

_______________________________________________________________________________

The following example shows how RLX scrolls the width of two query result columns.

_______________________________________________________________________________

SQL Query Result 'DATATYPE' --------------------------------------  ROW 1 OF 14

Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> HALF

SEL              MDV008                                                 FLOAT

                 8(TIMESTAMP)                                        9(FLOAT)

                 1989-01-21-16.42.23.123450                                57

                 1989-01-21-16.42.23.123450                                58

                 1989-01-21-16.42.23.123450                                59

                 1989-01-21-16.42.23.123450               3.1415920257568E+00

                 1989-01-21-16.42.23.123450               3.1415920257568E+00

                 1989-01-21-16.42.23.123450               3.1415920257568E+00

                 -                                        3.1415920257568E+00

                 1989-01-21-16.42.23.123450               3.1415920257568E+00

                 -                                        3.1415920257568E+00

                 1989-01-21-16.42.23.123450               3.1415920257568E+00

                 1989-01-21-16.42.23.123450               3.1415920257568E+00

                 -                                        3.1415920257568E+00

                 -                                        3.1415920257568E+00

                 -                                        3.1415920257568E+00

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

_______________________________________________________________________________

The SELECT Command
The SELECT command tells RLX whether to include or omit a modifiable selection field for each row. When enabled,
the Selection field is locked in place as the leftmost column on the display. The LEFT and RIGHT scroll commands do
not affect the SELECT field. RLX TBDISPL makes the contents of the Selection field available to your dialog in a dialog
variable named RTDSEL. See Dialog Variables Updated by RLX TBDISPL for details.

You can request the Selection field by specifying SELECT ON or SELECT YES in the command field on line 2.

Command ===> SELECT ON

The following example shows the display after the SELECT ON command executes.

_______________________________________________________________________________
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SQL Query Result 'DATATYPE' --------------------------------------  ROW 1 OF 14

Command ===> SELECT NO                                         Scroll ===> HALF

SEL       INTEGER  SMALLINT      DEC55  CHAR5  MDV005      DATE        TIME

             1(I)      2(S)       3(P)  4(C)   5(V)        6(DATE)     7(TIME)

               57        57    0.57000  C57    VC57        1989-01-21  16.42.23

               58        58    0.58000  C58    VC58        1989-01-21  16.42.23

               59        59    0.59000  C59    VC59        1989-01-21  16.42.23

               63        63    0.63000  C63    VC63        1989-01-21  16.42.23

               78        78    0.78000  C78    VC78        1989-01-21  16.42.23

               82        82    0.82000  C82    VC82        1989-01-21  16.42.23

               82        82    0.82000  C82    VC82        1988-11-23  13.24.23

               82        82    0.82000  C82    VC82        1989-01-21  16.42.23

               82        82    0.82000  C82    VC82        1988-11-23  13.24.23

               87        87    0.87000  C87    VC87        1989-01-21  16.42.23

               93        93    0.93000  C93    VC93        1989-01-21  16.42.23

               93        93    0.93000  C93    VC93        1992-10-18  11.16.45

              100       100    0.10000  C100   VC100       1992-10-18  11.16.45

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

_______________________________________________________________________________

To remove the leading row SELECTION field, enter the following command:

Command ===> SELECT NO

The following example shows the resulting display.

__________________________________________________________________________________

SQL Query Result 'DATATYPE' --------------------------------------  ROW 1 OF 14

Command ===> SELECT NO                                         Scroll ===> HALF

       INTEGER  SMALLINT      DEC55  CHAR5  MDV005      DATE        TIME

          1(I)      2(S)       3(P)  4(C)   5(V)        6(DATE)     7(TIME)

            57        57    0.57000  C57    VC57        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            58        58    0.58000  C58    VC58        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            59        59    0.59000  C59    VC59        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            63        63    0.63000  C63    VC63        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            78        78    0.78000  C78    VC78        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            82        82    0.82000  C82    VC82        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            82        82    0.82000  C82    VC82        1988-11-23  13.24.23

            82        82    0.82000  C82    VC82        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            82        82    0.82000  C82    VC82        1988-11-23  13.24.23

            87        87    0.87000  C87    VC87        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            93        93    0.93000  C93    VC93        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            93        93    0.93000  C93    VC93        1992-10-18  11.16.45

           100       100    0.10000  C100   VC100       1992-10-18  11.16.45

           100       100    0.10000  C100   -           1992-10-18  11.16.45

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

_______________________________________________________________________________
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Namelist Commands
The RLX TBDISPL service provides a set of namelist commands that control various attributes of the displayed columns.
These namelist commands occur in pairs. A given attribute is activated by one command of the pair and deactivated by
the other. The namelist command pairs include:

MODIFY

PROTECT

CAPS

ASIS

FREEZE

THAW

NULLS

NONULLS

The namelist commands accept a list of dialog variable names and/or ordinal column numbers from the two heading lines
as their arguments. Alternatively, the following keywords globally reference all the query result columns.

YES/NO/ALL/NONE/ON/OFF

YES, ALL, and ON are synonyms. Similarly, NO, NONE, and OFF are synonyms.

Specification of Namelists
Namelist command syntax is the same whether the list is coded as an operand of the RLX TBDISPL service or as a
command that is entered interactively at run time. A namelist consists of a list of names or ordinal column numbers that
are enclosed in parentheses. Within the parentheses, the names or ordinal numbers can be separated with commas or
blanks.

(DV1 2 DV3)

You can omit the parenthesis when the command is entered interactively and the list consists of a single name, ordinal
number, or global keyword.

Command ===> NULLS ON

However, if the same command is coded as an operand of the RLX TBDISPL service, the parentheses MUST included.

RLX TBDISPL ...  NULLS(ON)

The PROTECT and MODIFY Commands
The PROTECT command lets you prevent one or more columns from being modified. Once a column is protected, you
cannot key data into it or tab to it.

The MODIFY command lets you designate a list of one or more columns that can be modified by the user.

The CAPS and ASIS Commands
The CAPS command lets you designate a list of one or more columns whose content is translated to uppercase before
being passed to the dialog or the database.
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The ASIS command lets you designate a list of one or more columns whose content is passed directly to the dialog or the
database.

The FREEZE and THAW Commands
The FREEZE command lets you designate a list of one or more columns that is NOT subject to left/right scrolling. Frozen
columns remain anchored in place regardless of the scroll command. For example, you can FREEZE a primary or foreign
key column so that it is always visible for reference.

NOTE
Notes on FREEZE:

1. It is not necessary to explicitly lock the SELECT field.
2. RLX locks indicator variables along with their corresponding host main variables.
3. RLX limits the sum of the widths of the frozen columns to the panel logical screen width.

The following example shows the display before the FREEZE command is executed:

Command ===> FREEZE (INTEGER CHAR5 7)

_______________________________________________________________________________

SQL Query Result 'DATATYPE' --------------------------------------- ROW 1 OF 14

Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> HALF

       INTEGER  SMALLINT      DEC55  CHAR5  MDV005      DATE        TIME

          1(I)      2(S)       3(P)  4(C)   5(V)        6(DATE)     7(TIME)

            57        57    0.57000  C57    VC57        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            58        58    0.58000  C58    VC58        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            59        59    0.59000  C59    VC59        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            63        63    0.63000  C63    VC63        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            78        78    0.78000  C78    VC78        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            82        82    0.82000  C82    VC82        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            82        82    0.82000  C82    VC82        1988-11-23  13.24.23

            82        82    0.82000  C82    VC82        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            82        82    0.82000  C82    VC82        1988-11-23  13.24.23

            87        87    0.87000  C87    VC87        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            93        93    0.93000  C93    VC93        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            93        93    0.93000  C93    VC93        1992-10-18  11.16.45

           100       100    0.10000  C100   VC100       1992-10-18  11.16.45

           100       100    0.10000  C100   -           1992-10-18  11.16.45

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

_______________________________________________________________________________

After FREEZE executes, the query result columns that are named INTEGER, CHAR5, and TIME (7th column within the
query result column series) begin the sequence. These columns appear on every display and are not subject to horizontal
scrolling.

_______________________________________________________________________________

SQL Query Result 'DATATYPE' --------------------------------------- ROW 1 OF 14

Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> HALF

       INTEGER  CHAR5  TIME      SMALLINT      DEC55  MDV005      DATE

          1(I)  4(C)   7(TIME)       2(S)       3(P)  5(V)        6(DATE)
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            57  C57    16.42.23        57    0.57000  VC57        1989-01-21

            58  C58    16.42.23        58    0.58000  VC58        1989-01-21

            59  C59    16.42.23        59    0.59000  VC59        1989-01-21

            63  C63    16.42.23        63    0.63000  VC63        1989-01-21

            78  C78    16.42.23        78    0.78000  VC78        1989-01-21

            82  C82    16.42.23        82    0.82000  VC82        1989-01-21

            82  C82    13.24.23        82    0.82000  VC82        1988-11-23

            82  C82    16.42.23        82    0.82000  VC82        1989-01-21

            82  C82    13.24.23        82    0.82000  VC82        1988-11-23

            87  C87    16.42.23        87    0.87000  VC87        1989-01-21

            93  C93    16.42.23        93    0.93000  VC93        1989-01-21

            93  C93    11.16.45        93    0.93000  VC93        1992-10-18

           100  C100   11.16.45       100    0.10000  VC100       1992-10-18

           100  C100   11.16.45       100    0.10000  -           1992-10-18

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

_______________________________________________________________________________

The THAW command lets you unlock one or more frozen columns THAWed columns are once again subject to LEFT and
RIGHT scrolling.

The NULLS and NONULLS Commands
The NULLS command governs whether indicator variables appear next to their associated host main variables on the
display. Indicator variables allow NULL values to be displayed, inserted, or updated. The following example shows the
display that results from issuing the NULLS ON command. Each SQL query result column that can assume a value of
NULL is paired with its corresponding indicator dialog variable (IDV).

_______________________________________________________________________________

SQL Query Result 'DATATYPE' --------------------------------------- ROW 1 OF 14

Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> HALF

       INTEGER    IDV001   SMALLINT    IDV002       DEC55    IDV003   CHAR5

          1(I)      1(S)       2(S)      2(S)        3(P)      3(S)   4(C)

            57         0         57         0     0.57000         0   C57

            58         0         58         0     0.58000         0   C58

            59         0         59         0     0.59000         0   C59

            63         0         63         0     0.63000         0   C63

            78         0         78         0     0.78000         0   C78

            82         0         82         0     0.82000         0   C82

            82         0         82         0     0.82000         0   C82

            82         0         82         0     0.82000         0   C82

            82         0         82         0     0.82000         0   C82

            87         0         87         0     0.87000         0   C87

            93         0         93         0     0.93000         0   C93

            93         0         93         0     0.93000         0   C93

           100         0        100         0     0.10000         0   C100

           100         0        100         0     0.10000         0   C100

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

_______________________________________________________________________________

The following example shows the display after issuing a NULLS OFF command.
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_______________________________________________________________________________

SQL Query Result 'DATATYPE' --------------------------------------- ROW 1 OF 14

Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> HALF

       INTEGER  SMALLINT      DEC55  CHAR5  MDV005      DATE        TIME

          1(I)      2(S)       3(P)  4(C)   5(V)        6(DATE)     7(TIME)

            57        57    0.57000  C57    VC57        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            58        58    0.58000  C58    VC58        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            59        59    0.59000  C59    VC59        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            63        63    0.63000  C63    VC63        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            78        78    0.78000  C78    VC78        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            82        82    0.82000  C82    VC82        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            82        82    0.82000  C82    VC82        1988-11-23  13.24.23

            82        82    0.82000  C82    VC82        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            82        82    0.82000  C82    VC82        1988-11-23  13.24.23

            87        87    0.87000  C87    VC87        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            93        93    0.93000  C93    VC93        1989-01-21  16.42.23

            93        93    0.93000  C93    VC93        1992-10-18  11.16.45

           100       100    0.10000  C100   VC100       1992-10-18  11.16.45

           100       100    0.10000  C100   -           1992-10-18  11.16.45

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

_______________________________________________________________________________

Coding RLX TBDISPL Statements within Your Dialogs
RLX TBDISPL statements can be divided into statements that specify a panel name and statements that do not.

RLX TBDISPL statements that specify a panel name can also specify several operands that are unique to RLX. These
operands control the content and appearance of the display. They also govern TBDISPL operation. RLX removes these
non-ISPF operands before passing your TBDISPL statement to ISPF for execution.

RLX TBDISPL statements without a panel name and message ID are used to retrieve and process pending selected
rows.

The syntax for coding the RLX TBDISPL service is as follows:

    RLX TBDISPL ISPF_table_name

            PANEL(RLX)

            other ISPF table display operands

            any RLX TBDISPL operands

NOTE
RLX TBDISPL operands are only valid when a panel name is specified. If the PANEL operand is not coded, no
RLX TBDISPL operands should be specified either. In addition, the panel name that is specified in the PANEL
operand must be RLX. For example: PANEL(RLX).

RLX TBDISPL Operands
RLX provides several TBDISPL operands. The dialog developer can use these operands to manipulate and rearrange the
generated display and to govern TBDISPL operation. The coding syntax for the operands is identical to the syntax for the
TBDISPL commands that users enter interactively.

RLX TBDISPL operands that expect a single value include:
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• The SELECT operand: Described and illustrated in The SELECT Command.
• The SQLCSR operand: Used to identify the SQL query result. Described and illustrated in The SQLCSR Operand.

The RLX namelist operands control attributes of the query result columns on the display. Namelist operands occur in
pairs. A given attribute is activated by one operand of the pair and deactivated by the other. The namelist operand pairs
that are supported by RLX TBDISPL include:

• The PROTECT and MODIFY operands: Described and illustrated in The PROTECT and MODIFY Commands.
• The CAPS and ASIS operands: Described/illustrated in The CAPS and ASIS Commands.
• The FREEZE and THAW operands: Described/illustrated in The FREEZE and THAW Commands.
• The NULLS and NONULLS operands: Described/illustrated in The NULLS and NONULLS Commands.

NOTE
Specification of Namelists describes namelist specification syntax in detail.

Identifying the SQL Query Result
To create the scrollable table display, RLX TBDISPL must reference both the ISPF table and the SQL query result.
The ISPF table that contains the query result may have been loaded in a single, composite operation through the RLX
DECLARE ISPFTABLE service or through discreet SQL and ISPF service calls (TBCREATE, DECLARE CURSOR,
OPEN, FETCH, TBADD, CLOSE). RLX TBDISPL supports both query result loading mechanisms.

The following example shows how RLX TBDISPL refers to the correct ISPF table and SQL query result, based on the
name DATATYPE.

        ________________________________________________________________

   ---> RLX DECLARE DATATYPE ISPFTABLE FOR -

   |        SELECT INTEGER, SMALLINT, DEC55, CHAR5, VARCHAR10, -

   |           DATE, TIME, TIMESTAMP -

   |           WHERE INTEGER BETWEEN :LOW AND :HIGH

   |        ORDER BY INTEGER

   |

   |    DO WHILE &LASTCC = 0

   ---     RLX TBDISPL DATATYPE PANEL(RLX)

        END

        ________________________________________________________________

The RLX TBDISPL service identifies the ISPF table that is named DATATYPE as the table it will display. RLX searches for
an ISPF table / SQL query result combination whose DECLAREd name is DATATYPE.

RLX DECLARE DATATYPE ISPFTABLE FOR –

               A

               |

RLX TBDISPL DATATYPE PANEL(RLX)

The SQLCSR Operand
RLX TBDISPL can process SQL query results that are loaded into ISPF tables through native SQL and ISPEXEC calls.
The following example shows the name-based linkages that are established by RLX TBDISPL to the statements in which
the ISPF table is created and the SQL query result DECLAREd.

        ________________________________________________________________

   ---> RLX DECLARE SQLTYPES CURSOR FOR -

   |        SELECT INTEGER, SMALLINT, DEC55, CHAR5 -
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   |           WHERE INTEGER BETWEEN :LOW AND :HIGH

   |        ORDER BY INTEGER

   |

   |--> ISPEXEC TBCREATE DATATYPE -

   |       NAMES(INTEGER SMALLINT DEC55 CHAR5) NOWRITE

   |

   |    RLX OPEN SQLTYPES

   |    RLX FETCH SQLTYPES INTO :INTEGER, :SMALLINT, :DEC55, :CHAR5

   |

   |    DO WHILE &SQLCODE = 0

   |       TBADD FRUITTBL

   |       RLX FETCH SQLTYPES INTO :INTEGER, :SMALLINT, :DEC55, :CHAR5

   |    END

   |

   |    RLX CLOSE SQLTYPES

   |

   |    DO WHILE &LASTCC = 0

   ---     RLX TBDISPL DATATYPE PANEL(RLX) SQLCSR(SQLTYPES)

        END

        ________________________________________________________________

The SQLCSR operand tells RLX to search for a DECLARE CURSOR statement. RLX always confirms that the ISPF table
to be displayed does in fact exist.

        RLX DECLARE SQLTYPES CURSOR FOR -

                        A

                        |

                        --------------------------------

                                                       |

        ISPEXEC TBCREATE DATATYPE -                    |

                            A                          |

                            |                          |

                            |                          |

        RLX TBDISPL      DATATYPE PANEL(RLX) SQLCSR(SQLTYPES)

 

RLX  TBDISPL  behavior

Calls to RLX TBDISPL return the same output results as calls to ISPEXEC TBDISPL. You can use the ISPF Dialog
Management Services documentation and service descriptions to design and code your dialogs. The horizontal scroll
support and dynamic panel creation that is provided by RLX TBDISPL are transparent to your command procedure.

RLX TBDISPL lets the dialog user select one or more rows in a single interaction. The dialog fragment in the following
example shows the RLX TBDISPL call that is used to display the table and retrieve the first row selected. This example
also shows calls to retrieve any pending selected rows.

_____________________________________________________________________

DO WHILE &DIALOG = CONTINUE

   RLX TBDISPL DATATYPE PANEL(RLX)

   SET PROCESS = YES

   DO WHILE &PROCESS = YES

      /* Process the current row

      IF &ZTDSELS > 1 THEN -

         RLX TBDISPL DATATYPE /* Panel and Msg operands NOT specified

      ELSE -
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         SET &PROCESS = NO

   END

END

_____________________________________________________________________

The RLX TBDISPL call with a non-blank panel name displays the table, honors any scroll command, and retrieves the first
selected row.

RLX TBDISPL DATATYPE PANEL(RLX)

Pending selected rows are retrieved by issuing an RLX TBDISPL request that does not specify either a panel-name or a
message-id.

RLX TBDISPL DATATYPE    /* Panel and Msg operands NOT specified

Dialog Variables Updated by RLX TBDISPL
The updated values of dialog variables that correspond to columns in the currently selected row are made available to
your dialog after each RLX TBDISPL call.

In addition, RLX makes the updated values of its own system variables available to your dialog after each RLX TBDISPL
call.

• RTDSEL: Contains whatever the user keyed into the SELECT field that is associated with the currently retrieved row.
• RTDAMT: Scroll amount field that is stored in the ISPF profile pool.

The values of the following ISPF system variables are available to your dialog after each RLX TBDISPL call.

• ZTDMSG: Specifies the ID of a message to be used as an alternate table row displayed indicator.
• ZTDROWS: Indicates the number of rows in the currently displayed table.
• ZTDSELS: Contains the number of rows that were selected for processing. This includes the selected row as well as

any pending selected rows
• ZTDTOP: Table row number of the top row that is currently displayed.

The RLX Tables
RLX uses the following tables.

• RLXFLOAT: An RLX demonstration table with column names that correspond to their datatypes. RLXFLOAT includes
a column with a datatype that is double precision floating point. All columns can assume the NULL value.
________________________________________________________

                                             Length           Nulls

Column Name         Data Type   in Bytes         Allowed

-----------         ---------   --------         -------

INTEGER             INTEGER          4              Y

SMALLINT            SMALLINT         2              Y

DEC150              DEC           15,0              Y

FLOAT               FLOAT            8              Y

CHAR5               CHAR             2              Y

VARCHAR10           VARCHAR         10              Y

________________________________________________________

• RLXNUM: An RLX demonstration table with column names that correspond to their datatypes. RLXNUM includes a
column (DEC55) with decimal precision that is equal to its scale. This column can only assume decimal fraction values
between -1 and +1. All columns can assume the NULL value.
________________________________________________________
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                                 Length           Nulls

Column Name         Data Type   in Bytes         Allowed

-----------         ---------   --------         -------

INTEGER             INTEGER          4              Y

SMALLINT            SMALLINT         2              Y

DEC150              DEC           15,0              Y

DEC55               DEC            5,5              Y

CHAR5               CHAR             2              Y

VARCHAR10           VARCHAR         10              Y

________________________________________________________

• RLXREL3: An RLX demonstration table with column names that correspond to their datatypes. RLXREL3 includes a
column with a datatype that is single precision floating point. All columns can assume the NULL value.
________________________________________________________

                                 Length           Nulls

Column Name         Data Type   in Bytes         Allowed

-----------         ---------   --------         -------

INTEGER             INTEGER          4              Y

DATE                DATE            10              Y

TIME                TIME             8              Y

TIMESTAMP           TIMESTAMP       26              Y

FLOAT               FLOAT(22)        4              Y

________________________________________________________

RLX Tracing Facility
As a diagnostic aid, RLX writes entries to an internal 'wrap around' trace table. When an RFATRACE file is allocated at
RLX session termination, this internal trace table is written out to the dataset that is associated with the RFATRACE DD
name.

RLX supports any of the following DCB attributes for the RFATRACE file:

• Fixed or variable length records, although the practical minimum LRECL is 90.
• Blocked or Unblocked
• ASA control character included

If no DCB attributes are specified, as in the following example:

//RFATRACE  DD  SYSOUT=*

The following default attributes are used.

RECFM=VB,LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=629

To request an RLX execution trace, allocate a RAINPUT DD statement and specify the TRACE(YES) operand. The
RAINPUT file should be a fixed blocked sequential dataset with a logical record length of 80.

RLX Dumping Facility
As a diagnostic aid, you can request a 'DUMP' of the entire RLX session from any Abend or Diagnostic Facility panel
that is displayed by RLX. Simply key in DUMP on the command line from the RLX Abend or error panel and press the
END key (typically PF3 or PF15) to continue processing and initiate the dump. The screen is locked for some time, since
several thousand lines of dump output are formatted and written to the dump dataset described below.
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NOTE
This facility is intended to facilitate the identification and correction of errors in the RLX product itself. The dump
output is of interest to the vendor and is not relevant to debugging errors in user written command procedures.

To use the DUMP command, an RFASNAP file and dataset must be pre-allocated. Alternatively, you can split the screen
and allocate a dataset with the necessary DCB attributes through PDF option 3.2 -- before requesting an RLX session
dump. In either case, the following DCB attributes for the RFASNAP file are required:

• Dataset organization of PS (physical sequential)
• RECFM=VBA

(Record format of Variable Blocked with an ASA control character)
• Record length (LRECL) of 125
• Block size (BLKSIZE) of 1632

Once the dataset is allocated, the RFASNAP file can be allocated to your RLX session as follows:

ALLOC FILE(RFASNAP) DA(RFASNAP.LIST) MOD 

NOTE
The RFASNAP file must be allocated with a disposition of MOD.

RLX SNAP Facility
As a diagnostic aid, you can request a formatted 'SNAP' of the control blocks that are associated with the current RLX
session. You can request the 'SNAP' from either an Abend Panel, Diagnostic Facility panel, or the RLX Attention prompts.

Simply key in SNAP on the command line from the RLX Abend or Error panel and press the END key (typically PF3 or
PF15) to continue processing and initiate the SNAP. From the RLX Attention Exit, select the code that is associated with
the SNAP option. The screen is locked for some time, since several thousand lines of output are formatted and written to
the SNAP dataset described below.

NOTE
This facility is intended to facilitate the identification and correction of errors in the RLX product itself. The
formatted control block output is of interest to the vendor and is not relevant to debugging errors in user written
command procedures.

In order to use the SNAP command, an RFASNAP file and dataset must be pre-allocated. Alternatively, you can split the
screen and allocate a dataset with the necessary DCB attributes through the PDF option 3.2 -- before requesting a snap
of the RLX control blocks. In either case, the following DCB attributes for the RFASNAP file are required:

• Dataset organization of PS (physical sequential)
• RECFM=VBA

(Record format of Variable Blocked with an ASA control character)
• Record length (LRECL) of 125
• Block size (BLKSIZE) of 1632

Once the dataset is allocated, the RFASNAP file can be allocated to your RLX session as follows:

ALLOC FILE(RFASNAP) DA(RFASNAP.LIST) MOD 

NOTE
The RFASNAP file must be allocated with a disposition of MOD.
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Fixed and Variable Record Formats for EXEC Libraries
This section compares and contrasts RLX/REXX dialog development using EXEC libraries with record formats that are
variable blocked and fixed blocked respectively.

From the standpoint of the RLX/REXX dialog developer, it is more convenient to use variable blocked EXEC libraries.

The two examples which follow illustrate why this is so. We compare and contrast the slight differences in REXX coding
that is employed with EXECs with record formats that are, respectively, fixed and variable. In every other respect, the two
example EXECs are equivalent.

The choice of an EXEC record format is an issue because REXX limits the length of literal strings to 255 characters. SQL
statements can, and often do, exceed this length.

Since REXX treats trailing blanks (the spaces at the end of line) differently when the EXEC is comprised of fixed or
variable length records, the choice of record format is an issue the dialog developer should consider.

We recommend writing EXECs using variable format records because they are easier to code. In the variable format case,
whether a line contains 1 or 100 trailing blanks, REXX counts only a single blank character towards the 255-byte limit.

NOTE
A line with a format that is variable ends after the first trailing blank. The line only appears to contain additional
trailing blanks when viewed under Edit or Browse.

The following example shows an RLX/REXX dialog that is a member of an EXEC library with a record format of variable
blocked.

The following FETCH statement shows how, by using variable length records, the RLX SQL statement can be coded as a
single REXX literal string. The entire FETCH statement is enclosed within a single pair of double quotes.

   "RLX FETCH COLUMN_VALUES INTO 

           :INTEGER:IV1, :SMALLINT:IV2, :DEC150:IV3, :VARCHAR10:IV4"

________________________________________________________________________________

/*  RLX REXX SELECT dialog  */

ARG LOW HIGH

   "RLX DECLARE COLUMN_VALUES CURSOR FOR  

       SELECT INTEGER, SMALLINT, DEC150, VARCHAR10 

       FROM   DATATYPE_TABLE  

       WHERE  INTEGER BETWEEN :LOW AND :HIGH 

       FOR UPDATE OF INTEGER, SMALLINT, DEC150, VARCHAR10"

   "RLX OPEN COLUMN_VALUES"

   /*  FETCH column values into pairs of host main and indicator variables. */

   /*  The columns comprising table DATATYPE_TABLE permit NULLS.            */

   "RLX FETCH COLUMN_VALUES INTO 

       :INTEGER:IV1, :SMALLINT:IV2, :DEC150:IV3, :VARCHAR10:IV4"

   DO WHILE RC = 0        /* While there are more SQL query result rows     */

      "ISPEXEC DISPLAY PANEL(DATAVALS)"  /* Display current row for UPDATE  */

      "RLX DATATYPE_TABLE   
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          SET INTEGER = :INTEGER, 

              SMALLINT = :SMALLINT, 

              DEC150 = :DEC150, 

              VARCHAR10 = :VARCHAR10  

          WHERE CURRENT OF COLUMN_VALUES"

      "RLX FETCH COLUMN_VALUES INTO 

          :INTEGER:IV1, :SMALLINT:IV2, :DEC150:IV3, :VARCHAR10:IV4"

   END

   "RLX CLOSE COLUMN_VALUES"

EXIT RC

________________________________________________________________________________

The next example shows the coding that is required with fixed-length records.

The same FETCH statement shows how, in the case of fixed-length records, the RLX SQL statement must be constructed
by concatenating a set of literal strings.

      "RLX FETCH COLUMN_VALUES INTO",

             " :INTEGER:IV1, :SMALLINT:IV2, :DEC150:IV3, :VARCHAR10:IV4" 

The developer must code a separate REXX literal string on each line. A trailing comma must be coded to continue the
SQL statement onto the next line.

_____________________________________________________________________________)_

/*  RLX REXX SELECT dialog  */

ARG LOW HIGH

   "RLX DECLARE COLUMN_VALUES CURSOR FOR",

       "SELECT INTEGER, SMALLINT, DEC150, VARCHAR10",

       "FROM   DATATYPE_TABLE",  

       "WHERE  INTEGER BETWEEN :LOW AND :HIGH", 

       "FOR UPDATE OF INTEGER, SMALLINT, DEC150, VARCHAR10"

   "RLX OPEN COLUMN_VALUES"

   /*  FETCH column values into pairs of host main and indicator variables. */

   /*  The columns comprising table DATATYPE_TABLE permit NULLS.            */

   "RLX FETCH COLUMN_VALUES INTO", 

      " :INTEGER:IV1, :SMALLINT:IV2, :DEC150:IV3, :VARCHAR10:IV4"

   DO WHILE RC = 0       /* While there are more SQL query result rows      */

      "ISPEXEC DISPLAY PANEL(DATAVALS)"  /* Display current row for UPDATE  */

      "RLX DATATYPE_TABLE",  

          "SET INTEGER = :INTEGER,", 

             "SMALLINT = :SMALLINT,", 

             "DEC150 = :DEC150,", 
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             " VARCHAR10 = :VARCHAR10",  

         " WHERE CURRENT OF COLUMN_VALUES"

   END

   "RLX CLOSE COLUMN_VALUES"

EXIT RC

_______________________________________________________________________________

Running RLX in the Background
RLX provides batch diagnostics that are comparable to the diagnostics that are available in the TSO/ISPF foreground.

To enable RLX batch diagnostics, allocate the same RLX libraries in your jobstream that are allocated in the TSO
foreground. The following example provides illustrative JCL.

The RLX/CLIST library (dataset RAI.Rvrm.CRAICLS) must be allocated to DDname SYSPROC and/or SYSEXEC.
Allocate the RLX message library (dataset RAI.Rvrm.CRAIMSG) to the file named ISPMLIB. Lastly, allocate DDname
SYSTSPRT to SYSOUT or to a print dataset of your choosing. The SYSTSPRT file receives the batch diagnostics
themselves.

RLX Batch Jobstream

__________________________________________________________________________

//RLXBATCH JOB ...

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,....

//*-------------------------------------------

//*        Program libraries

//*-------------------------------------------

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD,DISP=SHR,      *** Db2 program lib

//         UNIT=sysda,VOL=SER=volser

//         DD DSN=RLX.VtRtMt.LOAD,DISP=SHR,        *** RLX program lib

//         UNIT=sysda,VOL=SER=volser

//*-------------------------------------------

//*        TSO datasets

//*-------------------------------------------

//SYSPROC  DD DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAICLS,DISP=SHR,   *** both CLISTs and EXECs

//         UNIT=sysda,VOL=SER=volser

//         DD DSN=RLX.RLXCLIST,DISP=SHR,

//         UNIT=sysda,VOL=SER=volser

//SYSEXEC  DD DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAIEXEC,DISP=SHR,      *** REXX EXECs only

//         UNIT=sysda,VOL=SER=volser

//*-------------------------------------------

//*        ISPF dialog libraries

//*-------------------------------------------

//ISPMLIB  DD DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAIMSG,DISP=SHR,       *** RLX messages

//         UNIT=sysda,VOL=SER=volser

//         DD DSN=ISR.VtRtMt.ISRPLIB,DISP=SHR,

//         UNIT=sysda,VOL=SER=volser

//         DD DSN=ISP.VtRtMt.ISPPLIB,DISP=SHR,

//         UNIT=sysda,VOL=SER=volser

//ISPPLIB  DD DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAIPNL,DISP=SHR,       *** RLX panels
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//         UNIT=sysda,VOL=SER=volser

//         DD DSN=ISR.VtRtMt.ISRPLIB,DISP=SHR,

//         UNIT=sysda,VOL=SER=volser

//         DD DSN=ISP.VtRtMt.ISPPLIB,DISP=SHR,

//         UNIT=sysda,VOL=SER=volser

//ISPSLIB  DD DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAISKEL,DISP=SHR,      *** RLX skeletons

//         UNIT=sysda,VOL=SER=volser

//         DD DSN=ISR.VtRtMt.ISRPLIB,DISP=SHR,

//         UNIT=sysda,VOL=SER=volser

//         DD DSN=ISP.VtRtMt.ISPPLIB,DISP=SHR,

//         UNIT=sysda,VOL=SER=volser

//RLXLOAD  DD DSN=RAI.Rvrm,CRAILOAD,DISP=SHR,      *** RLX programs

//*-------------------------------------------

//*        REXX output and RLX diagnostics

//*-------------------------------------------

//         UNIT=sysda,VOL=SER=volser

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*      

__________________________________________________________________________
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Using the RLX SDK
Describes how to use the RLX SDK.

RLX/SDK Concepts and Facilities
The RLX/SDK (Software Development Kit) is designed to increase the productivity of REXX programmers and make
REXX suitable for a wider range of purposes. The evolving set of facilities that comprise the SDK are designed to
complement and extend the standard facilities that are supplied with the TSO/E implementation of REXX. These
additional capabilities make REXX a viable replacement for languages such as COBOL, PL/I, C -- and even Assembler
language. They enable REXX to tackle complex, `industrial strength' applications. With the SDK, you can even develop
system exits in REXX for such IBM components as z/OS, JES, and RACF. The RLX/Software Development Kit functions
may be categorized as follows:

REXX Extension Services
• Parsing, tokenizing and sorting services for both strings and arrays.
• Functions to convert between packed and floating point values and the character string representations of numeric

values that REXX supports.
• Functions to translate data between ASCII and EBCDIC.
• An evolving set of REXX execs for such tasks as concatenating other datasets to an existing file allocation.
• An evolving set of ISPF edit macros for tasks such as verifying long host commands or formatting your REXX source

modules.
• Functions with which to Browse and Edit REXX arrays directly in memory. These highly efficient facilities use the ISPF

Browse and Edit services without the need for dataset I/O.

Enhancements That Make REXX a Viable Replacement for Compiled and
Assembled Languages
Global Variable Services and enhancements to the AcceleREXX compiler make it easier to develop reusable components
and develop exit routines in REXX.

• Global Variable Services allow REXX modules to share selected variables and array data by placing them in a global
pool. This behavior enables developers to split large applications into separate modules which can share REXX
variables and stems. Global variable services also make it much easier to develop generic, reusable components in
REXX.

• Enhancements to the AcceleREXX compiler enable you to write system exit routines in REXX for such IBM
components as MVS, JES, and RACF. You can also develop exit routines in REXX for software products from other
vendors.

 Modify and Extend REXX Itself
The Software Development Kit and a set of SDK dialogs enhance your development efforts.

• The Software Development Kit provides a set of interactive dialogs with which to write functions in REXX and then
deploy them within REXX function packages. This functionality enables you to develop frequently used routines in
REXX, then combine them into function packages that afford the fastest access available in the REXX environment.

• Another set of SDK dialogs allows you to modify the parameter modules that customize REXX for environments like
MVS, TSO, and ISPF. These dialogs enable you to integrate your own functions, the RLX language extensions, and
functions supplied by other vendors into a cohesive REXX environment.
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 RLX/SDK Dialogs
The RLX/SDK dialogs let you exercise the RLX/SDK REXX functions and learn their syntax. These demonstration dialogs
are accessed through Option 4 of the RLX for z/OS Main Menu.

Review Option 1-8 from the panel in the following example. Read the tutorials to obtain high-level help in using the panels.
Demonstration REXX programs are found in the RLXEXEC library -- all members have the prefix RXD*.

____________________________________________________________________________

------------------------ RLX/SDK Demonstration Dialogs ---------------------

 Command ===>                                                                   

                                                                                

    1  Memory      - Memory Management Functions                                

    2  Resource    - Resource Control Functions                                 

    3  GlobalVars  - Global Variable Services                                   

    4  Operator    - MVS Operator console and log interaction                   

    5  HostCmd     - REXX host command definition, SDK functions                

    6  TSO I/O     - TSO and 3270 Data stream functions                         

    7  Extensions  - Miscellaneous REXX extension functions                     

    8  MultiTask   - Multi-tasking and Interprocess Communication               

    X  Exit        - Leave this Menu                                            

                                                                                

 Enter END to exit                                                              

____________________________________________________________________________

Memory Management Functions
This section describes the virtual storage management functions that are supported by the RLX Software Development
Kit. The GETMAIN, FREEMAIN, LOAD, and DELETE functions correspond one for one with MVS supervisor services.

Similarly, the VSMLIST and VSMREGN functions are native REXX implementations of the MVS System Macros of the
same name. As such, they are briefly described in this chapter and are more fully documented in the IBM publications for
MVS Supervisor Services and Macro Instructions.

GETMAIN and FREEMAIN let you obtain and free virtual storage. You can obtain storage from a specific subpool, above
or below the 16-MB line.

GETMAIN - Obtain Virtual Storage
The GETMAIN function provides a native REXX interface from your EXECs to the MVS GETMAIN macro. The syntax of
this function is as follows:

Syntax
 addr = GETMAIN(length,subpool,location,boundary,fill_char)

addr - Address of acquired storage if the GETMAIN service was successful

length - Length of the area to acquire

subpool - MVS subpool from which the getmained area should be obtained

location - Location of area to be getmained. Possible values are:
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• BELOW - obtain area below address X'00FFFFFF' (24-bit addressable storage)
• ANY - obtain storage anywhere
• RES - obtain area in accordance with the residence mode of the called program: BELOW or ABOVE X'00FFFFFF'

addr

boundary - Boundary of getmain area. Possible values are:

• DBLWD - getmained area must start on a double word boundary
• PAGE - getmained area must start on a page boundary

fill_char - Character to be used to initialize getmained area

RC =

• 0 - GETMAIN successfully executed
• 4 - GETMAIN execution failed
• > 4 - Function parameters error

Example

Obtain 32 bytes of virtual storage from storage subpool 15:

Rc = GETMAIN(32,15)

FREEMAIN - Free Virtual Storage
The FREEMAIN function provides a native REXX interface from your REXX program to the MVS FREEMAIN macro.

Syntax
rc = FREEMAIN(addr,length,subpool)

addr - Address of the storage to be released which was obtained by a successful GETMAIN request.

length - Length of the getmained area to be freed -- Length must be the same as the length referenced on the call.

subpool - The MVS subpool number if you wish to free an entire subpool. Subpool 0 (zero) must not be specified.

NOTE
The subpool parameter is mutually exclusive with the addr and length parameters.

RC =

• 0 - Successful completion of the FREEMAIN macro
• > 0 - Error in parameters or bad <addr>/<length>

Example

Obtain 32 bytes of virtual storage in subpool 20 on a page boundary. Then free it.

addr@ = GETMAIN(32,20,'PAGE')

Rc = FREEMAIN(addr@,32)

XSTORAGE - Virtual Storage Access and Alteration
This function is an extension of the STORAGE function that is provided by TSO/E REXX. You can obtain or change the
contents of virtual storage in your own address space or go cross-memory to another address space. In order to use this
function, the RAI Server Address space must be installed and the userID which invokes this function must be authorized
to use XSTORAGE.
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Syntax
area = XSTORAGE(jobname,xmemaddr,length[,value])

area - When the value parameter is omitted, the XSTORAGE function copies the contents of the area that is located at
address xmemaddr within the address space that is associated with the job named jobname. When the value parameter
is specified, the XSTORAGE function replaces the contents of the area that is located at address xmemaddr with the
value that is specified by the value parameter.

jobname - The jobname of the address space in which XSTORAGE should execute. This parameter may be omitted if
XSTORAGE is to execute in the address space of the issuer.

xmemaddr  - Address of the virtual storage to be obtained or altered. The address may be specified as a hexadecimal
address or as an address expression. See the description of address expressions in the following section.

length  - The length of the block of virtual storage to be retrieved.

value  - An optional new value which should overlay the existing value at address xmemaddr for the length that is
specified by length. The length of the value that is specified must be exactly equal to length and must not exceed 256
bytes.

WARNING
The XSTORAGE function with the value parameter must be used with EXTREME CAUTION. If used improperly,
XSTORAGE can cause severe system damage. The use of XSTORAGE with the VALUE parameter is protected
by the resource profile named RAI.SDK.XMUP.

REXX Variables Held by the XSTORAGE Function

RC - Call completion information:

• 0 - Function executed successfully
• 4 - Address xmemaddr is not allocated
• 5 - Address invalid, absent, or syntactically incorrect
• 6 - Invalid address expression syntax
• 11 - Jobname parameter is Invalid or not specified
• 12 - Address parameter is invalid or not specified
• 13 - Address parameter contains non-hex character
• 14 - Length parameter was not specified
• 15 - Length parameter contains non-numeric character
• 16 - Zap value length not equal to the area length
• 17 - Specified job is not active
• 18 - Error when ESTAE issued within PMVDUMP
• 19 - RAI Server address space is not installed
• 20 - Failed to getmain area in CSA
• 21 - Error during SRB scheduling
• 22 - Block is not allocated (from SRB or PMVDUMP)
• 23 - Invalid function (RFPSRB1)
• 24 - ZAP is not allowed in PSA areas
• 25 - ZAP length exceeds 256 characters

SRB1XMA@ - Address of the memory block

SRB1GTCB - TCB if in private pool

SRB1RC - RC from SRB

SRB1SP - Subpool number
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SRB1PKEY - Protect key

SRB1MLOC - Memory block location, one of the following:

• 01 - CSA
• 02 - SQA
• 03 - PRIVATE
• 04 - LSQA
• 05 - CPOOLFIX
• 06 - CPOOLPAG
• 07 - CPOOLLCL
• 88 - PSA
• 89 - REAL NUCLEUS
• 8A - R/W NUCLEUS
• 8B - R/O NUCLEUS
• 8C - EXT R/O NUCLEUS

SRB1SJN - Target jobname for cross memory storage

SRB1ASCB - ASCB address of target address space

SRB1ASID - ASID of target address space

Example 1

Copy 64 bytes from the Communications Vector Table (CVT) and display it.

cvt = XSTORAGE(,’10%’,64)

say c2x(cvt)

Example 2

Replace 8 bytes at address '02345000' within the address space whose jobname is LLA, with value 'ZAP00001' (which is
also 8 characters in length).

xx = XSTORAGE('LLA','02345000',8,'ZAP00001')

XSTORAGE - Virtual Storage Access and Alteration
This function is an extension of the STORAGE function that is provided by TSO/E REXX. You can obtain or change the
contents of virtual storage in your own address space or go cross-memory to another address space. In order to use the
XSTORAGE function, the RAI Server Address space must be installed and the userID which invokes this function must be
authorized to use XSTORAGE. Appendix R of the RLX Installation and Customization Guide describes how to define and
grant access to the resource profile which governs access to the XSTORAGE function.

Syntax
area = XSTORAGE(jobname,xmemaddr,length[,value])

Area - When the value parameter is omitted, the XSTORAGE function copies the contents of the area that is located at
address xmemaddr within the address space that is associated with the job named jobname. When the value parameter is
specified, the XSTORAGE function replaces the contents of the area that is located at address xmemaddr with the value
that is specified by the value parameter.

Jobname - The jobname of the address space in which XSTORAGE should execute. This parameter may be omitted if
XSTORAGE is to execute in the address space of the issuer.
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Xmemaddr - Address of the virtual storage to be obtained or altered. The address may be specified as a hexadecimal
address or as an address expression. See the description of address expressions in the following section.

Length - The length of the block of virtual storage being referenced.

Value - An optional, new value which should overlay the existing value at address xmemaddr for the length that is
specified by the length operand. The length of the replacement value that is specified must be exactly equal to the length
operand and must not exceed 256 bytes.

WARNING
The XSTORAGE function with the value parameter must be used with EXTREME CAUTION. If used improperly,
XSTORAGE can cause severe system damage. The use of XSTORAGE with the VALUE parameter is protected
by the resource profile named RAI.SDK.XMUP.

REXX Variables Set by the XSTORAGE Function

RC - Function call completion information:

• 00 - Function executed successfully
• 04 - Address xmemaddr is not allocated
• 05 - Address invalid, absent, or syntactically incorrect
• 06 - Invalid address expression syntax
• 11 - Jobname parameter is Invalid or not specified
• 12 - Address parameter is invalid or not specified
• 13 - Address parameter contains one or more non-hex characters
• 14 - Length parameter was not specified
• 15 - Length parameter contains non-numeric character
• 16 - Zap value length not equal to the length of the area being replaced
• 17 - Specified job is not active
• 18 - Error when ESTAE issued within PMVDUMP
• 19 - RAI Server address space is not installed
• 20 - Failed to getmain area in CSA
• 21 - Error during SRB scheduling
• 22 - Block is not allocated (from SRB or PMVDUMP)
• 23 - Invalid function (RFPSRB1)
• 24 - ZAP is not allowed in PSA areas
• 25 - ZAP length exceeds 256 characters

XMBXMA@ - Address of the memory block

XMBGTCB - TCB if in private pool

XMBRC - RC from SRB

XMBSP - Subpool number

SMBPKEY - Protect key

SMBMLOC - Memory block location, one of the following:
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• 01 - CSA
• 02 - SQA
• 03 - PRIVATE
• 04 - LSQA
• 05 - CPOOLFIX
• 06 - CPOOLPAG
• 07 - CPOOLLCL
• 88 - PSA
• 89 - REAL NUCLEUS
• 8A - R/W NUCLEUS
• 8B - R/O NUCLEUS
• 8C - EXT R/O NUCLEUS

XMBSJN - Target jobname for cross memory storage

XMBASCB - ASCB address of target address space

XMBASID - ASID of target address space

Example 1

Copy 64 bytes from the Communications Vector Table (CVT) and display it.

cvt = XSTORAGE(,’10%’,64) 

SAY C2X(cvt) 

Example 2

Replace 8 bytes at address '02345000' within the address space whose jobname is LLA, with the value
'ZAP00001' (which is also 8 characters in length).

xx = XSTORAGE('LLA','02345000',8,'ZAP00001') 

Specifying Address Expressions
The xmemaddr parameter of the XSTORAGE function can be specified in an address expression notation similar to that
supported by the TSO TEST command. The syntax of an address expression is:

addrexp = indaddr oper indaddr oper ...

indaddr = hexaddr [%|?]

hexaddr = a hexadecimal number of 1 to 8 digits

oper    = + | -

where:

• + or - are arithmetic operators that are used to add or subtract hexadecimal addresses.
• ? - is the indirection addressing operator which references a 31-bit address
• % - is the indirection addressing operator which references a 24-bit address

An address expression is parsed left to right. Indirect addressing operators (if present) are evaluated before arithmetic
operators. Indirect addressing operators can be repeated -- as in ‘10%?%...’ -- while arithmetic operators must be
interleaved with the addresses.

Example 1

Reference the address of the CVT which is stored at location hex ‘10’:
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 ‘10%’

The result is the 24-bit address of the CVT.

RXDXMEM Exec - Display and Alter Virtual Storage
RXDXMEM is an ISPF dialog with which to browse and alter virtual storage through the XSTORAGE function. The
RXDXMEM exec resides within the RLX library whose low-level qualifier is RLXEXEC. The RXDXMEM panel resides
within the RLXPLIB dataset. Enter the RXDXMEM command to display a panel like the one in the following example.

______________________________________________________________________

-------------------------- Cross Memory Access ----------------- Row 1 of 4 

Command ===>                                                                   

                                                                               

Specify parameters for Target Address Space                                    

  Job name  . . . . . . .                                                      

  Address expression. . . 10%                                                  

  Length  . . . . . . . . 64                                                   

  Zap data  . . . . . . .                                                      

                                                                               

Return from interface                                                          

  Job Name  . . . . . . . RAI028       ASID  . . . . . 0049                    

  Address . . . . . . . . 00FD4F18     ASCB  . . . . . 00F9F580                

  Subpool . . . . . . . . 0            TCB addr. . . . 00000000                

  Protect key . . . . . . 0            SRB RC. . . . . 00                      

  Block location. . . . . 8A  / R/W NUCLEUS                                    

  RC / Message. . . . . . 0   / XSTORAGE successfully executed                 

                                                                               

Address  Offset   +0       +4       +8       +C       EBCDIC                   

00FD4F18 00000000 00000218 00FECCC0 00FD4E94 00FD5500 *.......{..+m....*       

00FD4F28 00000010 00000000 00FF7F94 00FF3BCE 00FE2AE4 *......"m.......U*       

00FD4F38 00000020 00FE2914 015AEC48 811EACD0 00FEF620 *.....!..a..}..6.*       

00FD4F48 00000030 00F40870 00FED128 0097225F 00FD5528 *.4....J..p.¬....*       

______________________________________________________________________

Enter the name of the job whose virtual storage you wish to access. Then specify the address of the virtual storage, its
length and, optionally, an updating value.

DUMP - Dump Virtual Storage or Load module
The DUMP function lets you display either virtual storage or a load module. The ISPF dialog displays a specified area
in the caller's address space or goes across memory to a remote address space. A load module in the caller's address
space can also be loaded and displayed.

The usage of the DUMP function is further described and illustrated in the sample exec that is named RXDRAM1, a
member within the CRAIEXEC library. To use the DUMP function within ISPF, the panel that is named RXDDUMP must be
available for display. This can be accomplished by pre-allocating the RLXPLIB dataset to the ISPPLIB concatenation or by
issuing a LIBDEF request.

Syntax
CALL DUMP address,length,jobname,modname,ddname
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address - specifies the address of the virtual storage to be displayed. Specify an address expression as described in
Section 2.3.1.

length - specifies the length of the virtual storage to be displayed.

Jobname - the name of the job, if a cross memory dump is requested.

modname - the name of the load module to be loaded and displayed in the invoker's address space.

ddname - is a DDNAME allocated in the invoker's ISPF session from which modname is loaded.

Primary commands:

• D - Dump memory block or load module. Examples:
D addrExp,length(,jobname)                        

D ,,,loadMod(,ddname)                             

• L - Display last block information
• H - Display help screen

Row commands:

• D - in the address area deletes a line from the display

Example 1

Dump the storage in the address space whose jobname is LLA, starting at address X'00023F90' for a length of 200 bytes.

CALL DUMP '02345000',200,'LLA'

Example 2

Dump the load module named IRXISPRM. The standard MVS search order is used to locate the module.

CALL DUMP ,,,'IRXISPRM'

Example 3

Suppose in address space RAI026, you execute the IEFBR14 program under TSO TEST by issuing the following
command:

tsoexec test 'sys1.linklib(iefbr14)'

Next, the following TSO TEST sub-commands are issued and their corresponding responses are displayed:

where,

4E338.    LOCATED AT +0      IN IEFBR14 .IEFBR14  UNDER TCB LOCATED AT 8A7078. 

get 32 sp(7)  

IKJ57375I STORAGE AT 0CBFE0     

TEST                            

cbfe0.=c'Area in RAI026 in SP(7)'

If the TSO user RAI027 executes the command:

CALL DUMP CBFE0,32,RAI026

The following dump is displayed:

----------------------------- Memory Dump Function ----------- Row 1 to 3 of 3 

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF 
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Address  Offset   +0       +4       +8       +C        0123456789ABCDEF Ky P F 

RAI026   -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- *----------------* 0     

000CBFE0 00000000 C1998581 40899540 D9C1C9F0 F2F64089 *Area in RAI026 i* 0     

000CBFF0 00000010 9540E2D7 4DF75D00 00000000 00000000 *n SP(7)         * 0     

**************************** Bottom of data *******************************

Execute the primary command L to display information concerning the displayed block:

BROWSE    Block descriptor                       Line 00000000 Col 001 080 

 Command ===>                                              Scroll ===> CSR  

**************************** Top of Data **********************************

Address....................... 000CBFF0                                         

TCB address................... 008A7078                                         

Return code................... 00                                               

Subpool....................... 7                                                

Protect key................... 0                                                

Block location................ PRIVATE                                          

Job name...................... RAI026                                           

ASCB.......................... 00FBB100                                         

ASID.......................... 002B                                             

Referenced.................... PVT-SP(007)                                      

*************************** Bottom of Data ********************************

Next, we zap one byte of the user area at address 000CBFE0 that presently contains the value X'C1'. Simply overtype the
'X'C1' with the new value X'C2' and press the ENTER key. The following prompt is displayed:

Confirm intent (Y) to ZAP storage at CBFE0 VER=C1998581 REP=C2998581

If you enter Y, then the new value is set:

-------------------------- Memory Dump Function ----------- Row 1 to 5 of 5 

 Command ===> D 4E338,1                                    Scroll ===> HALF 

                                                                                

 Address  Offset   +0      +4      +8      +C       0123456789ABCDEF Ky P F 

 RAI026   -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- *----------------* 0     

 000CBFE0 00000000 C1998581 40899540 D9C1C9F0 F2F64089 *Area in RAI026 i* 0     

 000CBFF0 00000010 9540E2D7 4DF75D00 00000000 00000000 *n SP(7)         * 0     

 RAI026   -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- *----------------* 0     

 0004E338 00000000 1B                                  *.               * 0     

 ************************** Bottom of data ********************************

LOAD Function
The LOAD function provides a native REXX interface from your REXX program to the MVS LOAD macro.

Syntax
Rc = LOAD(modname,ddname)

modname - name of the load module to be loaded

ddname - specifies the name of a file which identifies a private library from which to load the module. If specified,
DDname must be allocated.

If no private library is specified, then the standard MVS search order is used to locate the module.
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REXX Variables Returned by the LOAD Function

RC - Call completion information

• 0 - Function executed successfully
• >0 - Function failed to execute successfully

SDKLOAD@ - Hexadecimal address of the load module in memory

SDKLOAD# - Decimal length of the load module

SDKAMODE - Addressing mode of the load module (either 24 or 31)

SDKAPFCD - The APF authorization code of the module

Example

Load the module named 'IRXTSPRM' from the private library identified by file name ISPLLIB.

Call LOAD('IRXTSPRM','ISPLLIB')

DELETE - Load Module in Virtual Storage
The DELETE function provides REXX with native access to the MVS DELETE SVC.

Syntax
RC = DELETE(modname)

modname - the name of the load module to be deleted from virtual storage. It is assumed that modname was loaded
through the LOAD function.

REXX Variables Returned by the DELETE Function

RC - Call completion information

• Function executed successfully
• >0 - Function execution failed

Example

Delete load module IRXTSPRM from virtual memory

RC = DELETE('IRXTSPRM')

VSMLIST - Obtain Virtual Storage Information
List the virtual storage subpools that are allocated, used, and/or free.

Syntax
result = VSMLIST(spspec,space,tcb,loc,real)

result - A result area that is acquired and set by VSMLIST that contains subpool information in accordance with the
specifications in the IBM documentation.

spspec - VS subpool specification:
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• SQA - -map SQA subpools
• CSA - -map CSA subpools
• LSQA - map LSQA subpools
• PVT - -map of private area subpools
• ALL - -map of all subpools
• xxx - -map of a specific subpool xxx

Default: - PVT

space - Type of subpool information requested:

• ALLOC - Allocated blocks
• FREE - Free areas and allocated blocks
• UNALLOC - Unallocated blocks

Default: -  ALLOC

tcb - Address of a specific TCB for which storage subpool information is requested. Applies to a subpool specification of
PVT. If omitted, then report for all TCBs.

loc - Location of subpools

• ANY - report on allocation above and below 16MB
• BELOW - report on allocation below the 16MB line only

real - If the value REAL is coded, then block addresses are returned with their high-order bit on, where appropriate, to
indicate that the storage resides above the 16MB line.

• rc
– = 0 - VSMLIST was performed successfully
– = 4 - Partial response. A bigger work area is required
– = 8 - Information is incomplete
– = 12 - Work area is less than 4K - too small

Example

Obtain a report for all CSA subpools that are allocated:

result = VSMLIST('CSA')

VSMREGN - Obtain Information About a User Region
List the boundaries of the user region (through the VSMREGN macro).

Syntax
result = VSMREGN()

This function requires no parameters.

result- a 16-byte area containing 4 full words in binary:

• word1 - address of the user region below 16 MB
• word2 - length of the user region below 16 MB
• word3 - address of the user region above 16 MB
• word4 - length of the user region below 16 MB

RC = 0 (always)
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Example
result = VSMREGN()

below@ = Substr(result,01,4)   /* address of region below 16MB */

below# = Substr(result,05,4)   /* length  of region below 16MB */

above@ = Substr(result,09,4)   /* address of region above 16MB */

above# = Substr(result,13,4)   /* length  of region above 16MB */

VSMUTIL - Information about Virtual Storage Utilization
The VSMUTIL function computes the total size of the allocated user region, both below and above the 16-MB line.
VSMUTIL returns the computed results in REXX variables.

Syntax
 Result = VSMUTIL()

This function requires no parameters.

REXX Variables Returned by the VSMUTIL Function

RC - Defines call completion

• Function executed successfully
• >0 - Function execution failed

$REGNB@ - Starting address of the user region below 16MB

$REGNB# - Size of the region below 16MB

$REGNA@ - Starting address of the user region above 16MB

$REGNA# - Size of the region above 16MB

$REGNBU - Region used below 16MB

$REGNAU - Region used above 16MB

Example

The following exec calls VSMUTIL to obtain information about the virtual storage within the user region that is allocated
both above and below the 16-MB line. The example then computes and displays the virtual storage utilization as a
percent.

numeric digits 10                                                     

arg debug                                                             

                                                                      

   call vsmutil                                                       

                                                                      

   $REGNBU#     = (x2d($regnbu) / x2d($regnb#) ) * 100                

   $REGNAU#     = (x2d($regnau) / x2d($regna#) ) * 100                

                                                                      

   say 'Function VSMUTIL executed with Rc='rc                         

   say ''                                                             

                                                                      

   call Show '$REGNB@' '/* Starting address of Region below 16MB */'  

   call Show '$REGNB#' '/* Size of Region below 16MB             */'  

   call Show '$REGNA@' '/* Starting address of Region above 16MB */'  

   call Show '$REGNA#' '/* Size of Region above 16MB             */'  
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   say ''                                                             

   call Show '$REGNBU' '/* Region used below 16MB                */'  

   call Show '$REGNAU' '/* Region used above 16MB                */'  

   call Show '$REGNBU#' '/* Percent of Region used below 16MB     */' 

   call Show '$REGNAU#' '/* Percent of Region used above 16MB     */' 

                                                                      

Return                                                                

Show:                                                                

parse arg var text                                                    

   say left(var,8) '=' left(value(var),8) '  ' text                   

Return

SDKVSA - Virtual Storage Access
This function allows REXX programs to access storage in either local or remote address spaces.

The SDKVSA function is autonomous and uses Access Registers to link to the address segment table of a remote
address space. SDKVSA also uses a hexadecimal address, rather than an address expression, as a reference address of
the virtual storage area to be accessed.

Syntax
area = SDKVSA(sjobn,saddr,length,zap)
 

Area - When the zap parameter is omitted, the SDKVSA function copies the contents of the area that is located at
address saddr within the address space that is associated with the job named sjobn. When the zap parameter is
specified, the SDKVSA function replaces the contents of the area that is located at address saddr with the value that is
specified by the zap  parameter.

Sjobn - The jobname of the address space in which SDKVSA executes. This parameter may be omitted if SDKVSA is to
execute in the address space of the issuer.

Saddr - Address of the virtual storage to be obtained or altered. The address may be specified as a hexadecimal address
or as an address expression. 

Length - The length of the block of virtual storage to be retrieved.

Zap - An optional, new value which should overlay the existing value at address saddr for the length that is specified by
length. The length of the value that is specified must be exactly equal to the length of the existing area to be replaced and
must not exceed 256 bytes.

WARNING
The SDKVSA function with the value parameter must be used with EXTREME CAUTION. If used improperly,
SDKVSA can cause severe system damage. The use of SDKVSA with the zap parameter is protected by the
resource profile named RAI.SDK.XMUP.

REXX Variables Set by the SDKVSA Function

RC - Function call completion information:
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• 00 - Function executed successfully
• 04 - Address xmemaddr is not allocated
• 05 - Address invalid, absent, or syntactically incorrect
• 06 - Invalid address expression syntax
• 08 - Failed to establish recovery environment
• 11 - Jobname parameter is Invalid or not specified
• 12 - Address parameter is invalid or not specified
• 13 - Address parameter contains non-hex character
• 14 - Length parameter was not specified
• 15 - Length parameter contains non-numeric character
• 16 - Recovered from an abnormal termination
• 17 - Specified job is not active

Example 1

Copy 64 bytes from the Communications Vector Table (CVT) and display it.

cvt = SDKVSA(,’10%’,64)

SAY C2X(cvt)

Example 2

Replace 8 bytes at address '02345000' within the address space whose jobname is LLA, with the value
'ZAP00001' (which is also eight characters in length).

xx = SDKVSA('LLA','02345000',8,'ZAP00001')

Resource Control Functions
This section describes the resource control functions that are supported by the RLX Software Development Kit.

The SDK functions which correspond one for one to MVS supervisor services are briefly described in this section. They
are documented more fully in various OS/390 publications.

The ENQ and DEQ functions allow independent processes to synchronize their access to serially reusable resources
so these resources may be shared. The RACHECK service lets your REXX execs check whether access to a protected
resource should be permitted or denied before the resource is used. A protected resource is one defined to the security
software (such as RACF, ACF2, or TOP Secret) installed at your site. The SDKSAF function provides access to the
architected RAI - SAF interface.

ENQ -- Obtain Control of a Resource
The ENQ function provides REXX execs with native access to the MVS ENQ service so your application can acquire
control of a resource before using it. Execs that issue the ENQ function can optionally wait for a resource if it is not
immediately available.

The parameter descriptions of the MVS ENQ macro also apply to the RLX ENQ function. Refer to the OS/390 - MVS
Programming - Assembler Services manuals for more details on the ENQ function.

Syntax
rc = ENQ(qname,rname,control,scope,reqtype)

Qname - specifies a 1-8 character Major name that identifies the first level of qualification.

rname - specifies the resource name (minor name) which may be from 1 to 255 characters in length
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control - 'E' - Exclusive, 'S' - Shared control

scope 'STEP' | 'SYSTEM' | 'SYSTEMS'

reqtype - 'CHNG' | 'HAVE' | 'TEST' | 'USE' | 'NONE'

Return Code Values Returned in REXX Variable RC

0 - Successful execution

40 - No parameters specified

41 - Incorrect QNAME

42 - Incorrect RNAME

43 - Error in CONTROL parameter (see ENQ macro)

44 - Error in RET parameter (see ENQ macro)

45 - Error in SCOPE parameter (see ENQ macro)

Example:
rc = ENQ('RAIQNAME','RAIRNAME','S','SYSTEMS','USE')    

if rc = 0 then                                         

   say 'ENQ was successful'                            

else                                                   

   say 'ENQ failed, rc='rc

DEQ -- Release Control of a Resource
The DEQ function provides REXX execs with native access to the MVS DEQ macro which releases resources that are
previously acquired through ENQ function. The parameter descriptions of the MVS DEQ macro apply equally to the RLX
DEQ function. Refer to the OS/390 - MVS Programming - Assembler Services manuals for more details on the DEQ
function.

Syntax
rc = DEQ(qname,rname,scope,reqtype)

qname - specifies a 1-8 character Major name that identifies the first level of qualification.

rname - specifies the resource name (minor name which may be from 1 to 255 characters in length

scope - 'STEP' | 'SYSTEM' | 'SYSTEMS'

reqtype - 'HAVE' | 'NONE'

Return Code Values Returned in REXX Variable RC

0 - Successful execution

40 - No parameters specified

41 - Incorrect QNAME

42 - Incorrect RNAME

44 - Error in RET parameter (see DEQ macro)

45 - Error in SCOPE parameter (see DEQ macro)
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Example:
rc = DEQ('RAIQNAME','RAIRNAME','SYSTEMS')

if rc = 0 then                           

   say 'DEQ was successful'              

else                                     

   say 'DEQ failed, rc='rc

GQSCAN -- Obtain Resource Control Information
The GQSCAN function provides REXX execs with native access to the MVS GQSCAN macro. The parameter
descriptions of the MVS GQSCAN macro apply equally to the RLX GQSCAN function. Refer to the OS/390 - MVS
Programming - Assembler Services manuals for more details on the GQSCAN function.

NOTE
This function has been supplanted by the SDKGQS function. It is presented here solely for compatibility with
prior releases of the RLX / Software Development Kit.

Syntax
rc = GQSCAN(mode,address,length,scope,sysname,asid,reqlim,token)

or

 rc = GQSCAN('QUIT',token)

mode - GENERIC | SPECIFIC | QUIT

address - Address of an answer area obtained through the GETMAIN unction

length - Length of the answer area obtained via the GETMAIN function

qname - Major name

rname - Minor name

scope - ALL | STEP | SYSTEM | SYSTEMS | LOCAL | GLOBAL

sysname - System name

asid - Address space ID

reqlim - Number of RIBE (resource owners) to be retrieved) for 'SPECIFIC' queries

token - Address of a fullword for the token to be passed to GQSCAN. The address must be in the character form that is
returned by the GETMAIN function.

Return Code Values Returned in the REXX Variable RC

0 - Successful execution

4 - No resource satisfies the query

8 - More data available if GQSCAN is reissued

40 - No parameters specified

41 - Incorrect QNAME

42 - Incorrect RNAME

45 - Error in SCOPE parameter (see GQSCAN macro)

46 - Error in MODE parameter (see GQSCAN macro)
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47 - Error in SYSNAME parameter (see GQSCAN macro)

48 - Error in ASID parameter (see GQSCAN macro)

49 - No QNAME and SYSNAME was specified

50 - Invalid area address

51 - Invalid area length

52 - Token is in error (see GQSCAN macro)

53 - GRS SCAN was terminated

Example

Retrieve information describing all enqueued datasets

token@ = GETMAIN(4)             /* obtain full word for a token */

area@  = GETMAIN(1024)          /* obtain an answer area        */

/* get information on all dataset enqueues */

rc = GQSCAN('GENERIC',area@,1024,'SYSDSN',,'SYSTEM',,,,token@)

select

   when rc = 0 then say 'Area@ points to answer - query completed '

   when rc = 4 then say 'There were no resources satisfying query '

   when rc = 8 then say 'Area@ points to answer - more info available'

   otherwise

     say 'Error retrieving data from GRS'

end

NOTE

• A return code of 8 indicates that more data is available than can be mapped into the answer area. You can
reissue GQSCAN with the same parameters to retrieve this data or issue rc = GQSCAN('QUIT',token@) to
terminate the scan.

• You can use the STORAGE or MEMORY functions to map the answer area. See the structure maps of the
MVS RIB and RIBE control blocks for details (mapping macro ISGRIB in SYS1.MACLIB)

SDKGQS -- Obtain Resource Control Information (Enhanced)
The SDKGQS function provides REXX execs with native access to the MVS GQSCAN macro. The parameter descriptions
of the MVS GQSCAN macro apply equally to the SDKGQS function. Refer to the OS/390 - MVS Programming -
Assembler Services manuals for more details on the GQSCAN function.

Syntax
rc = SDKGQS(qname,rname,mode,scope,sysname,jobname)

qname - Major name (see ENQ, DEQ functions)

rname - Minor name (see ENQ, DEQ macros)

mode - GENERIC | SPECIFIC | QUIT

scope - ALL | STEP | SYSTEM | SYSTEMS | LOCAL | GLOBAL

sysname - System name

jobname - Only resources that are owned by this jobname are selected
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waitcnt - An integer that causes all ENQs with a wait count of equal or a greater value to be retrieved. Specify waitcnt  as
1 to display all exclusive ENQ conflicts in the system causing execution waits.

REXX Variables Returned by the SDKGQS Function

RC - Defines call completion. Possible values of the RC variable are:

• 40 - No parameters specified
• 41 - Incorrect QNAME parameter
• 42 - Incorrect RNAME parameter
• 45 - Error in SCOPE parameter
• 47 - Error in SYSNAME parameter
• 48 - JOBNAME specified while SYSNAME was not. Both parameters must be specified or both must be omitted.
• 49 - No QNAME and SYSNAME parameters were specified
• 50 - Jobname is not active
• 51 - Wait count is not an integer
• 52 - Invalid token (program logic error -- report to RAI)

The SDKGQS function returns two groups of REXX stemmed variables. The first group, whose names start with the
characters ‘RIB’, describe the resources being used. For each resource, a group of variables, whose names start with the
characters ‘RIBE’, describe all users of the resource. This is depicted schematically in the following example.

do i = 1 to rib.0           /* for every resource selected */

   display RIB              /* resource description        */

   do j = 1 to ribnribe.0   /* for every resource user     */

      display RIBE          /* resource users              */

   end

end

RIB Variable (Resource Description)

RIB.0 - Number of resources for which information is returned

RIBNTO.i - Number of tasks owning the resource

RIBNTWE.i - Number of tasks waiting for exclusive control over the resource

RIBNTWS.i - Number of tasks waiting for shared control over the resource

RIBNRIBE.i - Number of RIBE (resource users) for this RIB (resource)

RIBSCOPE.i - Scope code

RIBQNAME.i - Resource queue name -- QNAME

RIBRNAME.i - Resource name -- RNAME

RIBE variable (Resource Users/Requestors)

Index i  references a specific resource while index j references a specific requestor of the resource referenced by i.

RIBEJBNM.i.j - Job name of the Resource requestor

RIBESYSN.i.j - System name

RIBETCB.i.j - TCB address of the resource requestor

RIBEUCB.i.j - UCB address of the resource requestor

RIBEASID.i.j - ASID of the resource requestor
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RIBERFLG.i.j - Request flag

RIBELFLG.i.j - List flag

RIBESFLG.i.j - Status flag

RIBESAID.i.j - Service request ASID

RIBEDEVN.i.j - Device name

Example

Retrieve and display information about the TSO userIDs enqueued (waiting) to edit member RLXTRACE of the library
named RAI.RLX.RLXCNTL.

/* rexx */ 

dl.0            = 0

qname           = 'spfedit'

dsn             = 'RAI.RLX.RLXCNTL'              

member          = 'RLXTRACE'                        

rname           = left(dsn,44) || left(member,8)    

mode            = 'S'                               

jobname         = ‘’

src             = sdkgqs(qname,rname,mode,scope,sysname,jobname)

if src         \= 0 then return

do I = 1 to RIB.0

   say ribqname.i ribrname.i

   do j = 1 to ribnribe.i

      say ribejbnm.i.j  /* display all jobs ENQed on resource */

   end

end

return

NOTE
See macro ISGRIB in SYS1.MACLIB for the mapping of the MVS RIB and RIBE control blocks.

RACHECK -- Verify User Authority to Access a Resource
RLX provides a native REXX interface to the MVS System Authorization Facility through the RACROUTE function. SAF,
in turn, routes authorization requests to the security product (such as RACF, ACF2, or Top Secret) installed at your site.
Refer to the RACF Macros and Interfaces manual for details on coding the RACROUT AUTH macro and the RACHECK
requests you issue from REXX.

Syntax
rc = RACHECK('parms')

ENTITY(resource_name)

VOLSER(volsername)

  CLASS(class_name)

  ATTR( READ | UPDATE | CONTROL | ALTER )

  DSTYPE( N  |  V  |  M  |  T )

  LOG( ASID  | NOFAIL | NONE | NOSTAT )

  OLDVOL(volser_name)
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  APPL(appl_name)

  ACCLVL(access_value)

  RACIND( YES | NO )

  GENERIC( YES | ASIS )

  FILESEQ(number)

  TAPELBL( STD | BLP | NL )

  STATUS( NONE | ERASE )

RACFROUTE macro parms

  REQSTOR(control_point_name)

  SUBSYS(subsystem_name)

  MSGRTRN( YES | NO )

  MSGSUPP( NO  | YES)

  RELEASE=( 1.6  |  1.7  |  1.8  |  1.8.1 )

  OWNER(userid)

Debugging parms

  LIST( YES  |  *NO )

  TRACE( YES,type | *NO )

Return Code Values Returned in REXX Variable RC

• Access to a resource is authorized
• >0 - Resource access is not authorized

Example

Check whether the user executing this exec can update the SYS1.PARMLIB dataset:

call racheck 'ENTITY(SYS1.PARMLIB)',                     

             'VOLSER(RAMCAT) CLASS(DATASET) ATTR(UPDATE)'

if rc = 0 then                

   say 'Access is allowed'    

else                          

   say 'Access is not allowed'

ENQSUM Dialog
The ENQSUM dialog displays various system enqueues and resource conflicts.

The ENQSUM application is comprised of the following REXX execs and ISPF panels:

• RXDRC2 EXEC
The main exec displays the RXDRC2 panel on which input parameters are specified.

• RXDENQS PANEL
This panel displays ENQ summary information.

• RXDENQ PANEL
This panel displays detailed information about the requestors that are enqueued to a specific resource.

SDKSAF -- Architected System Authorization Facility
RLX provides a general-purpose interface to System Authorization Facility (SAF). The RAI SAF implementation uses the
class FACILITY to let you restrict access to any resource -- such as a REXX exec or command processor.
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Syntax
rc = SDKSAF(resource)

RC - Return code.

• = Resource access is allowed
• >0 = Resource access is not allowed

resource  - One of the ten resource ids: USR0, USR1, ..., USR9

Ten user profiles are defined in RAI SAF that correspond to the 10 resource IDs you can specify in the SDKSAF function:

RAI.USR0

RAI.USR1

...

RAI.USR2

You can define a RACF resource profile and then associate it with the user ID.

Example

Suppose you develop an exec that is named SECRET and wish to restrict its use to ID SYSPROG1. To do so, issue
RACF commands like those shown in the following example:

RDEFINE FACILITY RAI.USR1 UACC(NONE)    <- define profile RAI.USR1

PERMIT RAI.USR1 CLASS(FACILITY) ID(SYSPROG1) ACCESS(READ)

These commands first define USR1 as a resource ID (to be associated with the SECRET exec). Next, permit only the
UserID SYSPROG1 to access this resource. Lastly, invoke the SDKSAF function as follows at the beginning of the
SECRET exec.

/* rexx */

if sdksaf(‘USR1’) \= 0 then

   Return 16

...

With such an SDKSAF function reference in place, only user SYSPROG1 can continue to execute. All other user IDs
receive a non-zero return code and exit immediately.

Operator Console and Log Functions
Learn about the WTL, WTO, WTOR, and DOM functions that provide REXX with native access to the MVS operator
console and system log.

The MVSCMD service enables REXX execs to directly issue MVS and JES commands while the QEDIT function provides
a means for REXX applications to manipulate command input buffers. The SDKVTAM function allows you to issue VTAM
commands from a REXX exec.

The WTL, WTO, WTOR, DOM, and QEDIT functions correspond to MVS system macros that are fully documented in
MVS macro instruction publications.

Routing Codes
The destinations to which the WTO and WTOR functions route messages are specified through routing codes. The first 16
routing codes are listed in the following table:

Route                                  Route

Code   Description                     Code   Description

----------------------------------     ---------------------------------
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1      Master console action           9      System security

2      Master console information      10     System error/maintenance

3      Tape pool                       11     Programmer information

4      Direct access pool              12     Emulators

5      Tape library                    13     User defined

6      Disk library                    15     User defined

7      Unit record pool                14     User defined

8      Teleprocessing control          16     User defined

Descriptor Codes
The color, display intensity, and scrollability of messages that are issued through these functions can be controlled
through descriptor codes, the first 16 of which appear in the following table:

Desc                                   Desc

Code   Description                     Code   Description

-----------------------------------    ------------------------------ 

1      System failure                  9      Operator request

2      Immediate action required       10     Dynamic status display

3      Eventual action required        11     Critical eventual action

4      System status                   12     Reserved

5      Immediate command response      13     Reserved

6      Job status                      15     Reserved

7      Application program             14     Reserved

8      Out-of-line message             16     Reserved

Routing and descriptor codes are each represented by a 16-bit value where each code (from 1 to 16) corresponds in a
left to right sequence to one of the 16 bits. For example, to request routing codes 1, 2 and 3 for a message, specify the
routing code value as '1110000000000000'b or 'E000'x. Use this same method to specify descriptor codes as well.

WTL -- Write to System Log
The WTL function enables REXX execs to write single-line messages to the system log. The parameter descriptions for
the MVS WTL macro apply equally to the RLX WTL function. The OPTION=NOPREFIX is assumed on the WTL macro.
WTL is an authorized facility.

Syntax
RC = WTL(text)

text - Message text to be written to the system log

WTL Function Returns REXX Variables

RC - Defines call completion

• Function executed successfully
• >0 - Function failed to execute successfully

REASON - Further identifies error if RC not zero

Example

Write message to system log.

Rc = WTL('Start monitor' DATE() TIME())
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WTO -- Write To System Console
The WTO function enables REXX execs to write messages to MVS console destinations. The parameter descriptions for
the MVS WTO macro apply equally to the RLX WTO function. WTO is an authorized facility.

Syntax
Result = WTO(msg,{desc},{routcde})

msg - A single or multi-line message be written upon a system console.

1. A single-line message is written with the following call:
RC=WTO(variable,desc,routcde)

where: variable is either a REXX variable or a literal string. Maximum length of a single message is 126 characters.
Example:
rc=WTO(‘Hello world!’)

2. A multi-line message is written with the following call:
RC=WTO(stem,desc-code,route-code)

where: stem is a name of REXX stem variable containing lines of the message. Format of each line is as follows:
t,message text - where: t - is line type, :
– C - control line (maximum length 34 bytes)
– D - data line (maximum length 70 bytes)
– L - label line (maximum length 70 bytes)
Example:
msg.1 = 'C,Control line' 

msg.2 = 'D,Data line 1'       

msg.3 = 'D,Data line 2'       

rc = WTO('msg.')         

NOTE
This parameter is required.

desc - Message descriptor codes in hexadecimal format. This parameter corresponds to DESC=(code-list) parameter of
WTO macro.

• Default: '0200'x which corresponds to DESC=(7)
• Meaning: '0200'x = '0000 0010 0000 0000'b

                                       ---- --7- ---- ----

Bit 7 corresponds to (Application program message) is set on

NOTE
This parameter is optional.

routecde - Routine code or codes to be assigned to the message. This parameter corresponds to ROUTCDE=(code-list)
parameter of WTO macro.

• Default: '4020'x which corresponds to ROUTCDE=(2,11)
• Meaning: '4020'x = '0100 0000 0010 0000'b

                                      -2-- ---- --11 ----

Codes: 2=(Operator info), 11=(Programmer info)

NOTE
This parameter is optional.

The WTO function returns the following REXX variables:
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RC - Return code variable indicating call completion

• 00 = Message successfully issued
• 08 - access security error - profile RAI.SDK.OPER not authorized to the caller - see SDK014E message.
• 41 - invalid 'message' parameter
• 42 - 'desc' is incorrectly specified
• 43 - 'routecde' is incorrectly specified

Error return code from WTO macro call:

• 02 - Inconsistent parameters, see abend SD23
• 04 - incorrect message length
• 18 - Invalid WPL (ll field of message, etc.)
• 30 - Environmental error

WTOMSGID - Message ID in hexadecimal format. You must not change the value for this variable in any way. The
console message corresponding to this ID can subsequently be deleted from the system console through the DOM
function.

The following example illustrates how to write a message to the MVS system console.

rout = '3000'x  /* ROURCDE=(3,4) */

desc = '0100'x  /* DESC=(8) Out of line message */  

msg  = 'WTO RLX/SDK MVS Operator Console Function’)

rc   =  WTO(msg,desc,rout)

Say "WTO function completed with RC="rc,

    "message ID="C2X(wtomsgid)

WTOR -- Write to the Operator with Reply
The WTOR function enables REXX execs to write prompting messages to the operator console, wait for a reply and return
the operator response in a REXX variable. The parameter descriptions for the MVS WTOR macro apply equally to the
RLX WTOR function. WTOR is an authorized facility.

Syntax
Reply = WTOR(msg,routcde,timeout)

reply - a user specified REXX variable into which WTOR returns the text of the reply from the operator.

msg  - a message to be written to the system console. The message can be a REXX variable, literal string, or REXX
stem.

routcde - MVS routing code

timeout - Timeout interval in seconds. After this interval expires, the WTOR function unconditionally returns control to the
caller.

WTOR Function Returns REXX Variables

RC - Defines call completion

• 0 - Function executed successfully
• >0 - Function execution failed

When the WTOR function executes successfully, the exec which issues WTOR remains in a wait state until the operator
responds in the form 'REPLY XX,reply text'. Here XX corresponds to the two-digit message identifier that is assigned by
MVS to the message. RLX returns the reply from the operator in the REXX variable to the left of the function reference. In
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addition, RLX assigns the console message ID to the REXX variable WTOMSGID. The console message corresponding
to this ID can then be deleted from the system console through the DOM function.

Example

Write a message to the system console.

Rout   = '0020'x   /* Routcde = 11 - Programmer */

Msg = 'Reply Yes or No'

Reply =  WTOR(Msg,Rout)

If Rc = 0 Then 

   say 'Console reply was' Reply

DOM -- Delete Operator Message
The DOM function enables REXX execs to delete messages that are routed to console destinations through the WTO and
WTOR functions. The parameter descriptions for the MVS DOM macro apply equally to the RLX DOM service. DOM is an
authorized facility.

Syntax
Call DOM(wtomsgid)

wtomsgid - a message ID returned in the WTOMSGID variable after a successful WTO or WTOR request.

DOM function returns REXX variables:

RC -  Defines call completion

• 0 - Function executed successfully
• 8 - Parameter error - WTOMSGID was not specified or was incorrectly specified

Example

Delete a previously issued WTO message

desc = '0800'x   /* code=5 Immediate command response */

Reply =  WTO('IPL system 21:00',Desc)

msgid = WTOMSGID  /* save message id */

...

Call DOM(msgid) 

MVSCMD -- Issue MVS System Command
The MVSCMD command provides a native REXX interface to SVC 34 - the MVS console command interface. MVSCMD
is an authorized facility.

Syntax
Call MVSCMD(command)

command  - any valid MVS or JES system command

MVSCMD Function Returns REXX Variables

RC - Defines call completion
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• 0 - Successful execution
• 8 - Command is invalid or not specified

Example

Issue the MVS display time command 'D T'

Rc = MVSCMD('D T')

QEDIT -- Manipulate Command Input Buffers
The QEDIT function provides REXX execs with native access to the MVS QEDIT service through which the MVS system
commands MODIFY and STOP are received. QEDIT is an authorized facility.

Syntax
command = QEDIT(ecb@)

command - an MVS console command that is received via an MVS MODIFY or STOP command. For modify commands
such as: 'MODIFY jobname, modify_command' the command buffer contains 'MOD modify_command'. For stop
commands such as: 'STOP jobname', the command buffer contains: 'STOP'.

ecb@ - Address of a termination ECB. This ECB can be posted by the QEDIT issuer to cause the service to return
(terminate its wait) before an MVS STOP or MODIFY command is received.

QEDIT function returns REXX variables

RC - Defines call completion

• 0 - Command successfully executed
• 8 - Parameter error or QEDIT execution error

Example
ecb@ = Getmain(4)     /* address of ecb */

/* attach exec SAMPLE1 and pass it an ecb address */

address ATTACH RCXATT 'sample1' ecb@

In REXX exec SAMPLE1:

...

arg ecb@

...

command = QEDIT(ecb@)   /* QEDIT will return when a MODIFY or STOP command

                           is issued or the termination ecb@ is posted */

return

SDKVTAM -- Issue VTAM Commands and Obtain Responses
The SDKVTAM function provides REXX execs with the ability to issue Virtual Telecommunication Access Method (VTAM)
commands and obtain command responses that are returned in REXX variables. The SDKVTAM function allows you to
develop automated network management applications in REXX. SDKVTAM is an authorized facility.

Syntax
rc= SDKVTAM(command,stem,applid,passwd)
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command - A valid VTAM command (e.g. 'D NET,APPLS')

stem - A REXX stem name to contain the command response

applid - A VTAM APPL defined in SYS1.VTAMLST. Two definition types are allowed:

1. An explicit APPL name, which must be eight characters long (for example, 'RAIAPL00')
2. An APPL prefix (which must be six characters long) used as a base to form APPL names, for example, 'RAIAPL'. In

this case SDKVTAM forms names, such as RAIAPL00, RAIAPL01, which it tries to open to communicate with VTAM.

passwd - A password specified on the VTAM APPL statement. The default password is 'RAI'.

SDKVTAM Function Returns REXX Variables

RC - Defines call completion

• 0 - Operation was successful
• 8 - Initialization failed due to installation or password definition error
• 9 - Stem name was too long (allow maximum 75 character stem name)
• 10 - No VTAM command was supplied
• 11 - Error in sending a command to VTAM
• 12 - ACB name was not specified
• 13 - Password is invalid
• 14 - Receive of command response has failed
• 15 - ACB already open
• 16 - Either the ACB name was invalid or an incorrect password was supplied
• 17 - ACB generate failed
• 19 - ACB name is not 6 or 8 characters in length

Example of VTAM APPL Node Definition

The following example illustrates how you can define VTAM APPL nodes for the SDKVTAM function in SYS1.VTAMLST:
(These definitions allow up to five simultaneous SDKVTAM operators.)

RAIAPPL  VBUILD TYPE=APPL                                   

RAIAPL   APPL  AUTH=(ACQ,PASS,SPO,VPACE),VPACING=7,PRTCT=RAI

RAIAPL00 APPL  AUTH=(ACQ,PASS,SPO,VPACE),VPACING=7,PRTCT=RAI

RAIAPL01 APPL  AUTH=(ACQ,PASS,SPO,VPACE),VPACING=7,PRTCT=RAI

RAIAPL02 APPL  AUTH=(ACQ,PASS,SPO,VPACE),VPACING=7,PRTCT=RAI

RAIAPL03 APPL  AUTH=(ACQ,PASS,SPO,VPACE),VPACING=7,PRTCT=RAI

RAIAPL04 APPL  AUTH=(ACQ,PASS,SPO,VPACE),VPACING=7,PRTCT=RAI

Example

Issue a VTAM command and display the command response:

cmd  = 'D NET,MAJNODES'              /* VTAM command        */

stem = 'cmd.'                        /* Command output stem */

appl = 'RAIAPL01'                    /* VTAM appl name      */

pass = 'RAI'                         /* Password            */

                                                                

call SDKVTAM cmd,'cmd.',appl,pass                             

if rc > 0 then                                                

   say 'rxdVTAM - Error while executing SDKVTAM, rc='rc       

else
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   call sdkBRIF 'cmd.',,'Output from command='cmd

Miscellaneous MVS Services
This section contains information about MVS services.

ASID -- MVS Address Space Identifier Functions
The ASID function returns the JOBNAME when you supply an associated address space identifier. Alternatively, ASID
returns the address space identifier when you supply an associated JOBNAME.

Syntax
result = ASID(jobname,asid)

jobname - jobname to be located

asid - address space identifier corresponding to jobname

Function Returns REXX Variable RESULT with Value

null - If neither jobname  nor asid  are specified or address space is not active

1 - If both jobname and asid  are specified and the address space is active

0 - If both jobname  and asid  are specified but there is no such combination of jobname and asid

asid - If only jobname  is specified and the corresponding asid is active

jobname - If only asid  is specified and the corresponding jobname is active

Examples
/* find asid of job LLA */

lla_asid = ASID('LLA')        

/* Confirm that the MVS master address space is active */

Rc = ASID('*MASTER*','0001') 

if Rc = 1 then

   say '*MASTER* is active and its asid=0001'

else

   say 'Impossible'

SVC -- Issue an MVS SVC from REXX
The SVC function lets you issue an SVC from REXX without Assembler language programming.

Syntax
Rc = SVC(SVC#,R1,R0,R15)

SVC# - the SVC number(expressed in decimal) to be issued

R1,R0,R15 - 4-byte hexadecimal values to be loaded into R1, R0, and R15 respectively. No conversion of any kind is
performed on these values.
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SVC Function Returns REXX Variables

RC - Set to the value of R15 after the SVC executes

SVC.R0- REXX variable containing the value of R0 after the SVC executes

SVC.R1- REXX variable containing the value of R1 after the SVC executes

Example

This example demonstrates an SVC function call to issue a LOAD macro (SVC 8)

modname = 'IRXISPRM'               /* name of module to be loaded */

r0@     = Getmain(4)               /* acquire storage for the R0 value*/

r1@     = Getmain(4)               /* acquire storage for the R1 value */

name@   = Getmain(8,,'BELOW')      /* acquire storage for lmod name */

x = Storage(C2X(name@),8,modname)  /* move module name into storage*/

x = Storage(C2X(r0@),4,name@)      /* save address of lmod in r0 */

x = Storage(C2X(r1@),4,'80000000'x) /* set r1 as required by the SVC */

r15 = Svc(8,r1@,r0@)               /* issue the SVC */

/*

   R15    = 0 - Load was successful

   SVC.R0 = Entry point of the load module

   SVC.R1 = Length of the load module in double words

   R15    > 0 - Load failed

   SVC.R0 = meaningless

   SVC.R1 = meaningless

*/

SDKNTS -- Invoke MVS Name/Token Services
The SDKNTS function lets you invoke MVS Name/Token Services (programs IEANTCR, IEANTDL, and IEANTRT).
Name / Token services are available in MVS/ESA Version 4.2.2 and subsequent releases.

Syntax
rc     = SDKNTS(‘CR’,location,name,token)

token  = SDKNTS(‘RT’,location,name)

rc     = SDKNTS(‘DL’,location,name)

‘CR’   Create a new token

‘RT’   Retrieve a token

‘DL’   Delete Name/Token pair

location:

• 1 = TASK level Name/Token
• 4 = SYSTEM level Name Token. This parameter requires APF authorization.

name - A 16-byte name to be used as a key to locate the associated user token.

token - A 16-byte user token.

SDKNTS Function Returns REXX Variables

RC - is set to the value of R15 after the call to one of the Name/Tokenservices (IEANTCR, IEANTDL, or IEANTRT).
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Example

Establish a TCB-based anchor to store control information.

/* REXX */

token        = getmain(32)         /* obtain 32 bytes for control area          */

tokenX       = c2x(token)          /* token in a hex format                     */

xx           = storage(tokenX,12,’Hello There!’)  /* store text in the area     */

name         = ‘MYAREA’            /* to be used as Name part of the Name/Token */

tcbbased     = 1                   /* name/token is task based (local)          */

rc           = sdknts(‘CR’,tcbbased,name,tokenX)

...

tokenX       = sdknts(‘RT’,tcbbased,name)  /* retrieve token using name         */

tokenX       = substr(tokenX,1,8)  /* addr in a first 8 bytes of 16-byte token  */

say storage(tokenX,12)             /* display text from the area pointed by tok */

...

tokenX       = sdknts(‘DL’,tcbbased,name)  /* delete name/token pair            */

Return

SDKJLKUP -- Active Load Module Lookup
The SDKJLKUP function allows you to locate a load module and identify its attributes by searching the Job Pack Queue
Area (JPQA), Link Pack Area (LPA), and the Nucleus. SDKJLKUP internally issues the MVS macros CSVQUERY and
NUCLKUP. The search is conducted by specifying the following search arguments: load module name or an address.

Syntax
rc   = SDKJLKUP(‘NAME’,name)

rc   = SDKJLKUP(‘ADDR’,address)

‘NAME’- Indicates that the second parameter is the name of a load module

‘ADDR’- Indicates that the second parameter is an address

name -Name of the load module to be found. Must be an 8-byte variable, left justified and padded with blanks.

address  - An address at which a load module is located. If found, the address is somewhere within the load module.
Address must specify an 8-byte variable which contains a hexadecimal address, right justified with leading zeros.

SDKJLKUP Function Returns REXX Variables

RC - is set to the value of R15 after the call to either the CSVQUERY or NUCLKUP macros. Return codes set by
SDKJLKUP function itself are:

• 41 - the first parameter is not ‘NAME’ or ‘ADDR’
• 42 -  the second parameter is absent or is not 8 bytes in length

If the search is successful, the following REXX variables are set:
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• $JPQNAME- Name of load module (major name or alias name)
• $JPQMJNM- Major load module name (vs. an alias name)
• $JPQLOAD- Module load address
• $JPQEPA- Module entry point
• $JPQLEN- Load module length
• $JPQSP- Subpool in which module was loaded
• $JPQATR1- Attribute byte 1 (one-byte variable, see Table 4.1)
• $JPQATR2- Attribute byte 2 (one-byte variable, see Table 4.1)
• $JPQATR3- Attribute byte 3 (one-byte variable, see Table 4.1)
• $JPQPID- Name of MVS process responsible for load

Bit settings of Attribute Byte 1 have the following meanings when set:

Bit 0 - End-of-memory deletion

• 1 - Loaded-to-global
• 2 - Reentrant
• 3 - Serially reusable
• 4 - Not loadable only
• 5 - Overlay format
• 6 - Alias
• 7 - Reserved

Bit settings of Attribute Byte 2 have the following meanings when set:

Bit 0 - Authorized library

• 1 - Authorized program
• 2 - AMODE ANY
• 3 - AMODE 31
• 4-7 - Reserved

Bit settings of Attribute Byte 3 have the following meanings when set:

Figure 4.1 Bit Settings of Attribute Bytes

__________________________________________________________________________

         Bit 0       Resident above 16 megabytes

             1       Job pack area resident

             2       PLPA resident

             3       MLPA resident

             4       FLPA resident

             5       CSA resident

             6-7     Reserved

__________________________________________________________________________

Example

A comprehensive example of the usage of SDKJLKUP function can be found in member SDK#JLU of the RLX library
whose low-level qualifier is CRAIEXEC. The following example shows how SDKJLKUP can be used to locate the load
module named ISPSTART:

/* REXX */

call sdkjlkup ‘NAME’,‘ISPSTART’
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say 'Rc.........'Rc

say '$JPQNAME...'$JPQNAME 

say '$JPQMJNM...'$JPQMJNM 

say '$JPQLOAD...'$JPQLOAD 

say '$JPQLEN....'$JPQLEN  

say '$JPQSP.....'$JPQSP   

say '$JPQATR1...'$JPQATR1 

say '$JPQATR2...'$JPQATR2 

say '$JPQATR3...'$JPQATR3 

say '$JPQPID....'$JPQPID

Return

TSO I/O and 3270 Data Stream Functions
This section contains information about TSO I/O and 3270 data stream functions.

TGET - TSO 3270 Terminal Input Function

Syntax
buffer = TGET(type,wait)

type - Indicates the type of TGET macro. Possible values are:

• ASIS - The contents of the input buffer are only minimally edited, so the REXX programmer must analyze the 3270
data stream to distinguish between input data and 3270 data stream commands.

• EDIT - The TGET issuer receives only application data. All 3270 data stream control characters are removed.
NOTE
These options can be abbreviated to their respective first letters ('A' or 'E'). The Default is 'EDIT'.

wait - Determines whether the REXX program waits for a response from the terminal ('WAIT' option) or returns
immediately regardless of terminal input ('NOWAIT' option). These options can be abbreviated to their first letter ('W' or
'N'). The default is 'WAIT'.

buffer - A buffer containing terminal input.

Return Codes

0 - The operation was successful. The buffer contains terminal input.

4 - NOWAIT was specified and there was no terminal input.

8 - An attention interrupt from the terminal terminated the TGET function before input was received.

12 - The input buffer was not large enough to accept the entire line entered at the terminal. Subsequent TGET macro
instructions will obtain the rest of the input line.

16 - Invalid parameters were passed to TGET.

20 - The terminal was logged off and could not be reached.

28 - Your input buffer was not large enough to accept the entire line entered at the terminal. Subsequent TGET macro
instructions will obtain the rest of the input line. The data was received in ASIS mode.

32 - Parameter errors were detected.

Example
/* terminal input will be in the REXX variable buffer */
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buffer = TGET('EDIT','WAIT')  

TPUT - TSO 3270 Terminal Output Function

Syntax
Rc = TPUT(buffer,type)

buffer - A buffer containing data to be output to the terminal

type  - Indicates the type of TPUT macro. Possible values are:

• ASIS - The contents of the buffer undergo only basic editing. The REXX programmer must build a 3270 data stream
and must embed data in it.

• EDIT - Caller receives only application data. All 3270 data stream control characters are removed and discarded.
• FULLSCR - Specifies that the application program built a full screen 3270 data stream which should not be edited by

TPUT since special 3270 features are used.

These options can be abbreviated to their respective first letters('A', 'E', 'F'). The default is 'EDIT'.

Return Codes

0 - TPUT completed successfully.

8 - An attention interruption occurred while TPUT was processing. The message was not sent.

20 - The terminal was logged off and could not be reached.

32 - No storage is available.

40 - Parameter errors were detected

Example
Rc = TPUT('Hello There')   /* display message 'Hello There' */

3270 Data Stream Functions
In order to use the 3270 Data Stream functions supported by RLX/SDK, you must first copy the exec that is named
RXD3270 (a member of the CRAIEXEC library) into your own REXX source exec.

You should also be familiar with the principles of 3270 data stream programming which are described in detail in the
following IBM publications:

GA27-2739  3270 Information Display System - Introduction

GA23-0059  3270 Information Display System - Data Stream Programmer's Reference

$AID - Return 3270 AID Value - ENTER, PF1, etc.

Syntax
aid = $AID(aid_name)

aid_name - Name of the 3270 Attention Identification byte (AID). Valid AIDs are: PF1-PF24, PA1, PA2, PA3, CLEAR, and
SYSREQ

Example
aid = $AID(PF1)   /* will generate aid character 'F1'x */
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$ATTR -- Generate Field Attribute Byte

Syntax
fattr = $ATTR(attr_list)

fattr - A field attribute byte

attr_list - List of field attributes to be specified in the attribute byte returned by the $ATTR function. Valid attributes are:

• PROT - Protected field
• HI - High intensity display
• NUM - Simulate numeric key depressed
• NON - Non-displayable field
• MDT - Modify Data Tag (MDT) flag is on

Example

Generate a field attribute byte with the following characteristics:

Protected and High display intensity

fattr = $ATTR('PROT HI')

$BA2DA - Convert 3270 Buffer Address to Decimal Address

Syntax
rowcol = $BA2DA(buffaddr)

rowcol - Concatenation of row value in decimal, ',' column value

buffaddr - 3270 buffer address (2 bytes)

Example

Convert a 3270 buffer address (hex literal C2F8'x) to its row equivalent (3,25)

rowcol = $BA2DA('C2F8'x)     /* rowcol variable contains '3,25' */

parse var rowcol row,col     /* row = 3 and col = 25 */

$CMD - Generate 3270 Commands

Syntax
cmdbyte = $CMD(3270cmd)

cmdbyte - One byte containing a 3270 command

3270cmd - A valid 3270 command:
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• W - Write command
• EW - Erase/Write command
• EWA - Erase/Write alternate command
• RB - Read Buffer command
• RM - Read Modified command
• RMA - Read Modified All command
• EAU - Erase All Unprotected command
• WSF - Write Structured Field

Example

Generate the 3270 Erase Write command

cmd = $CMD('EW')

$CLEAR - Clear the Screen

Syntax
rc = $CLEAR()

This command requires no parameters.

$COMP - Compress 3270 Data Stream Using RA Order

Syntax
compstr = $COMP(stream)

compstr - Compressed 3270 data stream

stream - Uncompressed 3270 data stream

Example

Compress 3270 data stream

compstr = $COMP(stream)

$DA2BA - Convert Decimal ( Row, ) to 3270 Buffer Address

Syntax
buffaddr = $DA2BA(row,col)

buffaddr - 2 byte 3270 buffer address

row,col - Decimal row value, decimal column value

Example

Convert the decimal row and column value (3,25) to its corresponding 3270 buffer address. $DA2BA assigns the value
'C2F8'x to the REXX variable buffaddr.

buffaddr = $BA2BA(3,25)
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$EUA - Generate Erase Unprotected to Address Order

Syntax
eua = $EUA(row,col)

eua- Erase Unprotected to Address order

row,col - Decimal row and column

Example
eua = $EUA(1,10)

$IC - Generate Insert Cursor Order

Syntax
ic = $IC()

ic - Insert Cursor order

Example
ic = $IC()

$PT - Generate Program Tab Order

Syntax
pt = $PT()

pt - Program Tab order

Example
pt = $PT()

$RA - Generate Repeat to Address Order

Syntax
ra = $RA(row,col,char)

ra - Repeat to Address order

row - Decimal row

col - Decimal column

char - Character to be repeated

Example

Generate a Repeat to Address order to blank out the screen (using the space character ' ') from the current buffer address
to the buffer address that corresponds to row 20 and column 60.

ra = $RA(20,60,' ')
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$SBA - Generate Start Buffer Address Order

Syntax
sba = $SBA(row,col)

sba- Start Buffer Address Order

row- Decimal row

col- Decimal column

Example

Generate Start Buffer Address order from row 10 column 35:

sba = $SBA(10,35)

$SF - Generate Start Field Order (PROT / NUM / HI / NON / MOD)

Syntax
sf = $SF(attr_list)

sf - Start Field order

attr_list - Field attribute list (see $ATTR function)

Example

Generate Start Field order for a numeric field:

sf = $SF('NUM')

$WCC - Generate Write Control Character

Syntax
wcc = $WCC(attrlist)

wcc - Write Command Control byte

attrlist - List of WCC attributes:

• ALARM - Sound alarm
• RESTORE - Restore keyboard is on
• RESET - Reset MDT bit

Example

Generate a Write command and WCC byte to reset the keyboard and sound the alarm:

command = $CMD('W') || $WCC('RESET ALARM')

TPG -- TSO 3270 Terminal Query
Use the TPG function to transmit a command to the terminal and cause the device to respond immediately with input. The
TPG function works with any terminal that supports the QUERY function.
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Syntax
rc = TPG(command, ‘WAIT’ | ‘NOWAIT’, ‘NOHOLD’ | ‘HOLD’)

command - An immediate command (QUERY, WRITE SF, ...)

WAIT - Specifies that control is not returned to the program that issued TPG function until the output line is placed into
a terminal output buffer. If no buffers are available, the issuing program is placed into a wait state until buffers become
available, and the output line is placed into them.

NOWAIT - Specifies that control is returned to the program that issued TPG regardless of the availability of output buffers.
RC indicates operation completion.

NOHOLD - Indicates that control is returned to the program that issued the TPG function as soon as the output line is
placed in terminal output buffers.

HOLD - Specifies the program that issues the TPG function cannot continue its processing until the output line is written to
the terminal or is deleted.

Return codes

0 - TPG completed successfully.

4 - NOWAIT was specified but no terminal buffer was available.

8 - An attention interruption occurred while TPG was processing

16 - Invalid parameter passed upon input.

20 - The terminal was logged off and could not be reached.

40 - Command requires a parameter that was not specified

Example

Issue the 3270 Read Buffer command using the TPG function. Then receive the contents of the current 3270 buffer
through the TGET function. The buffer is formatted into 80-character lines and displayed with the SDKBRIF function.

/* Rexx */

command         = 'F2'x

rc              = TPG(command,'nowait','nohold')                     

if rc          \= 0 then do                                          

   say 'TPG Rc='rc                                                   

   Return                                                            

end                                                                  

                                                                     

buffer          = TGET('ASIS','W')                                   

say 'TGET rc='rc 'Length='length(buffer)                             

                                                                     

j               = 0                                                  

do i            = 1 to length(buffer) by 80                          

   j            = j + 1                                              

   ol.j         = substr(buffer,i,80)                                

end                                                                  

ol.0            = j                                                  

call sdkbrif 'ol.',,'Output from command='c2x(command),              

                    'Buffer length='length(buffer)

Return
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REXX Read, Browse and Edit Functions
This section contains information about REXX read, browse and edit functions.

SDKBRIF - Browse REXX Stemmed Variables
The SDKBRIF service displays the contents of REXX stem variables. SDKBRIF uses the ISPF BRIF facility to display data
in memory -- without the use of temporary datasets or dataset I/O. This affords high performance that is coupled with the
full range of function available with ISPF Browse.

Syntax
Rc = SDKBRIF(stemname,maxlrecl,title,panel,format,DBCS,cmdproc)

stemname - name of the REXX stem to be browsed. If not specified, the default stem name is 'SDKBRIF.'

maxlrecl - Maximum logical record length of the data to be browsed. If not specified, the default maximum length is
32,760.

title - A literal up to 54 characters long to appear in the title of the panel on which the data is displayed. The default title is
the name of the REXX stem being browsed.

panel - Name of the panel to be used by the ISPF BRIF service. The default panel is named ISRBPROBF.

format - Name of the format to be used by the BRIF service.

DBCS - Indicates that Double Byte Characters are being displayed.

cmdproc - Name of the primary command processing routine to be used by the BRIF dialog. This routine must be the
name of a valid load module. You may use AcceleREXX to compile REXX execs to serve as cmdprocs.

Return Code

0 - Processing was successful

8 - Parameter error -- non-numerical maxlrecl or failed to load a cmdproc

Example

Browse contents of a stem ‘s.’ using a maximum lrecl of 200.

Call SdkBrif 's.',200,'Example of SdkBrif display: Stem s.'

SDKEDIF - Edit REXX Stemmed Variables
The SDKEDIF service lets you edit the contents of REXX stem variables. SDKEDIF uses the ISPF EDIF facility to edit
data directly in memory -- without the use of temporary datasets or dataset I/O. This affords high performance, which is
coupled with the full range of function available with the ISPF Edit facility.

Syntax
Rc = SDKEDIF(stemname,maxlrecl,title,profile,panel,macro,format,DBCS,cmdproc)

stemname - REXX stem name to be edited. If not specified, the default stem name is 'SDKEDIF.'

maxlrecl - Maximum logical record length of the data to be edited. If not specified, the value 255 is used.

title - A literal up to 54 characters long to appear in the title of the panel. The default title is the name of the REXX stem
being edited.

profile - Name of the Edit profile to be used. The default edit profile name is EDIFPROF.
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panel - Name of the ISPF panel to be used by the EDIF service. The default panel name is ISPEDDE.

macro - Name of the initial edit macro.

format - Name of the format to be used by the EDIF service.

DBCS - Indicates that Double Byte Characters are present in the data to be edited.

cmdproc - Name of the primary command processing routine to be used by the EDIF dialog. This routine must be the
name of a valid load module. You may use AcceleREXX to compile REXX execs that to serve as cmdprocs.

Return Code

0 - EDIF was successful

4 - No changes were made to the data present in the REXX stem

8 - Parameter error: non-numerical maxlrecl or failed to load a cmdproc

Example

Edit the contents of the REXX stem 's.' Specify a maximum lrecl of 200.

 Call SdkEdif 's.',200,'Example of SdkEdif display: Stem s.'

SDKREAD - Read into REXX Stemmed Variables
Read the records within a member of a partitioned dataset (PDS) into an array of REXX compound symbols that share a
common stem. One or more members of a PDS may be accessed without having to repeatedly free and re-allocate the
file.

Syntax
Rc = SDKREAD(ddname,member,stemname)

ddname - Name of the file to which the dataset is allocated

member - Optional member name if the allocated dataset is a PDS

stemname - Name of a REXX stem (e.g. 'name.') into which records will be read

Return Code

0 - Successful execution, dataset records were loaded into REXX variables

8 - RFA initialization failed

12 - Failed to load the module RFP$TBLS

16 - The file 'ddname' is not allocated

20 - Failed to build a DCB for the dataset

24 - Failed to open the file

28 - No DDname parameter was passed

32 - No member name was passed

36 - No stem name was passed

44 - The specified member name was not found in the PDS
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Example

Read the member that is named ISR@PRIM of ISPPLIB PDS into the REXX stem named 'line.'

Rc = SDKREAD('ispplib','isr@prim','line.')

SDKWRITE -- Write from REXX stemmed variables
Write records into a sequential dataset or a member of a PDS from REXX stemmed variables.

Syntax
Rc = SDKWRITE(ddname,member,stemname)

DDname - Name of the file to which the output dataset is allocated

member - Optional member name if the allocated dataset is a PDS

stemname - Name of the REXX stem (e.g. 'name.') from which records will be written

Return code

0 - Successfull execution

1 - Record(s) were truncated

12 - failed to load RFP$TBLS

16 - DD name is not allocated

20 - failed to build a DCB for the data set

24 - failed to open the file

28 - no DD statement passed

32 - no member name passed as a parameter

44 - STOW error

48 - Failure to get DSN from JFCB

52 - OBTAIN macro error

Example:

Write a PDS member named TESTLINE from the REXX stem 'line.'.

The output file is allocated to the DDname 'workfile'.

line.0 = 3       

line.1 = 'Line 1'

line.2 = 'Line 2'

line.3 = 'Line 3'

Rc = SDKWRITE('workfile','testline','line.')

SDKDDNAM -- Check If the Specified DDname is Allocated

Syntax
Rc = SDKDDNAM(ddname)
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ddname - Name of the file to which the dataset is allocated

Return Code

0 - DDNAME is not allocated

1 - DDNAME is allocated

Example

Check whether file ISPLLIB is allocated:

if SDKDDNAM('ISPLLIB') then

   say ‘ISPLLIB is allocated’

else

   say ‘ISPLLIB is not allocated’

BLDL -- REXX interface to the MVS BLDL macro
The BLDL function enables you to obtain PDS directory entry information directly from your REXX execs -- without
assembler programming. You can search for members in a PDS allocated to a specific DDNAME or can use the standard
MVS search order. BLDL returns directory information into the REXX variable RESULT.

Syntax
DIRENTRY = BLDL(member,ddname)

member - PDS member name - required

ddname - Optional DDNAME

Return codes after call

RC variable:

• 0 - Successful execution, directory information was returned in the RESULT variable
• 4 - Member was not found
• 8 - No member name was provided
• 12 - Dataset name is not a PDS
• 16 - Failed to open DDname

RESULT variable

If BLDL is successful, the RESULT variable is set to the character value of the following:

TT R K Z C UD

TT - Relative track number for the beginning of the dataset

R - The relative block record number on the track indicated by TTR

K - indicates the concatenation number of the dataset. For the first or only dataset this value is 0.

Z - indicates where the system found the directory entry:
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• 0 - Private library
• 1 - Link library
• 2 - Job, task, or step library
• 3 - 255 - job, task, or step library of parent task n, where n = Z-2

C - Indicates the type: member or alias.

• Bit and meaning:
– 0=0 - Indicates a member name
– 0=1 - Indicates an alias
– 1-2 - Indicates the number of TTRN fields (max of 3) in user data field
– 3-7 - indicates the total number of halfwords in the user data field
– UD - User data in the directory entry

Example

Determine whether libraries allocated to the DDname ISPLLIB contain a load module named 'ISRISPRM'. If that load
module is found, then RC = 0 and the RESULT variable is set to values in the TT R Z C UD format

CALL BLDL 'IRXISPRM','ISPLLIB'

STOW -- REXX Interface to the MVS Macro
The function provides a native REXX interface to the MVS STOW macro -- with full support of all facilities. The function
allows you to ADD, CHANGE, UPDATE, and DELETE directory entries in a PDS.

Syntax
rc = STOW(function,ddname,member,type,newname,userfld)

function - Required parameter:

• ADD = add new directory entry
• DELETE = delete directory entry
• REPLACE = replace an existing directory entry
• CHANGE = change the member name of the directory entry

ddname - Required parameter: Optional DDname of the PDS where the member resides. If omitted, the tasklib, steplib or
joblib will be used

member - Required parameter: The member name of the directory entry to be processed

type - Optional: Describes the directory entry type as either MEMBER or ALIAS. The default is MEMBER

newname - Optional parameter: A new name to be assigned to an alias name or member name

userfld - Optional: 0 - 62 bytes of user data to be placed in the directory entry

RC Variable

0 - STOW was successful

4-24 - See return codes from the macro instruction

28 - Invalid function call parameters

32 - RFA initialization failed

36 - Requested DDname was not allocated
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40 - Failed to build DCB for DDname

44 - Failed to OPEN DDname

Example

Create an alias named 'ISR@PRM1' for the member 'ISRr@PRIM' located in the dataset that is allocated to the ISPLLIB
DD statement. Place the user data 'TEST STOW' in the user field of the PDS directory for ISR@PRM1.

Rc = STOW('add','ispplib','isr@prim','alias','isr@prm1','TEST STOW')

Parsing, Tokenizing and Sorting
This section contains information about parsing, tokenizing and sorting

SDKSCAN - Tokenize a Character String into REXX Stemmed Variables
The SDKSCAN function parses a string into its constituent tokens using a caller supplied set of token delimiters.
SDKSCAN places the tokens into the REXX stemmed array that is specified by the caller.

Syntax
Rc=SDKSCAN(string,{delims},{stemname},{Noblanks},{Literals},{Comments})

string - A character string to be scanned into tokens. This parameter is required.

delims - The set of delimiters with which to scan and parse the string. If not specified, the following default delimiters are
used: x'010240',c':+-*|\()/"&=;<>'

stemname - The name of the REXX stem into which SDKSCAN places the scanned tokens. If not specified, the default
stem name 'SDKSCAN.' is used. SDKSCAN places the number of scanned tokens into the Zero-th element of the array.

Noblanks - If specified, blank delimiters are discarded rather than being treated as separate tokens. Note that blanks
within literal strings are always preserved. (The Noblanks parameter can be abbreviated as N.)

Literals - If specified, literal strings that are delineated by either single quotes (') or double quotes (") are processed as a
single token. (The literals parameter can be abbreviated as L.)

Comments - If specified, REXX-style comments (/* comments */) are processed as one token. (This parameter can be
abbreviated as C.)

Return Codes

0 - Scan was successful

1 - When Literal assembly is requested, this code indicates that an ending quote or double quote was not found for one of
the literals.

2 - When Comment assembly is requested, this code indicates that an end-of-comment delimiter '*/' was not found for one
of the comments.

8 - One or more input parameters are in error.

Example
Rc = SDKSCAN("keyword(k1) = 'literal 1'",,'S.','L','N')

In this example, the string "keyword(k1) = 'literal 1'" is scanned into tokens and placed in the stem 'S.'. The default set of
delimiters is used. Literals are to be assembled into a single token and non-significant blanks should be deleted.

Result:
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Rc   =  0

s.0  =  6

s.1  =  'keyword'

s.2  =  '('

s.3  =  'k1'

s.4  =  ')'

s.5  =  '='

s.6  =  'literal 1'

SDKSORT - Sort REXX Stemmed Variables
The SDKSORT function can be used to sort a series of blank delimited words within a REXX stemmed array in either
ascending or descending sequence.

Syntax
Format1: Rc = SDKSORT(stemname{,FldStart},{FldLength},{order})

Format2: Rc = SDKSORT(stemname{,FldDescr}{,FldDescr}...)

stemname - The name of the REXX stem whose elements are to be sorted. The default stem name is SDKSORT.

Format 1 can be used when records contain only a single sort field. Format 1 preserves compatibility with the prior version
of this function.

FldStart - The starting position within the sort field. The default position is 1.

FldLength - Length of the sort field. The default field length is that of the entire variable, to a maximum of 32,760.

order - Direction of the sort, where A denotes ascending sort sequence (the default) and D specifies a descending
collating sequence for the sort.

Format 2 must be used when records contain multiple sort fields. Format represents the new syntax of this function.

FldDescr  - Sorted field descriptor whose general format is as follows:

(fldstart,fldlength,CompType,order)

CompType - Comparison data type. Only the character data type denoted by ‘CH’, is defined.

NOTE

1. The size of the REXX Stem to be sorted may be supplied in the zero-th element of the stem. If the zero-
th element is not defined or has a non-numeric value, then the size of the stemmed array is determined by
checking whether subsequent stem elements are defined (beginning from 1,2, etc.) The first undefined stem
element is assumed to end the stemmed array.

2. The comparison operation that is used by SDKSORT is character-based. If, for example, you must sort
a stem containing 10 and 5, 5 follows 10 (in ascending order) because only one character (the common
length) is compared.

Return Codes

0 The sort was successful
4 The stem was not defined or is empty
8 The parameters fldstart and fldlength are non-numerical or are outside

the span of the character string. The sort is aborted.
12 The sort field is outside the record’s range
42 The FldStart parameter is non-numeric
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43 The FldLength parameter is non-numeric
44 Order is neither ‘A’ nor ‘D’
45 Incomplete FldDescr parameter (Format 2)
46 No open parenthesis parameter ‘(‘ found in FldDescr (format 2)
47 FldStart is not numeric (Format 2)
48 FldLength is non-numeric (Format 2)
49 Comma was not found but was expected in FldDescr (Format 2)
50 No closing parenthesis ‘)’ was found in FldDescr (Format 2)
51 CompType ‘CH’ was not found (Format 2)
52 Stemname is not defined or contains undefined element(s)
53 Getmain failed. Either the stem has too many elements or the combined

size of all variable values exceeds the limit which can be acquired
dynamically.

Example 1

Sort stem 'S.' in ascending order using the entire contents of the REXX variables which comprise the stem ‘S.’

Rc = SDKSORT('s.',,'A')

Result Before sort and After sort

s.0 = 4               s.0 = 4

s.1 = 8               s.1 = 1

s.2 = 5               s.2 = 5

s.3 = 9               s.3 = 8

s.4 = 1               s.4 = 9

Example 2

Sort stem 'S.' using Format 2 which designates five sort fields:

CALL SDKSORT  'w.','(1,3,ch,a)','(5,3,ch,d)','(9,3,ch,a)',,

                   '(13,3,ch,a)','(17,3,ch,a)'

SDKWSORT - Sort Words in a String
Sort the blank-delimited words of a string.

Syntax
Rc = SDKWSORT(string,order)

string - The string containing the words to be sorted. This parameter is required.

order - Sort sequence: A=ascending or D=descending

Return

A sorted string of words delimited by a single blank. If no string is specified to SDKWSORT, an empty string is returned.

Example
sorted  =  SdkWsort('zz 2ya a bba sssss bbb xxxx z aaa','A')
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After the sort, the REXX variable sorted  contains:

'a aaa bba bbb sssss xxxx z zz 2ya'

Data Conversion and Mapping Functions
This section contains information about data conversion and mapping.

A2E - Convert ASCII to EBCDIC
The A2E function translates a string whose data is encoded in ASCII into an equivalent string encoded in the EBCDIC
character set.

Syntax
ebcdic = A2E(ascii)

ascii - An ASCII character string between 1 and 256 characters long to be converted into EBCDIC

ebcdic - The resultant EBCDIC string converted from ASCII

Example
result = A2E(ascii)

D2P - Convert Decimal to Packed
The D2P function converts a character string representation of a numeric value (an edited decimal number) into an
internal numeric value in packed decimal format.

Syntax
result = D2P(decimal,resbytes)

decimal - Decimal number in EBCDIC, e.g. +1234.56

resbytes - The number of bytes in the packed decimal result. This number may be from 1 through 8 bytes long.

Example
packed = P2D(1234.56)

After the function is executed, packed = '123456C'x

E2A - Convert EBCDIC to ASCII

Syntax
ascii = E2A(ebcdic)

ebcdic - An EBCDIC character string (1 to 256 characters long) to be converted to ASCII code

ascii - Resultant ASCII string converted from EBCDIC

Example
result = A2E(ebcdic)
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P2D - Convert Packed to Decimal
The P2D function converts a packed decimal number into an edited decimal representation of that number.

Syntax
rc = SDKMAP(function,address,map{,index1,index2,index3}

Example
decimal = P2D('123456C'x,2)

After the function is executed, decimal = 1234.56

D2F - Convert a REXX Decimal Number to S/390 Floating Point

Syntax
floatnum = D2F(decnum,format)

floatnum - S/390 floating point number in either SINGLE format (4 bytes) or DOUBLE format (8 bytes), depending upon
the format parameter -- e.g:

• Example 1: '4122B841'X is a SINGLE precision FLOATING POINT number corresponding to the decimal number 2.17
• Example 2: '41323D70A3D70A3D'X is a DOUBLE precision FLOATING POINT number corresponding to the decimal

number 3.14

decnum - REXX decimal number, e.g. 3.14

format - The format of the floating point number: either 'SINGLE' or 'DOUBLE'

Returned REXX Variables

Result: Contains the value of the floating point number (floatnum)

RC - contains a return code set to one of the following values:

• 0 - conversion successful
• 4 - significance or underflow condition
• 8 - overflow condition
• 12 - conversion error or null input
• 16 - incorrect decnum: not specified or longer than 32 bytes.

Example
float = D2F(2.65)

if rc <= 4 then

   say 'Conversion successful, hex value of float='C2H(float)

else

   say 'Conversion failed, RC='rc

F2D - Convert a S/390 Floating Point Number to a REXX Decimal Number

Syntax
decnum = F2D(floatnum,format)

decnum - result value as a REXX decimal number, for example 3.14
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floatnum - S/390 floating point number in either SINGLE format (4 bytes) or DOUBLE format (8 bytes) depending upon
the format parameter.

• Example 1: '4122B841'X is a SINGLE precision FLOATING POINT number corresponding to the decimal number 2.17.
• Example 2: '41323D70A3D70A3D'X is a DOUBLE precision FLOATING POINT number corresponding to the decimal

number 3.14

format - The format of the floating point number: either 'SINGLE' or 'DOUBLE'

Returned REXX Variables

Result: Contains the value of the REXX decimal number (decnum)

RC - contains a return code set to one of the following values:

• 0 - conversion successful
• 4 - significance or underflow error; conversion successful
• 8 - overflow
• 12 - conversion error or null input
• 16 - incorrect floatnum (not specified)

Example
decnum = F2D('412A6666'X)

if rc <= 4 then

   say 'Conversion successful, decimal number='decnum

else

   say 'Conversion failed, RC='rc

SDKMAP - Map REXX Variables from and to Data Area
The SDKMAP function performs mapping between REXX variables and an area of memory. The FETCH function creates
REXX variables from an area in memory in accordance with the specified map while the STORE function maps the values
of REXX variables into a block of data in memory in accordance with the specified map.

Syntax
rc = SDKMAP(function,address,map[,index1,index2,index3])

function - One of the following functions:

• FETCH - Create REXX variables from the block of data in accordance with the specified map; or
• STORE - Fetch values of REXX variables and create a block of data in accordance with the specified map

In both cases, all data conversions are performed in accordance with the data types that are defined by the map

address - The address of the block of memory that is used as input (as with FETCH) or as an output (as with STORE)

map - Name of the map that is used as input specifications for REXX variables

index1,index2,index3 - Optional - up to three levels of indices to be used to create the names of REXX variables (e.g.
ABC.1.3.4)

A map is a set of descriptors each of which has the following format:

MAPENTRY DC    AL4            LENGTH OF VARIABLE NAME

         DC    AL4            VARIABLE VALUE OFFSET  

         DC    AL4            FIELD LENGTH           

         DC    CL1            FIELD DATA TYPE        

         DC    CL1            FLAG                   
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         DC    0C             Variable name (length is variable)

Field data types:

B   - a binary number (binary to decimal conversion)                    

C   - a character string - no conversion                                

H   - a string to be converted to hex digits                            

T   - Time in STCK format: mm/dd/yy-hh.mm.ss.hhhhhh                     

D   - Delta time as STCK: 00/00/00-hh.mm.ss.hhhhhh                      

F   - some special value (not implemented)

The last map entry starts with X'FF' .

Example
/* rexx */

address tso

"alloc dd(MAPS) da(‘rlx.test.maps’) shr reu"                             (1)

"alloc dd(DATA) da(‘rlx.test.data’) shr reu"                             (2)

map  = sdkMG('MAPS','BLOCK1')         /* Map get function          */    (3)

rc   = LOAD('BLOCK1','DATA')          /* Load parameters           */    (4)

call sdkMAP 'STORE',sdkload@,map      /* Format map into rexx vars */    (5)

call Dumpvars                         /* display rexx variables    */    (6)

return                                                                   

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/*  List all defined rexx variables                                   */

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

Dumpvars :

trace 'O' 

   vars = sdkVARS('REXXVARS')

   v.0 = words(vars)         

   do i = 1 to v.0           

      var = word(vars,i)     

      v.i = left(var,20,'.') left(length(value(var)),5) value(var)      

   end

   call sdkBRIF 'v.'

return

where:

(1) - Allocate a PDS containing one or more object module maps. Refer to description of the SDKMG function for details
about generating object maps.

(2) - Allocate a PDS containing load modules to be used as the data area to be mapped

(3) - Create a map from the object module (see the SDKMG function)

(4) - Load a load module named BLOCK1 from the DDname DATA to be used as a data area. The address of the load
module is returned in the REXX variable sdkload@.

(5) - Create a series of REXX variables that are described by the map that is named map and populate them with the
data that is extracted from the data area at the address sdkload@ in accordance with the map. All data conversions from
internal format to REXX character strings are performed automatically by the SDKMAP function.

(6) - The Dumpvars REXX subroutine obtains (through the SDKVARS function) the names of all active REXX variables
and then displays them in a scrollable format via the SDKBRIF function.
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SDKMG - Create a Map from an Assembled Object
The SDKMG function creates an internal map from the SYM records that are read from an assembled object module. You
can use the maps that are generated by the SDKMG function as input to the SDKMAP function.

Syntax
map = SDKMG(ddname,object)

ddname - The file to which a PDS containing object modules generated by assembler with the TEST parameter is
allocated.

object - The name of the object module that is generated by the assembler with the TEST parameter.

map - A variable that contains the map that is generated by the SDKMG function if the execution is successful.

The following sample JCL illustrates how to create a map for the CVT (Communication Vector Table), a major MVS control
block.

//ASM      EXEC PGM=ASMA90,               

//         PARM=(DECK,TERM,BATCH,OBJ,TEST)

//SYSLIB   DD  DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR   

//         DD  DSN=SYS1.AMODGEN,DISP=SHR  

//SYSUT1   DD  DSN=&SYSUT1,UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(1700,(600,100))        

//SYSUT2   DD  DSN=&SYSUT2,UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(1700,(300,50))         

//SYSUT3   DD  DSN=&SYSUT3,UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(1700,(300,50))         

//SYSLIN   DD  DUMMY

//SYSTERM  DD  SYSOUT=*,DCB=BLKSIZE=1089

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*,DCB=BLKSIZE=1089

//SYSPUNCH DD  DSN=RLX.TEST.MAPS(CVT),DISP=SHR                    

//SYSIN    DD  * 

CVT        CSECT 

           CVT   PREFIX=YES,DSECT=YES,LIST=YES                    

           END

//

Example

Create a set of REXX variables that map the contents of each field of the CVT control block. The CVT contains more than
300 fields. Performing this conversion manually is a long and tedious process.

/* rexx */

address tso                                                             

   "alloc dd(maps) da(paul.rcxobj) shr reu"                             

   map = sdkMG('maps','cvt')             /* create a map from object */ 

   cvt@ = c2x(storage(10,4))             /* address of CVT */           

   call sdkMAP 'STORE',cvt@,map          /* create CVT variables */     

   call Dumpvars                         /* display rexx variables */

return                                                                  

SDKMGP - Create a Map from a PL/I INCLUDE
The SDKMGP function creates an internal map for the data structure that is associated with a PL/I INCLUDE from the
SYSADATA records that are generated by the PL/I compiler. You can use the maps that are generated by SDKMGP as
input to the SDKMAP function.
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Syntax
map = SDKMGP(ddname,object)

ddname - The file to which an object module library is allocated. This PDS must contain object modules that were
generated by an Assembly with the TEST parameter.

object - The name of the object module.

map - The name of a variable into which SDKMGP must return a map.

The following sample JCL illustrates how to create a SYSADATA member for a PL/I INCLUDE, using the /I Compiler for z/
OS V3.3 (or later release).

//jobname  JOB 

//PLIMAP   PROC MAP=  //*____________________________________________________________________ 

//* ENTERPRISE PL/I FOR Z/OS V3.3 OR LATER

//*____________________________________________________________________ 

//PLI    EXEC PGM=IBMZPLI,REGION=0M,PARM='XINFO(NODEF,NOXML,NOMSG,SYM)' 

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PLI.IEL330.SIBMZCMP 

//SYSLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=USER.PLI    *PL/I %INCLUDES

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=* 

//SYSLIN   DD  DUMMY 

//SYSUT1   DD  DSN=&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSALLDA,DCB=BLKSIZE=1024,              

//             SPACE=(1024,(200,50),,CONTIG,ROUND)                      

//SYSADATA DD  DSN=USER.MAPS(&MAP),DISP=SHR                       

//         PEND                                                         

//*                                                                     

//MAP      EXEC PLIMAP,MAP=HOSTVAR 

//PLI.SYSIN DD  * 

 $MAPPER: PROC; 

 %INCLUDE HOSTVAR; 

 END $MAPPER;

/* 

In the example above, the PL/I structure that is named HOSTVAR is copied through %INCLUDE into a dummy program
that is named $MAPPER. The HOSTVAR INCLUDE resides within the copy library that is named USER.PLI. The PL/
I compiler stores the SYSADATA output as a member of the PDS that is named USER.MAPS, whose attributes are
LRECL=80 and RECFM=FB.

The next example shows how to create a SYSDATA member for your own PL/I INCLUDE structure. Replace the string ?
pli.include.library’ in the example with the name of your PL/I INCLUDE library. Then replace the strings ?include1? and ?
include2? with the name of the PL/I INCLUDE you want to map.

//jobname  JOB 

//PLIMAP   PROC MAP=  //*____________________________________________________________________ 

//* ENTERPRISE PL/I FOR Z/OS V3.3 OR LATER

//*____________________________________________________________________ 

//PLI    EXEC PGM=IBMZPLI,REGION=0M,PARM='XINFO(NODEF,NOXML,NOMSG,SYM)' 

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PLI.IEL330.SIBMZCMP 

//SYSLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=?pli.include.library?    *PL/I %INCLUDES

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=* 

//SYSLIN   DD  DUMMY 

//SYSUT1   DD  DSN=&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSALLDA,DCB=BLKSIZE=1024,              

//             SPACE=(1024,(200,50),,CONTIG,ROUND)                      

//SYSADATA DD  DSN=?pli.map.library(&MAP)?,DISP=SHR                     

//         PEND                                                         
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//*                                                                     

//MAP      EXEC PLIMAP,MAP=?include?

//PLI.SYSIN DD  * 

 $MAPPER: PROC; 

 %INCLUDE ?include?;

 END $MAPPER;

/* 

Once a SYSADATA member exists for the PL/I INCLUDE, you can use the SDKMGP function to transform the
SYSADATA into a map. The SDKMAP function can use this map to create discrete REXX variables that correspond to
fields with a PL/I data structure.

Example

The following example illustrates how to use the SDKMGP and SDKMAP functions to map records from a file into discrete
REXX variables. These variables correspond to the field structure that is defined by the PL/I INCLUDE.

NOTE
The SDKMAP function converts the contents of non-character fields into character format and places them in
REXX variables.

/* rexx */

Address TSO

 "ALLOC DD(MAPS) DA('"USER.MAPS"') SHR REU"  /* User PDS containing SYSADATA        */

 map      = SdkMGP('MAPS',’HOSTVAR’)         /* Create an internal map              */

 "ALLOC DD(INFILE) DA('"USER.FILE"') SHR     /* File whose records are to be mapped */

 Call SdkREAD 'INFILE',,'f.'                 /* Read file records into f. stem      */

 Do i     = 1 To f.0                         /* For every file record               */

    l     = Length(f.i)                      /* Obtain length of the record         */

    addr@ = C2X(Getmain(l))                  /* Obtain storage for the record       */

    x     = Storage(addr@,l,f.i)             /* Copy record into storage            */

    Call sdkMAP 'STORE',addr@,map            /* Create REXX vars for the record     */

End 

Return 

Multi-Tasking and Interprocess Communication
This section contains information about multi-tasking and interprocess communication.

POST - Signal Event Completion
The POST function provides a native REXX interface to the MVS POST system service. POST lets you signal the
completion of an event.

Syntax
Rc = POST(ecb@,compcode)

ecb@ - The binary address (4-byte fullword) of the ECB (event control block) to be POSTed. This address is returned
by the GETMAIN function into a REXX variable. A WAIT service that references the address of this ecb must have been
issued previously so that the ecb to be POSTed must be in a wait state.

compcode - The completion code to be placed in the ECB. This code can later be checked by the issuer of the WAIT
function. The compcode parameter must be specified as a printable decimal number.
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RC variable

Is set to a return code from the MVS POST macro.

Example

Post the ecb whose address is in the REXX variable ecb@ with a completion code of 255.

= POST(ecb@,255)

WAIT - Wait for Event Completion
The WAIT function provides a native REXX interface to the MVS WAIT system service. WAIT lets you halt the execution
of a task and program until either a timer expires or an application-defined event completes, as signaled by the POST
system service.

Syntax
Rc = WAIT('ECB',ecb@,longwait)

Rc = WAIT('ECBLIST',ecblist@,eventno,longwait)

Rc = WAIT('SEC',seconds)

ECB / ECBLIST / SEC denote the types of WAIT functions that are supported. One of the following parameters must be
coded exactly as shown:

• ecb@ - The binary address (a 4-byte fullword) of the ECB (event control block) for which the WAIT is issued. The RLX/
SDK GETMAIN function returns this address into a REXX variable. Before issuing a WAIT, the 4 bytes of storage that
comprise the ECB (at the storage address ecb@) must be cleared to binary zeros. This parameter is required when
the WAIT type is ECB.

• ecblist@ - The binary address of a list of ECBs that are built in accordance with the requirements of the MVS WAIT
macro. The ECBLIST specifies a list of addresses. Each address is a 4-byte field that is aligned on a full-word
boundary. The last ECB address must have its high-order bit turned on to designate the end of the list. If the ECBLIST
is not built and initialized correctly, the WAIT fails. This list should only be specified with a WAIT type of ECBLIST.

• eventno - The number of events, such as the number of POSTed ECBs, whose completion must be signaled to
resume execution of the waiting task and program. This parameter is only valid when the WAIT type is ECBLIST. The
default number of events that must complete is 1.

• longwait - Indicates whether the task can enter a long wait, such as for I/O to the terminal. Possible values for this
parameter are YES and NO.

• seconds - The number of seconds to wait before control is returned to the issuing REXX program. The valid range for
this parameter is between 0 and 86,400 seconds (24 hours).

RC variable

Contains a return code after WAIT macro.

Example 1

Obtain an area of storage for an ECB, and then issue the WAIT function.

ecb@ = GETMAIN(4)                       /* Obtain an area for the ECB */

Rc = Storage(C2X(ecb@),4,'00000000'x)   /* Clear the ECB to x'00'     */

Rc = WAIT('ECB',ecb@)                   /* Wait for event completion  */

The REXX application that issues the WAIT continues when another task issues the POST function, as shown in the
following example.
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Rc = POST(ecb@)

NOTE
The ecb address must be passed to the task that issues the POST.

Example 2

Suspend the execution of the REXX application that issues the wait for 30 seconds.

Rc = WAIT('SEC',30)

XPOST - Cross Memory Post
The XPOST function lets you signal the completion of an event to an address space other than the one in which the
event took place. For example, a jobstep might complete in Address Space A, and then be reported to a REXX monitor
application that is running in Address Space B. XPOST is an authorized facility.

Syntax
Rc = XPOST(jobname,ecb@,compcode) 

jobname - The jobname of the remote address space to be POSTed when the event in the local address space
completes.

ecb@ - Binary address of the ECB (event control block) in the remote address space to be POSTed. This address is
returned by the GETMAIN function into a REXX variable. A call to the WAIT service that references the address of this
ecb must have been issued previously in the remove address space.

compcode - The completion code to be placed in the ECB. This code can later be checked by the issuer of the WAIT
function. The compcode parameter must be specified as a printable decimal number.

Return code

Rc =

0 - Xpost call was successful.

8 - Error in one or more parameters.

Example
Rc = XPOST('TSOUSER1',ecb@,12)

Post an ecb with a completion code of 12. The ecb is in the address space whose jobname is TSOUSER1. The address
of the ecb is in the REXX variable ecb@.

RFPXWTO - Cross Memory WTO
The RFPXWTO function lets REXX execs write messages to the MVS Console as if they are issued from a remote
address space. This function is useful as a way to notify jobs and TSO users of critical events.

Syntax
RC = RFPXWTO(jobname,tcb@,msgstem) 

jobname - The jobname of the remote address space from which the WTO message is to issued. Example: SUMMARY.

tcb@ - The Hexadecimal address of the TCB under which the WTO is issued. If the TCB address is omitted or set to 0,
the job step TCB is used. Example: 00F48238.
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Msgstem - The name of a REXX stem variable that contains the WTO message text. msgstem.0 specifies the number
of lines of message text. Multi-line messages are supported. For example: MSG., where: msg.0 = 2, msg.1 = 'Heading
line', and msg2 = 'Data line 1'.

The RFPXWTO function sets the RC variable as follows:

• 00 - WTO to the remote address space was successfully issued.
• 4x - Error in parameter number x, where x is the ordinal number of the parameter in error. Ordinal and numbers are 1,

2, and 3 in the order defined by the syntax: jobname, tcb@ and msgstem.
• >0 - other error codes are accompanied by error messages.

Example
jobname           = 'LASTJOB'                                       

tcb               = ''                                               

msg.0             = 2                                                

msg.1             = 'XWTO - Line 1 - Title line'                     

msg.2             = 'XWWO - Line 2 - Detail line' 

CALL RFPXWTO jobname,tcb,'msg.'                                      

SAY 'RC='rc

RFPA2LM - Translate an Address to Load module.csect.offset Format
The RFPA2LM function lets REXX execs translate a virtual storage address to a CSECT offset within a load module
or to identify the location as being within a storage subpool. RFPAL2M can execute in the caller address space, or in a
remote address space through an IRB that is scheduled by the RAI Server. The RFPA2LM function is useful for real-time
debugging of applications that are running in remote address spaces and for problem diagnosis.

Syntax
lmo = RFPA2LM(jobname,tcb@,refaddr) 

Lmo - Load module, CSECT (Control Section), and offset information in the form of lmod.csect.+X'offset'.

Jobname - The jobname of an address space whose reference address refaddr is analyzed to determine where the
address is allocated: within a load module, a storage subpool, or not allocated.

tcb@ - Hexadecimal address of the TCB under which RAI Server IRB is scheduled in a remote address space. If the TCB
address is omitted or set to 0, the Job Step TCB is used. An example of TCB address is 00F48238.

Refaddr - The referenced address in a local or remote address space.

The RFPA2LM function sets the RC variable as follows:

• 00 - Function was successfully executed and the lmo variable is set with the translated location of the refaddr. If the
address is not allocated, then lmo is set to N/A.

• 4x - Error in parameter number x, where x is the ordinal number of the parameter in error. Ordinal numbers are 1, 2,
and 3 in the order defined by the syntax: jobname, tcb@, and refaddr.

• >0 - Other error codes are accompanied by error messages.

Example
jobname = 'LASTJOB'                                        

tcb = ''

refaddr = 'FDD5B8'                                         

lmo = RFPA2LM(jobname,tcb,'msg.')                          

IF RC = 0 THEN 

   SAY 'ADDR='refaddr '->' lmo
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ELSE

   SAY 'RC='rc

This example displays: ADDR=00FDD5B8 -> IEAVCVT+X'0040'

Dataset Allocation Management Functions
This section describes dataset allocation management functions.

SDKLA: List Allocated Datasets
The SDKLA function lets you obtain information about datasets that are currently allocated in your REXX environment.
You can specify the DDNAME or DATASET name as search criteria for the allocation information. If no parameters are
specified, the information about all allocated datasets is returned. The SDKLA function returns information in the following
REXX variables.

SDKLA.0    - Number of datasets returned                                

SDKDDN.i   - Allocated DDNAME                                           

SDKDSN.i   - Allocated Dataset name                                     

SDKMEM.i   - Member name if a PDS with a specific member is allocated   

SDKTYPE.i  - Dataset type: CATALOG, VSAM, PO, PS, DA                    

SDKALOC.i  - Dataset allocation: OLD, SHR, MOD                          

SDKDISP.i  - Dataset normal disposition: KEEP, DLET, CATL               

SDKADSP.i  - Dataset abnormal completion disposition: KEEP, DLET, CATL  

SDKOPEN.i  - Number of times the dataset was opened up to this moment   

SDKVOL.i   - Dataset volume serial number                               

Syntax
rc = SDKLA('TASK',tcb@)

TASK - Must be specified as shown. Indicates that all dataset names, if any, that are allocated to a tasklib are returned. A
tasklib is a DDNAME that is searched for executable load modules before STEPLIB.

tcb@ - The 8-byte hexadecimal address of a TCB (task control block) to be searched for a tasklib. If not specified, the
current TCB is assumed.

rc = SDKLA('DDNAME',ddname)

DDNAME - Must be specified as shown. This option indicates that all dataset names, if any, that are allocated to the
specified DDNAME are returned.

ddname - The DDname used as a search criteria.

rc = SDKLA('DSNAME',dsnamepref)

DSNAME - Must be specified as shown. This option indicates that all dataset names that begin with dsnamepref are
returned.

dsnamepref - A dataset name prefix that is used as a search criterion.

RC variable

= 0 - Function executed successfully.

> 0 - Error in function execution.
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Example

Display all dataset names that are allocated to the DDname ISPLLIB.

call SDKLA ‘DDNAME’,’ISPLLIB’

call SDKBRIF ‘DSNDSN.’,50,’DSNAMES Allocated to DDNAME ISPLLIB’

RAICONC: Concatenate Datasets to an Existing File
The RAICONC command lets you concatenate or de-concatenate datasets that are allocated to a specific DDname. The
RAICONC command runs only in the TSO environment. The invocation syntax is shown in the following example.

   +-------------------------------------------------------------------+

   |  RAICONC parm1 parm2 ...                                          |

   |    where parm1, parm2, ... are one of the following:'             |

   | *       - indicates default value'                                |

   |                                                                   |

   |    POS(*PRECAT    |  - concat / deconcat position '               |

   |        POSTCAT    |'                                              |

   |        REMOVE)'                                                   |

   |    FILE(ddname)   |  - DD name to be used by this operation'      |

   |      FI(ddname)   |'                                              |

   |      DD(ddname)'                                                  |

   |    DSN(dsnlist)   |  - List of dataset names.  These names may be |

   |     DA(dsnlist)   |    specified with or without quotes.          |

   |     DATASET(dsnlist)'                                             |

   |    TRACE(YES|*NO)    - Start REXX trace'                          |

   |    VERBOSE(YES|*NO)  - Issue messages'                            |

   |    HELP(YES|*NO)     - Display help for syntax of RAICONC         |

   |                                                                   |

   +-------------------------------------------------------------------+

RAILA: List File and Dataset Allocations
The RAILA command provides a list allocation facility that is more granular and readable than the output of the TSO
LISTA command. You can request a list of datasets that are allocated to a particular DD name. You can also request
a global list of files and allocated datasets. The command syntax for the RAILA command is shown in the following
example.

      +-------------------------------------------------------------------+

      |   RAILA parm1 parm2 ...                                           |

      |                                                                   |

      |   where parm1, parm2, ... are one of the following:               |

      |         DD(<ddname>)     - DDname to show                         |

      |         FILE(<ddname>)                                            |

      |         FI(<ddname>)                                              |

      |         DSN(<dsn>)       - Dataset name to show                   |

      |         DA(<dsn>)                                                 |

      |         DATASET(<dsn>)                                            |

      |         TRACE(YES|*NO)   - Start REXX trace                       |

      |         LIST(SHORT*|FULL) - list all information about datasets   |

      |                                                                   |

      | *       - indicates default value'                                |

      +-------------------------------------------------------------------+
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Example

Enter RAILA DD(SYSEXEC) in Option 6 of TSO/ISPF. The following example shows the type of Information that is
displayed.

********************************* Top of Data **********************************

-DDname- -VolSer- Allo Type OP Disp Adsp -Member- ----------------DataSet Name--

SYSEXEC  RA0003   SHR  PO   2  KEEP KEEP          RAI.SEM110.EXEC     

  +02    RA0006   SHR  PO   2  KEEP KEEP          RAI.DEMO.EXEC       

  +03    RA0008   SHR  PO   2  KEEP KEEP          RAI.PROD.EXEC       

  +04    RA0007   SHR  PO   2  KEEP KEEP          RAI.RAI.EXEC        

  +05    RA0003   SHR  PO   2  KEEP KEEP          RAI.Rvrm.CRAIEXEC

  +06    RA0006   SHR  PO   2  KEEP KEEP          RAI.Rvrm.CRAIEXEC

  +07    RA0008   SHR  PO   2  KEEP KEEP          RAI.DCA.DCAEXEC      

  +08    RA0003   SHR  PO   2  KEEP KEEP          RAI.TTS.TTSEXEC        

  +09    RA0006   SHR  PO   2  KEEP KEEP          QMF.DSQEXECE                  

  +10    RARES0   SHR  PO   2  KEEP KEEP          SYS1.ISP.VtRtMt.SISPEXEC      

******************************** Bottom of Data ********************************

REXX Edit Macros Supplied with RLX/SDK
This section contains information about REXX edit macros.

RLXBOX: Draw Box in an Edited Source File
RLXBOX is an ISPF edit macro that formats the comments that you embed in your REXX execs within a comments
box. Type RLXBOX on the ISPF/Edit command line. Position the cursor to the line and column where you want to insert
comments. Press ENTER.

RLXBOX displays a panel. You can enter comments, change the comment width, and make other formatting adjustments.
RLXBOX right-justifies the comments box to end in column 72. RLXBOX aligns the text of the comments within the
comment box according to your specifications.

RLXF: REXX Source Module Formatter
The RLXF macro formats your REXX execs. When editing a REXX exec, type !RLXF on the EDIT command line. The
exclamation point that precedes the RLXF command is required because RLXF is distributed in compiled form. You can
optionally define RLXF to ISPF/Edit through the editor DEFINE command. Defining RLXF through the DEFINE command
lets you invoke RLXF without the preceding exclamation point.

The RLXF command displays a panel. You can specify an indentation value to format your execs. The default indents two
positions.

NOTE
RLXF does not save the exec that is being edited. Ensure that you have created a backup copy of your exec if
you want to restore the original.

RLXQUOTE: Statement Verification
The RLXQUOTE edit macro is designed to help you verify the statements. When you are coding long RLX statements and
other long host commands, it is common to mistakes with delimiters and continuation characters.

RLXQUOTE checks that each line of a multi-line statement is properly delimited in either single or double quotes.
RLXQUOTE verifies that incomplete statements are properly continued with a comma onto another line. Lastly,
RLXQUOTE ensures that the statement is terminated with a semicolon ';'. RLXQUOTE issues messages if it detects
errors. These errors let you correct the error and re-run RLXQUOTE until your statement is error free.
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To verify your statements in ISPF edit, key RLXQUOTE on the command line. Then position the cursor to the line to be
verified and press ENTER.

RLXRUN: Run the REXX Exec Being Edited or in TSO Batch
RLXRUN is a REXX exec with the following functions:

• RLXRUN can be invoked as an ISPF EDIT macro to execute the REXX exec or CLIST that is being edited.
• RLXRUN can be used in TSO batch jobs to execute either REXX execs or TSO CLISTs directly from the SYSTSIN file.

You do not need to create a member in a library that is allocated to the SYSPROC or SYSEXEC concatenation.

The command syntax of RLXRUN is as follows:

RLXRUN {rlxprm} {userprm} 

rlxprm represents one or more of the following keyword parameters that govern RLXRUN execution:

$EXEC | $CLIST 

$TRACE 

$ISPF 

These parameters are all optional, but the keywords themselves are reserved for use with RLXRUN. They must not
conflict with any userprm parameters that you specify.

$EXEC specifies that a REXX exec will be executed. This is the default value.

$CLIST specifies that a TSO CLIST will be executed. This parameter is mutually exclusive with the $EXEC parameter.

$TRACE directs RLXRUN to insert a trace control statement into the set of REXX or CLIST statements to be executed.
This parameter is only effective when RLXRUN is executed as an EDIT macro and a group of lines are selected for
execution. For a REXX exec, a TRACE 'r' statement is inserted. For CLISTs, a CONTROL LIST SYMLIST statement is
inserted.

$ISPF invokes the target program through one of the following statements:

• An ISPF SELECT CMD(EXEC dsn ... if RLXRUN is invoked within an ISPF environment
• An ISPSTART CMD(EXEC dsn ... if RLXRUN is invoked from the TSO READY prompt.

Example
RLXRUN $REXX $TRACE user_parms 

userprm are any parameters other than rlxprm that are passed to the exec or CLIST that is being executed.

Execute the REXX Exec or TSO CLIST Being Edited
Open a REXX exec for ISPF Edit and enter the RLXRUN command as shown in the following example.

____________________________________________________________________

EDIT       RAI.DEMO.EXEC(RLXRUNT) - 01.00                Columns 00001 00072 

Command ===> rlxrun $trace 1                                  Scroll ===> CSR  

****** ***************************** Top of Data *****************************

000001 /* REXX */                                                              

cc 002  ARG debug                                                              

000003  IF debug          = 1 THEN TRACE 'r'                                   

000004  rlxprof.dsn       = 'D9GA'                                             

000005  rlxprof.plan      = 'RLX910CS'                                         

cc 006  rlxprof.pgm       = 'RLXSQL'                                           
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000007                                                                         

000008  ADDRESS RLX                                                            

000009  "RLX CONTROL EPANEL DISPLAY"                                           

000010  "RLX CONTROL ERRORS RETURN"                                            

000011  "RLX DECLARE C1 ISPFTABLE FOR",                                        

000012   "SELECT INTEGER FROM RAI027.RLXNUM"                                   

000013  IF sqlcode       <> 0 THEN                                             

000014     SAY 'RC='rc 'SQLCODE='sqlcode                                       

000015  DO WHILE rc = 0                                                        

000016     "RLX TBDISPL C1 PANEL(RLX)"                                         

000017  END                                                                    

000018 RETURN 0                                                                

****** **************************** Bottom of Data ***************************

____________________________________________________________________

In this example, lines 2 through 6 are selected and executed from the exec that is being edited. RLXRUN inserts a
TRACE'R' command before line 2 because the $TRACE parameter is specified. The output from this command is shown
in the following example.

____________________________________________________________________

>TRACE 'r'                                        

>ARG debug                                        

>IF debug          = 1 THEN TRACE 'r'             

>rlxprof.dsn       = 'D9GA'                       

>rlxprof.plan      = 'RLX910CS'                   

>rlxprof.pgm       = 'RLXSQL'                     

   132 *-*  ADDRESS TSO "EXEC" dsn "'"prm"'" type 

       >>>    "EXEC 'RAI027.RLXRUN.TEMP' '1' EXEC"

     2 *-* ARG debug                              

       >>>   "1"                                  

     3 *-* IF debug          = 1                  

       >>>   "1"                                  

       *-*  THEN                                  

       *-*  TRACE 'r'                             

     4 *-* rlxprof.dsn       = 'D9GA'             

       >>>   "D9GA"                               

     5 *-* rlxprof.plan      = 'RLX910CS'         

       >>>   "RLX910CS"                           

     6 *-* rlxprof.pgm       = 'RLXSQL'           

       >>>   "RLXSQL"                             

***

____________________________________________________________________

If no lines in the exec that is being edited are selected, then the entire exec or CLIST is executed.

Using RLXRUN in TSO Batch
In the batch environment, you can code REXX or CLIST statements [b}inline[/b] under the SYSTSIN DD statement. This
approach might be simpler or more logical in the batch environment than creating a member of a REXX or CLIST library
that must be allocated to the SYSEXEC or SYSPROC concatenation. RLXRUN supports such inline coding, as shown in
the following examples.
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In this example, RLXRUN is specified as the PARM for the TSO Terminal Monitor Program IKJEFT01. RLXRUN reads the
CLIST WRITE command from the SYSTSIN file and executes it.

___________________________________________________________________

//CLIST   EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,PARM='%RLXRUN $CLIST'              

//SYSPROC  DD  DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAIEXEC,DISP=SHR    

//SYSTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=*                                        

//SYSTSIN  DD  *                                               

WRITE Single CLIST command executed by TSO user &SYSUID

____________________________________________________________________

In this example, RLXRUN is placed directly in the SYSTSIN stream. RLXRUN reads and executes the statements that
follow it in the SYSTSIN input stream. In this case, a REXX SAY statement is executed.

____________________________________________________________________

//EXEC    EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01                                    

//SYSEXEC  DD  DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAIEXEC,DISP=SHR    

//SYSTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=*                                        

//SYSTSIN  DD  *                                               

%RLXRUN                                                        

SAY "This REXX statement is executed from SYSTSIN by" USERID()

____________________________________________________________________

In this example RLXRUN is specified as the PARM of the TSO Terminal Monitor program IKJEFT01. RLXRUN establishes
an ISPF environment by issuing an ISPSTART CMD command (because the $ISPF keyword parameter was specified and
the RLXRUN became active in the TSO READY environment). Note that you can also place ISPF commands instream,
following the SYSTSIN DD statement.

____________________________________________________________________

//ISPF EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,PARM='%RLXRUN $ISPF'                  

//SYSEXEC DD DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAIEXEC,DISP=SHR                  

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                                         

//SYSTSIN DD *                                                 

SAY "Execute this statement from SYSTSIN by" USERID() in ISPF  

SAY "Today is" Date() '-' Time()                               

//ISPMLIB DD DSN=ISP.SISPMENU,DISP=SHR                         

//ISPTLIB DD DSN=ISP.SISPTENU,DISP=SHR                         

//ISPPROF DD UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1,1)),RECFM=FB,LRECL=80    

//ISPPLIB DD DSN=*.ISPPROF,DISP=OLD,VOL=REF=*.ISPPROF          

//ISPSLIB DD DSN=*.ISPPROF,DISP=OLD,VOL=REF=*.ISPPROF          

//ISPLOG  DD SYSOUT=*,RECFM=FB,LRECL=121,DSN=&&ISPLOG

____________________________________________________________________

RLXSRUN: Run Current REXX Exec through the RLXS Frontend
RLXSRUN is an ISPF Edit macro that invokes the exec that you are currently editing through the RLXS command
frontend. To run your exec as a RLX/TSO application (one invoked through the RLXS frontend) type RLXSRUN on the
edit command line. To pass parameters to your RLX/TSO application, type the parameter string after the RLXSRUN
command. For example: RLXSRUN parm1 parm2 parm3 ....
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REXX and RLX/SDK Environment Control Functions
This section describes REXX and RLX/SDK environment control functions.

SDKINIT: Initialize the SDK Environment
Some SDK functions require a persistent environment for the duration of your RLX application. The SDKINIT function
creates an MVS subtask and maintains it as long as your RLX application is active. The following call explicitly initializes
the SDK environment.

Syntax
RC = SDKINIT()

The SDKINIT call is optional. The RLX/Software Development Kit environment implicitly initializes itself when the first
SDK function is called. In contrast, explicit termination of the SDK environment is required. See the description of the
SDKTERM service for a more thorough discussion.

SDKRSVC: Verify Installation of the RAI User SVC
The RAI User SVC is superseded by the RAI Server address space. The SDKRSVC service is maintained for
compatibility with previous releases of RLX.

Syntax
RC = SDKRSVC()

The SDKRSVC function lets the caller know:

• Whether the jobstep is APF authorized.
• Whether the RAI user SVC is installed and the SVC number (if defined).
• Whether the RAI subsystem is defined.

SDKRSVC Function Returns REXX Variables

RC - Defines call completion.

• 0 - Function executed successfully.
• >0 - Severe error. Report this error to RAI.

SDKSVC# - RAI User SVC number (if defined). Otherwise set to zero.

SDKESR - Set to 0 if the SVC in SDKSVC# is a standard SVC. Set to 1 if the RAI SVC is an ESR (Extended Service
Router) SVC 109).

SDKAPF - Set to 1 if the jobstep is APF authorized (JSCBAUTH bit is on). Otherwise set to 0.

SDKSSI - Contains the four character RAI Subsystem name (if defined). Otherwise set to blanks.

SDKTERM: Terminate the SDK Environment
The call to initialize the SDK environment is optional (call SDKINIT). However, the termination of an active SDK
environment is mandatory. This is true whether the SDK environment was activated explicitly or implicitly.

Unless you invoke your REXX execs through the RLXS frontend, you must call the SDKTERM service (or issue the
analogous RLX TERM host command) before your REXX application completes its processing. Otherwise, a System A03
abend results because the SDK subtask is still active. Note that this abend occurs after your REXX exec completes.

The following example shows a call to the SDKTERM service.
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___________________________________________________________________________________

/* REXX */

call sdkinit                                                   (1)

.....

/*  some application processing */.....

.....

call sdkterm                                                   (2)

___________________________________________________________________________________

(1) - The SDKINIT call explicitly initializes the SDK environment. Any RLX service implicitly initializes the same persistent
environment.

(2) - The SDKTERM service cleans up the SDK environment and releases the resources that were acquired for your exec.

The following example shows an exec that issues a RLX TERM request instead of calling the SDKINIT service.

___________________________________________________________________________________

/* REXX */

address rlx                                                    (1)

'rlx term'                                                     (2)

___________________________________________________________________________________

(1) - ADDRESS RLX identifies the host command environment that receives and executes the statements that REXX
does not recognize (known as host commands). The RLX host command environment provides fast branch entry for
SQL requests, Db2 commands, and ISPF dialog services.

(2) - The RLX TERM service must always be called before your RLX execs complete their processing. RLX TERM cleans
up the RLX environment and releases the resources that were acquired on behalf of your exec. If your exec exits without
issuing a RLX TERM request (or the analogous SDKTERM service), an A03 system abend results.

SDKVARS: Return Values of System or REXX Variables
The SDKVARS function returns various environmental and system information in a series of REXX variables.

The information that is returned is controlled by the specified parameter. If no information is available, a null string is
returned and the REXX variable RC is set to a non-zero value.

Syntax
result = SDKVARS(parameter)

result
Indicates the returned value for the specified parameter or the null string if no value is available.

parameter
Specify one of the following values:
CPUTIME

The CPU time that has been used by the caller since the address space was created.
CPUID

A 12-character CPU identifier.
MVSVER

The z/OS version and FMID.
REXXVARS

A list of REXX variable names that are defined in the caller active exec.
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DB2SYS
A list of Db2 subsystem descriptors.

DB2SYS Parameter Results

Each Db2 subsystem result descriptor for the DB2SYS parameter has the following format:

{db2ssid crc status mstr version cmdpfx}

db2ssid
Indicates the Db2 subsystem ID.

crc
Indicates the Db2 command recognition character.

status
Indicates the operational status: A=Active. I=Inactive.

mstr
Indicates the Db2 MASTER region started task name.

version
Indicates the Db2 version (for active subsystems only).

cmdpfx
Indicates the Db2 command prefix.

REXX RC Variable

Upon completion, the RC variable has one of the following values:
0

The function executed successfully.
> 0

An error occurred during function execution.

Example: Display all Db2 Subsystems Defined in SYSPARM(IEFSSNxx)
   /* retrieve all Db2 subsystems into the variable: db2list */

   db2list  = SDKVARS('DB2SYS')  

   db2list$ = length(db2list)                                         

                                                                      

   sublist_start = index(db2list,'{',1)                               

   sublist_end   = index(db2list,'}',1)                                 

   sublist       = substr(db2list,sublist_start,sublist_end)                

                                                                      

   do forever                                                         

                                                                          

      parse var sublist with '{' SSN SSRC STATE MSTR VERS CMDPFX '}'  

      say left(SSN,4) SSRC STATE left(MSTR,8) VERS CMDPFX             

                                                                      

      sublist_start = sublist_end+1                                   

      if sublist_start >= db2list$ then leave                         

                                                                      

      sublist_start = index(db2list,'{',sublist_start)                

      sublist_end   = index(db2list,'}',sublist_start)                  

      sublist       = substr(db2list,sublist_start,sublist_end)             
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   end

Output

DBP1 ! I DBP1MSTR ---- !DBP1C3X

DNZ  ) I DSNZMSTR ---- )DSNZ    

DSNR ) I DSNRMSTR ---- )DSNR    

P41A ! A P41AMSTR 1215 !P41A    

AD1A ! I AD1AMSTR ---- !AD1A    

DC0G ! I DC0GMSTR ---- !DC0G    

DC1G ! A DC1GMSTR 1315 !DC1G

Example: Display All REXX Variables Defined in the Active REXX Exec
vars = SDKVARS('REXXVARS')     /* retrieve all REXX vars into the variable vars */

do i = 1 to words(vars)

   var = word(vars,i)

   say var 'has value' value(var)

end

RAIENVIR: Display System Environment Information
RAIENVIR is a TSO command processor that displays various system information. Typically this function is used only for
problem diagnosis.

Syntax
RAIENVIR

This function requires no parameters.

Example

From the TSO/ISPF Option 6 panel, enter the command: RAIENVIR.

Output similar to the following displays.

CONTROL PROGRAM FOLLOWS              

SP6.0.6 HBB6606                      

CONTROL PROGRAM VERID FOLLOWS        

                                     

CONTROL PROGRAM RELEASE LEVEL FOLLOWS

038                                  

CPUID FIELD FOLLOWS                  

610129573090                         

USER ID ->                           

RAI027                               

ACCESS CONTROL ENVIRONMENT ELEMENT DATA ->

ACEE:  y:           :RAI027  :RAIGRP  :::o :        G)-       RAILU026

                             

ACEE USERID ->               

RAI027                       

ACEE GROUP NAME ->           

RAIGRP                       

ACEE TERMINAL ID ->          
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RAILU026                     

ACEE CONNECTED APPLICATION ->

                             

ACEE SURROGATE USER ID ->    

                             

ASCB DATA FOR TSO ID FOLLOWS 

    300.87                   

RAIENVIR LOADED FROM AN UNAUTHORIZED LIBRARY

***

RAIWHERE: Locate a Load Module, REXX Exec, or CLIST
RAIWHERE is an ISPF dialog that searches the ISPLLIB, STEPLIB, LINKLIST, SYSPROC, and SYSEXEC libraries for
specified load modules, REXX execs, and TSO CLISTs. By specifying an optional DDNAME, you can extend the search to
any library.

Syntax
RAIWHERE name ddname

name - The name of a load module, REXX exec, or TSO CLIST to be located.

ddname - An optional DDNAME to search for any other PDS member.

Example

Enter the following command from within ISPF: RAIWHERE IRXISPRM. Output displays that is similar to the following
example.

EDIT       Member IRXISPRM search                          Columns 00001 00072 

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  

****** ***************************** Top of Data ******************************

000001                                                                         

000002 Standard search order: JobPackQ, Tasklib, Steplib                       

000003 Name      TT   R  K  Z  C User Data                                     

000004 IRXISPRM 0005 1A 10 02 2E 0005200000000000C2E300052005                  

000005 Job, Task, or Steplib                                                   

000006                                                                         

000007 DDNAME: STEPLIB                                                         

000008 No matches                                                              

000009                                                                         

000010 DDNAME: ISPLLIB                                                         

000011 Name      TT   R  K  Z  C User Data                                     

000012 IRXISPRM 0005 1A 10 00 2E 0005200000000000C2E300052005                  

000013 Private library                                                         

000014 RLX.VXXX.RLXLOAD                                                        

000015                                                                         

000016 DDNAME: SYSEXEC                                                         

000017 No matches                                                              

000018                                                                         

000019 DDNAME: SYSPROC                                                         

000020 No matches                                                              

****** **************************** Bottom of Data ****************************
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Miscellaneous Functions
This section describes miscellaneous functions.

SDKQREF -- Access to MVS/Quick-Ref

The SDKQREF function lets you retrieve lines of information from the MVS/Quick-Ref database (a product of
ChicagoSoft). You can then load this data into an array of REXX stemmed variables that you specify. The SDKQREF
function requires that Release 3.0 of MVS/Quick-Ref (or a subsequent release) is installed on your system.

NOTE
The MVS/Quick-Ref database must be allocated to the QWREFDD DDname before you request the SDKQREF
service. If you are going to access a Quick-Ref user database, you must also allocate the QWREFDDU
DDname.

Syntax

Rc = SDKQREF(SearchPath,stemname,maxlines)

SearchPath - The search criteria to retrieve information from the MVS/ Quick-Ref database. The format of the search
string is described below.

stemname - The name of the REXX stem that is loaded with the information that is retrieved from Quick-Ref that satisfies
the search criteria. The SDKQREF service sets the zero-th element of the stemmed array to the number of lines of text
that were retrieved and loaded into REXX compound variables that share the same stem.

maxlines - The maximum number of lines to be retrieved from the Quick-Ref database.

Return Codes

0 - Search was successful.

4 - Maxlines exceeded and unread data remains in the database.

8 - Non-numerical maxlines parameter.

28 - MVS/Quick-Ref is not available on this system.

32 - Failed to obtain memory for output lines, or a searchpath was not specified.

Specifying SearchPath

The MVS/Quick-Ref User Guide describes how to specify search paths in detail. The following examples show sample
search criteria.

Example

topic_code'='topic_key

Valid topic_codes include:

• M - MVS message.
• J - JCL job statement keywords.
• L - MVS utilities.

Example

Retrieve the Quick-Ref database entry for the IBM message IEA995I. Load the retrieved lines of data into REXX
compound variables that share the stem 'msg'.
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Call SdkQref 'M=IEA995I','msg.'

REXX Environment Control
This section describes the REXX environment control functions.

RFPSCM -- REXX Host Command Environment Definition

This function lets you define your own REXX host command environment without assembly language programming.
RFPSCM uses the REXX interface routine IRXSUBCM to add, change, update, and query the REXX Host Command
Environment table. The changes made through RPFSCM to the host command environment table remain in effect for the
duration of your REXX application. These changes do not permanently change any REXX parameter modules that are
maintained in a load module library.

Syntax

Rc = RFPSCM(function,hostcmd,loadmodule,token)

function - The function to be performed. Valid values are:

• ADD -  Adds a new entry to the REXX host command table.
• DELETE -  Deletes an entry from the REXX host command table.
• UPDATE -  Modifies an entry in the REXX host command table.
• QUERY -  Verifies that the referenced hostname is defined in the REXX host command table.

hostcmd - The REXX host command. For example, TSO, ISPEXEC, RLX.

loadmodule - The name of the host command environment replaceable routine (a load module) that handles the host
commands that are routed to the specified host command environment.

token - A character string up to 16 bytes long that is passed to the replaceable routine that is associated with the host
command environment.

RC variable

0 - The function call successfully executed.

8 - The requested function failed.

Example 1

Rc = RFPSCM('QUERY','RLX')

if Rc = 0 then 

   say ‘RLX host command is currently defined’

else

   say ‘RLX host command is not defined’ 

Example 2

Define to REXX a host command environment that is named RLX. The name of the replaceable routine to receive host
commands is the load module that is named RLXH.

Rc = RFPSCM('ADD','RLX','RLXH','RLX command')

SDKRXF -- Dynamically Define REXX Functions
The SDKRXF function maintains entries in function package load modules. The function package load module that is
referenced on the call to SDKRXF must contain one or more empty entries that your REXX execs can alter dynamically.
For example, the function package load modules that are shipped with RLX contain 20 EMPTY entries. Your REXX execs
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can alter these entries dynamically by calling the SDKRXF function. Note that any REXX functions you define through
SDKRXF are valid only for the duration of the current REXX environment. These changes are made in memory and do not
permanently update the function package load modules that are maintained on disk.

Syntax
result = sdkRXF(function,name,[loadmod],[ddname],[rfpname])

function- The function to be performed. Valid values are:

• ADD - Add a new entry to the REXX function package. If the function is already defined, then the function action
module is reloaded

• CHANGE - Modify an existing entry: loadmod and ddname. The old loadmod is deleted from storage.
• QUERY - The REXX function package is searched for the name that is specified in the call. If found, then a 32-byte

entry is returned in the result variable. The format of the result entry is as follows:
NAME     Bytes    Description

-------  -----   -----------------------------------------

funcname    8    REXX  function name

address     4    Binary address of the  loadmod’s  entry point

• DELETE - The entry that is specified by the name parameter is freed, and the loadmod is deleted from memory.

name - The name to be assigned to a REXX function. This is the name by which a REXX exec calls the REXX function.

loadmod - The name of the load module that implements the function. The load module must reside in a private load
library that is allocated to DDname, or it can be accessible through the standard MVS search order.

DDname - The DDname of a private load library where loadmod resides.

loadmodule - The name of the host command environment replaceable routine (a load module) that handles the host
commands that are routed to the specified host command environment.

rfpname - The name of a REXX Function Package Directory load module that is defined in a REXX parameter module.
The Default is IRXFUSER.

Return code (Rc)

0 - The operation was successful.

4 - The ADD action was issued, but the entry already exists. No modifications took place.

8 - For CHANGE, DELETE or QUERY actions, the entry specified by the name argument was not found. The operation
failed.

12 - An ADD operation failed. No additional entries in the REXX function package directory are available for use.

16 - An ADD, CHANGE, or DELETE action failed. The REXX Function Package Directory resides in protected storage.

20 - Failed to open DDname for an ADD or CHANGE operation.

24 - The load module cannot be found in the library that is allocated to DDname.

28 - Failed to close DDname.

32 - The loadmod has unacceptable attributes. Must be AMODE(31) and must be reentrant.

36 - SDKRXF parameter error.

Example 1

Define a new function that is named USERF1. This function is processed by the load module that is named USRFUNC1,
and it is loaded from the private library whose DDname is MYDD.
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CALL sdkRXF 'ADD','USERF1','USRFUNC1','MYDD'

select

  when rc = 0 then say 'Function successfully defined'

  when rc = 4 then say 'Function already defined'

  otherwise

       say 'Failed to define function, RC='rc

end

Example 2

Obtain the entry from the REXX Function Package Directory that corresponds to the USERF1 function.

result = sdkRXF('QUERY','USERF1')        

if rc = 0 then do                        

   say 'Function.....'substr(result,1,8) 

   say 'EP address...'substr(result,9,4) 

   say 'EP name......'substr(result,17,8)

   say 'EP name......'substr(result,25,8)

end                                      

else                                     

   say 'Function not found'              

Example 3

Delete the function USERF1 that is defined in Example 1.

CALL sdkRXF 'DELETE','USERF1'             

if rc = 0 then                            

   say 'Function was successfully deleted'

else                                      

   say 'Failed to delete function, RC='rc 

Maintaining REXX Function Packages and Parameter Modules
This section describes a set of dialogs that are supplied with the RLX/SDK. These dialogs let you further customize and
extend the REXX environment. You can enter the command RLXFPD to display the selection menu for these dialogs as
showing in the following example.

Menu Options 1, 2 and 3 let you develop user functions that are written in REXX. You can then deploy them as part of the
REXX function packages. Options 4 and 5 let you modify the parameter modules that customize REXX for environments
such as MVS, TSO, and ISPF. These dialogs let you extend the various REXX environments by integrating RLX with your
own functions, as well as with REXX extension products that are supplied by other vendors.

______________________________________________________________________________

----------------- Manage REXX Function Packages and Parm Modules -------------

 Option ===>                                                                    

                                                                                

    1  SourceFPD    - Read an existing FPD from a source library                

    2  LoadFPD      - Read an existing FPD from a load library                  

    3  NewFPD       - Build a new FPD                                           

    4  SourceRPM    - Read an existing REXX Parm Module from a source library   

    5  LoadRPM      - Read an existing REXX Parm Module from a load library     

    T  Tutorial     - Description of this menu's options                        
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    X  Exit         - Leave this dialog                                         

______________________________________________________________________________

Creating and Maintaining REXX Function Packages
The IBM TSO/REXX Reference describes how you can group frequently used external functions and subroutines into
function packages. Function packages are groups of routines that are packaged together for high performance access.
Routines that are link-edited in function packages exhibit the fastest access. When REXX encounters a function reference
or subroutine call, it first searches the directories of the function packages defined to it. If REXX fails to find the function,
the search continues for a load module by that name. REXX then searches for an exec or TSO CLIST that resides in a
library that is allocated to either SYSPROC or SYSEXEC.

The AcceleREXX compiler lets you write these frequently used routines in REXX and then compile them into object
modules. Once compiled, you can include them in REXX function packages by using the dialogs that are described in this
section. The requisite development and deployment steps include the tasks:

• Develop the REXX function.
• Compile the function, using AcceleREXX, the IBM REXX compiler, or some other REXX compiler.
• Define the function as an entry in a REXX function package directory.
• Define the REXX function package in one or more REXX parameter modules.
• Allocate the load library that contains the REXX Function Package and REXX parameter modules. In a TSO or

MVS environment, allocate the library to the STEPLIB ddname. In a TSO/ISPF environment, you can allocate the load
library to either STEPLIB or ISPLLIB.

Options 1, 2 and 3 from the selection menu let you modify an existing REXX Function Package or create a new one. The
dialog that is selected by option 1 supports REXX function packages that are maintained in source form. Option 2 lets you
review and revise a REXX Function Package directory that exists in load module format. Option 3 selects a dialog that
creates a new Function Package and its associated directory.

Read and Maintain an Existing Source Function Package Directory
This article explains how to read and maintain an existing source function package directory.

Selecting option 1 from the menu produces the panel that is shown in the following example. You must specify either an
ISPF library or an Other partitioned dataset that contains the source of the REXX Function Package Directory that you
want to process.

___________________________________________________________________________________

 -------------- Change source REXX Function Package Directory ---------------------

 Command ===>                                                                   

                                                                                

 ISPF Library                                                                   

    Project ===> RAI                                                        

    Group   ===> R200                                                         

    Type    ===> CRAIJCL                                                        

    Member  ===>                 (Blank or pattern for member selection list)   

                                                                                

 Other partitioned dataset:                                      

    Data set name  ===>                                                         

___________________________________________________________________________________

If you do not specify a member name, the member selection list is presented as shown in the following example.

________________________________________________________________________________
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 SourceFPD: RLX.RAI.R200.CRAIJCL -----------------------------------  ROW 1 OF 39 

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF 

                                                                                

   Name     Action  Lib VV.MM  Created     Changed      Size  Init   Mod   ID   

   RLXISPRM Selected 1  32 06 99/04/29 99/04/11 10:51    130   140     0 RAIA   

   PMVSRBLT          1  01 02 99/04/30 99/05/01 14:40     24    24     0 RAI4  

   RCSBIND           1  01 04 99/01/14 99/02/01 15:08     44    43     0 RAI4   

________________________________________________________________________________

You can only select a single member from the list. If you select more than one member, the dialog uses the first member
that you selected. Once you select a source member, press PF3 to exit. The dialog reads the selected Function Package
source module and builds an ISPF table that contains the REXX function definitions. The resulting display appears in the
following example.

________________________________________________________________________________

 ------------------------------ Conduct FPD dialog ---------------  ROW 1 OF 70 

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> HALF

                                                                                

 ROW Commands: Insert, Delete, Repeat, Change, Undelete                         

 Primary cmds: ADD, END                                                         

                                                                                

 REXX FPD Header                                                                

    Identifier  ===> RFPFLOC    (FPD identifier - any name)                     

    Hdr size    ===> 24         (FPD header size - fixed by design)             

    No of slots ===> 70         (Number of REXX functions defined)              

    Reserved    ===> 0          (A fullword of zeros - reserved)                

    Entry size  ===> 32         (FPD entry size  - fixed by design)             

                                                                                

 S Status   FuncName EpName   DDname Static                                     

            RVOPEN   RVOPEN            Y                                        

            RVCLOSE  RVCLOSE           Y                                        

            RVGET    RVGET             Y                                        

            RVPUT    RVPUT             Y                                        

            RVPOINT  RVPOINT           Y                                        

            RVERASE  RVERASE           Y                                        

            RVENDREQ RVENDREQ          Y                                        

            RVVERIFY RVVERIFY          Y                                        

            RVMSG    RVMSG             Y                                        

            RVTERM   RVTERM            Y                                        

________________________________________________________________________________

The dialog supports various row commands to manipulate the scrollable list of REXX functions. The following list
describes the column headings that are associated with the scrollable portion of the display.

• S - Denotes the Row command field. You can enter the following row command letters: I for Insert, D for Delete, R for
Repeat, C for Change, and U for Undelete.

• Status - The status of the row: Deleted, Updated, or Inserted.
• FuncName - The name of the REXX function. This name is used to invoke the function from a REXX exec.
• EpName - The name of the program entry point that handles this function call. If the entry point is link-edited within

the same load module that contains the Function Package Directory, the call is resolved as an assembler BALR
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instruction. If the function is link-edited within a separate load module, the REXX interpreter fetches the load module,
then BALR to it.

• DDname - DDNAME from which to load EpName. If a DDNAME is not specified, REXX locates the function through
the standard MVS search order.

• Static - Indicates whether the defined EpName is to be loaded (N) or is to be link-edited together with the REXX
Function Package Directory.

After you modify the REXX Function Package Directory, press PF3 to display the panel shown the next example.

Specify the object and load module libraries in the prompts that appear on this panel. If you use static functions, provide
the name of the object module library. These modules are link-edited with the Function Package Directory to form the
Function Package Load Module.

Once you press ENTER, the dialog tailors the JCL with which to assemble and link-edit the REXX Function Package Load
Module. Submit this job and check the completion codes for each of its steps. All completions codes should be 0.

________________________________________________________________________________

 ----------------------------- Tailor New REXX FPD -----------------------------

 Command ===>                                                                   

                                                                                

 Create jobstream to assemble a new REXX FPD                                    

    Enter Y / N  ===> Y    (Y = Create JCL, N = Terminate dialog)               

                                                                                

 Name assigned to REXX FPD load module                                          

    Enter name   ===> RFPFLOC                                                   

                                                                                

 Specify Object Library containing functions to be included in Function Package 

    Enter dsname ===> 'USER.OBJECT'                                       

                                                                                

 Specify Load Module Library to contain new REXX FPD                            

    Enter dsname ===> 'USER.LOAD'                                      

                                                                                

________________________________________________________________________________

Read and Maintain an Existing Function Package Directory Load Module
This article shows how to read and maintain an existing function package directory load module.

________________________________________________________________________________

 ----------- Change object of REXX Function Package Directory ------------------

 Command ===>                                                                   

                                                                                

 ISPF Library                                                                   

    Project ===> RAI                                                            

    Group   ===> R200                                                         

    Type    ===> CRAILOAD                                                        

    Member  ===>                 (Blank or pattern for member selection list)   

                                                                                

 Other partitioned or sequential data set:                                      

    Data set name  ===>                                                         

                                                                                

 Load from STEPLIB                                                              

    Module name    ===>                                                         
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 Library for RFP source module:                                                 

    Data set name  ===> 'USER.ASM'                                              

________________________________________________________________________________

The dialog is invoked from Option 2 of the selection menu displays the panel that is shown above. This panel lets you
specify the name of a private library from which to fetch the REXX Function Package Load Module. Alternatively, you can
modify a REXX Function Package that is loaded through the standard MVS search order. To do so, specify the module
name in the Module name field that follows the 'Load from STEPLIB' prompt.

Next, specify the name of the output library into which the source of the Function Package directory is tailored. The
prompt that is labeled 'Library for RFP source module' identifies this source module library. The remainder of the dialog
lets you edit, assemble, and link-edit a REXX Function Package Directory. This dialog is the same as the dialog that is
described for a REXX Function Package in source format.

Define a New REXX Function Package Directory
This article explains how to define a REXX function package directory.

Option 3 of the selection menu lets you define a new REXX Function Package and its associated directory.

The panel in the following example lets you specify the name of a partitioned dataset and member into which the source
module for a new REXX Function Package Directory is written.

_____________________________________________________________________________

----------------------------- Create new REXX FPD ---------------------------

 Command ===>                                                                   

 FPD008I - Enter name of a New REXX function package directory                  

 ISPF Library                                                                   

    Project ===> RAI                                                            

    Group   ===> R200                 

    Type    ===> CRAIJCL                                                        

    Member  ===>                 (Blank or pattern for member selection list)   

                                                                                

 Other partitioned dataset:                                                     

    Data set name  ===> 'USER.ASM(USERFPD)'                                     

_____________________________________________________________________________

Enter the name of a member that does not exist in the library. The remainder of the dialog lets you edit, assemble, and
link-edit a REXX Function Package Directory. This dialog is the same as the dialog that is described for a REXX function
package in source format.

Maintaining REXX Parameter Modules
This section describes how to modify the parameter modules that customize the REXX language processor for
environments such as MVS, TSO, and ISPF.

Options 4 and 5 from the menu provide a pair of dialogs to modify an existing REXX Parameter Module. The REXX
parameter modules define the REXX Function Packages and host command environments that are associated with
a REXX language processor environment. These dialogs let you modify only the REXX Host Command table and the
names of the REXX function packages that are defined in a REXX parameter module. To change any other parameters
in a REXX Parameter module, you must modify the ISPF skeletons that are used by the RLX/SDK dialogs to tailor the
source code for the REXX parameter module. You can find these file tailoring skeletons in the RLXSLIB dataset. Their
member names are RXDFPD$M, RXDFPD$T, RXDFPD$I, and RXDFPD$N.
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Maintaining Parameter Modules in Source Form
If you have the source code for a REXX Parameter module that you want to modify, select option 4 from the menu. When
you select this option, the panel shown in the following example displays.

________________________________________________________________________________

 --------------- Process REXX Parameter Module from source input ---------------

 Command ===>                                                                   

                                                                                

 Library containing source of REXX Parameter Module                             

    PDS name     ===> 'RAI.Rvrm.CRAISRC'                                    

                                                                                

 REXX Parameter Module Environment                                              

    Environment  ===> I   (M=MVS; T=TSO; I=ISPF;)                     

                                                                                

 Load library for REXX Parameter Module                                         

    PDS name     ===> 'USER.LOAD'                                          

________________________________________________________________________________

Relational Architects distributes six REXX parameter modules in both source format and load module format. These
modules have been modified to include the definitions for the host command environments and function packages that are
associated with RLX.

• RLXISPRM - For the RLXS frontend within an ISPF environment
• RLXSPPRM - For RLX within a Db2 stored procedure addr space.
• IRXPARMS - For the MVS environment.
• IRXTSPRM - For the TSO environment.
• IRXISPRM - For the TSO/ISPF environment.

The REXX parameter modules that are distributed in source form reside in the CRAIJCL library. The REXX parameter
load modules reside in the CRAILRAI dataset. After you enter all required data on the panel, press ENTER. The dialog
displays the panel that is shown in the next example.

With this scrollable panel, you can modify the definitions for the REXX function packages and REXX Host Command
Environments. When you finish editing these definitions, press PF3. The dialog tailors a REXX Parameter source module
like the one illustrated in the next example.

You have the opportunity to review and edit the tailored assembly language source module. When you finish, press PF3 to
exit. The dialog tailors a job to assemble and link-edit the REXX Parameter module.

Modify REXX Parm Module Dialog

________________________________________________________________________________

 ------------------------- Modify REXX Parameter Module ----------  ROW 1 OF 15 

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF 

                                                                                

 ROW Commands: Insert, Delete, Repeat, Change, Undelete                         

 Primary cmds: ADD, END, CANCEL                                                 

                                                                                

                         Function Package Directories                           

    USER                           LOCAL                       SYSTEM           

    RFPFLOC                        IRXFLOC                     IRXEFMVS         

    IRXFUSER                                                   IRXEFPCK         
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                        REXX Host Command Environments                          

 S Status   Name     Processor                                                  

            MVS      IRXSTAM                                                    

            TSO      IRXSTAM                                                    

            LINK     IRXSTAM                                                    

            ATTACH   IRXSTAM                                                    

            ISPEXEC  IRXSTAM                                                    

            ISREDIT  IRXSTAM                                                    

            RLX      RMVH                                                       

            RXSQL    RMVH                                                       

            CONSOLE  IRXSTAM                                                    

_______________________________________________________________________________

Tailored REXX Parm Module

________________________________________________________________________________

 EDIT ---- RAI.Rvrm.RLXFILE(IRXISPRM) - 01.00 ------------- COLUMNS 001 072 

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE 

 000001          TITLE ' IRXISPRM - REXX ISPF PARM MODULE'                      

 000002 *---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 000003 *                                                                       

 000004 *   (C) COPYRIGHT RELATIONAL ARCHITECTS INTL.                

 000005 *       ALL RIGHTS RESERVED                                             

 000006 *                                                                       

 000007 *   REXX PARAMETER MODULE FOR THE ISPF ENVIRONMENT. THIS NON-EXECUTABLE 

 000008 *   LOAD MODULE IS USED BY IRXINIT TO INITIALIZE A LANGUAGE PROCESSOR   

 000009 *   ENVIRONMENT.  REFER TO SC28-1883 FOR DETAILS.                       

 000010 *                                                                       

 000011 *---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 000012 IRXISPRM CSECT                                                          

 000013 ID       DC    CL8'IRXPARMS'      IDENTIFIES THE PARAMETER BLOCK        

 000014 VERSION  DC    CL4'0201'          IDENTIFIES THE VERSION OF PARMBLOCK   

 000015 LANGUAGE DC    CL3'ENU'           LANGUAGE: US ENGLISH IN MIXED CASE    

 000016          DC    CL1' '             RESERVED                              

 000017 MODNAME@ DC    A(MODNAMET)        ADDR REXX REPLACEABLE MODULE NAME TBL 

 000018 SUBCOMT@ DC    A(SUBCOMTB)        ADDR HOST COMMAND ENVIRONMENT TABLE   

 000019 PACKTB@  DC    A(FUNCPTBL)        ADDR FUNCTION PACKAGE TABLE           

________________________________________________________________________________

Read and Maintain an Existing REXX Parameter Load Module
Option 5 from the REXX Function Package and Parameter Module menu invokes a dialog to modify a REXX parameter
module in load module format. This dialog displays the panel that is shown in the following example.

________________________________________________________________________________

 ---------------- Process REXX Parameter Module from load module ---------------
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 Command ===>                                                                   

                                                                                

 Specify REXX Environment                                                       

    Environment  ===> I   (M=MVS; T=TSO; I=ISPF;)                     

                                                                                

 Load REXX Parameter Module from a private library                              

    PDS name     ===> 'RAI.Rvrm.CRAILLRAI'                                      

                                                                                

 Use the standard MVS search order to Load the REXX parameter module            

    From STEPLIB ===> N   (Y=load from STEPLIB)                                 

________________________________________________________________________________

You must indicate the type of environment the REXX Parameter module is intended for. You must also indicate the name
of a load library from which to fetch the REXX parameter module. If you want to load the REXX parameter module from a
specific load module library, name that library at the prompt 'Load REXX Parameter Module from a private library'. To
modify the REXX parameter module that is loaded through the standard MVS search order, enter 'Y' in the 'from STEPLIB'
field. When you request the module to be loaded from STEPLIB, the dialog ignores the name of any private load module
library that you specify.

The remainder of the dialog to edit a REXX parameter load module is the same as modifying a REXX parameter module
in source format.

Tutorial for Creating a REXX Function Package
This tutorial details the steps that are required to create a REXX function package from three REXX sample execs:
RXDFPDTT, RXDFPDT1, and RXDFPDT2. These three source procedures reside in the CRAIEXEC library. You can use
these procedures to exercise this tutorial. The functions themselves are simple. They are intended solely to demonstrate
REXX function package directory management, using the RLX/SDK dialogs. These functions do not illustrate coding for
the kinds of routines you might compile and link edit within a REXX function package. The discussion assumes the use of
the following datasets:

• USER.ASM - The dataset that contains the source of the REXX Function Package Directory and the REXX Parameter
module.

• USER.OBJECT - The library into which the object code produced by compiling REXX execs RXDFPDT1 and
RXDFPDT2 are written.

• USER.LOAD - The library into which the REXX function package and REXX parameter modules are link-edited.

The sequence of steps to create and activate a REXX function package are as follows:

1. Use the dialog that is described in the AcceleREXX Compile Reference to compile the REXX execs that are named
RXDFPDT1 and RXDFPDT2. You should have already installed the AcceleREXX compiler and initialized the user
datasets that are referenced by the compile process. This discussion assumes that the compiled REXX object codes
are written into the library that is named USER.OBJECT.

2. From the REXX Function Package and Parameter Module menu, select option 3 to create a REXX Function Package
and Directory. Specify the name of the source dataset into the new Function Package Directory module (which we call
USERFPD). Follow the procedure described in 'Define a New REXX Function Package Directory'.

3. When the 'Conduct FPD Dialog' panel displays, enter the information as illustrated in the example that follows.
Press PF3 to exit. Confirm that you want to create a REXX Function Package Directory. The dialog tailors the JCL to
assemble and link edit the REXX Function package load module. Submit this job and check the completion codes for
each of its steps. The completion codes must all be 0. Once the job completes successfully, the load library (named
'USER.LOAD' in this example) contains the load module that is named USERFPD. The USERFPD load module
directory defines two REXX functions: FPDT1 and FPDT2.
_______________________________________________________________________________
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 ------------------------------ Conduct FPD dialog ----------------  ROW 1 OF 2 

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF 

                                                                                

 ROW Commands: Insert, Delete, Repeat, Change, Undelete                         

 Primary cmds: ADD, END                                                         

                                                                                

 REXX FPD Header                                                                

    Identifier  ===> USERFPD    (FPD identifier - any name)                     

    Hdr size    ===> 0          (FPD header size - fixed by design)             

    No of slots ===> 2          (Number of REXX functions defined)              

    Reserved    ===> 0          (A fullword of zeros - reserved)                

    Entry size  ===> 32         (FPD entry size  - fixed by design)             

                                                                                

 S Status   FuncName EpName   DDname Static                                     

   Inserted FPDT1    RXDFPDT1          Y                                        

   Inserted FPDT2    RXDFPDT2          Y                                        

_______________________________________________________________________________

4. The newly created REXX function package must be defined within the REXX Parameter module that is used in the
TSO/ISPF environment. To do so, select option 5 from the REXX Function Package and Parameter Module menu.
Enter information shown in the following example.
_______________________________________________________________________________

 ---------------- Process REXX Parameter Module from load module --------------

 Command ===>                                                                   

                                                                                

 REXX Parameter Module Environment                                              

    Environment  ===> I   (M=MVS; T=TSO; I=ISPF; N=)                     

                                                                                

 Load library for REXX Parameter Module                                         

    PDS name     ===> 'USER.LOAD'                                               

                                                                                

 Load existing REXX parameter module from STEPLIB                               

     From STEPLIB ===> Y   (Y=load from STEPLIB)                                

_______________________________________________________________________________

5. Modify the REXX parameter module to add a definition for the newly created user function package. Make the
changes shown in the next example to define the user function package that is named USERFPD.
Press PF3 to exit. Review the tailored REXX Parameter module, then press PF3. The dialog tailors and displays the
JCL to assemble and link edit the REXX Parameter module. Check the SYSLMOD DD statement in the LKEDIT step.
Ensure that it specifies the name of your load module library (USER.LOAD in the example in this section). Once you
press the ENTER key, the dialog tailors the JCL to assemble and link edit the REXX Parameter Module. Submit this
jobstream and check the completion codes for each of its steps. The completion codes must all be 0.
_______________________________________________________________________________

 ------------------------- Modify REXX Parameter Module -----------  ROW 1 OF 6 

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF 

                                                                                

 ROW Commands: Insert, Delete, Repeat, Change, Undelete                         

 Primary cmds: ADD, END, CANCEL                                                 

                                                                                

                         Function Package Directories                           
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    USER                           LOCAL                       SYSTEM           

    IRXFUSER                       IRXFLOC                     IRXEFMVS         

    USERFPD                                                    IRXEFPCK         

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                        REXX Host Command Environments                          

 S Status   Name     Processor                                                  

            MVS      IRXSTAM                                                    

            TSO      IRXSTAM                                                    

            LINK     IRXSTAM                                                    

            ATTACH   IRXSTAM                                                    

            ISPEXEC  IRXSTAM                                                    

            ISREDIT  IRXSTAM                                                    

_______________________________________________________________________________

6. At this point, load modules for both the REXX Function Package and REXX Parameter module should exist as
members of the USER.LOAD library. This library should appear as the first library in the list of datasets that are
concatenated to the DDname ISPLLIB. The ISPLLIB file must be allocated before you enter ISPF. You can use the
RAICONC command to concatenate USER.LOAD to the ISPLLIB DDname by entering the following command at the
TSO READY prompt.
RAICONC DD(ISPLLIB) DA('USER.LOAD') 

7. Start ISPF and select Option 6 from the ISPF Primary Option Menu. From Option 6, enter the command RXDFPDTT.
You should see the display that is shown in the next example.
If the resulting command output appears as shown in the example, you have successfully defined and installed the
sample REXX function package and updated the REXX parameter module that is associated with the TSO/ISPF
environment.
_______________________________________________________________________________

--------------------------  TSO COMMAND PROCESSOR  ----------------------------

ENTER TSO COMMAND, CLIST, OR REXX EXEC BELOW:                                  

                                                                               

===> rxdfpdtt                                                                  

                                                                               

RXDFPDTT - REXX FPD DEMO main function                                         

RXDFPDTT - Received parameters:                                                

RXDFPDTT - About to invoke RXDFPDT1 as a function FPDT1                        

RXDRFPT1 - REXX FPD demo function                                              

RXDRFPT1 - Received parameters: p1=FIRST p2=SECOND p3=THIRD                    

RXDRFPT1 - USERID= RAI4 will return 4                                          

RXDFPDTT - About to invoke RXDFPDT2 as a function FPDT2                        

RXDRFPT2 - REXX FPD demo function                                              

RXDRFPT2 - Received parameters: p1=FIRST p2=SECOND p3=THIRD                    

RXDRFPT2 - USERID= RAI4 will return 4                                          

***                                                                            

_______________________________________________________________________________

Writing System Exit Routines in REXX
This section describes how you can develop system exits for IBM components such as MVS, JES, and RACF, as well
as software products from other vendors. You can write your system exit routines in REXX, and then compile them into
executable load modules with AcceleREXX.
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System Exits and the Parameters They Receive
Before you attempt to implement a system exit, review the exit specification that is provided in the appropriate reference
manual. This discussion assumes that any parameter list that is passed to an exit adheres to OS linkage conventions. For
example, Register 1 points to a list of addresses, and each address in turn points to a parameter. The following example
shows a sample exit specification.

___________________________________________________________________________________

Register 1 points to a parameter list which contains four 31 bit addresses:

p1, p2, p3, p4.  Each address in turn points to one of the parameters 

diagrammed below:

                             

P1 -----> TSO USER ID. Eight characters                   

P2 -----> FUNCTION REQUEST:  One character which can have the one of the following values:

          B'10000001' RESERVED                            

          B'01000000' ADD SECTION                         

          B'00100000' EDIT                                

          B'00010000' MOD                                 

          B'00001000' DELETE                              

          B'00000100' RENAME                              

          B'00000010' COPY                                

P3 -----> SECTION ENTRY OF REQUEST. 34 characters         

P4 -----> DATASET NAME. 44 characters

Upon return R15 must be set to 0 if the operation is to be allowed

and to 15 otherwise.                           

___________________________________________________________________________________

For an REXX procedure to function as a system exit, the parameters it receives must be passed in an OS compliant
parameter list format. The number of parameters (addresses in the parmlist) can vary from 1 to 20.

Typically, the exit obtains the parameters that are passed to it. The exit performs some function, based on the parameters
that it receives. The following example illustrates an actual system exit that is written in REXX.

CAUTION
Consider the performance consequences of using REXX. If an exit is to be used heavily, it should be written in
assembly language.

_______________________________________________________________________

IF VALUE('$RCX$') = 1 THEN                            (1)

   SAY 'Compiled exec'                                    

ELSE                                                      

   SAY 'Not compiled exec'                                

ARG parms                                             (2)

p1@ = SUBSTR(parms,1,8)                                

p2@ = SUBSTR(parms,9,8)                                

p3@ = SUBSTR(parms,17,8)                               

p4@ = SUBSTR(parms,25,8)                               

SOP_tsoid = STORAGE(p1@,8)                            (3)

SOP_func  = STORAGE(p2@,1)                             

SOP_sect  = STORAGE(p3@,34)                            

SOP_dsn   = STORAGE(p4@,44)
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SELECT                                                 

   WHEN SOP_func = '40'x THEN func = 'ADD'             

   WHEN SOP_func = '20'x THEN func = 'EDIT'            

   WHEN SOP_func = '10'x THEN func = 'MOD'             

   WHEN SOP_func = '08'x THEN func = 'DELETE'          

   WHEN SOP_func = '04'x THEN func = 'RENAME'          

   WHEN SOP_func = '02'x THEN func = 'COPY'            

   OTHERWISE;                 func = 'INVALID'         

END                                                    

SAY 'TSO id  ='SOP_tsoid                              (4)

SAY 'Function='func 'Hex value='C2X(SOP_func)          

SAY 'Section ='SOP_sect                                

SAY 'Dataset ='SOP_dsn                                 

/*  Exit specific code */ 

IF SUBSTR(SOP_tsoid,1,3) = 'SYS' THEN                 (5)

   success = 1

ELSE

   success = 0

/*  Exit return code */ 

IF success THEN                                       (6) 

   RETURN 0                                                    

ELSE

   RETURN 15  

_______________________________________________________________________

(1) - The Special variable $RCX$ is set to 1 (true) if the exec is compiled. $RCX$ is undefined if the exec is not compiled.

(2) - The REXX arg instruction obtains all four parameter addresses as a single 32-byte character string. The four
parameter addresses are contiguous within the REXX variable parms, without delimiters or intervening blanks. The REXX
substr function is used to extract each discrete parameter address as an 8-character string.

(3) - Using the parameter addresses that were obtained in (2), the actual values that are pointed to by the parameters are
obtained through the REXX STORAGE function. The Parameter values are in accordance with the exit specification.

(4) - The SAY instructions display the parameter values simply for information purposes.

(5) - Logic specific to your exit implementation can determine whether to allow or disallow the operation.

(6) - Return to the caller with a value in Register 15. This value can be set to 0 (RETURN 0) to allow the operation, or to
15 (RETURN 15) to disallow it.

You can use this example as a guide to implementing your own system exits in REXX. Note that the number of
parameters in this schema is limited to 20. Also, the addresses that are passed to your exit point to the actual parameters
supplied by the caller, not a copy.

Compiling System Exit Routines Written in REXX
To compile a REXX exec to be used as a system exit, you must specify the number of discrete parameters that the exit
routine receives. To do so, specify the PARMNO(nn) parameter through the AcceleREXX input stream that is defined by
the RCXPARMS DD statement. The value nn specifies the number of discrete parameters to be passed to the REXX exit
routine (1 to 20).
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Testing System Exit Routines Written in REXX
Once you write and compile your REXX exit, you must test it for correctness. You can optionally write a compiled or
assembly language driver that simulates the parameter list that is expected by the exit and then invokes the compiled
REXX load module. The assembler routine in the following example shows how you might invoke and test the REXX exit
routine, once it is compiled.

______________________________________________________________________________

         TITLE 'RLXMKS1 - TEST SYSTEM EXIT WRITTEN IN REXX'

*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

*

*        FUNCTION

*        ========

*        THIS MODULE SIMULATES THE INVOCATION OF AN EXIT WRITTEN IN REXX.

*        AT COMPILE TIME, THE USER SPECIFIES PARMNO PARAMETER TO INDICATE

*        THE NUMBER OF PARAMETERS TO BE PASSED TO THE REXX ROUTINE.

*        THE ACCELEREXX RUN-TIME STUB WILL NOT ATTEMPT TO DETERMINE HOW

*        MANY PARAMETERS ARE BEING PASSED.  INSTEAD, THE STUB WILL ASSUME THAT 

*        R1 POINTS TO A PARMLIST CONSISTING OF PARMNO OF PARAMETERS. 

*        THE STUB WILL TRANSLATE THE LIST OF ADDRESSES TO PRINTABLE HEX AND 

*        PASS THESE TRANSLATED HEX ADDRESSES TO THE REXX EXIT ROUTINE.

*

*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

RLXMKS1  CSECT

         LR    R7,R14              SAVE R14 FOR RETURN

         LR    R12,R15             R12 IS OUR BASE REGISTER

         USING RLXMKS1,R12         ESTABLISH BASE

         LOAD  EP=RLXMKS2          LOAD REXX SYSTEM EXIT

         LR    R15,R0              R15 = ADDRESS OF REXX SYSTEM EXIT

*

         LA    R1,PARMLIST         R1 POINTS TO PARAMETER LIST

         BALR  R14,R15             EXECUTE USER EXIT

         BR    R7                  RETURN TO THE CALLER

*

PARMLIST DC    A(P1)               POINTER TO 1-ST PARM

         DC    A(P2)               POINTER TO 2-ND PARM

         DC    A(P3)               POINTER TO 3-RD PARM

         DC    A(P4)               POINTER TO 4-TH PARM

P1       DC    CL8'USERID1'        USER ID

P2       DC    XL1'40'             ADD SECTION

P3       DC    CL34'SECTION_ENTRY_REQUEST_________'

P4       DC    CL44'SYS1.PROCLIB(IEASYS00)1234567890ABCDEF'

         END   RLXMKS1

______________________________________________________________________________

REXX Global Variable Services
The Global Variable Services that are provided by the RLX/Software Development Kit help developers build sophisticated
and complex REXX applications using an Object-Oriented Methodology. Ordinarily, REXX lets you invoke a subroutine
and pass it parameters. However, the subroutine or function cannot return more than one scalar result variable to its
caller. In addition, external functions and subroutines cannot access the variable pools of their callers.
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The Global Variable Services that are provided by the RLX/SDK let you place selected REXX variables in a global pool.
From this pool, they can be accessed by REXX execs as well as external functions and subroutines. You can split large
REXX execs into multiple subroutines and functions that share REXX variables and stems. Sample execs RXDGV and
RXDGV1 are found in the CRAIEXEC library and illustrate the usage of Global Variables.

The following functions let you manipulate the Global Variable Pool:

• GVGET: Get REXX variable(s) from the Global Variable Pool.
• GVPUT: Place REXX variable(s) into the Global Variable Pool.
• GVDEL: Delete REXX variable(s) from the Global Variable Pool.

Syntax
rc = FUNC(<var_list>)

FUNC: Global variable function: either GVGET, GVPUT or GVDEL.

<var_list>: (<var> | <var.> | $POOL).

<var>: Any valid REXX variable name. This name can be a specific simple variable or compound variable, such as
simple_variable or stem.3.

<var.>: Any valid REXX variable stem. All compound variables that share this stem are used.

$POOL: Coded exactly as shown. The entire REXX program variable / Global variable pool is used.

NOTE
You can repeat variables in a list as many times as REXX allows (up to 27 parameters).  For example: RC =
GVGET ('var1', 'var2', 'stem1.', 'var3').

Example 1

Save the value of the REXX variable VAR1 in the Global Variable Pool.

rc = GVPUT('var1')

Retrieve the value of the variable that is named VAR1 from the Global Variable Pool. Place the value in the variable pool
of the currently active REXX exec.

rc = GVGET('var1')

Example 2

Fetch all variables that share the stem Long_variable from the REXX pool. Save the variables in the Global Variable
Pool.

Long_variable.1 = 'a1'

Long_variable.2 = 'a2'

Long_variable.last = 'a3'

    rc = GVPUT('Long_variable.')

Example 3

Save all variables from the REXX program variable pool into the Global Variable Pool. Global variable services create a
special variable that is named $POOL. This variable contains the names of all variables in the pool.

rc = GVPUT('$POOL')

Consider the following two REXX EXECs:
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    EXECA:        a=1; b=2; c=3; rc=GVPUT('$POOL'); call EXECB; exit

    EXECB:        x = GVGET($POOL)

Do while $POOL \= ''

   parse var $POOL varname $POOL

   say varname'='VALUE(varname)

End

In this example, EXECB displays a=1, b=2; c=3; rc=00.

REXX Cross Memory Client/Server Interface
The Cross Memory Client/Server Interface for REXX lets you communicate through Cross Memory facilities between
address spaces that reside within the same OS/390 system. An interface program that is named SDKCS is a member of
the RLX/SDK portfolio of functions. You can invoke SDKCS as a SERVER or as a CLIENT. When SDKCS is invoked as
a SERVER and runs in batch, it can receive commands from CLIENT(s), execute them, and return (send) responses to
client commands. The various functions of SDKCS require that the RLX/SDK authorized facilities are installed.

SDKCS Function
The SDKCS function uses Cross Memory POST and Cross Memory Data transfer to implement inter-address space
communication. SDKCS can be invoked in two modes: SERVER and CLIENT.

Server Invocation

The following example shows the command syntax of the REXX call to SDKCS to operate as a SERVER.

Syntax

rc = SDKCS(‘SERVER’, ServerName, AppName [,Ecb_address)

SERVER: This keyword directs SDKCS to create a server.

ServerName: A name that is assigned to this server. 1 to 8 characters.

AppName: The name of a REXX exec that processes the commands that are sent by clients. 1 to 8 characters.

Ecb_address: An EBCDIC 8-byte hexadecimal address of a fullword in the caller’s address space that the SDKCS
function sets to the address of server ECB. The caller of the SDKCS service can post this ECB with a Post code of 1 to
direct the Server to terminate.

Example 1

Start a server that is named USERSERV. Direct the server to invoke the REXX exec that is named SERVEXEC to
process commands:

rc = SDKCS('SERVER’,’USERSERV’,’SERVEXEC’)

Client Invocation

The following example shows how a CLIENT exec can send a command to a SERVER address space and obtain a
response.

Syntax

response = SDKCS(‘CLIENT’, ServerName,command)

response: The response from the command that is executed by the server.

CLIENT: This keyword identifies the invoker as a CLIENT.
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ServerName: The name of the server that executes the client command. If the designated server is not active, the
command is rejected. 1 to 8 characters long.

command: The command string that is passed to the server for execution. Your exec can use any REXX facilities to build
the command string.

The following commands are fixed by the architecture of the SDKCS function:

#STOP: Causes the server to terminate further processing without sending a response to the CLIENT.

#SET: Governs logging and tracing within the Server address space. #SET assigns a value to the client server status flag
(variable csstflag). Permissible values for the #SET command are ‘T’, ‘L’ and ‘ ‘.

#STATUS: Directs SDKCS to return a set of packed variables that describe the status of the server. These variables are:

• csstflag: A trace flag that can have the following values:
– ‘ ‘ - No trace.
– ‘T’ - A REXX TRACE ‘R’ is issued by the server.
– ‘L’ - A log message is issued by the server for each command that it receives and for each response that it returns.

Example 2

Send a TSO LISTALC command to the server that is named USERSERV.

response = SDKCS('CLIENT’,’USERSERV’,’LISTALC’)

The Server that is named USERSERV receives the command. SDKCS is responsible for calling the REXX exec that is
named SERVEXEC (the exec that was defined when the server was started) and passing the LISTA command string to it.

NOTE
The user is responsible for developing the REXX exec (SERVEXEC in this example) that recognizes and
processes the LISTALC command.

REXX Exec to Process Client Commands
The user must develop the REXX server execs that receive and execute commands that are sent from client address
spaces. Server execs can optionally return responses to clients.

In this example, responses from TSO commands are trapped in MSG.i stem variables. The exec packs the response lines
together and delimits the lines with an EOL character. SERVEXEC returns the command response through the REXX
RETURN statement. The SDKCS function is responsible for delivering this response to the client and places it in the client
response variable.

___________________________________________________________________________________

/* REXX */

arg command

   response = ‘’     /* response to a command */

   EOL = ‘01’x       /* End Of Line character */

   select

     when command = ‘LISTALC’ then 

          call tso_command

     when command = ‘HELLO’   then 

          response = ‘Response to HELLO command’

     otherwise

          nop

   end

return response
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tso_command :

   xx = outtrap(‘msg.’)

   address TSO command

   xx = outtrap(‘off’)

   do i = 1 to msg.0

      response = response msg.i || EOL 

   end 

return 

___________________________________________________________________________________

SDKCSD Demonstration Dialog
The SDKCSD REXX exec is an example of a TSO/ISPF dialog that uses the SDKCS interface. The SDKCSD dialog lets
you start and stop a Server, obtain and display server status, and send commands to the server to be executed. Enter the
command ‘TSO SDKCSD’ to start the dialog and display the panel that is shown in the following example.

___________________________________________________________________________

--------------------------- C/S Server Control ----------------------------

 Option ===>

stat  - server's status (default)       set   - set trace flag to T or L    

    start - start server (submit job)       run   - send command to server      

    stop  - stop server

Server Specification             

    Server name     ===> TTS      

    Server App      ===> SDKCSAPP 

Dataset containing JCL for Server Job (used with start command)

    Dataset name    ===> ‘RLX.VtRtMt.RLXCNTL(SDKCS)             

Server Status                   

    Server jobname  ===> RAISERV 

    Processed cmds  ===> 13      

    Elapsed time    ===> 259     

    CPU time        ===> 0.67    

    Trace flag      ===> L       

_____________________________________________________________________________

Invoking REXX Execs from Compiled and Assembled Code
The RLX/SDK enables compiled code to call any REXX exec through the RFPH2R (high-level language to REXX)
interface routine. Compiled code includes programs that are written in COBOL, PL1, C, and other compiled and
assembled languages.

COB2REXX is a synonym or alias for the RFPH2R service. The discussion in this section applies equally to both
RFPH2R and COB2REXX. The calling program may execute in the TSO foreground, natively in batch (EXEC
PGM=program_name), or in batch under the TSO Terminal Monitor Program IKJEFT01.

The RFPH2R and COB2REXX interface routines provide the following services:
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• Convert compiled code parameters to REXX EFPL parameters.
• Locate the called REXX exec in the set of datasets that are concatenated to the DDname SYSEXEC.
• Read the REXX exec into memory and prepare it for the REXX interpreter.
• Call the REXX interpreter to execute the REXX procedure.
• Obtain the return value from the REXX exec (if any) and pass it back to the calling program that is written in a compiled

or assembled language.

RFPH2R and COB2REXX both use the Program Cache Facility (PCF), another standard component of the RLX/SDK.
PCF helps optimize REXX load performance. PCF ensures that load and exec preparation are performed only once,
the first time the exec is invoked. Subsequent calls are executed from memory. This caching mechanism significantly
improves the performance of the REXX execs that are called repeatedly.

Invoking RFPH2R or COB2REXX
You can invoke a REXX exec from a compiled or assembled program. The following example illustrates the call.

CALL RFPH2R   exec-name, parm-length, parms, result-length, result

CALL COB2REXX exec-name, parm-length, parms, result-length, result

exec-name: An 8-byte character variable that contains the name of the REXX procedure to be executed. If the exec-
name is less than 8 bytes, it must be padded with blanks.

Example:

77  EXEC-NAME    PIC X(8)  VALUE ‘REXXEXEC’.

parm-length: A full word binary variable that contains the length of the parameter string to be passed to the REXX exec.

Example:

77 PARM-LENGTH   PIC S9(9) COMP VALUE 20.

parm: Contains the actual parameters that are passed to the REXX exec. The length of this parameter string corresponds
to the length that is specified in the parm-length parameter.

Example:

77 PARMS  PIC X(20) VALUE ‘ALLOC DD(DD1) DA(DSN1) SHR’.

result-length: A full word binary variable that contains the maximum length of any result value that the invoked exec may
specify on a REXX RETURN or EXIT statement. On return from RFPH2R, this maximum length is replaced by the actual
length of the result. If the actual length of the result is greater than the maximum length of the caller’s result area, then the
result is truncated.

Example:

77 RESULT-LENGTH   PIC S9(9) COMP VALUE 10.

Result: An area for any result that is returned by the called REXX exec.

Example:

77 RESULT   PIC X(10).

RFPH2R and COB2REXX Calls to SDKTERM
An application that invokes REXX execs through RFPH2R or COB2REXX should terminate the RLX/SDK environment
before the end of the main procedure or COBOL run unit. This termination is accomplished by calling RFPH2R or
COB2REXX with the exec-name set to ‘SDKTERM’. If this call is not issued, a system A03 abend may result.

Example:
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77  SDKTERM  PIC X(08) VALUE 'SDKTERM'.

CALL 'RFPH2R' USING SDKTERM.  

Or

CALL 'COB2REXX' USING SDKTERM.  

Executing TSO Commands in MVS Batch
The ADDRESS RLX facility of the RLX/Software Development Kit lets your REXX execs issue TSO commands in a native
MVS Batch environment. Use ADDRESS RLX instead of ADDRESS TSO to execute TSO commands when TSO is not
active.

Example:

/* rexx */

address RLX ‘ALLOCATE FI(DDNAME1) DA(DATASET.NAME) SHR’

NOTE
ADDRESS TSO is only valid if the JCL EXEC statement specifies the TSO Terminal Monitor Program
IKJEFT01.

RFPH2R Sample Invocation
This section shows how a COBOL program uses the RFPH2R interface routine to call a REXX exec. In this example,
the COBOL program that is named RFPH2RC calls a REXX exec that is named RFPH2RE. Before the COBOL program
RFPH2R issues a GOBACK, it invokes the exec that is named SDKTERM to terminate the RLX/SDK environment.

Calling COBOL program

 ID DIVISION.                                                           

 PROGRAM-ID.    RFPH2RC.                                                

 AUTHOR.        Paul Verba.                                             

 INSTALLATION.  RELATIONAL ARCHITECTS INTL.                             

 DATE-WRITTEN.  DECEMBER, 1999.                                         

 DATE-COMPILED.                                                         

*                                                                       

*  This COBOL program illustrates calling a REXX exec and passing       

*  it parameters.  The called EXEC also may pass back a response        

*  in the RESULT field.                                                 

*                                                                       

 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.                                                  

 CONFIGURATION SECTION.                                                 

 SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-3090.                                             

 OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-3090.                                             

                                                                        

 DATA DIVISION.                                                         

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.                                               

                                                                        

 77  REXX-EXEC           PIC X(08) VALUE 'RFPH2RE '.                    

 77  REXX-TERM           PIC X(08) VALUE 'SDKTERM '.                    

 77  BUFFER-LENGTH       PIC S9(9) COMP VALUE 6.                        

 77  BUFFER              PIC X(44) VALUE 'LONG'.                        

 77  RESULT-LENGTH       PIC S9(9) COMP VALUE 1024.                     
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 77  RESULT              PIC X(1024).                                   

                                                                        

                                                                        

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.                                                    

     DISPLAY 'RFPH2RC - Processing started'.                            

*                                                                       

*    Call RFPH2R to illustrate receipt of a large message of 1020 bytes 

*                                                                       

     MOVE 4         TO BUFFER-LENGTH.                                   

     MOVE 'LONG'    TO BUFFER.                                          

     MOVE 1024      TO RESULT-LENGTH.                                   

     PERFORM INVOKE-RFPH2R.                                             

*

*    Execute command in the ADDRESS RLX host command environment       

*                                                                      

     MOVE 41        TO BUFFER-LENGTH.                                  

     MOVE 'ALLOC DD(DD1) DA(''SYS1.PROCLIB'') SHR REU ' TO BUFFER.     

     MOVE 1024      TO RESULT-LENGTH.                                  

     PERFORM INVOKE-RFPH2R.                                            

*                                                                      

*    Terminate RFPM task                                               

*                                                                      

     CALL 'RFPH2R' USING REXX-TERM.                                    

     DISPLAY 'RFPH2RC - Processing completed'.                         

     GOBACK.                                                           

                                                                       

 INVOKE-RFPH2R.                                                        

     CALL 'RFPH2R' USING                                               

                   REXX-EXEC                                           

                   BUFFER-LENGTH BUFFER                                

                   RESULT-LENGTH RESULT.                               

     DISPLAY 'RFPH2RC - Buffer  length ...' BUFFER-LENGTH.             

     DISPLAY '        - Buffer . . . . .' BUFFER.                      

     DISPLAY '        - Result length. .' RESULT-LENGTH.               

     DISPLAY '        - Result . . . . .' RESULT.                      

REXX exec RFPH2RE
/* rexx */

Arg args                                                                

 Say ' RFPH2RE - Input arguments =' args                                

                                                                        

 If args           = 'LONG' Then Do    /* Request for a large data blk*/

    Say ' RFPH2RE - Return 1020 bytes of data'                          

    Return Copies('-*',510)                                             

    End                                                                 

                                                                        

 /* Execute a TSO command and pass the return code back to the caller   

 */                                                                     

                                                                        

 say ' RFPH2RE - Executing the following command via ADDRESS RLX'       

 say ' >>>' args                                                        

 Address RLX args                                                       
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 say ' RFPH2RE - Return code =' rc                                      

Return rc                                                               

JCL to Execute the RFPH2RC Program

This section illustrates the JCL that is used to run the sample compiled and assembled programs. These programs use
the RFPH2R interface routine to call a REXX exec. The source of the RFPH2RE exec in the CRAIEXEC. This JCL is in
the RFPH2RJ member of the CRAIJCL library.

The following programs invoke the sample REXX exec through the RFPH2R interface. The source for each of these
programs is a member of the CRAIJCL library.

• RFPH2RA - Sample Assembler program.
• RFPH2RC - Sample COBOL program.
• RFPH2RP - Sample PL/I program.

The source for the RFPH2RE exec that is invoked through the RFPH2R interface is in the RFPH2RE member of the
CRAIEXEC library.

//jobname  JOB                                                          

//*RUNASM  EXEC PGM=RFPH2RA,REGION=4M              <- Sample Assembler  

//*RUNPLI  EXEC PGM=RFPH2RP,REGION=4M              <- Sample PL/I       

//RUNCOB   EXEC PGM=RFPH2RC,REGION=4M              <- Sample COBOL      

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAILRAI,DISP=SHR                          

//         DD  DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAILOAD,DISP=SHR                          

//SYSEXEC  DD  DSN=RAI.Rvrm.CRAIEXEC,DISP=SHR                          

//SYSTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=*                                                 

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*                                                 

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*                                                 

//SYSTSIN  DD  DUMMY                                                    

//                                                                      

Db2 Related Functions of the SDK
This section describes Db2 related functions.

Running DSNUTILB from REXX execs (SDKDSNU)

The SDKDSNU function lets your REXX execs invoke Db2 utilities. You can invoke while running in batch as well as in the
TSO foreground. SDKDSNU is an authorized facility.

Syntax

RC = SDKDSNU(parms)

parms: Parameters that are passed to the DSNUTILB program.

Function Returns REXX Variable:

RC: Defines whether DSNUTILB was successfully invoked. RC does not reflect whether DSNUTILB executed
successfully.

• 0: DSNUTILB was invoked successfully. Examine SYSTSPRINT to determine the results of the execution.
• >0: Failure to ATTACH DSNUTILB program. Error codes are the same error codes that are returned by the MVS

ATTACHX macro.
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For SDKDSNU to work properly, you must meet the following installation prerequisites:

1. The RAI Server address space must be installed as described in the RLX Installation Guide.
2. A DSNLOAD file must be allocated. The Db2 system load library that is allocated to the DSNLOAD DDname must be

APF authorized.
3. The TSO user or jobname must have READ access to the profile named RAI.SDK.DSNU within CLASS(FACILITY).

The SDK#DSNU Exec

Member SDK#DSNU in the CRAIEXEC library illustrates how a REXX exec can invoke a Db2 utility (such as RUNSTATS)
through the SDKDSNU function.

/* REXX */

Address TSO                                                             

                                                                        

   call msg 'off'                                                       

   "free dd(sysut1 sysin sysprint utprint)"                             

   call msg 'on'                                                        

                                                                        

   call Create_sysin                                                    

                                                                        

   "alloc dd(sysut1)",                                                  (2)

         "cylinders space(1,1) unit(vio)"                               

   "alloc dd(sysprint) cylinders space(1,1) unit(vio)",                 

         "blksize(1330) lrecl(133) reu"                                 

   "alloc dd(utprint) dummy shr reu"                                    

                                                                        

   "alloc dd(DSNLOAD)",                                                 (3)

         "da('DSN.SDSNLOAD') shr reu"                                  

                                                                        

   call SDKDSNU "DSN1,U001,"                                            (4)

                                                                        

   drop f.                                                              

   call sdkread 'sysprint',,'f.'                                        (5)

   call sdkbrif 'f.',,'SYSPRINT after Util='word(s.1,1) 'Rc='Rc         (6)

                                                                        

Return                                                                  

                                                                        

Create_sysin :                                                          (1)

   s.1 = 'RUNSTATS TABLESPACE RAIODE.SEMSRSLI'                          

   s.2 = '         REPORT YES'                                          

   s.3 = '         UPDATE ALL'                                          

   s.0 = 3                                                              

   call sdkedif 's.',,'Modify RUNSTATS control cards'                   

   "alloc dd(sysin) cylinders space(1,1) unit(vio) recfm(F B)",

         "lrecl(80) blksize(3120)"                

   "execio * diskw sysin (stem s. finis"          

Return

(1) - Create a REXX stem ‘s.’. Allow the user to edit it and write a temporary dataset to the file that is allocated to SYSIN.

(2) - Allocate all the datasets that are necessary to execute the Db2 utility (in this case RUNSTATS).

(3) - Allocate the APF authorized Db2 Load library.

(4) - Invoke SDKDSNU to execute the Db2 RUNSTATS utility.
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(5) - Copy SYSPRINT (the RUNSTATS output) into the REXX stem ‘f.’.

(6) - Browse the RUNSTATS output within the stemmed array named ‘f.’.

Data In Virtual Interface
The MVS DIV macro establishes a window in your address space. This window enables your program to reference or
update data from a Data In Virtual object, without actually using I/O instructions. The SDKDIV implementation of DIV
supports only VSAM linear datasets. Dataspaces and hiperspaces are not supported.

This section explains the SDKDIV function and briefly describes the function parameters. This section is not a tutorial for
DIV programming. For details on Data In Virtual concepts and programming refer to the following IBM publications:

• OS/390 Assembler Programming Guide
• OS/390 Assembler Programming Reference

Overview of the Data In Virtual Interface
SDKDIV is a full implementation of the MVS Data-In-Virtual facility. SDKDIV is based on the DIV macro. All DIV macro
parameters that relate to VSAM linear datasets are supported. No support for dataspaces or hiperspaces is available.

SDKDIV syntax differs from the syntax of the DIV macro in some instances. These differences are because the
implementation is tailored for the convenience of REXX developers. All SDKDIV parameters are positional. They are
different for every function. The following examples provide an overview of the DIV functions and the parameters that they
use.

SDKDIV 'IDENTIFY',<'idvar'>,<type>,<ddname>,<stoken>,<checking>,

      <ttoken>

The IDENTIFY function selects the data-in-virtual object (linear data set) that you want to process. When you specify
IDENTIFY, you must also specify the name of a REXX variable. This variable is assigned an 8-byte value that is
referenced on all subsequent SDKDIV calls. A type parameter is also required. A dataset object must also specify
TYPE=DA and DDNAME. To bypass data-in-virtual validity checking, code NO for <checking>. To assign ownership of the
<idvar> to another task, code a value for <ttoken>.

SDKDIV 'ACCESS',<idvar>,<mode>,<locview>

The ACCESS function requests permission to access a data-in-virtual object. When you specify ACCESS, you must also
specify the <idvar> and <mode>. You may optionally specify <locview>. <Idvar> specifies the token that identifies the
object that you want to access. The system does not accept a read request if there is already an updater. The system
does not accept an update request if there is any other user who is currently accessing the object.

SDKDIV 'MAP',<idvar>,<area>,<offset>,<span>,<stoken>,<retain>,

          <pfcount>

The MAP function establishes addressability to the object in a specified range of virtual storage, called the virtual
window. When you specify MAP, you must also specify <idvar> and <area>. You may optionally specify <offset>, <span>,
<stoken>, <retain>, and <pfcount>. <Area> is a REXX variable that contains the hex address of an area that is obtained
through the GETMAIN function. When you specify <type> as DA, you can issue more than one MAP with different
<stoken>s.

SDKDIV 'RESET',<idvar>,<offset>,<span>,<release>

The RESET function releases the changes that were made in the window since the last SAVE operation. When you
specify RESET, you must also specify <idvar>. You may optionally specify <offset>, <span>, and <release>. If the window
corresponds to blocks of the object, the current contents of the object replace the data that has changed in the window
when the program next references the window. RESET does not change the object. Do not specify RESET for a storage
range that contains disabled reference (DREF) storage.
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SDKDIV 'SAVE',<idvar>,<offset>,<span>,<stoken>,<listvar>

The SAVE function writes changed pages from the window to the corresponding blocks in the object. When you specify
SAVE, you must also specify <idvar>. You may optionally specify <offset>, <span>, and <stoken>. The system writes
changed pages from the window to the blocks that are specified by <offset> and <span>.

Do not specify SAVE for a storage range that contains disabled reference (DREF) storage. Optionally, SAVE accepts a
user list that the application specifies through the <listvar> parameter. The user list contains information that is returned
by the SAVELIST service. If you specify a user list as input for SAVE, you cannot specify <offset> and <span>, and the
system saves only those pages that are specified in the user list.

SDKDIV 'SAVELIST',<idvar>,<'listvar'>,<listsize>

The SAVELIST function returns into the REXX variable named <'listvar'> the addresses of the first and last changed
pages in each range of changed pages in the window.

SDKDIV 'UNMAP',<idvar>,<area>,<retain>,<stoken>

The UNMAP function terminates a virtual window by removing the correspondence between virtual pages in the window
and blocks in the object. After UNMAP is complete, the contents of the pages depend on the value that you specify for
RETAIN. The virtual pages in the former window either retain the current view of the object or appear as if they had just
been obtained. When you specify UNMAP, you must also specify <idvar> and <area>. You may also specify <retain> and
<stoken>. UNMAP has no effect on the object itself and does not save data from the virtual window. If you want to save
the data in the window, invoke SAVE before you invoke UNMAP.

If you issued multiple MAPs with different <stoken>s, use <stoken> on UNMAP. If you do not specify <stoken>, the system
scans the mapped ranges and unmaps the first range that matches the virtual area. Issuing UNACCESS or UNIDENTIFY
automatically unmaps all mapped ranges.

SDKDIV 'UNACCESS',<idvar>

The UNACCESS function relinquishes your permission to read from, or write to, a data-in-virtual object. When you specify
UNACCESS, you must also specify <idvar>, which provides the address of the unique name that was returned by the
IDENTIFY service. When you invoke UNACCESS, any outstanding windows for the specified <idvar> are automatically
unmapped with an implied <retain> NO.

SDKDIV 'UNIDENTIFY',<idvar>

The UNIDENTIFY function ends the use of a data-in-virtual object under a previously assigned ID. When you specify
UNIDENTIFY, you must also specify <idvar>, which provides the address of the unique name that was returned by the
IDENTIFY service. If the object is still accessed or mapped under the specified ID, the system will automatically unaccess
and unmap it with an implied <retain> NO.

SDKDIV: Data In Virtual Function
This section presents the syntax of the SDKDIV function and an overview of the variables that are returned by the
SDKDIV function.

Syntax
    call SDKDIV 'INIT'

        call SDKDIV 'TERM'

        call SDKDIV ‘IDENTIFY’,’DA’,ddname,stoken,checking,ttoken

        call SDKDIV ‘UNIDENTIFY’,divdid

        call SDKDIV ‘ACCESS’,divdid,mode,locview

        call SDKDIV ‘UNACCESS’,divdid

        call SDKDIV ‘MAP’,divdid,area,offset,span,stoken,retain,pfcount

        call SDKDIV ‘UNMAP’,divdid,area,retain,stoken
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        call SDKDIV ‘RESET’,divdid,offset,span,release

        call SDKDIV ‘SAVE’,divdid,offset,span,stoken,listaddr,listsize

        call SDKDIV ‘SAVELIST’,divdid,listaddr,listsize

The arguments to the SDKDIV function are as follows:

area:The address of a data area to hold one or more pages of the object. You can obtain this area through a RLX/SDK
GETMAIN function, as shown in the following example.

area = c2x(getmain(4096,3,'any','page')).

This statement obtains 3 4K pages to be used by the MAP service.

checking:Direct data-in-virtual to:

• YES:Perform data validity checking.
• NO: Do not perform data validity checking.

ddname :The name of the file the VSAM linear data set is allocated to. DDname is used with the IDENTIFY service.

divdid:A unique 8-byte field that is associated with the object.

mode:Access mode:

• READ:Allows only read for the object.
• UPDATE:Allows read and update for the object.

listaddr:The address of a list in which each entry contains two fullwords that contain the virtual range to be saved. There
must be between 3 and 255 entries in this list. You can obtain listaddr through a GETMAIN statement, as shown in the
following example.

listaddr = c2x(GETMAIN((4+4)*5,0,’ANY’)).

This call obtains a pointer to a list that contains five entries.

listsize:The size of the list that is pointed to by the listaddr parameter. The REXX assignment statement sets the size of
the list to five entries. For example, listsize = 5.

locview:Two options are allowed:

• MAP: Directs the system to establish a local copy of the object in the caller’s address space.
• NONE: Directs the system to not create a local copy of the object.

offset:The beginning of a continuous range of blocks in a Data In Virtual object. Offset is used with span to define a
continuous range of blocks in an object.

pfcount:The additional pages the system is to read into central storage on a page fault: 0 - 255.

release:Determines whether pages in the virtual range are to be released:

• YES: Release ALL pages in a virtual range.
• NO: Release only changed pages in a release range.

retain: Determines what data appears in the window (area):

• YES: When used with the MAP service, the data in the virtual range stays the same. The system considers all pages in
the range changed.

• NO: When used with the MAP service, data from the object replaces the pages in the range. When used with the
UNMAP service, the data in the virtual range is initialized with nulls.

span:Determines the number of 4K blocks that are to be processed by the MAP, RESET, and SAVE services.

stoken:This parameter must be coded as blanks, since it is not supported.
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ttoken:This parameter must be coded as blanks, since it is not supported.

The SDKDIV Function Returns the Following REXX Variables:

RC:Defines call completion.

• 0: Function executed successfully.
• SDKDIV Return code:

– 41:Invalid DIVDID parameter.
– 42:Invalid area parameter.
– 43:Invalid checking parameter.
– 44:Invalid DDNAME parameter.
– 45:Invalid LISTADDR parameter.
– 46:Invalid LISTSIZE parameter.
– 47:Invalid LOCVIEW parameter.
– 48:Invalid MODE parameter.
– 49:Invalid OFFSET parameter.
– 50:Invalid RETAIN parameter.
– 51:Invalid SPAN parameter.
– 52:Invalid STOKEN parameter.
– 53:Invalid TTOKEN parameter.
– 54:Invalid TYPE parameter.
– 55:Invalid PFCOUNT parameter.
– 56:Invalid RELEASE parameter.

DIV Macro Return Codes

Refer to: ‘OS/390 Assembler Programming Reference’ for a list of the valid Return Codes and Reason Codes after
executing the DIV macro.

DIVDID:A unique 8-byte field that is associated with the object that is returned by the IDENTIFY service.

DIVRC:Decimal return code from the DIV service.

DIVRRC:Hexadecimal reason code that is returned by the DIV service.

DIVSIZE:Size of VSAM Linear data set in 4K blocks (returned by the IDENTIFY service).

DIVDDN:DDNAME of the DIV VSAM linear data objects.

Example

You can find an example that uses all SDKDIV functions in the SDK#DIV member of the CRAIEXEC library.

Date and Time Conversion Functions
This section presents three Data and Time conversion routines. The SDKSTCK function obtains a timestamp in the STCK
instruction format and converts it to a printable format. SDKSTCK can also compute the difference between two STCK
timestamps. The CONVTOD and STCKCONV functions are REXX implementations of the MVS macros of the same
name. CONVTOD and STCKCONV support various conversions between timestamps in STCK format and time-of-day
format.

For details on the usage of this functions refer to the following IBM publications:
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• OS/390 Assembler Programming Guide
• OS/390 Assembler Programming Reference

SDKSTCK: Convert Store Clock Format to Printable Format
The SDKSTCK function obtains a timestamp in the STCK instruction format and converts it to a printable format.
SDKSTCK can also compute the difference between two STCK timestamps.

Syntax
stck   = SDKSTCK('STCK')

stck   = SDKSTCK('P2STCK',pstck)

pstck  = SDKSTCK('STCK2P',stck)

stck   = SDKSTCK('DELTA',stck1,stck2)

Functions

STCK: Obtain a current timestamp by issuing the STCK instruction.

P2STCK: Convert a printable timestamp to an internal STCK format.

STCK2P: Convert an internal STCK timestamp to a printable format.

DELTA: Subtract stck1 from stck2 and return the result in the internal format.

Parameter

stck:An 8-byte timestamp in STCK format.

pstck:A printable timestamp in the format: MM/DD/YYYY-HH:MM:SS.thmiju.

• MM: The month of the year.
• DD: tTe day of the month.
• YYYY: The year.
• HH: Hours, based on a 24-hour clock.
• MM: Minutes.
• SS: Seconds.
• t: Tenths of a second.
• h: Hundredths of a second.
• m: Milliseconds.
• i: Ten-thousandths of a second.
• j: Hundred-thousandths of a second.
• u: Microseconds.

SDKSTCK Function Returns REXX Variables

RC:Defines call completion.

• 0: Function executed successfully.
• >0:Function failed to execute successfully.

Example 1
stck = SDKSTCK('STCK')

After this call, the REXX variable stck contains an 8-byte timestamp in internal STCK format.
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Example 2
pstck = SDKSTCK('STCK2P',stck)

After this call, the REXX variable pstck contains a timestamp in MM/DD/YYYY-HH:MM:SS.thmiju format.

Example 3
stck = SDKSTCK('P2STCK',pstck)

After this call, the REXX variable stck contains a timestamp in internal STCK format. The pstck variable contains a
printable STCK value in MM/DD/YYYY-HH:MM:SS.thmiju format.

CONVTOD: Convert Time-of-Day Format to Store Clock Format
The CONVTOD function accepts time and date values in several different formats and converts them to the time-of-day
(TOD) format. The input time and date formats are compatible with the formats that are returned by the STCKCONV
function.

Syntax
stck = CONVTOD(timetype,time,datetype,date,offset)

stck: The printable form of the internal STCK format. STCK is a 16-character value, such as 'AF1D238C7949F000'.

timetype: The format of the input time value.

• DEC: Unsigned packed decimal digits that represent a time value in the form HHMMSSthmiju0000.
– HH: Hours, based on a 24-hour clock.
– MM: Minutes.
– SS: Seconds.
– t: Tenths of a second.
– h: Hundredths of a second.
– m: Milliseconds.
– i: Ten-thousandths of a second.
– j: Hundred-thousandths of a second.
– u: Microseconds.

• BIN: Unsigned number that represents a time value in 0.01 of seconds.
• MIC: An unsigned 64-bit binary number that represents a time value in microseconds. Bit 51 represents 1

microsecond. This represents the internal STCK format.

time: Time in the format specified by the timetype parameter.

datetype: The format of the input date value.

YYDDD:   0CYYDDD

YYYYDDD:   0YYYYDDD

DDMMYYYY -   DDMMYYYY

MMDDYYYY -   MMDDYYYY

YYYYMMDD -   YYYYMMDD

• 0C: The century. 00 represents 19YY. 01 represents 20YY.
• YY: The last two digits of the year.
• YYYY: The year.
• DDD: The day of the year (Julian date).
• DD: The day of the month.
• MM: The month of the year.
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date: Date in the format specified by the datetype parameter.

offset: Optional, number in the HHMM format to be added to the input time.

The CONVTOD Function Returns the Following REXX Variables

RC: Defines call completion.

• 0: Function executed successfully.
• 41: Invalid timetype parameter.
• 42: Invalid time parameter.
• 43: Invalid datetype parameter.
• 44: Invalid date parameter.
• 45: Invalid offset parameter.

Example
/* Rexx */                                                          

timetype        = 'DEC'                                             

time            = '1156051365430000'                                

datetype        = 'YYYYMMDD'                                        

date            = '19970815'                                        

tod             = convtod(timetype,time,datetype,date)              

say 'TOD='tod 'Rc='rc

After this call, the REXX variable tod is set to: 'AF1D238C7949F000'.

STCKCONV: Convert Store Clock Format Time-of-Day Format
The STCKCONV function converts an input time-of-day (TOD) clock value to a time-of-day and date value. STCKCONV
returns the converted values to the caller in the format that they request. The time and date formats that are supported by
STCKCONV are compatible with the format that is returned by the TIME macro. The TIME macro returns the contents of
the TOD clock as a time-of-day and date value. The time-of-day and date formats that are supported by STCKCONV are
compatible with the formats that are accepted by the CONVTOD function.

Syntax
TOD = STCKCONV(stck,timetype,datetype)

TOD: 32-byte character string value that depends on the timetype and datetype parameters.

stsk: The printable form of the internal STCK format. STCK is a 16-character value, such as 'AF1D238C7949F000'.

timetype: The format of the input time value.

• DEC: Unsigned packed decimal digits that represent a time value in the form HHMMSSthmiju0000.
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– HH: Hours, based on a 24-hour clock.
– MM: Minutes.
– SS: Seconds.
– t: Tenths of a second.
– h: Hundredths of a second.
– m: Milliseconds.
– I: Ten-thousandths of a second.
– j: Hundred-thousandths of a second.
– u: Microseconds.

• BIN: Unsigned number that represents a time value in 0.01 of a second.
• MIC: Unsigned 64-bit binary number that represents a time value in microseconds. Bit 51 represents 1 microsecond.

This represents the internal STCK format.

Datetype: The format of the input date value.

YYDDD - 0CYYDDDF

YYYYDDD - 0YYYYDDD

DDMMYYYY - DDMMYYYY

• 0C: The century. 00 represents 19YY. 01 represents 20YY.
• YY: The last two digits of the year.
• YYYY: The year.
• DDD: The day of the year (Julian date).
• DD: The day of the month.
• MM: The month of the year.

STCKCONV Function Returns REXX Variables

RC: Defines call completion.

• 0: Function executed successfully.
• 41: Invalid stck parameter.
• 42: Invalid timetype parameter.
• 43: Invalid datetype parameter.

Example
/* Rexx */                          

stck            = 'AF1D6036995A5600'

timetype        = 'DEC'             

datetype        = 'YYYYMMDD'        

tod             = stckconv(stck,timetype,datetype)          

say 'TOD='tod 'Rc='rc

Return               

This exec displays a TOD value as: "16272965315700001997081500000000".

RLX/SDK Send Email Messages from z/OS Applications
You can send email messages from your z/OS application to one or more individuals who have public email addresses.
This feature lets you notify responsible technical support or management personnel of critical activities that occur on a
z/OS system. Relational Architects products, such as Thread/SENTRY, use email notifications to warn of violations of
thread policies that are detected on a monitored Db2 subsystem.
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Enabling Email Services
To use email services, you must install and configure the Relational Architects Server started task. RAI Server is a no-
charge software component that runs in it own address space. RAI Server is required by all RAI products.

The RFPMAIL REXX Function
You can use the RFPMAIL function to write custom REXX execs that issue email messages. The following example
shows the function syntax.

CALL RFPMAIL sname, mailto, mailcc, subject, msgtext

sname - The name of the RAI Server that must be active on the system where the RFPMAIL function is issued.
The default RAI Server name is RAI0. The server name is exactly four characters in length. Check with your system
administrator for the name of RAI Server defined on your system.

mailto - The target email address, which is a string of no more than 100 characters. For example: userid@domain.com.

subject - The email subject line, which is also limited to 100 characters.

mailcc - The Email copy (cc) address, which is a string of 100 characters or less. For example: superviser@domain.com.

msgtext - The text of the message to be emailed. Msgtext specifies an EBCDIC encoded character string, which is limited
only by the size of available storage. If you want to present the message text as a set of lines, rather than a stream,
append Carriage Return and Line Feed characters to the end of each line (hex value: X'0D25'). The RFPMAIL function
translates the message text to ASCII before sending it.

The RFPMAIL function sets the RC variable with one of the following values, upon return to the caller:

• 00 - Message was sent successfully
• 08 - Failed to send the email message. Check the RAI Server and SMTP procedure output to identify the reason for

failure.
• 20 - Could not establish an RAI environment. This is a program logic error that is related to an incorrect product

installation.
• 4x - Bad parameter number x. Parameters are numbered ordinally from 1, in the order of their specification in the

function.

RAIEJML Procedure: Email JES Message Log
The RAIEJML procedure is a JCL procedure that sends an email to a designated pair of email addresses when it is placed
in a jobstream. The email sends the JESMSGLG (Job Message Log) JES dataset, typically in case the job terminates
abnormally. The RAIJEML procedure uses the RFPEML program to extract the JESMSGLG dataset by using an SDSF
interface. This JES dataset is then emailed to support personnel.

The following example shows the RAIEJML procedure.

_______________________________________________________________________

//MAILJML PROC RSVHLQ=,                     * High Level Qualifier      

//             SERVER=RAI0,                 * Name of RAI Server        

//             MAILTO='admin@domain.com',   * to user address           

//             MAILCC=,                     * to user address           

//             DEBUG=0                      * debug mode: 1 or 0        

//EMAIL   EXEC PGM=RFPEML,COND=ONLY,                                    

// PARM='&SERVER,&MAILTO,&MAILCC,&DEBUG'                                

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=&RSVHLQ..RSVLOAD,DISP=SHR                            

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*                                                 
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//SYSTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=*                                                 

//SYSTSIN  DD  DUMMY

_______________________________________________________________________

The RAIEJML procedure uses the following symbolic parameters:

• SERVER: Name of the Relational Architects Server.
• MAILTO: The email address the JESMSGLG message log is sent to if the job terminates abnormally. This address

might be the email address of the individual responsible for this job. Specify the email address within quotes if it
contains lower case characters. Otherwise, a JCL error (unidentifiable character) occurs.

• MAILCC: Specifies the email address where a copy of the email message is sent This address is in addition to the
MAILTO address. This email address could be for a supervisor who wants to be notified of the job status. Specify the
CC email address within quotes if it contains lower case characters. Otherwise, a JCL error (unidentifiable character)
occurs.

• DEBUG: A flag that governs whether the RFPEML program produces additional informational messages to help with a
problem determination. The default is 0: do not issue debugging messages. To enable debugging, specify 1.

The following example shows a sample jobstream.

_______________________________________________________________________

//jobname JOB 

//PROCLIB JCLLIB ORDER=my.proclib

//STEP1   EXEC PGM=myprog

//EMAIL   EXEC MAILJML,COND=ONLY,MAILTO='myname@domain.com'

_______________________________________________________________________

In this example, if the program myprog abnormally terminates, the step EMAIL is executed. The JESMSGLG message
log is sent to the address myname@domain.com. This example assumes that the procedure RAIEJML was placed in a
user procedure library that is named my.proclib.

The following example shows a sample email message.

_______________________________________________________________________

Job termination notice JOBNAME=RAI2MJL , JOBID=JOB07740

...

From:    

"admin@domain.com" <admin@relarc.com>

...

Add to Contacts

To:    myname@domain.com    

Cc:    supervisor@domain.com

1                        J E S 2  J O B  L O G  --  S Y S T E M  Z 7 L 1  --  N O D E  N 1             

0

13.57.03 JOB07740 ---- WEDNESDAY, 14 JUL 2010 ----

13.57.03 JOB07740  IRR010I  USERID RAI028  IS ASSIGNED TO THIS JOB.

13.57.03 JOB07740  ICH70001I RAI028  LAST ACCESS AT 13:30:52 ON WEDNESDAY, JULY 14, 2010

13.57.03 JOB07740  $HASP373 RAI2MJL  STARTED - INIT 4    - CLASS E - SYS Z7L1

13.57.03 JOB07740  IEF403I RAI2MJL - STARTED - TIME=13.57.03

13.57.03 JOB07740  HTRT01I                                        CPU (Total)  Elapsed      CPU (TCB)    CPU

 (SRB)    Service

13.57.03 JOB07740  HTRT02I Jobname  Stepname ProcStep    RC    I/O hh:mm:ss.th  hh:mm:ss.th  hh:mm:ss.th 

 hh:mm:ss.th    Units

13.57.03 JOB07740  HTRT03I RAI2MJL  JS1                  00      7      00.02        00.12        00.02      

  00.00        20
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13.57.07 JOB07740  IEA995I SYMPTOM DUMP OUTPUT  279

    279              USER COMPLETION CODE=2003 REASON CODE=10012002

    279              TIME=13.57.04  SEQ=13852  CPU=0000  ASID=0031

    279              PSW AT TIME OF ERROR  078D1000  8C7007BE  ILC 2  INTC 0D

    279                ACTIVE LOAD MODULE          ADDRESS=0C700550  OFFSET=0000026E

    279                NAME=#ABEND

    279                DATA AT PSW  0C7007B8 - BF18D0A3  0A0D58E0  D08407FE

    279                GR 0: 00000004  1: C40007D3

    279                  2: 00000040  3: 00006FF8

    279                  4: 00000004  5: 00000005

    279                  6: 00000000  7: FD000000

    279                  8: 008D4C78  9: 008CFCC8

    279                  A: 00000000  B: 00006FFC

    279                  C: 8C700550  D: 00007FA0

    279                  E: 8C7005AE  F: 10012002

    279              END OF SYMPTOM DUMP

13.57.07 JOB07740  IEF450I RAI2MJL JS2 - ABEND=S000 U2003 REASON=10012002  280

    280                    TIME=13.57.07

13.57.07 JOB07740  HTRT03I RAI2MJL  JS2              U2003    214      03.08        03.49        03.06       

 00.02      3673

_______________________________________________________________________

A support specialist can often identify the problem immediately, just by reviewing the job log information in the email.
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Using RLX VSAM
Describes how to use RLX/VSAM.

The REXX VSAM Interface
RLX/VSAM gives REXX applications the ability to access the full range of DFSMS VSAM facilities. These facilities include
record and CI level input and output services for ESDS, KSDS, and RRDS VSAM clusters. The developer can choose
from the full spectrum of VSAM dataset MACRF options and RPL OPTCD processing options. This wide selection
enables comprehensive, low-level control over the various data access strategies supported by VSAM.

Concepts and Facilities
The syntax for invoking these VSAM facilities is designed to parallel standard MVS VSAM macro conventions. A
programmer familiar with the use of standard MVS VSAM facilities can use RLX/VSAM almost immediately. This RLX/
VSAM content details the invocation syntax for each function although this documentation is not a substitute for the IBM
VSAM documentation. Review the Annotated RLX/VSAM Coding Examples section for several sample REXX execs that
illustrate read, write, and update access to VSAM datasets and also serves to familiarize the reader with RLX/VSAM
services.

RLX/VSAM services may be requested through subroutine calls or function references, according to user preference.
RLX/VSAM operates in the TSO foreground as well as in TSO batch and MVS batch environments.

RLX / VSAM Invocation Overview
From an application perspective, RLX/VSAM is a set of services which a REXX application can access through a REXX
CALL statement or function reference. You code an invocation through a CALL statement as follows:

call OPERATION parm1,parm2, ...

You code an invocation as a REXX function as follows:

RC = OPERATION(parm1,parm2,...)

With function invocation, when OPERATION executes, it returns a value that REXX assigns in the above example to the
variable RC. This value of RC is the same as the value of the RVRC variable returned as feedback by RLX/VSAM.

The examples of RLX/VSAM command syntax in the following example are all invoked through REXX CALL statements.
All parameters that are coded in the CALL are positional and appear either as variables or as keywords. Variable
parameters appear in lowercase between arrows (for example < value > ) while keywords appear in uppercase and must
be coded exactly as shown (for example REFRESH). VSAM services and their associated parameters are summarized in
the example.

call RVOPEN   <ddname>, <acb_options>

call RVGET    <ddname>, <key>, <rpl_options>

call RVPUT    <ddname>, <record>, <key>, <rpl_options>

call RVERASE  <ddname>

call RVENDREQ <ddname>

call RVPOINT  <ddname>, <key>, <rpl_options>

call RVVERIFY <ddname> [,REFRESH]

call RVCLOSE  <ddname> [,TEMP]

call RVMSG    <routecdev, <msg_group_level>, <ddname>

call RVTERM   <files>
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Each VSAM-related call must identify the file that it references. The number of concurrently OPEN VSAM files is limited
only by available memory. Several positional parameters are optional since they have meaning only in certain contexts.
For example, a <key> is typically required only when a file is accessed directly. All keyword parameters are optional.
When omitted, RLX/VSAM assumes either the VSAM defaults or the last user specified option for that file. Some
parameters depend on the type of dataset being accessed (for example, ESDS, KSDS, or RRDS).

Parameters may be specified as standard REXX variables or as literal strings. Information that is returned to a caller (such
as the contents of a record retrieved by the RVGET service) is placed into the set of REXX feedback variables discussed
next.

Feedback
After each function call, RLX/VSAM returns information related to that call into one or more of the following REXX
feedback variables:

RVRC        RVMACRC       RVREASON     RVCISZE

RVSKEY      RVKEYOF       RVHRBA       RVURBA

RVRECNM     RVRECORD      RVAVSPAC     RVBUFND

RVBUFNI     RVFTYPE       RVRBA        RVRRN

RVKEYL      RVRECL        RVMAXLR

The user may reference these feedback variables to determine the success of an operation and obtain any data that is
returned by the function. Each REXX VSAM service returns feedback into a subset of these variables.

Processing Overview
Your exec must allocate any VSAM file that it wants to access before you request a RLX/VSAM service for that file. A
standard ALLOCATE command can be issued in the TSO environment for this purpose while JCL allocation serves in
batch. The first RLX/VSAM service referencing a file should be an RVOPEN call. The exception is the RVVERIFY service
which may be invoked without a prerequisite RVOPEN.

The RVOPEN service establishes a connection to the VSAM file, allocates I/O buffers, creates the VSAM ACB and
RPL control blocks and issues the MVS OPEN SVC. An optional <acb_options> parameter may be passed to RVOPEN
to request specific VSAM processing options. These options correspond exactly to the MACRF options defined in the
standard IBM VSAM documentation. Similarly, the default settings are the same as the default values defined by IBM.

Following a successful RVOPEN (RVRC = 0), the application is free to issue other requests (such as RVGET, RVPUT,
RVPOINT) for the now open file. These calls let you retrieve, insert, update, and delete VSAM records or control intervals.
In addition, record position may be manipulated to achieve skip sequential access. The <rpl_options> parameter
corresponds to the VSAM RPL OPTCD options described in the IBM VSAM documentation. As in the native VSAM
interface, the RPL OPTCD settings can be altered between calls to RLX/VSAM. For example, you can change RPL
options between one RVGET request and another or between an RVGET and an RVPUT.

Feedback from each call is returned in the set of REXX variables that your exec can reference to obtain such information
as the key, RBA, or RRN of the record that is just accessed, the contents of the RECORD or control interval (CI) just read,
its length, and so on.

When processing is complete, the RVCLOSE function terminates processing of the dataset. If desired, the application
may request a temporary RVCLOSE which flushes VSAM buffers but allows processing to resume without another
RVOPEN. The RVTERM function should be used to terminate the RLX/VSAM environment and close any RLX/VSAM
managed files that remain open.
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ACB Options
The Application Control Block or ACB specifies the attributes and processing options for a VSAM dataset. The list the
follows describes the various ACB options, described in the MVS VSAM macro reference, which may be specified on the
RVOPEN call. These ACB attributes remain in effect while the file is open. In the following list, mutually exclusive options
are separated by a vertical bar | .

<acb_options> = (ADR|CNV|KEY

                ,DFR|NDF

                ,DIR|SEQ|SKP

                ,IN|OUT

                ,NIS|SIS

                ,NRM|AIX

                ,NRS|RST)

The following list describes the various ACB options:

=====================================================================

Control     | Option| Description

class       |       |

------------+-------+------------------------------------------------

Key         |  ADR  | Specifies Addressed access to a KSDS or ESDS

            |       | dataset. RBA is used as a search argument

            |  CNV  | Defines access to the entire contents of

            |       | a Control Interval

            |  KEY  | Defines keyed access to a KSDS or

            |       | access by relative record number

            |       | to an RRDS

------------+-------+-------------------------------------------------

Access      |  DIR  | Direct access to a KSDS, ESDS or RRDS

            |  SEQ  | Sequential access to a KSDS, ESDS or RRDS

            |  SKP  | Skip-sequential access to a KSDS or RRDS (only

            |       | with keyed access in a forward direction).

------------+-------+-------------------------------------------------

Update      |  IN   | VSAM dataset is being opened for read only

Intent      |  OUT  | VSAM dataset is being opened for write

------------+-------+-------------------------------------------------

Write       |  DFR  | The buffer pool will not be immediately written

Deferment   |       | by the RVPUT function request

            |  NDF  | The buffer pool will be immediately written by

            |       | the RVPUT function request

------------+-------+-------------------------------------------------

CI Split    |  NIS  | Control intervals are split at the midpoint

control     |  SIS  | Split CI and CA at the insertion point rather

            |       | than at the midpoint when doing direct RVPUT

------------+-------+-------------------------------------------------

Access      |  NRM  | By the specified DDname with the RVOPEN request

object      |  AIX  | Alternate Index of the path specified by DDname

------------+-------+-------------------------------------------------

Reuse       |  NRS  | Data set is not reusable

            |  RST  | Data set is reusable

======================================================================
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RPL Options
The Request Parameter List (or RPL) specifies how a record in a VSAM file is accessed: sequentially or directly, with or
without update intent, and so on. RPL options are specified in RPL-based VSAM calls and complement ACB processing
options. The possible RPL options are shown in the table with mutually exclusive options that are separated by a vertical
bar | .

<rpl_options> = (ADR|CNV|KEY

            ,DIR|SEQ|SKP

            ,ARD|LRD

            ,FWD|BWD

            ,ASY|SYN

            ,NSP|NUP|UPD

            ,KEQ|KGE

            ,FKS|GEN

            ,LOC)

=========================================================================

Control     | Option| Description

class       |       |

------------+-------+----------------------------------------------------

Key         |  ADR  | Addressed access to a KSDS or ESDS using an RBA as

            |       | a search argument

            |  CNV  | Access to the entire contents of a Control Interval

            |  KEY  | Access by key to a record of a KSDS file or by 

            |       | relative record number to a record of an RRDS file

------------+-------+----------------------------------------------------

Access      |  DIR  | Direct access to a KSDS, ESDS or RRDS

            |  SEQ  | Sequential access to a KSDS, ESDS or RRDS

            |  SKP  | Skip-sequential access to a KSDS or RRDS (only

            |       | with keyed access in a forward direction).

------------+-------+----------------------------------------------------

Record      |  ARD  | User argument determines the record to be

            |       | processed

            |  LRD  | Last record in the data set is to be processed

            |       | by the RVPOINT or RVGET request

------------+-------+----------------------------------------------------

Processing  |  FWD  | Forward direction

direction   |  BWD  | Backward direction

------------+-------+----------------------------------------------------

Data record |  NSP  | For direct processing requests, VSAM should

processing  |       | remember the position of the record being processed

            |  NUP  | A data record that is being retrieved will not

            |       | be updated or deleted

            |  UPD  | A data record that is being retrieved may be

            |       | updated or deleted

------------+-------+----------------------------------------------------

Search key  |  KEQ  | User's search key must be equal to the key or

            |       | relative record number

            |  KGE  | User's request applies to the record that has the

            |       | next greater or equal key

            +-------+----------------------------------------------------

            |  FKS  | A full key is provided as a search argument

            |  GEN  | A generic key is provided as a search argument
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=========================================================================

Working with RLX/VSAM
This section presents examples of RLX/VSAM service invocations. The table categorizes these examples by the first
column that is labeled Processing Intent (either Read, Update or Point), and secondarily by VSAM file type: ESDS, KSDS,
or RRDS. In these examples, REXX variables with lowercase names, such as DDdname, key, rrn, and rba, are assumed
to have been set to appropriate values before a call is issued.

Insert and delete processing:

• Insert - Modify the ACB IN,OUT parameters to specify just the OUT option on the RVOPEN call, such as call
RVOPEN ddname,'(ADR,DIR,OUT)'

• Delete - Instead of RVPUT function use RVERASE, such as call RVERASE ddname

NOTE
The RVERASE request is invalid for a VSAM ESDS cluster.

=============================================================================

Processing | Access     | VSAM | RLX/VSAM function syntax

Intent     | mode       | type | 

-----------+------------+------+---------------------------------------------

Read       | Sequential | KSDS | call RVOPEN  ddname,'(KEY,SEQ,IN)'

           |            | RRDS | call RVGET   ddname,,'(NUP,LOC)'

           |            |      | call RVCLOSE ddname

           |            +------+---------------------------------------

           |            | KSDS | call RVOPEN  ddname,'(ADR,SEQ,IN)'

           |            | ESDS | call RVGET   ddname,,'(NUP,LOC)'

           |            |      | call RVCLOSE ddname

           +------------+------+---------------------------------------

           | Direct     | KSDS | call RVOPEN  ddname,'(KEY,DIR,IN)'

           |            |      | call RVGET   ddname, key,'(NUP,LOC)   

           |            |      | call RVCLOSE ddname

           |            +------+---------------------------------------

           |            | RRDS | call RVOPEN  ddname,'(KEY,DIR,IN)'

           |            |      | call RVGET   ddname,rrn,'(NUP,LOC)'

           |            |      | call RVCLOSE ddname

           |            +------+---------------------------------------

           |            | ESDS | call RVOPEN  ddname,'(ADR,DIR,IN)'

           |            |      | call RVGET   ddname,rba,'(NUP,LOC)'

           |            |      | call RVCLOSE ddname

-----------+------------+------+---------------------------------------

Update     | Sequential | KSDS | call RVOPEN  ddname,'(KEY,SEQ,IN,OUT)'

           |            | RRDS | call RVGET   ddname,,'(UPD,LOC)'

           |            |      | call RVPUT   ddname,updrec,,'(LOC)'

           |            |      | call RVCLOSE ddname

           |            +------+---------------------------------------

           |            | KSDS | call RVOPEN  ddname,'(ADR,SEQ,IN,OUT)'

           |            | ESDS | call RVGET   ddname,,'(UPD,LOC)'

           |            |      | call RVPUT   ddname,updrec,,'(LOC)'

           |            |      | call RVCLOSE ddname

           +------------+------+---------------------------------------------

           | Direct     | KSDS | call RVOPEN  ddname,'(KEY,DIR,IN,OUT)'

           |            |      | call RVGET   ddname,SearchKey,'(UPD,LOC)'
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           |            |      | call RVPUT   ddname,updrec,SearchKey,'(LOC)'

           |            |      | call RVCLOSE ddname

           |            +------+---------------------------------------------

           |            | RRDS | call RVOPEN  ddname,'(KEY,DIR,IN,OUT)'

           |            |      | call RVGET   ddname,RRNO,'(UPD,LOC)'

           |            |      | call RVPUT   ddname,Updrec,rrn,'(LOC)'

           |            |      | call RVCLOSE ddname

           |            +------+---------------------------------------

           |            | ESDS | call RVOPEN  ddname,'(ADR,DIR,IN,OUT)'

           |            |      | call RVGET   ddname,RBA,'(UPD,LOC)'

           |            |      | call RVPUT   ddname,Updrec,rba,'(LOC)'

           |            |      | call RVCLOSE ddname

-----------+------------+------+---------------------------------------

Point      |            |      | call RVPOINT ddname,key,'(FWD,KGE)'

           |            |      | call RVPOINT ddname,rrn,'(BWD,KEQ)'

           |            |      | call RVPOINT ddname,rba,'(FWD,KGE)'

Pointed to |            |      | call RVPOINT ddname,,'(LRD,BWD)'

the last   |            |      | 

record     |            |      | 

=============================================================================

Function Call Reference
This section contains information on function calls. For example, learn about how to close a VSAM file with RVCLOSE,
release a VSAM control interval with RVENDREQ, and delete a record with RVERASE. Each function describes its
required parameters, usage, and provides coding examples.

RVCLOSE - Close a VSAM File
CALL RVCLOSE <ddname>[,TEMP]

<ddname> - Is a required parameter, coded as either a REXX variable or literal string within quotes, whose value is the
DDname of the file to which the VSAM dataset is allocated.

TEMP - Indicates that a temporary close should be issued for the file.

Usage

The RVCLOSE function is used to terminate your application access to the dataset and to free resources associated with
the file. The <ddname> parameter identifies the name of the file that is used to allocate the VSAM dataset. In addition
to releasing RLX/VSAM related control areas and buffers, RVCLOSE also issues a standard VSAM CLOSE before
completing its processing.

The optional TEMP parameter requests a temporary VSAM CLOSE. Such a temporary (TYPE=T) CLOSE allows all
outstanding I/O operations to complete before purging all VSAM buffers associated with the file and updating VSAM
catalog statistics. However, the temporary CLOSE does not disconnect your application from the file. Rather, the file
remains open with its record position unaltered such that subsequent functions like RVGET, RVPUT, and RVERASE may
be performed without re-issuing an RVOPEN.

The following REXX Feedback Variables are set on completion of RVCLOSE:
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• RVRC - Contains a general return code from RVCLOSE. This variable set to zero when all VSAM and RLX/VSAM
functions complete successfully.

• RVMACRC - Contains a code returned to RLX/VSAM by the VSAM CLOSE macro. This variable is independent of the
RVRC variable setting.

• RVREASON - Is set to the reason code returned in the ACB by the VSAM CLOSE macro in the event of VSAM
CLOSE failure. When successful, RVREASON is set to zero.

Example of Coding
/* Rexx */

...

File = 'ESDSFILE'

CALL RVOPEN  File,'(SEQ,IN)'

Do While RVEOF <> 'EOF'

   CALL RVGET File,'(LOC)'

   Say 'Record = ' RVRECORD

End

CALL RVCLOSE File

...

In this example, a VSAM ESDS allocated to DDname ESDSFILE is opened. Then within a loop, records are sequentially
accessed and then printed until end-of-file is reached. Finally, the dataset is closed.

RVENDREQ - Release a VSAM Control Interval
CALL RVENDREQ <ddname>  

<ddname> - Is a required parameter, coded as either a REXX variable or literal string within quotes, whose value is the
DDname of the file to which the VSAM dataset is allocated.

Usage

The RVENDREQ function issues a VSAM ENDREQ macro in order to release an exclusive hold of an application on the
current VSAM control interval. In addition, all buffers for the specified file are externalized and record positioning is lost.
Subsequent RLX/VSAM functions must reestablish file positioning (for example, through RVPOINT).

The following REXX Feedback Variables are set on completion of RVENDREQ:

• RVRC - Indicates a general return code from the RVENDREQ service. This variable is set to zero when all VSAM and
RLX/VSAM functions complete successfully.

• RVMACRC - Is set to the return code passed back to RLX/VSAM by the VSAM ENDREQ macro. This variable is
independent of the RVRC variable setting.

• RVREASON - Is set to the reason code returned by the VSAM ENDREQ macro in the RPL. When successful,
RVREASON is set to zero.

Example of Coding
/* Rexx */

...

CALL RVOPEN   'KSDSFILE','(KEY,DFR,IN,OUT)'

CALL RVGET    'KSDSFILE','KEY005','(DIR,UPD,LOC)'

CALL RVPUT    'KSDSFILE','KEY005 NEW RECORD',,'(LOC)'

CALL RVENDREQ 'KSDSFILE'

...
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In this example, a VSAM KSDS allocated to DDname KSDSFILE is opened with the Deferred Write option (DFR).
Next, a record with a key value of KEY005 is first accessed and then updated in-place with a new record value. Finally,
RVENDREQ instructs VSAM to complete all outstanding I/O operations.

RVERASE - Delete a Record from a VSAM File
CALL RVERASE <ddname> 

<ddname> - is a required parameter, coded as either a REXX variable or literal string within quotes, whose value is the
DDname of the file to which the VSAM dataset is allocated.

Usage

The RVERASE function requests that VSAM delete the record that was most recently retrieved through an RVGET that
specified an <rpl-option> of UPD. Both KSDS and RRDS files permit such record deletions. When these records are
deleted, the space they occupied is freed. RVERASE is not available for entry sequenced datasets. Your application can
only logically delete records within an ESDS by setting flags within the records themselves. No actual increase in free
space or free record slots occurs.

The following REXX Feedback Variables are set on completion of RVERASE:

• RVRC - Indicates a general return code from the RVENDREQ service. This variable is set to zero when all VSAM and
RLX/VSAM functions complete successfully.

• RVMACRC - Is set to the return code passed back to RLX/VSAM by the VSAM ERASE macro. This variable is
independent of the RVRC variable setting.

• RVREASON - Is set to the reason code returned by the VSAM ERASE macro through the RPL if there is a VSAM
ERASE failure. When successful, RVREASON is set to zero.

• RVSKEY - Is set to the value of the key of the record just erased. This key may be embedded, an RBA or an RRN,
depending on the file type and access mode.

• RVRBA - Is set to the RBA of the record that is just erased and true for any file type or access mode.
• RVRRN - Is set to the RRN of the record that is just erased. This variable is set only when an RRDS is accessed.
• RVKEYL - Is set to the length of the key that is used for the erase. This variable only has meaning when accessing by

embedded key.

RVGET - Read a Record from a VSAM File
CALL RVGET <ddname>, <key>, <rpl_options>    

<ddname> is a required parameter, coded as either a REXX variable or literal string within quotes, whose value is the
DDname of the file to which the VSAM dataset is allocated.

<key> is a character string that represents the RBA, RRN, full key or generic key of an ESDS, RRDS, or KSDS.

• For an ESDS which is processed directly, use an RBA as the key.
• For a KSDS, the key must be an RBA when <rpl-options> contains either the ADR or CNV option. Use an embedded

key (full or generic) when <rpl--options> specifies the KEY option.
• For an RRDS, the key must be an RRN.

The <key> parameter specifies a search key that is used to retrieve a particular record or CI when processing in direct
or skip sequential mode. The <key> must be specified whenever the VSAM processing mode needs the use of a
retrieval key. When the key is included but not required, it is ignored by RLX/VSAM.

<rpl_options> specifies the VSAM RPL OPTCD processing options with syntax analogous to that described in the IBM
VSAM documentation. The processing options must be separated by commas. The string of options may optionally be
enclosed in parentheses. Option selection rules are defined by IBM VSAM RPL OPTCD specifications.
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Usage

The RVGET function retrieves a record or control interval from a VSAM file. The record area is returned in the REXX
variable RVRECORD. For sequential processing, no key is required. For direct processing, use the <key> parameter to
specify the key of the record to be retrieved.

The key is a character string that represents the RBA (for a KSDS or ESDS), an RRN (for an RRDS) or a full or generic
embedded key for a KSDS. Use an RBA as a key for an ESDS that is processed directly. For a KSDS, the key must be a
character representation of an RBA when <rpl_options> specifies either the ADR or CNV options. When the KEY option is
specified for a KSDS, an embedded full or generic key should be supplied on the call. Lastly, for an RRDS, the key must
be a character representation of a relative record number (RRN).

Your REXX exec can detect a VSAM end-of-file condition when processing either sequentially or can skip sequentially
when the value of the RVEOF variable is set to EOF. Alternatively, when feedback variable RVMACRC is equal to 8 and
the RVREASON variable is set to 4, the two, together, signal an end-of-file condition.

Similarly, an end-of-file condition is signaled when a search key that is supplied on a direct-access request has a higher
key than the current high key of the dataset.

The retrieved record or CI is returned to your REXX exec in the REXX variable RVRECORD.

NOTE
The use of VSAM move mode (MVE option in <rpl-options>) is not appropriate and should not be used. The
<rpl_options> should specify or default to the LOC option.

The following REXX Feedback Variables are set on completion of RVGET:

• RVRC - Indicates a general return code from the RVGET service. This variable is set to zero when all VSAM and RLX/
VSAM functions complete successfully.

• RVMACRC - Is set to the return code passed back to RLX/VSAM by the VSAM GET macro. This variable is
independent of the RVRC variable setting.

• RVREASON - Is set to the reason code passed back to RLX/VSAM by the VSAM GET macro through the RPL if there
is VSAM GET failure. When successful, RVREASON is set to zero.

• RVRECORD - Contains the record or CI that was retrieved by RVGET.
• RVRECL - Contains the length of the record just retrieved.
• RVEOF - Is set to EOF whenever an end-of-file condition is sensed.
• RVSKEY - Is set to the value of the key of the record just retrieved. This key might be embedded, an RBA or an RRN,

depending on the file type and access mode.
• RVRBA - Is set to the RBA of the record just retrieved and true for any file type or access mode.
• RVRRN - Is set to the RRN of the record just retrieved. This variable will only be set when accessing RRDS VSAM

datasets.
• RVKEYL - Is set to the length of the key used for the retrieval. This variable only has meaning when access is through

an embedded key.

RVMSG - Control Error/Information Message Output
CALL RVMSG  <routecde>, <msg_group_level>, <ddname>,      

<routecde> - Specifies the destination for RLX/VSAM error and informational messages. One of the values that are
shown below must be selected. The default value is 'TSO'.
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• 'TSO' - (Default) This option indicates that all messages are to TSO through the standard TPUT service.
• 'WTO' - This option indicates that all messages are directed to MCS with a WTO routing code of 11 (WTP).
• 'NONE' - This option indicates that no messages are issued except for catastrophic errors. These errors are reported

through WTO with a routing code of 11.
• 'FILE' - This option causes all messages to be routed to the file named in the <ddname> parameter. The file must be

allocated before issuing the RVMSG function. This log file must be allocated as a standard sequential file with a fixed
or variable RECFM and an LRECL greater than or equal to 80.

<msg_group_level> - Specifies how selective RLX/VSAM should be in issuing messages. One of the following values
must be selected:

• 'TERSE' - This option indicates that only error level messages are displayed.
• 'VERBOSE' - This option indicates that error, warning, and informational messages are displayed.
• 'DEBUG' - This option indicates that error, warning, and informational messages are displayed. In addition, debugging

messages and traces are displayed.

<ddname> - Is a required parameter, coded as either a REXX variable or literal string within quotes, whose value is the
DDname of the file to which the VSAM dataset is allocated. This parameter is only relevant when <routecde> is set to
FILE; otherwise, it is ignored. The DDname TVRLOG is used as a default unless a preceding call to RVMSG established
another DDname as the RLX/VSAM message file.

Usage

The RVMSG function controls the destination and volume of RLX/VSAM messages. Messages may be issued to
communicate error and warning conditions, to provide feedback regarding normal events, and to provide trace data for
debugging purposes. Each of these three groups of messages can be selectively enabled or disabled through the RVMSG
<msg_group_level> parameter.

The destination for the messages is controlled through the <routecde> parameter. Messages may be routed as follows:

• To TSO through standard TPUT
• To MCS using WTP (WTO with ROUTCDE of 11)
• To a sequential file for logging.

Alternatively, message issuance may be suppressed. When using the file logging option, ensure that the file has been
allocated before the RVMSG call.

The RVMSG function may be invoked at any time. RVMSG may be reissued whenever new display options are desired.
Please note that when using the NONE <routecde> option, only messages that report catastrophic errors are issued -- as
WTOs using ROUTCDE 11.

When using the FILE option, the message log file is not closed until one of the following events occurs: either all VSAM
activity has quiesced (that is, all VSAM files are closed), or an RVTERM is issued. When VSAM activity resumes, the log
is re-opened and messages are again directed to the log file. The application allocates the message log with a disposition
of MOD rather than OLD or SHR. Unless MOD is specified, the log dataset is repositioned to the beginning for each such
re-OPEN. Refer to the RVTERM call for more information regarding the log file.

The following REXX Feedback Variables are set on completion of RVMSG:

• RVRC - Indicates a general return code from the RVMSG service. This variable is set to zero when all VSAM and RLX/
VSAM functions complete successfully.

Example of Coding

Only severe error messages are issued.

/* Rexx */

...
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CALL RVMSG ,'NONE'

...

RVOPEN - Open a VSAM File
CALL RVOPEN <ddname>, <acb_options>     

<ddname> - Is a required parameter, coded as either a REXX variable or literal string within quotes, whose value is the
DDname of the file to which the VSAM dataset is allocated.

<acb_options> - Specifies the VSAM ACB MACRF processing options with syntax analogous to that described in the
IBM VSAM documentation. The processing options must be separated by commas. The string of options may optionally
be enclosed in parentheses. Option selection rules are defined by the IBM VSAM ACB MACRF specifications.

Usage

The RVOPEN function requests that RLX/VSAM establish a processing environment for the file identified by the DDname
parameter. When RLX/VSAM receives an RVOPEN request, it constructs VSAM ACB and RPL control blocks, obtains
buffers, builds RLX/VSAM control areas and invokes the appropriate VSAM service routines for the type of file requested.

NOTE
Remember that the file must be allocated before issuing RVOPEN. All other RLX/VSAM functions (except
RVVERIFY) require a successful RVOPEN before their invocation.

The <acb_options> positional parameter is used to specify VSAM processing options for the file. The options that are
specified must be sufficiently broad to allow any of the functions that may be requested by subsequent RLX/VSAM
function calls. For example, if both RVGET and RVPUT calls are issued, the <acb_options> should include both the IN
and OUT options. These processing options correspond exactly to the VSAM ACB MACRF options documented in the
IBM VSAM publications.

The following REXX Feedback Variables are set on completion of RVOPEN:

• RVRC - Indicates a general return code from the RVOPEN service. This variable is set to zero when all VSAM and
RLX/VSAM functions complete successfully.

• RVMACRC - Is set to the return code passed back to RLX/VSAM by the VSAM OPEN macro. This variable is
independent of the RVRC variable setting.

• RVREASON - Is set to the reason code passed back to RLX/VSAM by the VSAM OPEN macro through the RPL, if
there is a VSAM OPEN failure. When successful, RVREASON is set to zero.

• RVCISZE - Is set to the CI size of the dataset as specified by the VSAM DEFINE command.
• RVKEYOF - Is set to the offset from the beginning of the record to the start of the key field in the record.
• RVKEYSZ - Is set to the length of the key field.
• RVMAXLR - Is set to the maximum record length specified in the VSAM DEFINE command.
• RVFTYPE - Is set to a character string that indicates the type of VSAM file just opened. Possibilities are 'ESDS',

'KSDS', and 'RRDS'.
• VHRBA - Is set to the value of the high allocated RBA for the dataset just opened.
• RVURBA - Is set to the value of the high used RBA for the dataset just opened.
• RVRECNM - Is set to the number of records currently in the dataset. This variable is meaningful only for certain VSAM

dataset types.
• RVAVSPC - Is set to the number of available bytes remaining within the existing file allocation extents.
• RVBUFNI - Is set to the number of index buffers defined for the file. This variable is meaningful only for certain VSAM

dataset types.
• RVBUFND - Is set to the number of data buffers defined for the file.
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Example of Coding
/* Rexx */

...

CALL RVOPEN   'ESDSFILE','(SEQ,IN)'

...

In this example, a VSAM ESDS is opened for sequential input processing.

RVPOINT - Position at a Record in a VSAM File
CALL RVPOINT <ddname>, <key>, <rpl_options>    

<ddname> - Is a required parameter, coded as either a REXX variable or literal string within quotes, whose value is the
DDname of the file to which the VSAM dataset is allocated.

<key> - Is a required parameter which is either a REXX variable or a character string that represents an RBA (for a KSDS
or ESDS), an RRN (for an RRDS) or a full or generic embedded key for a KSDS. Use an RBA as a key for an ESDS that
is processed directly. For a KSDS, the key must be a character representation of an RBA when <rpl_options> specifies
either the ADR or CNV options. When the KEY option is specified for a KSDS, an embedded full or generic key should be
supplied on the call. Lastly, for an RRDS, the key must be a character representation of a relative record number (RRN).

<rpl_options> - Specifies the VSAM RPL OPTCD processing options, with the syntax analogous to that described in the
IBM VSAM documentation. The processing options must be separated by commas. The string of options may optionally
be enclosed in parentheses. Option selection rules are defined by the IBM VSAM RPL OPTCD specifications.

Usage

The RVPOINT function requests that file positioning be altered for subsequent sequential processing. Once an RVPOINT
has completed successfully, the application may issue an RVGET in order to retrieve that record. RVPOINT is useful when
sequential retrieval is desired but the set of consecutive records does not start at the logical or physical beginning of the
dataset.

The following REXX Feedback Variables are set on completion of RVPOINT:

• RVRC - Indicates a general return code from the RVPOINT service. This variable is set to zero when all VSAM and
RLX/VSAM functions complete successfully.

• RVMACRC - Is set to the return code passed back to RLX/VSAM by the VSAM POINT macro. This variable is
independent of the RVRC variable setting.

• RVREASON - Is set to the reason code passed back to RLX/VSAM by the VSAM POINT macro through the RPL in the
event of VSAM POINT failure. When successful, RVREASON is set to zero.

• RVSKEY - Contains the value of the key of the currently positioned record. This key may be embedded, an RBA, or an
RRN depending on the file type and access mode.

• RVRBA - Is set to the RBA of the record at which position is established and true for any file type or access mode.
• RVRRN - Is set to the RRN of the positioned record. This variable is only set when an RRDS is accessed.
• RVKEYL - Is set to the length of the key used for positioning. This variable only has meaning when accessing by

embedded key.

Example of Coding:
/* Rexx */

...

CALL RVPOINT 'KSDSFILE','KEY012','(FWD,KGE)'

...

In this example, a KSDS allocated to the DDname KSDSFILE is positioned to the record with a key value equal to or
greater than KEY012. The search for a qualified record proceeds in a forward direction.
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RVPUT - Write a Record in a VSAM File
CALL RVPUT <ddname>,<record>,<key>,<rpl_options>  

<ddname> - Is a required parameter, coded as either a REXX variable or literal string within quotes, whose value is the
DDname of the file to which the VSAM dataset is allocated.

<record> - Specifies either a REXX variable or a literal whose value is the string that is used to add, insert, or update a
record of the requested VSAM file. The record may be of a variable length, as long as this is appropriate for the VSAM
file type and processing options in effect. For example, the length of records in an RRDS must be consistent with the
RECORDSIZE sub parameter of the IDCAM DEFINE function.

<key> - Is a required parameter which is either a REXX variable or a character string that represents an RBA (for a KSDS
or ESDS), an RRN (for an RRDS) or a full or generic embedded key for a KSDS. Use an RBA as a key for an ESDS that
is processed directly. For a KSDS, the key must be a character representation of an RBA when <rpl_options> specifies
either the ADR or CNV options. When the KEY option is specified for a KSDS, an embedded full or generic key should be
supplied on the call. Lastly, for an RRDS, the key must be a character representation of a relative record number (RRN).

The <key> keyword parameter specifies the search key that is used to insert or update a record or CI. The key must be
specified usually. The exceptions are when adding new records sequentially or when relying on a preceding RVGET to
position to the required record by key (update mode). The key may be an RBA, RRN, or embedded record key depending
on the VSAM file type and processing options in effect. Any key field specified when it is not required is ignored.

<rpl_options> - Specifies the VSAM RPL OPTCD processing options, with syntax analogous to that described in the IBM
VSAM documentation. The processing options must be separated by commas. The string of options may optionally be
enclosed in parentheses. Option selection rules are defined by the IBM VSAM RPL OPTCD specifications.

Usage

The RVPUT function writes a record or CI to a VSAM file. The record to be written is specified through the <record>
parameter. For sequential processing no <key> parameter is required. The <key> specifies the key of the record to be
inserted or updated. When updating, an RVGET call with the UPD <rpl_option> must precede the RVPUT call. In this
case, the key need not be respecified on the RVPUT request.

The following REXX Feedback Variables are set on completion of RVPUT:

• RVRC - Indicates a general return code from the RVPUT service. This variable is set to zero when all VSAM and RLX/
VSAM functions complete successfully.

• RVMACRC - Is set to the return code passed back to RLX/VSAM by the VSAM PUT macro. This variable is
independent of the RVRC variable setting.

• RVREASON - Is set to the reason code passed back to RLX/VSAM by the VSAM PUT macro through the RPL if there
is a VSAM PUT failure. When successful, RVREASON is set to zero.

• RVSKEY - Is set to the value of the key of the record just written. This key may be embedded, an RBA, or an RRN,
depending on the file type and access mode.

• RVRBA - Is set to the RBA of the record that is just written and true for any file type or access mode.
• RVRRN: - Is set to the RRN of the record just written. This variable is only set when an RRDS is accessed.
• RVKEYL - Is set to the length of the key that is used for the write. This variable only has meaning when accessing by

embedded key.

Example of Coding
/* Rexx */

...

CALL RVOPEN   'RRDSFILE','(KEY,DIR,IN,OUT)'

CALL RVPUT    'RRDSFILE','NEW RECORD',3,'(UPD,LOC)'

...
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In this example, the third record slot in the RRDS is updated with a new value.

RVTERM - Terminate RLX/VSAM Processing
CALL RVTERM  <files>    

<files> - Specifies which types of RLX/VSAM managed files are to be included in termination processing. RVTERM
supports the following files:

• 'VSAM' - Any currently open RLX/VSAM managed VSAM files are closed
• 'LOG' - Closes the RLX/VSAM message log.
• 'ALL' - (Default) Closes any open VSAM files as well as the message log.

Usage

The RVTERM function closes all currently open VSAM files that are being managed by RLX/VSAM. In addition, when the
RVMSG FILE option is in effect, the message log is also closed. The RVTERM service should be called to clean up after
an error condition.

NOTE
Unless RVTERM is called, the last few log messages may be lost if FILE logging is in effect. The number of
messages that are lost depends on the block size of the message file.

The following REXX Feedback Variables are set on completion of RVTERM:

• RVRC - Indicates a general return code from the RVTERM service. This variable is set to zero when all VSAM and
RLX/VSAM functions complete successfully.

Example of Coding
/* Rexx */

...

CALL RVTERM 'ALL'

...

RVVERIFY - Run VERIFY on a VSAM file
CALL RVVERIFY <ddname> [,REFRESH]      

<ddname> - Is a required parameter, coded as either a REXX variable or literal string within quotes, whose value is the
DDname of the file to which the VSAM dataset is allocated.

REFRESH - The optional REFRESH keyword requests that in addition to updating VSAM catalog statistics and high used
RBA, VSAM should also update its in-storage control blocks to reflect new DASD extent information if the dataset was
extended.

Usage

The RVVERIFY function requests that VSAM perform catalog entry analysis and repair in case the last use of the dataset
did not complete normal VSAM CLOSE processing. It performs the same functions as the IDCAMS VERIFY command.
If the dataset is not OPEN when RVVERIFY is issued, RLX/VSAM issues an internal RVOPEN before requesting
verification. After updating the catalog, RLX/VSAM issues an internal RVCLOSE When the file is already opened, only the
verify procedure is performed.

The following REXX Feedback Variables are set on completion of RVVERIFY:
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• RVRC - Indicates a general return code from the RVVERIFY service. This variable is set to zero when all VSAM and
RLX/VSAM functions complete successfully.

• RVMACRC - Is set to the return code passed back to RLX/VSAM by the VSAM VERIFY macro. This variable is
independent of the RVRC variable setting.

• RVREASON - Is set to the reason code passed back to RLX/VSAM by the VSAM VERIFY macro through the RPL if
there is a VSAM VERIFY failure. When successful, RVREASON is set to 8 if catalog changes were required and to 0 if
not.

Return Codes
The following table enumerates the VSAM reason codes that may be returned in the RVREASON variable after a RLX/
VSAM service is executed. Reason codes are grouped by the VSAM service (such as OPEN or CLOSE) which sets them.
This section is provided for developer convenience only. This content is not intended to supersede the IBM Messages and
Codes manual nor any other VSAM publications.

OPEN reason codes
=========================================================================

|Code| Condition

|----+-------------------------------------------------------------------

|0   | OPEN was successful

|96  | Unusable data set was opened for input

|100 | OPEN encountered an empty alternate index that is a part of an

|    | upgrade set

|104 | VTOC and catalog information are in conflict

|108 | Data and Index have been updated separately from each other

|116 | The data set was not properly closed and either OPEN's implicit

|    | verify was unsuccessful

|118 | The data set was not properly closed but OPEN's implicit verify

|    | was successfully executed

|128 | The data set was not properly allocated

|132 | Not enough storage to work areas or volume can't be mounted

|136 | Not enough virtual storage

|140 | The catalog indicates this data set has an invalid physical record

|    | size

|144 | An uncorrectable I/O error occurred while VSAM was reading or

|    | writing a catalog record

|152 | Authorization has failed

|160 | Invalid ACB options were specified in this context

=========================================================================

CLOSE reason codes
=========================================================================

|Code| Condition

|----+-------------------------------------------------------------------

|0   | CLOSE was successful

|4   | The data set is already closed

=========================================================================

Record Management reason codes
========================================================================

|Code| Condition
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|----+------------------------------------------------------------------

|  0 | CLOSE was successful

|  4 | VSAM is mounted another volume

|  8 | Duplicate Alternate Key exists

| 16 | The record is written into the new control area

| 28 | CI split indicator is detected

========================================================================

Logical Errors
========================================================================

|Code| Condition

|----+------------------------------------------------------------------

|  4 | End of data set encountered

|  8 | Duplicate primary key, or alternate key with UNIQKEY option

| 12 | A key sequence error was detected using SEQ or SKP options

| 16 | Record not found, or the RBA is not found in the buffer pool

| 20 | Buffer is under exclusive control of another request

| 24 | Record resides on a volume that can't be mounted

| 32 | Specified RBA does not give the address of any data record in the

|    | data set

| 36 | Key is out of specified range for this data set

| 40 | Not enough virtual storage in your address space

| 68 | Type of processing does not match OPEN ACB options

| 72 | A Keyed request for access to an ESDS

| 76 | An Addressed access to RVPUT to a KSDS

| 80 | Request to RVERASE to an ESDS

| 88 | Request to RVGET without first establishing position, or

|    | illegal switch between forward and backward processing

| 92 | Request to update/delete the data record (RVPUT/RVERASE) without

|    | previous RVGET with 'UPD' RPL option

| 96 | Request to change key while making an update

|100 | Request to change the length of the record while making

|    | an addressed update

|108 | The record length is invalid

|112 | The key length is invalid (too large or equal to 0)

|116 | Request issued to function other than RVPUT to insert a record

|    | during initial load

========================================================================

Annotated RLX/VSAM Coding Examples
This section presents various RLX/VSAM coding examples which illustrate access to ESDS, KSDS, and RRDS VSAM file
types. The sample REXX EXECs illustrate record retrieval in sequential, direct, and mixed modes as well as access by
key and RBA (Relative Byte Address). The REXX source for all these examples is present in the CRAIEXEC library.

Summary of Examples

NOTE
The CRAIEXEC library contains more RLX/VSAM coding examples whose names all start with the characters
RXDVxxxx.

The Allocated and RvError example execs are common routines called by all the examples. The routine that is named
Allocated is invoked as a function to allocate the VSAM dataset whose name it receives as an argument. The file name
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that is used in all cases is DDname - the same name that is referenced on all the RLX/VSAM services. If successful, the
Allocated routine returns a True value of 1 but if unsuccessful returns a False value of 0.

Allocated:

 Arg DAname

 address tso "Alloc fi(DDname) da("DAname") shr reuse"

   say 'Allocate file for 'DAname', Rc='Rc

   If Rc \=0 then Do

      say 'File Allocation Error!'

      return 0

   End

Return 1

The second routine, RvError, is called for general error reporting in the event a RLX/VSAM function completes with a non-
zero return code.

RvError :

 Arg RvFuncName

 say 'Error in the 'RvFuncname' function:'

 say 'RvReason = ' RvReason

 say 'RvMacRc  = ' RvMacRc

 say 'RvRc     = ' RvRc

 call RvClose 'DDname'

 address tso "free fi("DDname")"

Exit RvRc

VSAM ESDS Sequential Read
The following EXEC accesses a VSAM ESDS sequentially, one record at a time, until end of file is reached. In the figure,
the numbers within comments in the right-hand margin (for example, /* 1 */) correspond to the numbered annotations
which follow the example.

________________________________________________________________________

/* REXX */

 VSAM_file_name = 'RAI.VSAM.ESDSDEMO.CLUSTER'                   /* 1  */

 If \Allocated(VSAM_file_name) then return 12                   /* 2  */

 call RvMsg 'NONE'                                              /* 3  */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvMsg'                          /* 4  */

 call RvOpen 'DDname','(SEQ,IN)'                                /* 5  */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvOpen'

 Do forever                                                     /* 6  */

    Call RvGet 'DDname',,'ADR,LOC'                              /* 7  */

    If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvGet'

    If RvEof = 'EOF' then do                                    /* 8  */

       say 'End of the DSN='VSAM_file_name' is encountered'

       leave

    end

    say RvRecord                                                /* 9  */
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 End

 call RvClose 'DDname'                                          /* 10 */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvClose'

 address tso "free fi("DDname")"                                /* 11 */

Return 0

________________________________________________________________________

1. Assign the name of the VSAM ESDS cluster to be processed to the REXX variableVSAM_file_name.
2. Attempt to allocate the VSAM ESDS cluster to the file named DDname. If allocation fails (denoted by \Allocated), then

terminate with return code 12.
3. Suppress messages from all RLX/VSAM functions.
4. Check REXX VSAM function completion by inspecting variable RvRc for a non-zero value.
5. Open the VSAM ESDS allocated to the fileDDnamewith the following ACB options:

– SEQ - Denotes sequential access to the ESDS
– IN - Indicates that records are retrieved for read only

6. The loop executes until end of file.
7. The RvGet function retrieves the VSAM ESDS record from the file that is named DDname into the REXX variable

named RvRecord. Sequential retrieval is requested by the default RPL option 'SEQ'.
8. The REXX variable RvEof contains the value EOF when end of file is reached. Otherwise, it contains blanks.
9. The RvGet function returns the contents of the record that is just retrieved into the REXX variable RvRecord.
10. Close the file.
11. Free the file whose DD name is 'DDname'.

VSAM KSDS Direct Record Access and Delete
In the following EXEC, a VSAM KSDS is accessed directly through its record key. Once accessed, the record is deleted.

________________________________________________________________________

/* REXX */

 VSAM_file_name = 'RAI.VSAM.KSDSDEMO.CLUSTER'                   /* 1  */

 SearchKey = 'FISH003'                                          /* 2  */

 If \Allocated(VSAM_file_name) then return 12                   /* 3  */

 call RvMsg 'NONE'                                              /* 4  */

 If RvRC \=0 then call RvError 'RvMsg'                          /* 5  */

 call RvOpen 'DDname', '(KEY,DIR,IN,OUT)'                       /* 6  */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvOpen'

 SearchKey = Left(SearchKey,RvKeySz,' ')                        /* 7  */

 Call RvGet 'DDname',SearchKey,'DIR,UPD,LOC'                    /* 8  */

 If RvRc \=0 then

    call RvError 'RvGet'

 else do

    say 'Record = 'RvRecord                                     /* 9  */
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    call RvErase 'DDname'                                       /* 10 */

    If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvErase'

       else say 'Record deleted!'

 End

 call RvClose 'DDname'                                          /* 11 */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvClose'

 address tso "free fi("DDname")"                                /* 12 */

Return 0

________________________________________________________________________

1. Assign the name of the VSAM KSDS cluster to be processed to the REXX variableVSAM_file_name.
2. Initialize SearchKey, the REXX variable that contains the value of the key of the record to be updated.
3. Attempt to allocate the VSAM KSDS cluster to the file named DDname. If allocation fails (denoted by \Allocated), then

terminate with return code 12.
4. Suppress messages from all RLX/VSAM functions.
5. Check REXX VSAM function completion by inspecting variable RvRc for a non-zero value.
6. Open the VSAM KSDS allocated to the file DDname with the following processing options:

– KEY - The record is retrieved by KEY value
– DIR - Direct access is used
– IN - Records are retrieved
– OUT - Records can be rewritten

7. The SearchKey is padded with blanks on the right to the KSDS key length.
8. The RvGet function returns the record in the REXX variable RvRecord. The 'DIR' RPL option requests direct retrieval

using the value of the REXX variable SearchKey as a key value. The RPL option 'UPD' allows the retrieved record to
be updated or deleted.

9. The REXX variable RvRecord contains the VSAM record that is just retrieved by the RvGet function.
10. The RvErase function deletes the record that is just retrieved by RvGet.
11. Close the file named DDname.
12. Free the file name DDname.

VSAM ESDS Direct Access
In the following exec, a VSAM ESDS is accessed randomly through its relative byte address, which requires a method
to compute an RBA of a record. Since the ESDS contains only fixed-length records, the RBA can be computed from a
relative record number (RRN).

________________________________________________________________________

/* REXX */

 VSAM_file_name = 'RAI.VSAM.ESDSDEMO.CLUSTER'                   /* 1  */

 SearchRRN  = 3                                                 /* 2  */

 RecUpd     = 'My new updated record.'                          /* 3  */

 If \Allocated(VSAM_file_name) then return 12                   /* 4  */

 call RvMsg 'NONE'                                              /* 5  */

 If RvRC \=0 then call RvError 'RvMsg'                          /* 6  */

 call RvOpen 'DDname', '(ADR,DIR,IN,OUT)'                       /* 7  */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvOpen'
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 SearchRBA = SearchRRN * RvMaxLr

 Call RvGet 'DDname',SearchRBA,'ADR,DIR,UPD,LOC'                /* 8  */

 If RvRc \=0 then

    call RvError 'RvGet'

 else do

    say 'Record = 'RvRecord                                     /* 9  */

    RecUpd = Left(RecUpd,Length(RvRecord))                      /* 10 */

    call RvPut 'DDname', RecUpd,,'(LOC)'                        /* 11 */

    If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvPut'

       else say 'Record updated!'

 End

 call RvClose 'DDname'                                          /* 12 */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvClose'

 address tso "free fi("DDname")"                                /* 13 */

Return 0

________________________________________________________________________

1. Assign the name of the VSAM ESDS cluster to be processed to the REXX variableVSAM_file_name.
2. Initialize SearchRRN, the REXX variable that contains the RRN (Relative Record Number) of the record to be updated.
3. Initialize RecUpd, the REXX variable that contains the new value for a record.
4. Attempt to allocate the VSAM ESDS cluster to the file named DDname. If allocation fails (denoted by \Allocated), then

terminate with return code 12.
5. Suppress messages from all RLX/VSAM functions.
6. Check REXX VSAM function completion by inspecting variable RvRc for a non-zero value.
7. Open the VSAM ESDS allocated to the file DDname with the following ACB processing options:

– ADR - The record is retrieved through RBA
– DIR - Direct access is requested
– IN,OUT - File records can be read, updated, and deleted

8. The RvGet function retrieves a record from the VSAM ESDS into the REXX variable RvRecord. Direct retrieval is
requested by the RPL option 'DIR'. The REXX variable SearchRBA contains the RBA while the RvGet function utilizes
the following RPL (Request Parameter List) options:
– 'UPD' Update is allowed
– 'ADR' RBA is used as a search argument

9. The REXX variable RvRecord contains the VSAM record that is retrieved by a successful RvGet function.
10. RecUpd is padded with blanks to fill the entire record.
11. The RvPut function does an update in place of the record that is retrieved by the preceding RvGet function.
12. RvClose closes the file that is named DDname.
13. The File that is allocated in item 4 is freed.

VSAM KSDS Record Insert
In this example, a record is inserted into a VSAM KSDS file.

________________________________________________________________________

/* REXX */

 VSAM_file_name = 'RAI.VSAM.KSDSDEMO.CLUSTER'                   /*  1 */
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 SearchKey = 'FISH999'                                          /*  2 */

 RecIns    = 'My inserted record.'                              /*  3 */

 If \Allocated(VSAM_file_name) then return 12                   /*  4 */

 call RvMsg 'NONE'                                              /*  5 */

 If RvRC \=0 then call RvError 'RvMsg'                          /*  6 */

 call RvOpen 'DDname', '(KEY,DIR,OUT)'                          /*  7 */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvOpen'

 SearchKey = Left(SearchKey,RvKeySz,' ')                        /*  8 */

 RecIns = SearchKey || RecIns                                   /*  9 */

 call RvPut 'DDname', RecIns, SearchKey,'(DIR,LOC)'             /* 10 */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvPut'

    else say 'Record inserted!'

 call RvClose 'DDname'                                          /* 11 */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvClose'

 address tso "free fi("DDname")"                                /* 12 */

Return 0

________________________________________________________________________

1. Assign the name of the VSAM KSDS cluster to be processed to the REXX variableVSAM_file_name.
2. Initialize SearchKey, the REXX variable that contains the value of the key of the record to be inserted.
3. Initialize RecIns, the REXX variable that contains the value of the new KSDS record. At this point, the REXX variable

RecIns does not contain the key-part of the record. The key is concatenated to RecIns in step 9.
4. Attempt to allocate the VSAM KSDS cluster to the file named DDname. If allocation fails (denoted by \Allocated), then

terminate with return code 12.
5. Suppress messages from all RLX/VSAM functions.
6. Check REXX VSAM function completion by inspecting variable RvRc for a non-zero value.
7. Open the VSAM KSDS allocated to the file DDname with the following ACB processing options:

– KEY - records are retrieved by KEY
– DIR - Direct access to a KSDS
– OUT - new records can be written to the dataset but updating existing records is not allowed

8. The SearchKey is padded with blanks on the right to the length of the KSDS key field.
9. Concatenate the Key value ahead of the data portion of the record in REXX variable RecIns.
10. The RvPut function writes the new record RecIns to the file named DDname.
11. Close the file.
12. Free the file whose DD name is DDname.

VSAM KSDS Direct Retrieval and Update in Place
In this example, a VSAM KSDS is accessed directly and updated in place.

________________________________________________________________________

/* REXX */
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 VSAM_file_name = 'RAI.VSAM.KSDSDEMO.CLUSTER'                   /* 1  */

 SearchKey = 'FISH003'                                          /* 2  */

 RecUpd    = 'My new updated record.'                           /* 3  */

 If \Allocated(VSAM_file_name) then return 12                   /* 4  */

 call RvMsg 'NONE'                                              /* 5  */

 If RvRC \=0 then call RvError 'RvMsg'                          /* 6  */

 call RvOpen 'DDname', '(KEY,DIR,IN,OUT)'                       /* 7  */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvOpen'

 SearchKey = Left(SearchKey,RvKeySz,' ')                        /* 8  */

 Call RvGet 'DDname',SearchKey,'DIR,UPD,LOC'                    /* 9  */

 If RvRc \=0 then

    call RvError 'RvGet'

 else do

    say 'Record = 'RvRecord                                     /* 10 */

    RecUpd = SearchKey || RecUpd                                /* 11 */

    call RvPut 'DDname', RecUpd,,'(LOC)'                        /* 12 */

    If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvPut'

       else say 'Record updated!'

 End

 call RvClose 'DDname'                                          /* 13 */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvClose'

 address tso "free fi("DDname")"                                /* 14 */

Return 0

________________________________________________________________________

1. Initialize VSAM_file_name, the REXX variable that contains the name of the VSAM KSDS cluster to process.
2. Initialize SearchKey, the REXX variable that contains the key value of the record to be updated.
3. Initialize RecUpd, the REXX variable that contains the updated record value. At this point, RecUpd does not yet

contain the key-portion of the record, which is concatenated to RecUpd at step 12.
4. Attempt to allocate the VSAM KSDS cluster to file named DDname. If the allocation fails (denoted by \Allocated), then

terminate with return code 12.
5. Suppress messages from all RLX/VSAM functions.
6. Check REXX VSAM function completion by inspecting variable RvRc for a non-zero value.
7. Open the file with the following ACB options:

– KEY - The record is retrieved through KEY value
– DIR - Direct access to the KSDS
– IN,OUT - Records can be updated and deleted

8. REXX variable SearchKey is padded with blanks on the right to the length of the KSDS key field.
9. The RvGet function retrieves a record from the VSAM KSDS cluster into the REXX variable RvRecord. The RPL

option 'DIR' supports direct retrieval of records whose key value equals the values of the REXX variable SearchKey.
The record can be updated because the RPL option specifies 'UPD'.

10. The REXX variable RvRecord contains the VSAM record that is retrieved by the successful execution of the RvGet
function.
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11. RecUpd contains the updated record with the Key value at the beginning of the record.
12. The RvPut function writes a record from the RecUpd variable, overlaying the record retrieved by the RvGet function.
13. Close the file DDname.
14. Free the file named DDname.

VSAM RRDS Direct Record Retrieval and Deletion
In this example, a record in a VSAM RRDS whose relative record number is 3 is accessed directly and then deleted with
the RvErase function. This effectively frees a slot in the RRDS.

________________________________________________________________________

/* REXX */

 VSAM_file_name = 'RAI.VSAM.RRDSDEMO.CLUSTER'                   /* 1  */

 SearchRRN = 3                                                  /* 2  */

 If \Allocated(VSAM_file_name) then return 12                   /* 3  */

 call RvMsg 'NONE'                                              /* 4  */

 If RvRC \=0 then call RvError 'RvMsg' /* 5 */

 call RvOpen 'DDname', '(KEY,DIR,IN,OUT)'                       /* 6  */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvOpen'

 Call RvGet 'DDname',SearchRRN,'DIR,UPD,LOC'                    /* 7  */

 If RvRc \=0 then

    call RvError 'RvGet'

 else do

    say 'Record = 'RvRecord                                     /* 8  */

    call RvErase 'DDname'                                       /* 9  */

    If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvErase'

       else say 'Record deleted!'

 End

 call RvClose 'DDname'                                          /* 10 */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvClose'

 address tso "free fi("DDname")"                                /* 11 */

Return 0

________________________________________________________________________

1. Initialize VSAM_file_name, the REXX variable that contains the name of the VSAM RRDS cluster to process.
2. Initialize the REXX variable SearchRRN to contain the value of the key of the record to be updated.
3. Attempt to allocate the VSAM RRDS to the file named DDname. If allocation fails (denoted by \Allocated), then

terminate with return code 12.
4. Suppress messages from all RLX/VSAM functions.
5. Check REXX VSAM function completion by inspecting variable RvRc for a non-zero value.
6. Open the file with the following ACB options:

– KEY - records are retrieved via their RRNs
– DIR - Direct access to an RRDS
– IN,OUT - Records can be updated and deleted

7. The RvGet function retrieves a record from the VSAM RRDS cluster into the REXX variable RvRecord. The RPL
option 'DIR' supports direct retrieval of records whose key values are equal to the values of the REXX variable
SearchRRN. The record can be updated or deleted due to the UPD' RPL option.

8. The REXX variable RvRecord contains the VSAM record that is retrieved by the RvGet function.
9. The RvErase function deletes the record that is just retrieved by an RvGet issued with the 'UPD' RPL option (review

line 7).
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10. Close the file.
11. Free the file named DDname.

VSAM RRDS Insert Record
In this example, a record is inserted into a slot of a VSAM RRDS.

________________________________________________________________________

/* REXX */

 VSAM_file_name = 'RAI.VSAM.RRDSDEMO.CLUSTER'                   /*  1 */

 SearchRRN = 10                                                 /*  2 */

 RecIns    = 'My inserted record.'                              /*  3 */

 If \Allocated(VSAM_file_name) then return 12                   /*  4 */

 call RvMsg 'NONE'                                              /*  5 */

 If RvRC \=0 then call RvError 'RvMsg'                          /*  6 */

 call RvOpen 'DDname', '(KEY,DIR,OUT)'                          /*  7 */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvOpen'

 RecIns = Left(RecIns,RvMaxLr)                                  /*  8 */

 call RvPut 'DDname', RecIns, SearchRRN,'(DIR,LOC)'             /*  9 */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvPut'

    else say 'Record inserted!'

 call RvClose 'DDname'                                          /* 10 */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvClose'

 Address tso "free fi("DDname")"                                /* 11 */

 Return 0

________________________________________________________________________

1. Initialize VSAM_file_name, the REXX variable that contains the name of the VSAM RRDS cluster to process.
2. Initialize the REXX variable SearchRRN to contain the value of the key of the record to be inserted.
3. Initialize RecIns, the REXX variable that contains the value of the new RRDS record.
4. Attempt to allocate the VSAM RRDS to the file named DDname. If the allocation fails (denoted by \Allocated), then

terminate with return code 12.
5. Suppress messages from all RLX/VSAM functions.
6. Check REXX VSAM function completion by inspecting variable RvRc for a non-zero value.
7. Open the file with the following ACB options:

– KEY - records are retrieved by their KEY values
– DIR - Direct access to an RRDS
– OUT - new records can be inserted but existing records cannot be updated

8. RecIns is padded with blanks to the length of the record in the RRDS. This length is defined by the REXX variable
RvMaxLr and is initialized by the RvOpen function.

9. The RvPut function inserts the new record RecIns into the file that is allocated to DDname.
10. Close the file.
11. Free the file named DDname.

VSAM RRDS Direct Retrieval and Update in Place
In this example, a record is retrieved from a VSAM RRDS and then updated in place.

________________________________________________________________________
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/* REXX */

 VSAM_file_name = 'RAI.VSAM.RRDSDEMO.CLUSTER'                   /*  1 */

 SearchRRN  = 3                                                 /*  2 */

 RecUpd     = 'My new updated record.'                          /*  3 */

 If \Allocated(VSAM_file_name) then return 12                   /*  4 */

 call RvMsg 'NONE'                                              /*  5 */

 If RvRC \=0 then call RvError 'RvMsg'                          /*  6 */

 call RvOpen 'DDname', '(KEY,DIR,IN,OUT)'                       /*  7 */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvOpen'

 Call RvGet 'DDname',SearchRRN,'DIR,UPD,LOC'                    /*  8 */

 If RvRc \=0 then

    call RvError 'RvGet'

 else do

    say 'Record = 'RvRecord                                     /*  9 */

    RecUpd = Left(RecUpd,length(RvRecord))                      /* 10 */

    call RvPut 'DDname', RecUpd,,'(LOC)'                        /* 11 */

    If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvPut'

       else say 'Record updated!'

 End

 call RvClose 'DDname'                                          /* 12 */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvClose'

 address tso "free fi("DDname")"                                /* 13 */

Return 0

________________________________________________________________________

1. Initialize VSAM_file_name, the REXX variable that contains the name of the VSAM RRDS cluster to process.
2. Initialize the REXX variable SearchRRN to contain the value of the key of the record to be updated.
3. Initialize RecUpd, the REXX variable that contains the value of the updated record.
4. Attempt to allocate the VSAM RRDS to the file named DDname. If allocation fails (denoted by \Allocated), then

terminate with return code 12.
5. Suppress messages from all RLX/VSAM functions.
6. Check REXX VSAM function completion by inspecting variable RvRc for a non-zero value.
7. Open the file with the following ACB options:

– KEY - records are retrieved through their RRNs
– DIR - Direct access to the file
– IN,OUT - Records can updated and deleted

8. The RvGet function retrieves the record from the VSAM RRDS cluster into the REXX variable RvRecord. Direct
retrieval of records is indicated by the 'DIR' RPL option. The key value is equal to the value of the REXX variable
SearchRRN. Records can be changed due to the RPL option 'UPD'.

9. The REXX variable RvRecord contains the VSAM record that is retrieved by a successful RvGet request.
10. RecUpd is padded with blanks to the cluster record length.
11. TheRvPut function writes the record from the RecUpd variable, overlaying the last record retrieved.
12. Close the file.
13. Free the file named DDname.

VSAM KSDS Direct Positioning and Sequential Read
In this example, RLX/VSAM establishes an initial position in a VSAM file at the record key 'FISH003' and then processes
records sequentially until end of file is reached.

________________________________________________________________________
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/* REXX */

 VSAM_file_name = 'RAI.VSAM.KSDSDEMO.CLUSTER'                   /*  1 */

 SearchKey = 'FISH003'                                          /*  2 */

 If \Allocated(VSAM_file_name) then return 12                   /*  3 */

 call RvMsg 'NONE'                                              /*  4 */

 If RvRC \=0 then call RvError 'RvMsg'                          /*  5 */

 call RvOpen 'DDname', '(KEY,SEQ,IN)'                           /*  6 */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvOpen'

 SearchKey = Left(SearchKey,RvKeySz,' ')                        /*  7 */

 Call RvPoint 'DDname',SearchKey,'KEQ,LOC'                      /*  8 */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvPoint'

 Do forever

    Call RvGet 'DDname',,'LOC'                                  /*  9 */

    If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvGet'

    If RvEof = 'EOF' then leave                                 /* 10 */

    say 'Record = 'RvRecord                                     /* 11 */

 End

 call RvClose 'DDname'                                          /* 12 */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvGet'

 address tso "free fi("DDname")"                                /* 13 */

Return 0

________________________________________________________________________

1. Initialize VSAM_file_name, the REXX variable that contains the name of the VSAM KSDS cluster to process.
2. Initialize the REXX variable SearchKey to contain the value of the key of the record to be updated.
3. Attempt to allocate the VSAM KSDS to the file named DDname. If the allocation fails (denoted by \Allocated), then

terminate with return code 12.
4. Suppress messages from all RLX/VSAM functions.
5. Check REXX VSAM function completion by inspecting variable RvRc for a non-zero value.
6. Open the file with the following ACB options:

– KEY - records are retrieved through their KEY
– SEQ - sequential access to the records of a KSDS
– IN - records are retrieved on a READ only basis

7. The SearchKey is padded with blanks on the right to the length of the KSDS key. The REXX variable RvKeySz
contains the file's key length after the RvOpen request completes successfully.

8. The RvPoint function establishes file position at a record that is identified by the key (the REXX variable SearchKey).
Equal comparison is requested through the RPL option 'KEQ'. The alternative option, KGE, requests a greater or equal
comparison.

9. The RvGet function retrieves the KSDS record into the REXX variable RvRecord. The RPL option 'SEQ' requests
sequential record retrieval while the default RPL option 'NUP' prevents records from being updated.

10. The REXX variable RvEof is set to EOF when end of file is reached. Otherwise, it contains blanks.
11. The REXX variable RvRecord contains the VSAM record that is retrieved by a successful RvGet request.
12. Close the file.
13. Free the file named DDname.
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VSAM RRDS Direct Positioning and Sequential Read
This example is similar to VSAM KSDS, in that an RRDS is positioned to the designated relative record number and then
processed sequentially until end of file is reached.

________________________________________________________________________

/* REXX */

 VSAM_file_name = 'RAI.VSAM.RRDSDEMO.CLUSTER'                   /*  1 */

 SearchRRN = 3                                                  /*  2 */

 If \Allocated(VSAM_file_name) then return 12                   /*  3 */

 call RvMsg 'NONE'                                              /*  4 */

 If RvRC \=0 then call RvError 'RvMsg'                          /*  5 */

 call RvOpen 'DDname', '(KEY,SEQ,IN)'                           /*  6 */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvOpen'

 Call RvPoint 'DDname',SearchRRN,'KEQ,LOC'                      /*  7 */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvPoint'

 Do forever

    Call RvGet 'DDname',,'LOC'                                  /*  8 */

    If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvGet'

    If RvEof = 'EOF' then leave                                 /*  9 */

    say 'Record = 'RvRecord                                     /* 10 */

 End

 call RvClose 'DDname'                                          /* 11 */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvGet'

 address tso "free fi("DDname")"                                /* 12 */

Return 0

________________________________________________________________________

1. Initialize VSAM_file_name, the REXX variable that contains the name of the VSAM RRDS cluster to process.
2. Initialize the REXX variable SearchRRN to contain the value of the RRN of the record to be updated.
3. Attempt to allocate the VSAM RRDS to the file named DDname. If the allocation fails (denoted by \Allocated), then

terminate with return code 12.
4. Suppress messages from all RLX/VSAM functions.
5. Check REXX VSAM function completion by inspecting variable RvRc for a non-zero value.
6. Open the file with the following ACB options:

– KEY - records are retrieved through RRN
– SEQ - Sequential access to an RRDS
– IN - records are retrieved just for READ

7. The RvPoint function establishes the file position at a record that is identified by the RRN search argument (REXX
variable SearchRRN). Equal comparison is requested through the RPL option 'KEQ'. The alternative option, 'KGE',
requests a greater or equal comparison.

8. The RvGet function retrieves the KSDS record into the REXX variable RvRecord. The RPL option 'SEQ' requests
sequential record retrieval while the default RPL option 'NUP' prevents records from being updated.

9. The REXX variable RvEof is set to EOF when end of file is reached. Otherwise, it contains blanks.
10. The REXX variable RvRecord contains the VSAM record that is retrieved by a successful RvGet function.
11. Close the file.
12. Free the file named DDname.
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VSAM KSDS Sequential Search and Update
In this example, a KSDS is searched sequentially for a specific record to be updated.

________________________________________________________________________

/* REXX */

 VSAM_file_name = 'RAI.VSAM.KSDSDEMO.CLUSTER'                   /*  1 */

 SearchKey = 'FISH003'                                          /*  2 */

 RecUpd    = 'My new updated record.'                           /*  3 */

 If \Allocated(VSAM_file_name) then return 12                   /*  4 */

 call RvMsg 'NONE'                                              /*  5 */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvMsg'                          /*  6 */

 call RvOpen 'DDname','(KEY,SEQ,IN,OUT)'                        /*  7 */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvOpen'

 SearchKey = Left(SearchKey,RvKeySz,' ')                        /*  8 */

 Do forever                                                     /*  9 */

    Call RvGet 'DDname',,'UPD,LOC'                              /* 10 */

    If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvGet'

    If RvEof = 'EOF' then do                                    /* 11 */

       say 'End of the DSN='VSAM_file_name' is encountered'

       leave

    end

    say RvRecord                                                /* 12 */

    If RvSKey = SearchKey then call UpdateRecord                /* 13 */

 End

 call RvClose 'DDname'                                          /* 14 */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvClose'

 address tso "free fi("DDname")"                                /* 15 */

Return 0                                                        /* 16 */    

UpdateRecord :                                                  /* 17 */

 RecUpd = SearchKey || RecUpd                                   /* 18 */

 call RvPut 'DDname', RecUpd,,'(loc)'                           /* 19 */

 If RvRc \=0 then

    call RvError 'RvPut'

 else

    say 'Record updated, Rc='rc

return

________________________________________________________________________

1. Initialize VSAM_file_name, the REXX variable that contains the name of the VSAM KSDS cluster to process.
2. Initialize the REXX variable SearchKey to contain the value of the key of the record to be updated.
3. Initialize the REXX variable RecUpd to contain the value of the new record.
4. Attempt to allocate the VSAM KSDS to the file named DDname. If the allocation fails (denoted by \Allocated), then

terminate with return code 12.
5. Suppress messages from all RLX/VSAM functions.
6. Check REXX VSAM function completion by inspecting variable RvRc for a non-zero value.
7. Open the file with the following ACB options:
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– KEY - records are retrieved by KEY value
– SEQ - Sequential access to a KSDS
– IN,OUT - records can be read and updated

8. SearchKey is padded with blanks on the right to the KSDS key length.
9. The loop executes until end of file.
10. The RvGet function retrieves the KSDS record into the REXX variable RvRecord. The RPL option 'SEQ' requests

sequential record retrieval while the RPL option 'UPD' allows records to be updated.
11. The REXX variable RvEof is set to EOF when end of file is reached. Otherwise, it contains blanks.
12. The REXX variable RvRecord contains the VSAM record that is retrieved by a successful RvGet function.
13. If the value of the key of the currently retrieved record is equal to the REXX variable SearchKey, then the record

is updated. When the RvGet function completes successfully, it returns the value of the key of the last retrieved record
into the REXX variable RvSKey.

14. Close the file.
15. Free the file named 'DDname'.
16. Normal completion of the exec.
17. Record update routine begins.
18. RecUpd contains the new record with the key value at the beginning.
19. The RvPut function writes the record from the variable RecUpd. The record that is retrieved by the RvGet function with

RPL option 'UPD' is overlaid with the new value.

VSAM RRDS Sequential Search and Update
In this example, an RRDS is searched sequentially for a specific record to be updated.

________________________________________________________________________

/* REXX */

 VSAM_file_name = 'RAI.VSAM.RRDSDEMO.CLUSTER'                   /*  1 */

 SearchRRN = 3                                                  /*  2 */

 RecUpd    = 'My new updated record.'                           /*  3 */

 If \Allocated(VSAM_file_name) then return 12                   /*  4 */

 call RvMsg 'NONE'                                              /*  5 */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvMsg'                          /*  6 */

 call RvOpen 'DDname','(KEY,SEQ,IN,OUT)'                        /*  7 */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvOpen'

 Do forever                                                     /*  8 */

    Call RvGet 'DDname',,'UPD,LOC'                              /*  9 */

    If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvGet'

    If RvEof = 'EOF' then do                                    /* 10 */

       say 'End of the DSN='VSAM_file_name' is encountered'

       leave

    end

    say RvRecord                                                /* 11 */

    If RvSKey = SearchRRN then call UpdateRecord                /* 12 */

 End

 call RvClose 'DDname'                                          /* 13 */

 If RvRc \=0 then call RvError 'RvClose'

 address tso "free fi("DDname")"                                /* 14 */

Return 0                                                        /* 15 */
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UpdateRecord :                                                  /* 16 */

 RecUpd = Left(RecUpd,length(RvRecord))                         /* 17 */

 call RvPut 'DDname', RecUpd,,'(loc)'                           /* 18 */

 If RvRc \=0 then

    call RvError 'RvPut'

 else

    say 'Record updated, Rc='rc

return

________________________________________________________________________

1. Initialize VSAM_file_name, the REXX variable that contains the name of the VSAM RRDS cluster to process.
2. Initialize the REXX variable SearchRRN to contain the value of the RRN of the record to be updated.
3. Initialize the REXX variable RecUpd to contain the value of the new record.
4. Attempt to allocate the VSAM RRDS to the file named DDname. If the allocation fails (denoted by \Allocated), then

terminate with return code 12.
5. Suppress messages from all RLX/VSAM functions.
6. Check REXX VSAM function completion by inspecting variable RvRc for a non-zero value.
7. Open the file with the following ACB options:

– KEY - records are retrieved through their RRN
– SEQ - Sequential access is requested
– IN,OUT - Records can be updated and deleted

8. The loop executes until end of file.
9. The RvGet function retrieves the RRDS record into the REXX variable RvRecord. The RPL option 'SEQ' requests

sequential record retrieval while the RPL option 'UPD' allows records to be updated.
10. The REXX variable RvEof is set to EOF when end of file is reached. Otherwise, it contains blanks.
11. The REXX variable RvRecord contains the VSAM record that is retrieved by a successful RvGet function.
12. If the value of the key of the currently retrieved record is equal to the REXX variable SearchRRN, then the record is

updated. When the RvGet function completes successfully, it returns the value of the key of the last retrieved record
into the REXX variable RvSKey.

13. Close the file.
14. Free the file named 'DDname'.
15. Normal completion of the exec.
16. Record update routine begins.
17. RecUpd contains the new record with the key value at the beginning.
18. The RvPut function writes the record from the variable RecUpd. The record that is retrieved by the RvGet function with

RPL option 'UPD' is overlaid with the new contents of the record.

ISPF Dialogs for RLX/VSAM
This section provides examples that demonstrate the use of RLX/VSAM functions. These examples can serve as a tutorial
for users who wish to explore the full range of RLX/VSAM functions and their applicability.

The RLX/VSAM dialogs let you exercise the RLX/VSAM REXX functions and learn their syntax. Working examples
involving all VSAM file types are presented and provide the following information:
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• Describe the VSAM sample datasets and how they are loaded.
• Discuss procedures to add, change, and delete records within VSAM datasets. Examples are provided for VSAM

ESDS, KSDS, RRDS, and LDS datasets.
• Present an ISPF dialog that you can use to simplify the definition and analysis of VSAM datasets. Similar to ISPF

option 3.2, this application is fully functional, which can be integrated into your ISPF development environment.

You can access the RLX/VSAM dialogs by following this procedure:

• Type-in RLXUSER to start the RLX user dialogs
• Select option 5 ('RLX for z/OS') to display the main menu
• Select option 5 from the RLX for z/OS main menu.

On this RLX VSAM Sample Dialogs panel, you can start REXX and VSAM status traces which display the processing flow
of VSAM calls and can provide feedback information. These options are provided as a convenience.

__________________________________________________________________________

-------------------------- RLX VSAM Sample Dialogs -----------------------

 Command ===>                                                             

                                                                          

    1  Define    RXD@VADM - Define VSAM sample datasets, vol serial, DD name 

    2  ESDS      RXDVESDS - Conduct Entry Sequenced dataset sample dialog 

    3  KSDS      RXDVKSDS - Conduct Key Sequenced dataset sample dialog 

    4  RRDS      RXDVRRDS - Conduct Relative Record dataset sample dialog 

    5  LDS       RXDVLDS  - Run Linear dataset sample dialog 

    T  Tutorial           - Description of this menu's options 

    X  Exit               - Leave this dialog 

                                                                          

    Execution Trace Options                                               

       Rexx tracing  ===> N    (Y/N - start Rexx trace)                   

       VSAM status   ===> N    (Y/N - display status of VSAM operations)

__________________________________________________________________________

The options that are shown on the panel are described in the subsequent sections. Since the dialogs shown here are
intended as a tutorial, two flags are offered under the heading Execution Trace Options:

• REXX tracing -lets you monitor the REXX instructions being executed.
• VSAM status - lets you see the REXX variables set by RLX/VSAM.

Define and Load Sample VSAM Datasets
To exercise the RLX/VSAM samples, you must define and load the VSAM datasets that are used by the dialog.

Select Option 1 from the panel illustrated in the previous example to display the menu that is shown in the following
example about how to define VSAM sample datasets.

___________________________________________________________________________

----------------------- Define VSAM sample datasets -----------------------

 Command ===>                                                                   

                                                                                

    1  Dsnames  RCXIPAN  - Review/Alter Vsam dataset names and VolSer 

    2  ESDS     RXDVDLE  - Allocate and populate sample VSAM ESDS dataset 

    3  KSDS     RXDVDLK  - Allocate and populate sample VSAM KSDS dataset 

    4  RRDS     RXDVDLR  - Allocate and populate sample VSAM RRDS dataset 

    5  LDS      RXDVDLL  - Allocate and populate sample VSAM LDS dataset 
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    T  Tutorial          - Description of this menu's options                            

    X  Exit              - Leave this menu                                               

                                                                                

    Execution Options                                                           

       Rexx tracing  ===> N    (Y/N - Start Rexx trace)                         

       Vsam status   ===> N    (Y/N - Display status of VSAM operations)

__________________________________________________________________________

1. Select option 1 to specify the VSAM datasets (fully qualified dataset names with no quotes), the volume on which they
will be allocated, and the DDNAME used by the online dialog that allocates them. These datasets require 4 cylinders
of 3390 or equivalent DASD.

2. Select options 2 through 5 to allocate the sample datasets. The REXX and/or VSAM status displays are produced if
you specify Y in Execution Options.

The sample execs used to create the VSAM datasets are found in the CRAIEXEC library, having member names:

• RXDVDLE - Load VSAM ESDS dataset
• RXDVDLK - Load VSAM KSDS dataset
• RXDVDLR - Load VSAM RRDS dataset
• RXDVDLL - Load VSAM Linear dataset

Options 2-5 are also useful as examples of loading various types of VSAM datasets which execute. You can use these
REXX programs as prototypes for your own VSAM load programs.

Using RLX / VSAM to Manage VSAM Datasets
Once the sample VSAM datasets have been defined and loaded, you may conduct the RLX/VSAM demonstration dialog
by selecting options 2 through 5 from the RLX/VSAM Main menu. These dialogs use the VSAM datasets that you defined
and loaded in the previous section. For example, if you select option 2, the following VSAM ESDS sample dialog panel is
displayed with the contents of the sample VSAM ESDS file.

________________________________________________________________________________

 ESDS File: 'USER.VSAMESDS'                                          ROW 1 OF 5 

 Command ===>                                                                   

                                                                                

 MAJOR CMDs: ADD - Add a new record at the end of the file                      

 LINE  CMDs: C -Change,  D -Delete,  A or I - Add (insert) new record           

                                                                                

 S RBA         Lrecl   Data record                                              

   00000000000 0000033 There was a young lady from Niger                        

   00000000033 0000032 Who smiled as she rode on a tiger                        

   00000000065 0000027 They returned from the ride                              

   00000000092 0000020 With the lady inside                                     

   00000000112 0000036 And a smile on the face of the tiger                     

 ******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

                                                                                

                                                                                

  RXDVE102I - This program will show you how to manage VSAM ESDS files using    

  VSAM functions.  Use major and line commands to request desired options.      

  Turn trace and status display on to see actual REXX statements being          

  executed and REXX variables set by VSAM functions.                            
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________________________________________________________________________________

Use primary command ADD, or single letter row commands C-Change, D-Delete, A-Add, I-Insert to process records in the
VSAM ESDS dataset. Do not hesitate to alter these records since you can reload these files at any time. Use this dialog
as an example to help you develop your own dialog. Dialogs to manage other VSAM datasets are similar to this one.

The sample execs used to manage VSAM datasets are found in the CRAIEXEC library, having member names:

• RXDVESDS - Manage VSAM ESDS dataset
• RXDVKSDS - Manage VSAM KSDS dataset
• RXDVRRDS - Manage VSAM RRDS dataset

VSAM Cluster Definition Facility
You can access the VSAM cluster definition facility by executing the RXDVSAL exec.
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RLX Messages and Codes
Contains a listing of messages and codes for RLX.

RLX Product Messages
This section lists messages that are issued by RLX product components during the RLX installation, invocation, and
execution. Messages are classified by the invoking function.

RLX/Compile Messages
This section lists messages that are generated by the RLX compiler.

RLX/CAF Messages and Codes
RLX/CAF provides extensive and consistent error diagnostics.

RLX/CAF provides extensive and consistent error diagnostics. Error codes are communicated to calling programs through
a Return Code (Register 15) and an SQLCODE. RLX/CAF sets the Return Code and SQLCODE with identical values for
developer convenience and to avoid ambiguity. SQLCODE values are documented in IBM DATABASE 2 Messages and
Codes.

Codes unique to RLX/CAF are in the -100000 range so as not to conflict with Db2 values for SQLCODE. Also, RLX/CAF
provides error messages as appropriate to elucidate the codes and assist in diagnostics. RLX/CAF error messages are
prefixed by the letters CAF.

RLX/SDK Messages
These messages are issued by the Software Developer Kit (SDK) which is a part of the RLX product portfolio.

Users of RLX products may see these messages issued as they develop REXX programs while using RLX/SDK. These
messages are also issued by RAI developed software packages, such as Smart/MONITOR which is a component of
Smart Jobstream Series, Host/EDIT and others. The Info(I), Debug(D) and Warning(W) level messages will not be
displayed unless you use SDKPARM(‘MSGDISP’,opt) to specify message output volume TERSE, VERBOSE or DEBUG.
By default no messages other then E-level will be displayed. The latter are always issued to signify a serious problem and
are directed to WTO.

SDK001I
Message: REXX environment successfully initialized

Explanation: You are using RFPH2R and COB2REXX services to invoke a REXX program from a High-Level Language
application (such as one written in COBOL). The REXX environment was successfully established.

Developer Response: None.

Operator Response: None

Problem Determination: Normal condition

Message suppression: VERBOSE
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SDK002E
Message: REXX environment initialization failed, IRXINIT RC = <RC>, REASON = <REASON>

Explanation: You are using RFPH2R and COB2REXX services to invoke a REXX program from a High Level Language
application (such as one written in COBOL). The IRXINIT invocation (REXX environment initialization service) failed with
return code &RC and reason code &REASON. Refer to the TSO/E REXX Reference SA22-7790 for explanations of the
return and reason code.

Developer Response: Contact your systems programmer.

Operator Response: None

Problem Determination: Review documentation to identify the problem. Contact Broadcom support if necessary.

Message suppression: TERSE

SDK003E
Message: Unable to locate REXX exec <EXECNAME> in library allocated to DDNAME <DDNAME>

Explanation: In using RFPH2R and COB2REXX services to invoke a REXX program from a High-Level Language
application (such as one written in COBOL). The REXX program that is named &EXECNAME that you requested to
execute was not found in any library that is allocated to the DDNAME &DDNAME.

Developer Response: Check the concatenation of libraries that are allocated to &DDNAME. Verify the REXX program
&EXECNAME is located in this library.

Operator Response: None

Problem Determination: If &EXECNAME is in the library. Contact Broadcom support. Otherwise add the library in which
the REXX exec actually resides to the concatenation for &DDNAME.

Message suppression: TERSE

SDK004E
Message: RAI APF facility is not installed. Refer to RLX Installation Manual for instructions

Explanation: The SDK function that you invoked requires APF authorization, but the RAI PC routine that provides APF
authorization to the function was not defined to CCS.

Developer Response: Contact you systems programmer.

Operator Response: None

Problem Determination: Install, configure, and activate the RAI Server address space.

Message suppression: TERSE

SDK005E
Message: Function requires parameters -- none specified

Explanation: The requested SDK function requires parameters to operate but none were specified.

Developer Response: Review REXX function parameters and correct the error

Operator Response: None

Problem Determination: None
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Message suppression: TERSE

SDK006E
Message: Storage obtain for key 7 failed

Explanation: In calling the SDK function SDKDSNU, the STORAGE OBTAIN request for the virtual storage in protect key 7
failed.

Developer Response: None

Operator Response: None

Problem Determination: Ensure that the RAI PC routine is defined to CCS. If the problem persists, report this problem to
Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

SDK008E
Message: GETMAIN failed to obtain EVALBLOCK, <RC> for result area length <REASON>

Explanation: You are using RFPH2R and COB2REXX services to invoke a REXX program from a High-Level Language
application (such as one written in COBOL). The GETMAIN request to obtain virtual storage for a REXX evaluation block
that failed with return code &RC and reason code &REASON.

Developer Response: Review the ‘RETURN value’ or ‘EXIT value’ statements in the REXX program that you invoked.
Make sure that the ‘value’ you are trying to return to a calling program is a reasonable size.

Operator Response: None

Problem Determination: None

Message suppression: TERSE

SDK009I
Message: RAI REXX Interface is terminating

Explanation: You are using RFPH2R and COB2REXX services to invoke a REXX program from a High Level Language
application (such as one written in COBOL). The REXX program finished execution and the REXX environment was
successfully terminated

Developer Response: None

Operator Response: None

Problem Determination: Normal condition

Message suppression: VERBOSE

SDK010I
Message: REXX environment block was located

Explanation: You are using RFPH2R and COB2REXX services to invoke a REXX program from a High-Level Language
application (such as one written in COBOL). An IRXINIT call was issued but the REXX environment was already active.
No new environment was created. The located REXX environment is used.

Developer Response: None
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Operator Response: None

Problem Determination: Normal condition.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

SDK011E
Message: Function parameter <pname> number <pnum> was omitted but is required

Explanation: This message may be issued for any SDK function that requires parameters. In the message text &pname
is the name of a parameter as documented in the RLX/SDK and &pnum is the parameter order in the parameter list --
starting from 1.

Developer Response: Review the RLX/SDK to ensure that the function parameters you specified are correct

Operator Response: None

Problem Determination: None

Message suppression: TERSE

SDK012E
Message: Function parameter <pname> number <pnum> is of an excessive length

Explanation: This message may be issued for any SDK function that requires parameters. In the message text, &pname is
the name of a parameter, and &pnum is the parameter order in the parameter list -- starting from 1. Ensure that the listed
parameter is the length that is required by the function syntax.

Developer Response: Ensure that the function parameters are correct.

Operator Response: None

Problem Determination: None

Message suppression: TERSE

SDK013E
Message: Function parameter <pname> number <pnum> has non <ptype> value

Explanation: This message may be issued for any SDK function that requires parameters. In the message text, &pname
is the name of a parameter and &pnum is the parameter order in the parameter list -- starting from 1. Make sure the listed
parameter is of a type &ptype which can be converted internally to DECIMAL, PACKED, or FLOAT.

Developer Response: Ensure that the function parameters are correct and of a required data type.

Operator Response: None

Problem Determination: None

Message suppression: TERSE

SDK014E
Message: Function with profile <code> aborted for user <user> by Server <servername> with RC=&rc

Explanation: This message may be issued by any restricted SDK function whose use is protected using an access profile.

&code specifies one of the codes (such as XMEM or XMUP). &user denotes the RACF user ID that requested the
protected function. &servername is the name of the RAI Server (such as RAI0) that received the authorization request and
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denied it with a return code of &rc -- as returned by the SAF (System Authorization Facility) macro. Possible return codes
are:

04 ID is not authorized to use the requested function
08 The component &code was not defined to the RAI Server
12 The ACEE (RACF control block) for the &user was not found

Developer Response: None

Operator Response: None

Problem Determination: Review the security product definitions in force at your installation (such as for RACF,
TOPSECRET, or ACF2). Review the Broadcom documentation for the required security profiles. Make sure these profiles
are defined and that authorized users are granted access to these profiles.

Message suppression: TERSE

RLX/VSAM Messages
This section lists the messages that RLX/VSAM issues to notify an application programmer about internal events.

Messages are grouped into Informational, Warning, or Error classifications with the last letter of the message ID
designating its class: I, W or E.

Messages are listed in ascending order and are largely self-explanatory. Message groups fall in three categories:
Terse, Verbose, or Debug that correspond to message levels E=error, I=Information, and D=Debug. This represents the
message group level that you can select through the RVMSG service, described in the Function Call Reference section of
the RLX documentation.

Some messages are self-explanatory, while others are augmented with more text. Variables in the message text are
preceded by an ampersand character (‘&’). The following conventions apply concerning variable names:

<ddname> refers to the name of the file to which a referenced VSAM dataset is allocated.

<rc> denotes the value of Register 15 returned by an RPL-based VSAM macro instruction.

<macrc> refers to the reason code returned by an RPL-based VSAM macro instruction.

TVR001E
Message: VSAM OPEN error for file <ddname>

Explanation: Open failed for the VSAM dataset allocated to the file named <ddname>. This message is always
accompanied by messages TVR008E and TVR058E which further describe the open error.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR002E
Message: Attempt to build ACB for <ddname> has failed

Explanation: A VSAM GENCB macro failed while building an ACB, due to either a memory shortage or an internal logic
error.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR003E
Message: A VSAM OPEN was issued without a successful preceding #VACB'

Explanation: RLX/VSAM initialization error - VCT was not found.
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Message suppression: TERSE

TVR004E
Message: File <ddname> must be allocated prior to making a VSAM request.

Explanation: This message is self-explanatory.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR005E
Message: Duplicate VFB found for file <ddname>

Explanation: Logic error. Report this event to Broadcom support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR006E
Message: MACRF keyword < DDKWD > was not found in ACB keyword table.

Explanation: Report this event to Broadcom support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR007E
Message: Attempt to build RPL for <ddname> has failed.

Explanation: The return code from the GENCB macro was a non-zero R15 value.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR008E
Message: An OPEN for file <ddname> returned a non zero return code.

Explanation: This message always appears with TVR001E and TVR058E.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR009I
Message: VSAM file <ddname> was successfully opened.

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR010E
Message: A TESTCB indicates an OPEN failure for file <ddname>.

Explanation: TESTCB detected a non-zero reason code even though the return code from OPEN was zero.

Message suppression: TERSE
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TVR011E
Message: An OPEN was issued for an invalid VFB. Check DDNAME.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART issued this ‘error directive’ after determining it cannot complete the processing that is
associated with the current service request. Smart/RESTART abnormally terminates the application because the results
of subsequent processing are now unpredictable. Data integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues a user
abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The abend is
further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies the Smart/
RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Correct the error as instructed by the text of the message, then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists,
enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary,
notify Broadcom support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR012E
Message: MACRF keyword <rpl_option> is not permitted in RFA VSAM.

Explanation: The MACRF option that is denoted by <rpl_option> is not supported. Revise the specification and rerun the
application.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR013W
Message: RTFA$TVR has not been loaded by RMD function. Assuming VCON access only

Explanation: Make sure the RLX/VSAM load library is allocated to STEPLIB (or ISPLLIB if running in a TSO/ISPF
environment).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR014E
Message: A PUT was issued for an invalid VFB. Check DDNAME.

Explanation: An RVPUT call was issued with an invalid <ddname> parameter.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR015E
Message: A PUT request was the first VSAM IO call. OPEN must be issued first.

Explanation: RVOPEN must be a first call that is issued for any VSAM file.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR016E
Message: OPTCD keyword <rpl_options> was not found in RPL keyword table.

Explanation: Make sure the <rpl_options> is a valid option specification that is supported by RLX/VSAM.
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Message suppression: TERSE

TVR017E
Message: OPTCD keyword <rpl_options> is not permitted in RFA VSAM GET/PUT call

Explanation: The <rpl_option> is not permitted for the specified VSAM file type and operation.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR018E
Message: Output record size requested is larger than the catalog maximum

Explanation: Specify a valid record size and rerun the application.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR019E
Message: Both application requested record size and catalog record size are zero

Explanation: This message is self-explanatory. Specify a non-zero record size and rerun the application.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR020E
Message: A MODCB macro for file <ddname> failed during PUT processing. Check OPTCD for invalid option
combinations

Explanation: Specify correct ACB and/or RPL values and rerun the application.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR021E
Message: A PUT for file <ddname> was unsuccessful

Explanation: This message is self-explanatory. Specify correct ACB and/or RPL values and rerun the application.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR022E
Message: An IO error was encountered while performing a PUT for file <ddname>.

Explanation: This message is self-explanatory. Specify correct ACB and/or RPL values and rerun the application.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR023E
Message: A SHOWCB macro was unsuccessful in retrieving control block information following a PUT for file <ddname>

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.
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Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR024I
Message: VSAM return code from RVPUT = <MacRc>

Explanation: This message is externalized for debugging purposes only.

Message suppression: DEBUG

TVR025E
Message: A VSAM CLOSE was issued without a successful preceding #VOPEN.

Explanation: Probable user error. Smart/RESTART could not complete the processing that is associated with the current
service request. Smart/RESTART abnormally terminates the application because the results of subsequent processing
are now unpredictable. Data integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues a user abend code (derived
from a base value of 2005 that can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The abend is further qualified by
the reason code in R15 at the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies the Smart/RESTART component
which detected the error.

Response: Review the logic of the application program and correct the probable error in sequence (such as requesting
to READ a file before it is OPEN). Re-prepare the application and then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR026E
Message: An CLOSE was issued for an invalid VFB. Check DDNAME.

Explanation: Verify that <ddname> is a valid DDNAME of a successfully opened VSAM file.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR027E
Message: VSAM CLOSE error for file <ddname>.

Explanation: See IBM VSAM documentation for the CLOSE error.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR028E
Message: An CLOSE for file <ddname> returned a non zero return code.

Explanation: See IBM VSAM documentation for the CLOSE error.

Message suppression: TERSE
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TVR029I
Message: VSAM file <ddname> was successfully closed.

Explanation: This message is self-explanatory and requires no action.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR030E
Message: A GET request was the first VSAM IO call. OPEN must be issued first.

Explanation: This message is self-explanatory. OPEN the file before issuing a GET request.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR031E
Message: A #VGET was issued for an invalid VFB. The DDNAME specified was not found to be in an OPEN status.

Explanation: Probable user error. OPEN the file before issuing a GET request.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR032E
Message: Input record size requested is larger than the catalog maximum.

Explanation: Probable user error. Specify a record size that does not exceed the catalog maximum.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR033E
Message: A MODCB macro for file <ddname> failed during GET processing.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR034E
Message: A GET for file <ddname> was unsuccessful.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
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MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR035E
Message: An IO error was encountered while performing a GET for file <ddname>

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR036E
Message: A SHOWCB macro was unsuccessful in retrieving control block information following a GET for file <ddname>.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR037I
Message: VSAM return code from RVGET = <MacRc>

Explanation: This debugging message displays the return code from a VSAM GET request.

Message suppression: DEBUG

TVR038E
Message:  Detected an attempt to GET a record after an end of file indication was already presented for file <ddname>.

Explanation: Probable user error. Reading sequentially after an end-of-file condition is not supported.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR039E
Message: End of file encountered for file <ddname>
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Explanation: An attempt was made to sequentially access a file beyond the end-of-file mark.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR040E
Message: MODCB failure for file <ddname> in #VACB routine.

Explanation: VSAM MODCB macro has failed, due to possible program logic error.

Response: Report this event to Broadcom support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR041E
Message: A REXX RV... function has completed unsuccessfully.

Explanation: The request cannot be processed. Smart/RESTART abnormally terminates the application because the
results of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART
issues a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command).
The abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at the time the abend is issued. This reason code
identifies the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the problem.
Review the additional trace and diagnostic messages that are produced by the DEBUG run in an attempt to identify the
error. If necessary, notify Broadband support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for
analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Problem Determination: If you suspect an error in Smart/RESTART, identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR042E
Message: An attempt to issue a #VACB macro has failed.

Explanation: The internal creation of an ACB has failed. Logic error. Report this event to Broadcom support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR043E
Message: A #VOPEN macro failed processing file <ddname>.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE
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TVR044I
Message: A #VOPEN was successful for file <ddname>.

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR045E
Message: A #VCLOSE macro failed processing file <ddname>.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR046I
Message: A #VCLOSE was successful for file <ddname>.

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR047E
Message: No IOAREA was specified in a RV.VSAM call.

Explanation: The I/O area is a required parameter for the requested VSAM function.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR048E
Message: Invalid RV... function parameter specification.

Explanation: Verify the syntax of the RLX/VSAM function call and rerun the application.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR049E
Message: Unsuccessful RV... macro call.

Explanation: The request cannot be processed. Smart/RESTART abnormally terminates the application because the
results of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART
issues a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command).
The abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at the time the abend is issued. This reason code
identifies the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.
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Response: Enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the problem.
Review the additional trace and diagnostic messages that are produced by the DEBUG run in an attempt to identify the
error. If necessary, notify Broadband support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for
analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Problem Determination: If you suspect an error in Smart/RESTART, identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR050I
Message: File <ddname> completed without explicitly specifying OPTCD.

Explanation: <rpl_options> previously set or defaulted have been used in this call. This message is for informational
purposes only.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR051I
Message: A VPUT request has specified an OPTCD override.

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR052I
Message: A VGET request has specified an OPTCD override.

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR053I
Message: A VPOINT request has specified an OPTCD override.

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR054I
Message: A #VGET for file <ddname> is using the default RPL OPTCD options.

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR055I
Message: A #VPUT for file <ddname> is usnig the default RPL OPTCD options.

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only.

Message suppression: VERBOSE
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TVR056I
Message: VSAM reason code from RVPUT = <MacRc>

Explanation: <MacRc> denotes the Reason Code that is returned by VSAM for the PUT request.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR057I
Message: VSAM reason code from RVGET = <MacRc>

Explanation: <MacRc> denotes the Reason Code that is returned by VSAM for the GET request.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR058I
Message: VSAM return code from OPEN = <Rc>

Explanation: VSAM open macro has failed. <Rc> is the value that is returned in R15 at the time of the error.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR059I
Message: VSAM reason code from OPEN = <ReasonCode>

Explanation: A VSAM OPEN request has failed.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR060I
Message: VSAM return code from CLOSE = <Rc>

Explanation: A VSAM CLOSE request has failed.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR061I
Message: VSAM reason code from CLOSE = <MacRc>

Explanation: A VSAM CLOSE request has failed.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR062E
Message: A GET was issued with MVE mode active but no IOAREA defined.

Explanation: The MVE option is not supported in RLX/VSAM.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR063W
Message: A LOC mode GET was issued. IOAREA is ignored.
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Explanation: Smart/RESTART issued a ‘Warning’ message in response to a significant event or condition in processing.
While important, this message is informational in nature. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program with a
return code of zero so that normal processing can continue.

Response: No action is required.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR064I
Message: A #VPOINT for file <ddname> is using the default RPL OPTCD options.

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program
which continues normal processing. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR065E
Message: A MODCB macro for file <ddname> failed during POINT processing.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR066E
Message: A POINT for file <ddname> was unsuccessful

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR067I
Message: VSAM return code from POINT = <Rc>

Explanation: A VSAM POINT request has failed.

Message suppression: VERBOSE
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TVR068I
Message: VSAM reason code from POINT = <MacRc>

Explanation: A VSAM POINT request has failed.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR069E
Message: An ERASE was issued for an invalid VFB. Check DDNAME.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR070E
Message: An POINT was issued for a an invalid VFB. Check DDNAME.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR071I
Message: VSAM return code from ERASE = <Rc>

Explanation: A VSAM ERASE request has failed.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR072I
Message: VSAM reason code from ERASE = <MacRc>

Explanation: A VSAM ERASE request has failed.

Message suppression: VERBOSE
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TVR073E
Message: An ERASE for file <ddname> was unsuccessful

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR074E
Message: An IO error was encountered while performing an ERASE for file <ddname>.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR075E
Message: Unknown VSAM file type detected. Notify Broadcom.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR076E
Message: Unknown VSAM file type returned from TESTCB. Notify RAI.

Explanation: The VSAM file type that is referenced by file <ddname> on the RVOPEN call is of an incorrect type.
Supported types include KSDS, ESDS, RRDS, or LDS.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR077W
Message: RPL OPTCD of MVE has been overlaid with LOC. RVGET continuing.
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Explanation: Smart/RESTART issued a ‘Warning’ message in response to a significant event or condition in processing.
While important, this message is informational in nature. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program with a
return code of zero so that normal processing can continue.

Response: No action is required.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR078E
Message: Unable to override MVE OPTCD. Check RVGET option string.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART issued this ‘error directive’ after determining it cannot complete the processing that is
associated with the current service request. Smart/RESTART abnormally terminates the application because the results
of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues
a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The
abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies
the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Correct the error as instructed by the text of the message, then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists,
enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR079E
Message: A VERIFY was issued for an invalid VFB. Check DDNAME.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR080E
Message: A MODCB macro for file <ddname> failed during VERIFY processing

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE
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TVR081E
Message: A VERIFY for file <ddname> was unsuccessful

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR082I
Message: VSAM return code from VERIFY = <Rc>

Explanation: A VSAM VERIFY request has failed.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR083E
Message: An IO error was encountered while performing a POINT for file <ddname>.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR084E
TVR084E An IO error was encountered while performing a VERIFY for file <ddname>.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE
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TVR085I
Message: VSAM reason code from VERIFY = <MacRc>

Explanation: A VSAM VERIFY request has failed.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR086E
Message: VSAM file <ddname> was already opened. Current OPEN attempt aborted.

Explanation: The application program issued an OPEN request for <ddname> but the file is already open. Probable user
error. Check the program logic and remove the extraneous OPEN request.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR087E
Message: A TESTCB for file <ddname> failed to complete successfully.

Explanation: VSAM TESTCB macro for <ddname> was unsuccessful.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR088E
Message: An attempt to issue a #VACBFRE macro has failed.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR089E
Message: A #VACBFRE request was the first VSAM IO call. OPEN must be issued first.

Explanation: Probable user error. Ensure that OPEN is the first VSAM function that is requested for the file.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR090E
Message: A #VACBFRE was issued for file <ddname> without a preceding #VCLOSE.

Explanation: Probable user error. Smart/RESTART could not complete the processing that is associated with the current
service request. Smart/RESTART abnormally terminates the application because the results of subsequent processing
are now unpredictable. Data integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues a user abend code (derived
from a base value of 2005 that can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The abend is further qualified by
the reason code in R15 at the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies the Smart/RESTART component
which detected the error.
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Response: Review the logic of the application program and correct the probable error in sequence (such as requesting
to READ a file before it is OPEN). Re-prepare the application and then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR091E
Message: A #VACBFRE was issued for an invalid VFB. Check DDNAME.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR092E
Message: A #VACBFRE failed to find the VFB for DDNAME <ddname>.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR093I
Message: File cleanup complete for <ddname>.

Explanation: This message is self-explanatory. This message is for information purposes only.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR094I
Message: Total PUTS for file <ddname> = <Puts-number>.

Explanation: This message is self-explanatory. This message is for information purposes only.

Message suppression: VERBOSE
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TVR095E
Message: Access to RRN = 0 is invalid for RRDS file <ddname>

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR096E
Message: RBA or RRN KEY for file <ddname> is too long.

Explanation: Largest possible RBA is 4,294,967,295. Length of key should be shorter than 11 bytes.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR097I
Message: Total GETS for file <ddname> = <nnnnnn>.

Explanation: This message is self-explanatory. This message is for information purposes only.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR098I
Message: Total ERASES for file <ddname> = <nnnnnn>.

Explanation: This message is self-explanatory. This message is for information purposes only.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR099I
Message: VSAM file <ddname> was temporarily closed.

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR100E
Message: An ENDREQ was issued for a an invalid VFB. Check DDNAME.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART issued this ‘error directive’ after determining it cannot complete the processing that is
associated with the current service request. Smart/RESTART abnormally terminates the application because the results
of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues
a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The
abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies
the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.
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Response: Correct the error as instructed by the text of the message, then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists,
enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR101E
Message: An ENDREQ for file <ddname> was unsuccessful.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR102E
Message: An IO error was encountered while performing an ENDREQ for file <ddname>.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR103I
Message: VSAM return code from ENDREQ = <Rc>

Explanation: A VSAM ENDREQ request has failed.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR104I
Message: VSAM reason code from ENDREQ = <MacRc>

Explanation: A VSAM ENDREQ request has failed.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR105I
Message: Total ENDREQ for file <ddname> = <nnnnnn>
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Explanation: This message is self-explanatory. This message is for information purposes only.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR106E
Message: The RVGET was issued with MVE mode active. The RPL OPTCD must be set to LOC.

Explanation: An incorrect value was specified as a parameter for a Smart/RESTART service request. Smart/RESTART
abnormally terminates the application because the results of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data
integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that
can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at
the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Review the service request information. Specify a valid parameter value, re-prepare the application if
necessary, and then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream
and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be
required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR107E
Message: An RV... function attempted to use a negative RBA or RRN key value.

Explanation: The request cannot be processed. Smart/RESTART abnormally terminates the application because the
results of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART
issues a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command).
The abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at the time the abend is issued. This reason code
identifies the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the problem.
Review the additional trace and diagnostic messages that are produced by the DEBUG run in an attempt to identify the
error. If necessary, notify Broadband support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for
analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Problem Determination: If you suspect an error in Smart/RESTART, identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR108E
Message: Record length from VSAM catalog is zero for RRDS file <ddname>.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE
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TVR109I
Message: Total POINTS for file <ddname> = <nnnnnn>

Explanation: This message is self-explanatory. This message is for information purposes only.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR110E
Message: An RVPOINT was issued without a KEY parameter.

Explanation: This is only allowed when the VSAM LRD RPL optcd option is in effect.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR111W
Message: An RVVERIFY was issued without a preceding RVOPEN.

Explanation: An implicit RVOPEN is issued using default ACB options for file <ddname>.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR112E
Message: A #VACB macro for file <ddname> has failed during an RVVERIFY.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR113E
Message: A #VOPEN macro for file <ddname> has failed during an RVVERIFY.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE
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TVR114E
TVR114E A #VCLOSE macro for file <ddname> has failed during an RVVERIFY.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR115E
Message: A #VACBFRE macro for file <ddname> has failed during an RVVERIFY

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR116I
Message: Total VERIFYS for file <ddname> = <nnnnnn>.

Explanation: This message is self-explanatory. This message is for information purposes only.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TVR117W
Message: File <ddname> was previously opened unsuccessfully.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART issued a ‘Warning’ message in response to a significant event or condition in processing.
While important, this message is informational in nature. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program with a
return code of zero so that normal processing can continue.

Response: No action is required.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR118E
Message: An invalid RVTERM parameter was specified. Please correct.

Explanation: An incorrect value was specified as a parameter for a Smart/RESTART service request. Smart/RESTART
abnormally terminates the application because the results of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data
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integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that
can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at
the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Review the service request information. Specify a valid parameter value, re-prepare the application if
necessary, and then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream
and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be
required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR119E
Message: An RV... specified an RBA or RRN KEY field that was not numeric.

Explanation: An incorrect value was specified as a parameter for a Smart/RESTART service request. Smart/RESTART
abnormally terminates the application because the results of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data
integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that
can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at
the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Review the service request information. Specify a valid parameter value, re-prepare the application if
necessary, and then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream
and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be
required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR120E
Message: A #VGET for file <ddname> rejected due to unopened status.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR121E
Message: A #VPOINT for file <ddname> rejected due to unopened status.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).
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Message suppression: TERSE

TVR122E
Message: A #VPUT for file <ddname> rejected due to unopened status.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR123E
Message: A #VCLOSE for file <ddname> rejected due to unopened status.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR124E
Message: A #VENDREQ for file <ddname> rejected due to unopened status.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR125E
Message: A #VERASE for file <ddname> rejected due to unopened status.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.
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Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR988E
Message: SIBLING TASK HAS NO LLE CHAIN

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR989E
Message: RECURSION LEVEL TOO DEEP

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR990E
Message: ATTEMPT TO CLOSE MSG FILE HAS FAILED

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR991E
Message: FAILURE INITIALIZING MESSAGE LOG

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE
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TVR992E
Message: ERROR ISSUING REXX EXCOM MACRO

Explanation: The request cannot be processed. Smart/RESTART abnormally terminates the application because the
results of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART
issues a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command).
The abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at the time the abend is issued. This reason code
identifies the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the problem.
Review the additional trace and diagnostic messages that are produced by the DEBUG run in an attempt to identify the
error. If necessary, notify Broadband support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for
analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Problem Determination: If you suspect an error in Smart/RESTART, identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR993E
Message: INVALID RVMSG LEVEL PARAMETER

Explanation: An incorrect value was specified as a parameter for a Smart/RESTART service request. Smart/RESTART
abnormally terminates the application because the results of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data
integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that
can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at
the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Review the service request information. Specify a valid parameter value, re-prepare the application if
necessary, and then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream
and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be
required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR994E
Message: INVALID RVMSG ROUTE PARAMETER

Explanation: An incorrect value was specified as a parameter for a Smart/RESTART service request. Smart/RESTART
abnormally terminates the application because the results of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data
integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that
can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at
the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Review the service request information. Specify a valid parameter value, re-prepare the application if
necessary, and then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream
and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be
required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR995E
Message: PMVVREXX FUNCTION HAS FAILED
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Explanation: The request cannot be processed. Smart/RESTART abnormally terminates the application because the
results of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART
issues a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command).
The abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at the time the abend is issued. This reason code
identifies the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the problem.
Review the additional trace and diagnostic messages that are produced by the DEBUG run in an attempt to identify the
error. If necessary, notify Broadband support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for
analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Problem Determination: If you suspect an error in Smart/RESTART, identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR996E
Message: VCT NOT LOADED BY RFA #RMD

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR997E
Message: FAILURE INITIALIZING REXX VSAM ENVIRONMENT

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TVR998E
Message: MESSAGE SERVICE ERROR IN PMVVXXX

Explanation: The request cannot be processed. Smart/RESTART abnormally terminates the application because the
results of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART
issues a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command).
The abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at the time the abend is issued. This reason code
identifies the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the problem.
Review the additional trace and diagnostic messages that are produced by the DEBUG run in an attempt to identify the
error. If necessary, notify Broadband support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for
analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Problem Determination: If you suspect an error in Smart/RESTART, identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE
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TVR999I
Message: VSAM environment successfully initialized.

Explanation: This message is self-explanatory. This message is for information purposes only.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

REXX BDAM Messages
The section describes REXX BDAM messages.

TBR001E
Message: BDAM OPEN error for file <DDEX1>

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR002E
Message: Attempt to build DCB for <DDEX1> has failed

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR003E
Message: A BDAM OPEN was issued without a successful preceding #BDCB

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE
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TBR004E
Message: File <DDEX1> must be allocated prior to making a BDAM request

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR005E
Message: Duplicate BFB found for file <DDEX1>

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR006E
Message: MACRF keyword <DDKWD> was not found in DCB keyword table.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR007E
Message: Attempt to build RPL for <DDEX1> has failed

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE
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TBR008E
Message: An OPEN for file <DDEX1> returned a nonzero return code

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR009I
Message: BDAM file <DDEX1> was successfully opened

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program
which continues normal processing. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR010E
Message: A TESTCB indicates an OPEN failure for file <DDEX1>

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR011E
Message: An OPEN was issued for an invalid BFB. Check DDNAME

Explanation: Smart/RESTART issued this ‘error directive’ after determining it cannot complete the processing that is
associated with the current service request. Smart/RESTART abnormally terminates the application because the results
of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues
a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The
abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies
the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Correct the error as instructed by the text of the message, then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists,
enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE
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TBR012E
Message: MACRF keyword <DDKWD> is not permitted in RFA BDAM

Explanation: An incorrect value was specified as a parameter for a Smart/RESTART service request. Smart/RESTART
abnormally terminates the application because the results of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data
integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that
can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at
the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Review the service request information. Specify a valid parameter value, re-prepare the application if
necessary, and then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream
and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be
required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR013W
Message: RFA$TBR has not been loaded by RMD function. Assuming VCON access only

Explanation: Smart/RESTART issued a ‘Warning’ message in response to a significant event or condition in processing.
While important, this message is informational in nature. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program with a
return code of zero so that normal processing can continue.

Response: No action is required.

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR014E
Message: A PUT was issued for an invalid BFB. Check DDNAME

Explanation: Smart/RESTART issued this ‘error directive’ after determining it cannot complete the processing that is
associated with the current service request. Smart/RESTART abnormally terminates the application because the results
of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues
a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The
abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies
the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Correct the error as instructed by the text of the message, then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists,
enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR015E
Message: A PUT request was the first BDAM IO call. OPEN must be issued first

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.
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Message suppression: TERSE

TBR016E
Message: OPTCD keyword <DDKWD> was not found in RPL keyword table.

Explanation: An incorrect value was specified as a parameter for a Smart/RESTART service request. Smart/RESTART
abnormally terminates the application because the results of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data
integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that
can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at
the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Review the service request information. Specify a valid parameter value, re-prepare the application if
necessary, and then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream
and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be
required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR017E
Message: OPTCD keyword <DDKWD> is not permitted in RFA BDAM GET/PUT call

Explanation: An incorrect value was specified as a parameter for a Smart/RESTART service request. Smart/RESTART
abnormally terminates the application because the results of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data
integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that
can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at
the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Review the service request information. Specify a valid parameter value, re-prepare the application if
necessary, and then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream
and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be
required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR018E
Message: Output record size requested is larger than the catalog maximum

Explanation: An incorrect value was specified as a parameter for a Smart/RESTART service request. Smart/RESTART
abnormally terminates the application because the results of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data
integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that
can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at
the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Review the service request information. Specify a valid parameter value, re-prepare the application if
necessary, and then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream
and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be
required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR019E
Message: Application requested record size and catalog record size are both zero
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Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR020E
Message: A MODCB macro for file failed during PUT processing. Check OPTCD for invalid option combinations.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR021E
Message: A PUT for file <DDEX1> was unsuccessful

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR022E
Message: An IO error was encountered while performing a PUT for file <DDEX1>

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).
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Message suppression: TERSE

TBR023E
Message: A SHOWCB macro was unsuccessful in retrieving control block information following a PUT for file <DDEX1>

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR024I
Message: BDAM return code from RVPUT = <DDRC1>

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program
which continues normal processing. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR025E
Message: A BDAM CLOSE was issued without a successful preceding #BOPEN

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR026E
Message: A CLOSE was issued for an invalid BFB. Check DDNAME

Explanation: Smart/RESTART issued this ‘error directive’ after determining it cannot complete the processing that is
associated with the current service request. Smart/RESTART abnormally terminates the application because the results
of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues
a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The
abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies
the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Correct the error as instructed by the text of the message, then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists,
enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE
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TBR027E
Message: BDAM CLOSE error for file <DDEX1>

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR028E
Message: A CLOSE for file <DDEX1> returned a nonzero return code.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR029I
Message: BDAM file <DDEX1> was successfully closed

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program
which continues normal processing. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR030E
Message: A GET request was the first BDAM IO call. OPEN must be issued first

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR031E
Message: A #BGET was issued for an invalid BFB. The specified DDNAME was not found to be in an OPEN status
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Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR032E
Message: Input record size requested is larger than the catalog maximum

Explanation: An incorrect value was specified as a parameter for a Smart/RESTART service request. Smart/RESTART
abnormally terminates the application because the results of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data
integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that
can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at
the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Review the service request information. Specify a valid parameter value, re-prepare the application if
necessary, and then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream
and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be
required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR033E
Message: A MODCB macro for file <DDEX1> failed during GET processing

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR034E
Message: A GET for file <DDEX1> was unsuccessful

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
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Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR035E
Message: An IO error was encountered while performing a GET for file <DDEX1>

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR036E
Message: A SHOWCB macro was unsuccessful in retrieving control block information following a GET for file <DDEX1>

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR037I
Message: BDAM return code from RVGET = <DDRC1>

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program
which continues normal processing. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR038E
Message: Detected an attempt to GET a record after an end of file indication was already presented for file <DDEX1>

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE
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TBR039E
Message: End of file encountered for file <DDEX1>

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR040E
Message: MODCB failure for file <DDEX1> in #BDCB routine

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR041E
Message: A REXX < DDFUNC > function has completed unsuccessfully

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR042E
Message: An attempt to issue a #BDCB macro has failed.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.
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Message suppression: TERSE

TBR043E
Message: A #BOPEN macro failed processing file <DDEX1>

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR044I
Message: A #BOPEN was successful for file <DDEX1>

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program
which continues normal processing. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR045E
Message: A #BCLOSE macro failed processing file <DDEX1>

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR046I
Message: A #BCLOSE was successful for file <DDEX1>

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR047E
Message: No IOAREA was specified in a < DDFUNC > VSAM call

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.
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Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR048E
Message: Invalid < DDFUNC > parameter specification

Explanation: An incorrect value was specified as a parameter for a Smart/RESTART service request. Smart/RESTART
abnormally terminates the application because the results of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data
integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that
can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at
the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Review the service request information. Specify a valid parameter value, re-prepare the application if
necessary, and then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream
and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be
required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR049E
Message: Unsuccessful < DDFUNC > macro call

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR050I
Message: File <DDEX1> completed without explicitly specifying OPTCD

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program
which continues normal processing. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR051I
Message: A VPUT request has specified an OPTCD override

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE
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TBR052I
Message: A VGET request has specified an OPTCD override

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR053I
Message: A VPOINT request has specified an OPTCD override

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR054I
Message: A #BGET for file <DDEX1> is making use of default RPL OPTCD options

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program
which continues normal processing. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR055I
Message: A #BPUT for file <DDEX1> is making use of default RPL OPTCD options

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR056I
Message: BDAM reason code from RVPUT = <DDRC1>

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program
which continues normal processing. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR057I
Message: BDAM reason code from RVGET = <DDRC1>

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR058I
Message: BDAM return code from OPEN = <DDRC1>

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program
which continues normal processing. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE
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TBR059I
Message: BDAM reason code from OPEN = <DDRC1>

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program
which continues normal processing. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR060I
Message: BDAM return code from CLOSE = <DDRC1>

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program
which continues normal processing. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR061I
Message: BDAM reason code from CLOSE = <DDRC1>

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program
which continues normal processing. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR062E
Message: A GET was issued with MVE mode active but no IOAREA defined

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR063W
Message: A LOC mode GET was issued. IOAREA will be ignored

Explanation: Smart/RESTART issued a ‘Warning’ message in response to a significant event or condition in processing.
While important, this message is informational in nature. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program with a
return code of zero so that normal processing can continue.

Response: No action is required.

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR064I
Message: A #BPOINT for file <DDEX1> is making use of default RPL OPTCD options

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program
which continues normal processing. No action is required.
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Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR065E
Message: A MODCB macro for file <DDEX1> failed during POINT processing

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR066E
Message: A POINT for file <DDEX1> was unsuccessful

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR067I
Message: BDAM return code from POINT = <DDRC1>

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program
which continues normal processing. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR068I
Message: BDAM reason code from POINT = <DDRC1>

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR069E
Message: An ERASE was issued for an invalid BFB. Check DDNAME.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART issued this ‘error directive’ after determining it cannot complete the processing that is
associated with the current service request. Smart/RESTART abnormally terminates the application because the results
of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues
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a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The
abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies
the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Correct the error as instructed by the text of the message, then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists,
enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR070E
Message: A POINT was issued for an invalid BFB. Check DDNAME.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART issued this ‘error directive’ after determining it cannot complete the processing that is
associated with the current service request. Smart/RESTART abnormally terminates the application because the results
of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues
a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The
abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies
the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Correct the error as instructed by the text of the message, then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists,
enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR071I
Message: BDAM return code from ERASE = <DDRC1>

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program
which continues normal processing. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR072I
Message: BDAM reason code from ERASE = <DDRC1>

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program
which continues normal processing. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR073E
Message: An ERASE for file <DDEX1> was unsuccessful

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
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Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR074E
Message: An I/O error was encountered while performing an ERASE for file <DDEX1>

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR075E
Message: Unknown BDAM file type detected. Notify Broadcom.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

 TBR076E
Message: Unknown BDAM file type returned from TESTCB. Notify Broadcom.

Explanation: A Smart/RESTART service request specified a parameter value that is not supported. Smart/RESTART
abnormally terminates the application. The results of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data integrity can
no longer be assured.

Response: Respecify a supported value for the parameter in question and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists,
enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary,
notify Broadcom support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR077W
Message: RPL OPTCD of MVE has been overlaid with LOC. RVGET continuing

Explanation: Smart/RESTART could not complete the processing that is associated with the current service request.
Although it is a non-terminating error, the results of subsequent processing may be unpredictable. If data integrity can no
longer be assured, Smart/RESTART issues an abend. If processing can continue, Smart/RESTART returns control to the
application program with a non-zero return code.
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Response: Enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the problem.
Review the additional trace and diagnostic messages that are produced by the DEBUG run in an attempt to identify the
error. If necessary, ddsnotify Broadband support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for
analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR078E
Message: Unable to override MVE OPTCD. Check RVGET option string

Explanation: Smart/RESTART issued this ‘error directive’ after determining it cannot complete the processing that is
associated with the current service request. Smart/RESTART abnormally terminates the application because the results
of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues
a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The
abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies
the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Correct the error as instructed by the text of the message, then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists,
enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR079E
Message: A VERIFY was issued for an invalid BFB. Check DDNAME.

Explanation: Smart/RESTART issued this ‘error directive’ after determining it cannot complete the processing that is
associated with the current service request. Smart/RESTART abnormally terminates the application because the results
of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues
a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The
abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies
the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Correct the error as instructed by the text of the message, then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists,
enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR080E
Message: A MODCB macro for file <DDEX1> failed during VERIFY processing

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).
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Message suppression: TERSE

TBR081E
Message: A VERIFY for file <DDEX1> was unsuccessful

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR082I
Message: BDAM return code from VERIFY = <DDRC1>

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program
which continues normal processing. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR083E
Message: An IO error was encountered while performing a POINT for file <DDEX1>

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR084E
Message: An IO error was encountered while performing a VERIFY for file <DDEX1>

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE
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TBR085I
Message: BDAM reason code from VERIFY = <DDRC1>

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program
which continues normal processing. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR086E
Message: BDAM file <DDEX1> was already opened. Current OPEN attempt aborted

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR087E
Message: A TESTCB for file <DDEX1> failed to complete successfully

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR088E
Message: An attempt to issue a #BDCBFRE macro has failed

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR089E
Message: A #BDCBFRE request was the first BDAM IO call. OPEN must be issued first
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Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR090E
Message: A #BDCBFRE was issued for file <DDEX1> without a preceding #BCLOSE

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR091E
Message: A #BDCBFRE was issued for an invalid BFB. Check DDNAME

Explanation: Smart/RESTART issued this ‘error directive’ after determining it cannot complete the processing that is
associated with the current service request. Smart/RESTART abnormally terminates the application because the results
of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues
a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The
abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies
the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Correct the error as instructed by the text of the message, then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists,
enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR092E
Message: A #BDCBFRE failed to find the BFB for DDNAME <DDEX1>

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE
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TBR093I
Message: File cleanup complete for <DDEX1>

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program
which continues normal processing. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR094I
Message: Total PUTS for file <DDEX1> = <DDCT1>

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR095E
Message: Access to RRN = 0 is invalid for RRDS file <DDEX1>

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR096E
Message: RBA or RRN KEY for file <DDEX1> is too long. Largest possible RBA is 4,294,967,295. Key should be shorter
than 11 bytes

Explanation: A parameter value for a Smart/RESTART service request was outside the allowable range. Smart/RESTART
abnormally terminates the application because the results of subsequent processing are now unpredictable. Data integrity
can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that can be
adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at the
time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Specify a correct parameter value within the range of allowable values as described in the message text, then
restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep
to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify Broadcom support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom
support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR097I
Message: Total GETS for file <DDEX1> = <DDCT1>

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program
which continues normal processing. No action is required.
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Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR098I
Message: Total ERASES for file <DDEX1> = <DDCT1>

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR099I
Message: BDAM file <DDEX1> was temporarily closed

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR100E
Message: An ENDREQ was issued for an invalid BFB. Check DDNAME

Explanation: Smart/RESTART issued this ‘error directive’ after determining it cannot complete the processing that is
associated with the current service request. Smart/RESTART abnormally terminates the application because the results
of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues
a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The
abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies
the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Correct the error as instructed by the text of the message, then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists,
enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR101E
Message: An ENDREQ for file <DDEX1> was unsuccessful

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR102E
Message: An IO error was encountered while performing an ENDREQ for file <DDEX1>
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Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR103I
Message: BDAM return code from ENDREQ = <DDRC1>

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program
which continues normal processing. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR104I
Message: BDAM reason code from ENDREQ = <DDRC1>

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program
which continues normal processing. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR105I
Message: Total ENDREQ for file <DDEX1> = <DDCT1>

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program
which continues normal processing. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR106E
Message: The RVGET was issued with MVE mode active. The RPL OPTCD must be set to LOC

Explanation: An incorrect value was specified as a parameter for a Smart/RESTART service request. Smart/RESTART
abnormally terminates the application because the results of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data
integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that
can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at
the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Review the service request information. Specify a valid parameter value, re-prepare the application if
necessary, and then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream
and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be
required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE
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TBR107E
Message: An <DDFUNC> function attempted to use a negative RBA or RRN key value

Explanation: A parameter value for a Smart/RESTART service request was outside the allowable range. Smart/RESTART
abnormally terminates the application because the results of subsequent processing are now unpredictable. Data integrity
can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that can be
adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at the
time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Specify a correct parameter value within the range of allowable values as described in the message text,
then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun
the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify Broadcom support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required
by Broadcom support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR108E
Message: Record length from BDAM catalog is zero for RRDS file <DDEX1>

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR109I
Message: Total POINTS for file <DDEX1> = <DDCT1>

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR110E
Message: An RVPOINT was issued without a KEY parameter. This is only allowed when the BDAM LRD RPL optcd
option is in effect

Explanation: An incorrect value was specified as a parameter for a Smart/RESTART service request. Smart/RESTART
abnormally terminates the application because the results of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data
integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that
can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at
the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Review the service request information. Specify a valid parameter value, re-prepare the application if
necessary, and then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream
and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be
required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE
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TBR111W
Message: An RVVERIFY was issued without a preceding RVOPEN. An implicit RVOPEN will be issued using default DCB
options for file <DDEX1>

Explanation: Smart/RESTART issued a ‘Warning’ message in response to a significant event or condition in processing.
While important, this message is informational in nature. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program with a
return code of zero so that normal processing can continue.

Response: No action is required.

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR112E
Message: A #BDCB macro for file <DDEX1> has failed during an RVVERIFY

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR113E
Message: A #BOPEN macro for file <DDEX1> has failed during an RVVERIFY

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR114E
Message: A #BCLOSE macro for file <DDEX1> has failed during an RVVERIFY

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).
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Message suppression: TERSE

TBR115E
Message: A #BDCBFRE macro for file <DDEX1> has failed during an RVVERIFY

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR116I
Message: Total VERIFYs for file <DDEX1> = <DDCT1>

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR117W
Message: File <DDEX1> was previously opened unsuccessfully

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected a warning condition while processing the file identified by << ddname >> in
the prototype text. Smart/RESTART cannot complete the current service request. Although it is a non-terminating
error, the results of subsequent processing may be unpredictable. If data integrity can no longer be assured, Smart/
RESTART issues an abend. If processing can continue, Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program with a
non-zero return code.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR118E
Message: An invalid RVTERM parameter was specified. Please correct

Explanation: An incorrect value was specified as a parameter for a Smart/RESTART service request. Smart/RESTART
abnormally terminates the application because the results of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data
integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that
can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at
the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Review the service request information. Specify a valid parameter value, re-prepare the application if
necessary, and then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream
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and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be
required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR119E
Message: An <DDFUNC> specified an RBA or RRN KEY field that was not numeric

Explanation: An incorrect value was specified as a parameter for a Smart/RESTART service request. Smart/RESTART
abnormally terminates the application because the results of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data
integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that
can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at
the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Review the service request information. Specify a valid parameter value, re-prepare the application if
necessary, and then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream
and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be
required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR120E
Message: A #BGET for file <DDEX1> rejected due to unopened status

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR121E
Message: A #BPOINT for file <DDEX1> rejected due to unopened status

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR122E
Message: A #BPUT for file <DDEX1> rejected due to unopened status
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Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR123E
Message: A #BCLOSE for file <DDEX1> rejected due to unopened status

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR124E
Message: A #BENDREQ for file <DDEX1> rejected due to unopened status

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR125E
Message: A #BERASE for file <DDEX1> rejected due to unopened status

Explanation: Smart/RESTART detected an error condition while processing an I/O related service request that references
the file identified by << ddname >> in the prototype text. The message identifies the name of the failing I/O service along
with any invalid application parameters that are passed by the user program on the call.

Response: Check the JES listing and system log for any error or warning messages that reference the file << ddname
>> or its associated dataset, volume, or device. Correct the error and restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable
MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify
Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic
purposes).
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Message suppression: TERSE

TBR126E
Message: Attempt to purge TCB slot failed

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR127E
Message: An error was encountered trying to establish RECOVERY environment

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR128E
Message: An error was encountered trying to terminate RECOVERY environment

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR129I
Message: A <ABENDCDE> ABEND has occurred. RECOVERY processing complete

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR130I
Message: ABEND bypassed. Will schedule RETRY

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program
which continues normal processing. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE
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TBR131E
Message: RETRY attempt will be bypassed. ABEND in progress

Explanation: The request cannot be processed and data integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally with the specified <abend code> and <reason code>.

Response: Enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the problem.
Review the additional trace and diagnostic messages that are produced by the DEBUG run in an attempt to identify the
error. If necessary, notify Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for
analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Problem Determination: If you suspect an error in Smart/RESTART, identify and report the problem to Broadcom Product
Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR132I
Message: Smart/MONITOR RETRY in progress

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. Smart/RESTART returns control to the application program
which continues normal processing. No action is required.

Message suppression: VERBOSE

TBR990E
Message: ATTEMPT TO CLOSE MSG FILE HAS FAILED

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR991E
Message: FAILURE INITIALIZING MESSAGE LOG

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR992E
Message: ERROR ISSUING REXX EXCOM MACRO

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.
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Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR993E
Message: INVALID RVMSG LEVEL PARAMETER

Explanation: An incorrect value was specified as a parameter for a Smart/RESTART service request. Smart/RESTART
abnormally terminates the application because the results of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data
integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that
can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at
the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Review the service request information. Specify a valid parameter value, re-prepare the application if
necessary, and then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream
and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be
required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR994E
Message: INVALID RVMSG ROUTE PARAMETER

Explanation: An incorrect value was specified as a parameter for a Smart/RESTART service request. Smart/RESTART
abnormally terminates the application because the results of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data
integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART issues a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that
can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command). The abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at
the time the abend is issued. This reason code identifies the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Review the service request information. Specify a valid parameter value, re-prepare the application if
necessary, and then restart the jobstep. If the problem persists, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream
and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the error. If necessary, notify Broadcom Support. Retain all job outputs (should they be
required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR995E
Message: PMVBREXX FUNCTION HAS FAILED

Explanation: The request cannot be processed. Smart/RESTART abnormally terminates the application because the
results of subsequent processing are now unpredictable and data integrity can no longer be assured. Smart/RESTART
issues a user abend code (derived from a base value of 2005 that can be adjusted using the ABEND_DELTA command).
The abend is further qualified by the reason code present in R15 at the time the abend is issued. This reason code
identifies the Smart/RESTART component which detected the error.

Response: Enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the problem.
Review the additional trace and diagnostic messages that are produced by the DEBUG run in an attempt to identify the
error. If necessary, notify Broadband support. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for
analysis and diagnostic purposes).

Problem Determination: If you suspect an error in Smart/RESTART, identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE
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TBR996E
Message: VCT NOT LOADED BY RFA #RMD

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR997E
Message: FAILURE INITIALIZING REXX BDAM ENVIRONMENT

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR998E
Message: MESSAGE SERVICE ERROR IN PMVBXXX

Explanation: Smart/RESTART experienced a failure within its internal program logic. Smart/RESTART terminates
abnormally to preserve data integrity.

Response: If possible, enable MSG_DISPLAY(DEBUG) in the RAINPUT stream and rerun the jobstep to reproduce the
problem. Retain all job outputs (should they be required by Broadcom Support for analysis and diagnostic purposes).
Identify and report the problem to Broadcom Support.

Message suppression: TERSE

TBR999I
Message: BDAM environment successfully initialized

Explanation: This message is for informational purposes only. No action is required.

Message suppression: TERSE

Reusable Function Architecture (RFA) Messages
Reusable Function Architecture (RFA) is a set of software core functions that are used by many RAI products.

Messages that are listed are mostly packaged as ISPF messages in the CRAIMSG library. Messages with no explanation
are self-explanatory and are associated with the field that is currently pointed to by the cursor on the ISPF panel.

Data Conversion Messages

PFK990
Message: INTEGER variable value invalid
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PFK991
Message: SMALLINT variable value invalid

PFK992
Message: DEC150 variable value invalid

PFK993
Message: DEC55 variable value invalid

PFK994
Message: CHAR5 variable value invalid

PFK995
Message: VARCHAR10 variable value invalid

PFK996
Message: INDICATOR variable value invalid

PFK997
Message: INTEGER variable value invalid

PFK998
Message: INTEGER variable value invalid

MVS Messages

PMV000
Message: Allocation error. r15 = &RC, error code = &EC, reason code = &IC
Explanation: Dynamic allocation system service (SVC 99) was issued and failed.
Action: See Interpreting DYNALLOC return codes in the current version of IBM publication z/OS VxRy MVS Authorized
Assembler Services Guide for explanation of DYNALLOC services return and reason codes.

PMV001
Message: &USER lacks authority to access &DSN
Explanation: UserID &USER does not have RACF authority to access a dataset &DSN.
Action: Review system log for RACF messages. Authorize user access to &DSN is required.

PMV002
Message: Abend &CODE Reason &REASON occurred during open processing

PMV003
Message: File is not open after return from Open SVC

PMV004
Message: CAMLST/LOCATE system service failed to retrieve DS volume serial #

PMV005
Message: Dataset not cataloged

PMV006
Message: Failed to acquire a buffer for the open file

PMV007
Message: CAMLST/OBTAIN system service failed to retrieve dataset label

PMV009
Message: Try LISTA STatus command

PMV011
Message: Invalid project - Reenter Project name

PMV012
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Message: Invalid library - Reenter library name

PMV013
Message: Enter Type Qualifier

PMV014
Message: Enter closing parenthesis after member name

PMV015
Message: Member name must be between 1 and 8 characters long

PMV016
Message: No System Diagnostic Work Area available

PMV017
Message: Abend profile formatted from MVS System Diagnostic Work Area

Messages Associated with Generic OS/MVS Routines

PMV050
Message: Link to module &PMVMOD failed. Abend = &PMVAC Reason = &PMVARC

PMV051
Message: Attach of module &PMVMOD failed. Abend = &PMVAC Reason = &PMVARC

PMV052
Message: Load of module &PMVMOD failed. Abend = &PMVAC Reason = &PMVARC

PMV053
Message: A severe error occurred in attempting to invoke exec &PMVEXEC

PMV054
Message: Recursive abend detected - PMVRTM1 will NOT attempt retry

Numeric Input Conversion Messages

PSR010
Message: Invalid character(s) present in edited numeric input field

PSR011
Message: More than 1 plus + or minus - sign present in field

PSR012
Message: Invalid blank or numeric editing character embedded in field

PSR013
Message: Internal numeric value truncated during conversion

PSR014
Message: More digits to left of decimal point than allowed for SQL column

PSR015
Message: Scale value truncated during conversion

PSR016
Message: Smallint value does not fall within +32767 and -32768 range

PSR017
Message: Integer value outside +2147483648 and -2147483648 range

PSR018
Message: Only plus + or minus - sign present in field
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PSR020
Message: Significance or underflow exception converting to floating point

PSR021
Message: Overflow - Valid floating point range is from -7.2E+75 to +7.2E+75

PSR022
Message: Floating value does not fall within 7.2E+75 and -5.4E-79 range

PSR023
Message: Invalid characters present in floating point char string

PSR024
Message: Severe / unexpected error in char -> float conversion routine

Date Conversion Routine Messages

PSR030
Message: Month or days component of a date has non numeric digits

PSR031
Message: ISO date (YYYY-MM-DD) has fewer than 8 characters

PSR032
Message: Expected dash - between ISO/JIS date components

PSR033
Message: Invalid characters present in date field

PSR034
Message: Month must be in range 1 - 12

PSR035
Message: Day portion of date cannot be zero

PSR036
Message: Day value is too high for the corresponding month

PSR037
Message: Expected slash between USA formatted date components

PSR038
Message: Invalid output date format option

PSR039
Message: Expected period between EUR formatted date components

Time Conversion Routine Messages

PSR040
Message: Time string has fewer than 4 characters

PSR041
Message: Invalid format option for time data type

PSR042
Message: Invalid delimiter character between time string components

PSR043
Message: USA time format requires : between Hours and Minutes as in 12:23

PSR044
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Message: USA time format requires space before AM or PM

PSR045
Message: USA time format requires an AM or PM designation

PSR046
Message: USA time format does not allow 00 for hour value except 00:00

PSR047
Message: Invalid characters present in time string

PSR048
Message: Time string HOURS value not within the range 0 – 24

PSR049
Message: Time string MINUTES or SECONDS value not in the range 0 - 60

Time and Timestamp Conversion Routine Messages

PSR050
Message: USA Hours value must be in the range 1 thru 12 (except 00:00)

PSR051
Message: Invalid format option for a column whose data type is TIME

PSR052
Message: Timestamp string must be at least 16 characters in length

PSR053
Message: Expected dash between YYYY-MM-DD-HH timestamp components not found

PSR054
Message: Microsecond specification must consist of numeric digits

PSR055
Message: Expected a period between hh.mm.ss.nnnnnn timestamp components

PSR056
Message: message text

Miscellaneous Messages for PSR Common Routines

PSR060
Message: Command requires parameter(s)

PSR061
Message: Command is not recognized

Reusable Function Architecture Messages

RFA000
Message: Trace process unable to match issuing macro name &MACRO

RFAINIT001E
Message: RAI PC routine not defined
Explanation: The RAI PC routine is not defined to CCS.
Action: Define the RAI PC routine to CCS. For more information, see Customizing in the RAI Product Installation
documentation.
Suppression: WTO
Program: RFAINIT
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AcceleREXX Messages
This section contains the RLX AcceleREXX messages.

AcceleREXX Compile Messages

RCX020
Message: Select EXEC(s) to be compiled and linked into a composite load module

RCX021
Message: Specify AcceleREXX compile and Link Edit options and press ENTER

RCX022
Message: Select previously compiled REXX EXECs for Link Edit in &RCXLMOD

RCX023
Message: Respecify AcceleREXX compile and Link Edit options

RCX024
Message: Select EXEC(s) to be compiled and linked into discrete load modules

AcceleREXX Dialog Messages

RCX030
Message: Names of AcceleRexx product and user libraries were created

RCX031
Message: Library names were reviewed / adjusted

RCX032
Message: Job card parameters were saved

RCX033
Message: Screen colors where reviewed / adjusted

RCX401E
Message: Invalid or uncataloged data set &DSNIN

RCX402E
Message: Either CSECT or MEMBER must be specified

RCX403E
Message: Invalid REXX EXEC input data set name = &RCXIDSN

RCX404E
Message: REXX EXEC source is not PDS use other DSN field

RCX405E
Message: Failed to open input file, rc= &RC

RCX406E
Message: Failed to list input file, rc= &LMRC

RCX407E
Message: Member not found / no members in input REXX EXEC data set

RCX408E
Message: No selection was made from the member list

RCX409E
Message: Input REXX EXEC dataset / member not exist
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RCX410E
Message: Failure to create card table - more than one AcceleREXX active

RCX411E
Message: Failure detected in RAIPWD dialog RC=&RC

RCX412I
Message: Specify / Verify AcceleREXX installation parameters and press ENTER

RCX413I
Message: AcceleREXX installation parameters successfully updated

RCX420
Message: AcceleREXX IVP jobstream being tailored - please wait

RCX421
Message: AcceleREXX compile jobstream being tailored - please wait

Common Messages
This section contains common RAI messages.

Product Password Verification Messages

These messages are issued when a RLX product is invoked without proper authorization. You should obtain product
access keys from Broadcom Support.

RAI001E
Message: Load of &module failed. Abend = &abend Reason = &reason
Explanation: The RAI password authorization module whose name is represented by &module name in the prototype text
could not be loaded. The abend code (represented by &abend in the prototype text) and abend reason code (represented
by &reason in the prototype text) further describe the error. If the abend code is 806, then the RAI password load module
module could not be found.
Developer Response: Check with Broadcom Support to ensure a password load module was created during installation.
If it was created, ensure the load module is in a library accessible to the program fetch search order. Options include: Add
a STEPLIB DD statement to the failing jobstep or JOBLIB DD statement to the failing jobstream. The load module library
defined by either the STEPLIB or JOBLIB file must contain the password authorization module. A third option is to include
the password load module library in the MVS linklist concatenation. The job should then be rerun.
Operator Response: Same as developer response.
System Programmer Response: None required.
Problem Determination: Collect SYSUDUMP.

RAI002E
Message: Specify product passwords before operating  &product
Explanation: An attempt was made to utilize an RAI program product &product before it was fully installed.  The RAI
product administrator should be notified and advised that a pair of product passwords have to be specified BEFORE any
RAI software product will operate correctly.
Developer Response: None required
Operator Response: None required
System Programmer Response: Generate a password load module via the RAI password definition dialog. Make the load
module and library accessible to MVS program fetch.
Problem Determination: None required

RAI003E
Message: &product  product usage has expired on CPU  &cpu -  contact vendor
Explanation: The RAI program product whose name is represented by &product in the prototype text will no longer
operate on the CPU whose serial number is represented by &cpu (e.g. 1234) in the prototype text.  This is because the
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term of usage has elapsed.   This could be due to the fact that the RAI program product &product was in for a trial or was
licensed on a term rather than a perpetual basis.  In order to continue to use the product, contact the vendor and obtain
new passwords.
Developer Response: None required
Operator Response: None required
System Programmer Response: None required
Problem Determination: None

RAI004W
Message: &product  product usage has &days days remaining - Contact vendor
Explanation: This warning message indicates that the RAI product whose name is represented by &product in the
prototype text will cease to operate in &days days.  RAI should be contacted  to arrange to extend the use of the product. 
Otherwise, it will cease to function in NN days.
Developer Response: None required
Operator Response: None required
System Programmer Response: None required
Problem Determination: None

RAI005E
Message: &product Version &version  not authorized on  CPU  &cpu
Explanation: The set of passwords supplied by RAI for the product represented by &product in the prototype text do not
authorize the use of the version and release of the product represented by &version in the prototype text.  RAI should be
contacted to obtain a pair of passwords consistent with the currently installed version and release of the product.
Developer Response: None required
Operator Response: None required
System Programmer Response: None required
Problem Determination: Collect a SYSUDUMP.   Add a DSNTRACE DD statement

RAI006E
Message: CPU serial  &cpu  not authorized to run  &product
Explanation: The RAI product whose name is represented by &product in the prototype text is authorized to run on the
processor complex whose CPU serial number is represented by &cpu in the prototype text.  The RAI product administrator
should add a pair of password entries for this CPU serial number to the RAI password verification load module tailored
for product &product.  If RAI did not furnish these passwords, then the vendor should be contacted to obtain a pair of
passwords which will enable the currently installed version and release of product &product to operate on CPU serial
number &cpu.
Developer Response: None required
Operator Response: None required
System Programmer Response: None required
Problem Determination: None

Product Administration Messages

Product administration messages are issued when you are conducting an ISPF-based Password Definition dialog. For
customers using the RAI Server Address Space, passwords are installed in the RAI Server without utilization of this
dialog.

RAI010
Message: Specify temporary password for &RAIPROD trial

RAI011
Message: Press Enter to tailor CPU/Password table or END/RETURN to exit dialog

RAI012
Message: CPU/Password table being tailored - please wait

RAI013
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Message: Specify 1 - Edit jobstream, 2 - Submit job, or END/RETURN to bypass

RAI014
Message: Jobstream being tailored - please wait

RAI015
Message: Press Enter to tailor Assemble/Link Edit job or END/RETURN to bypass

RAI016
Message: Specify new &RAIPROD Password values and press ENTER

RAI017
Message: Review and change &RAIPROD Password values and press ENTER

RAI018
Message: Press ENTER to delete &PROD Password or END/RETURN to bypass

RAI019
Message: Browse &PROD Password values.  Then press ENTER to continue

RAI020
Message: Specify A - Add, C - Change, D - Delete, or B - Browse

RAI021
Message: New &PROD Password added successfully

RAI022
Message: &PROD Password changed successfully

RAI023
Message: &RAIPROD Password deleted successfully

RAI024
Message: Duplicate &RAIPROD serial number - add failed

RAI025
Message: CPU serial number may not be changed - Instead DELETE, then ADD

RAI026
Message: Temp passwords upgraded to permanent passwords for a specific CPU

RAI130
Message: Specify &RAIPROD Installation Parameters and press ENTER

RAI131
Message: &RAIPROD Installation Parameters updated successfully

RAI132
Message: Verify &RAIPROD library dataset names and press ENTERt

RAI133
Message: Specify IBM system load libraries and press ENTER

RAI134
Message: Specify &RAIPROD Job and Jobparm values and press ENTER

RAI135
Message: Specify 1 - Edit tailored jobstream or 2 - Immediately submit job

RAI140
Message: No RLX product passwords defined - Contact RLX adminstrator or Vendor
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Member List Dialog (MLD) Messages

RAI150E
Message: Invalid or uncataloged data set &raidsn

RAI151E
Message: &raidsn is an invalid data set name

RAI153E
Message: &ZERRLM

RAI154E
Message: Input dataset is not a PDS:  Use the other DSN field

RAI155E
Message: Failed to open input file, rc= &RC

RAI156E
Message: Failed to list input file, rc= &LMRC

RAI157E
Message: Member not found / no members in input data set

RAI158I
Message: No library members selected for processing

RAI159E
Message: Input dataset or member does not exist

RAI160
Message: &mslcount member(s) selected for processing

RAI161
Message: Output dataset is not partitioned

RAI162E
Message: Severe error referencing output dataset

RAI163E
Message: Invalid or uncataloged data set/member &mslidsn

RAI164E
Message: Member &mslmbr not found

RAI172E
Message: Either CSECT or MEMBER must be specified

RAI173E
Message: Invalid REXX EXEC input data set name = &RAIIDSN

RAI174E
Message: REXX EXEC source is not PDS use other DSN field

RAI175E
Message: Failed to open input file, rc= &RC

RAI176E
Message: Failed to list input file, rc= &LMRC

RAI177E
Message: Member not found / no members in input REXX EXEC data set

RAI178E
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Message: No selection was made from the member list

RAI179E
Message: Input REXX EXEC dataset or member does not exist

RAI180
Message: Dataset not catalogued. Please respecify

RAI181
Message: Library member not found. Please respecify

RAI182
Message: Severe error returned by LISTD command. Return code = &rc

RAI183
Message: Primary command not recognized - Valid commands are L, LOC and LOCATE

RAI184
Invalid row command: only S=Select or U=Unselect are allowed

RAI185
Message: Member already selected

RAI186
Message: Member was not selected -- nothing to Unselect

User SVC Dialog Messages

Since the introduction of the RAI Server Address Space, Product User SVC is no longer utilized. Instead, the more
secure, proprietary APF authorization mechanism is used.

RAI196
Message: Specify LPA update parms and press ENTER or press END/RETURN to exit

RAI197
Message: The LPALIB update jobstream is being tailored - Please Wait

RAI198
Message: Press Enter to build MVS update jobstream or END/RETURN to bypass

RAI199
Message: ESR or SVC code must be a numeric value between 200 and 255

Abend Detection Messages

RAI901I
Message: SYSUDUMP file detected - Dump will be requested
Explanation: The Relational Architects common abend handler (module PMVRTM1) detected a file named SYSUDUMP
that is allocated to the jobstep. The abend handler will therefore request that a dump be written to the SYSUDUMP
dataset.
Developer Response: Analyze the dump and any error messages to determine why the application terminated abnormally.
Operator Response: Notify site technical support staff or the application developer.
Problem Determination: Analyze the dump, JES logs and any application error messages to determine why the application
terminated abnormally.

RAI997E
Message: Recursive abend detected. - PMVRTM1 will not  attempt retry
Explanation: The Relational Architects common abend handler (module PMVRTM1) detected a recursive abend.  The RAI
abend handler therefore lets abnormal termination to proceed (percolate).
Developer Response: Analyze the dump and any error messages to determine why the application terminated abnormally.
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Operator Response: Notify site’s technical support staff or the application developer
Problem Determination: Analyze the dump, JES logs and any application error messages to determine why the application
terminated abnormally.

RAI998E
Message: Abend XXXXXX detected in subtask XXXX Reason = xxxxxxxx
Explanation: The Relational Architects common abend handler (module PMVRTM1) detected the abnormal completion of
a task.   XXXX denotes the task completion code which is either a User abend denoted by the letter U and four decimal
digits (for example U 2001) or a system abend denoted by the letter S and three hexadecimal digits (for example S E37).
Subtask xxxx denotes the symbolic name by which the RAI task and process is known internally. This name is meaningful
to RAI support staff. Reason xxxxxxxx denotes the reason code (comprised of 8 hexadecimal digits) which is associated
with the abend.
Developer Response: Analyze any error messages and a dump if available to determine why the application terminated
abnormally.
Operator Response: Notify site’s technical support staff or the application developer
Problem Determination: Analyze the dump, JES logs and any application error messages to determine why the application
terminated abnormally.
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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